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At the conclusion of this work I feel compelled to look back 
with cratitude upon all those who have been of assist^ce to me 
during the writing of this, whether as friend or as guide. 

To beeb with, mv thoughts take me back again to my first 

years of study in Leyden, and to you especially* 
It WM you who guidod my fiat steps into Indi^ 
Siinsklit. The choice o{ the subject of this work m which Mat _ 
olavs such an important part, although you exercised no dirert 

an this, was undoubtedly also due to the extensive work 

which von have done in this domain. , , 
It u; alas, impossible fot me to thank here 

teacher, the deep^mourned Ptofes^r K^om* for all fn^^hip 
and knowledge he conferred upon me. By dedicating the fruits of 
mv three years labour to his memory, I have endeawured to expre 
mV gratitude. The example set by this most modest and hard^ 

working scholar will always be tefore me. r 

Prof^c Kuiper, although by force 
your pupil for only a short time. 1 am greatly obliged to you for 

vour thorough grounding in Sanskrit. .attend 
' To you also, Professor Friedmann, esteemed frt^, exten 
my Lc^e thiks for your tuition in Pall and the knowledge of 

acknowledge with gratitude the share 
fessor Bwanck, Dr. Leopold, Dr. Holwerda and Dr. V 
graff^Roes have liad in my academic «aimng. 

, .“IS s.s^s.'ss 
of Utrecht. My sincerest thanks to you. Professor Bosch, for 

whiih you received me at Utrecht after the dosing down 
^dln University, as well as for the tuition you gave me. 



men 1 only now address myself to you. Professor Gonda, 

esteemed Promoter, it is by no means because you are the last to 
whom my thanks are due, but because, on the one hand, it is not 
easy to express one s thankfulness, when seventeenth in a row of 
pr^ovendi(ae). in a way that will not give the impression of 
being merely a repetition of the glowing words of gratitude of my 
predece^fs, while on the other hand 1 wish to end my expression 
of thanks to my tubers with you to whom, m my last years of 
stedy, I am so infinitely indebted. Tliere is so much that I must 
thank you for; where to begin? First of all for the instruction 1 
rreeived from you in these past years. 1 think above aU, of the 
c andesttne lectures in Pali at your home, during enemy occupation 
—the commencement of a continual hospitality for which I also 
heartily thank Mrs. Gonda. Above all 1 am exceedingly grate¬ 
ful for the, also by my predecessors highly praised, warm¬ 
hearted interest that you take in the studies and personal lives of 
your pupils. 

Vour tremendous energy* for work and the extent and depth of 
your knowledge fill me with admiration. It is my sincere wish that 
after the finish of Ihis dissertation i may remain in contact with 
you, and also that in the future 1 mav profit by your great ex¬ 
perience, ' -f B 

There remains for me to convey my thanks to tlie staff of the 
Kern Institute and of the Leyden University Library, and to my 
fri^ds at the Sinological Institute, especially Hulsew^, Kramers 

and Vos, who have been of great help to me by translating the 
Chinese and Japanese texts. * 

To the Ministry of Education, Art and Science rOnderwiJs, 
Kunsten en Wetenschappen") and to the British Federation of 
University Women I am deeply grateful for the manner in which 
they afforded me the opportunity of making study-tours, in con¬ 
nection with the subject of my dissertation, to Oslo, London and 
Paris. The visit to Oslo was especially important, owing to personal 
contact with the late Professor Konow, and also with Professor 
MoRCENSTtERNE, which greatly helped to formulate my ideas. 



On account of hU objections to my conceptions Professor KoNOW 

has forced me to express my arguments accurately and 1 regret 
exceedingly that this book only now appears after his death, so 

that there is no longer an opportunity for liirn to put forw'ard his 

own views. , 
If the English of this book will stand the test of criticism this 

is thanks to the devoted care which Mrs. DE JosSELiN de Jong 

gave to it. 
That 1 was always fortunate enough to be able to reckon my 

parents to both categories mentioned at the beginning of these 

linesi guides and frieods, ts a source of great }oy and gratitude. 
In these days in which the rights of women, and especially the 

rights of the married woman in the Netherlands are being again 
pushed into the background, it is an advantage that ca^ot be 
too highly appreciated when a woman with scientific interests 

finds in her life-partner one who not only toleratesthose interests, 
but, on every possible occasion, stimulates and encourages her to 

proceed. . , j i- j 
Xhat^ as a proof of jny heart-felt gCiititudes I linve not dedicated 

this work to my husband is due to my knowledge that this w-ould 
not be agreeable to his inherent modes^. To set down my infinite 
thanks in a few sentences on paper is impossible for me, and it « 
therefore sufficient to state hers that the support of my husband, 
together with the beneficial harmony in our mlations have been 
the fructifying elements of which this dissertation is the result. 





PREFATORY NOTE 

As one becomes more acquainted with the problems of the ait 

of North [ndia a striking peculiarity occurs, namely, ^at dassi^ 
archaeologists are numerous among the scholars who occupied 
themselves with the art of Gandhara. In particular the question 

regarding die origin and antiquity of the Buddha image seems 
to have a continual fascination for this category of scholars. It 
appears recommendable to cast a light upon this subject from the 

point of view of Indian Archaeology. Moreover, we think that 
these problems cannot be dealt with properly without a tfaorwgh 

study of that other simultaneously flourishing art rentre: ^thura. 
A second requirement in connection with all this is a solution ot 

the question regarding the eras. Starting from Professor i 
point of view we were forced during our researches into the data 

to alter our opinions. Professor Thiel rightly re^rked ui his in¬ 
augural address;"... that a younger generation always looks upon 
matters with different eyes than the previous generation and 

that even well-known, much studied material remains nw, 

if the investigator knows wh^ he is searching for and uses hts 

own. independent judgement.** , 
Even if in the future, however, our opinions concerning the _ 

should unfortunately prove to be incorr^. ui spite ^ 
chronological sequence we have indicated wouU retain its vduc, 

just as does the line of development sketched by us of the art of 

Gandhara, as well as that of Mathura. * r ** r>f 
In order to avoid confusion we have, when calculatmg dates o 

the old era, followed the system of BaNERJI, BaCHHOFER an 

others. We are, however, conscious that 
correct to add one year to those dates which fall after Christ 

Concerning the inscriptions discussed in Chapters IV, V and VI, 

we hope that our reading and translation of th<^ is an improve¬ 

ment on the ones already published. In our 
titles, etc., are given as diey occur in the original texts. That which 



PJLEFATOKY NOTE X[[ 

is pkced between brackets is uncertain; where a question-mark is 
add^ a supplementary proposal is indicated; in cases where two 
readings of an ak^ra are possible, the second is placed between 
brackets with “or”. Regarding the passages from Chinese texts we 
referred to the existing translations, but these are not quoted 
literally, as they have b^ re-translated for us. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE ERAS 

The uncertainh' regaraing the eras, and particulMly the one 
which was customary in the time of Emperor Kamska and his 
successors, has continually been a stumbling block to every dis* 
cussion that went somewhat deeper into tlie problems of the early 
history of North India. The history of art also would be greatly 
benefitted by a definite determination of the starting-point or 
these eras, because in that way. all sculptures from the Kusana 
and Post-Kusana periods which are dated could be specified, and 
so we would 'be able to get a rather complete survey of the 
development which the art at Mathura passed through from 
Kusana art, via the Post-Kusana period to the Gupta time. 

However, not only would the art of Mathura and the Guptas, in 
short. North Indian ait profit by this, but we would be able to draw 
several more definite conclusions concerning the date of the art 
of North-West India, id est of Gandhara, if we knew the st^ting- 
point of the eras used, as several sculptures of the school men¬ 
tioned bear dates. Up till now the most contradictory hypotheses 
about the date of North-West Indian art have been di^matod, 
while not one of them has given convincing proof of being nght 
because this problem, as we shall see furtlier on, is closely connerted 
with the question as to in which year Kamska began to reip. 

Up to the present day no agreement has been reached on this 
point and "no solution has been found which has met with general 

acceptance'*'), c 
In 1874, Edward Thomas -) proposed to consider the era or 

IV S. KonoW. Curias irntriptionum II. I. 
I mm flions u/ith (ht txttplien of those of Asohn, Cilcutta 1929, p. LXXX . 
hcncclortb abbrtvklcd aa Corpus, j tA rw m74 

2) E. Thomas, Baettian Coins and ind/on Dates, The Academy, 26 Dec, 1874, 

pp, 686-687, 
VaH LohimzPM-H'B Ubuw, The '‘ScylbUii" Pcriud * 



2 THE ERAS 

Kaniska a£ the Seleuddian era which began in the year ^12 B.C, 
{or as the Parthian era which began in 248 B.C.], in which the 
hundreds were omitted in the dates in the time of Kaniska and 
his successors, so that one must then consider the years 3-98 as 
303-398 of the Seleucidian era = 9 B.C-86 A.D. [or instead 
203-298 of the Parthian era = 45 B.C-30 A.D*]. 

Cunningham first diought that the dates of the time of Ka¬ 

niska and his successors had to be ascribed to the Vikrama era, 
beginning in 57 B.C,, later on he agreed to the Seleucidian era®). 

Vogel used that same era for the dates on different images 
found in Gandhira, "inter alia*' that of Loriyln Tangai, Jamal- 
garhl, the Hashtnagar pedestal and the image of Skarah Dheri. 

iiUHLER hesitated between the opinion of Cunningham and 

the possibility that the dates of the Kaniska dynasty together with 
that of the copper plate from Taxila, dated in the year 78 of an 
unknown era, had to be ascribed to the era used on the lyagapata 
of AmohinI dated in the year 72 of an unknown era 

Vincent Smith suggested the possibility that the Caesarean 
era of Antioch, which began in 49 or 48 B,C., was used to date 
the inscription of Takht-i-BahiBeforehand, Vincent Smith, 

supposing that the hundreds and thousands had been omitted, had 
al^ argued the use of the Saptarsi era, or Laukika era") in which 

3) A. CuNMrl4CHAU, Atthat6iogfc^ Survey Repiortt of India, voL II, Simla 
1871. p. 68; ben«forth a^reviatcd as Anh. Surv. Reff.; CBiitf tif the Kusbirts, 
or Great Ytfe-ti, Numismatic Chronicle, 3rd series, vol, XI!, London ISS2, 
pp, 40-6i, etsp. p, 44; henceforth abbreviated as Ntttn. Chrors, 

4) J. Ph. Vocel, Inscribed Catidbara Sctdptures, Archaeologhol Survey of 
India, Anmai Report 1903-*04, p. 259; heoceforth abbrevUted as AS.I,A.R. 

5) G. BilHLEH, indhcht Ralaeographie, Strassburg 1896, § 19 B. 
6) G. BuHLEr, Epsgrapbic Discotferies at Mathura, Wiener Zeitsc&rift fur 

die Kunde dec Morgettlunder, vol- X, Wien 1896, pp, 171-174; herarforth 

abbreviated as W.Z.K,M, 
7) V, SMtTH, Tbe Indo-Parthian Dyttaslies from about 120 B.C.-iW A-D,, 

Zeitsebrifi der Deutschen MorgenlStidhcben Geselltchafl, vol. 60, Lcipdg 1906, 
pp. 49-72, csp. p. 71; henccfortlj abbreviated as Z.D.M.G. 

8) V. Smith, Chronology of tbe Ru/an Dynasty of Northern India, fournal 
of the Royal Astatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, London 1902, p. 17S; 
hcncefortfa abbreviated as f^RAS.i The Kusban, or IndthScytbian, Period of 
Indian History, B.C. I6y-A.D. S20, f.R,AS.,1905, pp. 1-64, esp. p. 7. 
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the numbers for 100 and for 1000 are omitted®). Growse had 
already proposed this solution in 1877 

Sylvain Lfevi thought that the Kaniska era started about 50 

B.C. “). 
The Maury a era "which began in the year 322 B.C. was proposed 

by Banerji and Foucher *^) as the era to which the dates 
of Kaniska "cum suis" could be ascribed, in which again the 
hundreds would have been omitted. 

Many other eras have been brought into the field of this discus¬ 
sion. BOhler suggested an era which had its starting-point between 
137-112 B.C ’*). Marshall recommended an era for the copper 
plate of Taxila which might have been established by Moga in 
the year 95 B.C. ’^®). Banerji recommended one started by Vono- 
nes in 100 BC Rapson one which began about 150 B.C. 
JaYaSWAL one in 120 BC and Tarn one in 155 B.C. 

9) See A. Cun'NINCHAAI, Book of tnilian Erm tuith TobUi for CatcHidtiog 

iTulido Dotei, Calcutta l&83i pp- 6-17. 
10) F, S. Gnomi;, \ialhtifd Imifiptioot, Tht tndim Antiquary^ vol. 6. Bombay 

1877, pp. Zl6'219, op. p- 218-m9: henceJorth abbrevialed as hid. Ant., and 
Mathutdf A Dhukt Memoh, 2aA ed-, North-Western Ptowinccs and Oudh Govem- 

. J7, 

vol. 

mcnl Press, laSO, pp. 105-106. 
11) S. L£vi, Notts for Its hiJo Stythes, I. Let cetttts, foarnaS Asiatfque, 9* sene, 

tome VIII, Paris 1896, pp. 444-484; //, Us itxiei khtofiqnts, 9* sirie, tome JX, 
1897, pp. 5-26; lU* Saint Tbomai, Gondopharts tt Aiaxdeo, pp. 27-42, esp. p. 42; 
henceforth abbreviated as 

12) R. D. Banerji, Tbi Stythian Ptfiod ef Indian History, Ind. Ant., voi 

1908, pp. 25-75, tap. p, 67. 
15) A. Foucher, Uatt grice’bonddhiqut dtt Gondbara, Parts 1905 ■1923. 

II. pp, 4^ scq.; henceforth abbreviated as AC. B. 
14) G, BOhler, A New Kbarofibi inscription from $u«i, W.Z.KM,, vol X, 

1896. PP* 55-58 and 327. 
15) j. Marshall, The Dike of Kaaishka, ].R.AS., 1914, pp. 973-986, 
16) Rl. D. Banerji, The Srythi^ Period of indian Hhtoty, tnd, Ani., vol, 57, 

1908, pp. 25-75, esp. p, 67. . .... j- 
17) E. J. RapsON, The Cambridge History of India, vol, I, Anaenf Indsa, Cara- 

bridjze 1922, p. 370; henceforth abbreviated as C.H.L 
18) K, P. JaVaswal, TJ&f Statue of Wema Kadpbises and Kusban Cbronotogy, 

Journal of the Bibar and Orissa B/search Society, voJ. Vl, Patna 1920. pp, 12-22, 
esp p 21- henceforth ahbrevialed as f M^O RJS, -, by the same author Problems of 
sIka Satatahana History, j.B.O.R.S., vol. XVI. 1930, pp- 227-316. esp. p. 240, 

19) W. W. Tarn, The Grreii m Baetria and India, Gambndge 1938, pp. 
494-502- henceforth abbreviated as Tarn. 



4 TKE ERAS 

Cunningham proposed, as we saw, to identify tlie Kaniska era 
widi the Vikfamaera beginning in 57 B.C., an hypothesis to which 
Fleet®®), Franki'-”), LOders"), Kennedy®’») and Bar- 
NETT®<) gave strong support. Dowson used the Vikrama era 
sp^ially for the inscription of Takht-i-Bahr=*). Marshall 
thinks that this era was used In the inscriptions of 154 and 136®®), 
Recently Majumdar proposed this eta for the inscriptions of 
Lorjylf) Tihgai, Hashtnagar and Skarah Dheri ®'')* And Ghirsm- 
man proposes to regard it as the era used in practically all die older 
KharosthT inscriptions®*), while he suggests l44 A,D. as the 
starting-point of Kaniska’s reign, and a separate Mau^ era for the 
Taxtla inscription. 

First agreeing with Cunningham that Kaniska flourished in 

20) J. K Fleet. A habffK unrfcognutif Kuiha^ f.lLAS., lSto5. pp, 
32 5-5 H; Sf, ThQwi4i and G^ndofbtTTtti, 1905, pp, 225-236; Tht Dale 
in thf himfithn. 1906, pp. 706-711; Tbe rraditiantd Data 
of Kjnhhia, f.R-AS.. 1906, pp. 979-992; Tht Etnij Vie of the Em of B.C S8, 
f.R.AS-, 1907, pp. 169-172; Moga, Manes and Votione}, f.R.AS., 1907, pp. 1013, 
lOlC}; The lafroduetioti of tbe Greek Vneud and Cntiitie CbniaeieTi into India. 
}.R.A.S.. 1908. pp. 177.186; Ybo Qatiinm of Kartiihkn, IRAS., 1913. pp, 
95-107; The Dide of Kanhhkn. f.RA.S., 1913, pp, 9)3-920 and 965-lOUi 
Rettieu of E. J. Rapson's Antient tndm from tht Entliesi Tmies to the first 
Century A.D., f .R.AS.. 1914, pp. 795-799; The Date of Kanhhka, IR.A.S., 19K 
pp. 987-992; The Taxda tnsfuftion of the Year 136, f.R.AS., 1914, pp. 992-999; 
The Tuxila SfroH of the Year J36, l.RAS.. 1915, pp. 514*318. 

21) O, ^ANKE, Beilrage nus ebineiisebeN Qu4len sur Kermtais der Turk- 
totier and Skjtben ZetttrJasiem, Abbandtutigen Kbo. Preoit. AiaJ. d. W'iuen 
scbaffen, Berlin 1904, PliiL-kist. Abhandj. I, p. 99. 

22) H, LDders, BrucbitScit bnddbhtiscber Dtamen, KStf. Preuit, Turf an- 
Expeditionen, KUiuere Sitntiril Texte, Heft I, Berlin 1911, p. 11. 

23) J- Kenneov, Tbe Dale of Kamthku, f.RAS., 1915, pp, 920.939, 
24) BarHett, Tht Date of Kanhhknt f.R A.S., 19)3, pp, 942-945. 
25) J, OowsoN, fdotet on a Baetreatr Raft tritfription and the y^rp/fca/ Era, 

f.RAS., Nflu Series, vol, Vll, London )875. pp, 376-3S5, csp. p. 382 and 
Further Note on a Battrim Paii Inscrifiioit and the Saun'ot Bra, /.J?.yU„ New 
Scries, vol. IX, 1877. pp. 144-146. 

26) J, Marshall, Tbe Date of Kanisbka, f.R.AS., 19H, pp, 973-986, 
27) N. G. Majumdar, A Guide to the StHlpturts in the Indian Museum, 

part II. The Graero-Buddhiu School of Candhirra, Delhi 1937, p, 19. 
28) R, GhirsHMan, Bigram, Recherebej arckeolagi^itei et histori^uet sur tes 

Koutbauf, Mimohes de la Drlkgution arcbfoiogi^ne franfaise e« Afghanistan, 
tome XII, le Gunr 1946, pp, 105-108, 

4 
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the beginning of the Isl century A.D, Fergusson later on 
changed his mind and put the beginning of the Kaniska era in 
the year 78 A.D., so that this era therefore coincided with, and was 
the same as the Saka era®*^). Oldenberg agreed with him*’) but 
later on he supported Boyer, who thought that Kaniska came 
to the throne in 90 A.D. "*). 

Bhandarkar did not only ascribe the inscriptions of Kaniska 
and his successors to the Saka era, but all other dates b KharosthT 
inscriptions. In tlie dates of the insaiptions of Kaniska "cum suis” 
he suppased tliat 200 had always b^n omitted, so that Kaniska 
lived about 278 A.D.He suggested Vonones*®) to be the 
founder of the Saka era; Bhau Daji««), Boveh ®^) and Fleet, 
Nahapana ***); Jouveau-Dubreoil, Castana*"). 

29) J. FerCUSSOW. Oh Indian Cht&natagy, J.R.AS,. New Series, voL IV, 1670. 
pp, Sl-n7, ejp, p. 97. , 

30) J. FERClissoii. On the Saka, Saniial and Gnpia Etai, f.R.AS^, New Scries. 

voJ. XII, 1880, pp, 259-285. 
31) H. Oloenbehc, Vbtf dif Datiefnng dtr Sltef/t indiifhtn MMnzr nnd fn- 

tfbriftrtiirtn, Zfitjfbrift fSr Sntniimalik, vol, 8, Berlin ISSt, pp. 2S9-32S. 

c$p. p. 292. 
32) H. OjjiembErc, Zfnei Anjistti snr alii»dh(bea Cbnmaiagit nnd Idifrjt’ 

iurgesfbirhie. t, Znt Ftagt noth dtr Atra dei Kaiiiiia, Natbrhhitft I'tffl dtr Kon. 
Cts, dtt XC^issmitba^ttn sn Gbttingtn, Phil,-hist. Kl*sse, 1911, pp* 427-441, csp. 

p. 441. 
33) A. M. Bovek, Vefnqne dt Kaniyka, }<A^,*y sctic, lOttK XV, Paris 1900. 

pp. 326-579, Mp. pp. 578-579. , 
34) R. G. and D. R- Bhanoarkar, A Pttg into tbt Historj nf ind/a 

from fb* Foundation of the Hontya DymsXj to the Dotmfail 0} ibe Im^ettat 
Cnpta Djnojty, B.C m^irca SOG A.D,. 2o4 etL BomlMLy 1930. First published in: 
fonrital of tbt Bombay BraiKh of tbt Royd Asiatic Socitty, vot. XX. Bombay 1902, 
pp. 356-408, op, pi. 386; henceforth ibbccvialed as jM,B.R.A.S. 

35) D. R. Bhandarkar, A Kttihana stetfe-tnitri^irm and tbt quntwa about 

tbt origin of ibt Soia era, f,B3.R,A.S.t vol. XX. Bombay 1902, pp. 269-302. 

esp. p. 293. 
36) Bhau Daji, Tb* Inroadt of tbt Sfytbiam into India, and the Story of 

KdaiachSrja, ).B3.R AS., vol. IX, 1867-1870. Bombay 1872, Rp. 139-146, e»p. 

p, l45i 
37) A. M- BoVEJt* NahafSHoi ft rift f^A^t 9c tome K« Pifis 

pp, 120-131, csp. p, 12^ set), 
38) J. F, The DiUt ej Kamihkef 1913w pp^ 9'65-1011, opr p. 992- 
3S>) G. J(XJVBAU-Dt)BJ^EUtL, H*sli?ry of the Potidkhcrqf 1920, 

p 26. 



6 THE ERAS 

Konow s opinion in the Corpus is that the Saka eta was not 
used in the Kharosthi inscriptions, and that Wima Kadphises 

had introduced it; while, according to him, the opening date 

of Kaniska's reign falls in the year 127-128 A.D, Later on he 

changed his opinion about this date, which he then put as 130 A.D. 

Recently he l^lieved that this could be still later, and even about 
the year 138 A.D. <■). 

Rapson was, together with Jayaswal, among those very few, 

who after the numerous articles on this sub;ect published by 

Konow still kept to the idea that Kaniska was the founder of tlie 
Salca era. 

As KonoW's opinion is, at the present time, generally accepted 

as the most authoritative amongst the excess of hypotheses and 
theories, it Is necessary to go into it more in detail. 

Partly on account of the intricacy of the subject, and partly 

because Konow does not indicate clearly on what his usually 

somewhat apodictic pronouncements are ba^, it is (in the begin¬ 
ning) difficult to find a way out of this maze of theories and hypo¬ 
theses always depending on each other which Konow has com¬ 

posed concerning the eras used in the centuries round about the 
beginning of our Christian era. 

The starting-point is, however, the inscription on a silver scroll 
found by Sir John Marshall at Taxib. We give the text here 
in full as Marshall read and translated it, and with several im¬ 
provements added later by Konow: 

1. "Sa 1 too 20 10 4 1 1 ayasa ashadasa masasa divase 10 4 t isa 
diva(5e pradi)stavita bhagavato dhatu(o) Ura(sa)- 

2. kena (Im)tavhriaputrana Bahaliena Noachae nagare vastavem 
Tena ime pradistavita bhagavato dhatuo dhamara- 

3. Te Takshasi(La)e tanuvae l^i{dhi}satvagahami maharajasa taja- 
tirajasa devaputrasa Khushanasa arogadakshinae 

4. sarva(bu)dhana puyae prach(e)gabhudhana puyae araha(ta)m 
pu(ya)e sarvasa(tva)na puyae matapitu puyae mitramachaila- 
tisa- 

40) Corfmj. p. LXVJI. 
41) Since this was written KONOW again abandoned this view for a still later 

date, see below p, 16 and note 75, 
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5. lohi(ta)na (pu)yae atvaM aiogadakshmeNivanae hotu a(ya) 

de samaparichago." 
Translation: 

“Anno 136, on the 15. day of the first month Ashadha, on this 
day were established relics of the l<ord by Urasaka, of the Irptavhria 
boys, the Bactrian, the resident of the town of Noacha. By him 
these relics of the Lord were established in his own bodhisattva 
chapel, in the Dhacmarajika compound of Takshasila, for the 
bestowal of health on the Great King, the King of Kin^, the Son 
of Heaven, the Khiishana, in honour of all Buddh^, in honour 
of the Pratyekabuddhas, in honour of the Arhats, in honour of 
all beings, in honour of mother and father, in honour of friends, 
ministers, kinsmen, and blood-relations, for the bestowal of health 

upon himself. _ ^ 
May this thy right munificence lead to Nirvana. 

The great difference between Marshall and KoNOW lay in 
their Interpretation of the word ayaxft, Marshall understood this 
word as a genitive of the name Aaes, but because in the inscription 
a maharaja rajatiraja devaputra Kusana is mentioned, and further, 
as all titles of Azes are lacking, then according to Marshall, he 
could not be the reigning monarch at that moment, and he ronse- 
quentiy explained the appearance of that name at the begiMing o 
the inscription by supposing that the era in which the piece was 
dated was established bv A^es, and that the genitive of Azes did 
not refer to the year of his reign, but to the era which he insti¬ 
tuted Moreover, this hypothetical A2es era would be the same 

as the Vikraina era. _ j . 
Konow first agreed with Marshall, only he supposed mat 

Azes was still reigning wh«r the inscription was issued, via. as 
king of Noaca Later on he raised objections, firstly, tliat rio 
other examples were extant of such an Azes era. Fleet had alrea y 

43J 1. Madshall, The KMtihte, J,R.A.5.r 19H, pp. 97^986. 
44) S Konow. Indotkpisch/Behrage, Shz. Ber, Jer KSmg^uh 

AkJemie dtr Bcflin 191^. Bmd ll, pp. 787-827, csp. p. SOi. 

henceforth abbreviated is S.B^AW\ 
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stated ' inter alia’* that then there must have been two chrono¬ 
logical systems in use at that time, which evidently overlapped 
each other, namely, this supposed Azcs era and the chronological 
system used in other Kharostht inscriptions of this time. 

The chief objection is, according to Konow, the fact that m 

this case together with the date the name of a monarch Is men¬ 
tioned who did not reign when the inscription was written, while 
it was always the custom in the older KharosthT inscriptions to 
add the name of a king, in the genitive, to the date, showing that 
that person was the reigning monarch at that moment^*). 

Consequently Konow proposes to interpret the w'ord ayasa 
differently, and, indeed, as an adjective to the word asadasa. 

According to him ayasa may have been derived from the Sanskrit 

adyasya via ajja: odyasya lajasa 
> aifasa >> .*' , 

The significance of this must be that in the year in question 
there were two months A^dha, one of which was indicated as the 
first Asa^a^®)* Such a case happens very sporadically in the 
Indian calendar. Van Wijk calculated, at Konow's request, 
according to the rules of the Siddharitas which probably were in 
use at that time, that between the years 48-78 A.D. such an occur¬ 
rence only took place in the years 52 and 71 A.D.This limit 
was given by Konow as, according to him, the inscription could 
not be later than 78 A.D. and the era in which it was dated could 
not have started earlier than 88 B.C. According to Konow, in 
connection with the copper plate of Taxila, and the inscription on 

*J5> J. F. Fleet, Tie TMeila Inmtjflhn of the Year 136, f.R.A.S., 19H, pp. 

<16) Corp/ti, p. 72. 47) Corpm. p. 73. 
48) This idea proposed earlier dreads by A. M. Boyer. L’instripthfi e» 

Khafofthi tilt 13 Atidha 136, f.A., lie seric, tome V, 1915, pp. 28l'298, «p. 
p. 287 ini D. R. Bhand^rkar. Epigrapik Notei dtui Queitiom, XXI; Tht 
To-w/a seroU imtripltoii of the year 136, hid. Am., voL 45. 1916 j>t». 120-IZ2 

•<!.) S. Konow >.d w. E. van Vyk. Ti, „/ ,i, -V 
sfrtpttoai. Aeta OnealJia, vol. Ill, Leiden 1925. pp. 52-91, esp, p. 76: hence- 
forib abbreviated Acto Or. ^ ^ 

4 
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the votive tablet of Amoliini, of the two possibilities pointed out 
by VAN WiJK* the year 52 A.D. would be more suitable, so that 
the era used in the older Kharosthi inscriptions would begin in 

the year 84-83 B.C, 
For the determination of the beginning of KanSska’s era Konow 

in the same way made use of several astronomical statements 

in some inscriptions of Kanina and his successors. 
The inscription found at ^da is dated as follows: ^'sain 10 I 

asadasa masasa di 20 utaraphagune** ("The year It, the 20th 
day' of the month Asidha in UtUraphalguni’*,) The coincidence 

of the 20th day of Asadha with the nak^tra Uttaraphalgum is 
rather unusual. Besides this, in the inscription of Und, the follow¬ 
ing dates are mentiotied: '^sam 20 20 20 1 cetrasa maha(sa)sa divase 

athami di 4 4 isa ksunami sa(vi)rana kha,...., purvasade 

("The year 61, on the Stli day, d. 8, of the month Caitra In Purva- 

idha’’,) So here again is the coincidence of the naksatra Pin^'a- 

sadha with the 8th day of the month Caitra. 
Van WijK calculated for Konow w^hat could be the first year 

of Kaniska's era, if both conditions, mentioned in the inscriptions 

of Zeda and Und, were fulfilled. He found as possible dates the 

years 79, 117, and 134. 
On grounds of the fact that the Chinese historical sources, which 

after the year 125 A.D. would be silent about North-West India, 
contain no information about Kaniska, Konow thinks that Kaniska 

therefore must have lived after the year 125, and consequently the 

year 134 is the most acceptable as the starting-point of his era 
He adds the argument that, if the inscription of Khalatse (ascribed 

by him to the old Saka era dated in the year 184 or 187 and in 
w'hich Wima Kadphises b mentioned) should date from the year 
103-104 A.D., then the reign of Kaniska could not, in any case, 

have begun before that time. Besides, the inscription of Khalatse 

is used as a proof for his opinion that the Saka era was not establish- 

50) Cwpus, p. 145, 
51) Cetpui, p. 171. 
52) S. Konow and W, E. van Wyk, The eras ef the Indiatt Kbarotthi m- 

scripliosii, Aehs Or.t vol. Ill, 1W5, pp. 77-79. 
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cd by K^niska but by Wima Kadphbes himself: our inscrip- 
tioa furnishes the proof that the historical Saka era was not in¬ 
stituted by Kanishl^ provided that it couples the name of Wiina 
Kadphlses with the year 187 or 184. For we know that Wima Kad- 
phises preceded K^ishka, and it is even probable that he was 
separated from him by an interval. And it is impossible to push 
the beginning of the old Saka era so far hack that the year 187 or 
184 can fall earlier than A.D. 78. 

“It also shows that the maharaja rajafiraja davapnim Khttshma 
of the Taxiia scroll, which is dated fifty years earlier, cannot well 
be Wima Kadphises, because it is hardly conceivable that he, who 
succeeded an octogenarian father, should have ruled for fifty years. 

“On the other hand, our Inscription does not militate against my 
ascription of the institution of the historical Saka era to Wima 
Kadphises, because that reckoning was instituted in commem* 
oration of the overthrow of the national Indian dynasty, which 
had ousted the Sakas in Malava, and there was no reason for intro¬ 
ducing it into those provinces w'here the old Saka supremacy was 
still in force and the old Saka era had not been abolished." 

A few years later van Wt/K surmised that in India the naksatras 
were calculated at those times according to a system of uneven 
lengths “'*). According to this calculation only the year 128-129 
A.D. would come into consideration as the starting-point of the 
Kaniska era, and this is also the date given by Konow in the 
Cor pm Imcriptiontivi^^'). 

Some years later, when Konow suggested that the Khalatse 
inscription referred to the Vikrama era this inscription dated, 
according to him, even from the year 130 A.D,, whidi was a con¬ 
vincing proof for him that Kaniska began to reign after that year. 

So Konow assumed that in the centuries before and after Christ 
there were in North-West India five eras in use which greatly 
overlapped each other. 

53) Cerptfi, pp. 80-81. The tnconKqLCrice ia the speJiinjp of the word Saha— 
Saka in this and gther quotations is KONow's own. 

54) W. E. VAN WvK. 0» dates i» the Kaniika Era, Acta Or., vol V 1927 
pp. 168-170. 55) Corpus, p, XCdl. 56) Sec pp. 11-14. 
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1— The old Saka era of &4m B,C. for all older Kharosthl inscrip¬ 

tions, 
2— The Vikrama era, used on tlie Amohini tablet ) and in the 

Takht'UBahi inscription. 
3— ^The Azes era, also used in the Takht-i-Bahi inscription, starting 

about 7-6 B.C ®*), 
4— The Saka era, used in the inscriptions of the Western Ksatcapas. 
5— The Kaniska era of 128/129 A.D. for all new Kharosthi in¬ 

scriptions. 
In 1932 a copper plate was found at Kalaw'an by Sir John 

Marshall, bearing an inscription which induced Konow to revise 
his opinion about the starting-point of the old Saka era *’*). 

The inscription gives the date at the beginning in the follow¬ 
ing words: “samvatsaraye 1 100 20 10 4 ajasa sravanasa masasa 

divasetrevise 20 111 
The discovery of a second inscription, in which or a rather 

homonymous word written immediately after the date, knocked 
to pieces Konow's hypothesis regarding an explanation of ayasa 
as odyaiya, as it is impo^tble that in the year 134 the month 
Asadlia appears twice, and only two years later, namely in 136, 
the month Srivana appears twice. Therefore Konow retracts his 
theory about an old Saka era commencing in 84/85 B.C.; agrees 
with Marshall that ayasa and ajasa must in botli cases be a 
genitive of the name Azes, and says that in the case of some of the 
older KharosthT inscriptions we have to do with the Vikrama era, 
such as, for Sample, the one on the Amohini tablet. Besides we 
must assume that there was still an older chronology which was 

57) Corpus, p. XXXIV. Rapso^J also bdicves that this date refers to the 
Vikrama era; as an arguinent in favour of this he brings forward that the month 
i$ given in Indian fashion, which indudes according to hint, that the era is an 
Indian one. Wc do not see the validity of this argument in view of the nuinetous 
io^fiptiocis in an Indian Brahnit) script of the ICirsanas ^whO" were foreigners) 
which also give the month in the Indian way, 

58) Corpm XLtV and The em of the InJian Khoroffht hisrriptions, Ada Or., 

vol. lit, pp. ^ seq. 
59) S. Konow, Kolau'aft Copper-ptafo Imttiptioii o) tht Yea* tH, f-R.AS., 

193Z, pp. 949 965. 
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used in the Patika copper plate and perhaps in some others, such 
as the inscriptions of Maira, Mansehra, Shahdaui, Fatehjang, Mu- 
chai, and the group of Lortyan Tahgai, JamalgarhT, Hashtnagar 
and Sk^ah Dher! ®'*). 

Contmuing, Konow argues as follows: "... If the dates of the 
Amohini tablet of the year 72, the Takhti-Bihi inscription of the 
year 103, the Panjtac record of 122, the Kalawan plate of 134, and 
the Taxi la scroll of 136 are referred to elapsed KarttikadJ Vtkrama 
years, they roughly correspond to A*D. l4, 46, 65, 77, and 79 
respectively. We should accordingly have to infer that Gondo- 
phemes was on the throne in A.D. 46, having perhaps come to 
power in A.D. 20. In A.D. 63 die Kus^as had reached Panjtar and 
probably also Taksasila, and in 79, and presumably already in A.D. 
77, the Kus^as had already been established in the previous Pah- 
lava realm for some time. It seems to follow that the latest date for 
the sack of Sirkap was in A.D. 65. It can hardly have taken place 
much earlier, because Gondophernes seems to have had successors. 

"The silver vase with an inscription of the (Sa)ka year 191, 
during the reign of Jihonika, was found In Sirkap, and conse- 
cjuently belongs to the pre-Kusana period. It is much worn, and 
may have been about twenty^five years old when it was buried, at 
the sack of Sirkap. If such were the case, the approximate epoch 
of the Saka era would be 191-40 = about 150 B.C. This is. of 
course, nothing more than a mere estimate, but it seems to be 
supported by another line of argument. 

“The Amohint tablet seems to show that Sodlsa (rir) w'as a 
Malrak^tiapa in A.D, 14. He was a KsatrapR when the Mathura 
Lion Capita! was set up. At thac time his father Rajula {rrV) was 
Maliak^trapa, and the same was the case with Patika, who, in his 
turn, was not even a Kj^trapa in the Saka year 78. We cannot, of 
course, say how long time would be likely to pass between ^i^a's 
rule as Ksatrapa and his promotion to the rank of Mahak^trapa, or 
how' long it would take for Patika, who was apparently a young 

60) S. ICoNOW, Jbidcni, p. *156. Sec aJso on JnJoStjth/an 

The JoKrrtol oj hidinn Hhiorf. voJ. XJl, Madru 1933, p- 4; henceforth abbreviited 
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man tn the Saka year 78, to become Maliaksatrapa. A few years 
might be sufficient. But if we suppose, for the sake of argument, 
that Sodasa was 65 years old in A.D. \4 and 25 at the time of 
the setting up of the Lion Capital, that event would approximately 
belong to 25 B.C. If the Mahak^trapa Patika were about 65 years 
old at that time, and about 20 at the date of the Taxila copper 
plate, the latter would roughly belong to 70 B.C., and its epoch 
would be c 79 -h 78 = l48 B.C. (j/V)- 

"If we assume an epoch of the old Saka era to be about 150 B.C., 
we should like to find out how it was established, and here again 
we are reduced to mere guesses." 

When the two above discussed old KharosthT inscriptions refer 
to the Azes—alias Vikrama era, then KoNow *’*) understands this 
"Azes" as “current under Azes”, and not "established by ; and he 
assumes that the name Azes remained connected to the Vikrama 
era in later generations. 

The absence of any royal title attached to the name of Azes is 
indeed quite exceptional and therefore even Konow’s explanation, 
though not impossible, is ntrt satisfactory®^), in our opinion the 
word is the Sanskrit ary^a and this corroborates with the 
solution given by Banerji-Sasthf pointed out tl^e special 
sanctity^ of A^ha and Sravana testified by numerous passages, 
while a quotation from the Ahhidhiindrajendra shows that these 

two months were actually denoted as /fryrfMdha®^). 
Returning to our subject it is important to note that Konow 

comes along w'kh all sorts of arguments from which it appears very 

61) K^awat! C9pf*T-pltiiw ImeTiptiOft of ihf Kwr 134, 1932, pp. 
957-958 and Nolei on indoAejrhiati Chronology, l-LH., vol. XII, p, 4. 

62) KolaieSn Copp^r-phUe iHsrrfplion of thtf Year 134, f.R.AX, 193^ p. S55. 
63) GhirskmaN tries to relutc this objectioR by the aigument that in Perria 

All iosciiption was found tncntioDing Ardasftir And Shah pur ! aIao without titles. 
Wc are not convinced by this. Persia is not India, and op till now no other 
Kharo^hi or Brahnu inscription is known in which a monarch is mentioned simply 
by bis name without any title or further indications. R. Ghirshman, 
Rethmbes artheohgiqi/ef st hiitoriqnes mr Uf Kottebans, Wririohej df la 04if' 
gallon arcMofogiqne ftaa^aiir ea Ajgbanhlart, tome XM. le Gaire 1946, p, 165. 

64) A. Banerji-Sastri, The Aya hiottlht, }.B,O.RS,, voL 23, 1937, pp. z6l* 

268. 
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probable that the maharaja rajatiiaja devaputra Ku^na mentioned 
in the Inscription on the silver scroll of Taxita is Kujula Kadphises. 
Ko^ if the date is calculated according to the Vikrama era, the 
piece originates from the year 79 A.D.; if one accepts that Kujula 
Kadphises was still rulbg in the year 79 A.D., then it b im¬ 
possible that the Saka era which begins in 78 A.D. could have 
been instituted by Kaniska who was his son's successor; but apart 
from that the Khalatse inscription of 187, in which probably 
Wima Kadphises is mentioned, dates, counting by the Vikrama 
eia, from the year 130 A.D. (KoNow writes on page 964. 
139 A.D., but this must be a mistake), so that the beginning of 
Kaniska’s rule and with that the era used by him and his successors 
must start later tiian the year 130 A.D, The Saka era of 78 A.D. 
was then, according to Konow, introduced by ’Wima Kadphises 
when he conquered Malava, and carried on by his satraps there, 
the Western K^trapas. 

Besides this, Konow's opinion was now that, in part of the 
older Kharos^ inscriptions, the old 5aka era of about 150 B.C. was 
used, in another part the Vikrama era of 57 B.C., and that the 
later Kharosdit inscriptions used the Kaniska era which began 
after 130 A.D. This last group of later inscriptions is rather easily 
distinguished from the rest, because in their contents they mostly 
mention a royalty of the Kaniska dynasty. The distinction between 
the insaiptions of the older group using the Vikrama era, and that 
which was supposed to use the old Saka era, is not clear; this was 
not plain to KoNOW either and depends more on the fact whether 
the internal evidence was more suited, in his opinion, to the one 
era than to the other. 

In the following year, 19^3, he published a study about this 
subject entitled Notes on Indo-Scphian Chronology in which 
for the epoch of the old Saka era he takes the middle of the 2nd 
century B.C., namely, 145 B.C. while he accepts 128^129 A.D. 
as the beginning of Kaniska's reign 

S. Komow, Notts on Imie-Stythian Chfonohgy, f.t.H., voJ. Xll, f>p. 
66} Ibidem, p. I?, 
67) Ibidem, p. 44, 
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In 1934, a year later, an article appeared in the K.B. Paihiti 
Commemoration Volume in which KoNOW brings to the front 
hU former hypothesis that the year 84 B.C, was the starting-point 
of an old Saka era. Presumably tlris publication was laid aside for 
a long time before being printed and was ousted, in the meantime, 
by the discovery and publication of the copper plate of Kalaw'an 
in 1932. If this is not the case then we must conclude that Konow 
reverted to his opinion of 1929. 

In 1937 an inscription was published by Majumdar which he 
had discovered at Ch^sadda, dating from 303 of an unknown 
era Lately this inscription was again minutely reviewed by 
Konow in which he differs from Majumdar in various res' 
pects. A propos of the date 303 Konow adds a note to this article 
in which be declares that, in his eyes, the inscriptions from Loriyan 
Tangai, Jamatgarhi, Hashtnagar, Skarah Dheri and Mathura 
(Luders’ Ust N” 78) of the respective years 318, 339, 584, 399 
and 299 00 the ground of the high numbers in their dates use the 
same era as die Inscription of Chafsadda, 

Konow continues: "With regard to the era used in the Oiar- 
sadda and Mathura inscriptions discussed above, I think that we 
may safely assume an epoch coinciding with the creation of the 
Parthian empire in B.C 249-8. 1 also diink that we have traces 
of another Parthian era beginning about 90 B.C, Then follow 
the well-known Vikrama, ^ka, and Kaniska eras. The still later 
reckonings do not interest us in the present connection.”’^’) 

Therefore the theory about the old Saka era of 83 or 150 is laid 
aside by Konow and in its place two Parthian eras enter, the 
older one of 249-248 B.C, and the later one of 90 B,C., which last 

68) S. KONOWp on iht Inscrilftfon Biimvai 299r K* B, 
Coninjemorairon Volume^ Pqona pp. 262-26^^ 

69) N* G* MAjUMDAfip Immptroni on stvo from 1+ 
Insc'Hptfon of ihf 3Q3 Relk-Caskft Bpigraphid Indka^ vol. 24+ Delhi 

I937p pp. 8-10 j bcntefortli nbbrevialed u Bp. Ind^ 
70) S, KoNOWfc Charjodda KBjfotfhi Imcriptkij of iBr Yem JOJ, Or., 

vpL XX, 1948, pp. 107-119. 
71} rbidem^ p. 115- 
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is evidently thought out "pour besoin de la cause" as Konow is 
at a loss regarding the era of the Taxila copper plate of Patika. 

Moreover It is not clear whether Konow thinks diis old Parthian 
era contmenoed in the year 245 B.C*, 249 B.C. or 259 B-C On 
p. 115 of his article he assumes 249 B-C. as the starting-^int. On 
p. 116 in line 16 he also naentions the year 249 B.C., but his follow¬ 
ing calculations are all based on a starting-point of the era in the 
year 259 B.C., which he actually mentions in line 27^-“). In a 
recent article Konow gives 245 B.C. as starting-point 

Finally in a discussion on February 3rd 1947 Professor Konow 

informed us personally that he now fixed the beginning of the 
Kantska era about the year 138 A.D,; after putting before him the 
<]uestion of the inscription of Vasuta he propounded moreover 
the existence of a seventh era which began in the Ist century A.D, 

Recently an article of Konow appeared in which he arrived 
again at another date for KonJskar viz. dr 200 A.D. ^*)- 

The way in which Konow was continually forced to alter his 
opinion, as every now and then points arose which did not square 
with his ideas, is indeed the clearest proof that we are not on the 
right track when proposing such a late date for Kaniska. Furtlier, 
Kaniska would then, according to Konow, be the successor of 
Vasudcva. That this is quite impossible appears from all available 
information, stylistical, historical as well as epigrapbical. 

In this way tlierc were, according to Konow, seven eras used in 
the first centuries B.C. and A.D., to wit, the old and the new- 
Parthian eras, the Vikrama era, the Azes era, an era beginning 
about 50 A,D., the Saka era, and the Kaniska era. 

It is clear to everyone how matters become exceptionally com- 

72) Moreover atrordtng to Konow'i reasoning the date of the Iiucripttofl of 
Khalatsc ought to have been 72 B.C on p4gC Taiila silver scroll 
79 A.D In the then following lines he assumes that these itucriptions were bsued 
br resp, Wima and Kujula Kadphises, which of murje is quite impossihlc. The 
idea that father and son were aepantci by 151 yeirj is meoocetvahlc. 

73) S, Konow^ Neff on /be m ittdtd AFiiif/ia. Leyden 
1947, pp, 195197. «p. p* 197* 

74) Sec fcpfding this qu^ioci CL IV, pp. 241^244* 
73) S. Kosow, Nofe on the Erai in Indim fft/cril/ihofy indfd Antlqnay p. 195+ 
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plicated by those seven eras, of which several were used simuitane- 
on sly, and moreover the element of arbitrariness increases when 
one must decide to which of these seven eras a certain inscription 
must belong. 

Of the seven chronological systems which Konow accepts, we 
will now first determine which of these can be considered as likely 
to have been used in the KharosthI and Brabmi inscriptions. 

We will cross out the era which begins about 50 A.D., as that 
one was adopted by Konow "pour b^in de la cause” when we 
confronted him with the problem of the inscription of Vasula. 
We will do the same with the later Parthian era proposed by 
Konow for the Taxila copper plate, which otherwise he found in¬ 
explicable. It does not seem justified to assume an otherwise 
unknown era for one inscription ’*). In the CorjiHs Konow 

rightly ascribed the Taxila inscription to the old Saka era, and 
Thomas in his review of the Corpus underlined this idea saying; 
"Wliat we have is a number of unofficial documents employ¬ 
ing what from die run of the numbers must be a single era. 
In this respect even the Taxila inscription of Pattka is nowise 
exceptional.” In our opinion it is better to look for a solution 
in the inscription itself than to invent a new era and add a seventh 
to those already assumed. We therefore propose in accordance 
with Fleet, Thomas and Jayaswal not to identify the Patika of 

the Taxila inscription widi the person mentioned on the Lion 
Capital, the more so as we are not sure as to what was the exact 
name of the last person. Jayaswal proposes Patika Mevaki, the 
second name being perhaps mentioned in an inscription at Mathura 
as bom by a mahaksatrapa 

As to the Azes era of the y«.r 7-6 B,C. we would repeat the 
objections we made against inventing an era “pour besotn de la 

76) llic same pertains to GM!IR*HhaN*s Mau« ersi, R. 
tt hhtortqs^t tur iff Kouelmtiit p. 105, 

77) W. Thomas, of /.A* CorpMi insfripiionkm ifiiiifarftrrif vol. Jf, 
G&fiingmhf Cflfbrir Aozfl^frt, )rg. 1^3, ^flln 1931* pp. 115, «p. p 10. 

78) K. P. JaVasWai.. Fr^Mfms Qj Himry, f B O RS-f vol. 
XVI 1930* pp. 2Z7-316, op. pp, 2.15-218. 

Vam LdhuiztN'Eik Lriuw* The ''Scythum"' Pcntid 2 
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cause". The three mentioned eras are c^uite iiypotbetical and only 
concern one insaiption. 

The Vikraroa era seems to us "a priori*’ a very risky hypothesis 
since we would be obliged to accept the fact that the Sakas used 
an era whidt was instituted by Gautamiputra Satakarni, who 
defeated them ^®). Thomas says about this hypothesis of Konow: 

“To refer to this era the figure 103 in the Gudaphara inscription, 
which comes from the vicinity of Takht-i-Bahi, should be a last 
resort.*' In our opinion it is even more impossible to refer the 
inscription of Sodasa to the Vikrama era. Sc^sa b, judging by 
his coins and inscriptions, clearly one of the early pre-Ku^a 
k^trapas who date all their inscriptions in the old era ), KONOW 

himself said about the Vikrama era: „Es scheint mir auch nicht 
mdglich, anzunehmen, dass diese Zeitrcchnung, die fiir die Inder 
50 eng mit der Vorstellung von einer Besiegung der Sakas ver- 
kniipft war, ira nordwestlichen Indien unter gerade diesen Sakas 
aufgekommen sein sollte." **) Earlier already ICiHLHORN had 
pointed out that the use of the Vikrama era was limited before 
the year 1300 A.D. to an area marked by the imaginafy boundary- 
line running along the Narbada via Gaya and Delhi to the Runn 
of Cutch and back along the coastline*®). Finally again Thomas: 

we cannot without violating every probability admit the 

Vikrama era." **) 
Except for the inscriptions of the Western Ksatrapas we do not. 

thus far, know of any inscriptions with low numbers in their dates 
pertaining to the Saka era of 78 A.D, 

So there remains the ancient Parthian era of 249/8 B.C. or 

79) S« Ch, VH, p. 352 ind K. P. Jayaswal, Prohlr/m of Saka-SaiafiUnuia 
History. voL XVI. 1930. pp. 227-316. 

80) F. W. Thomas, Hovieu' ej tho Corpss Iniftipiiooum indicortim, vol, II, 
Goninpsrhe Cttthrte Artifi^en, J(g, 193, 1931, p- 10. 

81) K- P. Jayaswal. Problimt of Saka-Satafokana Hhtory, f.B.O,RS., vol, 
XVi, 1950. pp- 227-316, Hp. p. 241. 

82) S. ItoNOW, ittdoskyimht Btitragi, SM^A.W., 1916, Band II, p. 813, 
83) F. KielhorK, Bseamuuthn of Qiieiiiotts tontttetod with tho Viktoma Era. 

inJ. Ant,. Yol. 20, 1891, pp. 124-142 and 597-414, csp. p. 404. 
84) F, W. Thomas, of (be Corpos tmeriptiomm iodicaramt vql. II, 

Gotlingisfhe Geiehrte Anzeignt. Jr^. 195, 1931, p- 14. 
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259/8 B,C.—in Konow's earlief hypotheses the old Saka eras of 
150 and 84 B.C.—^ivhich he assumed a propos of the series of in¬ 
scriptions with the high numbers 30J-399 in their dates. Concerning 
the possibitty of a Parthian era we first want to quote the earlier 
words of Konow, with whidi we fully agree; "With regard to the 
Parthian era^ it should be borne in mind that the Saka empire in 
India was the result of a weakening of the Parthian empire and 
it is hardly likely that the latter (viz. the Sakas) should go on using 
the Parthian era after that event Moreover, the Parthian rulers 
themselves generally use the Seleucidan era on their coins, the 
Parthian era occurring only rarely and sporadically before 33 B.C., 
and with regularity only from A.D. 4l,” 

In our opinion the last argument most obviously refutes the 
possibility that the 5akas could have this era in general use already 
in 201 B.C, as Konow thinks, for the Parthxans themselves 
used this era only regularly after the beginning of our Christian 
era*^). 

When searching for the era used in this series of inscriptions 
scholars continually started out on the principle that there were 
two or even more eras; one for the seri« of the Kanisita- dynasty, 
and one for the set of inscriptions from 303-399 and perhaps some¬ 
times one or more for several older KharosthI inscriptions, When 
defining the relation of Kaniska's era to that of the series from 
303-399 there are three possibilities; 1—Tlie inscriptions of the 
years 303-399 overlap wholly or partly the century during which 
the inscriptions of Kaniska and his successors lasted; 2—The series 
of 303-3^ comes after Kaniska; 3—^This series is before Kaniska's 
time. 

The first possibility has been generally ignored as the argu¬ 
ments for the overlapping of eras are rightly judged to be 
weak. CoDRiNGTON for instance says: "Tlie use of two eras at the 

85) Cfifftij, p, ucxxrv. 
86) 201, « the Pjitluaj} era begins in 249 nr 259 3,C accofdiag to Konow. 

And the oltkst iiucrfptiQfi which the SaJcas hft is dmt-ed in th<e fcir ^8. 
87) TAih% pp. also to the concision thAt a PArthiAO m if 

tnipofsibk: be thinks ihit it miist be a SsJua era. 
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same time in the same placeis unlikely'.*’ Konow, though, 

as we saw^ did not object to such overlapping. 

Choosing between the two remaining possibilities, most authors 
who occupied themselves with the era of the set of iirscriptiofis 
with high numbers in their dates, beg^ to state that amon^t those 
pieces there are several sculptures which on account of their extra¬ 
ordinary beauty testify that they date from the flourislung period 
of North-West Indian art. There can be no objection to this state¬ 
ment, although according to us, aesthetical arguments must prefer¬ 
ably not be used unless they are based on solid proofs or facts. 

Proceeding from the supposition that the art of Gandhata 
reached its highest point under Kani^, or, as Vogel and others 
have it, even began to degenerate before his reign judging by 
the reliquary of Shah-jl-kT Dheri, one cannot put the sculptures 
with high numbers in their dates after the dyn^ty of Kaniska, 
that is to say, 100 years after the monarch during whose reign 
degeneration began. Consequently it was concluded that the series 
of inscriptions from 303-399 should date from before the beginnmg 

of Kaniska's accession. 
In continuation, sundry eras were accepted which liad their be- 

girming in such far off times, tirat then the years 387 and 399 
(the image bearing this last date seemed indeed to show signs of 
degeneration as Kaniska’s reliquary was also supposed to do) 
would come before the date of Kaniska's accession to the throne, 
and that was often the reason for accepting all those ancient eras: 
the Maurya, Seleucidian, old Saka, and old Parthian ones. Cotn- 
menting upon one of these hypotheses Fleet once said; 'In tins 
suggestion we have simply another instance of an almost incom¬ 
prehensible desire to be alw-ays discovering some new teckonbg, 
and that, if possible, a foreign one." ’*'*) 

83) K. BSd B, Andfnf India the cadietl iimes W the Gapias 

w/fb Fioiej tbe aFtJ Scnfplurr ihe Perrodf wifh a 
prefatory On Indistn Sculpture by Wju.tAM RotheisstiUN^ l,ondon 1926^ 

p. 38* herKefprth abbreviAied as Andent India, 

8P) For more detaiJt mc Oi. II. p. 99.^ 
90) J, F. Fr,^ET, Ret huf oj E. J. Rapson's: Andem India ike Barheii 

JimoF ta the fkn 4.D., f.R.AS.. 1914, pp. 795 m rsp. p. 79S. 
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It appears to us that it is better to look at the matter objectively, 
and not to join in gratuitous conjectures. Judging by the exca¬ 
vations in Taxila by Sir John Marshall we may set aside out 
fear in dating those highly skilful sculptured works in the 2nd 
and 3rd centuries A.D. Sir John has indeed shown very distinctly 
that in North-West India plastic skill was preserved even until the 
5 th century A.D, 

It seems wholly unjustified to search for a date for the dated 
pieces of North-West Indian art, a propos of style-comparison 
with the relic|uary of Bimaran, as Bachhofer attempted to do, 
since carefully considered, nothing can be said with certainty 
about the date of the casket. We also deny that the reliciuary of 
Sbah-ji-ki Dheri can be labelled as a distinct proof of the decay 
of art under Kaniska. Such aesthetical observations are often very 
dangerous and what some might characterise as approaching decay, 
others would describe as primitiveness"*). 

Finally, the last, and as it appears to us, at the same time 
decisive proof that the inscriptions from 503-399 must he placed 
after the dvnasty of Kaniska is the following: In the whole list 
of discoveries from Sirkap published by Sir John Marshali, 

there is not one Buddha image to be found, not even a head that 
might have belonged to a Buddlia. Now, as we will see in Chapter 
VII, this town was probably destroyed after Kujuia Kadphises, 
after which Sirsukh was built Considering the absence of Buddha 
images in Sirkap, which was certainly still inhabited by Kujuia 
Kadphlses, an almost immediate predecessor of Kanis^, there b 
not a single reason to assume that die images in the series 303-39‘) 
were made before Kaniska or to asalbe the flourishing period, or 
even tiie decay of the art of Gandhara. to the rei^ of Kaniska, 
so we are compelled to put the inscriptions with high numbers in 
their dates after the Kaniska dynasty In anticipation to that 

jn) For more details aboui the tpjcition dcitl with in the lolIo^'injE! 
pages, see Ch. [[, pp. 89 seq. 

92) For further pitmfs, lUat the art of Gandhara onJy floutished after Kantika. 

see Chapter i(. 
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same time in the same place...... is unlikely.'* KonoW, though, 
as we saw^ did not object to such overlapping. 

Choosing between the two remaining possibilities, most authors 
who occupied themselves with the era of the set of inscriptions 
with high numbers in their dates, began to state that amongst those 
pieces there are several sculptures which on account of their cxtra^ 
ordinary beauty testify that they date from the flourishing period 
of North-West Indian art. There can be no objection to this state¬ 
ment, although according to us, aesthetical arguments must prefer¬ 
ably not be used unless they are based on solid proofs or facts. 

Proceeding from the supposition that the art of Gandhara 
reached its highest point under Kani^, or, as Vogel and others 
have it, even began to degenerate before his reign judging by 
the reliquary of Shah-jl'kl DherT, one cannot put the sculptures 
with hi^ numbers in their dates after the dynasty of Kaniska, 
that IS to say, 100 years after the monardi during whose leign 
degeneration began. Consequently it was concluded that the series 
of inscriptions from 303-399 should date from before the beginning 
of Kaniska’s accession. 

In continuation, sundry eras were accepted which Imd their be¬ 
ginning in such far off times, that then the years 387 and 399 
(the image bearing tlus last date seemed Indeed to show signs of 
degeneration as Kani.ska*s reliquary was also supposed to do) 
would come before the date of Karuska's accession to the throne, 
and that was often the reason for accepting all those ancient eras: 
the Maurya, Seleucidian, old ^ka, and old Parthian ones. Com¬ 
menting upon one of these hypotheses Fleet once said: *'In diis 
suggestion we have simply another instance of an almost incom¬ 
prehensible desire to be always discovering some new reckoning, 
and tirat, if possible, a foreign one 

88) K, B. CODKiNtiToN, Ancieni IrtJia fr&m the e^idiest timei t& the Cttp^sn 
ti^hh a&tei on the Arehifecfitfe unJ Scffipttire of Mf Meiiinerjl PerroJ, with a 
prefatory Ejsay on Jmlian Sculpture by Wzli.iam Rothenstein, London 1926. 
p. 53 [ henceforth abbreviated as Amreni InJ/a. 

69} For more details see Ch. It, p. 99, 
90) F. Fleet, of E, J. Rapsok’s: Anamt tnJia from tkf Eeriitft 

Timet to the \irtt CentHrf A.D., IMAS., 1914, pp, 795-V99, esp. p. 79S, 
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It appears to us that it is better to look at the matter objectiveljr, 
and not to join in gratuitous conjectures. Judging by i^e exca¬ 
vations in Taxila by Sir John Marshall we may set aside our 
fear in dating those highly skilful sculptured works in the 2nd 
and 3rd centuries A.D. Sir John has indeed shown very distinctly 
that in North-West India plastic skill was preserved even until the 
5th century A.D. 

It seems wholly unjustified to search for a date for the dated 
pieces of North-West Indian art, a propos of style-comparison 
with the reliquary of Bimaran, as Bachhoeer attempted to do, 
since carefully considered, nothing can be said with certainty 
about the date of the casket. We also deny that the reliquary of 
^lait-ji-kl DherT can be labelled as a distinct proof of the decay 
of art under Kaniska. Suclt aesthetical observations are often very 
dangerous and what some might characterise as approaching decay, 
others would describe as primitiveness 

Finally, the last, and as it appears to us, at the same time 
decisive proof that the inscriptions from 303-399 must be placed 
after the dynasty of Kaniska is the following; In the whole list 
of discoveries from Sirkap published by Sir John Marshali. 
there is not one Buddha image to be found, not even a head that 
might have belonged to a Buddha, Now, as we will see in Cbaptei 
VII, this town was probably destroyed after Kujula Kadphises. 
after which Sirsukh was built. Considering the absence of Buddha 
images in Sirkap, which was certainly still inhabited by Kujula 
Kadphbes, an almost immediate predecessor of Kaniska, there is 
not a single reason to assume that the images in the series 303-39-) 
were made before Kaniska or to ascribe tiic flourishing period, or 
even the decay of the art of Gandhara, to the reign of Kaniska, 
so wc are compelled to put the inscriptions with high numbers tn 
their dates after the Kaniska dynastyIn anticipation to that 

91) i'Or fiiore details a!bout the question dcatl with in Xhc following two 
sec Cb. I], pp, a9 scq. 

92) For fuctiier p™fs, ilu\ jhc ait of GandMrii only flourished Kiniskn. 
sec Chapter IL 
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which we will discuss in Chapter 11 we add that the dated North' 
West Indian sculptures will, on stylistic grounds, appear to belong 
to the 2nd or 3rd century A.D. So we see that history and art form 
completnentaiy arguments in this case. 

As far as we know, the era of Kaniska was not longer in use in 
North'West India than the year 98, and it is therefore probable that 
the series of inscriptions from 303-399 began soon after the death 
of V^udeva, possibly even in the last few years of his reign. 

Agreeing with the remark of KONOW that the inscription of 
Mathura (L0t>ERS* List 78) used the same era as the pieces 
from Loriyin Tihgai, Skaiah Dheri, Jamalgarhl, Hashtnagar and 
Charsadda, and anticipating our proof that the insaiption of 
Mathura (LudErs* Ust N° 78) used the same era as all ^e other 
Kharo^I insaiptions of earlier years ®“), we now state that the 
only thing we can do is to accept the fact that the group of iU' 
scriptions with high numbers in their dates uses the same era as 
the earlier KharosthI inscriptions. 

llie reason why this simple conclusion viz. that the era of all 
inscriptions from North-West India, excepting those pieces which 
are dated in the KanUka era, is one and the same, was never 
accepted, U due to fear of the immediately resultant conclusion 
that the very famous North-West Indian images of Loriyan Tahgai, 
Jamalgariil and Hashtnagar would in that case be much later than 
the 1st century B.C. or, even the 1st century A.O. In order to 
avoid this unpleasant conclusion all sorts of separate eras for these 
pieces were accepted, among others the Parthian era of KoNOW, 

with chaotic results. 
It appears to us that, in any case, we must accept a separate era 

of their own for the inscriptions in BraJiraT and Kharostht, issued 
by Kaniska and his successors, and another one for all the other 
I^aiosthT inscriptions to which the BrahmT inscriptions from 
Mathura of the years 72 and 299 also belong, as will appear 
further on. 

KoNow had continually In his mind this scheme of two eras 

95) See pp. SUl, 
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as a guiding thought, but he kept on adding other eras which he 
accepted for spixi^ inscriptions as these presented chronoiogica) 
difficulties. This seems to us "mettle ies boeufs derriSre la 
charrue". It is hi^ly improbable that in a long line of inscriptions, 
all referring to one and the same era, suddenly an exception would 
have been made and an entirely new era adopted or used for one 
single inscription. It appears to us then that it is more correct to 
reverse the matter, and, in case a difficulty might occur, to seek the 
solution in the inscription itself, and not in the assumption again 
and again of a hypothetical new era. Moreover this last implies 
that several periods would have existed in which two or even more 
eras would have been in use at the same time, and apparently in 
an entirely arbitrary manner, sometimes the one era being used for 
an inscription, and sometimes the other. This is most improbable. 
One can well imagine that in the first time after the introduction 
of a new chronological system the old era still continued to be 
used side by side with the new one, but one cannot admit that this 
would go on for a whole century. 

Let us now examine the possibilities concerning the starting- 
point of the old era. The sought-after era was used by the Yiieh- 
chih and Sakas and, consequently, an event important to those 
people must have been its starting-point. 

The earliest date in the era of the old Kharosthi inscriptions 
diat we know of is 58 in the inscription at Maira. and from that 
year onwards a fairly uninterrupted stream of documents dated 
in this era reaches us. The presumption is therefore evident that 
not long before the year 58 of the era in question the Scythians in¬ 
vaded India, for else the total lack of dates before that year is 
unexplainable. Consequently the important event which caused the 
institution of a new era, must have taken place outside India. 

During the short period in which Konow assumed the year 
150 B.C. as the starting-point of the old Saka era, he presumed 
that the motive for the institution of the era was the combat with 
the Parthiamr "Strabo distinctly tells us that the Parthlans brought 
force to bear on the Skythians, and if the Saka era was founded 
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about 150 B,C, that must have happened during these fights with 
the Parthians/'We will return to this quotation of Strabo 

later on. It is rather improbahle that the Scythians should be^in 
an era of their own in a period when they were threatened con¬ 
tinually by the Parthians. It would be much more probable if the 
starting-point was a victory of theirs over dre Parthians* Now the 
following communication can be read in the Hou ban shu, written 
by Fan Yeh after the narrative of Pan Yung at the end of the 
reign of the Emperor An (107*125) for what in the period Chten- 
wu (25-55) and later was different from what had already been 
told formerly in older sources such as the Ch'tm h&n ihu. ‘"nie Ta- 
yiieh-chih kingdom has as its capital the city of Lan*shih- On the 
West it borders on An-hsl, which lies at a dbtance of 49 days 
march, on the East the distance is 6537 It from the residence of 
Chang-shih, and 16370 li from Lo-yang; it counts tO0,(K)0 homes, 
400,000 individuals, more than 100.000 picked soldiers. 

"Originally, when the Ytieh-chih were vanquished by the Hsiung- 
nu, they migrated to Ta-hsia and divided this kingdom among 
five district-heads (lisi-hou)^ which were those at Hsiu*mt,Shuang- 
mi, ICuet-shuang, Hsi-tun, Tu-mi, More than a hundred years after¬ 
wards the hsi-hou of Kuei-shuang, Ch'iu-chiu-ch'io, attacked and 
vanquished the other four tisi-hou and njade himself king. His 
kingdom was called Kuei-shuang, 

'“He invaded An-bsl and seized the territory of Kao*fu; further 
he triumphed over P'u-ta and Chi-pin and entirely posses^ those 
kii^doms. Ch'iu-chiu-ch’io died more than eighty years old. His 
son Yen-kao-chen became king in his stead. In his turn he con¬ 
quered T'ien-chu and appointed a general there for the admin- 
istradon. From this moment the Ytidr-chih became CKtremeiv 
powerful. All the countries designate them calling (their king) the 
Kuei-shuang King, but the Han call them Ta-yUeli-chih, preserving 
their old appellation." ®'') 

94) S. Konow, KdmiSn Co^P*r-pi4lt IrntTiftien of the Ytar iii. f.K-A.S 
1932. p. 9S9. 1 • 

95) Hon kail sha, Ch. llfl. E. ChaVanncs, Lcj Payi d'Oicident d’afiris ie 
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For a Jong time it has already been accepted that the two here 
mentioned Kuet-shuang monarchs Ch'iu-chin-ch'io and Yen-kao' 
Chen were Kujula Kadphises and Wima Kadphises “*), Now we 
possess an inscription found at Takht-t-BahT in which presumably 
Kujuta Kadphises is mentioned. A chapel was built here in the year 
103 by Balasami ^Balaav^ini*) together with his son and daughter 
in honour of Mira the Saviour, and of Prince Kapa, the word for 
prince being ffrjhuna In the original, an old Saka word of which 
the Sanskrit etjuivalent is kumara. Konow has demonstrated"') 
that tlie young Kus^a prince must be undoubtedly Kujula Kad* 
phises, and, as it seems to us, judging by tlie wording of the in* 
saiption, just after his first public appearance. As archaeological 
discoveries show, he reigned after Gondophemes"^*), who is also 
mentioned in the inscription of Takht-I-BahT. RapSoN had doubts 
about this reading of KONow’s "®), but even if he were right, tlicn 
there are still the foliow'ing facts which point out that the begin¬ 
ning of the reign of Kujula Kadphises was about die year 100 of 
the old era. 

The Hoa han shu says namely: "Ch’iu-chiu‘Ch‘io died more than 
eighty years old. His son Yen-kao-chen became king in his stead. 
In his turn he conquered T'ien-chu and appointed a general there 
for the administration” etc. Judging by this communication and 
the coins, Wima Kadphises must have reigned for some time, 
Further, after his reign there is yet the name mentioned on coins 
and in an inscription of a highly placed person, presumably a 
relation, Jihonika, alias Zetonises, who struck coins as mahaksa- 
trapa and might liave governed the kingdom after the death of 

Hetm Hm! cbeti, Pj/s. sirie 11, lomc VIII, Leiden lyOT, pp, l'11^2S'l, 

«p. pp, 187-192. 
96) Already supposed by A. Cunnincham, Cwh cf the KsiMm. ar 

Yue-ti, Chron,, 3fd S«iei, ml. XII. London 1892. pp, 40-82 tsp. p. 41. 
97) Corpus, pp. 57-62, 
98) Wc will use the niunc Gwidopljeroes foi this king, as this form of his 

naine has beccune usual fot him; olhtr forms met with are Guduphara, GudaphaFi. 
Undopherres, Hyndophwrcs, Giindophaft, etc., «e. 

99) E. J, RaPSON, Reiiew pj the Corpus in f.R^A.S., 1930, pp. 186-202, esp. 
pp. 188-190. 
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Wima Kadphises, although perhaps, only a part of it The 
reign of the octogenarian Kujula Kadphises, together with that of 
his son Wima, and perhaps a short reign of Jthonika, must alto¬ 
gether have lasted about iOO years. This is confirmed by the 
Pur^as. These give a different number of Ytieh-chih monarchs 
and a different number for the total of the years of their reigns. 
Putting all together these data appear to be based on two versions: 

1— 13 or 14 monarchs reigning for 1041/2 or 199 years; 
2— 10 or 11 monarchs reigning for t03 or 199 years*®*). 

It is clear that these versions represent two different traditions. The 
discrepancy between 94/2 a 96 years must of course be sought for 
in the discrepancy between the number of monarchs, which was 
pro^bly 3 (13-10 or 14-11). These three monarchs, who in the 
Indian chronological lists were as often as not included in the 
total number of Tukhara monarchs, are undoubtedly the Kadphises 

of whom the Pura^s in this way confirm moreover the fact 
for us that they were indeed three in number. 

This last fact is proved again by two western sources to which 
Javaswal drew attention. Mlijmal-ut TawarBch who, 
relating Indian history on the base of Indian sources, tells us that 
King Kafand (= Kujula Kadphises) had a son Ayand -(Winia 
Kadphises), whose son Rasa! was driven out by some Endian 
king!“»). However vague and dim, we still have the number three 
here. Clearer is the story in the Introduction of Ferishta’s history 
in which King Kishan (Ku^a) is said to have had a son King 
Maharaj, who was again succeeded by his nephew Kaid Raj *®*). 
Especially this last source is in our opinion trustworthy as it has 
retained the family-relation between the two last Kings as uncle 

too) For jilio^tka $« further Chapter VII. pp, J77 setj, 
101) K. p. Javaswal. PrebUm ef Saiit^Siititi'iiAanji Hhlorj, IBOKS vol 

XVI, 1930. pp. 227-31<Si op, p. 310. 
102) K. P. Javaswal, Sttia-Satamhang Pnbirms, vol, XVIII. 1932, 

pp. 7*16, 

103) R M. Elliot, Tbr Histiirf of todia ns told by its owtt Historimts 
London 1867-1877, vot. I. pp. t06-lia 

104) Ibrdon. voJ. VJ, London 1875, pp. 547*54a and 553-556. 
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and nephew, wlilch is confirmed the Kharosthi inscription of 
the year 191. 

But bo return to our subject, we have seen that the duration of 
the combined reigns of the Kadphises kings and Jihonika would 
be somewhat less than 100 years. Now, as we shall see further 
on"*™), Kaniska ascends the throne some years after the year 200 
of the old era (when we state diis, it does not matter which year 
of the Christian era this year 200 of the old era equals). Conse¬ 
quently King KujQla Kadphises must have begun his reign about 
the year 200 of the old era, minus about a hundred years = about 
the year 100 of the old era. We see therefore that this calculation 
agrees with the inscription of Takht-i*Bahi and with the Chinese 
information. 

Still another argument is the inscription from Khalatse of the 
year 187. Thomas and Rapson have uttered their doubts 
about the reading of the royal name, which KoNOW gives as 
*'UvtmakavthLsa”. In one of his last articles in Acta Oficntalia ’®*), 
in our opinion, Konow has taken away this doubt, so without 
further discussion we can accept his reading and assume that here 
Wima Kadphises b mentioned. The date 187 would suit excellently 
as a year of the reign of Wima, il we assume that his octogenarian 
father ascended the throne as a young prince about the year 100. 
We can then also assume that Wima Kadphises. in the normal 
way of things, could not liave reigned for ve^ long after 187. 

There are thus different argumente to bring forward for the 
opinion that Kujula Kadphises began to reign about the year lOO 

of the era in use at tliat time. 
Next to this is the important conununication in which the Hon 

ban shu tells us that Kujula Kadphises gained power over the other 
four hsi-hou and began a great career, little more than 100 yeati 

105) See pp-62-63. . . 
106) F. w, Tmomas. CcTpui Imin^itanum IndKaTum, vol. II. neview in Got- 

tingttcb* Gtlebrte Anzeigfn, Jfg. 193. 193t. pp, 1-15, esp. p, 'I. 
107) E- J. Rapson, Rfvieuf of tte Cotgut in l,R,AS,t 1930, p, 191. 
108) S. KoNOW, ChoTioddii Khurotthl tnufifihn of tht Yrst JOJ, Ana Or,, 

voL XX, pp. 107-119. esp- pp. tl7-n9. 
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ajur tht Yneh-chih conquertd Ta-hsia. Some scholars thought that 
the dividing of Ta-lisia into five bsi-hou took place long after the 
Ta-yueh-cbih conquered that country and that the mentioned itX) 
years ought to be counbed as beginning from the dividing of Ta* 
hsia into five hsi-hou, not from the conquest of Ta hsia How* 
ever, that interpretation of tlie context seems far*fetched. The Hoti 
hati s6u gees back to the O/’ie/t han ihu, and if we look up the 
passage In the dh isti haft shtt not one reason appears for assuming 
that the Ta*yUeh-chih waited ^'ith dividing the country into five 
hsj-hou. On the contrary it ts only natural to suppose that they 
did tliis iminedlately after they brought the country under their 
control. The passage was interpreted in the same way by L£vr, Hari 
CitARAN Ghosh and Jayaswal ’"*) and later on again bv Ha- 
LOUN ■"), who consequently places Kujula Kadphises in'about 
20 B.C., a date to which we would be able to agree. The remarkable 
thing is that Javaswal also arrives at this date along another line 
of argument which differ from ours but fit in with them perfectly. 
As appears from tlie emphatic recording of this conquest of Bactria 
this fact was, even In the eyes of the Chinese, a very important 

Combining these tw-o data, we are forced to draw the con¬ 
clusion that the starting-point of the era. used bv the Vueh-chih, 
must have been their conquest of Bactria (or some important event 
that took place in the year just before or after that conquest). It is 
not admissible that the Chinese would have invented this period 
of l(X) years, even if it had been perhaps a few years more or 

- tt Jh ^tgm * K<,. 
^ *^2-193, «p. pp. I S(t and 162; V. Sutmi, 

, ^hiJo-Stythiat}, Ptmd of tadija Hittory, B.C nSS-yf.D. }20 
f.R.AS, 1905, pp. 23 and 28. ^ - 

ilO) S. Uvi. NoUt m, Ut II. U, ttKtti htstoiittaei, i.A„ 9t 
SL ^ Charan Ghosh. TAf Da/e of The 
t!f!C '■ol- V, CtJcutta 1929, pp. 49-1*0, esp. p io Iwnct- 

t1/tl6ry, l.B.O,RS.. vol. XVJ, 19JO, pp. 227-316. esp p 24% 

ep p w' ZO,Ai.C, vol. 91. 1957, pp, 245.3I«, 
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less. Possibly we might even see in this Chinese communication the 
echo of a tratlition, which could easily be remembered by the 
Scythians, because they counted from the time of this conquest, 
and it is indeed remarkable that about 100 years after this fact a 
second period of prosperity began for this people. 

When did this conquest of Bactria by the Yiieh-du'h, among 
whom were also Sakas, take place? Again it is the accurate Chinese 
sources which help us here. It is true tliey do not give the year 
of the conquest of Bactria, but from their description of the people 
of the West we are able to reconstruct some facts. For this, we 
must recapitulaJ:e the history of this nomad people from the 
Chinese sources as far as possible. 

The Ytieh'chih lived originally in the south-west part of the Gobi 
(theS.W. of Kan-su, between Tun-huang, and Ch’i-lien-shan) 
In the first quarter of the 2nd century B.C Mao-tun 209- 

174), a powerful monarch of the Huns, greatly extended his 
kingdom at the cost of the neighbouring peoples, and so also the 
people of the Yiieh-chih were subjugated by him in 177-176, Under 
his successor Lao-shang (about 174-160) it came to a bloody con¬ 
flict between the Huns and the Yueh-chih, and the ruler of these 
last was slain. 

Ssd-MA Ch’(£N in his Shih chi, speaking about the Yiieh-chih, 
says*. ‘ They are nomadic, they go hither and thither after their 
herds, they have the same customs as the Hsiung-nu. Their archers 
number about 10 or 20 myriads. They were originally strong and 
made light of the Hsiung-nu. When Mao-tun became ruler he 
attacked and defeated the Yueh-diih. It went so far that the shan- 
yii Lao-shang of the Hsiung-nu killed the king of the Yiieh-chih 
and made a drinking vessel of his skull.*' 

112) Ch*itn imn ihVf Ch. B, traDskti^U bj? A. WvuK^ ihi WitfStrn 

foanutl b/ AfHhr&pohgkS oj Cnrat Brkmtj 
vol, XI, LcHitJon 1832, p, A4; bcncclorth idTbrrVfatcU as f.AJ.Cr.Br.&L 

115) Ssu-^MA Shih Gi, 123- J. Mar^uart, BrmtSahf ndch drr 
C^t&gr^phk d^s Rj. Aios0j Xi^rftiarh Berlin 1SK31* AM. KSn. Gts. Whi. Goi- 

Pbib-bbt. KLiw, Nruc Band Zll^ N® 2, pi 201; l“. Wr K 
MQU-KE, unj Kxfihn S.B.AAV',, 1918, Band J, pp, 556-586, 
ti5p. p, 571. 
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This forced the Yiieh-chih to leave their original fatherland. A 
simII group separated and went to the mountains of North-East 
Tibet, the j^dithofen range, and remained known in later Chinese 
communicatioas as the Little Yueh-chih The greater mass, 
from now on known to the Chinese as Ta-yiieh-chih = the Great 
Yiieh-chih, marched to the West, and defeated the people of the 
Sai, in North T’ien-shan, on the upper Hi, Chu and Naryn. This 
Sai is the general name for an Iranian (Scythian) people, known 
as Sakas in Persian and Sakas in Indian sources. Several tribes of the 
Sai, sometimes also called Sai^wang”®), were driven to the 
South others were assimilated, according to the Ch’ien imu 
shu with the Ta-yuch-chih. 

But the Ta’yiich-cMli did not enjoy a peaceful life for long, for 
another race, the Wu-sun, fell upon the Ta-yiieh-chih in turn, and 
again drove a part of them forward, while another part was sub¬ 
jugated by the Wu-sun together with the assimilated Sai. The 
Chi'ten ban ihu desaibes in detail how the Wusun and the Ta- 
yiieh-chih formerly made war upon each other, whereby the ruler 
of the Wu-sun perished. His new-bom son was taken by his 
guardian to the Hsiung-nu, the king of which brought up the child 
with much care. Growing up the boy dbtingulshed himself by 
military successes. On reaching manhood the former subjects of 
his father were placed under his command. The K'un-mo (title of 

I l4) Pan Ku in Ch^un hm ihu. Ch. 5^ A; j, Marquart, EfSniaht, p. 202. 
Ch^ien ban tbu Oi. 61. 

tl5) In our opinion tliis wang (= Chiitese for: kia^) does not denote t 
separate people. A patalJd on be found in tlw way in whkh the Mon bars ihu 
Ch, llS, tells us that the Ta^yudi^chih were desigtuled as the Kuti-shuang kings; 
■'All the countries designate them, calling [thdr king) the Kuei shuing King 
(wang), but the Htn ^1 them Ta-yueh-chih preserving their old appellation", 
E. Chavaknes, Touftg Paa. 5^^te U, tome VH^ Leiden 15>D7, pp. 187-19^2, esp. 
p. 192. Possibly this "waog" corresponds with the clement (Saka-rjauloi Or 
(Saka r)aiik(c)ii in dassJeaJ sources. 

116) Cbiee hiftt ihu, CK 96 A; This passage is <]uoted on p, 31. 
hoH thtf, Ch, 6t. vol. X, Landon 1881, p. 69. 

See also O. FltAMKE, Beitrlge t&s thiatshibtn Q&Mlen tnr Ktfintmi der TSri‘ 
vSiier unJ SkytbfS Ze/tirabuieni, Abbandl. dur Kon. Prtustisehtn AkaJ. dor Wii- 

Berlin 1904, PhiL-hist. Abhandl, 1, pp. 13-i6. 
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the Wu'sun kings) now asked permission to avenge his father, and 
having obtained that he moved westward and "attacked and 
defeated the Ta-yueh-ehih, who in their turn migrated to the West, 
and settled in the country of Ta hsia. The K'unmo took the mass 
of the jjeopie under his control and remained in the country, where 
he gradually raised a powerful army,” 

Those of the Ta-yiieh-chib, who marched again further W'cst- 
wards came at last in the neighbourhood of Ta-hsia, i.e. Bac' 
tria "”) "and made themselves master of it, but the Sai’wang went 
southwards and made themselves masters of Chi-pio,” '-<*) The 
Chinese ambassador Ch^ang Ch'ien, w'ho was sent out by the 
Chinese to form an alliance between China and the Yiieh-chih, 
arrived presumably in 129 B.C. when they were masters of Bactria, 

Pan Ku relates about the wanderings of the Yueh-chih in the 
Ch'ien han shtti ''Originally they lived between Tun-huang and 
Ci-Uen, but when the Shan^yu Mao-tun had defeated them and 
the Shan-yii Lao<-shang bad killed the Yiieh-chih king and made 
a drinking vessel from his skull, the Yueh-chi moved far away 
beyond Ta-yiian. In the West they defeated the Ta-hsia and made 
them their subiects. Then they made their head-quarters north of 
the Wei-river,” 

As appears from the Chinese sources, diere are U'o stages to be 
distinguished in this trek of the Yiieh-chih; I—The expedition 
from their original dwelling-place from which they were driven 
out by the Huns to North T'ien-shan; 2—The march from North 
T'ien-shan to Bactria after the attack by the Wu-sun. 

Three Japanese scholars have occupied themselves with the 
question in which period this migration of the Yueh-chih could 

fia) Cb'ieti bstn shtt, Qi. 6l; truulditcj by A. Wyije, toe. cir., vol. X, p. 69, 
Thu passage ts also to be fouad io the W'ia biira k'an of Ma Tuan-lin, 
translated by A. R^MUsat. Apparently this passage has been taken over from the 
Ci/iett hm shu^ See A. R^musav, tiowsmx ott Rtcatit 4* 
MoTttiOtx Cfitiqitet et J* MJmoirgf, Pans iB29, tome T, p. 20S. 

119) MaROUART thought the Ta-hsta wete the Toebah, ). Marquart, 
p, 204, 

120) Cb^ten ban jj&v, Ch, 96 A; see also A. Wyj.tH, Joe, ch,, voL X, p, 34. 
121) CbUt» bm jAv, Oi. 96 A; see also A. WvLta, Joe. cirt,, vol, X. p, 41. 
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have taken place Finally, these sources have been considered 
again by Haloun and he comes to the conclusion that the 

opinion of Kuwabara and YasUMa is right, to which he adds 
some arguments of his own. The first period of the march of 

the Yueh-chth, namely, from Kan-su to the upper IE, would there¬ 

fore have taken place in the years 172-161, the second stage, from 
the upper Et to the Amu-Darya territory, betw'een 133-129 B,C. 

From 129-128 Ch’ang Ch'ten remained with the Yiieh-chib 

whom he describes as the masters of Bactria, so presumably the 

conquest of that country must luve taken place before bis de¬ 
parture in L28. The opinion of Ft/JITA Toyohashi that this con¬ 

quest of Bactria w'ould have taken place already in l6o B.C., with 
which Konow also agrees ‘*®), depends upon the wrong inter¬ 

pretation of a passage, in which E narrated that the attack of the 

Wu-sun on the Yueh-chih just happened when the Shan-yii Lao- 

shang died, i.e. l60 B.C. Tlie passage rightly runs; "just wEen the 
Shan-yii died”, which according to Haloun can not refer to 

the Shan-yu I.ao-shang. 
Moreover, when we consider the passage mentioned about the 

vengeful attack of die Wu-sun on the Ta-yueh-chih, it appears 

that between the war of the Ta-yiieh-chih with the Wu-sun, which 

occurred from 172-167, and the revenge of the 'Wu-sun on the Ta- 
yiieh-chih, the new-born crowm prince of the Wu-sun had reached 

manhood, so that at least 20 years must have passed. ThE then 

1.22) Kuwabara Jrrsuzu, CM K«ti m eni*i,7«S4i-k9Uiijf>hrsmS (G^JJedion 
of trtaiisci on Edit and West)^ FUJITA ToyohashIh. 
Cwtshi m k&iki t& j&fto jeii (Thtf Dative land of the Yurfi^Iiih and the 
date of theic western migration)^ voE. VI, OcL 1916, Yasuwa Ya- 
ICHIr6^ CfTihi MQ swth3-M^ m (On che migTEUton of the Ydch-chih to the 
West) I ™t. XU 11, May pp- 657-669, 

125) G. Haloun^ Zmi Z./Jhi5(-G., voI. 91, pp. 247 seq. 
124) E. J, Rafson, ill C.H Lt vat. h P- the yeir 126, HAl.t^UNp loc. 

at., p. 149^ however, 129/8. Jn note 5 on that page he leaves the po^fbitity open 
that the presence of Ch ang Ch1cn wd* a year later. 

125) S. Konow, itmnfuJiyn IM. frR^dS, 
1952. p. 958 and C^rfrm pp, till and LIV* 

126) G. HAtOUN, Zjvf Oe fst Prage, voL 91. p. 248. 
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makes it impossible that the revenge eoulci have taken place already 
inl60B.C 

This and other arguments, e,g. those of Haloun, Kltwabara 
Jrrsuzd and Yasuma YaiCMiro seem, to us, to be priwf enough 
that the Chinese sources indeed point to a conquest of Bactria by 
the Yiieh'Chih in about 129 fi.C. Moreover we shall see later on 
that the western sources also record the conquest in that year, so 
that we can fix the commencement of the old era in about 129 B.C, 

There will, of course, always be scholars who will endeavour 
to withdraw themselves from the power of these arguments, by 
saying e.g. that to the communication in the Hmi han shu about 
the beginning of the reign of Kujula Kadphises no credence need 
be attached. But even if one could escape from the conclusion that 
the old era began in 129 B.C. there still would remain the different 
enumerated reasons to assume that Kujula Kadphises started on 
his career somewhere about the year 100 of the old era. More 
reasons wdll be given in Chapter VII. Moreover it is impossible 
to evade the conclusion that the conquest of Bactria was a very 
important event in the history of the Scythians, witness also the 
recording of it in the different Chinese sources which limit 
themselves to the very most important points in the course of the 
history of the Western Regions. Further, as far as can be seen, there 
is not one single fart either before or after this conquest that could 
give a reason or an occasion to institute a new era, ^fore 129 B.C, 
these people w'ere still wandering nomadsand after 129 the 
fortune of war is reversed, and during nearly the whole reign of 
Mithradates II (124-8S B,C.) one sees that the Scythians are con¬ 
tinually driven back by the Parthians. Tnjly not a suitable time to 
institute a private era which points to independence, or even to a 
memorable victory or the establishnaent of a kingdom. 

To push the beginning of the era yet still nearer to the be¬ 
ginning of our chronological system, thus after Mithradates II, 
about 84 B.C, as Konow proposed, is impossible in connection 
with the fart that in that case the first inscription of the people 

127) For fuitturr argunienb era before 129 B.C set pp. 47 set]. 
beJow. 

Vam Ldiiejizen-de Lcei;W, The Pcntxl 3 
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who invaded North-West India should have to be dated at earliest 
only after the year 25 B>C, Maues would conse<]uently reign about 
the beginning of our era. This Is quite impossible as his coins 
show a much better style and script than those of Hermaeus, Zoilus 
and Niceas**®), Moreover the last Greek kings who ruled in 
India certainly reigned 30 years or more aiter Maues. So we con* 
elude that the era must undoubtedly have begun before Mithra- 
dates II ascended the throne in 124 B.C. 

It is striking that this terminus ante is in the near neigh¬ 
bourhood of the date 129 B.C. which we have pointed out, in¬ 
ferring from entirely different data, as the starting-point of the 
old era. 

When we now, on the other hand, trace the western sources 
about this age, we come to the discovery that they really fit in 
wonderfully well with the Information which we have from 
Chinese sources. The original owners of Bactria, the Hellenistic 
raonarchs, were, as Justinus on the strength of Trogus tells us, 
attacked by the Sogdians, Drangae, Indians, etc., etc., and finally 
definitely driven out by the Parthians^ “Bactriani autem per varia 
bella iactati non regnum tantum, verum etiam libertatem amiserunt, 
siquidem Sogdianorum et Arachotorum et Drangarum et Areorum 
Indorumque bellis fatigati ad postremum ab invdidioribus Parthis 
velut exsangues oppress! sunt." 

From JusTlNUS we further know that the Parthian kingdom 
was greatly extended by Mithradates 1 (about 171-138), so much 
so that its boundaries reached even from the Euphrates to Hindu- 
Kush But now fortune turns her back on the Parthians, the 
successor of Mithradates 1, Phraates II (138-128) was involved in 
war against Syria and finally called In the aid of the ‘ Scythians”, 
a powerful equestrian nation that could be a decisive factor in 
the struggle. However, when be refused to pay them, they 

12a} P. CAaeNm, "Tht Cdns cf th* Gntk stid Sffthfc Kmgs vf B^ctrio attit 
India in tht Brithh Loadon ISS6, p, XL. See further: Qj VH no 
J37 s«j. 

129) JUSTTKUS, XLl. 6. 5. The dilfctent editions diverge here from one vtothcr. 
We use that of O. Seel, Teuboer ed. Leipzie 

130} tbidem. 
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mutinicfl and murdered Phraates **’), and having destroyed the 
whole of Parthia, returned to their own territories. Artabanus 
(128-123^, the unde of Phraates U, who in the meantime had 
succeeded his nephew, was |ust as unfortunate, for in a new w'ar 
against the Scythians he also lost his life on the field of battle. 
JusTfNUS: In huius locum Artabanus, patruus elus, rex substltui- 
tur. Scytliae autem content! victoria depopulata Parthia in patriam 
revertuntur, Sed et Artabanus bello Tochariis inlato in bracchio 
vulneratus statim decedit.** 

Artabanus' son, Mithradates II (124^5'S8), with cognomen "the 
Great", was able to re-instate and greatly enlarge the Parthian 
kingdom again. If we consider this information of the western 
authors, then It is remarkable how they tally with what the Chinese 
tell us, but let us first see what Konow has to say about this period. 

As has been said, his opinion is that the Yiieh<hih contjuered 
Bactria about (60 B,C This is rather imprcdiable, for this 
event should have occurred then during the rdgn of the powerful 
Parthian monarch Mithradates 1, of whom we have just heard 
from JtfSTiNUS that he had extended the boundaries of his king¬ 
dom to Hindu-Kusb. This tallies with another communication of 
JusTiNus wtocb we just <)uoted, namely, that the Parthians 
quered Bactria, after it had been weakened (not conquered) by 
the Scythians and others. Strabo also mentions this conquest of a 
part of Bactria by the Parthians: ol »caTa<»i<SvTet eimiv 'EUAiivec 
KOI etc aoToiuretas dineilKOOiv, w n 'Aonoovov Kol t!|v Toveiovov 
4<ptfet]vto Ei&Keati'di)v ol Hoeftuaioi.^”) 

We see, therefore, that the different authors do not contradict 
each other. 

To prove his conception that the Scythians first possessed Bactria, 
and that Mithradates f afterw'ards took it from them, KONow 

quotes another passage from Strabo, In which lie says about the 

131) JUSTtNUS. XLJI. 1. 2. 
132) JUSTINUS. XUI, 2, 1*2. 133) Corfus, p, XXV. 
134) Strabo, U. U. 3; old way ol quoting C 516-517. Wr use Ihc text 

edited by H. L Junes, Tht if Loo don 1928. 
135) p. XXIX, 
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Parthlins: xoi' i&dac fjv 5i.(UTq^|u!&v rcA( 

difotceB^vTOf T^v x^eov icat aih6c Kal ol 6iia£e%dM^Di iK^lvov, EsfcijB' 

o'U'tqic to^twav dtpai^iievoi riiv ALiiaLOV dei Aid tdc tv toIc 

xaToc^dbcniCi uorc TeXetiT^&vxe^ dndcnic Evt^jibov «^giot 

MtTtoniiiav- dqicAovcd At xai rfle BaxTffiavf^t; fnigmi pLii0d|ievoi cotic 

SxdOat »«ti Iti ne^xeeov Toi< jree'i E^nfiorCAav .,.. ‘**) 

When this passage (as Konow wishes) Is applied to Mithca- 
dates I, one gets indeed the impression that he took Bactria from 
the Scythians so that it was in their possession already before 138, 
after they had taken It from the Hellenistic monarchs. 

From the preceding it would have to be concluded that Konow 

took the episode under Phraates the successor of Mithradates I, 
described by JusriNUS, as a kind of reconquest by the Scythians of 
territory formerly owned by them, or as an expedition to Parthia 
from Bactria, which in that case had again fallen into the bands of 
the Yiieh-chih, and this In spite of the Information of JUSTtNUS 

and Strabo, that the Parthians had conquered it. 
As we see it^ these condusions of Konow drawn from Strabo’s 

quotation (11.9.3; C. 515, which he brought forward as an argu¬ 
ment) seem to be wrong, while moreover JUSTlN US (Xil. 6) and 
Strabo (U,U,2; C 516-517) clearly speak about the conquest by 
Parthia of Hellenistic territories. It is most improbable, Aat the 
Yiieh-chih could have deprived such a personage as Mithradates I 
of Bactrla In the year B.C. even supposing they had already 
penetrated into the West as early as that ’®’). A monarch, of whom 
it is confirmed by two authors, Orosius and Justinus, that his 
kingdom reached to Hindu-Kush (according to Orosius, even to 
the Indus '^®)) would never have tolerated the dispossession of 
Bactrla; on the contrary, it has undoubtedly been just this monarch 

136) Strabo, tL 9. Z or C 3IS. 
137) Haloun says: '"Die ArmaJunCp dass die Oe-tfr den Gfiechcti bereits uoi 

160 Soi^diana entrUsen hiLHen, Lst aufaigeben*'* Zwr ZD-M,G.t toL 

9U p. 249. 
138) Oitosjus. ed, C Zaistgesieistiii, Wien 18S9. book V, Chapter IV, sec. 16: 

‘'Mithrldates tunc s|{]uidein, re* Pacthorum sextus ab Arsace^ victo E^cfnetrii prae- 
fecTo Babylonam urbem finesr^ue cius universal victor inviisir, Omnes praeterea 
genres, rjuae inter Hydaspeti fluvium ct Indum iaoent^ subegit/' 
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who is the subject of the report by Strabo and Trogus Pompeius, 

taken over by Justinos, who tell us that the Hellenistic monarchs 
of Bactria finally, after they were exhausted by the wars against 
the Sogdians, Drangae, fndrans and others, were driven out by 
the Parthians. 

Moreover the defeat of Eucratides by the Paithians took place 
in 159 B.C. so that the forcing of the Scythians, spoken of by 
Strabo, could only have taken place after that date. Perhaps even 
the rnentioning tafic xeet Et^caTlfiov pertains to the defeat of 
Heliocles in 141 B,C. by Mithradates I. Phraates If, tbe successor 
of Mithradates I. who called in the aid of the Scythians (the 
Vuch'Chih) in the fight against Syria, did this apparently as this 
equestrian race since a short time had been his neighbours, and, 
as yet, he had had no conflicting experiences with them. It would 
have been rather unwise of him if he had called in the help of 
these Scythians against Syria, when his father had just, with much 
trouble, driven them out of Bactria, as Konow thinks. So it is 
therefore under Phraates 11 that for the first time the Yiieh-chih 
cross the boundary of the Parthian kingdom in which Bactria 
was included at that time. Then comes the episode of the with¬ 
holding of the wages, the death of Phraates in. 12S B.C., the 
devastation of Paithia, and the withdrawal of the Scythians to 
their own country, while probably they kept the country-side of 
Bactria In subjection by plundering expeditions, for the Chinese 
ambassador Ch'ang Ch1en describes them as lords and masters 
of Bactria, while ^ey had their headquarters north of the Oxus, 
as is emphatically stated, which is indeed on the other side of the 
river, on the side from whence they came, and that agrees with 
the report of Justin us that they "in patriam revertuntur", 

Artabanus has further apparently tried to retake Bactria, which 
since his father's time belonged to the Parthian kingdom, but 
with the above-mentioned result that he died in 124 B.C. from 
a wound in his arm, received in battle. But now fortune favours 
the Parthians again and under the new king Mithradates fl a 
floturishing period begins. This king is able to ward off the 
danger of the Scythians, obviously for ail time, by driving 
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them awaVi and perhaps partly by sub|ecting them, and it is to 
this monarch we think that the passage from Strabo (LL9.2; 
C, 515) must refer, which Konow incorrectly brought forward as 
a proof that Mithradates 1 conquered Bactria and drove out the 
Scythians. The sentence must therefore, in our opinion, be under- 
stood in the following wayt "And they (via. the Parthians under 
Mithradates U) also took a part of Bactriana having forced the 
Scythians, and still earlier Eucratides and his followers, to yield 
to them (namely, under Mithradates 1).” 

Taein explains very distinctly '**') how Heliodes, the last king 
of Bactria, in l4l is defeated by Mitliradates 1, According to 
Rapson this took place before 135 B,C. and it is therefore 
impossible that the Scythians had already conquered Bactria before 
that time, so that the Parthians could take it away from them again 
under Mithradates I. 

The passage from JusTiNUs: "Saraucae et Asiani Bactra occu* 
pavere et Sogdianos" confiims our point of view. For, though 
for some time discord has existed about die identity of the different 
Scythian races, there is now, in any case, unanimity that the Yiieh- 
chih are Tocharians and that the Asiani, alias Asii, are the Yuch- 
chth, or at least their dominating stratum, so that from the men- 
tioning of the Asiani by Justtnus it appears that Bactria was not 
conquered by the Scythians before the extension of the Parthian 
kingdom under Mithradates I, as Konow thinks, but only after¬ 
wards, when also the Yueh-chib had arrived in more western 
districts. Konow's opinion, that the Scythians had already 
formerly conquered Bactria, is probably based on the passage 
from Strabo: AS vdW vojidAuv ot iroifc 
*^EX>.r|va9 d(pe)-d|ivyOL BaxtQiavif)Vi 'Aoiol xat flaourvol leal 

Tcul SciKd^fcru^oi [xtti] dnb xf\^ Ta0 lo|deT<ru 

JCttti ZdKOt xuE X(rY&icrvOv& f^v Ediwi. 

Strabo says here distinctly, that the Asioi etc, took Bactria 

IJ9) Tarn, pp. 271*275. 
140) Raison, C.ff./,. vol. I, p. 4iSl. 
141) JusTtNUS, ptolo^iue to Chapter XLI. 
142) Strabo. 11, 8. 2; C 511, 
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from the Gretks, That this could not have hajjpencd about the 
year 16Q, at least before the expansion of Mithiadates 1, appears 
again distinctly from the mentioning of the Asioi, and the passage 
must therefore refer to an event after the year l4 l B.C. Tarn 

and Herrmann have, however, advanced the idea that this 
passage from Strabo must refer to the events of the 7th century 
B.C. In that case the names of the different Scythian people have 
lust been simply taken over by him from Apollodorus, who 
undoubtedly was Strabo's source here. 

Tarn saysi "I have said that Chang'k'ten is quite clear that 
the conquest of the Ta-hia (Bactria proper) was die work of the 
Yueh-chi. But almost every modern writer known to me attributes 
that conquest to "Sacas" driven southward by the Yueh-chi, who 
are supposed to have occupied the country until the Yueh-chi 
expend or subdued them. Cbang-k'icn, w'ho was there, knows 
nothing about this, and no scrap of evidence for it exists; it arose 
originally from a misunderstanding of a simple passage in 
Strabo, and for many years one wTtter just copied it from another, 
till it has become an obsession; every form of “Saca”—Sacaraucae, 
Sai-wang, even Tochari—has been pressed into service, and the 
theories to which this belief has given rise have done more than 
anything elso to obscure the history of this time. Certainly Strabo 
says that the Sacas occupied Bactria; but the most cursory perusal 
of the context shows that throughout the whole section he is 
talking, not of the second century B,C>, but of a time long before 
diat—he calls it Achaemenld, but it was really the seventh cen¬ 
tury—^the time of the great Saca invasion, well known from As¬ 
syrian sources, which had played its part in the fall of Nineveh and 
had penetrated as far as Armenia and Cappadocian Pontus," 

If Tarn is right, that will relieve us of the task of refuting 

the passage in question as an argument for KoNOw's opinion. 

1^3) Tarn, p. 283. 
144) A. Hemaiann, S.V, in Pauiy-Wissowa, Rtai’Entyeie^it Jdr 

OdSfhehta AhfTitfmiU'hftBSfhaft, 2c Re^t^c I, Scuttg»it 1914, col, 1770-IR0(S 
esp. 1788. 

145) Tarn, p. 2B3. 
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Supposing, however, that die passage (although for the rest indeed 
quite confused) in that one sentence, starting with itdJhKrrv 64 
Yvc&0i|iot etc., ^ould be correct and that it really was the in¬ 
tention to relate a conquest of Bactria by the Yueh-chih over the 
Greeks, and not Ofver the Parthians, then a very plausible explana¬ 
tion of the passage would be possible in the following way: 
The course of events—the tottering kingdom of the Bactrian kin^, 
weakened so much through the expansion-policy of Mithradates 1 
in the West, and the attacks of the restless nomads in the East, that 
Parthia finally is able to conquer the greater part in l4l B.C. and 
quickly on top of that the invasion of the Scythians in Parthia, and 
thus also in a part of Bactria itself, in about 129 B.C.—could have 
given the impression to the western historians, who were so far 
from the actual theatre of events, of one and the same expedition 
of conquest in which, for the Greeks, the fall of Bactria (be it as 
a sub-division of Parthia) was the most important. Moreover it 
is quite possible that the philhellenic Arsacids left some sort of 
independent city-government to the Greek poleis in Bactria, as 
we Jmow they granted these liberties also to other Greek cities 
in dieir domain. In that case the impression in the West of a 
conquest by the Scythians of Greek territory would also be quite 
explainable. 

Our opinion, that the passage from Strabo (1L9.2; C. 515) 
refers to Mithradates fl, fits in very well in another way with the 
historical course of affairs, as It provides us with the proof that 
it was the continual pressure of this Parthian monarch tliat Induced 
the Yueh-chih, with the people merged into them, finally for the 
third time to break up to look for a new fatherland, this time India. 
But with this we will deal later on. For the present it is sufficient 
that we have been able to confirm the conclusions of Kiwabara 

Jrrsuzo, Yasuma Yaichiro and Haloun by information drawn 
from the western sources, so that it can be considered as definite 
that the conquest of Bactria took place indeed in the year 129 and 
not much earlier. 

Further, after what has been said before about the fight between 
the Parthians and the Yueh-chih it is very Improbable that these 
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last would have taken over an era from their areh-eneiuies, as 
KoNow's last idea was an era which moreover was only 
regularly used by the Par^ians just before the beginning of 
our era. 

Tarn thought to make a distinction between an invasion of Par* 
thia by the Sakas in 128 and a separate conquest of Bactria by the 
Yueh-chih ”"): the supposed Saca conquest of Greek Bactria 
proper is a myth.” Starting from the idea that the Sakas were dif* 
ferent people from the Yiieh-chih, he bases his opinion, as we saw 
above, on the supptMition that the passage in Strabo (ll.a.2;C. 511) 
about the conquest of Bactria by the Sakas in reality referred to a 
period in the 7th century. The passage from Trocus PompESUS 
(tlie prologue to chapter XLI) should neither be explained as a 
conquest of Bactria by the Sakas, according to Tarn. But even 
if the passage by Strabo is confused, then in any case Tarn's 

starting'point, the sharp distinction between Yiieh-chih and Sakas, 
is incorrect, i.e., originally and in essence they are indeed two 
different branches of the great Scythian family of nations of 
Central Asia, but in the long run they are partly moulded into 
one by subjugation and later by joint plundering expeditions, 
so that for western observers it is exceptionally difficult to make 
a distinction between them***), 

Herodotus says about this^ot ybe tligaai irdvra^ tows SkuOo^ 
>Kil.^orv(fi Edxac.*") 

That Herodotus speaks the truth is proved by die Old Persian 
rock-inscriptions of Darius, in which different kinds of Scythians 
are mentioned as Sakas, e.g. the Saka Haumavarga, Saka Tigra- 
kauda and Saka tyaiy tara draya 

And Pliny says: "Ultra sunt Scytharum populi. Persae illos 

H6) S. Konow, Chitiodiia Kh^roftiti t/ttcriffian of the Year JOi Acte Or,, 
vol. XX, p. 113. 

1<7) Taxn, p. 2M ud p. 294. 
145} Se? also L. BacHHOFEB, On Creeii and Sakai in Indie, fournat of the 

American Orientaf Society, vol. 51, pp. 223-250; henceforth abbcevieted as ],A.OS. 
149) Herodotus, Hiitoriae, V]], 54. 

150) Darius 1, Naksh-LRustajii, a. | 3. W. HI^fz. Aitpersischet Wortithsiz, 
Leipaif 1942, pp. 124 seq. 
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Sacas univetsos appellaveic a proxima gentc...." As a last 
argument for the vagueness of the idea about the Sal^ we have 
the passage from Sthabo (lK8*2; C. 511)i in this different Saka 
tribes are spoken of and we think that the text in which according 
to Konow's suggestion the much disputed word ttal is not 
omitted is again a proof of the vague idea that prevailed 
about the Sakas. Tarn comes to the same conclusion on other 
grounds: "To Greeks, who were not scientific ethnologists, the 
matter was simple: if a horde spoke Saca it was a Saca horde. It 
Is not so simple to-day..,," *“) 

This vague conception regarding what the Sakas really were is 
due to the very great mixing of the different nomad-races. The 
composition of the Wu-sun people can serve as an example. As 
a result of the revenge on the Vueh-diih by the Wu-sun and the 
subjection of some of them, a number of the Yueh-diih was ab¬ 
sorbed by the Wu-sun. But still earlier a part of die Sai (id cst 
Sakas) had been subjugated by the Yileh-chih and assimilated with 
them, so that we understand how it is that in the Ch*h» ban shu 
the people of the Wu-sun are thus spoken of; "In consequence of 
these revolutions the population was of a mixed diaracter, con¬ 
taining, besides those of Wu-sun, Sai and Ta-yiie-chih elements 
also." 

Even the Chinese mention that the Sakas were dispersed and 
absorbed by different people. "The Sai were scattered, and at 
times form^ several l^gdoms. North-west of Shu-Ie ail that 
belongs to the states Hsiu-siin and Chiian-tu, all those are old Sal- 
tribes," One of the tribes in which they were taken up was 
the Ta-yiieh-chih, and further the Wu-sun. Trogus even mentions 

151) PLiNrus, N^tiralii Hhtsfiit, VI, 50j we use the cd. by C MaYMOff, 
Teuboer esL, Leipzig 1906. 

152) S. Konov, en Slra^ X1.S.2., Symbatof Oslo fines, fast, XXIV, 
Osip 1SW5, pp. 148-150. 

155) Tarn, p. 288. 

154) Ch'ieii hm shst. Ql 96 B, translated by A, Wylie, t^osft o» the Western 
Regions. l.A.LGrSr.&l., voJ, XI. London 1882, p. 84. 

155) Cb'ies han shu, Oi, 96 A, translated by A. WvLtE, vpl. 
X, p. 54, also note 118 on p. 31. 
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in the prologue to chapter XLII the ruination of the Saraucae. 
In western sources the Yueh-chih bear the name of Tochari. This 

tallies with the fact that Kumarajiva glosses Tu*k'ia*lo = 

Tukhara as Little Yiieh-chih It seems that, although some 
discord formerly existed as to this equalisation, scholars now un- 
animously agree to it. Besides this we also find them indicated 
as Asii, *'Aou>i, or Asian!. No further argument is necessary to 
show that the Asti remained also known outside their boundaries 
as Tochari—Tukhara. Some western authors make a distinction 
between the Asii and the Tochari, others mention only the Tochari, 
but both categories of authors are right. Tarn thought that the 
name Asii was the same as the name Arsi which Steg had 
found in mudi later documents dating from the 7th century 
A,D. Van Wjndekens was of the same opinion and he tried 
to prove this idea along a linguistic path He thinks that the 
word means “white”, and that it was used to Indicate the 
rulers of the Tochari, and subsequently for the people over w*hom 
they ruled. CotiSTiEliR, one of the last who gave his opinion on 
the identity of the Asii thinks they were the Wu-sim. The 
same theory was propounded formerly by CharpENTIERand 
Deguignes CouvREUR, however, denies the identity of drU 

156) G, HaCOUK, Zur Ot-tff Praga, Z.DM.G.t wol. 91, pp. 24J*S18, Cip. p. 
276. 

137) W. W. Tarn, Tha ittifodari of Badriit tti: Saianeid^Pdrthiaa Sst/dits, 
Pforeadings of tha Britiih Acadamy 1930, Landon. pp. lOS^LSS, e$p. p. 107. 

138) E, SlEG, Ein a'mhaimiitha* NifUff f£r Tox^t S,B.A<VP., 1918, Bifid 1, 
pp. 560*363, csp. p. 364. 

159) A. J. VAN WindekeNs, Hum Blatta tt Arfi, Essai ittr lat appeUathnt da 
"tokkarian’, Le tAmioti, vol. LIV, Louvain 1941, pp. 161*186, and Ltxiqve 
itymohgiqua das drdettas tokhafitm, Ltmvaiji 1941, pp, XV-XXVll. 

160) W. CouvREua, Ovanitht kin da Tothaana Lattariunda, faafharifhf Ex 
Oriente Lkx. N° 10, Lddm 1945-1948, pp. S6l-5?1, eap. p. 563. 

161) J. CharpeNhER, Dia athnographistha Stallung der Tcchaaar, Z.D,M.G<, 
vol 71, 1917, pp. 347-3SS, csp, pp. 357 seq, 

162) Deguignes, Ritharthes sur qselquas ii4namam qxi iomatnam I'bh- 
toira dat Roh Grecs da !a Batlriaaa, at partkfiiikfafnant la dastmaion da Uht 
Royaume par las Seythai, PitahUittmaat da taux-ei It hag da Vladus, at las 
guarras qx'its aurant atai Ifi Ptathas, Hhtolra da fAfadamia Rojde das Ia~ 
sariptfons at BaUai-Latttat, tome 25, 2° pvtie, Paris 1759, pp. 17-33, esp. p. 26. 
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and Asii, proposed by van Windekens i“^). So did Bajley who 
explained arii as Sanskrit arya ^®'*) and the Asii as a people related 
to the Ossetes or As in South Russia This last identification 
seems very convincing. The first was opposed by In 
connection with all this the prologue to chapter XLII of Trogus 
^ Additae his res Scythicae. Reges Tocharorum 
Asian! interitusque Saraucarum.” Haloun proposes to correct 
Asiatii into Cusant. This hypothesis would give a much clearer 
meaning to the text and it would explain why we seemingly have 
no Indian e<juivalent for the name Asian!, whereas all the other 
tribes which came to India are given names which are dearly an 
indianisation of the original ruunes. The Yiieh-chih—Tochari be¬ 
came known there as Tukhara, or Tusara, and it is now clear that 
the Indian equivalent for the name of their kings, Asian! (Cusani), 
is Kusana. 

In enumerations of the different wild tribes in North-West India, 
apart from the Yavanas and the Pahlavas, we find the Sakas and 
the Tusaras also continually mentioned together in the epic poetry. 
The different texts in which these tribe-names occur probably all 
go back to one Puranic text, and the nam^ in question did not 
convey much to the authors. The impression is given that the 
coupling of the two names Sakas and Tu^ras finds its 
analogy in standard couplings as Utkala-Mekaia, Yavana-Pahlava, 
Suhma-Pundra, Anga-Vaiigaetc., all people mentioned over 

165) W, Com'REUit, Overzifht vm dt Teehaarte JuMberkhl E* 
Ofitnte iJtx, N** lO, p, S6i. 

164) H, W, Bailey, Ttategara, BuUtiiit of tht School of Orittttal Smdif}, 
vol. VIII. London 1935-'57, pp. 883-921, esp. p. 912. 

165) H. W. Bailey, Asica, Trorniieiiom of tbt FhHologic^ Seciett. London 
1946. pp. 1-38, csp. pp. 1*3. 

166) E. StBC, Und dtvooih ,X9ekmith'*, 19J7, pp. 130^139. 
167) G. Haloun, Zur Ewjf, Z.DM.G., vol. 91, p. 253, note 4. 
168) h\ahShbdraia, fioinbiy Trit Ed., 11, 51, 1830; HI. 51 IpOi- III 177 

12350; VL 75, 3297; VHl, 73. 3652; VIH, $8. 4306; Xll. 65, 2429. 
k ^ k V^)\ 11, 57, 20; The PariSiittu of the Alharvafeda, 
ed, by G. Melville Bolljno, md Julius von Negelecn, Leipik 1909*’10 
vd. I, pp. 351-378 etc. r e . 

Gonda drew our attention to the fact that there are also com- 
binatioos of lolKnaxo^, u for Kutance Sindhus and Sauvjfaa, of which if is 
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and over Rgain in epic poetry and the Puianas. Although in litera¬ 
ture they are mentioned side by side, it seems to us that in reality 
there was not much difference to be made between Tu^ras and 
Sakas. This had its origin primarily in the fact, that the greater 
part of the Sakas was assimilated in the Yueh chih—Tochari; 
secondly the last named people spoke a Saka language ; and 
thirdly it is exceedingly probable that the Indians called the 
people of the Yueh-chih—^Tusara mostly by the name of the people 
with whom in North-West India they first came Into contact, 
namely, the Sakas**'). Already in Alexander's time Sakas lived 
at the North-West Indian borders, according to Arrian us ^ 
From the Chinese record quoted we know that the probability 
exists that Sakas went to North-West India some time earlier 
than the Yiieh-chih—^Tochari. We know of a like process of giving 
names in more periods of world-history, for instance, in other 
countries the general name for Dutchmen is Hollanders, as the 
part of the Netherlands’ population that came into first contact 
with foreign countries were the sea-going Hollanders. 

The Tochari and Sakas were already greatly intermingled before 
they invaded India and probably became even more unified after 
joining those Sakas who presumably had settled there earlier. This 
plus the three above mentioned arguments explain, in our opinion, 
why persons who according to Chinese sources ate decidedly 
Yiieh-chih—Tochari, as Kujula Kadphises and Wima Kadphises, 
were often considered Sakas by the Indians in later times, This 
appears from several facts, for instance, that Samudragupta calls 

presumed that the b the name of the people snd the other that of the 
territory in which they lived. See F, E. Parciter^ 7"^^ M^ka^d^yd Pstfdftdi 
transldted with notes, Calcutta 1904, p. ^15. 

170) Tarn, p, 28S, 
171) Vincent Smith U of the same opinion as we aic^ he says: "'The ancknt 

Indians having been ajccustomcd to use the term Saka in a vague way to denote 
all foreigners froiti the other side of the passes, without nice distinctions of race 
and tribe....Thf Oxford Sttident's iFidra, Oalord \90B, p, 22. 

172) Flavius ArrjaNu^, AtexMdri; ed, E, Iliff Robson, The 
Loeb Odifkdl Lihrary, Loudon l929-"33t P- ^34, 

173) Ch*ien han sbti, Ch, 96 A, translated by A. WvLIK, f.AJ.Cf Br&L^ 
vol. X, p. 34, quoted on p. 31, see also note US. 
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thcir successors Saka*Murundas in his welJ-known inscription on 
the iron pillar of Allahabad, giving them at die same time the 
typical Ku^a titles Daivaputra-Sahi-Sihanusahi (Perhaps 
rhis murun^ w^ich means “master" in Saka can be compared widi 
the 'Vang" in the name Sai wang?) Another point which is remark¬ 
able is the fact that an iniage of Cas^, one of the Saka Western 
Ksal^pas, has been found in the devaJcufa or family chapel of 
Kaniska which shows that also the Kusanas themselves did not 
make much racial difference between the^lves and the Safcas, 
which can be explained by the intermingling of these two Scythian 
peoples since two centuries. Lastly we mention the fact that the era 
instituted by Kaniska was called Saka era. 

Considering the vagueness about the idea Saka in the West as 
well as in India, and the intenningling of the Yiieh-chih with the 
Sakas, it is very comprehensible that, when relating the conquest 
of Bactria by the Yiieh-chih, western authors mention also Sakas, 
so that the information by Trogus and Strabo in the passages 
about the Sakas need not necessarily be incorrect as Tarn 
thinks 

That the invasion of the Yueh-chih in Bactria (which had no 
connection with the invasion of the Sakas in Parthia and took 
place somewhere on the eastern frontiers of Persia without exer¬ 
cising much mfluence over the rest of that country, as Tarn wishes 
to suggest), was not an unimportant question, seems to us cleat 
enough from the fact, that this conquest is, with emphasis, men¬ 
tioned in Chinese sources, while less important movements in 
the far W^ are not recorded by them. 

The fact that quickly already the Yueh-chih—Tochari and 
the Sakas were mixed up together by outsiders, and only remained 
distinguished from each other by the Chinesehas been too 

174) J. F. Fleet, hicnpttom af the Eirtf Ki/igi mtd thth Sucemnors, 
<^p»t instnputirtHm Indiearum, voJ. Ill, Calcutta IBSS, p, 8. If O MaENchen- 
Helfen aad Bachhofer ans lighr that the Kiisiflas iw Saiu these points are 
irvm Tir Yuih-cirh Pt&khfn Rf-enidimJtnffkt {.A OS,^ 1945 pp_ 7l-gl 
md note 4fl. ^ ‘ 

175) Takn, pp. 2sj-2fi4. 
176) See quotation on p. 24. 
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much lost sight of by different schol^s who concerned themselves 
with this question. By making a sharp distinction betw'een Sakas 
and YUeh-chih, Taan has al^ lost his way. His reasoning is as 
follows; the era used in the Kharos^l inscriptions must be a 
Saka era, considering the fact, that the Jihonika vase is dated in 
a Saka era, and because Moga, a Saka, used this era, therefore a 
fact important for the Sakas must have been the starting-point of 
the era*'^). He seeks this important fact in the occupation of 
Sakastana (Seistan) by the Sakas under Mithiadates I in 155 

B.C. 
Now to begin with, it is not at all certain that the Jihonika vase 

is dated in a Saka era. DlKsrr and Konow agree that there is no 
sa to be seen Moreover, it seems to us there is no space for 
it; so, as long as that is uncertain we must not biuld up any conclu¬ 
sions upon it The reading of "Saka" on the Shahdaur inscription, 
which could be brought forward as an argument, is also very un¬ 
certain so, unless we moreover are able to answer the question 
whether Maues was indeed a Saka or the reasons why 
the starting-point of the old era must be a fact from Saka history 
are not clear to us. Finally, it was among others the Yiieh-chih with 
Kujula Kadphises and Wima Kadphises who used this old era. 
and furthermore it is the Yiieh-chih about whom the Chinese in 
connection with India chiefly tell us, so that they must have had 
a very important place in North-West India, in contradiction to 
the Sakas, who, according to the Ch'ien han siiu were already 
long ago partly absorbed among the Wu-sun and partly among 
the Yueh-chih. 

Still one of the many arguments against the beginning of an 
era about 155 B.C. is the following: One can either assume that 
the inscription on the Amohini ayagapata from Mathura is dated 

177) Taan, pp. 494-S02, esp. p* 496. 
ITS) Tain, p. 500. 
179) S. Konow, CbsrutdJa Khareffhi Imttifuhn of the Year 303, Aita Or, 

yol XX, 1948. p. IIS. 
180) pp. 14-15. 
181) For this sec Ch, VII, pp. J37 seq. 
182) Ch'iefi han tha, Qi, 96 B, fji.LGt.Br.&l, vol. XI, p, 84. 
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m the old era, or ooe must fall back upon the most Improbable 
hypothesis whidi is accepted on the authority of KoNOW and 
Rapson that the Mah^^trapa Sod^a would have used the 
Vikrama era, which, according to KoNOW, was Instituted after a 
victory by the Indians over his own race. If, together with this, 
we see that a second inscription also from Mathura (LGl>ER5‘ U5t 
N” 78) which, judging from the script, is clearly later than the 
Amohini 3yagapata, is indeed dated in the old era, so that, in 
this case, we must assume that the Satraps first, for a short time, 
used the enemy Vikrama era and then afterwards again their own 
chronology, it is clear that we must give no heed to this opinion. 
The probability remains that the inscription, just as all other known 
inscriptions originating from the north-western barbaric races, is 
dated in the old era. If this did begin about the year 133 B.C. 
we must assume that the Scythians had had already for years a firm 
foot in Mathura in 83 B-C,, as the year 72 is mentioned in the 
Amohini plaque of Sodasa's reign Now, on grounds of in¬ 
formation about the Greeks in India, Tarn gives about 60 B.C, as 
a probable date for the conquest of Mathura by the Scythians 
We entirely agree with this, be it on other deliberations than 
Tarn's, and it is therefore clear that the Amohini ayagapaU could 
not date from the year Sf3 B-C, and in consequence the era did 
not begin already in 133 B.C. 

We are thus not at all convinced that a sharp division can be 
made between Yueh-chih and Sakas, and that the invasion of the 
Sakas in Partliia in 129 B.C could have been distinct from tiie 
conquest of a small part of Bactrla in the East by the Yueh-chih, 
as Tarn thinks In our opinion it was one and the same in¬ 
vasion by different nomad races, frequently indicated together by 
western authors under the general name of Scythians. One of the 
many arguments for this is the following passage quoted from 
JUSTINUS: 

183) Corfus, p. XXXIV. 
184) E. J. Rapsd.v, CH./.. vot, 1, pp. 575-576. 
185) See foi the version of this dste, the appendix at the back of this Chapter 
186) Tarn, p. 32S. ts7) Tarn, p, 294. 
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“In huiiis locum Artabanus, patruus elus, rex substituitur. Scytbae 
autem contenti victoria depopulata Parthia in patriam revertuntur. 
Sed et Artabanus bello Tochariis inlato in bracchio vulneratus, 
stadm decedit. Huic Mithridates fill us succedit, cui res gestae 
Magni cognomen dedere.Sed et cum Scythis prospere aliquo- 
tiens dimicavit ultorque tniuriae parentum fuiL" *®“) 

This has been incorrectljr translated Pessonneaux as; 
"Artaban, blesse au bras dans une guerre contre Je$ Thogariens, 
mourut aussitdt" The correct translation, according to us, 
should have been; ' But also Artabanus, after he had declared war 
on the Tochari and w'as wounded in the arm, died immediately." 
In consequence one may probably deduct from the quoted passage 
that not only Phraates, but also Artabanus died in the fight against 
the Scythians or Tochari, and the passage is thus, at the same time, 
again a proof that these Tochari were none other than the Yiieh- 
chih, which is distinctly shown by HaloLFn and VAN Win* 
DEKEN5 on the grounds of other information. We therefore do 
not think Tarn is right in saying: “Tocharis may only be one of 
Justin's usual blunders in proper names." The invasion of 
Parthia, described by Justinus in the just quoted passage, is 
therefore nothing more in fact than the attack by the Yiieh-chth 
or Tochari, for Scythians was simply a collective name, Stxabo 
says about tbis;... fiA tovi<»v fiAXXov MaaosYArog wti 
ZdMot 6vofid:tm<n, 6' fiUovc xoivOs SsciKkic 4vo|idC(nicnv, tSlg: 
6'iit"Scythians" is consequently, neither ethno* 
graphically nor linguistically nor culturally speaking, a unit, but 
only a geographical idea. 

IBS) JUSTINUS, Xtlt z, 1-3, 
OfKPrrs eomflitej dt fustht, tbiAgA dt I’Hhtokt mh’etsttU dt Tti>gst 

Pompie^ tridLiirtion pu JULES PlERROY et E. BorTARD. Edtliom »igneiise- 
metic revue par M. E. Pessonneaux, Paris, no date, p. S72. 

ISO) C. HA1.QUN, Zitr Vt-Ul Fragtt Z.D.Af.C?., vol. 91, pf>. 243.318. 

191) A. J. VAN WlNDEKENS, Hufft Bla»ci tf Atfi, Eiud tut Uj dMtllMhm 
du ‘•tokhariei^', Lt Mviien, vol. LIV, Louvain 1941, pp. 161*186 and Ltnitfue 
itymelogique dfi di^eefff tokharieni, Louvain 1941, pp. XV.XXVII. 

192) W. W. Tarn. Tht Imadert of Bactrra, m: Seleudd-PaHhum Stiditi, 
Protetdingi of the Bhthh Acadetaj 1930, London, pp. 103-133, esp. p. 116. 

193) SniABO, 11. 8- 2; C SU, 

Van LoHun^N-OB Leeuw, The "Sq^ihun" Period 4 
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It thus goes without saying that the Scythian invasion by the 
Yiieh-chih into ParthJa in 129 B,C., desctil^ by western authors, 
is to be considered as one and the same expedition as the invasion 
into Bactria by the Yiieh-chih, which we know from Chinese 
sources. We think therefore that it is a mistaketobringin a division 
here only because together with the YUeh-chih aJso Sakas have been 
mentioned by western authors in some ca-ses. Our idea, that the 
Yiieh-chih—Tochaxi together with the £akas, as they had become 
p^Iy assimilated, conquered Bactria in 129 BX., taUies wholly 
with the Chinese narratives, and also the prologue of chapter XLl 
of Trogus Pom pejus agrees with this, for it mentions only that 
"Saraucae et Asknl Bactra occupavere et Sogdianos”, “The 
and Yiieh-chih have occupied Bactria and Sogdia". 

But to return to our starting-point: w hether there was a Saka in¬ 
vasion in 160 (or 155) B.C. or not finally does not make much 
difference to our rj^ntng, for when w^e search for the date of the 
conquest of Bactria by the Yiieh-chih mentioned in the Chinese 
record of the Hou ban ihu, it is undoubtedly 129 B-C, which agrees 
very well w-ith Strabo and Justin us- We see therefore that the 
commencement of the old era is situated in the year 129 B.C 

Next to the old era we have stated the existence of an era 
whldi was specially used by Kaniska and his successors. It goes 
without saying that the following question to be faced will be: 
Wliat was the position of those eras in relation to each other? that 
is to say, did the Kaniska era come after this old era or were 
they, for some time, used next to each other? 

Konow s first conception was that they were used stmultane^ 
ously. In February 1947 he supposed the existence of an old 
Parthian era, and consequently the date with the highest number 
of the old era would be equal to (249 BX. + 399 —) 150 A.D. 
As Konow then supposed that Kantska's reign must have begun 
about the year 138 A.D., it comes nearly to the same thing that the 
older era was supplanted by Kaniska's chronological system and 
that after about ten years, the latter was tlie only one in use. 

19-0 S« iot this i]uatkift moreover Ol Vll, pp. 327-328, 
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Kohow's Jast opinion was that Kaniska started his reign in 

about 200 A.D. which evm leaves a gap of about half a 

century between the end of the old era and the beginnitig of the 
Kaniska era. 

There are different objections to the conception that the era of 
Karuska only began after the old era. 

First of all, the date of Kaniska*s accession to the throne would 
be about 129 B.C + about 400 — ± 270 A.D., which is im¬ 
possible. 

Further, as we have shown above the series of inscriptions 
with the dates 303-399, began only after the Kaniska dynasty, 
which is the same as saying that the 100 years during which Kaniska 
and hb successors reigned came before the year 503. 

Th«e are just so many arguments to point out that the Kaniska 
era did not commence after the end of the use of the oid era. 
There is, however, one objection, viz. the Biahml inscription of the 

299, of which KONow formerly, on wrong grounds however, 
rightly thought that the date which BaNerji wished to assume for 

it, namely about the beginning of our era, was too early. 
This inscription in question, of the year 299 was first 

published by BOHtER who thought that the date referred to 
the Kaniska era. This era, according to him, would have omitted 
the number for 200, so that, for example, 52 would be 252. The 
era used by Kaniska and his successors would then be the same as 
that in the BrahniT inscription on the Amohini tablet and in the 
old Kharosthi inscriptions, which would begin in the first half 
of the 1st century B.C., and so the piece in question would be one 

lf>5> S. Konow, SfiU 9ii the Erai m hdtm Imcnfi/foiij, India Antufua, 
r 
19^) Sec pp. 19-22, 

197) The iflicriptiod is W* 78 iat H. tflOEltf, A Liu of Brahmi Injcriptiom 
from tio aartwsf Timft to ahout A.D. 400. whb tbr *xc*ption of thoie of Aloia. 
Appendix to Epigrapkia iadica and Record of the Avfheohgkai Suntj of India 
voJ- 10, CaJoitta 1912; bencefortb sbfafevuliH ss Luders’ Uh. 

198) G. DDhler, Epigrapbie Dhcotetiet at MatbitrS, The Academy, vd. 49, 
2tid Miy 1896, pp, 367-3^8; Epigntphii Ditmteriet at f .R.AS., 1896! 
pp. 378-581; Epigraphk Dkcoverift at MalburS, fT.ZJC.M.. vof. If. 1896, pp. 

1L23 
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of the very Last edicts of Vasudeva, and would date from the first 

half of the Jrd century A.D., about 200-250 A.D. ViNCENT 

Smith later on thought the date 299 should be referred to the 
Laukika eta or the Vikrania era 

In a voluminous article entitled The Scythian period of Indian 
Hhtory *”) Professor R. D, Baner/i deaU with several problems 
concerning the chronology of this period. In it also the inscription 
of 299 ts discussed. According to his opinion, which we think Is 
correct, the inscriptloit must be much older than DiiMLER supposed. 
In favour of this Banerji brings forward some palaeographical 
arguments, among others the fact, that in the piece discussed the 
sub-joined ya is always tripartite and never bipartite, while in the 
inscriptioas of Kaniska's time the bipartite form is used simul¬ 
taneously with the tripartite. His final conclusion is; “This form 
of ya is not to be found in any of the inscriptions of the Kusana 
period. This detailed examination clearly proves that the inscription 
from Mathura of the year 299 does not belong to the Kusana 
period. And likewise its date cannot be referred to the same era in 
which the Kusaxu inscriptions are dated. Then the question arises 
as to which era the date in the inscription is to be referred.’" 

In I95d Konow rightly remarked the following in his article 
Note on the Mathura Inscription of Saw vat 299 regarding this 
statement of Banerji: "His conclusion is that “it Is certain that 
the date 299 must be referred to an era, the initial point of which 
lies in the third or fourdi centuries before the Christian era. Only 
two such eras are known to have been in actual use in India, The 
first is the Maurya era which probably was counted from the 
coronation of Candragupta in or about B,C 521 .The other 
era is founded by Seleukos Nikator in B.C 312 ... If referred to 
the Maur^ra. era, ^e year 299 is equivalent to 321—299 = 22 B.C,, 

199) V., Smith, Th£ or Indian Hiaorj^ B.C, 
tQ AJ^, S20, t-RJtS,, 1903, pp- l-Mi p. 

200) R, 0* BAWEnji, The Scphian Period oj Indian Hhtorjff tnd. AnL^ toL 
37, 1908. pp. 25-73. 

201) IBideni p. 40. 
202) S. KoNOWp Nare ^n the Mathxra tmcripthn p/ Samt^ 299, K B. Faihai 

Cnmmem&ratron Volume, Pocma 1934, p, 264. 
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and if referred to the Seleukidan era it becomes equal to 312—^^299 
= 13B.C”” 

After this quotation KONOW continues: '"Now it is a well-known 
fact that we do not possess the slightest scrap of reliable evidence 
to the effect that there ever existed a Maurya era or that the Seleu- 
kidan reckoning has in any period whatever, been used in India. 
It is of course not impossible that some foreign or national secular 
era may have been used in India before the advent of the Indo- 
Scythians, but if such should have been the case, no trace has so 
far been found. It is only in the old Kharos^i inscriptions of the 
Indo-Scythian period that we, for the first time, are faced with a 
secular era in India, and every theory which operates with secular 
eras is based not on facts, but on conjecture.** 

Konow then proceeds to refute the opinion of Banerji that 
the palaeography of the inscription should point to a great an¬ 
tiquity. Quoting Buhler he says: “As regards the detaib, the 
following innovations (via. in the Kusa^ period^ deserve special 

mention: ... The bar denoting the length of A is attached low 
down; ... The kha is mostly triangular below; The low'er 
end of d<t ... is drawn further to the right, and the bulge on the 
ri^t becomes larger;... The horhontal stroke of na is curved 
or looped ... The va Is occasionally rounded on the left ... 
the Visarga first appears in these inscriptions ..." 

Konow continues: "An examination of the plate published by 
Professor fianerji, Lc. p. 66, shows that the details mentioned 
above are found in our inscription, 

“Old forms are found in the first four lines of the record; cf, 
the initial m and especially the ya and the fa. Professor Banerji is, 
however, if his plate is reliable, mistaken when he says that the 
subscript ya is always tripartite, for in mahavimsya, 1. 2, we have 
the later tripartite form.” 

205} S. Konow, ibidon, 2^ 2^5. 
204} G. Indiaht Grttndriis dtt iHde-Ariithtft Phile^ 

hgit uHil AhetlMmikmde, Band t, H«ft 11, Stra«l»urg 1806, § 19. 
205) S. Konow, fiate on the Mathura tmeAption of Saiiitat 299, K.B. Pathai 

Commrtneratioii Volumt, Poona 1934, pp. 265-266. 
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We must indeed a&sume in this case a very dangerous mis¬ 
print has crept into the text, for the later form of the ya is noi 
tripartite, but bipartite. 

But even when we would suppose the existence of this misprint, 
we regret that we cannot agree with KoNOWs opinion. What can 

be seen in the rubbing reproduced in the article by BANERjr ^ 

is decidedly not a bipartite ya. Konow, who imagined that he 

saw ^ ^ in the wom-away part, could just as welt have completed 

the character as ^ ^. The last supposition is therefore more 

probable, because the whole piece continually shows the tripartite 
ydj to wit, in line l In ntahariijajya and rajiitfrttjasya; in line 4 in 
Ilriktuya and fivadJnajya. 

Further, Konow makes a comparison between the inscdption 
of 299 under consideration and that of Sodasa of the year 72 and 
rightly arrives at the conclusion that the inscription of 299 must be 
later. Now Konow starts from the supposition that the inscription 
of Sodasa is dated in the Vikrama era, an idea which is perfectly 
illogical. He has himself been the one who continually pointed out. 
with the greatest emphasis, that this era was a specific national 
Indian era, which even should have come into being after the 
victory over the Scythians by the legendary king Vikromaditya. Be 
this as it may, it would anyway be very strange if a Saka ksatrapa 
should use an era in bis inscriptions which was instituted in 
memory of a victory over his own race. Konow arrived at this in- 
acceptable hypothesis as it was the only way out of the difficulties 
into which his data brought him, yet we shall see that those diffi¬ 
culties find their ovv'n solution if we leave tliesc anomalies alone 
and allow' the inscription of Sodasa. to pertain to the old era, 
just as all the others of the ksatrapas. 

For Konow, however, who thought that the inscription of 
Sodasa originated from 15 A.D., this inscription was a definite 
proof that Banerji's conclusion about the date of the inscription 
of 299, in 22 B.C. (reckoning according to the Maurya era), or 
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13 B.C. ^reckoning according to the Seleucidian era), was in¬ 
correct. 

The fact, that the inscription of 299 cannot pertain to these eras, 
has, according to him, "its parallels in the North-west, where 
palaeographical considerations make it impossible to refer the 
dates of the Lotiyan Tangai, the Jamalgarhi, the Hashtnagar and 
the Skarah Dheri inscriptions to eras such as the Seieukidan or the 
hypothetical Maurya reckoning." 

Konow s final conclusion is that the piece must be dated in 
the same era in which the old Kharostht documents are dated: 
... according to the chronology adopted as a working hypothesis 

in my edition, oiir record would belong to A.D. 45, corresponding 
to the year 88 of the Kaniska era, and the Maharaja BJjatiraja 
would be Vasudeva, the Kus^a Emperor.** 

These calculations are wholly incomprehensible unless we 
admit that also here a serious fault has crept in, and diat instead 
of 45 A.D. it must be 215 A.D. In that case it would agree with 
the opinion given in the Cor pm Insertptionum that the old 
era began in the year 84 B.C. Konow had, however, already 
retract^ this last opinion in 1932, 

Apart from the date 215 (?) A.D. it is finite impossible that 
the inscription from Mathura could originate from the year 88 
of the fC^iska era. For this statement many arguments could be 
summed up, but we will restrict ourselves to the most striking. 

First of all, the form of the Ligature ku in the word devakulam 

in line 5 The e is a stroke going upwards, and there is no 

sign of a box-head. The ya has still the round form caj » and 
not yet the later square one in which the middle upright slants 
backwards, while there is a small loop at the left of the character 

ciij. The long f, for instance in line 4: itpodimsya is still 

delineated with two hooks on the character, instead! of one curl 

206) S, Konow, ibid’em, p. 267. 
207) fbidciD, 268. 
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as in later times. The bipartite ya, as fax as we can see, is not 

represented; and so there are several more arguments that could 
be mentioned. The box*head is not, or hardly ever, to be found 
in the whole inscription, and the entire duchts, at most, reminds 
us of the pieces of Kaniska's time, but decidedly not later, and 
then only of the beginning of his reign 

Our conclusion is thus that Konow's opinion, that the piece Is 
later than the inscription of Sodlsa, is correct, but his idea that it 
dates from 88 of the Kani^ era is a mistake. On comparison the 
piece fits in better with the very earliest inscriptions of Kanlska's 
time. 

In our opinion Banerji was quite right when he thought that 
the piece was older than BOhler supposed, but his hypothesis 
regarding a Seleucidlan era, or Mauryan era, had neither rhyme 
nor reason, and in that resp>ect we would like to agree with 
Konow's remarks about this, 

KoNOW's last idea was a Parthian era which begins in the year 
249 Of 259 B,C, -™), and therefore the inscription should date from 
the year 249 + 299 = 50 A.D. or 259 + 299 = 40 A.D. That this 
is also impossible clearly appears from the palaeography; the in- 
scfiption from its great resemblance to the early pieces of Kanlska's 
time must have been written after 40 or 50 A.D. Moreover this 
theory would include that all inscriptions with high numbers in 
the dates were written either just before or during the reign of this 
last named Emperor, and this we have proved to be incorrect 
in pages 19-22. KONOW himself has, moreover, once pointed 
out that the palaeography of those pieces denotes a late date, as, 
for example, the inscription from Loriyan T^gal of the year 
318 and this is yet underlined by Foucher's opinion that the 

zoa) For parb'cuJm ibouc the paUcoj;npliy of the Brahnu inscriptioni «e 
Oi. IV and V. 

209) See p. 16. 
ZlO) Corpus^ p. 106, see »1» <m tbt IruefiptioH oj SamviU 299t 

K. B, Patbiti Cimtmtmoraiion Vottimf, p, 267. 
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stiipa^ where this image in question was founds couEd not bie very 
old and presumably dated from the 2ad century A.D, 

As matters are now we have therefore an insaiption of the 
year 299^ which, as KoNow rightly remarked and later on con¬ 
firmed presumably used the same era as the inscriptions from 
North-West India, to wit, those of Oilrsadda of 50J, Loriyan 
Tangai of 318, Jamalgarhi of 559, Hashtnagar of 384, SkSrah 
DherT of 399, and so this inscription would date after Kaniska’s 
dynasty. This insaiption of 299, however, shows strong palaco- 
graphical resemblances to the very earliest inscriptions of King 
Kaniska. Further, the mention of a maharaja rajadraja without the 
proper name reminds us of the passages in the inscriptions at our 
disposal dating from the time before Kaniska, in which also a 
maharaja is mentioned, but not his proper name, as, for example, 
in the inscription of Panjtar of 122, the Taxila inscripdon on silver 
of 136, and that of 191, where die name of the king Is not 
mentioned, but only a "maharajabhrata”. 

During the dynasty of Kaniska this was very unusual, and the 
proper name was always added to the title of maharaja rajadraja. 
All this together with the very clear palaeographical indications 
ought to point to a date for the inscription of 299, which would 
be just before Kaniska’s accession to ^e throne. 

•This must bring us to the conclusion that the inscriptions of 
the years 318, 359, 584, and 599, and possibly even that of 503, 
were made during the reign of Kaniska and his immediate suc¬ 
cessors, white we have brought forward two decisive proofs 
that the scries of inscriptions with high num^rs in their dates can 
only be dated after the dynasty of Kaniska. Considering all these 
arguments there must still be a fault hidden in our reasoning about 
the inscripdon from Mathura. It cannot be denied that the palaeog¬ 
raphy shows that the Brahmi inscription from Mathuit under 
discussion inwiedlately preceeds Kaniska, and therefore it seems 

211) A. Foucher, A.C.B., Tol. II, p. 4!>0. 
212) S. Konow, Charnuida Khar&if&i Insniptiett of the Year SOJ, Acta Or., 

voJ. XX, 1948, p, 115. 
21J) S« pp. 19-22 tnd 51 abwe. 
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that we have got into a very disagreeable position, because we arc 
forced to draw the following very inacceptable conclusions, viz., 
that in this special case Kaniska and his successors should have 
reconciled themselves to the fact that in Gandhara and Afghan- 
ist^ the old era, which was in vogue before Kaniska constituted 
his realm and instituted an era of his own, continued to be used. 
This becomes even more improbable when the totalitarian and 
absolute power of the Kusana rulers is only slightly realized, and 
when we conceive that Gandhara and Afghanistan in the eyes of 
the Kusa^ were a far more important part of the kingdom than 
Mathura. Apart from the unlikeliness of the overlapping of differ¬ 
ent eras, there are, moreover, indisputable proofs that the Kaniska 
dynasty could not be dated during or after the series of Inscriptions 
with high numbers in their dates. On closer scrutiny of the inscrip¬ 
tion there fortunately appears a very simple solution for tlris 
seemingly iinsolvable (Question. 

The date which up till now has been read by all scholars as 299 
is really 199, and this solves the problems^**). But let us first 
account for this change in the reading: The character for the 

hundreds, as far as it is visible, has the following ^ape: and, 

although the crack in the stone begins near the character, is clearly 
to be seen. Buhler, in his list of the characters for the num- 

does not give a sign for 100 or 200 for the Ku^a period, 
but does indeed give them for the K^trapa coins. In a detailed 
examination we discovered that the principle on which the creation 
of the signs for the hundreds is based is the following. For 100 

214) The only person who seems to have fdt that there teaily was a problem 

^ Prafessor Georg Mor. 
^stierne of Oslo took down in 1915 when following the lectotw of LOdeis at 

mggssted wading «« 
insttaii of ato but this is impossible as the date is eirpressed in words Xo in 
the end of line I as stjtrejffharaiivit ... wduch shows that fhete is in any 
^ ipestiofl of hundreds. We wish to thank ProfessOf Morcenstierne most 

us his notebook, containing the remarks 
which LOdebs made during his lectutes on BrShmi mscriptions. 

215) G. Bvhlek, tTuthche Paiaesgrapfiit, Table I'X.. 
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an is written^ for 200, an a (this is an a, plus a horizontal line 
at the left of the character), and for 300 an^ with an extra stroke 
at the left side of the character. We find this principle applied in 
the Western K^trapa coins; here the basic sign has developed 

from an hj y but also in much later times in the script 

used by the Valabhi kings in the 6th-8th century, and in the 
Nepalese manuscript at Cambridge N® 866 we find this principle 
again. The characters for the hundreds on the K^trapa coins are 
therefore as follows ***): 

100: y 
200: y 
500: y 

Presumably the character for the hundreds in the inscription from 
Mathura of the year 199 has always been read as 200, because at 
the top it seems to show a horizontal line to the right. If, in 
reality, it would be 200, then the sign must agree with the other 
^’s which appear in the inscription, and that is not the case. In 
arahattanam in line 1, arrihato in line 2, and arah^ayatane in line 
4, we thrice find an a which clearly has a horizontal line in the 
middle or at the bottom of the upright which distinguishes it from 

the ^ Now in the character for the hundreds this 

line is missing halfway down the upright. It could be put fom'ard 
that the stroke at the upper right corner in this case is the stroke 
under discussion, and has been moved slightly upwards here; that 
is still no solution, for the stroke which w'e see on the right at the 
top of the character for the hundreds seems to appear from time to 
time together with the lower stroke as we distinctly see in araha- 

tSyatane in line 4, and perhaps marahato in Line 2, so that this 
stroke at the right above, in this sort of script, often is not the stroke 
that distinguishes the a from the ttf as it is here in the a continually 
half-way, or even lower down, attached to the upright ®”), 

216) E. J. RapsoN, Csiihgftt th« Coiat ef the Andhra Djmstj, the 
Wejiern Kiotra^as, the Tfaiidtaka dynasijt and the “Bodhi" dynatiy, London 
t5>08, p. COfllL 

2)7} AnolJier striking example of in d with a harimntat stfoke it the top of 
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Altogether we think this is a. distinct proot that we must read 
the date of the inscription as 199. Concerning the end of the first 
line, in which Buhler and Banerji thought they could read 
s(v)atai-£-/raraj(i/)a/g d(u) we must malte the following 
remarks. 

First of all, the word is clearly svate. Buhler and Banerji 

were not sure whether diis was followed by a sylbble In the 

rubbing, with the best of intentions, perhaps a d could be read ; ' 

But the n is not to be seen at all, as the stroke which Buhler and 
Banerji took for it goes too far slanting downwards to the 
left. In line J; ivr«, and line 5; dfvakulam (see p, 55), the sub¬ 
joined u appears still as a horizontal stroke on the right at the 

bottom of the character running upwards not downwards. 
Because the stone is broken nothing can be said about the words 

following svait. It mi^t have been a literal mentioning of: one 
hundred and ninety-nine, written in full. 

If BChler and Banerji were right, and we could read i^v'^ate 
du, even then it could be the year 199, and we would only have to 
suppose that ekuna followed, which together with 200 would also 
signify 199, just as in the inscription from Skarah Dherl, in which 
399 is indicated with ek{u')nacijdttSatimae, and in Ludehs’ List 
N® 35, where live year 29 is also expressed with the help of the 
word ekuna, viz. ekutmtt{id) so that it was apparently custom¬ 
ary to use the word ekutia to express a number like 199 as "200 
minus one". 

It is difficult to make a choice between these two possibilities 
as it depends upon how much of the stone is broken off. If a 
large part, then there is more to be said for the first po^ibility; 
if only a small part, then more is to be said for the solution with 
ekuna. This can only be decided when a photograph of the top, 
taken from above, is at our disposal, as there presumably will be 

the upright (-whidi is, however, no 5) an be found in LOubrs* Ujt N" 25- 
Rubbijig in Ep. Ittd., voJ. 2, 1894. N** 13 in line A: ayi. 

218) R. D. Th« Scythim Period of Indian Hiitorr, lad. Ani., 
vol. 37, pi III opposite p. <5d. 

219) Rubbing in Ep. lad., vol. 2, ISM, 26. 
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traces of the feet of the Mahavica image which, judging by the 
contents of the inscription, must originally have stocKl or sat there. 
As the feet always stand in the middle it should be possible to 
find out how much of the inscription has been broken off. 

Let us now return to our starting-point. We see then that the 
reading 199 in st«id of 299 takes away our confusion, so that we 
no longer have to assume, in spite of all kinds of distinct proofs, 
that Kaniska and his successors used two chronological systems 
in their kingdom. 

What then is the case? 
As the Brahml inscription from Mathura appears, in our opinion, 

to be 100 years older than was assumed up till now, the group 
of inscriptions of Kaniska and his successors, so closely related 
in palaeography and in contents, must also be ante-dated, and 
will have to be placed in the chronological sequence after the 
inscriptions from Khaktse of 187, from Taxila of 191, the in¬ 
scription under discussion from Mathura of 199, and that from 
Dewai of 200, The Kaniska inscriptions do indeed follow this 
group immediately, for in the inscription from Khalatse, Wima 
Kadphises is mentioned, as Konow lately proved once more 
after F. W. Thomas had doubted this. It is at present an in¬ 
disputable fact that this monarch, if he was not the immediate 
predecessor of King Kaniska, was only separated from him by 
a few decades. That this inscription from Khalatse just as all 
the other JCharostht inscriptions bears a date of the old era, 
and not, as Konow assumes in an exceptional way, a date of the 
Vikrama era is, we think, clear, after all that has b^ said about 
the use of the Vikrama era by a Kusa^ 

Besides this, the inscription from Khalatse is one more proof 
that the group of inscriptions of Kaniska and his successor ^ron- 
ologically connect with the inscriptions just mentioned above. 
And now the remarkable fact appears, that, when we draw up 
a scheme of the known dated Kharosthl inscriptions, an unbroken 

220) S. Konow, ChSmuifld Kkaroil/u Inseri^thn of the Year 303, Asia Or., 
vol. XX. 1948, pp. 117*U9. 
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series appears to have existed from the year 58 down to the 
year 200, but after the date 200 there is suddenly a great gap 
From that time onwards no inscriptions were made in the old 
era, until 102 years afterft’ards, when again a beginning was made 
with the inscription from Charsadda of the year 30J of the old 
era (see list B, p, 389). 

This most remarkable and striking vacancy in the rather serried 
row of inscriptions from the year 58 onwards can now suddenly 
be explained by the insertion of the group of KharosthT inscrip- 
tions of Kaniska and his successors which, extending from the 
year l to 89» pretty nearly fills this century-long vacancy. 

On the one hand, by the evident data which the inscriptions 
from Mathura of 199 and from Khalatse of 187 provide for us, 
the beginning of this series of inscriptions of fdmiska and his 
successors connects closely with the place where the series of in¬ 
scriptions of the old era suddenly breaks off. 

On the other hand the end of the Kaniska series connects (as 
we have made acceptable above) again with the beginning of 
the series of inscriptions in the old era, which is composed 
of the group with high numbers in their dates from 303-399. 

Our conclusion, therefore, must be that Kaniska indeed generally 
introduced the new era throughout his whole kingdom and did 
away with the old era, and that in Gandhara during his sway 
only one chronological system was in use. After the fall of the 
dynasty, the old era which had taken root there came again into 
use in the North-West, and so we see in 303 the old era 
coming to the fore and continuing in use until at least 399. In 
Mathura, the more Indian part of the kingdom, the old era was 
apparently never very much in use ^'^*), because the Ksatrapa 
mastery lasted only a short time, hence the era had never ^ome 
their own property, and so, after the down-fall of the dynasty, 
the old era did not return, but the Kaniska era was maintained. 
Perhaps the successors of Kaniska ruled longer in Mathura 

ni) Viz. only in the iiucription of the year 72, during the reign of So#u, and 
the inscriptkHi ftanj Mathuii of the year 199. 
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thEn in the North*^J?est of the country from whence they originally 
came. The indianisation of Vasudeva could also point to this 

We see, therefore, at the present extent of our knowledge, thi 
the year 1 of the Kani^ era must be either in or shortly after 
the y^r 200 of the old era—in other words that Kaniska began 
to reign shortly after the year 71 of our chronologic^ system. 
Or, that the year 89 of the Kaniska era must be in or shortly 
before the year 305 of the O'ld era, so that the year 1 of the 
Kaniska era must be just before the year 86 A.D.'^ 

This tallies widi the fact that the reign of the octogenarian 
Kujuk Kadphises together with that of Wima Kadphises and 
Jihonika could not have lasted for more than about 100 years, 

x/Considering that Kujiila Kadphises came to the throne in the last 
quarter of the 1st century B.C., then we must expect that the 
accession of Kaniska took place about the last quarter of the 
1st century A.D. 

As Konow wished to date the group of inscriptions from 

303-309 at the same time or even before Kanina (whom he 
assumes began to reign about 130 or l40 A.D.)j he could not 
accept the fact that the era in which this group of inscriptions 
was dated was the same as the one of the Inscriptions of Ku|ula 
Kadphises and Wima Kadphises of 103-187, and he tlierefore 
had to accept another era for these last, which began much later 
than the old era, in order to bring the inscriptions of the Kad¬ 
phises kings closer to the chronological system of 303-399 and 
to the Kani^ period. This explains how Konow arrived at the 
very strange conclusion that Wima dated hb inscriptions in the 
Vikrama era. 

The theory regarding the old Saka era beginning in 8^83 
B.C. is founded on a mistaken interpretation of the word ayasa. 

The theory of an era beginning in 150 B.C., which Konow 
launched after the discovery of the copper plate from Kalawan, 
depended on a calculation which dated the inscription of AmohinI 
in the Vikrama era, and that of Patika in the old Saka era. 

222) See further Cb. VI. 
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It is, in the first place, inadmi^ble that under Sodisa another era 
should be used than the one used hy Patika, his tribesman, as 
appears from the Lion capital. Secondly, it is improbable diat 
Sodasa should all at once approve that in the Mathura where 
"nota bene'* formerly, and later on, all inscriptions were dated 
in the old era, an inscription should be engrav^ under his sway, 
dated In an era which w'as introduced after a victory over his 
tribesmen by the Indians. 

Finally, as we saw, the theory regarding the Parthian era seems 
also to ^ very improbable. 

To return to our starting-point: we think we have made it accept¬ 
able: Ist, that before the accession of Kani^ only one era was 
in use; 2nd, that this was an era which was used by the Yiieh- 
chih alias Asii—-Tochari—Tusara, in which the greater pact of the 
Sakas was absorbed; 3rd, that this era began in 12? B.C.; 4th, that 
not long after the year 200 of that era, i.e, shortly after 71 A.D. and 
before 86 A.D., Kani^ ascended the throne. 

Now we know that the era used for more than 300 years by 
the Western K^trapas, residing at Ujjain—the true vassals, also 
according to i^Now®*^), Ghershman and others*®'*), of Ka- 
niska's dynasty—was the Saka era of 78 A.D. This is an incontro¬ 
vertible fact as the last K^trapa known to us from the unbroken 
sequence of coins which have been found connects with the Gupta 
dynasty which subjugated these rulers®*®). Kielhorn tried to 
prove this fact in another way 

KONOW wishes to make us believe that the Saka era of 78 A.D, 
was instituted by Wima Kadphises in memory of his victory 
over the Malava's and was therefore alk> used by his feudal lords, 

223) p. LXX. 
224) R. Ghirshhan. Btgraifi, Rtthtfcb^s tl biittffiyxti iiit In 

KuHchdttSf pp. 135 and 174. 
225) See A. CunniNCHam, Arth, Surv, Reb., vot, X. Calcutta IS80, Appendix, 

p. 127. 
226) F. Kischorn, Of! the Datti ef the Saka era in insffiptions, Ind. Ant,, 

voL 26. 1897. pp. 146453. 
227) See p. 6. 
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the Western Ksatrapas. According to Konow, Wima himself, 
however, did not make use of this era but of the Vikrama era. 
which according to him, "nota bene*', was instituted by an Indian 
king after a victory over the Sakas®”^). 

It is clear how inacceptable these theories and hypotheses are. 
Why, for example, did Wima not just as well use the era that 

instituted by himself? 
V If indeed we rightly may conclude that Kaniska began to reign 
shortly after 71 A.D., it seems to us, considering that his vassals 
in Ujjain used the 5aJ<a era of 78 A.D,, to be obvious that the 
so-called Kaniska era, which began in the first year of Kaniska’s 
reign, is no other than the Saka era of 78 A.D. (For further proofs 
and arguments see Chapter Vlf.) ^ 

We shall now consider in the following Chapters to which con- 
set^uences in the different domains the results achieved in this 
Chapter lead us, such as the development of art, epigraphy, pa* 
laeography and also die history of this epoch in general. 

APPENDIX 

A detail that has led to much controversy among epigraphists is 
the question whether the date on the Amohini ayagapata during 
SodSsa's reign must be read as 72 or as 42. This quertion was 
formerly touched upon by LIjders ' ). B^hler in his Indhchs Pdae- 
ography had accepted the same two signs for 40 as well as for 70 ®), 
LQders, how'ever, rightly starting from the opinion that it was im¬ 
possible for one figure to be used for two numbers, suggested in 
the publication of N” 60 of iilDERS' List, that X stood for the 
decimal 70, and finally he mentioned some inscriptions in which he 
would read X as 70. The weak point was, however, that his opinion 
was based on a damaged inscription and Rapson rightly pointed 

228) Cffrym, LKVIl-LXytH mU UtXXViit; Kdatein Copper^pialr fn- 
scription of the Year I34, f^IlAS., 1P32, p. 964. 

1) H, LtiOERS. Three early BtShmr mscriptions, £*. tnd„ vol 9 1907-'OS. 
pp. 239-248. esp. pp. 243-246. 

2) G. BflKLEH, tndhthe Potaeogpaphie, Tabel IX. 
Vam Lohubeen op Leeuw, TTw "StTthtjft" Period < 
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this out to him. Rapson proposed to value the figure as ^0, and 
consequently to read the date of the Amohinl ayagapata as 42 
In an article in ladrafi Studies in Honor of Charies Rocku/eli Lan- 
man'') he made his view-point as clear as possible In all details, 
and combatted Luders' opinion on grounds of the fact that the 
figure in LiIders’ Ust N'’ 60 is illegible®) taking as an argument 
the decimal 70 in the inscription of Rudradaman at Gimar and 
the figures on the coins of the Western Ksatrapas. 

in our opinion, this was the first point in which Rapson's 
method was not altogether right, for even if it were possible that 
in Ujjain exactly the same form w’as used for the figures as in 
Mathura, we must still leave room for the possibility that in the 

different parts of India divergent forms were written. 
The second point in Rapson's method with which we do not 

agree ts that he used material for comparison from a much later 
time. The coins of the Western Ksatrapas display the figure 40 
only in the decades 140-149, and 240-249t i.e, one or two centuries 
after the Huviska inscriptions; in die case of the figure for 70, 
which we find on die coins in the decades 170-179 and 270-279, 
one must add even thirty years. 

The Amohinl aylgapa^ is still more distant from this material 
for comparison, via, if one dates it in the year 42, that is to say 
87 B.C., about 300-450 years distant; if one puts the date as 72, 
id est 57 B.C., about 275-400 years ^). The average distance in time 
is therefore 300 to 400 years, which is too much to be of service as 
material for accurate comparison. It seems better to us then, if one 
wants to define the value of a figure in Mathura, to take examples 

5) E. J. Rapson, C.H.L, vol. I, p. 576. 

4) E. J, Rapson, Tht date oj the AmohtnJ Vative Tablet tif Mathitra, Indian 
Siadiei in Manor of Charles Rotkwelt Lannian, Harvard TJniv. Press, Cam¬ 
bridge 1929. pp. 49-52. 

5) [bJdeci, p. 51. 
6) F. Kielhohn, Junagadh Raei’IrtSfriptioii of Eudradaman, Ep. Ind-. vcl. S, 

1905-'06, pp. 36-49, »p. rubbing opposite p. 44. 
7) From the ^car 42 of the old eta to die year 140-279 of the Saka era = 

from 87 B.C to 218-357 A.D. which is 305-444 yean, say 3 a 4 (jenturies. 
From the year 72 of the old era. i.e. 30 years shorter: 275-414 years. 
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from the same district and from the same time, as material for com¬ 
parison. 

RaPson does in fact grant Luders, that the inscription 
LOders Usf N 60 hears tlie date 74^ which is proved by the 
mention of the name of Vasudeva, but he opposes the idea that the 
figure for 70 on the stone looks like a St. Andrew’s cross and says 
that it could just as well have been % Now the said decimal is 
indeed no longer clearly legible in the rubbing: the stone which 
at present has disappeared, was probably damaged and, moreover, 
Rapmn says that afterwards some one has tried to touch up the 
rubbing jvith pencil- However, the drawings in the article by 
Rajendralala Mjtra *) as well as those in that by Dowson 
clearly show X. Rapson concluded hts article with the remark, 
that X was a sloping form of ^ 

The weak point in Ludeks argument that X is the figure for 
70 w^ the broken inscription and the fact that in the seven in¬ 
scriptions where, in his opinion, X was used for 70, there was 
no mention of a monarch, except once, unfortunately, of Huviska, 
who reigned from 53-60 of Kamska's era, and not in the seventies. 

In his answer to Rapson s study “) Luders points out that a 
number of palm-leaf manuscripts from East Turkestan gives ev¬ 
idence to the exactness of his hypothesis- Here one finds after the 
ni^eration 139 in the following number the character that LOders 
wishes to read as 40, and in order to refute the idea that the St, 
Andrew 5 cross perhaps was used as a second form by others, or 
that the writer of the MS. gradually changed his 40, he brings 
forward two fragments from the same writer who uses both 

a) Hajendjialai_a M^TRa, on Sansint fr&m Ma/hura^ 
JoMrn^ thff Aiintk Sccieif &f Bengal, voL 39, pajt I, 1870. pp. 117-130, 
pi- V[, N° hcnucionh abbre¥kted is 

9) i- DOW50N, Anctmf Imcrffihns from Maihura, New Scdis, 
vol, V. 1S71, pp, IQ2 196, esp. 4. 

10) E J, Rapson^ The date of the Amohml V&tivr Taklef of sMathura, Indian 
Studifj in Honor of Charles RocJkmell Linmon, p, 

11) H. LDders^ l>as Zekhen f»r 70 in den Inst&riften ifon AUiht^ra out der 
Saia- Mnd Kufdfin-ZrfC Acta Or., voL X, 1952, pp. 118-123. 
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characters, ai>d because one cannot accept the fact that this xmn 
wrote two entirely different characters for one number, the matter 
seems to be proved. 

Raeson does not leave it at that, and already in the following 
yew his answer appears As an argument for hb theory that 

X is only a sloping form of ^ he advances the inscriptions of the 
Western K^trapas, via. that at Nasik of ^^abhadatta dated in 42, 
and that of Ayama of 46 at Jiinnar 

Afterwards he adnuts that LIjders is right as far as concerns the 
manuscript of East Turkestan; but he doubts whether the manu* 
script dates from the Kusam period, and suggests the Gupta age* 

Let us now consider what remains to be said about this question; 
out of the different material at our service, we will, as explained, 
preferably bring forwwd those characters for comparison which 
are nearest geogmphicaily as well as chronologically to the 
character under discussion of theAmohinl ayagapata, be it dated 
in 42 or 72. Geographically speaking the n^est inscriptions are 
those at Mathura (of Huviska) of the decade 40-49 of the Kaniska 
era, and those (of Vasudeva) of the decade 70-79 of the Kaniska 
era. 

Gironologicatly speaking, the nearest Inscriptions are again those 
just mentioned, as well as the inscriptions of Ayama, R^bhadatta 
and Rudradaman. As the inscriptions of Huviska and Vasudeva 
satisfy both the desired demands, we shall examine them as to the 
form of the dedmaJs used for 40 and 70. At the same time we will, 
however, discuss in our examination those inscriptions in which the 
contents dearly indicate that they must show either the character 
40 or 70 in their dates. Those are then the 4 following inscriptions 
for the character 40 (1*4): ^ 

1. Luders' List N*" 45, a (Rubbing, £/>. hid., vol 10, p. 

__ 112, N*" V) 

c j' I' Numeral 40 to Immpiioni at /taring the 
Saka and Kafsrta fertad, Aria Or., vo!. XI. I9J3. pp. 260*164 

13) J. BuRgew. Report i>n tht Buddhht Cavt Tempiet and thth Imfrtptionu 
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2. LOdehs' Usi N“ 149, b (Rubbing, ASJ.A,R., 1908-’09, 

pi. LVI.a) 
3. LOders' Ust N* 46 (Rubbing, ArcL Surv. ReA, vol. 

ni, pi. XIV N" 15) 
4. LGders- Ust N“ 47 (Rubbing, Ef,. !nd,, vol 2. p. 

205. N® 20) 
And for the figure 70, the Inscriptions 5-10: 

¥ 

k 

5. Luders' Usf 60 

6. LOders’ Ust N* 61 

7. LiiDERs' Ust N* 62 

8. LUDERS’ Ust N" 63 

9- LiiDERS' Ust N“ 64 

10, LfjDERS’ Ust N*" 65 

(Rubbing, Ep, bid., vol 9. p, 
242) ’X 

(Rubbing, Arch, St^v. Rep., vol. „ 
III, pi. XIV, N" 11) A 

(Rubbmg, Areh. Surv. Rep., vol. 
HI. pi. xrv, N° 12) X 

(Rubbing, Arch. Stirv. Rep., vol. - 
UI, pi. XIV, N“ 13) A 

(Rubbing, }.A.S.B.. vol. 39. pi. . 
VII. N" 18) A 

(Rubbmg, Arch. Surv. Rep., 

vol. HI. pL XIV, N“ 14) 

^addition ^e following explanations may be of service: 
The inscriptions 1-3 mention Huviska’s name in connection with 

the tkte; so here the character must have the value of 40. 
N 4 (Luders* Ust N'’ 47) betrays by the contents of the in¬ 

scription that the date must be read as 49, and not 79. In it namely 
a cer^ preacher Arya Vrddhahasti of the Kojiya gana, the Vajrl 
Sakha, is mentioned, fn another inscription on an imae^ of the 
year 60 (LOders’ Uu N« 56) it is said that the image was made 
at the insistence of a certain preacher^ who was a^in a pupil of 
Arya Vfdd^asti. It goes without saying therefore that the in- 
suiption LCders’ Ust N® 47 is older than LCders' Ust N® 60; 
vice versa seems pretty well excluded. In case this internal in¬ 
dication might not be considered as definite, then there is still a 
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cleat external indlcatloa, viz. in the relief itself (£13, 66), On 
the remaining right half of the base a Lion is visible turned out¬ 
wards. This is, as we shall see, a characteristic of the bases before 
the year 51 of the Kaniska eta. Later on they were always represent¬ 
ed “en face". The graceful adorants moreover indicate that the 
relief was made during the first part of the Kusam period when 
stiffness had not yet entered into the sculptures. 

In N“ 5 the decimal must have the value of 70, as is indicated 
by the mention of the name of Vasudeva in connection with the 
date. 

Nos 6-1.0 are inscriptions on pillars, which, as they were all 
discovered together by Cunningham ^■‘) and their contents are 
very similar, and as moreover they are all dated in the same year, 
must be ecjually old, Tlie palaeography of 6 and 8 points to 
the fact thiat the figure X must be read as 70. The form of the 
character ku is namely similar to that which we know from the 
second half of the Ist century of the Kani^ era ^'^). It is there¬ 
fore not probable that the decimal sign must be read as 40. 

It seems to us that with this the matter is sufficiently proved, 
for the four inscriptions of wiiich it is certain that they must bear 
the figure 40, show- the decimal sign Xi while the six inscriptions 
which ought to show the decimal 70 show X, except 9 which 
is damaged. 

These are then the examples of 40 and 70, which are geographic¬ 
ally nearest to the inscription of Amohini. Chronologic^ly the 

nearest is the same group, plus the inscriptions of Kudradaman, 
^abhadatta and Ayama, Of these tliree inscriptions the first must 
give the date 72 as it is also wTitten in w^ords b^ind the character. 

The decimal sign displays the following shape: J , The in¬ 

scription of R^bhadatta displays a decimal sign that is not 
the same as t^t of Rudradaman, but agrees with what we usually 
find in Mathura for 40, so that we presumably may read it as 40. 
The character in the inscription of Ayama ^ could be taken 

14) A, CuNKiH<afAM, Areb^ Sarp. Rtp., vol. Ill, pp. JO xq- 

15) See Cb. IV and V and List C 
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for a St, Andrew's cross, bat it could just as well he the same 
sign as that in the inscription of ^abhadatta only slightly more 
sharply drawn and more compact so that it appears as if the left 
upper hook and the right lower hook of the slanting upright run 
into one. We can account for this difference between the decimal 
for 40 in the inscriptions of Ayama and l^abhadatta and that in 
Mathura by the fact that the first two inscriptions are about 200 
years earlier than those of Huviska^”), but even taking this 
chronological difference into account, then it still seems that the 
geographical factor is of mote importance, for this character for 
40 points already in the direction of the form for 40 displayed 
later on on the coins of the Western Ksatrapas y(. Moreover the 
difference in the decimal for 70 in the inscriptions of Rudradaman 
and V5sudeva can not be e^cplained by a chronological difference. 
It appears namely that the character for TO in the inscription of 

Rudradaman ^ is somewhat different from the one in use at 

the same time in Mathura, It is more similar to the form which 

the coins of the Western Kfatcapas show in later times for 70 
Geographical considerations therefore seem to he of more Impor¬ 
tance, 

The decimal for 70 in Mathura, according to LuDEHS originates 
from the character for 60, by adding a line at the left. We would 
like to add that this principle applies e(^ually to the character for 
70 in Ujjain as appears from the following list: 

60 70 

Mathura: / ^ X 

Ujjain: (Rudradaman) 

Ujjain: ^ -»> (Western Ksatrapa coins 

of 2 centuries later) 

on the coins of Ujjain is not to be confused with the more 

16} For the date of Nahapioa. and coosequciitljr of Ayanu and Etsibhadatm 
SK Oi. VII, pp. 5^1-532. 
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compact focm foi X, wKtch was usual in Mathura tu'o centuries 
earlier. 

From the foregoing we are thus able to state that the characters 
in the districts Mathura and Ujjain were written differently' after 
the course of some centuries. The inscriptions prove this, and the 
script on the coins which diverges still more is a confirmation as 
well. 

The results we get are these: 

In Mathura the sign for 40 was; X X 
In Ujjain the sign for ^0 was: X 

Some centuries later, on die coins of the Western K^trapas, the 

sign for 40 was: M and for 70: J 
Our conclusion therefore b that probably about the beginning 
of the Christian era the divergence between the northern and 
southern branch of alphabets started. 

A last argument in favour of the opinion that the Amohirii 
tablet is dated in the year 72 is, that it is improbable that the 
finely carved ayagapa^ would be earlier than, the clumsy Lion 
Capital. Moreover thb Capital mentions Sodasa as k^trapa while 
the ayagapa^ already styles him mahak^trapa. 



CHAPTER T^O 

THE ART OF NORTH-WEST INDIA 

When dating the art of Gandhara most writers started either 
from styJe-critical remarks, fn which case espedaily the art of 
Greece and Rome served as '‘tertium comparationis", or from an 
aestheticaJ appreciation of the relicjuaries of Kaniska and that of 
BTmarSn, w'hile also hypotheses regarding the era Ln which some 
images are dated, exercised influence, llie first W'ay of arriving 
at a chronological fixing of the school of North-West India may 
undoubtedly lead to correct results in some cases, provided it is 
carefully used, but the two other methods must be rejected in 
advance, as we will see later on. 

In the course of time a large number of various opinions have 
been, put forward, the principal ones of which we w'ill sum up in 
chronological order. 

Sir Alexander Cunningham in 1871 was the first to give 
a scientifically formed judgement concerning the date of the art 
of Gandhara ^). According to him the golden age of diis art took 
place during the reigns of the Emperor Kanina and his successors, 
namely from about 40 B.C, to 100 A.D., while some pieces would 
date already from about the year 80 B.C. Cunningham identified 
the era in which the pieces of these monarchs are dated with the 
Vikrama era. Moreover, he thoug^it that the founder of this era 
was Wima Kadphises ®), so that the reign of Kani^ would begin 

1) For the of brevity we omit the opiiiiofu of older jrchaeologistj ^ they 
do pot contribute couch to a solutioo of the probfcin. Lesi imprtiuit cApUroaioos. 
like iboMT of Simpson, Deniker Aod G, C M, Biwwood (Tie Induttrtai tfr/.r 
of Indid. SotiSh K<ntin^ion Mmfwm Art Handffooii^ Londou ISSO)* biw el1$q 

b™ omitted. 
2) A. Cunkjnch.am, Afrh. Sarr. vol. Ill, pp. 59 ind 41-45. 
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about the year 4o B.C *). Why Cunningham settled the flourish* 
iDg period during Kanin's reign, we will not consider here, as it 
would involve us in a too lengthy discussion. 

In 1883 Cunningham identifies the era of Kaniska with that of 
the Seleudds, omitting the number 400, so that Kaniska's accession 
to the throne occurred about the year 80 A.D. Cunningham then 
assumes the end of the Indo'Scythian mastery in North India to 
be about the year 190 A.D, ■‘). Because of thb change of opinion 
his date of the golden age of Gandhara art had necessarily to be 
changed as well, and indeed Cunningham correspondingly con¬ 
firms this date in a letter to Vincent Smith of January 8th, 1889: 
"I would, therefore, ascribe all the greater works, both sculpture 
and architecture, to the flourishing period of ICu^ian sway under 
Kanishka, Huvishka, and Vasudeva—, or from 80 to 200 A.D.” ®) 

In 1876 Fergusson advanced an opinion, whidi was in flat 
contradiction to that of Cunningham. Because of reasons we will 
omit foe the sake of brevity here, he placed die flourishing period 
of Gandhara about the year 400 A.D., and the duration of the 
whole school from the 1st century B.C. until the 8th century of 
the Christian era 

In 1889 Vincent Smith distinguished Hellenistic and Roman 
influences from the West on North-West India. The “Indo-Roman 
School”, as he called the art of the area in question, in his opinion, 
came into existence about the year 200 A.D., and decayed alx)ut the 
year 350 or 450 A.D. at the latest ^). In 1903 Smith pushes the 
flourishing period back a little to the year 100-300 A.D. ®). In 
1904 he writ«, as tn 1911, that in his opinion the flourishing period 

3) A. Cur«N[KCKAM, Ateh. Sum, Rtp., vol. V, p. VI of the InUodtiCtiotV. 
4) Published by Vjnccnt Smith in Gratca-Roman JnfttttrKt on the Ovilr- 

zathn of AntieM InJiii, }AS3^, eol, SB, fMU 1, 1889, p. 149. 
5) Published by Vincent Smith, ibidem. 
6) J. FeUuUSSON, Hhioty of tudiM and EdUlem ArcBitsetme, London 1876, 

pp. 181-182. 
7) Vincent Smith. Gfjaes-Rsmm on the Cmliation of Aadeat 

fttdid. f,A.S.B.. fol. S8, part I, 1889. pp. 107-Z01. e$p. p. 172. 
a) Vincent Smith, The KefMn, or tudo-Scj/hiaa, Period of ttidtan HfJtoty, 

B.C. MJ to AI>. i20, /.R.4.5., 1905, pp, 1-64, esp. p. 52, 
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coincides witli the reign of Kanisha *): “Whenever the date of 
Kantshka, the celebrated king of Gandhara, shall be determined, 
that of the best period of Hellenistic sculpture will also be known. 
Many of them undoubtedly are contemporary with him, though 
some are earlier and others iater. Without going into complicated 
antiquarian discussions, it may suffice to say here that none of the 
sculptures are later than A.D. 600, few, if any, later than 400, and 
that in all probability extremely few are earlier than the Christian 
era. The culmination of the art of the school may be dated from 
about A.D. 50 to A.D, 150 or 200.” ^“) 

These fluctuations In Smith's ideas about the date of Gandhara 
art are due, inter alia, to his continually changing opinion about 
the year 1 of Kaniska's teign. In 1889 he assumes that this monarch 
reigned from the year 78 till about UO A.D, In 1903 he gives 
tlie period as 125-152 A.D. In 1911 he returns to his former 
opinion**), to support again in 1919 the year 120 A.D. as the 

date of Kaniska's accession to the throne *^). 
In 1890 Emile Senaht pointed to some mistakes made by Fer- 

GOSSON in his attempt to date the art of North-West India. As 
influences from Gandhara on Amaravati can already be stated in 
the 2nd century A.D, Senart's opinion is; "La periode de floraison 
et de grande expansion de cet art est ant^rieure a la second e rooitie 
du lie siecle" *») and further ’*. en rappottant au let et au 

9) Vincent ShitIH, Tbs Batty Hhlory aj India, Oxfotd l?04. p. 23i, 2nd 
cd, 190R, p. 24B. 

10) Vincent Smith, A Hhtaty oj Fitu An in hdia and Crylait, Oxford 
1911, l« «1. p. 99, 2nd cA, pp. ?2-55. 

H) Vincent Smith, Graffa^Rurtnon tupuence an tht ChittzathH aj AncUtit 
India, }.A^S3., voL 5a. part ], 1889, pp. 107-201, «p, p. 193, 

12) Vincent Smith, Tht Ktts^n, or tnJa~Scytbran, Ptthd aj Indian Hislary, 
fl.C. 16^ to A.D, J20. l,R.AS., 1903, pp. i-64, esp. pp. 31 »nd 61. 

13) Vincent Smith, A Hittery of Fine Art ht India and Ceylon, 1st ed., p, 

99: 2iid ed., pp. 52-53, 
14) Vincent Smith, Oxford Htjiory of India. Oxford 1919, p. 127. 
15) EmiI-E SenaRT, Piotet difti^apbie indienae, Itl: De ^aeltyt/es manumtHti 

inda batiriens, B; Let stalttei de Siiri. / A,, IS90, 8e stiie, tome XV. pp. 130-163. 

csp. p. 150. 
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lie sidcle de notre la masse des sculptures jus<ju'ici connues, 
nous ne risquerons de nous egarer que de bien peu," 

The next person to give his opinion Is Alfred Grunweoel. In 
the chronological list in his Buddhimcke Kumt in Iftdim he 
assumes the starting-point of the school of Gandhara to be about 
^e 3fcar 100 A.D., while he annotates the 4th century A.D. as the 
“Hauptbauperiode von Gandhara*’Elsewhere in the same book 
he fixes the beginning of the school a century earlier: “Aus stilisti- 
schen Grtinden, welche zumeist aus der griechisch-romischen Kunst 
sich ergeben, ist als Zejt der Entwicklung nur die Zeit um Christi 
Geburt bis zum vierten Jahrhundert moglich.” '*) 

After Grunwedel came Foucher, who, since 1894, had been 
very intensively occupied with the problem of the date of North- 
West Indian art. Originally he agreed with the opinion of 
Senart I*), but later on he decided on account of the—accord¬ 
ing to him and to others^*)—decadent style of the reliquary of 
Sh^-jMcI Dherl, discovered in the meantime, that, "la constitution 

^ grrco-bouddhique est sensrblement ant^rieure a Ka- 
nisb”®*). Consequently he ascribes the origin of North-West 
Indian art to the 1st century B.C,, the flourishing period to the 

ItSJ E. SstiTART, ibidetn, p, 16}. 
17) A. GRONWEDfiL, Buddkhihfht Kumt in hdien, Hartdhiichtr dt* kSniB- 

Itchin Mujten in Btrlin, Berlin 1890, Irt cd,, p, XIV. 
18) Ibidem, 1st ed., p. 81. 
19) A, Foucher, Uoa bn»ddh]^ne dans I’tndt nn Ihft rietut, titunt 

d« ihsstnW* des rtiighns, annec 15, tome XXX, Paris ISM, pp. 318-371. csp 
p. 528, and A.GS., vol I, p. 42. ’ ^ ^ ^ 

20) In 1912: A. Foucker, L'origina grecque de i'mage da Bouddha, Anndes 
du Musia Gurnet, Biiltoibifue de I’nigarisaticn, (ome XXXVIII. Chilons-sur- 
^ne 1912. pp, 231-272 Eng. ed. Tbe Greek Origin nf the Image pf Buddha m 
The Begrnnmgi iff Buddhist Art and ether Essays ht Indian and Centrat-Ajian 
Arfhaeoiogy, Pahs-LoDdon 1917, pp, 111 -138. 

In 1913; jccording to F. W. TuoMits in The Dale of Kanishka, I.R.AS. 1913 
p. 632. In 1928; Buiijo Bijutsu Kenkyu (Studies cooccraing the Fine Arts of 
Boddhian), Lecture by Foucher for the Maison Franco.JspoDaise at Tokvo 
entitled: Etudes sur I'art bouddhique de i'lnde. ' ' 

21) For instance Marshall, Spooner and Vogel, sm for injtance* D B 
Spwner. Excaraiioni M Shah ii-iiDheA. AJJ AM., 1908*'09, pp. 58-59. sp. 

22) A,G.B., vol. II, p. 442. 
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tsfc century A.D.^ after which decay begins in the 2nd half of that 
century 

In 1903 Vogel declared that in his opinion the era, in which 
some images from Gandhara are dated, must be the Seleucidian era 
because he considers in agreement with Senart the first two 
centuries of the Christian era to be the flourishing period, after 
which the "degeneration" or Indianisation of the true Greek 
tradition begins “*). 

Later on he does not touch upon the matter as to which era has 
been used in the dated inscriptions in question, but, sharing the 
opinion of FoucHER, thinks on account of the reliquary of Kaniska, 
that the golden age had passed already before the reign of that 
monarch, "that is to say probably in the beginning of the second 
century A.D.’’. “) 

In 1919 Gauranga Nath Banerjee also agreed with Fou* 
CHER, only he gave a wider margin to the duration of that period, 

via, from the 2nd century B.C. to the 2nd or 3rd century A.D. 
In his opinion the era of Kaniska is the same as the Vikrama era, 
so that, when following this reasoning one should have to conclude 
that he ascribes the flourishing period of Gandhara to even before 
58 B.C 

The next person to pronounce an opinion is Hackin, in 1923 
who places the period of decay later, viz. only in the 5th century 
A.D. as a result of the invasion of the White Huns. 

Most archaeologists agree for the greater part, or wholly, with 
Foucher's opinion, that during Kanina’s reign the flourishing 
period of Gandhara art had ended. To mention only a few; 

23) vol. 11, p. 496. . 
24) J. Pu- VOCBL, Imtribtd Gandhart A.S.I.A.R., ]903'’04, pp, 

244-260, «p. p. 259. 
25) J, Ph, Vogec, Dt Buddhistifthe Kkrtst van Vcetdadii, Axosterdim 1932, 

p. 35. 
26) G. N. BANE.RJEE, HtlUmsm in AHiUnt itidia. 1st ed., London I919, pp. 

51, 52. 
2?) J. Hacxjn, Ciide-Cat4logkt dtt Mkjft Cnimti, Lti cdUethm bouddhi- 

quts hiffotjqkt tt ttonograpbiqus), tnd* Ctnlrde et GaadhSra, Tkrir- 
Stan, Chine Septentfiondet Tihef, Patii 1923, p. 24. 
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Adam®*), Scherman ®*), Grousset *“)» Vogel®’), Baner- 
JEE ’*®), and Waldschmidt ®®), 

Giroaologjtally then follows Bachhofer's opinion in 192? In 
his Zur Diit/erafig tier GandharirPtasttk, copied almost word for 
word in his handbook Die fruhindische Plaslik four years later, but 
we will leave the discussion of it for a while, to return to it later 
on In more detail. 

COOMARASWAMY, too, assumes the 1st century B.C. till the 5rd 
or the dth century A.D. for the life of the art of North-West 
India. In contrast to Foucher, however, he puts the flourishing 
period in the reign of Kaniska’’*), according to him from 120- 
160 A.a 

For nearly a decennium no new ideas on the subject are put 
forward, till in 1936 Rowland decides, on the base of stylistic 
comparisons between Roman ait and that of Gandhara, that the 
latter came into existence after the middle of the 1st century A.D., 
while it had its flourishing period from the end of the 2nd century 
A-D. till the beginning of the 4th century®®). He denies tiiat the 
^Ih-jT-ki DherT casket was dedicated by Kani^ and ascribes 
it to the 3rd century A.D. The Biftiaran reliquary would, according 
to him, also be centuries later than hitherto assumed. In some 
respects his opinions strongly resemble those of Vincent Smith 

2a) L. Aj>am, BsiJfihaitiUtien, Ursprung and Ftfrmeft Jtr Bm/dJbagfjltdt, Stutt¬ 
gart IMS. 

29) L. ScMEKMAN, Die Slteiten Buddbadarslellaitgeit liei MS/tebefier Museumi 
fir Vdiieriufrdf, Aidnebetier Jabrimeh dee BildtadeK Kumt, Band V, 1928. 
Heft 5, pp. 64-80 and Band VT, 1929. Heft 2, pp. 147-J66. Der difeite 
indiiche Buddha-typ, Pantheon, Monatsebrift fir Freunde utsd Sammlef <fer 
K^mst^ Jfg. 1928, Heft 111. Munchen 1928, pp. 147-150, cap. p. ISO. Recently again 
in F. Th&mas Vefamr, 1939, p. 242, and in Profnior fea» Phiiippe Vogt! 
sam Geddchtnhf Han'arJ fiUmat 9f Ashdif StudUx, vol, 8, 1SM4, pp. 227-234, 

30) R, GrouSset, tfj chiihtdhnt de t’Oriem, tome II; Lljide, Paris 1930. 
31) See preceding page nptes 24 and 25. 
32) G. N, BaNerjEE. Hettenim m Ancient India, p, 147, 
33) E, WALDscHHiln', GanJintre, Knftcba, Tnrfan, Lefpsig 192S, p. 15. 
34) A. R. CooHAKASWAMY, Hiitcry of Indian duJ indonetian An, London 

1927) p. 52, Germain edition, p, 58; hentefortb abbreviated u HJ.I.A. 
35) B, KowlaNO Ja„ A revised Cbronology of Gandhira Snlptttre, Tbe Art 

vol, 18, Oiicago 1936. pp. 387-100. 
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and Foucher e.g. as regards the import of craftsmen from 
the Roman onpire; "Considered as a part of the stylistic develop¬ 
ment of the Late Antique world, there ts every reason to suppose 
that the great majority of these so-called Graeco-Buddhist carvings 
are the result of a sudden and intensive mass production that began 
no earlier than the second century A.D. and was almost entirely the 
work of artisans imported from the Roman East." 

In IS>45 Buchthal came forward with a date based, just like 
that of Rowland, on stylistic comparisons with the art of the 
Roman Imperium. According to him the art of Gandh^a lasts 
from the 2nd to the 5th century A*D, **). 

Finally in 1946 Ghirshman proposed a very short period: be¬ 
ginning in the 1st century A.D., apex in the second half of the 
2nd century followed by stabiliaation and finally decay in the 
second half of the 3rd century **), 

Summarizing we thus see that several of the older archaeologists 
placed the florescence of North-West Indian art before the end 
of the 2nd century A,D. on account of the influence which this 
art has had on that of AmaravatT and at the same time during 
Kaniska's reign, probably because of the tradition that this monarch 
had greatly promoted the fine arts. After the discovery of the 

56) A. Foucher. Z/tfrf haKddhl^Mf t\lndf d'aprSj tim Annals^ 
MuUe Gairrfetj* Remf l^htsraJn des rAigionj^ inn^ \\ tomt XXX, 

Paris 1^4, p. 565. AltcrwarcJs Fouch^r hsts partly recanted this theory m 
vol n, p. 527. 

37) B, RowlapJd Jr.^ CanJhar^i and Lm Arf: The Buddha Inmge, 
to the Amerkan fourriai pf Arthaealog’^f vat. XLYI. 1942^ pp. 323- 

236, cap. p. 224^ hcoceforth ibbreviotcid is A4'A^ Further by thi* author: 
Gdttdhdra and early CJbrhfian Arit Buddha PaiUatui^ vaL XLIX* 1945* 
pp. 445-448. 

3B) H. Buchthal, The WeMrn Ajptdt of Gandhdra Sfitipiure^ Proeeedmgs 
of ibe Brithb Academy^ vcjJ. XXXLontlon 1945, p. 16. By (Jie same author: 
The Foundations for a Chronology of Gondhara Scuipttrre^ rrd-irjdcri^irj of the 
Cera/nk Society^ vol. XIX, l942-*43* Londoo 1945; The Common Clattit^ 
Sources of Buddhhl and Chrisfian Narraihe Art, f^KAS., 1943, pp. 137*14®; 
The Houghton Cotieciion of Gandhira Sculpture, The Burlmglon AUgakne, voJ^ 
86, 1945. pp. 66^73. 

39) R. GHmiSHMAfJ, Bigsam, Rechetchet arthiologj^uej ft Mstorffues sur ies 
Koufkans, pp. 153^n4i 
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rdlcjuary of this monarch Foucher changed his opinion and most 
other archaeologists with him ^®). 

It is of no advantage to plunge into the discussion which has 
been going on for years already, and which flares up with new 
vehemence again and again, as to whether the origin of Gandhara 
art b due to Greeks Hellenistic or Roman influences. The enor- 
CDOUs amount of literature devoted to thb subject almost cwnpletely 
emanated from authors who are ortgitially classical archaeologists, 
Thb is very comprehensible. It is always interesting to trace the 
influences exercised by the domain of one’s own study on neigji- 
bouring countries. In the same way indianists are always very much 
interested in the influence of India on South-East Asia and Central 
Asia. The danger connected with this, how'Cver, b that one begins 
to see "I tort et a travers” influences that either do not exist at all 
or in a slighter degree. Thb is certainly the case ’with a great part 
of the literature dealing with the art of North-West India 

But although opinions differ about the influences that Iiave 
asserted themselves from the West on the art of North-West India, 
in our opinion it b beyond dbpute that the ideas in thb art very 
often originate from native Indian art as we know it from former 
stages at Bharhut and Sanchi. We are not always able to trace this, 
as the material for comparbon b often lacking in either the one 
or the other. In Gandhara the Indian idea often was given a Hellen¬ 
istic appearance, but there are also several examples in which not 
only the idea, but design and working-out as well of a certain 
religious scene were simply copied from ancient national art. As 
an example we would like to advance e.g, the descent of the 
Buddha from the Trayastrirnsa Heaven (see textfig. I), Here the 
whole design of the scene has been directly copied from Indian art, 
for it appears from examples of the older art of India in which 
the Buddha is not yet represented (see textfig. 2), tliat thb design 

40) See tuitber lor i quotilion of Fduckea on the casket of thi» king, p 99. 
41) For A striking oomple see the artkies by Bucltmai, cited in note 38. 

p. 79. 
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_-k_ 
Tcxtfig. I, Retief on the stOpo^^drum of Dhruv “pli rcpresetiting the desgcni: frotm 

the Trafruirtrpia Hd\m copied from m example froiti Gandhin 

Teattfig. 2. Relief in the 
Cutzctn MtweiJin of Anrhae^ 
ology atMathuri eepreseriiing 
the descent from the Tray a- 
strirpfa Kca^'cn (from a 
photograph by J. J. Soel£5) 

Textfig, 5. Relief oci the railing of 
Bharhut representing the descent from 
the Trayi3lriiii^a Hwen (OX* Netie 

Eolgp. vol XVI) 

Van LoHuiziiN^na LAtuw, Tht ^'Sqrthijui'^ FVf>«f 6 
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existed already for a long time In Gaodhira we see in the 
centre * ea face" the triple ladder; on the middle one the Buddha is 
standing; at his right and left the gods Brahma and Indra; some¬ 
times a large number of gods are represented on both sides **)» 
but this was not a new idea either, for these were also often 

represented in this scene in the older Indian art (sec textfig. 5). If 

the North-West Indian sculptor had possessed some originality and 
had wanted to give a representation of his own, then he could 

without difficult^' have rendered the same scene in a somewhat 
different manner, e.g. by giving a side view of the ladders leaning 
aslant which would even have rendered the design more clear. 

Another instance showing that ancient Indian art forms the base of 
North-West Indian art is the representation of the visit of India to 

Buddha ”) (see fig, % 55, and textfig. 7 on p, 109). 
We can therefore take for granted that the influence from India 

on Gandhara has been considerably greater than was generally 
assumed up till now. The western influence, on the other hand, 

has probably been much less, espcdally in the later centuries A.D., 
than is generally supposed. During the golden age of Gandhara 

there is little to be discovered of direct western influence, and what 

reminds one of western art are for the greater part elements from 
the real period of influence. This period probably nearly coincides 
with the Parthian domination of North-West India, and includes 
part of the 1st century A.D., when the mastery had already passed 

from the Parthians to the Scythians. These Parthian monarchs 
probably copied and imported much from the Hellenistic West, 

42) At Bha/hut^ A, Tie Stufa of Bharhui, Loadoci 1879* pJ^ 
XVII; S. KhaMrisCH* trsdijri ScvIpJarret The H*riij$ge of Seriesj London 
1935, pL V, fig. 22. At Sdndii: F, C MAlsrii'i anJ kj rem^rtj^ London 
1892, pict. XI; J. MARiSHAtLp /f Guiiif /o Sanehi CiltutU 19IS* p, 56, 3fd cd. 
p. 61. 

43) C L. FaBW, a Crtteco-BvdJhhi Scs/lfiare represeming the 
Descent fram the Heathen 0/ the Thirty three Ct>dj, AcU Or.f vol. VI 11, 1930, 
pp. 288-293. Further A. FOUCHEB, vol [* fig. 265 On p, 539- 

44) Sec further pp. lOS-lOPi^ Bloch alr^dy pointed out the In dim influence 
ill this scene in: The Buddha mtrjhipped hy Indr^t d fat^surtte s&hject cf Amienl 
Indian Artf Fraceedings g} the Asiatic Society of Bengal, jxn.-DoC. 189S, Cilcutta 
1899, pp. 186^189. 
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foJlowing the example of the kings of Partliia, the Arsadds. Un¬ 
fortunately we know rather little of the art of the Arsacids but 
^ey undoubtedly felt strongly attrarted to Hellenism judging 
inter alia , frt^ the fact that on rtieir coins which are of a Grecian 

type, they carded die epitheton (piXai.Tiv'*’')* Another fact which 
points in that direction is, that Greek was the official language in 
the realm of the Arsadds**®), and several Greek inscriptions of 
these monarchs have been found. Consec|uently it is ^uite possible 
that most objects in India, so strongly resembling those found at 
Alexandria and other Hellenistic towns about the same tlme^®), 
were Imported by these Parthian monarchs into India, via the reahn 
of the Arsacids, or by sea-route, or else copied on the spot The 
possibility that this import had already begun under the prede¬ 
cessors of the Parthian rulers, the Indo-^ctrian kings, must not be 
excluded. 

The famous and amply discussed casket of Bimaran ^see fig. 1) 
has nearly always been ascribed up till now to the period of the 
Parthian domination. On its sides under ogives, between wbich 

45) C, Huart, La Ptfse aHtiqut it la tivilhathn ifantermt, L'^voiMtian de 
i’bHmaniti, Pifis 1925, pp. 143-14^. 

46) W. W. Mac Govern, The tarly Emphts of CentrJ Asia, A Study of tht 
Scythians and the Hans and tht part thty idayad in world history, Chipcl Hill 
1939, p. 73. 

47) In tile loQ^ tun thu stimuDe becjUM iteteotyped and had no longer a 
literal m^ing. Ernst HERxreiD says; *' ‘ Griechaifrcund" ... dn Bciwoit das die 
faellcnistische Zeit lang ubericbt, beriebt sich wohl immer auf das Veihlltnis au 
Jt« griechischa Stidten mit Sdbslvcnkalhing. Auf den Westen b«Dg«i wurdc es 
chcr pun>e»|LatDfi b^tuten, was tnan Dfchl gut auf Munien »tzen Eonnte", 
Sokaitan, Arehafologitche Mifitilnngen aai Irasi, Band IV, Berlin 1932, p. 48; 
henceforth abbreviated as Arch. ?Am. \tan. 

48) A. OiRiSTENSCN. VUoR sous Its Sassanidts, Copcnliague 1944, p. 49; 
C. Huart, La Perst Anti^at at la eivilisation iranitsnt, p. 144. 

49) Wc have in mind objects like those found by Srr John Marshall at 
Taxtla reproduced for instance in bis Gnida to Taieda, 3rd ed., Delhi 1936, 
pi. I, and Exfavathm at Tasdla, AS.I.A.R., 1912-’13, pp. 1*32, pL XX and 
XXIll. fig. a; Extavathn at Taxila, AS.tA.n,, 1928- 29, pi. XIX fia, 1: 
pi. XX, figs. 10 and U. 

50) See also L. Backhofcr, On Gttekt and Saias in India, tA.OS., voL 61 
1941, pp. 223*250, 
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eagles are hovering, figures are seen, one of which is a Buddha 
figure. The attitude of the body is jaunty, his right hand is lifted in 
abhayamudra in front of the chest, and on his head he wears an 
u^?^. Further the moustache is remaricable. Figures are standing at 
his right and left side, each one under an ogive of its own, turned 
towards the Buddha, obviously in an attitude of worship. Bach- 

HOFER calls the figure on the right a lay-brother Codrjkcton 

inclines to the idea of a Brahmin ascetic on the left and a prince 
on the right The aureole behind the head of both secondary 
figures, however, does characterize them as divine figures. Further¬ 
more the figures differ from each other by the fact that the one on 
the right is wearing a turban and is completely draped in a robe, 
the one on the left, on the other hand, b bareheaded, wears his 
hair in the ascetic's knot and has a beard. The upper part of the 
body is partly naked, and in hb left band he b carrying a small 
jar. Thb figure undoubtedly represents Brahma, while the other 
figure b India or Sakra, the two most important gods of Hinduism, 
who, as we will see further on, are often reproduced on either side 
of the Master. The most current date for the reliquary was about 
the year B.C., as some coins of Azes were lying with the 
reliquary when it was discovered, so scholars were convinced that 
the casket consequently originated from Azes' rei^, and there¬ 
fore from the Parthian period. 

Against tins conception however, some verj' serious objections 
can be made. In the first place the pilasters on the sides, bearing 
a row of ogives, show a shape that is not very old. Not only are 

they flat but moreover a little oblong ^ b cut out on the surface 

of the column, which does not appear on pilasters at the beginning 

3i) L> BACKMOFfiR, Zut Djtietvng d*r GaHJiura-PlastrA, Zttfffthrift far 
Bad^hhmas, VI /ithrgvigi X92A‘'Zi, Ncue Folgft IH JjRrgjing, Munchen tM5, 
pp. 4-29, esp. p, 26, Also Usued iq which ediuoa p, 25, HennforUi we 
wiJ] give the numbers of the {nget in ihe separate edition; in Ztittrbrift fir 
Baddbbtftus, voL VI, it wtlJ he the same page plus one. 

52) K. na B. CoDRJNcroK, Anciem htdia. p. 52. 
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of Gaodhara art but socnewhat later The oldest sculptures, as 
far as we can check them, do not show this oblong. Furthennore 
we observe that the design on the casket, viz. a row of ogives, 
supported by pilasters, strongly reminds us of the decoration shown 
on several stupas, "inter alia" the stupa of Shevaki at Kabul, 
asrxibed by Bachhofer to the 3rd century A.D. and wdiich in our 
opinion originates in any case from the Kusana time “). A simitar 
row of ogives was unusual in the early art of North-West India. 
The oldest period had only the round, high and slender Corinthian 
pilasters, forming the separation between the different reliefs in a 
row, and they were moreover often placed in a separate rect- 
anguiar partition. Round Corinthian pilasters do occur now and 
then in later times, but then they are mostly short, thick and 
tapering. 

A most remarkable monum«it has been found at Sirkap, the 
town in Taxila, which, judging "inter alia" by the coins discovered 
there was deserted after the reign of Kujula Kadphises 
Marshall calls it: "The shrine of the double-headed eagle." 
Here we find a stupa placed on a plinth and decorated with some 
Corinthian pilasters, two of u'hich are round and four flat, "nota 
bene" without the little oblong. Tlic monument possibly has been 
built in the transition-period from the round to tlie flat pillar. At 
any rate it dates from early North-West Indian art. When the 

55) For ini^ce in the rtrJicf 254 on p. -WS in A. Foucher, A.CM.. 
vol. L irchitectuntt details of whkh point to a dste in the fJouiIshin^ period 
of GandMra 4rt, further fig. 546 on p. 87 in vd. II, which it dto of 
4 later date on account of the draping of the Buddha's robe, the way in which 
his hair is represented and the attitude of his hinds, see for mote details pp, 124 
se^. Lastly our fig, 12, for discussion see pp. 114 seq. ConiUNOroN believes that 
this oblong "is traceabJe only in post-Rushan Mathuri sculpture" which therefore 
would lead to a Jate date for the casket, Auctfnt IndU, p. 52; Rowland too 
^scribed the reliquary' to the 5rd century; A ttrued Chtomtogy of GandhSta 
Sftdptura, The AU Suilettn, tol. RVIH. 1956, pp. 587-400, esp, p. 599. In our 
opinion the rule is: Tlie shorter and the more tapering the pilaster (and in con¬ 
sequence the shorter the oblong), the later the relief, 

54) L Bachhofek, DU fTKiiaduebe FhujU, Muneben 1929. pJ, 159, fig. 1. 
55) For details sec Qi. VII, pp. 374-376. 
56) J. Marshall, A Guide to Taxila, 3rd ed., pi. XIII, p. 88. 
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town was deserted the stupa was in excellent condition, evidently 
not having been built so long ago. But suppose the monument 
existed for a long time already, e.g. 50 years, even then the rel¬ 
iquary would date only from about the beginning of our era. A 
second reason for assuming that the monument belongs to the 1st 
century of our era, is the fact that one out of the four birds, which 
have pictured on the plinth, is very distinctly a double-headed 
eagle, which unfortunately can no longer be seen in the other three. 
According to Sir John Marshall, this motive decidedly points to 
Scythian influence. As it was such a specific Scythian motif it is 
very difficult to assume that the Parthian monarchs would have 
made use of it, and thus this double-headed eagle might also point 
to the fact that the stupa was built in the tst century A.D., probably 
during the reign of Kujula Kadphises. Comparing the pilasters on 
the plinth of this stupa and those on the reliquary of Btmaran, we 
have to conclude that the reliquary must be dated later, as the latter 
shows no round pilasters, and on account of the fact that we see 
the well-known oblong "en rcpouss^*' on the body of tlie flat 
pilasters. 

We can, therefore, assume that the reliquary dates from the 
1st century A.D, at the earliest, but possibly from some time after¬ 
wards, as it U not probable that the great emperor Kaniska had 
ordered a reliquary to be made which was far less beautiful in all 
respects (see fig. 2). Undoubtedly he contmissioned the best artist 
of his time. But in spite of this, Agesilaos' work cannot vie with 
that of Blmaran. Moreover, all caskets remaining from the time 
before Kaniska are simple pyxeb or small, round, flat boxes. Even 
princes like Viyakamitra during the reign of King Menander had 
very simple reliquaries made Not one piece from early times, 
which can be compared in any respect with that of Blmaran, has 
been found. On the other hand the superfluous settings with precious 
stones remind one rather of the barbaric art of the Sakas of the 
2nd and 3rd centuries, who used much gold and precious stones in 
their jewellery, judging by their Bodhisattva images, who imitating 

57) N. G. Majumdax, The Bajtutr ciuket of the rfign of Mefunderf Ep, tod,, 
vol. 24, 1957, pp. l-e. 
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the Scythian kings wore countless ornaments and precious stones. 
The design of the eagle between the ogives, as already mentioned 
above, can also hint to Scythian influence. Finally we should like 
to add one more argument: Should the Bimar^ reliquary indeed 
date from the year 50 B.C-, then it is at least strange that during the 
following century till halfway the 1st century A,D. not a singL 
Buddha image has been found. At Sirkap, which w'as deserted in 
favour of Sirsuklr and which was still inhabited during the reign of 
Kujula Kadphises, as appears from the discovered coins, not a 
single Buddha image or even a fragment of one has been found. 
CoDRJNGTON feels this difficulty, as he says: "The problem of 
Sirkap, where no coins later than Wema Kadphises have been 
found, is very great/' But he goes no further than stating the 
problem. As appears from the above mentioned facts, a revision 
of the opinion current up till now is necewary. The only argu¬ 
ments, which have been put forw-ard in favour of the early dating 
of the casket about the year 50 B.C,, are first, the discovery of a 
deposit with the reliquary consisting of four copper coins of Aaes, 
furthermore, the good style of the casket, and finally, the palaeog¬ 
raphy of the inscription on the steatite vase in which the casket 
was found. Particularly the first argument has been stressed over 
and over again. Lastly, once more by R. Le May ®"), who dates it 
somewhat later than is usually done, namely in the century A.D, 

In our opinion a find of coins may be used as a criterion for a 
date only then, when it concerns a coin which apparently was lost 
by chance at a time when it was still current. Similar discoveries 
of coins can be used for calculations concerning the date of the 
stratum in which the coins are found, but it must be remembered 
that in India coins remained in circulation a very long time. When 
however, a coin is found, which was apparently meant as a deposit, 
the situation is quite different. The only conclusion to be drawn 
in that case is that the reliquary cannot be older than the coin. That 
it is contemporary with the coins found near it, even if all of them 

58) K. DE fl. CoDUNCTON, A»fh»i fttdk, p. 42. 
59) R. Le Mav, The BimstitH Tht BkriinglQn Magaiune, voJ, 82, 

Loadon, May 194J, pp. U6-123. 
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are of one monarch and not very much worn down, would be, how¬ 
ever, a premature conctusion Besides, something special, some* 
thing precious is given as a deposit and certainly not something 
common. The objection might be made, of course, that in those 
times coins were something precious, but undoubtedly even gold 
coins were not so valuable compared with the burden of the costs, 
which the pious layman had to bear for having the brilliant rel¬ 
iquary made, apart from the question, whether he had the stupa 
beautified as well, or even buLlt. It is very improbable therefore, 
that a ctirrent copper coin, which must have had a rather small 
value for the donor, was given as a deposit. On the other hand— 
according to the deposite found—an old coin is considered to be 
very precious, not because of its value in mebil, but for the remark' 
ability of its age, Thb is proved by hoards consisting of coins of 
very different dates. In I87?> Simpson found a hoard of coins in 
the stupa of Ahin Posh which contained "inter alia" coins of Wima 
Kadphises (about the middle of the ist century A.D.) and a 
slightly worn-down coin of Julia Sabina Suppose that this last 
coin had been current during 20 years before it reached India and 
was dqxisited, and that that coin was struck immediately after 
Hadrianus' wedding in 128, then it might only have been deposited 
in 128 + 20 = 148 A.D, at the earliest. The difference between 
the time of the depositing and the date of the coins of Wima 
Kadphises, is therefore about a century, but perhaps even more. 
This most clearly proves that old coins were used as a deposit. A 
still stronger argument is the deposit fourrd in stupa 1 at Lilchak. 
CODRINCTON says about it; "A pit sunk into the rubble core brought 
to light large numbers of coins, including those of Antialkidas" 

60) L Bachhofer builds hi5 on this uaoerLMU basc^ Zur 
Djtrcmng dfr GandhanM-Pimfik^ sqjuaie cdidtul* pp, 8-1 Bi Di# IrShiudkrhi^ 
Fhutik, pp. 75-79. An example of his method cin also be found on p, 88 of Dk 
IrShmilhih* Flmfiky where be deducts from the fact that a coin of Wlfua Kadphi- 

was found andemcath the Buddha image of Qiafsadda, that tfiis image, there¬ 
fore, dates from abour 5th78 A.D, Stt for our opinion abo Ch. Vli, p. 3^7% 

61) Lecture by Dr. KoliRNLE on the gold eoitis found by W. Simpson in the 
Ahln Posh Tope at JaliUbad^ Pfotetdhf^s AsMf So^htf ef BmpJi IS7S. 
pp, 122-1pL II and tlL 
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(about 130 B.C.), "Kadphises tl, Indo-Sassanian kings and Sa- 
manta Deva" (about 930 A,D.) 

So to it seems "a priorj" incorrect to use a coin from a deposit 
as a basb for dating, as has been done up tilt now, and therefore, 
in our opinion, we can only say in this case that the reliquary of 
Blmaran has been made after Azes, 

The second argument in favour of the early date for the casket 
was its good style. This brings us to the second maxim, always ap¬ 
plied when Judging North-West Indian art, which, in our opinion, 
is incorrect as well. It was Foucher who emphasiaed this maxim 
mostly, but before and after him it w*as always repeated that "the 
better the style, the earlier the date", and even Coomaraswamy, 

whose views often differ from the general opinion, endorses it 
In itself this maxim is very dangerous, as a strongly subjective 
valuation will influence the judgement of "good" and "bad”. For: 
what is “good" and what is "bad"? This entirely depends on the 
applied standard. To all archaeologists of the ninet^th century 
and the first quarter of this one "good” implied alt that, in which 
much of the Gloved and adored Greek art was found, and this 
still applies to many archaeologists of to-day, The Greek ideal of 
beaut)^ has during some time fascinated the minds of scholars to 
such an extent that they were of the opinion that this surely brilliant 
period of the worlds history of art was so fae above all other art 
that an ideal of beauty from any other period could scarcely be 
compared to or much less compete with it. Hence some scholars 
even went so far that they could only appreciate that kind of art 
showing western influences, whilst they disapproved of all other 
art. Some of them, like Vincent Smith, went even further, as 
they could no longer appreciate the art influenced by the West, 

62) K, DE B. Codhit^gton, Ancient India, p. 49* Ttie explanation Sir John* 
Marshall wishes to five thU fact, s-u. that "‘the Jebm used to raise this 
mound was> carted from one of the earlier sites where early coins would be 
plentiful", seems to us too fai-fetched. 

63) A. K. CooVARASVjOdy, The Origin cf U^e Boddkt image. The An BnHe- 

tittf voJ. IX, i». 4, New York 19211. p- 35; henceforth abbreviated u Origin 
Bffddba image. 
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which they consitleied inferior by far to that all-surpassing classic 
art from old Helias; 

“The Gindhara or Peshaw'ar sculptures ... are only echoes of 
the second rate Roman ait of the third and fourth centuries ... in 
the expression of human passions and emotions Indian ait lias com¬ 
pletely failed, except during the time when it was held in Graeco- 
Roman leading strings, and it has scarcely at any time essayed an 
artempt to give visible form to any divine ideal." We cannot 
digress any further on the question of the philhellenism of the 
nineteenth century and the first quarter of this century, as we 
would wander too much from our subject. 

The appreciation of art as being "good" or "bad" is very sub¬ 
jective, and in itself this reason makes the maxim “the better, the 
older" very dangerous. But apart from that it seems to us that the 
matter has other aspects. 

If the art of Gandhara was a fragment of Heiiemstic art sud¬ 
denly removed as a whole from the eastern part of the Mediter¬ 
ranean basin to Gandhara, then indeed the maxim would hold 
good, as the oldest art-spedmens would then be strongly Hellen- • 
istic, while a decrease of the Hellenistic element could be stated 
in the further course of development, a kind of dying down for 
lack of sufficient western influence, or an increasing domination of 
the native element, according to one's view. Indeed it Is m this 
way that the process of development of the art of North-West 
India or even of the W'hole of India has been generally pictured. 
Fergu^N says e.g. : '‘The history of Indian art is a history of 
decay. But North-West Indian art certainly is not a fragment of 
Hellenistic art suddenly removed from the eastern part of the 
Mediterranean basin to Gandhlra. Tills art with genuine Indian 
elements originated in a country where strong Hellenistic influ- 
en^ had been active during a number of years, and began to 
build up a life of its own on its fruitful native Indian soil, trying 
to assimilate foreign influences as well as possible. In the begin- 
nmg this process went by fits and starts, so that brilliant results 

64) V. Sumi, Crdff9‘Sar/ian Inf/itene* on tht Cmthaihn oi Aneitwt India 
J.AS.B., vol. 5e, part 1, 1889, p. t73. 
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were not immetilately achieved, as can be understood. The two 
worlds that met here had slowly to assimilate each other, and only 
after years of efforts a harmonious whole could come into exts- 
tence as we find in tlie best worb of Gaxidhira art, like the Buddha 
of Sikri, the Bodhisattvas of Sh5hl>iz-Garht, Sahr-i-Bahlol, Takht- 
i’Biht and so many others 

As we saw, the period of strong Hellenistic influence probably 
coincides with the domination by the Parthian monarchs. Their 
objects of art are for the greater part imported wares or copies of 
these, and therefore in this short period we can indeed speak of a 
fragment of Hellenistic art, removed from the eastern part of the 
Mediterranean basin. But soon after, in rhe Scythian period, the 
reaction of Indian art on this western influence presents itself, and 
the assimilation-process begins, that will usher in the rise of 
Gandhara act. 

Foucher denies this course of events with the following words: 
"Ce crit^riuin de plus ou moins grand developpement nous parait 
en effet valable pour line feole cjui suit son Solution naturelle, 
mals non point pour un art plus qu'i demi importd et d'avance en 
pleine possession de sa technique. Nous pecsistons plutdt k penser 
qu'en these generals la plus brillante floraison du rameau belle- 
nistique entf sur ie vieux tronc indien dut se produire a Porigine, 
et qu'ensuite il ne put aljer qu*en deperissant. Toute tendence 
d‘apparence archalsante dans un bas-relief ou unc statue greco- 
bouddhique serait ainsi a nos yeux, au lieu d'une preuve d'anti- 
quite, line marque de decadence par “nf-indianbation" ctoissante 
du motif ou du type.” 

We do not see how PoircHER can combine this Line of thought 
with the fact tliat the beautiful, and not in the least archaic stucco 
plastic from the monastery of Mohia Moradu undoubtedly dates 
from the later part of Gandhara art a$ he acknowledges himself. 

65) RepFodufed in L, Adam. BsJJhuidtMttt, p(. 6; A. Fouchkr, vol 
L frodtiipiect; L, Bachhofer^ Zuf DAlimitng GanJharji^Pldjttk^ fjg. 9; 
L, Bachhofer^ D/f frahrnjischi FWii* pK 143 and 146. 

66) A, FaUcMERj £>/ dtf df Srin {CanJhira), f.A.f lOe 
II, 1903, pp. 1B5-330* «5p, p. 3M. 
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We should tike to emphasize once more the difference bet^^een 
this scheme of development, i^+iich was customary up till now (see 

4) and that which we offer. In our opinion, there is a 
short period of strong Hellenistic influences, resultirig in the origin 

1kn« 

Textfig. 4. Graph showing the course ol North-West Indian srt 
dccordmg to Fouchkr snd others. 

of a thoroughly new art, showing the normal stages of ri^, 
florescence and decay, or a change into a new art (see tcxtfig. 5), 
Of course this does not exclude the fart that the art of Gandhwa 

according to us 

did receive influences from surrounding countries in later times as 
well, as almost every art js open to influences from abroad. How¬ 
ever, these could not in the case of Gandhira change the trend 
North-West Indian art had taken. These later influences were 
assimilated into the “own" art just as is done by every healthy art 
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which encounters foreign influences, and incorporates only those 
elements whidi it understands and can assimilate into ib gamma 
of motifs and fonns of expression. We think thb presentation of 
the evolution of the art of North-West India is something r^uite 
different from the process of a suddenly removed fragment of a 
flourishing period with the following slow decay, as nearly all 
archaeologists have suggested (see textfig. 4^, Cunningham for 
instance says: 

“It is a fact, which receives fresh proofs every day, that die ait 
of sculpture, or certainly of good sculpture, appeared suddenly 
in India at the very time that the Greeks were masters of the Kabul 
valley, that it rttained ib superiority during the period of the Greek 
and half-Greek rule of the indo-Scythians, and that it deteriorated 
more and more the further it receded from the Greek age, until ib 
degradation culminated in the wooden inanities and bestial 
obscenities of the Brahmanical temples.” 

Tl'ie maxim “the better (that is to say the more beautiful), the 
older", does not hold good in our opinion, the more so as in ibi. 
flourishing period of Gandliara art sculptures have been made, 
which, according to the taste of the philhellenians, decidedly ought 
to be called very good. According to their maxim these would have 
to be very early ones, which however, is not the case. 

Moreover, with regard to the Buddha figure on the reliquary of 
BTmar^, it is also generally pointed out that the action, shown by 
the figure, should indicate western influence. As an argument 
against this view we should like only to refer to the action showri 
by a mther late piece of art viz. the striding Buddlia found by 
Barthol-x at Hadda ®**). Good s^le therefore cannot serve as ao 
argument in favour of the antiquity of the Biraaran casket. 

Oiscussing the object in the Alagaxtne Le blAV has 
added still another argument to the usual ones, which, according 

fi7) A. CUNNiNCHAM, Arc&. Sure. Rep-, vol. J!l, p. 100. 
68) Reproduced by J. HackjN, Let femUltJ J* la DSU^uitm arthisl&gt^tte 

fnmtaiit d fAjghaniiian}, Rfm* dti Arts Atioii^aei (Iwncefpitii ibbre 
vtaled W R.A-AJ, roL K, J92S, pp. 66-76, pt. XXI. fig. U, Also reproduced 
by Ph. StFBS. L'art de ft ride in Hhiairr tutirrertelU dej erti d*{ ttntpi ptf 
mitifj nvf fOf/rj, edited by LoutS R±aU, vol. IV. boot II, fig. 9i OH p. I J3. 
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to him, is the strongest of all, viz, that, according to Konow and 
Thomas, the Kharos^t inscription on the steatite vase, m which 
the golden reliquary was found, points to an early date. Now 
Konow says that the palaeography is older than that of the Taxtla 
scroll and the inscriptions of Takht-i-Bahi and Paji and about 
contemporary with that of die Lion Capital In a letter to Le 
May, Thomas informs him that in hts opinion the script dates 
from about 50-70 A,D. When these U'O authorities give dates 
with a difference of lOO years, it is clear that the palaeography of 
the Kharos^t script is not a very safe guide in determining the 

age of the casket. 
So the arguments in favour of the antiquity of the reliquary of 

Blmaran, to wit: the coin-deposit, the good style, and the palaeog¬ 
raphy do not hold good, and the arguments in favour of a later 
date impel us to conclude that the casket probably was not made 
until Kaniska, and rather in the first half of the 1st century of his 
era than in the second half, judging by the moustache of the 
Buddha, 

In I <>27 CooMARASWAMY advaACcd some arguments by which 
he tried to prove that the Buddha image of Mathura has at least 
equally as ancient rights as the image of Gandhara. Although 
believing that the Mathura Buddha was older, he could not prove 
this; "1 am inclined to presume on general grounds a priority for 
Mathura; but that Is not evidence. AM that we can assert is that 
the earliest Buddha types in each area are in the local style...” 
CooMARASWAMV mentions six arguments, put forward by those 
who wish to ascribe an older date to the Buddha image of Gandhara 
than to that of Mathura, via. the images of Loriyan Tangai, Hasht- 
nagar and Skarah Dheri, the reliquaries of Bimaran and that of 
Kaniska, and, finally, a coin of Maues, on which a seated Buddha 
is said to be seen. Some of Coomaraswamy’s objections to these 

69) Corfui, p. 51. 
70) R. Li May, Ti>t B'nfniran Casieit Tht Burimpon M4gifsjnr, vol. S2, May 

1945. p, 120. 
71) Origin Bnidht Imagf, p. 37; *« »bo TAf Indian Origin of tit Btfddba 

Imagt, j.A,OS,. vol. 46, 1926, pp. 165-170. 
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arguments are ”), tliat the first three sculptures have been dated 
in a sofar unknown era; furthermore the casket of BTmaran was 
found nearly a century ago and “methods of eKCavation nearly 
ninety years ago were not by any means as critical as they are now'", 
while moreover "Wilson himself was of opinion that the stupas of 
Afghanistan "are undoubtedly all subsequent to the Christian 

era.""”). 
it seems to us that indeed these are rather weak objections. 

Though the era is unknown, this is no argument against the opinion 
riiat the images do not date from the 1st century before or after 
the beginning of our era. Still weaker is tiit objection that methods 
of excavation a hundred years ago were less critical than they arc 
now. It scans incorrect to us to assume beforehand that Masson 
did not actually find the coins of Azes with the reliquary of Bima* 
ran. Finally the fact that Wilson himself was of opinion that all 
stupas had to be dated after the beginning of our era, is of no value, 
for then scholars knew even less about the history of those times 
than we do now, and the most fantastic theories were launched. 
So we should like to attach little or no value to the scientific con¬ 
clusions derived from certain discoveries at the time these wrere 
made, while the sober enumeration of what was discovered, and in 
which way, still keeps its value in our opinion. Therefore we would 
rather assume these last data to be certain in our argumentation, 
but we think we can advance the opinion that the discovery of corns 
of Azes in itself does not yet imply a possibility of assigning the 
reliquary to the reign of that monarch. So although Coomara- 

swamy’s counter-arguments were rather weak, he nevertheless was 

on the right way, perhaps, as was more often the case with him, 
more because of an instinctively correct feeling for several matters 
in Indian art than because of logical reasoning and argumentation. 

Starting from the results achieved in Chapter One we can now 
ascertam that the three images with dated inscriptions a^IIy 
originate from a much later time, as they have been dated in the 
old era, beginning in our opinion m the year 129 B.C, Therefore 

72) Origin Bnddba Jmngt, p. W, 
73) H- H. WiLSOJM^ Afinn^ miiqmt Landon 1&41, p, 32Z 
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their date really is 129 B.C. + }IS = 189 A.D,, 129 B.C, + 387 
= 258 A.D. and 129 B,C + 399 = 270 A*D, In the meantime 
more dated inscriptions have been discovered which now could be 
added here. Tlie age of the casket of Bhnaran has already been 
amply discussed. The last argumeot, advanced by the supporters 
of the priority of the Buddha image from North-West India, was 
a coin of Maues, on which scholars thought a seated Buddha could 
be distinguished Coomahaswamy already refuted this point 
in the article we cited before but Tarn apparently overlooked 
this, for he makes the said coin the starting-point of a long argu¬ 
ment in his book The Greeks in Bactria and India, in which he 
explains that in hts opinion the image of the Buddha came into 
existence in Gandhara in the beginning of the Ist century B.C at 
the latest, and consequently existed for almost two centuries 
already, when at Mathura people only began to represent the 
Master in stone ’*). In this connection the theory of Grunwedel 
and Foucheh that the Buddlia image goes back to the Apollo 
figure'") is revived: 

am only concerned with chronology, and the long priority of 
the Gandhara Buddha Is now, 1 think, proved by a definite piece 
of evidence; but 1 should like to sketch what, in my opinion, must 
have been the course of events. The Greek, as we have seen, was 
becoming Indianbed from about the beginning of the first century 

74) For bstwee: V. A. SSitTH. KumiiPraSk Nom and Natvlkes, II: Atidem 
wJ IndU, jJiJSS., vol. 66, pwt I, IS79* pp. esp. p. 500; M. 
LowwoajH Oam£4^p ef R. B, Whitehead's Cahdogttf of ths Cotm in 
tbt Fanj^ Mmtftm, Lahore, VoL C^rm^ 1914* pp. 

791’795. Cfp, p. 793. 
75) A. K- Ccx>MAaA3W'AJ4Y* OrigTii B^Jdlfa p* 16 and fig. 6. Sec tbo 

Ntf/ri Oft hidfon Corns 4ftd Symhok^ Osiaii^hthr Zwhtchrifl, Nrw Folge, vol 
IV, Berlin 1927-'2&* pp. 175-tflB, esp- p. IS5; hoideforth ibbievbted as O.Z 

76) Tarn, pp, 399-40S. 
77) A. GrOnwEDEl, Bsiddb/is Art in IndiM, Eng. ed, by J- BmtGESS, London 

1901r p. 164, A. FoUc^^E^^L^ L*&rtgm¥ di dti Aasiidfs dtf 
Abfite Gtfimttf Biid. de Vtflgorisation, tome XXXVI EL pp. 251'272, csp. p. 238; 
£flg. ed. ill TA# Sfgnmrrtgf of Bttddhht Ati, p. 128, See also L BACHHOFSit, 
PlMSiH dfr Kushana^ Panshtorj, Jrgp I951t Mnnchen^ pp. 335'559 ^od 5(52-506, 
«p, p. 339* 
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B.C,, and therewith was bom the Gandh^a school, which muxt 
from Its date be in the line of development of the Greeks who came 
to India from Baaria; the Indian Buddhist, influenced by Bhakti, 
wanted the story of the life and previous lives of Buddha cut in 
stone, and the Greek was now, as he might not have been in the 
time of Demetrius and Menander, ready to respond. Tire first 
Greek artist had to decide what to do with the perpetually recurring 
centra] figure. He may or may not have known, or cared, whether 
Gautama had been a man or god; being a Greek, he only knew one 
way of representing either, and therewith was bom, in the mind 
of some unknown and obscure Greek sculptor, the idea of repre¬ 
senting Buddha in human form. The Greek artists took their 
own J^pollo type and Indianised it; the stt^s from the Greek 
Apollo to the Graeco-Indian Buddha have often been traced. But 
their Buddha went no deeper than their Apollo; he was just a 
beautiful man; you may search these suave faces in vain for what 
sh^d have bem there, the inner spirit of the great Reformer. 

So some Indians ultimately felt. It can only have been dissatis¬ 
faction with the established Gandhara type of Buddha which first 
produced the Indian type at Mathura. It was recognised that it was 
now far too late to represent Buddha in any way but as a man; 
but they wanted a Buddha of their own. not a Greek Apollo.*' '*) 

"The Indian artisb of Mathura discarded the old rule of repre¬ 
senting Buddha only by symbols, not because of Bliakti, but because 
for generations that rule had vanished from the Graeco-Buddhist 
art of the North-West and they could not fall behind; it was too 
late to do anything else," 

We will return to this matter concerning the priority of Gan- 
dhiira or Mathura further on*®). The starting-point of Tarn's 

argumentation, the coin of Maues, is incorrect, as had been proved 
already by Coomaraswamy and recently again was explained by 
Bachhofer in a very convincing way *‘). The supposed Buddha 

78) Tarn, pp. 404-409. 
79) Tarn, p. 407. 

80) S« Qi, HI, pp. 1d9-l71. 
Bl'i L, Bachhofer^ On CJwfii isnd SaJtJt in india, f.A.OS^, toI. i94i* 

Van LoHiriZEN'EkE Liiow, Tbs '’'Scrthiufi** 7 
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figure is nodimg more than a seated monarch, a motif frecpently 
occurring on the coins in the 1st century B.C and A.D, both on 
the obverse and reverse of the coins *-)» 

So the arguments of those scholars who insisted that the Buddha 
of Gandhara was older than that of Mathura, do no longer hold 
good. The oldest dated pieces of both areas now date resp. from 
the years 1 and 2 of the Kaniska era, and this makes so little 
difference that for the present we cannot yet decide as to which 
one has the priority 

The oldest dated Buddha image in Gandhara can be found on 
the reliquary of Kanina (see fig. 2). Tliis much discussed casket 
was discovered by Spooner in 1909 during his excavation of the 
stupa of Kaniska at Shah-jl-kl DherJ in the neighbourhood of 
Peshawar. It is made of gilded brass. On the side putti carry a 
garland. In between, several figures have been inserted: Buddhas 
with adorants, and also a figure, which is clearly meant to represent 
the ^peror Kaniska himself in his typical Scythian costume; to 
the right and to Ae left of him the personification of sun and 
moon. The upper border is decorated with flying ducks, a motif 
also popular in the ivories found by Hackin in Afghanistan 
On the cover a Buddha is seated in abhayamudri on a lotus, behind 
his head a large halo, adorned with flower petals. At his right 
Indra, at his left Brahma, the hands lo anjali, wrongly described as 
two disciples by DahlmANN *15), and aj t^o Bodhisattvas by 

pp, 223-250, «p. pp. 229-230. We had the opportudity tq check thi$ opinion of 
COOMARASWAMV lod BACHHOFSa On obscTTiiiion of the coioa in the Cahloet de 
M^dailles at Pans, ind it jeom ibnlutdy rl^t. Whitehead is of the same 
opinion: Notes oh the inJo-Gfeek, Nsm. Chran,, 5th serjes. vol. XX. 1940. pd 
89-122, csp. pp, 1H-U5. 

82J Tarn argued that had the figure on Maues' roin been % seated king thru 
it ought to have been on the obvetse. this being in his opinion the king’s place 
on a coin, p. 402. 

81) See further. Ch. Ill, pp, 169-171, 
84) J, HAcraN, Rethfftbes artbioiogiqMes a Begtitm. Memotrei de U Dfliga¬ 

tion arehiologique }rm{aise tn Afghtaishut, tOOK IX, Pkris 1919, fjg. 205, etc. 
^ ) J- Dahlmamk, Die Thonmt-l^gett^ stud die dliestert kiitofii(hts Be- 

zhhitngea dei Christenfstots sstm ferneH Osten m Utht der mdhebtti Altettoms- 
tunde, Freiburg i. Bretsgau 1912, p. 105. 
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CooM^WAMV «•). The heed-diess of the figure at the right of 
the Buddha, however, dearly indicates this person as Tndra, 

Now the remarkable thing is, that all scholars who have occupied 
aiemselves with the casket, as Vocel, Spooner, FouCMER^d 

ARSHALL, have dated It at the end of the development of North- 
West Indtan art, because in their opinion it looked so degenerated: 
,, .. Buddhas figures sur ce relicjuaiie sont ttistement 
doignes des orpines hell^nistiques du type, Dh lors la d^onstra- 
Uon en est faite: la constitution de T&ole grfco-bouddhique est 
sensiblement anterieurc h Kaniska *"-). 

Certainly everybody will agree that the casket does not belong 
to the flourishing period, but then to speak of degeneration and 
decay xs rather dangerous, and it does not seem justified to build 
up a scheme of development for Gandhara art on emotional argu¬ 
ments. The only thing we imy generally state is whether or not a 
piece belongs to a flourishing period, and in the latter case the 
piece can then be dated before or after the flourishing period, i,e. 

i^mg the rise or the decay. In the same way we have to proceed 
when dealing with the relicjaaiy of Kaniska. Everyone agrees that 
It IS clumsy, consequently it may originate from the rise or the 
decay. Had the casket been made in the last days of Gandhara art, 
then the many beautiful pieces from North-West India conse¬ 
quently should have to be dated before Kaniska. Now this Is 
impossible. In the first place we have seen that no single proof can 
K advanced for the existence of Buddha images before Kaniska. 
Furthermore Marshall did not find one Buddha image or even a 
fragnKnt of one during his excavations at Sirkap, which, according 
to corns and other things discovered there, appears to have been 
abandoned only after Kujula Kadphises, Our conclusion therefore 
must be that the first Buddha images could have been made at the 
earliest only during Wima Kadphises' reign. Consequently Ka- 
niska’s reliquary must be dated at the beginning of Gandhara art. 
Some strong arguments in favour of this can moreover be found in 

66) COOMARASWAMY, p. 54. 
ft7) Foucher, A.G.B., vol n. p. 442. 
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the plastic qualities and the style of the casket. In the first place it 
shows a rather strong Hellenistic influence in the motif of the 
putti ot garland-bearers and the frieze of the flying ducks. Such 
Hellenistic decoration-elements rather belong to Indo-Bactfian and 
Partlilan times and occur far more sporadically in later teal G^- 
dhara art. They are, as it were, remnants of tlie import-art, which 
caused die art of Gandhara to come into existence. Furthermore the 
way in which the Buddha's Imir has been brushed sleekly backwards 
points to an early representation of the Buddha. For the figures on 
the reliefs of die stupa of SLkrl, which belong to the earliest 
specimens we possess of Gandhara art, as we will see later on, 
show the same treatment of the hair. Then the aureoles of the 
secondary figures, Brahma and Indra, as well as tliose of the figures 
on the sides are small, and a tiny engraved line runs along the 
circumference of the disk, as was rather customary in early times. 
The nimbus behind the Buddha's head is decorated widi an opened 
flower, most likely a lotus: this specialty is not found in other 
North-West Indian art, but it occurs rather often in native Indian 
art***). Furtliermote there is tive almost square piece of the monk s 
robe with the indication of pleats in the form of parallel en¬ 
gravings. which falls over the crossed legs- In later times the 
sculptor or modeller uses this very piece of material as an occasion 
to show his skill in representing jaunty pleats, fn the very 
period of Gandhara art. Just before its decay, the piece of materia! 
in question becomes conventional agam and loses its grace™), 
but this cannot be a reason for us to conclude that the reliquary of 
Kaniska originates from the 5th century A.D. We also find this 
treatment of the pleats in the small Buddha figures on the reliefs 
of Sikrt, which is another argument in favour of dating the rel¬ 
iquary in die beginning of Gandhara art. As a last argument in 
favour of the early date of the casket, we finally put forward the 
fact that die small Buddha figures are wrapped up entirely in their 

S8) SerCb. (II. pp. 216-217. 
ap) MAitiS-HALt., ExcjirdSi&m Taxiij, Th^ Sikpa^ and sf 

fduiiim, Memoirs itj fhg Arthaeohgicd Snrt'tj Irtdia, N® 7* Calcutta 1P21, 
pL V, a and Xll, c; hwictfoffh dibbrc^iated a* 
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monk's robes, even the sleeves are rolled tightly around their hands. 
This early aspect also occurs on the reliefs of Sikct. 

So we see that the reliquary of Kaniska not only shows the 
oldest dated Buddha image, but moreover should be placed in the 
period of the beginning of North-West Indian art. Here we have 
a starting-point, from which we will proceed to follow and describe 
the development of that art, but before doing so we will first of 
all expound Bachmofer's opinion. 

Although an enormous quantity has been written about Gan- 
dhara art, ever since the first moment scientists started to occupy 
themselves with this kind of art, the first serious endeavour to 
classify the available material In a chronological and stylistical 
sequence was not made until 1925, viz. by BachHOFER^“). A gennal 
view of his conception gives us the following: In the beginning of 
North-West Indian art the reliquary of Bimarin was made, which 
is dated about the year 50 B.C. on account of the deposit of 
coins of Azes, while the casket of Kaniska belongs to the final 
period of this ait, owing to, in his opinion, signs of decay. 

Besides we have some specimens of Gandhara art, showing a 
date in an unknown era, which BACHHOFER—in agreement w ith 
Vogel—takes to be the Seleucidian era. Th^ dates viz, Loriyan 
Tangai 318, Hashtnagar 38^ and Skarah Dheri 399 therefore 
correspond to resp. A.D. 6, 72 and 87. Of these pieces the first 
one is excellent (sec fig. 10) and consequently represents the 
flourishing period, while the latter (see fig. 19), according to the 
extremely bad execution, is obviously a product from the time of 
decay. The robe in the piece dating from 72 A.D, (see fig, 11) is 
still treated as something substantial, but nevertheless the body 
begins to show through, while the pleating becomes more stereo* 
ty^. On the whole tlie sculpture from the third part of the 1st 

90) Namely in his Zut Ctfrtervvj dtt Ca^dbafa-PUsUk, This was rcpntited 
in his Di* iTHbittdutht Ploittk, Muothen 1979. pp. 74-88, The icit was sdmewhal 
rcirrui^d but the ideas Feiujincd the same. 

91) In his aitide On Gt^^h and Saias in Indiif^ vol. 61^ pp. 
223-250, csp. pp- 22B-229. BachHofer now changes this dale (O *'(mt decennJa 
of the 1st century on the ground of his opinion that Che coins would be 
of Azjcs II. 
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century A.D. shows a mannerism in the conventional treatment, 
which announces decay ®“). Tlie period is then closed by the rel* 
iquify of Kani^. According to Bachhofer this can be ascribed 
to about the year 90 A.D. at the earliest, as it is impossible to date 
it earlier^ that is to say nearer to the still rather well-executed 
sculpture of Hashtnagar from the year 72 A.D, After this a period 
of rough, boorish art follows in the 2nd century, of which the 
reliefs of the Dharmarajika stupa at Taxila (see figs. 5 and 6) and 
those of stupa R 4 from the end of the 2nd century are examples. 
Then a new revival follows in the 3rd century, which Bachhofer 

wants to be considered as a kind of renaissance after the Kusana 
period, as in this time one is strongly reminded of the good' art 
from the 1st century A,D., e.g. the s^cco images in the chapels 
N IS (see fig. 20) and N 16 at Taxila. The end of this art is then 
found in the stucco reliefs, discovered by Marshall in the mon¬ 
asteries of Mohra Moradu (see fig. 21) and Jauli^ at Taxila, 
dated by Bachhofer in the 3rd and 4tli century’*^). So, in short, 
Backhofer's scheme of development of Gandhara art comes to 
this: 

Rise in the 2nd half of the 1st century B.C. during the reign of 
Azes; golden age about the beginning of our era and 1st half 
of the 1st cen^ AD.; decay 2nd century A.D,; rise of the renais¬ 
sance: beginning of the 3rd century; new flourishing in the middle 
of the 3rd century; definite decay at the end of the 4th century. 

Such a double flourishing, which also in Bachhofers eyes is 
a“ratselhafte Renaissance" is, "a priori", not impossible, though 

92) L Dachhofrr, Zifr Oatit/vng */«■ Gamlhani-Plattii, p. 26. This gtoup 
of images, which he dates in the 2nd haJf of the 1st ccntuiy A.D. in Di*- fruitnt/^ 
jfirf PloJt/i, Tol, II. pj. 145 and 14^. is now ascribed by him to 1st haJI of the 
2nd centuiy A.D.. as appears from his On Gretli and Sakm in fftdia. j-A OS., 
voJ. 61. IWl. pp. 225 seq. The reason for this change b the fact that he now 
ideoLfjcs duj coins which accomparned the reliquary of Biiiunn as of Aaes II in¬ 
stead of Aies I. Guuecpiently (he whole chitioology becomes somewhat later. 

93) L Bachhofer, Znr batitrsng dtr Gandhofa-Plasitk, pp. 18-20. Sir John 
M^hall dates these monasteries in the 4th and Sth centuries A D., A Guide 
10 TaxtJa, 5rd ed., pp. 125, 130. 

94) L, Bachhofer, Die frii/ndwhe PJast/i, p. 93, 
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not very* probable, but conclusive arguments can be advanced 
against it in thb case, for it is not very acceptable that between 
these two flourishing periods sculptures could have been made, 
which have so few peculiarities left from the first flourishing 
period. The reliquary of Kaniska is an instance of this. This piece 
and the reliefs from building L at Taxila (see figs. 5 and <5) show 
a technical ability only just starting on a line of development. 
Besides it is generally assumed that those reliefs, which are more 
or less still in the stage in which the scene meant to be represented 
is indicated more precisely with symbols, belong to the beginning 
of l^e line of development, as this custom of using symbols 
originates from old native Indian art and does no longer occur so 
definitely in later sculptures. And now it happens that exactly one 
of those reliefs from building L b such a piece. Here we see the 
first preaching in the deer-park at Benares represented: the 
Buddha, seated on a platform under the Bodbi-tree, b turning a 
large dharmacakra with hb right hand, which is placed before 
him on a little pillar with trlratna-symbol, a deer on either side 
of this. This is obviously a remainder of the time in which only 
symbols were used and so the relief should undoubtedly be dated 
very near the beginning of Gandhara art. 

But thb scheme of a golden age followed by a renaissance is not 
only incorrect because of the reasons just explained, but the two 
starting-points of Bachhofer: the reliquaries of Bimaran and 
Kaniska as landmarks at the beginning and the end of the 
flourishing period, admit of doubt. That the first casket was not 
made in the 1st century B.C. we have proved in detail before; that 
the latter cannot be judged by emotional arguments, like Bach¬ 

hofer does, following In the track of Vogel, Sk>oner and 
Marshall, we have abo explained already. Bachhofer himself 
points to the dangers of such emotional arguments with the words: 
“...mb den bisher iiblidren Worten: gute Arbeit, schlechte Zeit, 
Stuck der besten Zeit, gute hellenistische Tradition, ist gar nichts 
geholfen, solange alles schwankt und pr^se Aussagen fehlen.” 

9S) L BaCMHOFcr. Zut Dinitrttttg dtr Gmdhara-Ptiuiii, p. 14. 
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Siunimrizing, we omnot share Bachhofer's point of view that 
the relicjuary of Kaniska originates from the end of the flourishing 
period, not to mention moreover the fact that he dates it in the 
year 90 A.D., as an earlier date does not fit into his stylistic scheme 
of development. We have argued in detail before, why the rel- 
it]uary does not stand at the end but at the beginning of the devel¬ 
opment; and with regard to the date it is clear—now that KonoW 
Im again explained in tlie Corpus his opinion about the reading 
of the year I on the reli<]uary—that the piece dates from the year 

A.D. to which Thomas, another first-class epigraphist, 
agrees 

Between the two reliquaries Bachhofer then inserts the three 
images with dated inscriptions resp. Loriyan Tangai, Hashtnagar 
and Sk^ah DherL If we compare these sculptures from a style- 
critical point of view with those of which we know for certain that 
they originate from the beginning of Gandhara art, like e.g. the 
sculptures from the stupa of SikrT and from building L at Taxila, 
then it is clear that the first two images have not been made until 
long after these reliefs. Not only the tedmique and the ability of 
the sculptors has considerably improved, but the various elements 
of decoration show a further degree of development as well, as 
for instance the pilaster, still round and slender at SikiT, flat and 
broad on the relief of the basis of Loriy^ Tangai; and finally 
on that of Hashtnagar strongly tapering towards the upper end. 
Therefore our conclusion is, that the images from the so-called 
flourishing period of Bachhofer have been made much later than 
the rehquary of Kaniska, and for the greater part must rightly be 
classified with those images, ascribed by Bachhofer to a renais¬ 
sance of Gandhara art, because in many respects they strongly 
resembled the sculptures which he placed In his flourishing period 
of the 1st century A.D. The explanation of the resemblance 
between both groups is very simple now: it is one and the same 
group, to wit the golden age of Gandhara art. Bachhofer has 

96) Cotfuj, pp. 135137. 
—Thomas, Rtt-um oj th« Inieripiiatn/n/ Indiean/m, vol. II, 
Gottingneif Geit/frte Anztigen, Jr^. 193 1931, pp, op p. 5. 
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probably aJso been deceived by the fact tliat the material of the 
objects under comparison was stone in one case and stucco in the 
other, which difference in material causes various effects* also on 
account of the fact that plaster is modelled more easily. 

The fact that sculptures like those of Loriy^ Tangai, Hasht- 
nagar and Skarah DherY belong, style-critically speaking, to a rnuch 
later period than the reliquary of Kaniska, n^es it impossible 
in itself that the era, in which they are dated, is the Seieuctdian era. 
For further objections to the Seleucidian era we moreover refer 
to Chapter One As the sculptures are undoubtedly dated in the 
old Scythian era they can moreover serve as landmarks in our 
following survey. 

W^e have seen that during a rather limited period of either 
import or copies of Hellenistic ware, the native art is given an 
impulse leading to the first timid steps of Gandh^a art so famous 
later on. Rather soon the Buddha image presents itself in this art, 
but fioi yet during the reign of Kujula Kadphises, as we saw' above^ 
Moreover we w'onder whether these early Scythian monarchs had 
an art of their own or not. They were far too much occupied w'idi 
warfare to have time for art. In the centuries before and after the 
beginning of our era North-West India was repeatedly harassed by 
invasions and this is by no means conducive to art. According to the 
discoveries at Sirkap it is very obvious that at that time Buddha 
images did not yet exist, as not one single image or even a fragment 
of one has been found. With the reliquary of Kaniska we have the 
first dated image of the Buddha, but of course it Is possible that 
the custom of representing the Master had come into vogue some 
dccennia before. During Kanin’s reign this custom then quickly 
increases, as also appears from the reproduction of the Buddha on 
a coin of Kaniska, indicated as such by the inscription in Greek 
characters of BOA^O (see textfig. 6). 

The oldest type of the Buddha image seems always to have been 
represented with a moustache. All sculptures, of which for other 
reasons we can assume that they date from the beginning of Gan- 

See Oi, I. pp. 19-22. 
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dhara art (reliquary of Kaniska, stiipa of Sitrl and building L at 
Taxila) show Buddhas with moustaches. This does not exclude, 
however, that also in later times Buddhas with moustaches some¬ 
times do occur, but in general tlie Master seems to be clean-shaven. 

Apart from that—and we should like to 
empliasii^ this here—it is very difficult 
to give a definite statement about the 
later images, as the possibility still 
remaim that the moustaches were paint¬ 
ed on the images afterwards. In our 
opinion, this has generally been taken 
too little into consideration “®), viz., that 
the images, as we have then now, are no 
longer in their original state, and that 

Tcat% 6. rjjm of Kani^ka is Consequently possible that several 
details only painted on, have been lost. 
Stucco heads "inter alia" found at 

Hadda show moustache, eyebrows, eyes and urn.i painted on 
Von Le Coq found a Buddha head with a painted moustache in 
^ntral Asia So the only thing wg can say is that on the early 
images the moustache was always represented in relief. 

In general, one gets the impression that small reliefs were in 

- Dif EMirrcktu/txiEeieAicAti; Jfi B/nidhaMdei 
ifi tfiJim, 02... Neue Folg^, vol. VT. Berlin 19M>. pp. 265-277. who wants 
to distiDsuish two ^ on the ground of this "Typ des mfen Mannes ’ and 

Jiuiglingstyp" or with other name a reilJsdc or lutnnllstic and an idealiased type. 
^ pp. 26B he. eif, WAiDscHMtOT copied these categories from A. GxUhwedel 
B^JJbuhieh, Kumt h ladhn, pp. 126^127. The idealized type should be older 
then because of its greater resemblance to Greek *it, whkh was built up ;^ain 
» the wrong premise: the more Grecian the more ancient Most images ciLstfled 
by these two authors as belonging to this lype. belong in our opinion (but on 
a«^t of other reasons) to the flourishing period. whUe tlio® which they count 
as belonging to the realistic type and conseijuently as of later date, am on Uic 
CQCitnry for the greater pwt the earlier spedmcfu. 

IDO) See J, j. Bakthol'x, Ln fejttJht Jt Pigaw H P/gMeitiei, Afe- 
matrti dr la DH^gdihn atehhhgifiit franfoitt tit Ajg^Jjian, tome III. Paris 
1&30, pl. (L 

EOl) A. VOS Lt CoQr BuddfMitifche Spatantrie in Mrtlelasien. vol. t 
Dft PiMtii. Berlin 1922, pt. 25, c. 
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vogue in the import-period, as we have several reliefs from that 

time which as far as concerns their style could have been imported 
directly from the Mediterranean area. We mention, for Instance, 
the relief with the so^alled river-gods Besides we possess some 
reliefs where laymen are often arranged in three or four 

couples As far as we can see no lar]^ detaxdied images from 
this time exist The artists restricted themselves to the smaller 
genre-pieces, like the tiny image of Harpocrates Now, 

as f ree sculpture was not executed very much yet in the short 
period during the reign of the Parthian monarchs, but on the 

contrary the small oblong relief apparently was used as 
decoration, it is obvious to assume that also at the beginning of 

Gandhira art this kind of plastic was rather common, while the 
detached image had not yet reached that popubrlty, which it 
would enjoy in later centuries Actually we have not found 
detached Buddhas up till now, corresponding in style to the 

Buddhas of the earliest reliefs. Apart from the difference in style 
which seems to exist between the oblong reliefs from import-art 
and those from early Gandhara art, there also seems to be a differ¬ 
ence with regard to the subjects represented. In Hellenistic import- 

art these are mostly tableaux from classical mythology or from 

worldly, daily life! little, domestic scenes, men and women at 
drinkirig-boute and feasts, etc., etc. The subjects, represented by 
early Gandliara art, which continue to occupy all North-West 

Indiaii art afterwards, are semes, w hich in some way or other have 
something to do with religious life if they do not represent the 

life of the Buddha himself, or that of one of his predecessors, or an 

102) A, FOUCHEA, A.C.B.. vol. I, fig. t26v p. 247, 
103> Sec e.g, A. Foucheh, A.GB,, toI, 1, ftg. IJl, p. 2S3. 
104) Reproduced in J. MaksHall. A Giriiie lo pt. XV wid I.. Bach* 

liOFER, Dft fr^hindne^ pi. No. 

105) QtiCHTHAt,^ opInioA i^p the Buddhi fine cum iftto vogwe 
and that cbe nutreitive reliefs followed oolj afterwards. This h itnpo^iblc, as the 
narrative rdief was very popular tn India sbioe oldeti times* so lhat such reliefs 
undoubtedly were known also in Gindhira in very early times alrady. In case 
Buchthal would be eighty many detached Buddba iniiges of the type cnet with 
m the oldest reliefs ou^t to have been found also; H, BuonHAiLv TAe W^^sitrrt 

Aififfii 47/ Sc/flfitmt, London 1945. 
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episode from one of hb former existences. As far as vi'e can judge 
now, this difference beh^'cen the two styles and periods of art as 
regards the subjects seems decidedly striking, but of course it 
remains possible that in the long run we will discover that often 
even the very frivolous representations of Hellenistic import-art 
may iiave had something to do with religion. 

It seems to us that the oldest sculptures from early Gandhaia 
art are reliefs, placed as decoration round the drums of several 
stupas, like those at SikrT (see figs. 3 and d), representing the most 
important events in the Buddha's life: birth, first meditation, the 
great renunciation, meditation under the Bodhi-tree, attack of Mara 
and the calling-to-witness of the earth, first preaching in the deer- 
park at Benares, the Nirvana etc., etc. The function of these panels 
could be compared with that of the stations of the Cross in the 
Roman CadioHc churches, both used as illustrations of the Master's 
life and at the same time as a meditation-object during the circum- 
ambulance. In these panels the Buddha is always represented in a 
thick woollen monk's robe, enveloping the whole body and only 
leaving the feet free. In the attitude of meditation even the hands 
are completely wrapped up in the rob^^peclally in these oldest 
specimens; a square piece of the garment often hangs down over 
the lap to the ground. The hair is tightly drawn backwards and 
gathered in a top-knot while the eyes are wide-open and the 
upper lip wears a moustache. In many cases the representation of 
the figures is rather clumsy. These scenes from the Buddha's life 
often give the impression of still being very close to that stage of 
old Indian art in which the special scenes meant to be represented 
w'ere only indicated by means of symbols. If for instance we 
compare the visit of Endra at Sikrl with the same at Bodh-Gap 
(see textfjg, 7), we find in both cases the remarkable fact that the 
sculptor apparently considered Pancasikha more important than 
India as a means for the identification of the scene. Here in early 
North-West Indian art, “inter alia” at StkrJ, the language of symbols 

106) the h»ir is feprcseflie*} in rilM running over the head and 
crossed by litUe grooves, piohably a first clum^ endavour to render wavy hair. 
See e.g, the visit of Tndra lo the Buddha on the stupa of Sikii, fig. J. 
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is still very distiact, as is the case in eaily Central Indian art. By the 
way we would like to point out that this close resemblance to the 
representation of this same scene in early Indian art makes it 
impossible to assume that the "ultimate models can be found among 
classical reliefs pertaining to grotto cults*’ (viz. Mithras, etc.), as 
Buchthai. thinks The mu* 
dras assumed bv the Buddha are * 
those of dhyana, bhumispar^a, vara 
and abliaya. The various scenes are 
separated by little round Corin¬ 
thian pilasters, which are some* 
times standing in individual com¬ 
partments. We should like to take 
the reliquary of Kanlska and the 
reliefs on the sides of the stupa of 
SikrI as representatives of this early 
stage “**)♦ The enumerated argu¬ 
ments seem sufficient to assign the 
reliefs to the ven’ beginning of the 
development of North-West In¬ 
dian art. Foucher, who was the first to publish an article on the 
reliefs of Sikri also admitted that various archaic elements in 
the reliefs, reminding one of Sanchi and Bodli-Gaya, indicate anti¬ 
quity but as on the other hand he applies to all Gandhara art 
the maxim: "The more Grecian the older, and the more Indian the 

la?) H. StJCHTHAii Ajpirts Annual 
Lecture an jupocts ©f Art, H«irictte Hertz Tnist of llic British Academy 
Pracirdrftgi tf/ tht Brftiib voL XXXl, L945* pp. 17*IS, 

lOS) Other exisinplcs of sculptures belonging either to this or the next 
of devclopreteat are: A. FOUCREH, vol, L fig. 136 on p. 259, m the 
Museum at Lihore* fig. on p, 279^ the Museum it Lahore (the heads of 
these two ejcamples ire missing): fig, 15! on p_ 299, %- 155 on p. 307+ And 
fig. 156 on p. 309, all in the Guides" Mes at Hot! Martisiii; fig. 289 on p. 587+ 
m the Museum at Lahore; fig. 276 on p- 557, in private collection; voL 
IL fig, 447 on p. 297, in the British Museum. 

109) A. Fouckeh, Lft dtt dt Siiti f.A., tOe 
s6ric. tome IJ, 1903, pp. 185-330. 

] 10) i premiere vue dii pounait les prendre pour de simple; tr^nspofitiorts 
gandhariennes d'anciens motifs magadhieru'^ ibidem^ p. 325. 

Tc3(tfjg. 7. Relief on the cailing 
at Bodh-GayS reptesentiog Indra's 
visit to the Bnddhi (O.Z., Neue 

Fotge. vdL XVi) 
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later*' **•), he decides on a date halfway between the rise and decay 

of Gandhara 
Bl'chthal also thinla that the evolution runs in the direction of 

archaisation, describing it as a "revival of the Early Buddhist and 
prenarrative scheme of Bodh-Gaya" It seems to us that this is 
reversing the matter. The archaic traits in the sculptures of Sikri, 
also observed by other writers, added to the arguments advanced 
above, consequently force us to decide that we have to do with one 
of the oldest w'orks of North-West Indian art. 

The reliefs of building L follow in a somew-hat later time (sec 
figs, 5 and 6). Here already the perspective is represented much 
more easily and the hair is indicated slightly wavy. But the symbols 
are still present, via. the cakra and little deer, and a mistake like 
the too large hands shows a not yet experienced ability. The aureole 
is rather small, compared with later images, and has a thin line 
scratched along the outline of the disc. The robe has been rendered 
already far less stiffly; the hem of the garment, falling down from 
his right wrist over the front, runs upwards again in a beautiful 
round curve over his left w'rbt. This left hand, how’ever, gathers 
the material into a bundle of pleats, sometimes held up slightly, 
sometimes simply kept in the hand lying in the lap* the r^, 
however, falls down over the seat in a number of pleats (see 
fig. 6), Round the neck the garment is folded into two typical 
triangles (see textfig. 13 on p. 189), It is the Buddha image in this 
stage of development that has undoubtedly served as a model for die 
images at jMathura about the year 130 A.O. As we will see further 
on in Chapter Three, die sculptors at Mathura have had examples 
from North-West India that must have been closely related in 
all respects to this type of Buddha image from building L at 

111) See p. 91. 
112) A. Foucher, Ztj ^-nlirfx dn ilspit de Sttri {Giindhirti)., /. /i.t lOe 

siiie. tome II, 1905. p. 329. Hts ugiuoeat th*r che ftct that the Buddha, figvtt is 
reptooilcd A little laigfr than his acuJj^cs points to a late date, is totottect. 
Since the earliest times also In the art of Mathura Buddha was mostly repmented 
larger than the persons nirrounding him. 

113) H. BucktKaL, The V'tsttra Ajftett of C^^^td6afA Sful^mrtf London 
I94S. p. 19. 
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Taxila. To mention only a few of the striking resemblances be¬ 
tween these Buddha figures and the copies from Mathura about 
die year 130 A.D.; the pleating round the nedr with the typical 
large triangle on either side, the right hand only slightly raised, 
the curve of the hem of the garment, the direction of the pleats 
over the knees. In later times the robe often folds closer togedier 
directly under the right wrist, so that the leg is no longer visible. 
Finally the Buddha wears a moustache and his eyes are wide-open. 
As this stage of development (of which only a few pieces are 
left, and which apparently was limited chiefly to the decorating 
reliefs round the base of a stupa) was copied about the year 
130 A.D. at hfathura, it must have already existed at that time 
and probably somewhat earlier. 

A relief found at Begram by Barthoux is very closely related 
to these reliefs of building L at Taxila (see pL 7). In the middle 
of the relief we see the Buddha seated on a throne, on both sides 
two acolytes, and in addition a severely damaged figure at the 
right end of the relief. In Chapter Three we will return to the 
identity of these acolytes This relief shows again all 
enumerated peculiarities: the typical line of the hem and the 
lappet of the garment gathered up, the triangular pleat around 
the neck, the rather large hand, wide-open eyes, the moustache, 
the small halo with the line inside the outer edge. The hair, 
gathered into a big knot, has been combed rather tightly back¬ 
wards, one would almost be inclined to say more tightly still than 
is the case with the Buddhas of building L. But the lappet, falling 
over the seat, has been draped somewhat more elegantly and the 
undergarment, covering the leg and visible because the upper- 
garment is lifted by his right hand, has also been draped in a 
typical pleating: for just Iwfore the pl«Us touch the seat, they 
form a graceful curve, giving some elegance to the whole image. 
When publishing the inscription, Konow expressed the opinion 
that the script has a form, older than that of the inscription of 
Mamane Dheri from the year 89 of the Kaniska era, i.e. l67 A.D, 

U4) Sep Ch. Ill, pp. 172-m. 
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and later than that of the inscription of Hadda from the year 28, 
Le. 106 A,D. This tallies with our opinion, expressed on 
styte-ciiticaJ grounds, viz. that the piece dates from about the time 
to which the reliefs of building L at Taxita belong. Perhaps the 
typical pleat in the undergarment, which we will find further 
on in several pieces from the golden age of Gandhara act, points 
to the fact that the relief from Begram is somewhat later than 
that from building L at Taxi la. 

After having discussed some seated Buddha images from the 
early period we will now proceed to stxne examples of standing 
Buddhas. Almost all characteristics of this period are to be found 
best in the Buddha of fig. 8 and the two Buddha figures repro¬ 
duced in Foucher's L’art grico'bouddhique du Gandhara, vol, t, 
p. 375, fig. 189; and vol. 11, p. 775, fig. 5S5 ""). The most 
striking characteristic is the large, high cluster of hair on top 
of the head. Behind the head, in two cases, a small halo with an 
engraved line inside the outer edge. In the third case the halo 
is missing. All three have their eyes wide-open. Their faces show 
large moustaches. In two out of three cases the robe forms a 
triangular pleat round the neck. Their right hands are lifted in 
abhayamudxa, the left hands hold a lappet of the robe, and are 
raised in two cases, in the third case the hand hangs down along¬ 
side the body. So we should like to assign these three reliefs also 
to the early period of Gandhara art- Of the two reliefs, resp. 
from Berlin (see fig. «) and Mardan, (AG.B., vol. I, p. 375), 
this is moreover very likely on account of the fact that they show 
the typical triangular pleat around the neck, which we also find 
on the oldest images at Mathura betraying the influence from 
Gandhara, so that this pleat must have been in vogue in North- 
West India in the time before the year 51 of Kaniska, i.e. 129 A.D,, 

115) S, Konov, Kh^oththi Insrriptiitti oh j Bwgratft £f. InJ., 
vol. 22. 1955, pitt 1, pp. U-l4, €Sp, p. 12. 

116) This inugr is also fcproduced in E. Waldschmidt, DU EatwUiliingt- 
gtsfhtfhff Jet BudJhakilJtT in tnJ/en, O.Z^ Netjr Folge, voJ, VI, 1930, pL 54, i 
and J, Bukgess, BteJdhht Art in InJU, London 1901. fig. U7, 
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the year from which tlie oldest dated image from Mathura showing 
influence from Gandhara originates. 

Proceeding, we have, chronologically speaking, a hold on the 
image found at Mamiine Dherl of the year 89 of the Saka era or 167 
A.D. (see fig. 9). Here we have obviously arrived at what we should 
like to call a flourishing period. In the past three or four decennia 
the art has rapidly improved. This does not only appear from the 
Buddlia image itself, but also from the entourage of the scene, 
which obviously represents the visit of Indta to the Buddha. With 
an ratreme love for detail the wood with its inhabitants has been 
depicted; tiny monkeys, deer, all kinds of birds, such as doves, 
a peacock, etc. In the midst of all this animal life are figures 
worshipping the Buddha, among whom we also discover Indra 
with his harpist Pancasikha. Below, to the right, we see Airavata, 
Indra's elepliant, holding up a sun shade in its trunk. By the love 
with which ail this animal life and the details of nature have been 
represented we recognise the Indian sculptor. Here an artistic 
aptitude finds expression, which can also be admired in the beau¬ 
tiful gates at Sanchl. 

The human figures have been set up in space with great ease, 
standing or kneeling in loose, graceful attitudes and the draperies 
accentuate this element by their jaunly representation. 

The Buddha image itself shows a great improvement after the 
sculptures from building L at Taxila and that from Begram. 
Certainly the robe is still rendered as a rather thick material, and 
die body does not show through it, however, some differences can 
be observed: the hair, which is rendered very naturally and distinctly 
wavy, drops to a sharp point in the middle of the Ibe of the fore¬ 
head, the aureole has b«ome larger and has been left completely 
smooth, the Buddha does not seem to wear a moustache (unless 
it was pabted on)> the fold in the undergarment, in this case 
under both legs, has been much more accentuated. We notice 
this pleat, folded towards the front aloitg the leg, coming mto 
vogue along the legs of the standbg and kneeling figures as well. 
We have good examples of this m the fourth and sixth figure 
from the left b the lowest row, (It is possible that the figure to 
Van ioHifiUN-DiE Lssuw, The g 
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the right of the Buddha of Begnuo alio sJiows already tliat pleat 
along the riglxt leg, but that is not deafly visible in the photo¬ 
graph.) That the eyes are all but dosed does in itself not necessarily 
lead to the conclusion that the Buddhas in this period no longer 
have wide^opened eyes (although tliat is very probable indeed), 
for in this case the Buddha has been represented in meditation, 
which implies that the eyes are half-closed. 

The stage of development following that of Mamane Dheri 
we find in the Image of Loriyin TIhgai from the year 318 of the 
old era, i.c. IS9 A.D. (see fig. 10)♦ The detached image appears to 
have come into existence* This was to be expected, as standing 
images of the type of Mamane Dheri are also to be found. Cer¬ 
tainly the material is still indicated as a rather thick substance, but 
here and there the body shows dirough. On the pedestal (see fig. 
]2) a Bodhisattva is represented between four figures, flanked by 
two flat pilasters, which, however, do not yet taper upwards, and 

show a still elongated oblong 0 on the shaft, which points to a 

date in the beginning of (he great flourishing period* Unfortunately 
the image itself as well as the pedestal have been badly mutilated, 
so that we cannot draw many conclusions about the style, although 
the unconstrained, loose attitude of the acolytes on the pedestal 
points to an experienced sculptor. 

Halfway through the 3rd century the climax is reached. The 
i^ge of Hashtnagar from 384 = 255 A.D. is proof of this (see 
fig. 11), Sculptors now begin to render the robe as of much thinner 
material and the shape of the body shows through in main outlines. 
For instance, the left knee is very distinctly visible. The relief on 
the pedestal (see fig. 13) shows us a scene, now enclosed by two 
graceful Corinthian pilasters with tapering shafts, so characteristic 
of the sculptures from the golden age of Gandhira and later. Abo 

the oblong on the shaft lias become shorter j]. The scene on the 
pedestal finally shows that a master-sculptor has been at w'ork 
here. The three figures are placed in an unconstrained attitude 
around the Bodhisattva, who addresses a figure on his right side. 
The turned attitude, especially that of the second figure on the 
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left, has been represented very skilfully^ but the figure on the 
extreme right also deserves our attention in this respect. Because of 
strong mutilation but little can be said about the figure on the 
extreme left Unfortunately it is impossible to discern in the photo¬ 
graph, whether the two figures flanking the Bodhisattva, have 
a halo behind tlieir Iteads. In that case we would have a confir¬ 
mation of what we now only suppose, relying on the head-dress of 
both figures, as well as on the presence of many jev^'els on the 
figure on tlie right, and the lack of them on the one on the left, 
namely that they represent Indra and Brahma. 

It is a pity that the Buddhas of lairiyln Tanga: and that of 
Hashtnagar no longer possess heads, but we can form an idea our¬ 
selves on the ground of sculptures, whidi after comparison appear 
to belong to the same style-period. An image, showing, to say the 
least of it, striking resemblances to the Buddhas of Lori van T^gai 
and Hashtnagar, is a Buddha from Takht-i-Bahl (see fig. l4), at 
present in the "Museum fiir Volkerkunde" at Berlin For¬ 
tunately this piece is much less damaged than the Buddha of 
Loriyan Taiigai, and, moreover, the head is undamaged except 
for the nose, “Par acquit de conscience” we first give some reasons 
for assuming that this image originates from about the same time 
as the Buddhas mentioned. First of ail, the same corpulency of 
the body and the thick-set figure. Furthermore, the pleating b 
very similar: often a thinner and a thicker pleat alternate. In both 
cases the robe b of a rather transparent material, through which 
the body can be surmised in several places, e,g. especially the 
abdomen and the legs. Over their right legs the Buddhas from 
Takht-i-BahT and Hashtnagar show a very typical V-shaped pleat 
just above the lower hem of their robes. Moreover the pleating on 
the left shoulder and upper-arm of the first Buddha is nearly similar 
to that of the Buddha of Loriyan Tahgai, while the pleating on 
the right breast is exactly the same as on the Buddha of Hasht- 
nagar. From the latter image the left shoulder and arm are lacking. 

117) Mukiw) fiir VdIkeikuDde N° 1. C. S996, reproduced Ja L Ahah, Buddha- 
p). 1; hinber in J, SURCESS, Baddhitt Arl in India, fij^. 122. 
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SO that they cannot serve for comparison. Most striking, however, 
is the pleat of the undergarment, showing from under the upper- 
garment to our left, and which occurs in the same form in the 
image of Loriyan Tangai. This part unfortunately also has been 
broken away in the Buddha of Hashtnagar. This pleat is something 
very special. On a definite part of the leg, viz. at the knee, 

it suddenly stands out widely from the 
body. This is so striking that it is a conclusive 
argument for the resemblance between both 
pieces. On the photograph of the Berlin Buddha 
it looks as if something is holding the pleats of 
the undergarment together at the knee and 
that this is the cause why the pleats stand out 
so widely at the bottom. If we ire not mis¬ 
taken, the line of the pleats confirms this 
supposition. Textfig. 8 shows what we think 
we see. It cannot be discerned on the 
photographs what holds the pleats of the 
undergarment together at the knee, but some 
other images and reliefs of standing Buddhas 
give a solution: In several cases we see^‘*) 
a piece of material suddenly ending at the 
knee; probably a rather long shirt. It is true 
that these Buddhas do not show the strikingly 

wide pleats in the undergarment which characterize the Buddhas 
of Lori yin Tangai and Takht-i-Bahi, but neverdieless we can now 
explain the origin of the pleat from the fact that die shirt kept the 
material of the undergarment together rather tightly as high as the 

Teartfj^. 8. Detail of 
the mijolc's robe wore 

by the fiuddhji 

IIB) Andfni iaJijN afW CraecihBuddhist Sadftttfffi on view ut tbf 
iwrough Studios, Nrw York, po diEe, pp, 2^ 4t^ L. Buddhaslutuenf 
pL 5j A. Foucheil* vqI I, fig, 254, p. 465; A. K. CooWAftASWAMV, 

fig. 90; W* CoHHp Buddhjs in dfr Kumt dos Ostons^ Lcipdg 1925* 
p. 5. Coomaraswawy ha published m Sfi sulide entitkd NoSfS sur la tititfrtur^ 
iotiddhifue, ![[: Tfoh bai refitfs du Gandhara, R.A.A.t V, 3923, pp. 250- 
252 b pi. LiX, fig. 6p a relief, in which we see the Buddha^ crossing the Naira' 
ftjAoa, The MiwicT haj taken- off the uppergaraienl and is standbg in the water, 
dressed in undergarment ind shirt 
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knee. Let us now consider the head of the Buddha of Takht-i-BShl 
some^'hat closer. Perhaps some conclusions can be drawn from it 
with regard to the appearance of the Buddha heads from this period. 
In tire first place we liave to state that It cannot be seen on the 
photograph whether the Buddha wears a moustache or not. It 
seems that the face is clean-shaven, but the possibility that the 
moustache w'as painted on always remains, the more so when we 
see, that a piece like the Buddha bust at Berlin ”®), which has 
a distinctly visible moustache in relief, has a naked right shoulder, 
which as we will see further on points to a period after the middle 
of the 2nd century A,D. So wc cannot be certain about the 
moustache. Like that of the Buddha of Mamine 
pherT, the head is covered with wavy hair, which 
begins at the top of the forehead without that 
sharply cut line of the forehead which we will often 
see on later images (see textfig. 9). The hair runs 
backwards from the middle of the line of the fore¬ 
head in wavy strands and shows a deep point in the 
middle, just like that of the image of MaiMne 
pheri. Although the eyelids are damaged, it can 
still just be seen that the eyes arc no longer wide- 
open, like in the early period of Gandhlra. Pro¬ 
bably this was the case already in some earlier images, but as said, 
it could not be ascertained for the Buddha of Mamane Dberl. just 
as that of Mamane Dherl the halo is smooth and large, compared 
with the nimbus of the early Buddhas. 

Still another Buddha at Berlin i”), stylistically speaking, very 
strongly resembles that of Hashtnagar (see fig. 15). This one 
shows the same corpulency as the Buddha of Hashtnagar, In 
both images the trunk of the body is very distinctly visible under 
the robe, which has been tightly drawn especially over the ab- 

H9) Btflin, Museum fiir VSlkoJiflJndc N° L C J246U Reproduced ifi L 
Adam, pi. 2. 120) Sr* pp. 12S 

131) Rcpioduced in A. voN Le CoQp Dk Buddhismet^ in Mitm- 
tfjfVWp vol- 1. Dk FUitii, pL J *nd E. mLuscHMtDT, Kasseba, 
Tarfcm^ pi. 4, 

Todftg. 9- 
Sharply cut line 
of tik fofditid, 
peculiarity of 

Imcf irrugics 
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dcjmen, and, as a matter of fact, the garment seems to be only 
a thin film* The Buddha at Berlin shows the same wide pleat at 
the side of the right leg, only b a somewhat less exaggerated way. 
And here too the photograph seems to show something at the 
knee, which resembles the hem of the shirt. Again in both images 
we see the same pleats on the right breast and the right leg. 
Concerning the head of this Buddha we can remark that the 
hair also still runs backwards from the forehead in the same wavy 
strands. Once more the halo is large and smooth* The moustache 
is again missing, so in the Buddha images moustaches are probably 
out of fashion {as far as they were indicated in relief), but we 
regularly find them in the representations of Bodhisattvas, 

So we see that the golden age of Gandhara art expands from the 
middle of the 2nd century A.D, onwards. The influence of Gan- 
dhira on Amaravatl, observed by SEN ART, should not necessarily 
lead to the conclusion that consequently towards the end of the 
2nd century the flourishing period of Gandhara had already 
passed, but rather that it had just started. Probably the Hellenistic 
influence found in Amarivati is due to influence exercised by 
Mathura, where about 130 A.D. examples of early Gandhara art 
were copied. 

To the flourishing period of North-West India belong sculptures 
like the Buddha from Sahrd-Bahlol {see fig, 17), and the seated 
Buddha at Berlin (see fig. 16); further, the Btodhisattvas from 
Sahr-i-Bahlol ^“) (see for instance fig. IS), to mention only a few 
detached sculptures. 

The great resemblance BacHHOFER saw between scwne of these 
pieces, e.g- the Buddha from Sahr-i-Bahlol and the stucco Buddhas 
from a—accordmg to him—much later time, like those in chapel 
N 18 (see fig. 21) at Taxila, made him decide on a renaissance 
period in the 3rd century A.D, Now in our opinion this is 
incorrect, as we have already said, and the explanation for the 
resemblance between both groups of images lies in the fact that 

122) L, fiACKHOrEA, Zjtrr Datterung tier Candhard-Ptajiii, pi lO, Dh frUbin- 
pL. I43j fig- 2:. 
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they really belong to one and the same period, viz. the golden age 
of Gandhira, to wit, since the middle of the 2nd century down to 
and including the 3rd century and presumably even the beginning 
of the 4th century So the separate first flourishing period in 
the 1st century A.D,, assumed by Bachhofer, did not exist at all. 
It goes without saying that in the golden age not all pieces 
reached perfection; less capable artisans are found in all times, but 
that should not necessarily lead to conclusions of an absolutely 
separate period for the less artistic pieces of work. The mannerism 
which according to BachhOFER would be characteristic of this 
period and which can indeed be discerned in many sculptures from 
North-West India, is a trait, the germs of which are present already 
very early. We remind the reader of the fold under the leg of the 
Buddha of Mam^e Dheri, which can also be noticed in a lesser 
degree in earlier images. 

The stuccos found by Sir John Marshall in the monastery of 
Mohra Moradu show this mannerism to such an extent that one 
might speak of a baroque inclination. The hanging lappets, which 
in former times were already in vogue especially for Bodhisattvas 
and royal figures (see fig. 9), now appear also in the Buddha 
images. These lappets now fall down in V-shaped flounces with 
rippling edges, which give an extremely jaunty expression, but 
when exaggerated we may talk of a turbulent, baroque excess. Sir 
John Marshall dated the finds from the complex of Mohra 
Moradu in the 4th and the 5th century on grounds of the form 
of the brickwork. 

After the discovery of the monasteries of Mohra Moradu and 
of Jaulian most archaeologists, from the fact that so many stucco 
images were found there, drew the conclusion that after the 2nd 
century A.D. Gandhara art had completely died out as far as 
stone sculpture was concerned, and after that time only sculpture 
in plaster was produced’'^). In favour of this conception the 

123) Wc would like to draw dur reader's attention to the fact that Rowland 
arrived at the same date* be it along another line of arguments;, see p. 7R. 

124) A. Fouchir in J. MaihsHall, Excai^athm at TaxMat M AS K N® 7* 

p, 30; B. Rowland Jr. id GartJbara attii Antiiffie At^: The Buddha imaget 
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fourth and up til) now latest dated imagp from North-West India 
could plead, we mean the Hariti figure from Skarah Dherl, dated 
in the year 599 of the old era or 270 A.D. Everyone agrees that 
thb image is ugly, and accordingly the conclusion was drawn that 
it is a specimen from the time of the decay of Gandhira art* In 
contrast to the theory just given about a decay in stone sculpture 
with only a continuation or—as Bachhofer thinks—a revival of 
sculpture in stucco afterwards, represented by the monastery-com¬ 
plexes of Jauiian and Mohra Moradu, another possibility exists 
which we should like to put forward, as to us it seems nearer the 
truth. When examining the figures of Mohra Moradu (see 
fig. 21), our attention is attracted to the at least striking reson- 
blance between several specimens and the Buddhas and Bodhi- 
sattvas of the golden age, e.g. those from Sahr-i-Bahlol. This 
coropeb us to conclude that these sculptures of Mohra Moradu 
are contemporary with the pieces of Sahr-t-Balvlol etc., or else 
represent a stage, immediately following it. 

An argument in favour of this is the foUowLng: The resemblance 
between die two compared styles of art is so striking, that it is 
impossible to assume that between the Bodhisattvas from Sahr-t- 
Bahlol (and in general the srt'le from the flourishing period, 
represented by that image) and the art from Mohra Moradu, the 
image from Skarah Dherl from 270 A.D. should be interpolated, 
at least if thb image represents a period of decay as b generally 
assumed. Should this last supposition be correct, then the only 
conclusion would tiave to be that the plaster sculptures in question 
from Mohra Moradu dated from a period before 270 A.D. No'W 
it seems to us, that this does not tally with the fact that Sir John 

Marshall ascribed a so much later date to that art. So the only 

Su^pirment lo vo3. XLVJ. 19-(2, pp. 229-230 Jap: “There *ie in- 
dkaiiofiS thit staoe sculpture was dftcTi replaced by work \n stucco botli Indit 
And Afghanistan U a time probably no kter thin the midfourih century A.D., and 
It may be that we should teatathfcly idee the year 350 A.D. is i temUnus post 
quern for all the carvings in Here the sixthor ohriousty contridicts himseH. 
probably he means that 350 A.D, Is the "'termiuiis ante quem^' for the carvings 

tn slate. 
125) S« also L BaCHHOFEI, fnihindhehie P/dfi/ip pi 154, fig L 
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remaming alternative is that the Image of Skarah Dhen cannot 
be considered as the representative of a definite period of art, 
and, in this case, of decadence, but that it is simply an isolated 
inferior piece, which can occur more than once even in flourishing 
periods, 

A striking argument in favour of this point of view is the fact 
that only 15 years before, an image as excellent as the Buddha of 
Hashtnagar could be produced. It is impossible that art could so 
quickly degenerate in sucli a short period and again after some time 
produce sculptures like that from the monastery of Mohra Moradu, 
whidi so strongly resemble images from the time preceding the 
sudden decay. Consequently we do not accept a period of deca- 
dcnce between the golden age and tlie fragments from Mohra 
Moradu in question, and we think they form one united whole. 

Either of the two followmg conclusions can be drawn from this: 
1— ^The sculptures of Mohra Moradu under discussion date from 

the flourishing period (second half of the 2nd century or the 
3rd century A.D.), or: 

2— ‘The golden age covers the 4th and 5th centuries as well. 
It seems to us that instead of these two extremes it would be best 

to steer a middle course, for we have already seen that to the first 
possibility the objection can be raised that Sir John Marshall, 

for architectural reasons, ascribes the art of the complex of Mohra 
Moradu to the 4th-5th century. In objection to the second possi¬ 
bility we should like to advance that a dating of the flouri^ng 
period in the 5 th century A.D. is impossible, after comparing the 
stuccos in question from the monastery of Mohri Moradu with the 
stucco sculptures from the monastery of Jaulilii, of which it can 
be assumed that they date from the 5th century on account of the 
freshness of the Kharosthi inscriptions on the images. So according 
to their fresh appearance the inscriptions cannot have been very 
old when the monastery was destroyed by the invasion of the 
White Huns in the 5th century. It is tme that sculptures have been 
found at Mohra Moradu, which show a resemblance to those from 
Jaulian from 5th century, but as far as we can see these first 
are precisely not the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas which strongly 
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resemble the flourishbg period of Gandhara art. This can be 
explained by the fact tliat even after the 3oIden age also stucco 
work was made in Mohra Moradu, so that the monastery possessed 
art from the end of the 3fd or the beginning of the 4th century and 
also from the 3th century. Probably it w'as not destroyed or deserted 
until the invasion of the Hcphtalitcs. On the other hand there are 
pieces at Jaulidh stylistically resembling the—in our opinion 
—earlier sculptures of Mohra Moradu. But those are precisely not 

the images* which* as appears from the undamaged KharosthT 
inscriptions they bear, belong to the 3 th century. So when we 
compare the, in our opinion, early fragments from Mohra 
Moradu (see fig. 21) with sculptures of Jaulian from the 3th 
century we can observe the following differences of style, 
which point to an earlier date for the art of Mohra Moradu, in 
contrast with those of Mohra Moradu the sculptures of Jauli^ 
are not very elegant, the figures often are even wooden, and the 
modelling is strongly impressionistic. For instance the hair is often 
indicated by little round imprints in the surface of the head 
or by rows of semi-circular imprints from the forehead back¬ 
wards* as seen in the somewhat later art of Hadda ^’'). From a 
distance this gives the same effect of light and shade as the older 
heads of Mohra Moradu, but these often have beautiful and regular 
zig-aag wavy hair, flowing out all over the head from the now 
often sharply cut line of the fordiead The in our opinion early 
sculptures of Molira Moradu have furtliermore numerous larger 
and smaller pleats, while on the seated Images many lappets hang 

126) See f« iiucance L. BaCHHOFIiR, Die frSkindisfhe PhaiiHj^ pi. 137, fig. 2, 
especially the pleats oa the right upp^r arm md under the right forwm. Furthcr- 
mofE J. Marshall, Extai'dii&m ar JJ., 7, pt. XVITh 

127) See also L Bachhofer, DvV PidJiik^ pi, 134, fig. L 
124) J. MaksHall^ 4 Cniiif f0 Taxfh, 3rd ed.j pL XXII. 
129) See precedidg note, figure at the right and J. MAaSHALL, 

di TdxiLt, M.ASJ., 7. pi, XIX. a and b. 
130) See J. Marshall, A io 3rd ed.^ p|, XXII, figure m the 

ceotie, 
131) L. Backhofer. Dif fruhindfifhe ph 161. figs. I and 2. 
132) Ibidem, pi. 15S* figs, J and 4^ and J, MARSHALL. Exemathns at Tax/Ja, 

7, pi Xll R. 
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down over the seat in giaceful V-shaped flounces with rippling 
edges. The images of Jaulian from the 5th century, on the other 
hand, have a far smaller number of pleats, limited to a few large 
ones, the smaller ones having been omitted, while the many hang¬ 
ing lappets are no more to be seen ***), at most we notice a sack- 
pleat but then without the rippling edges of the hem on 
either side, so characteristic of the lappets in the former period. 

So we should like to assign the early pieces of Mohra Moradu in 
question, which show sudi a striking resemblance to works from 
the golden age of Gandhara, to the end of the 3rd or to the 4th 
century. In that way, on the one hand, we suggest that the golden 
age of Gandhara art continued presumably even right into the 4th 
century A.D., and on the other hand we assume that the older 
sculptures from Mohra Moradu came into existence at the end 
of the 3rd century and during the 4th century, instead of in the 
4th and 5th centuries. This last is not in contradiction with the date, 
obtained by Sir John Marshall during his excavations. He says, 
that the monastery itself, judging by the building-technique, viz, 
semi-ashlar (see for this type for instance fig. 20), was built at the 
end of the 2nd century' A.D., while about two centuries afterwards 
additions and restorations were made. Besides, many coins from 
the 2nd century A.D, were found, especially of Huviska and Vasu- 
deva Hence the complex was rather old and built in the flour¬ 
ishing periods the large stupa I, decorated with the stucco Buddhas 
and Bodhisattvas which we especially used as material for oorn- 
parison, would belong to the 3rd-5th century. So we see that Sir 
John Marshall's data also set the limit in such a way, that our 
more precise dating of the, in our opinion, earlier stucco figures fits 

in easily. 
Our conclusion is, therefore, that the art of stupa ( at Mohra 

Moradu dates from the golden age of Gandliara, to be exact from 
its end, on account of the mannerism in the robe of the Buddha. 

We have explained why a decay of stone sculpture as a whole 

153) L. BachhoFJ-1, Di^ frMbindh^che Pisilrk^ pt. 157* 1. 
154) Ibidem* pL 156p fig. l 
155) J. MARSHA1.L* A TtiXfU, 3rd cd,, p. 125* 
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with the Hiriti of SkMah-Dheri at its close lioes not seem possible, 
and we have tried to prove that the fioucishing period lasted 
somewhat longer than was assumed up dll oow% and that the art of 
Mohm Moradu ought not to be considered as a renaissance. But 
we sdll owe an explanation of the fact, why at some sites only 
stucco sculptures are found. As said, it seems incorrect to assume a 
separate period for this kbd of art, as part of this piaster sculp¬ 
ture can be considered almost contemporary with the stone sculp¬ 
ture discovered at other sites. Hiat is why we do not see a chfono- 
logical explanation as the solution, but a geological one. It is a 
fact that the stone in the neighbourhood of Taxila b not very 
suitable for stone-cutting. It easily chips off and is very brittle; 
another kind of stone, the kanjux, b much too soft Tire supply 
of better stone from the Sw'it valley would have been very expen¬ 
sive, and therefore materials were used which were more easily 
obtained and moreover were much cheaper, viz. "linneplaster'' and 
clay. The first was always used for images and the decoration of 
stupas as this material is more weather-proof. For roofed-over 
sculptures the still cheaper day was very often used. 

There are still some points, which perhaps can be best put 
forward now'. They mostly concern pecuUarities of style, wiiich we 
have found espedally in later Gandhara art, and which conse¬ 
quently can be used as a dating-element. We can only touch upon 
thb incidentally, and we hope to be able to return to it more in 
detail in due time. 

In the first place, there exists a kind of sculpture fragments, 
which places the Buddha image in the midst of architectural 
scenery (see fig. 22). Thb mostly consists of the fa^de of a 
building with porticos and galleries. A large number of figures 
are seated here, an audience ranging from ordinary laymen to the 
highest Bodhisattvas, Buddhas or gods. The Buddha image in the 
middle of these pieces often shows peculiarities, pointing to a 
later date. The Buddha b nearly always seated in dharmacakra- 
mudei, and thb brings us to the second point. We have already 

136) J. MAlSHALi-p Mi Taxila^ N* 7* p. 13. 
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pointed out that in the beginning of Gandhara art, and in the ^ ^ 
ginning of die golden age as well, almost only the ahhayamudri 
and the dhyinamudra were used, Tlie appearance of the dharmaca- 
kraitiudra occurs in a later period, as the earlier piecK J 
always indicate the preaching of the Master by tneans of a wnal, 
which the Buddha turns with his hand '*") (s^ fig- 5). Somewtot 
later the w'heel is still represented on the relief, but the Buddha 
has already assumed the abhayamudra'“*). 

Bosch following Burgess thought that in Gandhara 
only the seated Buddha figures in dharmacakraniudra or bhumi- 
sparsamudra have an uncovered right shoulder. We have met, how¬ 
ever, with many examples of Buddhas with uncovered right 
shoulders, showing another mudra than the dharmacakramudra 
e.g. the Buddha found by Sit Aurel Stein at Sahr-i-Bahlol '* } 
showing the dhyanamudra, furthermore a Buddha at Cal^tta prot 
ably in abhayamudra, and finally five Buddhas on reliefs in the 

Musea at Lahore, Calcutta and Berlin 
On the other hand we have also found Buddhas in dhatmacakra- 

mudra with both shoulders covered so that the idea that with 

137) A. FouCHBa, A.G.S>t ^ol. I, lig. 2M, p. 412. _^ 
1J8 A. FoocMEJt, A,CS., vol. I. p. 453. fig. 220 and a «l.ef. 

Awitni hdiati aitJ GrMCO-BttJitbiit Sfutpiurr! on 4t tht Gmntberough 
JW/w, p, 28. Field Museum CoUectHMi. 

1393 R D, K. Bosch, Btnt Oadfntbgiding ran staand* an sswndt 
f/FJvr/j7 ofi df RetieU de BorebudMt tn tldtrt, Tijdsfhfiji t'Cor tndhtht Tad-, 
l%id- t» Voiktnkundt tthgtgevta doftt h«\ Kwinkl^k Baiavlaasrh 
tan Knnslea e» Wftt/tsthapptn, vol. yf, BaiavU 1916, pp, 97-1!6, wp. p. lOS; 
Iicncefofth ibbieviated u T.B.G, 

14(n I. Boscess, Bi/ddhin An in India, pp, 172 ie<J. _ , 
141) M, A. Stein, Bxcardiont at Sahri-B^loi, AS-1-A.R., 19U-12, pi. 56, 

^'^421 A. FoucHEfl. A.G.B., vol. H, fig. 481, p. 497 imd voL I. figs. 237. 238 

itnd 249 on PP- 469, 4?1 sod 499; E. ^!^a% 
pL 14' H- HahGAEAVES^ E^cphm'tQm, Fwniier Cmi^, ivll - 

nt}, 57-3fi and P^- ^5# ^ ^ 
143) A. Foucheh, A.G.B., ^1. 11. fig. 456 on p, 319; A. K, Coomaxaswakv, 

H.uX fig. 91; Orhift Bnddha /mrfge, fig. S4; J. J. BAaTHOiix. Tfj- fW/ej 
de Hodda, %t/pa} et Siiei, M^moini dt ia Oitdgdtm anhidogtqHe fraaf^Jt 
ea Aigbanistan, lomc IV, Paris 1933, passim e.g. ftgi 91 and 123 on pp. 10? 

and 147. 
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the dhArmacakramudfa the right shoulder was always left un¬ 
covered (because this was more comfortable in this attitude as is 
sometimes supposed), does not seem to be in accordance with die 
facts. 

The style of the various images showing this mudra (see for 
instance figs. 22->23)| points to the fact that the dhannacakramudra 
only occurs in later images. Besides the uncovered right shoulder 
they also very often show a hair-dressing consisting of little curls 
in the shape of snail-shells (see fig, 22). The feet are mostly un¬ 
covered, and finally also the treatment and the flow of the pleats 
often betray a later period. 

The first characteristics: the curly hair, the uncovered right 
shoulder and feet, are all three typical of the Buddie from Ma¬ 
thura, especially the latter two, which even go back to the time 
when the Buddha image In that part of India was still absolutely 
free from influences from North-West India. The curly hair, 
altliouglh in the form of snail-shells, customary here and there in 
old Indian art for a long time already, was not adopted for the 
Buddha image at Mathura until after the year 130 A.D. *'*'*). So 
the three peculiarities mentioned, which the Buddha image with 
dharmacakramudra at Gandhara often possesses are very 
probably due to influences from Mathura that have asserted them¬ 
selves after the year 130 A.D, at the earliest, but perhaps not even 
until a century afterwards. As the dharmacakramudra rather regu¬ 
larly accompanies the three qualities mentioned, it is moreover 
possible that this mudra itself was also imported from Mathura. 
It is not unfeasible that these three peculiarities mentioned of the 
Linage with dharmacakramudra only came to North-West India 
towards the Gupta time, that is to say at the beginning of the 
4lh century. A fact in favour of this b ^at in Gandhara the snail- 
shell curls are coostly small, which is the case in Central India 

L44) See Oi. ppL 206 seq;, 
14^) Not All Buddlias with ijlwmAcakmmudrA [Assess nJJ tlitee qualidcSp so 

A. FouCHfUp «il. 1, 79, p. 197 and vol, IT. fig^ 405, 406, 459 
and 402 on pp. 203» 207^ and 501 show wavy \ms:^ whereas fig, 22, 
vol, Ilj fig, 346 on p, 87, Origin BnJdhit Itsrtag^, fig, 34^ show cO^'ejt?d feet. 
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also only towards the Gupta period ’■*"), Before d^is tinie the 
curls at Mathura and the rest of India were still rather large. If the 
dharmacakramudra was indeed imported from Mathura, then it 
could not have been Introduced into North-West India at an early 
date, for in Mathuri the dharmacakramudra does at any rate not 
occur in early Kusana art, and as concerns the Post-Kusana period 
we have unfortunately not come across any reliefs representing 
the first preaching. So if the dharmacakramudra was introduced 
from India into Gandhi, then presumably this happened only 
towards the Gupta period, but it is clear that for the time being 
these last statements cannot be considered as sufficiently proved. 

The three peculiarities introduced, to wit: tiie snail-shell curls 
and the uncovered right shoulder and feet are, however, not 
applied very generally, and although apparently used time and 
again in a certain period, both shoulders and feet are usually 
covered, while the liair is wavy. As a matter of fact w-e do find C 
various Buddhas, showing such hair-waves that one might take 
them to be imitations of the snaiTsheli curls of the Buddha image 
from the Gupta period, as e.g. the Buddha in fig. 2J, the Buddha 
of Chaisadda and several others. But it h dear that die snail- 
shell curls which have become the spedal canonical form of the 
hair of the Buddha in the rest of India, do not meet with general 
approval in Gandhara. This is also one of the reasons that regarding 
this point we have concluded an influx from India into Gandh^ 
and not the other way round. In India itself the three characteristics 
mentioned are generally accepted, in Gandhara it was only a 
temporary phenomenon. 

A single Buddha image in dhyanamudri without the small snail- 
sheli curls shows a very regular, conventional iaed water-wave, 
w^hich spreads from the middle of the forehead to all sides (see 
fig. 26). This IS a way of hair-dre^ing which is also rather late. 

A. FouCHEi, voJ. II. figs. 407, 4Bi and 578, pp. 209, 505 ■ad 
749; 'BP. Cohn, Buddha in dtr Knmt dei Oittni, Leipzig 1925, p. 7, 

147> Lahore Musciun 1227, rcpioduccd la A. Fouche», A.G.B., fron- 
tbpiece of voL If. Another wample is Ongin Buddha Imagt, fig. 34, or W. 
Cohn, Buddha in der KnnH dtj Osttnt, p. 5. 
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We find it at Mohra Motadu. Later on we meet it again in Hadda 
and on very old Buddha images in China, e.g, in the caves of 
T‘icn Lung Shan from about 650 A<D. 

The fourth rjuality, often characterialng the images with dhar* 
macakramudra, is the special line of the folds, although some other 
images show this pleating as weJi, This peculiarity can be reduced 
above all to two typical pleate: firstly, the one round the right 
breast in those images having an uncovered right shoulder, and 
secondly the loop under the right foot, in those images havirig 
uncovered feet. It is clear that the images with dhar macakramudra 
only show the pleats mentioned in connection with the required 
uncovered right shoulder or feet, which is mostly the case. These 
folds are well demonstrated in the Buddhas in figs, 23, 24,25 and 
26 and the images reproduced in A. Foucher, A,G.B,f voi. 11, figs- 
407, 482 and 483 on pp, 209, 501 and 503- We must just for a 
moment draw special attention to the first pleating, as it runs in 
a way different from that of the images tn Mathura and the rest 
of India. In Gandhlra two layers of the robe are shown, vi^.: the 
first fold which runs dose under ibe right arm-pit, covets the right 
breast and runs back over the left shoulder crossing the back, then 
returns again as a second wrapping under the right arm-pit, but 
far less tightly this time, and is draped tn a loose fold under the 
already covered right breast, and over tlie left sbouider, after which 
the end of the drapery passes under the left arm and is held in 
the left hand. Moreover the second wrapping over the breast shows 
the peculiarity that it is very strongly pleated at the edge, so that 
a thick roll of material runs obliquely over the breast, while the 
pleats on the front of the body do not flow out from this roll of 
material as might be expected, but drop down in a round curve, 
then bend to the left”®). 

I4a) Sec foe iiutucc a hsid in the Ethnogr3phLCS.l Museum ct Leyden, Series 
23M, N" 2. Ill Hid^ see j. j, BAurtlOUX, Grigcitch-^injifeiv Kumt in 
Afghanhuin, AiLoUht yoJ. Z, Ziiitdi 1930, pp. 182*191, esp. fig. on p. 190. 

149) The puntings jil Bimiyin sermT times sfiow various colours in the monks' 
lobcs which Suggest that they were lined widi another colour, see A. vON Le 
CoQ, Dit BuJdhntijcht Sp^itntikg in Mitt^aiirn, New Sildavrie, vdl. II, 

Berlin 1928, pi. 5 and vol. fll, Berlin 1933, pL 3. 
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The second typioil fold, the loop protuding from under the 
right leg, is still more diaracteristic than the previous one (see esp, 
fig, 26), Its origin b very easily explained, it being the lower hem 
of the second wrapping, which b taken up by the right leg, and 
then protudes between both legs. Further, the extra wavy folds 
over the lower end of the left leg ace remarkable, as are the fan¬ 
like pleats radiating over the seat. We should like to consider 
this fan-like pleat, showing from under the legs of some images, 
as an imitation of the same pleating in Gupta images, which 
is at least as conventionalized as in the images discussed from 
Gandhlra. To demonstrate those specific folds over the breast and 
at the feet, we have taken as an example images which axe probably 
at the very end of the development of thU phenomenon, b^use in 
them we see the peculiarities in question most clearly: the ex¬ 
aggerated way of persbting in these peculiarities have made them, 
as it were, caricatures. But of course we can dbtinguish transition- 
stages, in which the folds on the breast flow out from the roll of 
material as might be expected, and moreover the roll is not so 
excessively thick, and the loop under the feet not so exaggerated. 
An image in the Lahore Museum (see fig. 24), which belongs to 
the later part of the golden age of Gandhara art, can serve as a 
model for thb, judging by the way the pl^ts are treated in the 
robes of the Buddha himself, and of the monk (presumably the 
donor of the image). Further, the image in A. Foucher, A.GS,t 

vol. II, fig. 481 on p. 497, which does not show the first wrapping 
over the right breast Thb last, however, is a great exception 
and it is die only specimen of this kind we know of; perhaps we 
have here one of the oldest examples of the type with uncovered 
shoulder in Gandhara.^ The abhaj^mudra could also point to this. 
Was not this attitude one of the characteristics of the earliest 
Buddha images in Mathura, as well as in Gandhara? 

135) This Buildha b Mho fepcoduced in N. G. Ma/UMDaI, A Gmdt io 
m fhg Ahtitam, fwc % The Gtaei^o^^dMist Schooi of 

CartdhJrA, Delhi 1957, fL 11^ a. 
151) The BuildhA rrpfoducrd to Waldbchmidt, Gandhara, Kfitjcha^ Tar- 

fan, pJ. 14. with out shoulder 0£iv«red^ ^ives the impESsioD of being eftfUef than 

Yah Louusen-oi Lmut^ The “Scytliiwi''* Piwiml 9 
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As a last quality of the vacious hna^cs with dhanmcakia- 
mudra we mention^ the treatment of the pleats; as we find this 
in many other later images as well, we could perhaps better say that 
it is an argument for the fact that the images with dhaimacakra- 
mudra date from the second half of the flourishing period of 
Gandhara art* We still owe an explanation about this treatment of 
the pleats. The early images of North-West Indian art already 
show a rather great routine in properly representing the pleats 
of the robe. In the flourishing period the Buddha images show a 
perfect skilful ness in the modelling of those pleats. Here and there 
the body shows rather dearly through the thin robe. Now in later 
sculptures, specially in the smaller figures, we find a technique 
suggesting pleats which we would like to describe as follows; the 
folds are no longer lying thickly on the body supposed under the 
robe* On the contrary, the hollows of the folds have be«i hewn into 
the stone; another characterisric is moreover, that most of these 
grooves of pleats run parallel in pairs* and that in the larger images 
the narrow little ridge between those two grooves of pleats has 
been hewn away, 

A good example of the first phenomenon we find in the relief 
in A. Foucher, vol, H, d07, p. 209. We can mention several 
examples of this kind of modelling of the pleats, and it mostly 
appears in those particular images, which for other reasons must 
belong to a late stage of developmentAn example of the 
second case, where the ridge between the two grooves has been 
hewn away, and whidi is more often used In larger images, can be 
found in the Buddha in figs. 23 and 26 and in A. Foucher, A.G.B., 

vol. II, fig. 429 on p* 242, fig. 482 on p. 501 and fig. 483 on p. 503. 
Further in an article by Spooner in AS.I,A.R., 1907*08, pi, 
47, d "»). 

the Other inuges with uncavcfed fight shouJder; also rcpfoduced in A, voN Le 
CbQ, Dif BaJilbiitisrbt SpStaaffke in Mitufatien, vol. I, Dit Piaslft, pi. 7. 

152) A. FouCHEa, vd. I, p. 257. fig. 154; II, p. e7, fig. i46; 
II, p. 207. fig. 406; II. p. 235. %. 443; 11. p. 507, fig. 484; II, p* 511, % 4S5, 

153) t>, B, Spooner, Exeaivitani at AS't.A,R.t 1907*'08. 
pp. 132-148, pi. 47, d 
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The Buddha images with dJiartnacaferamudrS gave rise to the 
discussion of five p^liarities of style, which we meet with in 
these and some other images from the later period of Gandhtra art. 

There is still one more point we shoulo like to discuss tn con¬ 
nection with these images with dhacmacakxamudra. Foucher was 
of opinion that the representation in which the Buddha with 
dharmacakramudra is seated on a lotus rising up on its stem, while 
at his sides Brahma and Indra are standing or seated, can be 
identified as the miracle of SravasB We will discuss the three 
characteristics which Fot:cHER pointed out for the miracle of 
Sravastt one by one, taking first the second point, viz. the lotus 
rising up on its stem used as a seat by the Master. There seem to 
be some small objections against this argument. 

Firstly, in four of the examples which Foucher gives of the 
miracle of Sravasti, the Buddha is not seated on a lotus From 
this the conclusion could be drawn that in the miracle of SravastT 
the Buddha is not always seated on a lotus, or else that not all 
Buddhas in dharmacakramudra, flanked by Braiima and Indra, 
represent the miracle of Sravasti. As all canonical books explicitly 
state that the miracle consisted in the multiplication of the lotus 
on which the Master was seated, the first supposition seems im- 
probabie, and we consequenly have to draw the conclusion that not 
all examples indicated by Foucher represent the miracle of 
Sravasti. Jn the Gupta period and afterwards wc meet with Bud¬ 
dhas seated or standing on lotus-flowers in all kinds of attitudes, 
and there are even representations, clearly characterized by two 
little deer and a wheel as the first preaching, in which the Master 
is seated in dhaixnacakramudra on a lotus It is clear that by 

1 Sd) A. Foucher, U .,Grand MiratU" d» Buddha d /v)., lOe 
tome Xlll, 1909, pp. t-78. 

155) A. Foucher, A.GB.. voL I, %. 76, p. 192; vol. II, figj. 406, 484, 
485 resp. on pp. 2Q7, 507 and Sit. 

136) E.g, a relief fram NiLmdi, Indian Museum, QiLcuUa, repnidLcet] m 
W, C^HM, Buddha in dtt Kunit dei Oitin$, Leipzig 1925, p, 65. Further 
S. Kramkisch, Pala md Sana Sdpam, N** 40, Ort, 1939, pp, 107-126, 
fig- 16. (N-B- Fig, 14 is no "Oh^i Buddha Vaiiwana" u appears from the little 
deer on both sides of the cakn on the base; we have here a of "Buddha p&rd",) 
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that time the lotus had become the seat, "par excellence", of the 
Buddha and more generally of every divine being. Apparently this 
stage already exists during the golden age in Gandhara, where for 
instance Indra and Bmhma ace represented standing on a lotus 
on the halo of a Buddha image Even from the early art of 
Mathura a stambha is known on which a Buddha of the very oldest 
type is standing on a lotus In various standing Buddha images 
of Gupta art we meet with the lotus, risen high on its stalk. On 
either side of the stalk smaller lotus-flowers spring up on which 
acolytes stand often holding a camara. Now and again some still 
betray their original nature by carrying a thunderbolt There¬ 
fore the lotus as a seat is no specific characteristic of the miracle 
of Sravast!. Regarding the first characteristic mentioned by Fou- 
CHER, the dharmacakramudra, we have to remark that in Gupta art 
and afterwards we meet with many Buddhas with dharmacakra* 
mudra, on whose seat a wheel has been represented flanked by 
small deer. This undeniably identifies it as the first preaching in 
the deer-park. As an example we only need to mention the famous 
image of Samath. The characteristics of the miracle of SravastT 
become still weaker when at Sarnath we even find a r^resentation 
of the first preaching in which a Buddha is seated in dhaxmaca- 
kramudra with two acolytes, of which the one to the right clearly 
betrays his original character by the vajra in the left hand All 
this becomes still stranger when we find a Buddha in dhy^amudra 
indicated by Foucher as the miracle of SravastT 

Now for the first characteristic of the miracle of SravastT, the 

157) This was in the Glides' Mess at Hoti Mardin. Photograph in 
the collection of the tCem InstihJtep poftfoLio Ga^dhira. 

158) This stanislii is in the Museum at Lucknow^ ptobablf N“ B, 73 tSte 
old numbering and at present N* H. 24+ Photograph ia the col lection of the 
Kcm EiLStitote, portfolio MathurL 

159) m image; originating from Simath. Photograph in the Kern In¬ 
stitute, portfolio Simath, 24. 

160) E.g. a relief in the Endian Museom, CaJeuttap origioatiag from Samith. 
N® S. 4; Catalogue p. 7. Pliotograph in the coUection of the Kern Institute, 
portfolio SamEth, 73- 

161) A, FoucuCft, vol, 11+ fig. 484, p. 507. 
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presence of Brahml and Indfa at the Buddha's sides. It was 
Foucher himself who Identified the two persons standing at the 
Buddha's left and right in several scenes of the Master's life as the 
two great gods of Hindutstn: 

"... nous avons eu Toccasion de montrer comment telles sc^es 
legendaires receiaient la veritable interpretation des nombreux 
groupes formas par le Bienheureux entre deux acolytes lalques, et 
jusqu’tci classes sans distinction sous la rubrique: "Buddha entre 
deux Bodhisattvas". En fait, quand les trots personnages sont de¬ 
bout, nous avons reconnu qu'il s’agissait d'une ‘Dracente du ciei", 
d^ch^ de son decor legendaire (cf. I, pp. 538-539 et fig. 7 ou 76, 
cn haut). Quand au contiaire le Buddha est assis sur son trone 
accoutume, nous avons de meme rapporte a I’episode de *'l'Invi¬ 
tation a la predication" jusqu’aux motifs d^oratifs les plus stereo¬ 
types (cf. I, p. 426 ct fig. 215)." 

"... Landis que le motif de la figure?” (via. Bimar^) "s'inspire 
visiblement de la „Descente du del", celui-ci" (viz. Shah-ji-kT 
Dheri) "rappelle plutot, avec les temperaments necessaires pour 
transformer une scene legendaire en groupe iconique, le "grand 
miracle de ^xavastT”.” 

The presence of Brahma and Indra therefore does not seem a 
special characteristic of the mtrade of SrIvastI, Moreover, we will 
find these two gods as acolytes of the Master in the oldest ima^s 
at Mathura although these rroresentations do not have the speafic 
meaning of the miracle of Sravastl **'**). In tlie Jina images too, 
we come across Brahma and Indra as acolytes. In the later art 
of Guptas and Palas we see the said gods at the side of the Master 
in various scenes of his life, e.g. the first preaching, etc,, Brahma 
mostly characterized by four heads, Indra by his vajra. 

It scans to us more probable that the triades of a standing or 
seated Buddha between Brahma and Indra are ordinary wor¬ 
shipping scenes, when further indication as to locality and time 
are lacking as is the case also at Mathura-^s we will see in 

162) A. FoirCHEIl. vot. 11, p. 206, 
163) A. FouCHCJt, A.G.B., to). 11, p, 440. 
164) See further Ch. HI, pp. 172-lT?. 
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Chapter Three—e.g. Foucher, A.G.B., voL I, fig, 215, p. 427. One 
can hardly assume that large Buddha images^ like those in the 
Guide s Mess at Mardan and in the Alexander Scott Collection ‘®®), 
on which two little figures of Indra and Brahma can be recognized 
on the nimbus, would represent the descent from the Trayastrirnsa 
Heaven etc. We see no reason whatever to consider the images as 
more than a representation of the Master; the Buddha is shown in 
his customary mudr^ the abhayamudra, and both great gods of 
Hinduism are seen as adorants on the nimbus. 

In short it seems unlikely that the presence of Brahma and Indra 
would form an argument for the identification of these reliefs as 
the miracle of Sravasti, as Foucher states; Brahma and Indra had 
no other function than that of worshippers, thus, as it were, sym¬ 
bolizing die humility of Hinduism to the Master. 

But we would even go further than this and put the question 
whether the two gods at the right and left of the Buddha in 
those reliefs which Foucher identifies as the miracle of SiavastT 
are indeed the two great gods of Hinduism. It is remarkable that 
in very many cases these two figures are not standing in an attitude 
of adoration which we would expect from them as adorants. They 
do not show the ahjalimudra, and are not turned towards the 
Buddha, but face the observer. Their right hand, if undamaged, 
is lifted in abhayamudra. This protective attitude of the hand, 
assuring fearlessness, is not what we would expect from two 
adorants, but more from personages important in themselves occu¬ 
pying an independent position in the eyes of the pious Buddhi^ 
observer Moreover their attributes, a book and a long-stem¬ 
med lotus-flower, differ from those we are accustomed to find with 
Brahma and Indra, viz. the water-flask and thunderbolt'®^). In 
some cases one even finds that as well as the attributes mentioned 

165) S« Anfiffti iadkn anj an Piew ai thr 
Carnshara/igh Stadioi, p. 4l, 

166) A, FoltCMER, VO I. Up ftgs, 405^07. on pp, 205^209. 
167) A, Foucher* Th* Gffjit Miraife at TA? Begmtiksgt &f BadJhht 

Art and ofhffr Essafs hi indran and Cfnirid-Aiian Arcfwahgy, Pm^-Loadon, 
19l7p pp. 1474S4, pL XXVi (These imjges ire also reproduced in A.CM , 
voL i* fig, 76 on p. 192 and voJ. IT, fig, 40S On p, 211.) 
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a lotus-flower is carried in the other hand or the hand is resting 
on the hip. Sometimes the book is replaced by a water-flask (see 

fig. 25). 

All in ail these peculiarities lead to the conclusion that these two 
personages are in no case Brahma and Indra, and this is confirmed 
by a relief reproduced in fig. 25. Here we see again the three 
figures under discussion. The figure at our left carries a lotus- 
flower in his right hand judging by the long pendant stem. His left 
band rests on his hip. The figure at our right in this case holds a 
water-flask in his left hand and probably had his right hand lifted 
in abhayamudra before It was broken off. Between these two 
images and the Buddha in the centre we see again two other figures. 
The one at the left looks like an ascetic wearing a simple garment 
without any jewels. His hair is tied into a knot on top of his head. 
In liis left hand he carries a water-flask. The figure at the tight is 
richly dressed wearing many jew^els and a magnificent crown 
studded with precious stones and pearls. In his left hand he carries 
a vafra. This figure is undoubtedly the god Indra for not only he 
carries the attribute "par excellence” of this gtid but also the 
crown shows that peculiar flat cylindrical form which is distinctive 
for tills god Now it is obvious to identify the other figure as 
Brahma. The ascetic appearance as well as the brahmin water-flask 
could already have hinted at this. 

On account of this identification it is now impossible to label 
the larger figures at the sides as Brahma and India. Who else 
could they be then? There is a peculiarity in this class of sculp¬ 
tures which might contribute to their identification. With very few 
exceptions one finds nearly always a small Buddha figure seated in 
meditation right above the heads of both figures. On account of 
the independent and important impression the tw'o figures make 
on us, as well as the pr^ective attitude of the hands it seems to 
us we can Identify them as Bodhisattvas. The small Buddha figures 
in dhyanamudra above their heads could in that case be their 

I6S) See for this AJv- CookaRaSWAMV, Ea^j Imiiari Uanogra^hy, 1: Indra, 
with iprtiaf reference to “indrdi Virit*\ Edtlem Aft, Tot, Philiideiphia 1933, 

pp- 33-41. 
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respective Dhyaoi Buddhas. In order to specify the identity of 
these Bodhisattvas we will have to reiy on their attributes, in casu 
a lotus-flower and a book or water-ftask. Probably they can, there¬ 
fore, be recognized as Padmapini and Maitreya, 

As there are numerous other exactly similar triades in which 
the figures at the sides are standing on lotus-flowers (which 
by chance is not the case in the relief reproduced in fig. 25), we 
can no longer identify all these triades as the miracle of Sravasti, 
but have to label them as a representation of the Buddha (attended 
by Braliml and Indra) and two Bodhisattvas. 

A second conclusion we have to draw is that the detached images 
labelled by Foucher as Brahma and Indra ate in fact Bodhi¬ 
sattvas. This is emphasized By the fact that one of those images 
shows a small adorant or supplicant standing at the feet of this 
so-called Indra. The unusual representation of a pious Buddhist 
worshipping the Hindu god Indra is explained if we assume that 
not Indra but a Bodhisattva is meant. 

The fact that images of Bodhisattvas were made as early as the 
3rd century A.D. is important in connection with the development 
of Mahayana Buddhism. 

It does not seem probable that Brahma and Indra are the proto¬ 
types of these two Bodhisattvas *"). The only similarity they show 
as a couple (not singly therefore) is that Padmapini generally 
wears a turban and the hair of the other figure is tied into a knot 
(with some jewels, however, m contrast to Brahma). In case Indra 
has been the prototype of a Bodhisattva then It is more likely that 
he contributed to the conception of the Bodhisattva Vajrap^ than 
to that of Maitreya, 

169) Photojiaph^ of these see in the colJectioo of the Kern Institute, port¬ 
folio Gandhifa. Nos 265. 267, 268, 275, 274, 277, 27B, 

170) A, Foucher, toI. 11, figs. 411-412 on p. 215. 
171) VoC£L supposes thftt Avalokitefvaia and Maitteya as a couple inct with 

in the Bagh Ca«es can be derived from the triads of Buddha, Brahina and Indra 
in Candhara. As we have seen that in fact the acolytes are two Bodhisattvas, this 
supposition does not seem possihle. J. Ph. Vocei., The SfMlptitw md Faimin^i. 
kmographkei Deuripticn in The Sagh Cetvi itt the Gwalior State, London 1927, 
p. 36. 
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In view of the identification of the discussed figures as Bodhi- 
sattvas, and the arguments brought fotw'aid in the preceding pages 
against the identification as the miracle of Sravasti of those 
reliefs pointed out by Foucher, it seems to us that we have to be 
extremely cautious when trying to identify a scene as the miracle 
of Sravasti, and we can only do this when in one and the same 
relief a number of Buddha figures are represented simultaneously 
seated on lotus^ flowers springing from the lotus on which the 
central Buddha is seated. That is why, in our opinion, the identi¬ 
fication of the fresco in the nave of Cave IX at Ajan^ as the 
miracle of Sravasti is incorrect. The relief on the fourth gallery 
of Borobudur^ of which Krom had already proved that it could 
not possibly represent the great miraclewas identified by 
Bosch as m episode from the Gandavyuha ‘^®). 

We think we have proved in the preceding pages that also the 
other sculptures identified by Foucher as the mirade of Sravasti 
do not represent that special scene in the Master’s life, except for 
the reliefs reproduced in plates XIX, XX and perhaps also XXI, 2 
and XXUI, I in the The Great Mirade at f^avast? 

In connection with the just discussed relief in fig. 25 we would 
like to broach once more the question of Vajrap^i in Gandhara. 
Indra and Brahma with the Buddhists as well as with the Jains at 
Mathura and in early India in general were relegated to an inferior 
position about the same as that of Yaksas (see the outward apj^r- 
ance of Indra in the relief at Boston, fig. 32). Further Moggallana 

calls a Yakkha The Jains who have retained the old 
names of diese acolytes of the Jina as Brahma and India also call 
them Yak^. BuddhaGHO^ as well picture India as a 
Yaksa carrying a thunderbolt, as appears from bis commentary 

172) N. J. KaoK, Arfharelogicdt Deschpihn, ii’Ol. II, ihe Hague 

1927, pp. 8)-9l. ^ » L j 
173) F, D. K. Bosof, Hu AwaiMMioiHra, CdMpdtfjMifM m Bambudat, 

T3.G., voJ, 61, 1922, pp. 268-303, «p. pp. 29S s«j. 
174) See nocc l67, p. 134. ... , , „ 
175) Majibima Nikayo, I, 252. In Digba NikAja. Ill, 204-205 Inde (= Ind&). 

Varuna, etc. are called Yakkhv, 
176) I, p. 264, 
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on the Ambaijha An identification of the Yaksa 
Vajrapani on the celiefs from Gandhara with the god Indra already 
represented as a Yaksa in former days at Mathura, becomes very 
tempting in view of all this. Nevertheless there seems to be an 
objection to an identification of the two figures as one and the 
same person in the fact that the Yak^ Vajrapani and the god 
Indra occur two or three times together in one and the same relief. 
Foucher and Senart are therefore of opinion that they are two 
different persons ”®). Continuing in this line of thought Konow 

even supposes that the Yaksa Vajrapani, as such, is older still than 
Indra and goes back to a figure carrying a thunderbolt udiich con¬ 
tributed to the later conception of Indra in Vedic times We 
would rather bring the Y^a Vajrapani of Gandhara back to the 
Yak^ Indra, as pictured in early Buddhistic and Jainbtic circles: 
the permanent acolyte, worshipper, servant and protector of the 
Master. When this Yaksa Indra-Vajrapani begins to be represented 
In the art of Gandhara, a real Yaksa form is given him, rough and 
fierce. In a masterly way Foucher has traced back as far as Helle¬ 
nistic art the prototypes of this figure in North-West India 
In early Mathura the memory of the function of this Yak^ Indra- 
Vajrapani as a god of Hinduism was still vivid: in the art of Gan- 
dhara, his person assumes a decidedly Bacchanttc or Herculean 
form, but in scenes where he visits or worships the Buddha as 
Sakra, King of the gods, he is represented as a royal person. This 
explains why Foucher and Senart conclude that in the art of 
Gandliara we find two different figures. Nevertheless we must 
assume that in spite of this the Buddhists of North-West India 
knew that the Yak^ Vajrapani was in essence no one else than 
god Indra. 

177) Dlghn Nikaja, 1, ?5, 
178) A. Foocker, A.C.B., vqI. T, pp. 362*565 and E. Senart, 

dans its setfiptttfts du Gandhara, AeM dn KfV* Cengtis inttrnaiianal dtt Orif/t- 
ttdisttJ Aiger mh Parii 1906. pp. 121-1 Jl. 

175) S. Konow, Nor* en Vajtapapf-Irtdta, Acta Or,, vol. V]JI, 1930, pp. 
311-317. 

ISO) A. Foucher, A^GM., vol. H, pp. 48-64. 
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This is what the very learned BuDDHAGHOsa realized when he 
wrote in his commentary on the w'ord “Yaksa Vajrapini" that as he 
was swinging the thunderbolt not just some Vak^ or other was 
meant bjr this, but god Indra. It seems to us reversing the matter 
to explain this passage as a secondary interpretation due to the 
reaction of orthodox Brahmanism, as Konow does. 

The same thing appears also from the relief in fig. 25. We saw 
that the Buddha was accompanied by Brahma and Indra and two 
Bodhisattvas. Several other reliefs of this class exist in which also 
one of the figures is dearly Indra indicated by a crown and 
vajra But we have found at least four reliefs ^®-) in which this 
same figure is clearly represented as a vajra-bearmg Yaksa with a 
beard and wild hair. Once having noticed this we will find 
numerous images in which the Yak^ Vajtap^i IndraJ is 
represented at the side of the Suddha and an unidentified ascetic 
figure at his other side. It seems this is the couple India-Brahma. 
However, the question is not so simple and we intend to return 
to it more in detail in the near future. 

Finally we must mention that three types can be distinguished m 
the lotus-flowers serving as seats for the Master, Firstly, a type in 
whidi the lotus rests, as it were, on three tiny legs. Here the flower 
has become a lotus-throne **’). It is probable that the name of 
padmasana owes its origin to this fact. Seccmdly, a type of lotus 
strongly resembling 3x1 artichoke because of its pointed leaves ) 
(see fig. 22). The third type, finally, also occurring in the mon¬ 
astery at Mohra Moradu. has flower-petals turned outwards and 
drooping'«'») (see fig. 21). The fact that this last type occtns at 
Mohra Moradu is once more an argument in favour of the opinion 

181) Phc*t(^raphs of these »rc in the colicctioti of the Kern Icutitute, portfolio 

Giodhira. Nos 266. 271. ^7^, and 276. 
182) Photogfaphi of these 3xe in the collection of the Kern [cistitutie, poftfO lO 

Gandhira, Nos 267. 21% and 274 (on which wc see at 
183) A. FoucHEH, A.G.B., vol, I, fig. 76. p, 192; vgj. 11, figs. 409. 408, 438 

and 459, resp. on pp* 205^ 211, 327 »nd 331. 
184) A. FouchEH, vol. 1, fig. 79 on p- 197. 
185) A. FoucHift, vol. M, fig- ^07 on p. 209. 
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that the Buddhas with dharmacakramudra do not appear until the 
later part of the golden age of North-West Indian ait, and this 
might point again to the possibility that the Buddhas with 
dharmacakramudra do not appear in Gandhara until the beginning 
of the art of the Guptas. We will now leave this discussion of some 
peculiarities of the later North-West Indian images. 

There is one more point to be dealt with in connection with the 
above: the plastic in stucco discovered in Afgh^istan, '‘inter alia'*, 
by the "delegation arcbeologique fran^aise", Strzygowski dates 
this art long before the Jnd century A.D., possibly even before the 
beginning of our era Bachhofer has also pointed to the 
strong resemblance between this art and Hellenistic art of the 2nd 
century B.C, Nevertheless this author recognizes that the cause of 
this great resemblance does not lie in the synchronism of both 
arts: "Die Ahnlichkeit, die im Stil und im Au^ruck der Gesichter 
vorhanden ist, hat ihre Ursadie darin, dass es sich beide Male um 
eine Spatkunst handelt und, was vielmehr ins Gewicht fallt, in 
)cner uberraschenden inneren Verwandschaft des Formgefiihls^ das 
die Trager diesei Kunst mit den Abendl^dern verbindct.” *”) 

In order to more or less estimate the date of these stuccos from 
Hadda Hackin pointed to tibe resemblance to the art of Taxila on 
the one side, and to that of Kml on the other, and in this way 
arrives at an estimation of the 3rd'Bth century In our opinion 
the stuccos of Hadda are still partly contemporary with the later art 
of Mohra Moradu and especially that of jaulian, and partly later. 
It is impossible that a (x>nsidetable lapse of time lies between 
both groups, and therefore it docs not seem quite correct to consider 
the plastic of Hadda as a separate art, like e.g. Sir John Marshall 

186) J. Srazreowsej, Die SfttcibHi/utfti tfitm, BelnJere, vol, X, Wien 1?3l, 
Hc/t SI, pp. 47-56, 

187) L, Bac:mK0FE1[, Zur PUifii van Httiida, O.Z,, Ncue Fotge, vol. VII. 
1931, pp. 106-111, esp. ui- He vgtied the saroe thing tn Htiitnhthch odtt 
ipM-Gandhara?, iHdo-lranicit Etfengine Wflheim Geigrr, Leipzig 1931, 
pp. 39-41. 

188) j. Hacroi, Lej ftmtUn de ia Dil4gafian jrthfatagiqin jt^n^dise i 
Hit^4a iAfgbanff$4n), R.A-A., vol. V, 1928. pp. 66-76. 
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does, giving it the name of Indo-Afghan School Although 
the impression is given that in many respects the modellers of 
Had^ were original as regards the choice of thexr subjects and 
the representation of them, nevertheless several exactly similar 
representations have been discovered at Taxila. Soldiers and donors 
with Scythian appearance ’®“), monks •®^) and conch-blowers are 
found there as well. The resemblances as regards the style are also 
striking, especially In the Buddha heads: the oval shape of the 
face, the straight long nose, oblong half-cl used eyes, finely edged 
eyebrows, sh^ line of the forehead with often a deep sharply 
pointed curve in the middle from whence the slightly wavy hair 
spreads over tlie head. The prominent resemblance especially 
l^tween the Buddha heads is explained by the fact that the re¬ 
presentation of the Master was rather strictly canonized already. 
Nevertheless, the rjualities mentioned are too pronounced to permit 
a denial that the art of Had^ is partly contemporary with, and 
partly forms a continuation of North-West Indian art from the 
end of the 4th and the 5th century. WALDfiCHMiDT has pointed 
to the resemblance between the foundation-plan of the complex 
at Tapa Kalao, the stupa where Barthoux found the numerous 
stucco fragments, and the complex at Jaulian furthermore 
he calb attention to the deposit of coins, found by Masson in 
stupa to, alias "Tope Kel^". The dates of the coins continued 
until 474 A.D. It seems to us that these ace arguments enough 
to exclude the possibility of an early date for the stucco fragments, 
as for Instance Strzvgowski suggests. 

Among the discoveries at Hadda are some Buddha heads which 
do not show so strongly these resemblances to the stucco plastic 
from Taxiia. The qualities more prominent in these heads are 

ta?) Ustlf in his revimf of Buchthal's Tbr Wenem Aiptiti 6\ GanAhSra 
Sculplart, f.R.A,S., 1946. pp. U6-122, esp. p. 119- 

190) See J. Ma»ska1.l. A Gnid^ to Taxiia, 3id cd, pi. XXIII. 
191) See L BacUMOFER, Dit frShindiicb€ Plaitii, pL 154, fig. 2, 
192) E. Waldschmidt, Die SiatipLutH dee Gandhdra-Sctule, Berliner Af#- 

feea, Bemhte omi den Preanisthen Kartstsammiun^tn. voL Oil, Heft I, Betlin 
1932, pp. 2-9, esp. pp. 7 and 8. 

193) H. H. Wilson, Arigna anliqtta, Londoa IS41, p. 119- 
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especially the following ones: the shape of the face is rounder, 
the chin especially shows a soft rounding and is rather full, the 
mouth is very small and shows dimpled corners as the cheeks are 
very thick, llie hair is often represented In a very impressionistic 
w'ay by means of round imprints or undulating lines scratched into 
the surface. The eyebrows run very high over the forehead and 
have become two semi-circles'^®'*). It is possible that the heads, 
showing these qualities, belong to the later period of Had da. In 
any case their characteristics very strongly point to the direction 
of the later art-centres of Central Asia, the crucible of so many 
religions and artistic elements, the cradle of Buddhist art of the 
Far East. Nevertheless we would not dare to subscribe to such a 
late date as the 8th century A.D., as Hackin seems to advocate, 
as apart from a few Buddha figures there is nevertheless, generally 
spewing, too little resemblance between this art from Afgh^stan 
and that from the Tarim Basin of the Sth century, and on the 
other hand a too large resemblance to later Gandhara art. That is 
why a rough dating of 400 A.D. up to and including the 7th 
century seems to us more cautious. But here we immediately touch 
upon something with which we should like to dose our discussion. 

This point is, that it is very difficult, even almost unfeasible, to 
mention a somewhat clearly defined date for the rise and decay 
of North-West Indian art. Sometimes the period just before the 
invasion of the White Huns is mentioned as the time of decay. 
Nevertheless we would not dare to call Gandhara art in the 4th 
century decadent, and so, in our opinion, it is less correct to talk 
about decay. Moreover it appears that part of this art survives 
the invasion of the White Huns, via. in Afghanistan, and does 
not show any phenomena of decay, while it even often creates 
the impression of being a new, young school of art. In our opinion 
the best w'ay Is to steer a middle course between the two extremes, 
either taking the art of Hadda to be a school in itself, or to be 
one and the same with that of Gandhara. Our point of view there- 

J* J- Barthoux* Les l&uiUts Figures ^ Figttrmert iMimoiw 
df /if DiUgaiion jran^aite eit Afghanht^n^ ^ome Parts 1930t 

pL 13 and a, in contrast with pL I and 2X 
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fore is that the art of Hadda is partly eoateoiporary with> and the 
same as Gindh^a art, and partly a continnation, a later develop¬ 
ment of it. Likewise there will probably have existed a gradual 
transition between the sculptures, as we know than from Hadda 
and later Central Asiatic art from the fiasui of the Tarim. The 
stuccos we should prefer to date rather in the later period of 
Hadda, in our opinion point to this surmise. It is dear how 
difficult it is at this state of affairs to give a date for the end 
of Gandhara art. Somewhere in the course of development every 
investigator finds a point, where, in his personal opinion, so little 
of Gandhara can still be found that he considers it as ended. 
But the exact determination of this point is something very sub¬ 
jective and entirely depends on the stress laid on the survival 
of some motif or other, or some peculiarity of style. From a remark 
by Foucher it appears how far by this subjectivity the point in 
question can drift apart from the starting-point, in this case the 
Hellenism of the Mediterranean: 

"Par un ph^nomene fort surprenant, quand on songe a I'^loigne- 
ment ooeanique du pays et ^ la date relativement tardive des 
oeuvres (IXe si^Ie), les scolpteurs javanais sont, apres les sculp- 
teurs gandhaiiens, les meilleurs ei^es que les maitres helldnis- 
tiques aient jamais eus dans I'Orient de I’Asie: du moms il n’en 
est pas qui aient mieux conserve I’esprit des ateliers antiques et 
continue a faire un plus adroit usage de leurs secrets.” 

Perhaps the most cautious thing to be said is that Gandhara art 
gradually develops and changes into Coitral Asiatic art and 
tfiat the end of Gandhara art takes place during that process. 

To fix die end is as d.ifficult as to find the begirming. We 
have amply discussed this at the beginning of this Chapter already. 
In this case as well it is impossible to say exactly when the first 

19^5) A, Pouches, voJ. II, p. 7SR. 
196) How strongly the Buddha imago especially reminds vs of what we know 

from Gandhara and Afghanistin, surdy appears fram a figure from Qiotscho, 
dated in the 9th>l0th centuiy, reproduced m E. WAL[>seHMroT, Gandhara. 
Katitha, Tnrfaa, pi. 6S and A. vON Ls CoQ, Din Baddthtiuht SpSlantike in 
Mitfniasiert, vol. 1, Die FiattH. pi. 
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work that should be counted to Gandhara art, and no longer to 
the j3eiiod of import or copies of Hellenistic wares has come Into 
existence. There must have been a transition-period in which fewer 
copies were made, as the people had gradually built up their own 
style and a store of ideas and motifs, be it with the help of 
Hellenistic examples. This transition^period probably starts as 
early as the reign of the Parthian kings, then continues during 
that of the Kadphises monarchs, when, as we have already said, 
there will presumably not have been much room for art, and it 
may have advanced so far under the reign of Kaniska that some¬ 
thing specific could be stated, be it still with rather strong 
Hellenistic influences. It is by no means impossible that diis young 
art was indeed protected and furthered by the Emperor Kaniska, 
as tradidon will have It, The outcome of the process would be 
that which we meet as a separate mdependent art in the reliefs 
of building L at Taxila after about half a century. The tradition 
about Kanina as the promotor of arts and literature wholly fits 
in with the framework of Gandhara art as built up in the preening 
Chapter, ft would not be the first time that tradition appears to 
be b^d on historic grounds. 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE BUDDHA AND JINA IMAGE IN THE 
KUSANA ART OF MATHURA 

Mathura, Muttra at present, a centre of Visnuism because of 
the part the town placed In the life of ICrsna, was an im¬ 
portant place even in ancitttt times, nib was chiefljr owing to its 
favourable geographical situation. Not only was it situated on the 
im^rtant river Jumna, but it also formed, as it were, the cen^e 
of its geographical environment, the Doab or the two-rivers land, 
formed by Gang^ and Jumna. It was, moreover, situated on the 
commercial routes from North-West India to the plains of tfie 
Ganges and the western coast. As early as the first times after the 
invasion of the Aryans into India, when they had not yet pushed on 
to the Ganges-delta itself, Mathura was probably already a place of 
some importance. Owing to the situation, so extremely favourable 
for trade, it must soon have become a prosperous centre. And 
wherever money is earned by trade, people can afford the luxury- 
of art. It is proved not only by Mathura, but also by a town like 
Vidisa, the present Bhilsa, that besides residences where a monarch 
had the disposal of money, commercial cities were also art-centres. 
Here too was a junction of caravan roads on the commercial route 
from the Ganges Basin to the western coast, a town full of rich 
merchants with money available for luxuries. 

Besides being a trade-centre, Mathura was for a while in historic 
times the residence of the Surasenas, as Megasthenhs tells 
us and according to the Mahabhasya also of the Paocalas 

1) MegastheNh, Itfdka, 50, 15, d. 56. 13, 
2) E. ’flP. Hopkins, Tbf grtai Epk 9} l^dta, itj and Origin, Londofi 

15)01, p, 395. note 1. Pecfasps the word pntttfdpyr in the inscription pubiiitwd by 
Rakhal Da5 BaNekJI. New Br^mi Inimplicm 0/ the Seyihian Period in 

VrtN tx>HUlZ&N-Da Leeuv, Tbe "Stythwn" Periitd Id 
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SO tiiat there is reason enough to expect fragments from the very 
early periods of Indian art in that region. And so it is not sur* 
prising that as soon as we see the first images of lasting material 
emerge from the gray mists of prehistoric times, some of these 
originate from the environment of Mathura or from the place 
itself. To these oldest products of Indian art, originating from 
Mathura, belong e.g. the Yaksas, found at Parkham and at 
Baroda ®), both villages in the neighbourhood of Mathura. But 
not only art of the Sunga time and somewhat later is found there. 
The town remains a permanent prospering centre of trade and 
so of art as well. Its fame did not only spread all over India itself, 
but its repute also passed the frontiers, so that in the West we 
hear, via Arrianus, Megasthenes talk about it. Ptolemy ■*) 

mentions the town as one of the large centres of North India; 
MoAovqu -h tOv fteov. What this addition means exactly, is not 
altogether certain. "MathurS, town of the Gods” w'ould be the 
most simple translation. Tarn's opinion was that it would mean 
"Mathura, daughter of the Gods" *), in which this "daughter” 
would be a reminiscence of a town*goddess in the Greek sense. 
Should we see in this addition simply an indication of the fact 
rhat it was a large religious centre? Or is tiiere more behind it, 
as was Tarn’s opinion? Be that as it may, even if only the first 
is true, it is indeed a confirmation of what we know from other 
sources also. 

Ep. i/td., vol. X, 1909-10, pp. 106-121. «p. pp. 107-IOe is a coofirm^ion of 
thii; also publiihftl by the same author under die nainc of R. D. BaNOYOPadh’ya- 

in The Discovery 0/ Jeiw Neu^doiteif Rewrds of ihe Sephiatf Pertod, 
New Series, vol. V, 271*277, esp, pp. 17U272. Unfo^artly 

the origin of the inscription b not d^lnite 2s LOPEltS demonstcatjes io bLs irticle 
On jotne Bftthmi imeripthus in the Luckrtotv Pfovindji Mnieamf fM-AS., 1912p 

pp. lS^'l79p esp. pp. 17J-176. 
5) J* Ph. Vocel^ Idt scstpiare de Mjsthsirir Ars Adnfkat vqL XV, Paris 1930^ 

pL XJLII and XLlIl, k Two other ima^ from the neighbourhood of Mathura 4te 
described and depicted in: V. S. ACfUWALAp Pre-Kush^n Art of M^httra, fotfrrtjsJ 
of the United Provincei Mitforicai Society, vol. VI, 1953, pp. 81-120^ esp. figs. 

9-10; henceforth abbreviated 
4) Ptolemy, Vll^ 1^ § 50^ ed, L, REKOtJ, Paris 1925|. 

p. 25. 
5) Ta^n, pp, 351-255. 
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Tlie oldest images we fiitd at Mathura indicate a YaltM service, 
as was professed at other places tn India. This does not mean that 
other religions, like Jainism and Buddhism, were not professed 
by a large number of people as well. In the earliest times, how¬ 
ever, these religions did not yet use images for worship, and so 
it is impoissible for us to ascertain their presence. The first proof 
of the existence of Jainism is the inscription on the aya^gapata of 
the woman AmohinI (see fig, 29), These ayagapatas were relief- 
plaques made of stone, decorating a stupa all round. A number 
of these have been found again by Vincent Smith at Kankali 
Tila near Mathura, together with many other Jainistic relics*), 
^eral of these ayagapatas bear a votary inscription mentioning 
the name of the donor. 

The ayagapata dedicated by Amohini, however, has a special 
importance because it is the only dated ayagapa^ known up till 
now. It shows us a female figure, accompanied by some servants. 
According to Bachhofer she represents the goddess AryavatT. 
Our first impression was that with aryavatt mentioned twice in 
the end of the inscription, not a further unknown goddess Arya¬ 
vatT, but the slab itself was meant. For when the verb ^atistha- 
fktyati is used and the object is an image of some god or the 
Buddha, the word is always added. The explanation we 
planned to give therefore was that aryavatt was a shorter form 
for arya(^ga)t/Mfi, as shorter syllables can be dropped *), and that 
afyuputt might be a word for the stone slabs put up around a 
stupa, a parallel to ayagapata. This hypothesis now seems con¬ 
firmed as we found an inscription on an ayagapata published by 
Banerji in which the slab in question is called an ayapato^). 

Hence aryavatl ~ dyapata — dydgapata, and consequently the 
female figure in the relief on the stab of Atnohim is nt^ an unknown 

6) Vincent Smith, Tbt Jain Stipa oibtr oj Mothiira, Arcbaen- 
t^gicid Survey c?/ iirrptriid JtfTMJ, XX^ Allahabad l^L 

7) L Bachhofer, Die fr£hindijehe PtAjtiJk, voL ilp pi 74^ and ih^ (kscripttoo 
thcfc, 

8) IL PisCHEL, Gfdtmm^tJk def Prakni SprAcheff, Suassburg 1900, § 14S. 
9) R. D. Daneijj^ S^r^e Scuip^^es fr^m ASJ^.R^, 1913-*14, ppp 

262-2Mr The (bifeieoce uu the writbig o^ } and o ^ight in this script- 
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goddess Aryivati. Now this aryavatl of AmohinT is consecrated 
during the reign of Mahaksatrapa Sodasa in the year 72 ‘‘‘) of 
the old era, that is, 57 B,C. So the existence is proved of a 
Jaina stupa—judging from the fragments very beautifully dec¬ 
orated—before the middle of the 1st century B.C. 

Incidentally, it may be remarked here that the other ayagapatas 
found by Smith mostly show a decorative design, built up of 
several holy symbols, which are often also represented along the 
edge of the placjue (see frontispiece), while specimens exist 
showing a stupa with or without torana and railing 

Although HsOan Tsang says that in his time three stupu of 
Aioka sj^l existed at Mathura, we do not possess sudi old relici 
of Buddhist art But we do know by an inscription that there 
were Buddhists at Mathura as early as the 1st century B.C On 
the Lion Capital, for instance, the deposit is mentioned of a relic 
of the Buddha and the erection of a stupa and a satpgharama for 
the benefit of the sect of the Sarvastivadins The Lion Capital 
may be dated about the year 60 of the old era, that is — 6? B.C. 
So as early as about 69 B.C. there were Buddhists at Mathura. 
Probably one of the oldest Buddhist works of art is the fragment 
of a vedika, now in the Museum at Calcutta, the origin of which 
unfortunately is not known but which probably hails from Ma¬ 
thura, as it bears a Buddhistic inscription in Brahml, mentioning 
Kusanas The writing is palaeographically equal to that of 

10) For particulars concerning the we point to the Appendix to Chapter I. 
11) From the tiYScnption LCtoer^' Ujs N° 47 it Appears that this stupa was 

called Vodva stup and was said to have been built by the giods. In the firss half 
of the 14th century this stupa was still one of the known JoinisHc shrines, 
witness JinaPHABHA's Tirthtiijiipis^ also called see G. A 
LegenJ e/ /difla Sf£p4 of Sii2sngjheTichfe Jer Kaisfrikhtn Ak^Jemie 
Jtf Wtjsenstbdffent Wien lW7t Phih-hiat Oasse, vol, 137, N* II, Wien IS9S^ 

12) A. K, COOMAS^WAMY. H.iJA., fi|s. 72 s Orx|/rt Buddira lirtage, fig- 41: 
L, Bachhofer, Ore frMhrndhche Ptojtfi, pL 91; Vogel, Ld de 
MaihfiT4, pi. V, h, VI, a and UV, b. 

13) HsOaN Tsang, Skjn-ki, Buddhifi Records of the Western Worldt trailsL 
bf S. Beal, London 1906, yoI< I, p. IBQ; in tbe French transl by StANtSLAS 
JULIENi M^rnoires sttr Us CoutTier omdentideSf Paris 1857'*30^ vol. I, pp 208. 

14) Cor pasf pp, 30-30, esp. 49 and 50^ 
15) Raj Bahadur RAkSAPaASAo Chanda in 1923-'24, section IV, 
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the Jaina ayagapatas and the symbols also are the same as those 
we find on them, so that the piece probably dates from the second 
half of the 1st century B.C» Nevertheless we get the impression 
that at Mathura the community of Jatnas was larger than that of 
the Buddhists. Perhaps this is due to the fact that up till now', 
especially from the Kusam and Post-Kusa^ periods, more objects 
of art and inscriptions originating from Jaina sanctuaries have 
been preserved for us In this connection it is perhaps inter¬ 
esting to draw attention to the fact which the Chinese version of 
the Kalptinama^^hikS tells us about Kaniska's journey from the 
Basin of the Ganges back to North-West India, viz. that the great 
Emperor went through a wide flat country where he saw a beauti¬ 
ful caitya of the Jainas, to which he paid homage as he thought It 
to be a Buddhist stupa. KoNOW supposed that this caitya was 
possibly the same as the one of which the remains have been found 
at Kahkali Till ”). 

So Mathura was even then very famous as a centre of the Jainas. 
And so it has remained for a considerable time, judging from the 
many Jina images of later date. Proportionately the number of 
Jina images from the reign of Vasudeva and half a century after 
is much larger than the number of Buddhas. Of course it may be 
a freak of fate that has given us more Jina images than Buddhas 
from that time, but still the phenomenon is too striking to be over¬ 
looked. During the reign of King Kaniska the number of Buddhist 
relics from the school of Mathura Increases, and In this phenom¬ 
enon we may see proof of the correctness of the tradition that 
Kaniska greatly protected Buddhism. Indeed it is in the beginning 
of his reign that we come across the first dated Buddha from Ma- 

Muiemas, p. 101 and pi XXXV, 1; }. Ph. Vooel, La tfalpfare Maihusa, 
pi. xni. 

16) Of the JJ2 uucriplions ffOm Mathuri mentioned in LCdees' Ush S4 are 
Jainj$tic while IS do not mention a particular creed and only are Buddhistic. 

17) KalpaaamM^itiki by Kumaealata, transL by Kumaaajwa. The ame 
story in the Chinese transJation of AivACHOfA'i S&lTalaf;ikara by KuimaKAJIVA, 
S. L£vj, Notts sar Ui indo-Sijihrj, J: Lts rontet, j^., 9e sirie, tome VUJ, 1896, 
pp. 457-463. Eng. transl. Intt, Ant., vol, 32, 1903, p. 385 and in the edition 
by E. Houbeh, Paris 1908. pp. 158-163. 
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Ihurl, viz. the one found at Kausambi ’**), The sculpture, like that 
from Sunatb dearly originates from a workshop at Mathura, 
judging from the style and the kind of stone. Not without reason 
had the school of Mathura gained a great reputation in the past 
century. The Buddha of Samatb was consecrated by the monk Bala 
in the year 3 of the era of Kani^ that of Kaui^bi by the nun 
Buddhamitra in the year 2, i.e- in the years 81 and 80 A.D. respect¬ 
ively. Still there ate Buddhas wfiich^ jlodging from the style, are 
older than these images. For instance, the other standing Buddha at 
Samath which is decidedly clumsy in the manner of portraying 
the folds over the chest. 

The seated Buddha found at Katra (see fig. 51) has been com¬ 
pared with the standing Buddha of Brother Bala, and on grounds 
of style and palaeography scholars came to the conclusion that the 
first image roust be approximately contemporary with this last 
The standing and seated Buddhas from Mathura belonging to this 
period correspond to a definite type (see figs. 30 and 3l)» which 
we will discuss in more detail further on and from which as a 
rule they deviate only slightly. Now die fact that the Buddha of 
Katra bears no date is exceptional and is, in our opinion, a possible 
indication of its being made before Kacuska came to the throne, 
for, as we will see further on, the images made during his reign, 
or that of his successors, as a rule only omit the date when there 
is no space on the rim of the pedestal for a long inscription. That 
was certainly not the case here as part of the lower plinth has 
been left blank. Our attention being drawn by the Buddha of Katra 
to the fact that the possibility exists that Buddhas were already made 
at Mathura before Kaniska, we noticed the following: To begin 
with it is striking how much Buddhism and Jainism go together 
in their expressions of art. This is so true that in early art one very 

18) Kunja Gosinda G^KVAMI, Ktmm (the reign of) K<J- 
Hiibia: the jfAif 2, Eg, tnj., toL 24, I93S, pp, 210-212 with pUtc. 

19) ). Ph. VooiL, te jfiagturr dt M^heiTt, pi. XXVIll. a. 
20) }. Ph. Vogel, ibidem, pj, XXVHI, b. See further p. 161, 
21) See for icutance: J. Ph, Vocel, of the ATthaeoiegtcd ^Aitteom 

ot M^bttfo, AJJthab&d 1910. p. 49; henceforth iibbreviated Cat. Mujwnm Math,; 
La ttMlgtKTt de Maihara, p. j6. 
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often does not know with which religion one is dealing unless it 
is expressly stated by an inscription. An interesting example in 
this cotmertion is the error of Kaniska mentioned by the Kdpam- 

manditika Above we have already pointed out the similarity 
of the symbols, but die architecture as w'ell is absolutely identical. 
Both build stupas surrounded by railings with torai^. Both 
decorate their buildings in the same way, Consequently Hyaga- 
pates are also known from Buddhist stupas, viz. of AmatIvatT 
on the Kistna. 

But even afterwards, when the image enters into religious wor¬ 
ship, it is still often difficult to distinguish a Jina from a Buddha 
when some characteristics have been lost. So we see that both 
religions show a close relation in their expressions of art The 
reason is that early Indian art has never been sectarian. Proof of 
this we find in the Hindu impression given by the images in the 
Buddhist monastery at Bhaja-*) and, in general, in the repre¬ 
sentation of Yaksinis on the stone railings round the stupas of 
Bharhut and Mathura, which do not give a Buddhistic impres¬ 
sion That is why Sir John Marshall said of the sculpture of 
Sanchi (and in our opinion that holds good with regard to all 
sculpture of early Indian art): 

"The art of Malwa was not, like the art of Gandhara, an eccle¬ 
siastic art; it was developed and sustained by the patronage of the 
wealthy citizens of Vidi^ and UjjayinI, who might or might not 
be Buddhists, and it was used for secular purposes. From time to 
time it was impressed into the service of the Buddhist Church, and 
on these occasions it was dressed up, as far as possible. In a Bud¬ 
dhist garb and labelled with the sacred sign and emblems that were 
familiar to the Faithful, such as the dharmachakra, triratna and 

22) See p. 14!>, 
25) And even in icJigioui idem vid cusicnu. witness the use in bodt xca 

of the expression: "Sarvesittniiaii] hitwsuidiiyc'*. 
24) A. K- CoOMARASWiSMV, figs. 24-27, 

25) pH. VoCBL. Li ickiptun Jf AUibum, pi. XVII-XIX; fl. BaRUa, Barhut, 
vol. Ill, Ajptets of Ufr and Art, Indian Httwch IntliiMt PablicafionSt Pint 
Aft N» III, Olaitti 195?, pL LXHI-LXV. 
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srlvatsa but for dl that there was no real change in its essen- 
tiaJly mundane character, and we must not therefore be shocked 
when we encounter erotic scenes among these reliefs and women 
w'hose nudity is accentuated rather than hidden by the transparency 
of their robes. Such scenes and figures were flagrantly opposed 
to every principle of the Sdkya faith, and it is probable that there 
were few among the Buddhist sects of this period who were hardy 
or lax enough in their outlook to admit this worldly sort of art into 
their monasteries. One thing, however, is certain: that, if they 
admitted it at all, they had to take it as they found it; they could 
not rid it of its worldllness or expurgate it at will to suit the pietism 
of the cloister. Whatever compromise there might have to be, must 
ccane from the Church itself not from art,” 

Of as CooMARASWAMY sayst 

"The art of SmcT is not, as art. created or inspired by Buddhism, 
but is early Indian art adapted to edifying ends, and tliecewHth re- 
taining its own intrinsic qualities.'' ***) 

BDhler says more especially with regard to the art of Buddhists 
and Jains; 

"... the ancient art of the Jainas did not differ materially from 
that of the Buddhists. Both sects used the same ornaments, the same 
artistic motives and the same sacred symbols, differences occurring 
chiefly in minor points only. The cause of this agreement is in a!! 
probability, not that adherents of one sect imitated those of the 
other, but that both drew on the national art of India and 
employed the same artists." *") 

So we see that early Indian art has never been sectarian and 
therefore it is impossible to talk of Jainistic or Buddhistic art in 
those very first schools of art. At most, every religion had definite 
subjects that were prefer^ly represented or purposely not repre¬ 
sented. But in itself the sculptors of the various religions had the 
same original source. 

26) And even <Ik«c wet* not typically Bucldhutk [J. E. v. L.*d, L]. 
27) j, MaiskaJJ., a Guide $0 Sanebi, 3fd ed,, Delhi 1936, po. 83.6d. 
2S) HJ.tji., p, J6. 
29) G. BOhlee, Spttrmtnt famu Smtpturtj from Mitibura. Hp, tnd, vqI. 2, 

IS94, pp. 311-525, eip. p, 322. 
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Now, as said before, we know of the existence of a prospering 
Jain community in the year 57 B.C. The oldest Jina images also 
originate from about that time. Several lylgapatas namely, show a 
circle in the middle of which a small Jina figure is seated (see 
frontispiece and fig. 28), These are the lyagapatas which we 
mentioned before cwi p, l48 and which are in any case contem¬ 
porary with the Amohini ayagapate, possibly even a little earlier, 
judging from the palaeography, 

Laufer has stressed the fai± that Buddhism might have been 
strongly influenced by Jainism This might very well have been 
possible at Mathura with its influential Jain community, but even 
if that b not the case the fact remains that, as we saw before, the 
expressions of art of the two religions closely corresponded. So it 
seems not too haaardous to leave room for the possibility that in 
the second half of the tst century B.C. besides Jina figures also 
Buddha inuges existed. On the reliefs of Sanchi the latest parts 
of which are estimated at * 50 B.C., the Master has not yet been 
represented, so there seems to be no objection to this opinion. 

Before continuing our argument we must now first discuss 
anoLher point. The standing type of Buddha, like the image in 
fig. 30 or those of Sarnath, shows the following typical peculiarities 
which rightly caused Coomaraswamy ®*) to explain this type as 
having arisen from that used up til! then for Yak^ and other 
supernatural beings. (Personally we would rather explain the 
Buddha image as derived from the King type, but in essence this 
does not greatly differ from Coomaraswamy’s explanation**)). 

To begin with, the pose of the body: frontal, the legs slightly 

M>) 0. LaUFEr in hii publkation of ihc Cifraloi^a^ sap c.g. wif 
werdcn wohl auch in dcr buddhistbchen Kunst mit Jaina EInflussen m rcchiten 
haben Vidcs^ teas tins hj$hef to dcr buddbistUchen Kunst rltselhaft gcblieben 
.ist^ wird mil gmstr Wahrscbdiilichkcit darauf zumck^fuhfco sdo'\ 0. Laltf 
D4S C/tr^lojk.^hana Jem Tibefhcbfn T^Njur u^fj Jberielsft 

Jer fnJhtben Kjtnslr Heft 1, Leipzig 1915. pp. 17-IS. 
51) Origm B^iJJba Image. 
52) In fact the clotho of the Buddha do not differ from those of well to 

do tay-people, who also woie a thin robe thrown armss the {eft aJvoulder and 
garhe^ up by the left hand m shown bf the Jjiy-addrants on a pedestal of a 
Buddha Tinage from the yea/ 7 in the Museum at Mathufi, N® add, <555. repro- 
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apart; furdier, the attitude of the 'haods, tus right hand lifted 
in abhayamudra on a level with the shoulder, the left one clenched 
on the hip. Finally, the clothes: a girdle tied round the waist, while 
the lappets of the knot hang down on and over his right thigh. This 
girdle holds up the undergarment, which shows a large number 
of fine pleats between the legs. Over all this a very thin upper* 
garment, going across the dtest to his left shoulder, while the 
lowest hem of the garment is lifted by his left hand, so that a thick 
roll of fine pleats Is formed falling down along the body over 
the wrist of his left hand placed on the left hip. On his left 
shoulder the material also wrinkles up into a number of fine pleats. 

When we compare these peculiarities of the image in fig, 30 
with images such as the Yalqa in fig. 38 and the Nagas reproduced 
by Vogel and Coomaraswamy *^), then we will see how 
great the similarity is, and therefore w^e agree with Coomara- 
SWAMY that the Buddha type has been derived from the Yak^ type. 
But we wish to point out that, while this holds good for the 
standing Buddha, it Is only partly true of the seated type. As far 
as we know there exist no Yaksa images in a seated position. When 
seated, the Buddha is represented as an ascetic in meditative atti* 
tude, and here no other tradition in plastic arts can have had any 
influence than nature's own example. Figures in this pose are 
represented in the early Central Indian school, as, for instance, 
on the railings of Bharhut ®®), but there it was always the intention 
to represent ascetics, brahmins, hermits or at least persons in medi¬ 
tation, and never Yak^. 

Looking at these early ascetic figures, we are struck by the 
clumsy way in which the crossed legs are represented. We look 
down as it were on top of the legs. In the oldest Buddhas, for 
Instance that of Katr^ the sculptor has a thorough command of 
this problem and here we do not even feel that there had been 

duced in J, Ph. VoGfiL, TAf Sclboal oj Satlpitre, 1909-’10, 
pi. XXTV, c, 

33) J. Ph, Vooel, Nigd IFmMp m Andint Mat&aei, ASJ.A.H, 190S-'0?* 
pp. 13^-163, pJ. UV, 1. 

34) Orig/ft Budd^ fig, 49. 
35) Ibidem, figa. 25 md 27. 
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any difficulty with this. It is clear that images tike that of Katra 
are preceded by a whole line of development. Although we would 
not empbatkalty assert that Buddha images therefore were in vogue 
a long time before the image of KatrS was made, still this seems 
very probable; but we must not exclude the possibility that that 
line of development in the seated ascetic figure was enacted outside 
Buddhism. In that case only Jainism remains as a possibility, and 
we have already seen that in this religion images were used even 
in the middle of the 1st century B.C. 

Let us look for a moment at those oldest Jina figures more 
accurately (see for instance fig. 28): they ace sitting in dhyana- 
mudra, as it seems, sometimes on a cushion, resting on a pedestal 
home by a wide support in the middle, the whole thing probably 
an altar. Over the head is a parasol, from which two garlands hang 
down. Behind one of the figures an open lotus is blooming 
The legs are depicted in almost the same way as those of the 
ascetics at Bharhut. 

These ayagapato date from the time when in Jainism people 
began to incline towards representing the Jina side by side with 
the symbob customary of old. On one specimen we see for 
escample, besides two Jina figures, one in the middle and one 
beneath in die circle, a Bodhi-tree and a high, slim stupa in the 
circular border. In the second half of the 1st century B.C the Jina 
was therefore depicted side by side with the symbob which 
fonnerly substituted him. 

A small figure, showing a very strong resemblance to the little 
Jina images and probably one of the oldest Buddha figures known 
up till now, b represented on the middle of a cross-bar of a 
toram for the central part of one side of which see fig. 33. The 
piece b also made in die transition-period between langua^ in 
symbob and human representation of the Buddha, as appears from 
both ends of the bar on which we find seve^ symbols, for 
instance the dharmacakia, a kumbha with lotus-flowers (bhadra- 

36) J. Ph. Vocgl, La d* M^bttrS, pL LIV, b. further pp, ZL3 
37) Mithuti Museuni, M. 5. 
3B) J. Ph. Vogbc, La ititlptart di MatiitrA, pL VII. 
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gha^) and a building while in the middle of the back of the 
cross-bar the Bodhi-temple with the Bodhi-trec inside is venerated 
by a large group of adorants. That Buddha h meant here by the 
seated figure in the centre of the bar appears from the test of 
the scene, clearly representing Indra to the right (known by tiie 
high mitre on his head) with some apsaras and elephants, to the 
left Pancasikha with six more celestial nymphs. The Buddha who 
is rather corpulent. Is seated in a cave, indicated very impression¬ 
istically. The pose of his legs and feet is again very clumsily 
represented. He is wearing a thin, cobwebby garment across the 
chest which leaves his right shoulder bare. The navel is visible 
through the garment. At die calves the hem of the dress is to be 
seen. It seems as if a pleated piece of the garment comes out right 
in the middle from under the legs. Clearly visible again is the thick 
roll of material over the left shoulder. His right hand is lifted in 
abhayamudra. The other hand is lying in the lap with the palm 
downwards. On the head the u^tsa Is visible. 

We see that several of the peculiarities characterizing the na¬ 
tional Buddha of the Katra type are already present here, but the 
little figure is not yet strictly canonized as during the reign of 
fCaniska, which appears from the fact that the left hand, for in¬ 
stance, is not yet put on the left knee. 

59) Wc mppoK tint thii is aw 41 ready stroii^ly d£velc»pcd of the stupa. 
it Jsp known of tlwf stupa of Kuniski ihil it wus j high building. So this 
kind of mofiuincflt pssed fJirough » quick development in the centuries about 
the begieming of our era. If our supposition is correct, then the building is a 
symbol for the The buinhlc aiticude of the two Adorants coiitid aJso point 
to this. Similar hi^^ buildicig$ with mimd dome-shaped roofs sre repiesoited 
on a stBinbha and a tympan in Vogel, Lj ffi/ipr^re dt Mathura^ pf. XXETf, c 
and LV, b. These, however, seem rather shrines for an Imagen This last possi¬ 
bility arises from tlie fact, that the stupa^dnim from Dhniv TTta (Miis, Math. 
N® N. 2^ V. SsirTH, Thf }iutf St^pa and AnfiqMjtirt of Maihuia, pi. CVI!) 
shows a Buddha figime seated in a similar building. Now tills rdi^ probably 
fepresents the Buddha seated in the Gandhakuti (J. Ph. Vogel, £tudf3 d* 

bonddhr^ iil: Us da jS£pa Je Dhratr p/d, da 
rS^oif fraafoise d*Ejeireme-Ofhfttf vol VIII. Hanoi 190S, pp. 492-500, esp. 
p. 497^ henceforth abbreviated as B-E.P.E.O.) and as the doors on pi. XXllI^ c 
and LV, b are not very suitable for a siCipa, wc therefore prefer an evplanahon 
nf these buildings as shrines, perhaps the Gandhiiku|l 
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Our opinion that the piece <ktes frcmi about the same time as the 
ayagapams is strengthened further by some other points of resem¬ 
blance which the piece shows with ^e ayagapatas; the masculine 
and feminine figures, represented at both sides of the relief as 
adorants, have a shawl thrown round Iheir shoulders, standing out 
widely from the neck, and falling down in standing-out pleats, 
where It is blown away slightly from the body. It is the same shawl 
we see worn by the flying celestials above the Buddha of Katra in 
later times, then, however, not with the same fluttering pleat 
beneath. The same dress is also shown by the figure on the tympan 
from Mathura Here also the typical shawl with the out-blowing 
ends. This piece still shows symbols as substitutes for the Buddha 
and consec|uently belongs to a very rarly period. Now one of the 
ayagapa^ shows figures, namely, in the circular band around tlie 
motif in the middle, the shawls of which flutter in exactly the 
same way More points of resemblance could be enumerated, 
as, for instance, form and decoradon of the wings of the mythical 
figures at the ends of the cross-bar, resembling that of the 
griffin which must date from the same period as the ayaga- 
pa^, judging from the decoration of the garland round its n^, 
applied also in the nandipada-sytnbols appearing in the ayagapa^ 
of the frontispiece, and the frequent use of pearled frames, while 
the lion as a whole resembles those depicted on the ayagapatas as 
capitals of the coiums at the right and left. However, we w'ill leave 
itatthat. 

Tire cross-bar dates from the transition-period between symbols 
and representation in human form of the Master, as do the ayaga¬ 
patas which also represent Jina figures as well as symbols. 

Another relief on a stambha in the Museum at Mathura is con¬ 
nected with this very early Buddha figure on the torana-post'*“) 
(see fig. 27). On the photograph in the Kem Institute the piece 

40) J, Ph, Vocel, Lj jtulptart Jt AUthufS, pi, LV, b. 
41) Ibidicm, pJ. LIV, b, 
4Z) Ibidem. pL XXV. 
43) M^thuii Museum^ H. 12. 
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is described as "a seated Jina on a throne, supported by two lions, 
worshippers on either side". Rightly it should be a Buddha. In 
favour of this, in the first place, is the throne with the lions. In 
the second place the fact that the figure shows the abhayamudra, 
which the Jina images never do, while the Buddhas on the other 
hand only later display the dhyanamudra, which is always shown 
by all Jina figures. On the head the usni^ is to be seen; that this 
too is an argument we will see proved further on-**). Then the 
figure is dressed in a garment the seam of which goes across the 
chest. The Jina images are always completely naked with (often) 
the srivatsa-symbol on the chest. The adorants rightly are the four 
lokapalas, each holding a mendicant's bowl in his hands, and so the 
whole scene must be identified as the offering of the four mendi¬ 
cant’s bowls *“). That the relief is ven' early appears—^apart from 
the old-fashioned form of the pedestal, or scat, showing a strong 
resemblance to the seat of the Jinas on the lyagapa^ (something 
like an altar)'—^from the over-slender figure of the lokapalas, 
which we always sec on the early toranas and tympans as well. 

A last piece deserving our attention is a relief found by Fu'hbeb 
the hill of Kankali TTla (see textfig. lO). According to the 

finder it is a Jainistic representation, showing us Vardhamana 
holding a devotional conversation with a king. We do not under¬ 
stand clearly on which grounds FOhrer bases his identification of 
the relief. As far as we are able to check, this identification is 
founded only on the evidence of the place of discovery. In our 
opinion, however, this in itself is not necessarily an argument for 
the Jainistic character of the piece. Not only could a similar small 
fragment be easily transported from the Buddhistic complejc at 
Bhutesar, lying in the ii^ediate neighbourhood, but a consider¬ 
able number of Buddhistic pieces have been found at Kahkall Tlla, 

44) S» pp. 147-1 da, 

45) J. Ph. Voch, La Jt JUaihMfa. pJ. LV ind LVll. Aiier finishing 
fhts book we found a coofimiiHon of our opinion in the fact, that Vooel gave 
the amc ideotifkalioD of the sceoe in The MafAiiri Stbooi of Scuipuirt, A.SJ. 
A,R., 1909-*10. p. 71. nie idief was aito discuoed by V. S, Agiwwala, ‘prt- 
Kmshatia Aft o/ Mathura. /.tf.RWJ., vd. VI. 195J, pp. si-i20 esp. p loe 
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as well as a great many Jalnistic fragments **). Coomaraswamy 

always says that in the beginning not only Buddhas wear an 
on the head but Jinas alsot so at the moment we would not like to 

Textfig. 10. Relief found KaMcllT TlU 
(The Jain Stupa and other Antic|uities of Mathura) 

put diis forward as an argument Another point is diat the 
figure to the right Is diess^ in the clothes of those days, while as 
we know Vaidhamlna b always represented naked. On the chest 
the^rivatsa-symbol b missing. Finally there is the i^uestion whether 
it w'as the custom with the early Jainas to reproduce scenes from 

46) At Ita^ if the idenhfitatioA of Lho is corrtet Wc tannot ch^dc 
this here- See the lists in Smith, Thf Jdin Sripa other AntifUfftw of 
M^hura. Mt- RahaCHaNDhaN of the Arith, SurVn Icindly ififofim us tha^ again in 
1943 Quci&rmis Buddhistic teUels wcm found at Kahkilj Till 

47) Sec, however, p5>- I67-16S. 
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the life of M^havlia. That diia was custonmy with the Buddhists 
even in very early times appears from the many representations of 
Buddha s life at Sanchi. TTiis custom is continued later on, when 
only the symbols axe substituted by representation in human form of 
the Master, Early representations of the life of Mahavf ra are, how'- 
ever, not known to us. The reliefs found at KahktU Tila wliich are 
not decorative but represent a little scene, are mostly Buddhistic 
or else they represent pious laymen who have given a donation, in 
which case the reliefs need not be Jainistic either. So if the piece 
under discussion was Jainistic, it would, in our opinion, be a great 
exception. However, it se-^ns better to designate the piece as 
Buddhistic for the present. In that case the scene could for instance 
represent the meeting of Buddha with King Suddhodana. In our 
opinion there can '‘a priori" be no objection to identify the figure 
to the right of the relief as the Buddha, for the place of discovery 
does not invalidate this, and several positive arguments could Ik 
put forward. 

As we see, the Buddha and the King both wear a like garment 
which proves our opinion about the origin of the Buddha 
image a dhotT, a roll of material round die waist, the erids 
of which fall down in close pleats. This is the same piece of 
pleating we saw coming out from under the folded legs of the 
seated Buddha on the tora^-bar and which is also typical of the 
seated Buddhas in later times; there is no sign of a girdle. Over 
hts left shoulder is a thin, closely folded shawl, thrown over the 
hack and front and hanging down in a loop over his left wrist. 
This is the custcunary robe shown by all laymen on the older reliefs 
at Bharhut and Sanchi. The monarch is distinguished from the 
Buddiia by rich ornaments and a large turban. He has lain his right 
hand on his breast in humility. His servants behind him are wearing 
a similar garment, but are bareheaded. One of them has the hands 
in anjali. Another is holding up a sunshade. All,persons are rather 
corpulent; the navel is a deep hollow in the abdomen, just above 
___ / 

48) Far iiuUjKe; J. PH. VocEL, La jcutptsre dt Matbuti. pi. LIT b. 
49) Sec p. ns. 
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the upper hem of the garment. The first quality especially dis* 
linguishes the panel from later reliefs. In the national Buddha type 
at Mathura the deep navel always remains one of the striking 
characteristics. The corpulencVi however, which disappeared later 
on, is indeed a characteristic of the old Yak^ images from die 
centuries B.C, as for instance those of Parkhiam®®), Pawaya®*) 
and Patna **). Therefore the theory of Coomaraswamy, that the 
Buddha type is derived from the Vak^ images, is once more 
confirmed. 

Besides the corpulency of the figure there is one more peculiarity, 
pointing to the fact that we here meet with one of the most ancient 
Buddha representations, viz. tliat the shawl is still thrown round the 
shoulders like a roll of material, exactly as worn by the lay-figures. 
On later images in relief we always see this thin material spread 
over the undergarments and the chests of Buddhas as well as of 
laymen. A first attempt to reproduce this transparent cloth over the 
whole body by means of scratched-in lines is seen in the Buddha 
from Samath Finally the form of the capitals of the columns 
flanking the relief formerly at both sides also probably points to 
an early date. The hatched part, borne by the griffin, simply goes 
slantingly aloft, while we have noticed that in later times it curls 
round against the upper beam. 

After thus having accounted for considering the Buddha on this 
relief as one of the very oldest representations of the Master, we 
now return to the description of the relief. The company seems to 
come out from a gateway to meet the Buddha. The Buddha has 
lifted the right hand in abhayamudra. Behind the head is a rather 
large aureole which seems to be left smooth; we do not yet see 
the scalloped border, so typical later on. On the front of the head 
the Master wears the usnisa, clearly indicated here as a coil. The 
rest of the head is smooth, as are those of the servants, and gives 
the impression of being coveted with a little cap. Agreeing with 

50) Srt Ph, Vogel, Li ^ailputrr di Mathura^ p]* XLIL 
51) HJ.LA., Bg. 63- 
52) Ibidem, fig. 67, 
55) J. Ph. Vogel, Li s^alpturt df pi, XXVIir^ b. 

Vaw LdlltJlzi^-i>i Leeuv, The "Stythlifl” It 
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Vogel Bachhofer supposeti that the Master's head in the 
Katra Buddlm type was clean-shaven. Fouoher thought that the 
sculptors represented the hair on purpose in such a way that it 
could be explained as sljaven by those faithfuls who kept to the 
religious prescription pertaining to the outward appearance of the 
Master Coomaaaswamy first propounded that the head was 
dean-shaven*'), later on he retracted this idea*®), [n the case 
of the servants of the relief In discussion, however, it can distinctly 
be seen that it was not the intention to render clean-shaven heads. 
For along the line of the forehead we see little scratches, probably 
meant to suggest hair. Tliere are also images and reliefs of the 
Buddha in which die hair-scratches are visible along tlie line of the 
forehead *®). These scratches are very often omitted, however, and 
understanding people knew all the same that the smootli cap 
suggested hair. Possibly it was elucidated by paint. Examples 
of siimlar liair-drcssing indicated by scratches are to be found witli 
men as well as with women and there are many examples of 
both whose hair is quite smooth which does not mean that they 
were clean-shaven®*). A very illustrative proof of ouc opinion is 

54) }r Ph. Vogel, Tht M/itbMri 5fiw/ of Scfilpiure, AS.LAM^, 1909^*15^ 
p. 64; Cat. Muitatu ALithura^ p. 55; Ld uaiptfirr dr Matburi, p, 36, 

55) L Bachhofer^ D« frUhindiscbr Pfastii^ p. 104. 
36) A. Fogchee, \qI IJ, pp. 696 and 700, 
37) HJJ,A,, p. 57. 

3a> A. K. CooMARASVAMYp BitJdbXi Usnisa and Cfotea, 
f.R,A.s., p. aa?. 

59) For ifutmcc the Bkiddha ifi Berlin, rcptoductd id E, WALlnsamiDtp 
DU EnfHfUttMngigrubkhtr dri BtfddMHJrt in IndUn, O.Z., Nctie Folgf, 
vol. VI, Bcflin 1930, pJ. 36. b; J Ph. Vocit, Li scMlp^arr df Maibitra. pi, XX^ a 
and a stambhA in the Lucknow MuseuniL, in the old numberiitg probably N“ B. 82, 
at preient po^ibly H. |2. A photograph of this ii in the colJcchofl of the 
Kern Iniittttite, pottfolfo Mithuci. 

60) J. Ph, Vogsl^ La uulpiMrt Jr pL XI, a, XII^ and wsthoiit 
scratches in pL XVl (Hie dwarf hdow), LVTI, LIX, i \ HJ-LA., figs. 67, 68, 74. 

61) Just before our ms. went ta press wc found an aitide by J. N. BaNERJEA, 
fa fftdbdp^rstadoAfanii) m ihr Ai^/| Buddha tmagrj of IndUf 

voL VTI, 1931. pp^ 499-514^ tn which tlic atitbor propounds exactly 
the same ideas as we, viz, that the heads of the Mathura Buddhas ate not dean 
sliaven. We are ghd to find oursejves not done In this opinion. BuSNSltJEA's 
arguments arc the same as our^ be U mote elaborately expounded. 
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the image reproduced in Bachhofer, pj. 151, %. 2. The hair is 
indicated all over the head, yet the form of the head is exactly like 
the cap'shape of the kapardin type. 

Here we touch upon a much disputed question: the origin of the 
usntsa. In discussing the former two reliefs we have not menrioned 
this point, as the representations did not allow of conclusions. 
This time, however, we must and can go into the subject more 
thoroughly: 

The general sense of the word umUa as *‘crantal bump'* is mainly 
based on later Buddhistic texts, but several scholars take it that 
the word had this significance already when the first Buddha image 
was aeated The hairdressing worn by the Buddha on the 
relief under discussion shows a speaking likeness to the one we 
find in several Yaksa figures. That Yak^ have a similar hair* 
dressing when not wearing a turban, need cause no surprise, for 
if we suppose—like Coomakaswamy—that the Buddha type has 
been copied from the Yaksa type, we could "a priori” have 
assumed that Yaksas or other divine beings must have existed with 
a hair-dressing equal to that of the Buddha. Most Yak^, it is true, 
w'ear a turban, but this can be explained by the fact that originally 
the turban was the token of dignity "par excellence*’ in India, some¬ 
times substituted by a crown, but not until much later. For the 
Yaksa image is in our opinion *'a priori" nothing else but the 
representation of the king's figure. The conception the man in the 
street had of these heavenly rulers, who exercise power over human 
beings, resembled for the most part the form he saw of his earthly 
rulers. So if a Yaksa king was reproduced without a turban, he 
was given the hair-dressing of the Indian rnonarchs of that time. 
Not only with kings, but also with ascetics it was customary to wear 

62) For jqjrsnn Waddell, who thinks the u^.i was otiginillf t snake's 
hood, which afterwards became the cninlaJ bump of the Buddha 10 the time of 
Ajoka; in connection with this he gives quite fantastic theories, see L. A. Wad- 
dei-L, Buddha't Dktdtm 0t Ui atigitt, nolure and ftmetienj, A fiudf 
of BndJhht Origins, 0,Z., vot. JH. pp. 1 JMd3. Some schoJars adhered 
to the idea that the ufnl$a was a cranial bump from ihe outset for onljr a ewtain 
area, for instance Bacuhofee for Matbini, Die ftihindisthe Plassik. p. Itt; 
K- DE B- GodeiNGTON for Gandhdn, Astiient truiia, p. 5S, Sec also note ^S. 
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the hair in a knot on the head. On the reliefs we have several 
representations of the last category of persons and their top-knots 
often cannot be distinguished from the usnifi*^). It is a pity that 
there are only few representations of royal figures without turbans 
(except for Brahma as his nature is that of an ascetic), which Is 
due to the fact that this head-dress was always worn outdoors, 
Indeed these few reliefs show a knot, tied up on the head irt 
several cases, with a conspicuously strong resemblance to an umi^. 
Jn imitation of the living monarebs the Yaksa images and other 
gods had their hair tied up in a knot^*). In die next stage these 
images of gods serve as modeb for the Buddha images. FOUCHER 
has explained this same idea concerning the usnlsa of the Buddha 
image in Gandhara We would like to add that again not ontv 
the Buddha but also gods show the and so we think that 
in the first centuries w hen Buddha images were made, in Gandhara 
as well as at Mathura, there is no doubt that it was intended to 
reproduce a hair-knot un top of the head. Several examples can be 
given where the u^T^ is distinctly indicated as Not 
until m/zeb later was it understood as a protuberance of tlie 

63) J. Ph. VoCEtp Lj SfKipfare dr AUthutfif pL VId ajid XVI, 
Bg. 47; Ofigiti ftgs. 27 lad 29 und i jd the 

Lucknow Museum, probably N'^ H, Mi photograph in the catlectioo of the 
K^m institute^ poi^olio Mithuri Alio the rcprcsenlstioii of ascetics from 
CaDdhira show the bur-knot on the head, c.g. A. FoucHgitp vol. I, fig. 
lB9t 37> and voL n; fig. 435, p. 233* Further: J. Barthoui, Le/ fonilUt Ae 
Maddj, Figirrej </ Figurimt^ Mhnoirei de la Dilig4ihrt arfBJoljQgiqm fran^ais* 
ert Afgkaftiitan^ tome III, Piris 1930* pi. 62, a and b; J, Sh^toraAf Mi* 
mo/re/ d* U Dilegatron arcMohgi^ae eu Afghauhturj, Some X, Paris 
I942t pL XIX and XX; 1_ BachhofeAi Eme Pf^tl^-Figar jjtjt B<^di GaySf fahr- 

Jfr voL II, Leipzig 1925, pp. 73-76 and pi. 69* 
64) V. S. AcatLAWALj^, Fft-KssJmpa Art o| voL VI, 1933, 

pp. dL-120, p. fi7 and figi. 1-3; HJJ-A., pi* 6S; Origin Br/ddha Images fig, 
24. 

65) A. FtHJOiER, A.GS., vol. Up p. 294 and the fig. 447 on p. 297, and 
Yol. L figs. 234-237 on pp. 463-469- 

66} Seee.g, the gods in E WALOSCHMIErr, Gandhar^t^ K^fscha, T^rjattj pL 14. 
Furthcmiorc the Yaiioii$ rqitoduclion$ of Brohml eftoi wegring a hair'knot on 
the head. 

67) E.g. the Buddha of Katri and that La the Munchmer Museuin fiir Volker- 
kutidCp icproductd by L. Scheji^ian, Z>yf dltfitrn BaddhadMictlnngtn dwt 
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skull ®«). After Foucher*®) Coomaraswamy has proved plainly 
enough that the word usnJsa originally did not mean "protuberance 
of the skull" but simply ’‘turban" Wilson liad already given 
both meanings for the word The term ainisalaksana according 
toCooMARASWAMYhas to be translated in earlier times as "laksana, 
that indicates a being "destined to wear a turban"and 
unhtsosuo is not to be translated as "having a protuberance on 
the head" but as "having a head like a turban" The word 
nsnisa is also used to indicate the coping-stone of the lallings 
around stupas and other holy objeeb. In covering specially the 
head it b«oraes "turban", ^nsequently the Dutch word "be- 
dekking" wliich, like the Sanskrit word can also be used for 
“head-dress”, renders the significance correctly. 

We fully agree with the opinion of Foucher and Coomara* 
SWamY that usnha originally did not mean "protuberance of the 
skull". Coomaraswamy's translatioo of the word as ‘^destined to 
wear a turban" or of mtkSsaslto as "having a head like a turban", 
seems to us a little far-fetched. When among the characteristics of 
a cakravartin or Mahapurusa the u^lsakksana Is mentioned ’®), 
we prefer to understand this in the sense that one of his character- 

cb*atT Mustumt fSr Vdiketktttidt, MSrtebtnet Jahrbiich dtr Bildtnden KiaiJl, 
vol. V, I92S, figs. 9 and tl on pp, 7t and 73. 

68) Daoihofer, however, says; das in Mathim der Begtiff tuhtiklia 
ftets jin Sinne von Schidelauawucdis svmtandoi wortkn ist", Di* irUbtndhthf 
P!a$tik, p. Ill. 

69) A. Foucher, A.G.B,, vol, II, pp. 289 sei^. 
70) A. K. CoOMAttASWAMY, Tfjt Bttddhdi CSdi, Hair, Ufntfa sotd Crown, 

I. R.AS., 1928, pp. 813.841, e»p. pp. 833-8M. 
71) H. H. WitSOM. A Dtflhtiatj, Sonsaif and Engihh.' trmiiated, amendtd 

4Hd ettJnrgrd from an orighul eampiUthtt prtpartd hj Lna^ned Salhas for the 
CelUgM of Fort VF'iitutm. Calniftj 1819, p. 129. 

72) A. K. CoDUARASWAaiY, The Buddhas CMdd, Hair, Ufdifa arid Crown, 
J. R.A.S^ 1928, pp. 815-841, esp. p. 830. 

73) [bidnn, p, 835. 
74) A, K. CoOMARASWAKY, An tarty Indian Bnddha head, BnUetin Deiroit 

htiHole of Arif, voL VIII, N“ 6, 1927, pp, 63-66. 
75) S« fflt these lists of lak^i^ E, Buhnoup. Le Loiuj d* la bonne Lot, 

Paris 1832, AppCndi* VIII, pp. 353-647, and E Senary, Ettm tot U Ugende du 
Buddha, ton earoetire et let originet, 2Bd ed., Paris 1882, pp. 88-160, eip. pp. 
124 seq. 
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',tstics is a turban, so the translation of the word mihtsaslso would 
be "a head with a turban’'i This is only a confirmation of the fact 
Tve have already brought for^'ard a couple of times^ via,, dtat 
the turban was one of the principle tokens of dignity in old India. 
That is why we mostly see that Yaksas and other supernatural and 
royal bein^ showing these lak^as, wear turbans. When the 
fi^e of the Buddha had to be represented in human form, the 
sculptors met with the difficulty that it was explicitly known of 
the Master, that he having become a mendicant friar had laid aside 
all his regalia. Consequently all those royal characteristics of the 
Yaksa images, like ornaments and turban, could not be reproduced. 
So tiie Buddlu figure is, as it were, a Yaksa, or rather a monarch, 
without regalia. The bracelets, necklaces and other ornaments wem 
simply omitted, and the head, now uncovered, was given the hair¬ 
dressing, occasionally shown by the Yaksas or kings as well, when 
not wearing a turban; that is to say, the Buddha was represented 
with a top-knot of hair, the so-called kapaida. That this was the 
hair-dressing in those times, not only apj^acs from the few reliefs 
of that time showing a monarch or some other figure without a 
turban, but also from the Bodhisattva images without a head-dress 
from Gandhlra. These figures, which in their outer appearance go 
right back to that of the monarchs of that time, continually show 
the top'knot on the head. The hair-coil namely seems to be essen¬ 
tial for a turbanT*). A long piece of material can very easily be 
draped on the head, if there is something to drape it around. 
The pin in the turbans worn in die time of the Safavids had the 
same function. So we assume that the usni^ was at first meant as 
a hair-knot. When in the end the known scries of laksarm began 
to be applied to the figure of Buddha also, it was of course no 
longer possible to interpret the usnlsalaksana in the sense of 
“with a turban**. Though it is grammatically speaking rather im¬ 
probable yet by this time people might possibly have begun to 

7&) Sikhi who aiwi)ri wear t turban and only take it off on very rare ocC^iOfu 
ilio iiavc A hatr-coil on top of their head, see Philups Talbot, Dtthi, <tf 
j New' Dottitniott, SAlifftuI Geographic Magaziite, 1947, toI. 42. pp. 
esp. p. 629. 
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understand the laksa^ as Coomaraswamy thinks: "destined to 
wear a turban". It seems to us more probable that the word ttsnfsa 
now received the connotation of the top-knot on the turbanless 
head resulting from the translation "having a head fit for a turban"* 
Anticipating that which we will deal with later on we can add to 
this that the conception of the word usfiha as a protuberance on 
the head of the Buddha, did not come into existence until after 
the period when sculptors at Mathura began to copy in some 
respects the Buddhas from North-West India. 

According to Coomaraswamy the Jina images as well show tfie 
usnlsa in the initial period. It would "a priori" not be impossible 
for the Jina images to have gone through the same development 
as the Buddha figures, as far as their hair-dressing is concerned. 

Now the essential difference between the images of the Jina 
and the Buddha is that the first one ss wholly naked, while the 
second one wears the garment of that time, as we see it on figures 
of Yaksas and laymen. The seated Jina figure always in dhyana- 
mudra therefore has actually nothing in common with the Yakw 
images, but also the standing Jina is quite different, not only be¬ 
cause of the nakedness but also on account of the attitude of the 
arms, taut along the body. Tiie Buddha figure, on the contrary, 
shows the clothes as well as the attitude of the ima^s of kings and 
gods: (he le^ slightly apart, the right hand in abhayamudra and 
the left fist on the hip. In our opinion, namely, the abhayamudrS 
is a development of the royal gesture pointed out on some reliefs 
from Jagayyapebi and Amaravati by Coomaraswamy When 
we put all this together it is clear that the Buddha figure shows a 
strong resemblance to the Yak^ figure, which can certainly not 
be said of the Jina figure. Thin is why there is "a priori" not a 
single argument showing that at first the jinas also displayed an 
usnlsa, for neither do the oldest Jina figures on the ayagapatas 
seem to show the u^l^, nor do the images of theKus^a peri<^, 

77) A, K. CooMAaA&VAMV, A iiftd S&me ^thtr Peesh 
hiipidwl Piitg€gei'0rt het KcnittJkUjk Baiavuuuch G^naotuhap i/an Kpdnitfn en 

tw zj^n btsiaan, 177B-I928, Wdte- 
vredcfi 192% ■poIh I* pp, 57^1. 
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authenticated as Jinas by their inscriptions, have it as far as we 
can trace. So until the contrary has been proved, we should like to 
accept as a working hypothesis, that before the Guptas the is 
also one of the characteristics distinguishing the Buddha from tiie 
jina. Should this hypothesis be right, then the u^T^ of the figures 
reproduced in fig, 27 and textfig, 10 (p. 259). is an extra argument 
to identify them as Buddhas. 

The resemblance to the oldest Jina figures especially, and the fact 
tliat the Master is corpuicnt (and wears the garment not yet draped 
over the chest, while the girdle holding up the undergaanent on 
ihe Buddha of Bala is not visible) gives reason to suppose that 
the relief reproduced in textfig. 10, originates from the beginning 
of our era, but probably even before that. We could continue to 
enumerate more examples of very early Buddha images such as 
for instance, the relief representing Indra’s visit to Buddha, depicted 
on a aoss'bar on which the Buddha is still unconventional, the 
nimbus left quite smooth, and the whole design and execution 
strongly reminds one of the art of Sanchi But we will leave 
it at this. 

Gangoly investigated how far the change from the stage in 
which the Buddha was still substituted by symbols to that in which 
the Master is represented in human form is reflected in iihera’ 
tore **). He emphasizes, in our opinion correctly, that the symbols 
in the ^Iter period were by no means the consequence of plastic 
inability or of an iconographic interdiction, as some scholars sup¬ 
posed, but of the belief that the Blessed One simply could not be 
described in words or form and that neither gods nor men could 
behold him after the body had decayed. The author supports this 
with very convincing quotations . Proceeding he demonstrates 
the slow change in the texts inclkung more and more towards a 

7aj Reptoduced in J. Ph, Vogbc, Lt tatlptufe d« Maihuta, pi, HII, b. 
79) See note 199. 
80) O. C. Gangoly, Tht Ariuquity of Iht BsdJha-lmigt: Tin Cult of iho 

BuddhA, O.Z., Neue Folfie, voL XIV, Heft 2^3, 1938, pp. 41-33. 
SI) t, 3, 73 {O'lgh* KUMjdf wid Buddkacho^a, 

fiHiitii, I, p. 128; [WASAto Masumi, however, uys that the Jj/faritrn (Hoboghhi 
N" 1433) hints on a prohibition to potti^ the Mister, sec note 84. 
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visual representation ol the Master and fmally encouraging tie 
making of images as a highly meritorious work. Several texts, from 
which Gangoly derives his cjuotations, can be dated approx¬ 
imately. His final opinion b: "It b reasonable to conclude that the 
earliest of these texts sanctioning and recommending image- 
worship had very probably been composed some time during the 
early part of the PreOhristian century (circa 1'3C1 B.C.)« And 
tiiere is nothing inherently improbable in the first image of the 
Buddha having been carved or painted some time before 30 
B.C.” **) 

It b regrettable that dus argumentation, ori the whole so excel¬ 
lently documented, ends by the speculations (known from else¬ 
where as well) about the age of the art of Gandhara, based on the 
hypothesb about the use of the Seleuddian era. However thb may 
be, the value of the literary data remains the same, and we see 
that they support our assumptions regarding the time when the 
oldest Buddha figures w-ere made, 

Now we must confront some points which we have worked out 
m Chapter Two, with the conclusion drawn just now on the 
ground of several data about the age of the first Buddha images 
at Mathura. Those points were: 
1— ^The fact that indeed on the coins of Maues no Buddha is 

represented, p. 97. 
2— The fact that at Sirkap, the town destroyed after Kujula Kad- 

phbes, no Buddha Images have been found, p. 87. 
3— ^The date of the reliquary of Bimaran, which b probably later 

than was generally lutherto supposed, pp. 83-9^, 
4— ^The fact that one of the oldest images of the Buddha in North- 

West Indian style is to be found on the reliquary of Kaniska, 
pp. 98-101. 

\lC^n we survey these data in the light of the substance dealt 
with above, the inevitable conclusion must be that we find the 
Buddha image at least half a century, if not a whole century, earlier 
at Mathura than in Gandhira. And thb, we think, proves what 

82) O. C Cangoly, Tht Antiqutty «f tht Btfddha-lfnag*: Tht Cut* oj thu 
BudJka, O.Z., Neue Folgc, vol, XIV, 1939, p. 56. 
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Havell and Coomaraswamy—be it often on intuitive and 
emotional grounds—have maintained, viz., that the Buddha image 
originated on Indian soil, conceived as a supply for Indian need. 
The credit of this idea is always given to the two just mentioned 
scholars, but it was Victor Goloubew who propounded this 
thought for the first time in 1923; honour to whom honour ts 
due 

When Coomaraswamy pleaded for the idea that Mathura had 
created the Buddha image on its own initiative, he brought forward 
"inter alia*’ that the Bhakti-cuU, whidi in those centuries became 
very prominent, demanded as it were a concrete image of the Master. 
Konow completely joined in wtlh this “). Much earlier Goblet 
d‘Alviella iiad maintained that it could not be accepted that India 
received the idea to worship images from the West **). Konow 
defended the same idea afterwards*^) against the statements of 
Cunningham**), Smith"*), and Bloch**), that idolatry was 
imported into India from the West, He pointed to the numerous 
examples of images of gods dating from a time when there was no 

S5) V, CoLOLTBaw, Reptew of A. Fol-cHeH, L'art grieO’bo/tdtlhiqut 
GifidhSrd, B.E.F.EO., tonw 2i, Hanoi 1924, pp. 4584)4, esp. p. 4)1. 

84) IwASAKi Masuwi had already hinted on this apeckj CetUraJ Indian Buddha 
type In 1920; we doubt, howmr, whether GotouBEw had seen hb JUtide; 
Twasaki Masumi, Revieuf of A, FOUCHER, BegmniagJ of Baddhiit Art, Ka4ia, 
vol. 3>0, May 1920, pp. 4324)9. Etefore GlaSER had propounded that India made 
Buddha ima^ alieady in the lipie of A^ka, but he could not point to any 
example, and he did not give any convincing argament; C Glaser, Di* Ent- 
tt’ickittng dtr GttemdJarstefltidg in dtt Ostasitdhthm Pfdttii, O-Z., voJ. Ill, 
1914*'15, pp. 393425 and vol. IV, 1915-'16, pp. 67-87, esp. p. 4oL 

85) S- Konow. Ei» Briirdg i»r Cesihkhtt det Bvddhabiidti, 1928, 
voi. XXIX, pp. 565-574. 

86} Goblet U'AlviElla, C* qiff i‘tnde dot! d ta Greer, Det hiflfutitts ties- 
fiqaet dan I la driiita/ioH dr i'lnde, Paris 1897, pp. 114-121; 2nd cd,, Paris 1926, 
pp. 15246U 

87) S. Konow, Note on lAr nse of images in Andenl India, InJ, Ant., vol. 38, 
1909. pp. 145-149. 

SB) A. Cunningham, The StSpa of Bharhnt, London 1879, p, 107 and AU6J- 
bodhi or the Great Buddhhi Temple at Baddha^gafa, London 1892, p. 52, 

89) V. Smith, GroeeO’Rontati Infinente on the Ch'ilhatioH of Antieni India, 
vol. 58, part I, 1889, pp, 107-201. cap. p. 193. 

90) T. Bloch, Vbtt einige hildiUbt dtindisrher Goltbeiten, 
Z D.M.G., vol. 62, 1908. pp. 648-656, 
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question yet of western influence, with which we quite agree, but 
this by no means contests the assumption that a characteristic repre* 
sentation of the Master was striven for and found in Gandhlra also; 
but we absolutely deny that this North-West Indian form would 
have been the model for the sculptors at Mathura, as FouCHER tried 
to show, which Idea was taken over by many other accliaeologists, 
even by Bachhofer "). 

In the first half of the 1st century A.D. die custom gained 
ground at Mathura to represent the Master no longer in symbols 
but in human form (several sculptures do in fact show bodi ways 
of representing the Buddha) and the portrayal of the Buddha 
is determined by tradition in the course of that period. Deviations 
as in the seated Buddha in the Lucknow Museum (see fig. J3) 
become more rare, and after the middle of the 1st century we 
may speak of a canonically fb:ed Buddha image. Among the 
older specimens of this canonic type probably may be reckoned, as 
argued above*'’), the standing Buddha of Saxnath and the seated 
one of Katra. 

Some peculiarities of the standing image have already been 
described above®*). We can now add to these: TTie usnl^ often 
indicated as a knot of hair is arranged right on the front of the 
skull. The eyes are protruding and show a very striking short line 
at the outer comer (see textfig. 26 on p. 252), The ear-lobes are 
not very elongated. Both breasts are prominent. The very early 
representations do not yet show the gir^e, which is always seen on 
the canonical images, the ends of which tied together hang down 
on the right thigh. Between the legs we see a little seated lion 
(probably an allusion to the Buddha's surname Sakyasimha) or a 
small cluster of lotus-flowers. The palm of his right hand is turned 
forward somewhat obliquely, d»e back of which is supported by 
a cushion-like elevation, while the fingers often point outw-ards, 
The thumb is pressed against the other fingers. The elbows arc 

91) L Bachhofer, Dir jrShmJhche Ptitiiii, pp. 7J uid 97. 

92) ReppoduMtJ in J. Ph. Vogel, L> icttipiHre dr Matbttra. pi. LVI. a and b- 
93) Sec p. 130. 
94) See pp. 135-134. 
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held far from the body and do not rest m the tap. Ttie figure as 
a whole is much slimmer than the oldest Buddha images discussed 
above. 

As foe the canonized seated Buddha (see figs, 31 and 32) we only 
need to add the following: properly considered this kind is more a 
haut-relief than an image. At the back foliage is often shown. His 
left hand rests on the left knee^ die fist often denched. The legs 
are aossed in padmasana; on the upturned soles of the feet the 
dhacmacakra and triratna are to be seen. To the right and to the 
left of the Buddha an adorant is standing. The Master is seated on 
an elevation, decorated with receding ridges, which shows resem¬ 
blance to the altar-like scats of the early small Jinas and Buddhas 
(compare figs. 27 and 28). In the earlier sculptures the upper rim 
is generally supported by three little lions, two "en profil" at the 
comers, one “en face" in the centre. The seat might therefore 
appropriately be called a simbisana. Under the chin the manes 
hang down in a point. The central animal is sometimes substituted 
by a sacred symbol. Later on the donors of the image are portrayed 
on either side of this symbol ‘'®). 

Let us now consider more closely these secondary figures 
attending the various seated Buddha images. For this purpose a 
rather large number of images is at our disposal, but unfortunately 
several of them have been broken in such a way that sometimes 
the parts important for our investigation liave been lost. So we have 
only five sculptures in which the secondary figures are for the 
most part visible. (For three of them see figs. 5L 32 and 33.) In 
tliese sculptures we see that both personages wear royal attire: 
necklaces, ear-rings, bracelets, and turbans. Consequently they are 
exalted beings. According to Coomaraswamy they are Yaksas, 
borrowed from popular belief by the Buddhists in the same way as 

9S} The only exception to this rale we know of is Etie petkil^ij of a BudtlfaB dated 
in the yew 7, in the Maihuri Museum, N“ add, 635, on which two men, two 
women and two cbtidten axe depicted in the space between the two lions, but 
no sacred symbol. Reproduced in J. Ph. Vooei,, The Sebfi^ af Sfulptur*, 
ASJ'A^R., I90P-’10, pL XXIV, c. The seat ^ fig, Jd pmbihly belongs to the 
time when the Buddha image was ocrt yet stri^Iy caaoniaetL There i« sevetaj 
reasons which make an early date of the image ^ety probable, see pp. 174-175. 
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Ihe old gods of Ireland were not immediately rejected by hlie first 
Christian monks”®). Agrawala defines them as “chauri bearing 
attendants” Vogel describes these ''satellites” on the relief of 
Ka^a as follows: "De charjue c6te se ttent un acolyte en grand 
costume laique, maniant im chasse-mouches,—prototype de ces 
Bodhisattvas qui flanquent les Buddhas postfirieurs." Indeed 
Ihere are some images in which both adorants are holding a fly- 
whisk and so can hardly be distinguished from each other. We 
have, however, found several reliefs where there is a definite 
difference between the two figures. On the relief at Boston (see 
fig. 32) die figure to the right is holding a camara, but the one to 
the left Is holding an object near the hip that can be nO'thing else 
than a vaira®”), Furthermore, the bearer is distinguished by very 
short pants and something tied around the neck whidi, if we are 
not mistaken, strikingly resembles the lion's skin, which the so- 
called "Hercules with Nemeian lion'*’”®) wears, for the lower 
ends show also small claws. Obviously this strange element has 
been accommodated to sometliing familiaf. On an image from 
Malta, one of the paheavira of tlie Vrsnis an ornamental! 
chain is fastened around the neck in the sanie way with a reef 
knot in front, in this case coveted by a buckle, but the same way 
of knotting is clearly visible at the waist. The attire plainly indi¬ 
cates that in the case of the Boston figure a vigorous personality 
is represented, and this character excellently suits a Karer of a 
vajra. But this example is not the only one. The Buddha on the 
baut-relief, reproduced in fig. 5), also has an acolyte at his right 
side, holding a vajra. Furthermore, a photograph of the Buddha 
of Katra by Johnston and Hoffmann (see fig, 31) gives us 

9(i} Origin irnagi, pp. L3-H and 18; p. 
97) V. S, Agxawala, of tife in tie Mnseitm €i/ 

Arcbfteaicgy^ Mnttra, AJlknahid l9^% p. 34. 
98) j, Ph, VdcjEL* La uttiptMfe Je p, Jd. 
99) Oompite this itlilude with the inugc of lepithluccd in Ph, Vcx^l^ 

Li scitlptiire de MalhttrH, pL XXXVJIl, h Of The i\Uriufi Scic^ of StnlpiMre, 
AS-LA.R., 190S^‘10, pi. XXVllI, b. 

ITO) J, Ph. VOGEl^ Ls ^rtfiptme de pL XLVJl^ b. 

10)) Ph. Vogel, Lt semptnte de Maihvfd, pi. XL!]], b. 
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the impression that here also iiie left adorant does not carry a 
(Jmara in his hand, as Vogel thinks, but a thunderbolt So it would 
be advisable to investigate "in situ" whether this is as the photo¬ 
graph seems to show. Finally the adorant at the right of die Buddha 
who is fourth from left on the relief reproduced in fig. 5l, also 
seems to hold a vajra, as well as that on the up^r relief of astambha 
at Mathura Two of the sculptures mentioned distinctly show 
us that a vajta-bearing adorant often stood at the side of the 
Buddha. As for the three other pieces, we should like to be on 
the safe side, and leave things as they arc. until better repro¬ 

ductions are available. 
In our opinion tills vajra beater is Indra, die god to whom of 

old the thunderbolt was attributed. Moreover one of his surnames 
is Vajrapani The identification of one of the figures as India 
makes it very probable that the other acolyte w-ith die Camara is 
Brahma. As ^etic figure the fly-whisk has always been one of his 

typical attributes. 
According to Coomaaaswamy the figure with the vajra would 

be a fuidier unknown Yaksa Vajrapam, who had no relatitm what¬ 
ever to Indra, but from whom the Bodhisattva Vajrapani would 
later have originated We regret being unable to agree to 
this, in that case who is the other acolyte? A conclusive argummt 
in favour of our opinion that Indra is meant by the acolyte holding 
a vajra, is a fragment of a Buddha image in the Lucknow Mu- 
seum*"*) (see fig. 34). The inscription on the pedestal mentions 
the image as a Bodhisattva Unfortunately the date itself has 
been broken away, but the palaeography as well as the corpulent 
representation of the two figures on the pedestal, the shawl of 
the figure at our left hand and the elegant way the monk’s robe 
flows across the Buddha's legs, all point to a very early period. 

102) Phoiogtipb io the coHectien of the K-citi Institute, jjortfolio Matbuii. 
Piobahl; N® 742 of the Msthuri Of Lucknow MuMum. 

tOJ) 5, 3. Mjth^Airala, CilcoM* ed., I, 3771, etc. 
104) Origin Bvt/iiiiJi Irtug*, p, 18. 
105) Lvcluiow Provincial Museum, N* B. IB. 
106) Set for this maiter pp. 177-179. 
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probably from the tijne before Kaniska. Banerji at the time 
described the piece as follows r 

'This fragment was discovered^ according to Growse, in a 
mound near the Circular Road at Madiura. The language b corrupt 
Sanskrit and the characters are neat and weO incised. They belong 
to the early Kushana period. The important point al^ut this 
inscription is that it is a Bodhisattva image and not a Buddha 
image as Growse calls it The inscription consists of a single 
mutilated line on the upper rim of the pedestal 

'The pedestal is one of the finest pieces of carving turned out 
by the Mathura school of sculptors. It represents two men of high 
rank sitting on a series of steps apparently conversing with each 
other. The heads of th^ figures are slightly damaged, but the 
execution is very fine. The mutilation of the first few letters of 
the inscription, and the loss of the main figure is greatly to be 
deplored, as they would have been very important for the history 
of bidtan sculpture." 

Tlie figure to the right on the pedestal cannot be any other 
than god Indra, as is shown by the high mitre, which he alone 
wears in the reliefs from Gandh^a and Mathura. With both 
hands he lifts the vajra. Like the figure to the left, he is seated 
in lalitasana, the attitude especially asumsd by monarchs or gods. 
The figure to the left has thrown a shawl round hb shoulders in 
the same wide loop as the figures on the early ayagapatas *®*). 
He holds the hands in ahjalimudra and is, like Indra, decidedly 
corpulent. The hair is arranged in a coil. There is nothing to 
prevent us from taking this figure to be the other great god of 
Hinduism, Brahma. The pedestal on which the Master is seated 
was too small in this case for placing the acolytes at his sides 
and they were therefore given a place in front against his seat, 
which is at the same time extremely suitable for devoted wor¬ 
shippers. 

107) in OUT opinion, however, in a certain senw GrowsR waa right loo, see 
177-179. 

108) Rakkal Das Bakerjj. New tnstriftiens of the Seythiou Period, 
Ep. tnd., vot, 10, 1909-'10, p, 109. t09) See p. 1S7. 
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In connection with this it is furthermore important that, as we 
saw in Chapter Two”^)^ also in Gandhara Brahma and Indra 
focm a penmoent couple on either side of the Master (see fig. 25), 
and in our opinion this custom therefore goes back to a very old 
Indian tconograj^ic tradition, for even at the time when the 
Master was still indicated by a symbol we find both great gods 
in adoration on either side of an emptj' seat under a Bodhi- 
tree In the ait of the Guptas and Pilas we find again and 
again the two gods attending on the Master; Brahma can mostly 
be tecogpized by his four heads, [ndra by his vajra 

All this points to the conclusion that, although some haut- 
reliefs may be found on which both acolytes hold a fly^whisk, 
and consequently aie not clearly chaxacterized as Indra and Brahma, 
there are yet several reliefs in which this is an undoubted fact 
(on account of the attributes and sometimes even the costumes 
or head-dress), so that there is reason to assume it was the in¬ 
tention to express in the reliefs that the two highest gods of 
Hinduism came to worship the Master. It frequently occurs that 
the principal gods of an old religion, originally inimical towards 
a new doctrine, are assimibted by the latter in which they are 
given a protecting or worshipping charactef It is possible 
that the identity of these two secondary figures under dikussion 
gradually was lost in later times. With the Jainas, however, the 
names of the two acolytes have been preserved till now: Indra and 
Brahma Buddhism .ven brought this couple to far-away 

no) See pp. 192-136. 
! 11) For insluice a ruling ptlUr it Kathur^ N® 2669. offrom Mi- 

habao, menttODed in V. S, Agiawao, H/mdhock of tbf Sfulftnrt} i» the Curvtti 
Mvsrftm of Areiatehgy, p. 29. 

112) For instance Ekiddlu of Bthir, Photograph Kent Institute, mentioned in 
J, Anoekson, C^tdogat ititd Mandbaok 0/ the Atehat^hgkai ColUethiis hi the 
loJian Maseitm, part 11, Capia and tnsmpfwn Galleritt. Calcutta 1389, p. 3, 
D.G.A., cat. p. 9. 

119) See note 96. 
114) H. VON’ Glasen’AFP, Dtr lainhmai, tint ladisiht EriosaagSTtiighn, 

Befiin 1923, pp. 361-962; j. Bukcess, DigimbarA faina Icoangtaphy, tad. Ant.^ 
irol 92, 1903, pp. 439-464, esp. p, 462. 
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Japan ; for some sdiolars also identify them with the Ni-6 who 
are designated as Kongo-Yasha (= Vajra-Yak^); in our opinion 
this identification need not necessarily be w'rong, as de Visser 
thinks. We believe that all this seems an additional argument in 
assuming that it was therefore customary in the earliest Indian 
representations to render Indra and Brahma as worshippers on 
ei^er side of Buddha and Mahaviia. 

We have seen in Chapter Two that Fouche* proposed to iden¬ 
tify all those scenes in which the Buddha is standing betW'een 
Brahma and Indra, as the descent from the TrayastriinSa Heaven, 
and, if the Buddha is seated on a throne, as the rer|uest to preach 
the law. We think Fouchek goes somewhat too far with this, 
especially when he says that the reliquary of Bimar^ "s'inspire 
visibiement de la „Desoente du del" " and that of Sbah-jl-ki Dheri 
"rappelle plutot, avec les temperaments necessaiies pour trans¬ 
former une scdae legendaire en groupe iconique, le „grand miracle 
de gravastrV 

if we should apply this system to the baut*ieliefs of Mathura, 
we ought to assume that the invitation to preach the law was 
represented in these triades at Mathura. This seems impossible. 
It is incomprehensible why the sculptors of Mathura should have 
represented this very scene again and again, and never one of the 
many other events in tiie Master’s life. We therefore take it that 
the explanation of the North-West Indian reliefs showing Indra 
and Brahma which FoucHER proposes, will in no way do for 
MathurS, and that the two gods are only represented here in the 
function of worshippers, the more so as we have seen m Chapter 
Two that Foucher’s identification in a good many cases does 
not seem to be tight. 

Several images of the orthodox type under discussion possess 
another peculiarity which we should like to deal with, Bachhofer 
has described the matter as follows: "Wie bei dem Standbild aus 
dem Jahre 3 ist es auch bei dem Werk aus Katra erstaunlich, dass 

115) M. W. BE VissEji, ijiT ^#1 Vmt Amsterdam l?30, 

p. 67, 
116) Sec Qi, lip pp. 133 secj. 

Van L££tiw« Tht F^ml 12 
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eine Gestalt, die alle Zeichen ernes Buddha an skh tra^, fiii 
einen Bodhisattva ausgegebcn wird. In der Tat ist auch ein fast 
identisches Stuck aus Anyor, dessen ICopf und rechter Arm leidef 
verloren gegangen sind, als Bildnis eines Buddha bezeichnctd Bei 
sitzenden Figurcn ist also zwischen Buddha und Bodhisattva kein 
Unterschied gemacht; das gleiche gilt aber auch von den Stand- 
bildem, denn hier wie dort ist det Bodhisattva dutch eine Gestalt 
mit den typischen Kennzeichen eines Buddha vertceten.'* 

Vogel had alteady observed this peculiarity as to the seated 
images; "We are thus led to the conclusicm that, in seated images 
at least, the Mathura sculptors of the early Kushana period made 
no distinction between Gautama the Bodhisattva and Gautama 

the Buddha." ”«) 
The difference of opinion between Banerji and Growse which 

we touched on before, originates from the same matter. The 
meaning we attadi to the word Sodhiiitttvti nowadays, for the 
greater part goes back to the use of It in Mahayam Buddhism: 
the being that will obtain Enlightenment in the near future is 
called Bodhisattva. When he has attained the Bodhi, then he has 
become a Buddha, an Enlightened One. So the turning point 
between the two designations lies at the attainment of the Highest 

Wisdom. 
We would rather not explain the above discussed anomaly of 

denominating as Bodhisattva an image very clearly representing 
the Buddha by assuming that the sculptors of Mathura made no 
difference between Gautama before and after the Enlightenment, 
Nor does it seem possible to us to explain the cjuestion by assuming 
that all these Buddha images represent Gautama after his renun¬ 
ciation of worldly life and before the Enlightenment, as is done 
by ScHERMAN^"'). In our opinion the most probable solution 
is that the meaning of the word Bodhisattva has altered, that is 
to say, in the long run the word acquired a more limited sense 

UT) L. BACHHorER, D'tt \tsbitsAhth* Piastik, p, 105. 
Ua) J. Ph. Vogel, Cat, Mattitm Mathum, p, 40. ^ 
119) L. SCHERMAN. Dit altgittn Baddhadantatiuttpn (in S\Smhet»f Muittatti 

V^therkanie, MMachr^tT ^ahfhutb dtt Bildtttdnt 1929, Band VI, p, 151, 
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originally the case. The literal translation of the word 
Bodhhattva, "He whose essence (or object) is perfect knowledge", 

by no means restricts this denomination to creatures before tht 
Enlightenment. In itself there would be grammaticaliy speaking 

no objection to apply the designation of BodhissUim to a creature 
after the Bodhi as well. Indeed it appears from some Pait com* 
mentaries that the word was formerly used in a wider meaning 
than we are accustomed to now. Bltddhaghosa savs in his Sunm- 

hgdafiiaunl, 11, 427: “Bodhisatto ti panditasatto b'ujjhanakasatto; 
bodhisankhatesu va catasu maggesu As^o laggamanaso ti Bodhi’ 
satto/’ And a passage from the Themgatfm says: "Buddhassa 
mata pana Mayanama ya bodhisattam parihariya kucchina,” 

The designation of Bodhhattva apparently could be applied 
to the following categories: buddliapaccekabuddhabuddhasavaka, 
i.e. Buddhas, Pratyekabuddhas and disciples of Buddhas. 

In the long run, probably under influence of the doctrine about 
the Bodhisattvas, ^veloplng in MahSyana Buddhism, the term 

Bodhhattva was limited to those creatures who have not yet 
reached Enlightenment. As appears from an inscription on a 

Buddha image discovered at Bodh-Gaya of tlie year 64 of the Gupta 
era^**), in which this image is designated as a Bodhisattva, we 

can assume that the narrowing of the meaning of Bodhhattva did 
not begin to be customary until the 4th century A.D. Bachhofer, 

w-ho discussed this image in his Die fruhindische Plasiik, thinks tliat 
the date refers to the Kaniska era. This seems impossible to us on 
account of the decidedly Gupta features of the head and the Gupta 

characters of the inscription. Furthermore Bachhofer says, “kann 
man die Bezeichnung „Bodhisattva'’ als irrtumlich erklaren" »*»). 

Such a statement seems dangerous and we would not like to 
subscribe to it, the more so when we see that the texts give suffi¬ 
cient proof that the title Bodhifattva had another significance than 
it now has for us, 

120) Our Hlention wi$ drawn to this pajsa^ by Gqnda. 
121) Thtragathi, 554. See also ManoTathi^ira^}, ao Ah^ttara Comtnentary 

oo the Digha Nfkdya, 1, 435. 
122) LCdebs' List, N® 949, 
123) L. fiACUHOrFA, £>« Itihftidischt Phttik, p. IO9, note 3 and pj. fi9. 
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We have so far discussed the most important questions arising 
in connection with the Buddha images like that of Ka^a. It is 
this type that had become the canonical Buddha Image at Mathura 
and in North Indian art when Kaniska ascended the throne. 
Following Foucher and Coomaraswamy we will call this type 
—to distinguish it from other later representations of the Master— 
the kapardin type, after the kapaida(sheH)*form of the u^isa 
(halr-lmot), as this is one of its characteristics. How long this 
type had already been in vogue when the great Emperor came 
to the throne cannot be said for certain. Probably it took about 
a century to develop from the king or Yak^ statues. Wc find 
the earliest dates on images in the beginning of Kanina's reign, 
as e.g. an image from the year 2 at Kaus^bl and another 
from the year 5 at Samath’^*®). A third one dedicated also by 
friar Bala just like die one from Sarnath, was found at ^ra- 
vast! 

The fairly large number of images, dated as early as the 
beginning of Kanin's reign and the good style indicating routine 
of the sculptors, confirm the supposition that these Images bad 
been made like that for some time. As we will see further on 
this kapardin type remains the only current one until about the 
year 130 A.D, and many examples of it are known, all of them, 
according to their dates, originating from the reign of Kaniska 
and that of his immediate successors. During the reign of King 
Vasiska, the kapardin type hardly changes at all. It must be men¬ 
tioned, however, that in the long run it became customary to 
represent the donors of the image on the front of the seat of the 
Buddha between the lions at the comers. These donors nearly 
always carry as an offering in their hands either a bunch of flowers 
or a garland, or both. 

During the reign of Huviska, however, there is a great revolution 
in the style of Mathura. Tliis change is caused by a strong influx 

124) Kunja Goben^da Goswami, Kaiam Imfriptim rfign cf) 
KaTihhJta: thr }mt 2^ Ep. voL 24*^ 1938* pp. 210*213 with plale. 

125) j- Ph. VoceLj Lii pJ- XXVlIi, a_ 

12^3 p- 35. 
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of influ^ences from Gandhara, probably due to the fact that the 
art of this country had by this time risen to such a height that its 
products passed the borders and drew the attention of sculptors 
rrorn other p^ts of India, The results of this can dearly be seen 
for instance in the Buddha images at Mathura. 

As eady as the year 1909 VocEL observed that some of these 
i^ges ^ray a strong influence from Gandhara The 
characteristics of this group of Buddhas, indicating an influence 
from North-West India, in our opinion, are chiefly the following' 
the g^ent, showing broad pleating, and the fact that the body 
is entirely covered by this garment, so that both shoulders (and 
with seated images also the feet) are hidden, and finally the 
attitude of the raised left hand, which has gathered up part of the 
garment. All these (qualities which show that these images form 
a group, give them a strange appearance when compared with 
the ntroerous Buddhas of the kapardin type current until then. 

It IS dear that here a representation of the Buddha from North- 
West India has served as a modeL 

Before passing on to a discussion of this new kind of Buddha 
image, it is advisable to point out emphatically that epigraphy 
giy^ us irrefutable proof that the two Buddha types in their 
original form existed side by side for only a short time. We do 
not know of Buddha images of the pure kapardin type dated after 
i ^ ^ tCaJuska era nor of Buddha images betray- 
ing influence from Gandhara dated before the year 50 of that 
era The only image of the kapardin type which seems to be 

r. * MatAurS Stkoof cf Sfuifttur^, AS.t A.R.. 1909-'!0, 
p. 66. in which he says: Matliiiri has, however, yielded another type which it 

examples pf Graeco-Buddhist sculpSrc." 
128) We sh^d hfce yeiy much to see a photograph of LBOfiHS’ Uii N'» 51. 

Jj* tfa** image already shows signs of influences from Gan- 

undoubtedly be of the 
ftTO 9pe. Lfnf^nately, however, we know of no reptoduclipn of it, Mr. NacaI, 

^ Ptovrncia] Museian. was so kind to send us i 
photograph of N- 52. but the fragioent only shows part of the 
■ ^ of * s^diDg Buddha and the base of the statue, which is not enough to 
judge the image is influenced by North-West India or not. 

129) The inojgc. showing hfloence frofn Gandhifj of the year 22 0/ the 
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dated later than 140 A,D, is a so-called "Bodhisattva" published by 
Agrawala Quite near the pedestal of the image an in¬ 
scription was found which we read as follows: 

“sa 90 2 he I di 5 asya pu(r)wajre 
vi(or kba)ndavihare vasthavya bhiksusa gr^a- 
da^iltiwa sthuva prasAapayati sa- 
rva sav(v)anain hitasukhaye.” 

The most Important point in which we differ from Agrawala s 

reading is bhiksusa in stead of hhiksasa. The other deviations are 
of minor importance. Agrawala translates the inscription as 

follows; 
“In the year 92, first month of Hemanta, on the fifth day, on 

this date, in the SHipa of Bhikshu Grahadasika, a resident of 
Khanda Vihara monastery, establishes for the welfare and hap¬ 
piness of all sentient beings,'* 

Agrawala’s conclusion was; "The object dedicated is left un¬ 
specified in the inscription which Is a very unfortunate part of 
it. A priori it is obvious that the inscription should refer to the 
dedicaton of the Bodhisattva but no definite evidence can be 
adduced in favour of this conclusion Discussing the image in 
the preceding pages Agrawala takes it, however, for granted that 

it dates from the year 92 ’. 
Now first of dl this seems impossible on account of the style 

which points to a date before the middle of the 1st century of the 
Kaniska era. But the deciding factor in this question is the inscrip¬ 
tion itself. It is quite unusual that the dedicatory inscription omits 
describing the dedicated object (in this case according to Acra- 
WALA the image). Moreover it is incomprehensible why the monk 

Kini^Vx eii, mentioned by E. Waldschmidt, D/e Entwiekimgsgesfhichu det 
Bttddhabildtf m tndien, O Z„ Neue Folgjt, vol. VI, p, 273, is, as we shall see 
below tn Cb. IV, pp. 232-237, a century later than has httheito been assumed e.g. 
by L SCHERMAN, Die alteiiett Bt/ddhadatiteiitmgen dws MS/tehener Musett/ni \St 
VSlkerku/tde, MSncbtner Jahebuth dee Biidei7dt/f Kumh 1929, Band V], Heft 2, 
p, 151 and fig. 22 and J. Pk. Vogel, inJ de MaiburS, p, 38, 

130) V. S. Agrawala, New Scpipfu/ei from Mjiibura, J.U.P.HS., vol. XI, put 
II. 1938, pp- 66-76. 

131) Ibidem, p. 75. 132) Ibidern, p. 69. 
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Grahada^ika would erect an image in a stupa. Images may be 
found inside stupas but then it always concerns images which were 
buried on account of their holiness, result of their anticjuity, VS^e 
are here concerned with an image still brand-new at the moment 
of the burial, l.astly it is t^uite unusual that the donor only in¬ 
directly communicates his name in the dedicatory inscription. These 
three irnprobabilities induced us to examine the inscription once 
more with the result that we offer another translation, more in 
accord^ce with the rules we find applied in other similar dedi¬ 
catory inscriptions: 

“In the year 92, the first (month of) winter, on the 5th day, on 
this occasion as specified, the inhabitants of the Vinda monastery 
erected a stupa for the monk Gilhadasika. May it be for the wel¬ 
fare and happiness of all beings.” 

It is clear now that a stupa was erected in the monastery i an act 
which was considered as highly meritorious and (]|uite usual in 
Buddhist circles all over Asia. Conse<]uently the inscription has 
noting to do with tlie Bodhisattva image, and we therefore ace 
<]uite free to ascribe tliis to a period before the middle of the 1st 
century of the Kaniska era. 

Before dealing with the Buddha images which betray influences 
from North-West India, we must still touch upon one point: we 
will see that one of the peculiarities of that group of images is, 
that both shoulders are covered by the monk’s robe flowing down 
in broad pleats from the shoulders. These folds certainly are due 
to influence from Gandliara, but the idea of covering both 
shoulders might have originated in Mathura itself, or else it is the 
very first symptom by which we can discern North-West Indian 
influence in the art of Mathura, for there are several Buddha images 
of the old national type which show monks on their bases with both 
shoulders covered, clad in robes giving the impression of being 
chequered. That this way of wearing the uppergarment of the 
monk’s robe was not confined to monks only, is shown by a Buddha 
figure reproduced in the Annual Bibliography of Indian Archaeol¬ 
ogy ^1954) vol. IX, pi. IV, a and b. Both shoulders of 
this Buddha, which in all respects clearly belongs to the kapardin 
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type, are covered with a chequered robe whirfi does not yet show 
the broad pleating of the Buddha type with clear influences from 
Gandhara. As this question forms a subject in itself we will leave 
our discussion at this point as we hope to return to it soon in a 
separate article. 

The earliest images in the group under influence from Gandhara 
seem to us to be the Buddhas reproduced in figs. 33 and 36. 
The first one is a Buddha wrapped up in a garment covering 
both shoulders and feet; consequently of the type we know from 
Gandhara. Now this figure has been completely taken over and 
placed in the back-ground of the Buddhas of the kapardin type 
with ail its details. If we compare this piece of sculpture e,g. 
with the Buddha of Katra (see fig. 31), many similarities imme* 
diately attract our attention. To the right and to the left the two 
acolytes; the one at the right hand of the Buddha very distinctly 
holds a vajra. The seat is also exactly similar to that in vogue up 
till now. As far as the worn-off piece permits, we still can dis¬ 
tinguish at both comers the outlines of a small seated lion, facing 
outwards. In the centre we believe that a small lion *'en face” was 
seated. Both thighs, sticking out on either side of the body, are 
still distinctly visible. So the pedestal shows the decoration we 
also found in the Buddha of Kartl. 

Now let us see which elements of his own art the sculptor of 
Mathura retained in his attempts to Imitate a Buddha imagie from 
North-West India, and which specific qualities of the school of 
Mathura then were lost. 

In order to do this, let us first consider the pleating of the gar¬ 
ment more closely. According to the custom from Gandhara, the 
monk’s robe had to be draped over the whole body, and though 
somewhat more closely pleated here and there, above ail, should 
represent a thick woolly garment. This was something not yet 
known to the sculptors of Mathura. They were masters in repro¬ 
ducing the cobwebby thin tissue, the so-called kasi-tissue, indicating 
by its name its origin, which was said to be so thin that a piece 

133) Lucknow Museum, B. 14, Ot B. L 2S {?), 
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several yards long could be pulled through a finger-ring. Char¬ 
acteristic of this outerial was that, thrown round the shoulders and 
gathered up on the left hip, it fell down after the fashion of those 
days in many little pleats running close together. Now die sculp¬ 
tors of Mathura and other centres of art in early India, were very 
skilful in reproducing this tissue, both there, where because of 
this transpiarency the whole body showed through, and where it fell 
down into numerous pleats when gathered up. The thickness of the 
roll of material, as shown on so many images of Yak^ and the 
Buddha, gathered up on the left hip and flowing down again over 
the left wrist or arm, is really not due to a clumsy treatment; the 
extremely thin tissue, indeed forming a similar pleating, is very 
faithfully imitated *^), The sculptors very accurately rendered 
this by chiselling small narrow grooves, running parallel to each 
other in the direction of the pleating, on a thick mass of stone 
situated higher than the rest of the surface. 

Suddenly an order ts received to make a Buddha image wearing 
a pleated garment covering the whole body, as in Gandhara. So 
what could be more logical than to put into practice for the whole 
gannent the technique hitherto used only when indicating pleats 
on the shoulder or hip. This can plainly be seen in the Buddha in 
fig. 52, where very thin narrow grooves are chiselled parallel to 
each other over the whole garment. In cross-section ^5 would 
appear as in textfig, 11. 

Tcjrt/ig, 11, Ctosi'Sedioii of the drapery in figs. 33 and 36 

The pleats begin on both shoulders, then fall down and form 
a half-loop, finally running up slightly and then stopping. A groove 
runs down alternately from the left and right shoulder. This process 
of folds alternating from the right and left shoulder is of course 
used in order to prevent a lai^ number of grooves from concen- 

154) See for ntampJe the “BodbiUttva" of the monk Baja at SamJth, repro- 
duced in J. PH. Vocbl, Im ttut^ture dt MtUburA, p|. XXVIII, a. 
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tritiag on the shouidecs, which would have to be chiselled very 
close to each other. 

Here is again a divergence from the Buddha images of the kapar- 
din type, namely that, though the same technique is used for 
modelling the folds, the grooves are nevertheless much further 
apart, in order to imitate the broad pleating shown by the Buddha 
from the North-West. Although the sculptor tried to suggest a 
thick woollen garment by this method of rendering broad fold^ on 
the other hand, unconsciously affected by the traditions of his own 
school of art he modelled the breasts very prominently, so that the 
impression of a thick garment was lessened. Incidentally it may be 
remarked here that it is this tendency to let the body show through 
the garment which after more than a century again gains the upper 
hand and gradually substitutes the thin transparent tissue for the 
thick woollen material. These prominent breasts we just mentioned 
were characteristic of the Buddha image which the sculptor was 
accustomed to model in the national school of sculptors; and 
without further thought, he now renders the bust as if the chest 
were still partly naked and not covered by a thick woollen garment. 
So here again we have an element from the kapardin type that 
has persisted in these later images influenced by Gandhara. 

Furthermore, the way in which the sculptor In this image renders 
the lappet of the garment, gathered up by the left hand, deserves 
our attention. The piece of material flows slightly rippling down 
on to the seat, spreading out below. We also draw attention to the 
sharp V-shape, in which the garment is folded around the neck. 

Unfortunately the head with the nimbus has been lost. In all 
probabilitv the latter showed the well-known scalloped edge. The 
right hand is raised in abhayamudra, which is the regular attitude 
of the Buddhas of the kapardin type, and this hand is lifted so 
high elbow’ does not touch the thighs. Though the hand 
has been partly broken off, it can still be distinctly seen that the 
thumb was pressed against the fingers, while the palm was turned 
half forward, as is the case with the images of the kapardin type. 
This hand as well as the left one gathering up the lappet, is still 
pressed closely to the body, as in the kapardin type—z result of 
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the brittleness of die stone—but still more, of lack of daring on 
the part of the sculptors. 

The second image belonging, in our opinion, to tlie earliest 
stage of the group of images influenced by North-West India, 
is the standing Buddha, reproduced in fig. 36, ^ich except for 
the demolished feet is complete. In this image the above mentioned 
peculiarities can be more clearly seen than in the previous Buddha« 
Here also the narrow lines are engraved rather wide apart, in 
the same way as in the previous image the grooves run down 
alternately from the left and right shoulder and bend, upwards on 
the front. The garment distinctly shows the shape of the body, 
breasts, navel and pudenda, just as was customary in the standing 
images of the kapardln type. His right hand is lifted in abbaya- 
mudra and rests against a cushion-like support, decorated with 
engraved lines, which we have found in exactly the same form 
as support behind the right hands of several Buddhas of the ka* 
pardin type. Furthermore, the palm of the hand is turned half 
forward and the tliumb is pressed against the fingers, important 
is the fact tJiat in this case the head and the nimbus ate undWaged 
and they show us that in this respect also the sculptor has been 
completely faithful to the traditions of his own school. The hair 
has been rendered smoothly; on top of the crown we see the usnTsa, 
also smoothly represented. The urna has dearly been rendered as 
a small spiral, and the eyes show the characteristic little groove 
at the outside corners. The nimbus has also been represented in 
the same way as in the national school of Mathura and shows the 
well-known scalloped edge. 

Summarizing, we see in the following qualities of the images 
discussed, characteristics already found in the Buddhas of the 
kapardin type: the framing with acolytes, the form and decoration 
of the nimbus, the seat with the three little lions, the form of the 
pleat-grooves, the fact that the body distinctly shows through the 
garment so that the breasts, navel, etc. are visible, the smoothly 

155) Matbura Muieum, N® A. 4; J. Ph. Vogel, Cat, Muititm AWAvri, p. 49, 
pi. XV, a.; L Bachhofer, Die frUhiniiijche PlaiiiJk, pi. RS, fig, 1 i A. FotFCHER. 

vol. ]], fig, 584 on p, 755. 
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rendered hair, and the fact that the right hand is lifted high, only 
turned half for^'ard obliqueiyj resting against a cushion-like sup¬ 
port and conset^uently firmly against the body, while, finally, the 
thumb is pressed against the fingers. 

On the other hand there are only tw'o qualities which we are 
imabie to trace back to the Buddha of the kapardin type, but which 
point to influence from Gandhara, via, the fact that the garment 
covers both shoulders and feet, and that the lappet is gathered up 
in the left hand. Regarding these images we can hardly yet speak 
of copies of North-West Indian examples, as they are still too 
much rooted in the old school of Mathura. At most there is here 
only a slight influence from North-West India. 

A next stage of development in this group of images at Mathura, 

Textfi^. 12. Cco&s-section of the dnpery in fi^ 59 iind 40 

showing influences from Gandhara, is found in the images repro¬ 
duced in figs. 39 and 40 It is remarkable to see how the 
sculptors at Mathura discharged their task of imitating the Buddha 
of Gandlwa, and what was the result when they had transposed 
the example in their own style and tradition of art. 

That the two images just mentioned are later than the Buddhas 
already discussed, appears from the fact that the treatment of the 
garment represents a following stage, i.e, one in which the sculptor 
makes a greater endeavour to represent the thick round pleating of 
the much heavier and thicker garment of the Buddha of North- 
West India by rounding off his pleats so that a ribbed effect is 
obtained. The cross-section now looks like textfig. 12. We clearly 
find this stage in the two Buddhas mentioned, those of Anyor and 
Boston. 

These images are further distinct from the two preceding images 
because the pleats no longer run down from the right or the left 

156) Mjuhurt Musevm, N® A, 6>; J. Ph, Vooel, Cat. Mttstttm Mathura, pi. 
63: diKovered at Anyor. 

157) Musewn of Fine Arts. Briston, N° 2744S; photograph N* B. 38B6, 
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shoulder alternately, but nearly all pleats run upwards to both 
shoulders after bending on the front. It Is also striking that the 
body IS much Jess visible through the garment which consequently 
gives the impression of thick and heavy material, this apparently 
being the sculptor's intention, that is, if he wanted to imitate the 
Buddha type from Gandhara correctly. Remarkable also is the 
drooping shoulder-line which gives a somewhat thidc-set appear¬ 
ance to both images. A further peculiarity is the triangle formed 
by the drapery on both sides of the neck (see textfig, 13). 

Another reason for dating these images later than the two images 
just discussed b the way in which the material, gathered up by the 
left hand, falb down clumsily and 
stiffly, without the slightest ruffle. 
This is a facet of the tendency we 
find again and again in this transi¬ 
tional period, viz. that a certain 
stiffening and woodenness appear 
during the copying-period ut Mu- „ 

The left hands of these Buddhas 
lifting the lappet are still pressed against the chest. Their right 
hands are raised in abhayamudra, while the palms are turned 
directly to the front, which was not the case in the kapardln tvpe. 
The finger-tips, however, still point a little to the left. 

It is most striking that the Buddhas m figs. 39 and 40 raise their 
hands less high than the Buddhas reproduced in figs, 33 and 34 
The latter lift their hands above the prominent breasts, while the 
hands of the Buddha at Boston, for instance, reach only just as 
high as the breasts, and the elbows are consequently resting on the 
thighs. This is a very striking difference between Buddhas of the 
kapardin type as well as the Buddhas reproduced in figs. 33 and 36, 
and those Buddhas with influence from Gandhara now discussed 
and still to be dealt with. This fact, added to other peculiarities 
already mentioned, point to the fact that the Buddhas In figs. 53 
and 36 are very strongly related to those of the kapardin type, 
while the two images in figs. 39 and 40 betray an influence from 
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Gandhaia on Mathura increasing more and more. Another ini' 
portant point in which the now discussed Buddhas differ from 
those in figs. 33 and 36 is that the traditional two acolyte have 
disappeared, and that apart from the nimbus which unfortunately 
has been broken off, the images appear without a background. 

The pedestals have also changed, which is partly owing to an 
Increasing influence from Gandhara. BaCHHOFER pointed out that 
the small lions represented “en face” on either side of the base 
were a novelty at Mathura, probably introduced from Gan¬ 
dharaThe animals partly preserve the outward appearance 
they already showed on the pedestals of die Buddhas of the 
kapirdin tvpe. Thus the manes hang down in a point on the front 
of the chest, and the hair on the head forms a little triangle between 
the ears, pointing downwards over the forehead. The first is 
illustrated by the lion on the right of the pedestals of the Buddha 
from Anyor and the second by the lion on the left of the 
pedestal of the Buddha at Boston. It is striking how clumsily and 
shapelessly the animals have been carved out in both sculptor^ 
-“especially their legs, which arc far too short. The seated lions in 
profile and in full face on the pedestals of the Buddhas of the 
kapardin type, on the other hand, have been modelled with a 
certain ability. Was the difficulty for the sculptors of Mathura 
perhaps the fact that they were accustomed to reproduce seated 
lions up till then, while a standing lion was required of them now? 
That this last was intended should, in our opinion, appear from 
the fact that the protruding thigh bones are no longer visible on 
either side of the body, as in the seated lion in the middle of the 
seat of the Buddhas of the kapardin type. Be this as it may, the 
animals have turned out to be mis-shapen monsters, which proves 

138) L, BaCHHOFEE. Die frMbindische Pimtii, %'ol. I, p. lOS. Although ihe 
small lions *‘en face*' at the comers of a throne were not unknown cither, witness 
the throne of the image of Winu Kadphisci, see J. Ph, Vogel, U ffMlptufe de 
Mjiihura, pi. II. Bur this throne might (J» have been brought along by the 
Ku^as from Central Asia, 

139) This can be seen more dearly on another photograph of this image in 
the collection of the Kern Institute, portftrfio Maihuri, N" 27. 
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that a thorough mastery of representing them had by no means 
been yet achieved. 

In this connection we should just like to discuss a very interesting 
scat, a photograph of which is reproduced in fig. 42. It is a single 
pedestal, meant to carry a separate Buddha image. Apparently 
image and seat were not always made out of one piece. Accordingly 
we cannot join in with Vogel’s remark: “Le piedestal a scene de 
d^otion n'est pas un accessoire nKessaire des images de ce 
genre." The image at Santhl which he mentions as having no 
pedestal might just as well have had a separate base like the one 
depicted in fig. 37, The top-slab Is supported by two small lions. 
The ears of both animals as well as the protruding left eye of the 
left lion are distinctly visible. Instead of the two legs, we see a 
row of little triangles, the points of which are directed downwards. 
The ejcplanation we should like to give for this is that the sculptor 
has tried to imitate an example from Gandhara, for there we very 
often find ordinary chair-legs under the seat These repeatedly 
take the shape of a lion’s daw the nails of which have been 
coirventionalizeci into little triangles like those on the small 
bench from Mathura, and in the flourishing period and afterwards 
the upper end of the leg often shows a lion’s head It is very 
probable that diese legs go back to a model from the Roman West, 
while they in their turn have served as a model for the seat at 
Mathura”®), That the sculptor of this piece consciously copied 
a North-West Indian seat appears not only from the le^ but also 
from the covering of the seat with a cushion and ku^-grass. The 
sculptor indicated this by rows of horizontal lines placed over one 
another with a kind of hanging fringe below. Such a covering of the 

140) Ph, VogeLj La df p, 38. 
141) A. FoucHeh, A.C.B.f \oL fig. 245^ p. 491: vd+ II* fig. 482^ p, 501. 
142) A. FoxjcMEh, A.C.S.. vol, 1, fig. 130. p. 251; toI, II, fig. 479. p. 493- 
145) E, WaLDSCHmii>t+ Die Efitudci^iidngjgejcifkhe BuJdSabfldei in 

iridien, O.Z., Neuc Folge. vd. VI. pL 35* c, 
144) L. AhaM, B^dd^ailaiiieTtr pi. 4; A. Foltcher^ A.G.B.t vd. II. fig, 423, 

p. 251; 424. p. 233. 
145) Scats with unlmiil legs might hsivc been known In Imji'a before 

that time, see A. K, Coomailaswamy. Buddhht reliefJ from NagarjMfmioffd*^ mJ 
Artiaf4r4ttrf Nos 58-59+ Calcutta 1929^ pp^ 70'76» esp. p. 72 and fig. 3. 
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seat is not an original idea, of the sculptor at Mathuri, as we 
aiready find it on several very early North-West Indian reliefs, 
and undoubtedly the man from Mathura has copied this along with 
many other things from Gandhara. Examples of a similar covering 
of the seat can be found in North-West India, e.g, on the stupa of 
SikrT (see also figs, 9 and 17), 

A last argument for the fart that this ped^tai was copied from 
North-West India, is the scene represented between the legs of 

the small bench (see textfig. 14). For in the centre we see a figure 
seated on a dais. To the left and right of this figure are still traces 
of two, resp. three smaller figures in dhyanamudra. To the left of 
the seat an indistinguishable object is placed, and in front of the 
seat die vague outlines of two animals lying down facing each 
other are to be seen. In all probability the first preaching in the 
deer-park has been represented here. The five small figures are 
the five former disciples of the Master, and the indistinct object 
might be the Wheel of Law which he puts in motion. Unfortunately 
the right arm of the Master is worn away, so that it is not certain 
whether he is lifting it in abhayamudra or extending it towards 
the wheel. Now, it is striking that the sculptures at Mathura—in 
later times as well—nearly always represent the donors of the 

14A) A. FoUCHEK, A.G.B., vol. I, fig, 210, 212, 242, 2S2, 2M, lesp, OQ pp. 
417, 421, 481, 50p, J13, or: Z>r ias-rf/iffi du it&pn de Sikn fCanJhcra), J.A., 
IM siriB, tome IE, 1903. pi. I, IV, VI, XU, Xllt 
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image on the pedestal, be it in some cases on either side of a 
Buddha or Bodhisattva, instead of on either side of a holy symbol 
as in former times. In Gandhara, however, it is not exceptional 
for some scene from the Master's life to be depicted on the seat. 
This induces us to put forward the representation on the front of 
the seat as an argument in favour of our opinion that the piece is 
a copy of a North-West Indian seat 

On account of die foregoing it would be interesting to trace 
whether the clumsiness of the small lions of the seats reproduced 
in figs, 39 and 40 might be due to tlie fact that a similar North- 
West Indian bench with lion-legs was copied in Mathura without 
ptopier understanding, so that an attempt was made to give the 
lion-leg-supports the form of normal animals. We do not dare 
take a decision in diis matter, although the points mentioned do 
seem acceptable. 

But let us return to our discussion. The fact that the centre of 
the seats reproduced in figs. 39 and 40 is occupied by a seated 
Buddha figure with worshippers on either side, seems to be another 
argument for our opinion that these tw'o images represent a further 
stage of development, probably ow'ing to increasing influence from 
Gandhara. As far as we have been able to check, the pedestals of 
the Buddhas of the kaparJin type never show a Buddha or a 
Bodhisattva figure between two adorants in the centre, but a lion 
“en face” or else a religious symbol such as cakra or triiatna. The 
third possibility, the centre left blank and only some donors in 
the space between the lions at the corners, is limited-^as fat as we 
know—to one example and can, it would appear, result from lack 
of room in this particular piece. In the kapardin type the number 
of figures on the base often tallies with the number of persons 
summed up in the dedicatory inscription as the pious founders 
of the image, so that we may just as well consider these figures of 

147) For a lilce copy, wlwre ako for lack of space in the telief the disciples are 
carved one above the other, see the tippet part of fig. JJ; further: J. Ph, Vogel. 
Lt jculpturt de pL LHl, e and pL LI, a. In the two first cases (he deer 
are omiUed. A relief From Gandhara which greatly resembles the copy in ipiestion 
is reproduced by H- HARCftSAVEs, Tkt Buddha Story in Stnm, Calcutta 1914, 
pt. XXU, p. 29, 

Vaw LouiJ Leeuw^ Tlic ^'Scyilwin'' FericKf 13 
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worshippers as representations of those who gave tlie conimission 
for the respective sculptures, or as the donor and his family. Now 
as we have already seen »**) it was customary in Gandhara to 
reproduce on the Buddha’s seat a tahleau in which a scene from 
the Master’s life was to be seen. We therefore think it l^ely that 
this element in the sculptures in figs. 39 and ^10 is due to influence 

from Gandhara. 
But there is more. In contradistinction to all earlier pedestals 

known to us bolh sculptures show only two worshippers on the seat. 
Besides, Indra and Brahma no longer flank the large inuige of the 
Buddha on the pedestal, as is usual with the kapardin ^pe. it 
might be that these tft'O acolytes, instead of standing beside the 
Master, are now represented on the front of the seat as adorants 
of a small Buddha figure. The representation of the worship by 
Brahma and Indra, as we usually meet it in images of the kapardin 
type, would then have been removed as a whole to the base, which 
is interesting as, in our opinion, precisely the seats in Gandhara 
often show these two great gods represented as standing wor¬ 
shippers on either side of a Buddha. On the pedestal of the 
Buddha of Anyor the figure at our right seems to wear a turban, 
while the left one is bareheaded This could confirm our hypo¬ 
thesis, as the head-dress forms a means of distinguishing the two 
gods from one another in Gandhara. However, as the reliefs on 
die pedestals of figs. 39 and 40 are badly worn away, there can 
unfortunately be no certainty about the identity of the worshippers 
on the front of the seats. 

Should it appear in the long run that at this time Brahma and 
Indra were indeed represented as acolytes of a tiny Buddha figure 
on the pedestals at Mathura then we can state already now 
that this custom, adopted in that case from North-West India, did 

HS) See pp. IW-IW. ... 
14?) This CM be seen more cLevIy on another photogfaph of (his image, m 

iJm collection of the Kem Institute, portfolio Mathiui, N“ 27. 
150) We must not confound this sort of tepresentation with the aat on Uic 

pedestal of fig. 3^ for there the two gods are clearly bringing homage to the 
large Buddha oo the seat, and there is no stnall Buddha figure between Brahma 

mi Indra. 
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not last Jong^ and actually only existed in these copies of examples 
from Gandhara. Soon the assimilation-process at Mathura begms^ 
in the course of which those influences from North-West India 
are modified or even rejected, and the characteristics of the 
kapardin type reappear. One of these characteristics of the old 
native type was that the donors were represented on the pedestal, 
and in fact we see these donors reproduced again on the front of 
seats of a somewhat later period. 

Furthermore, the fact that the Buddha figure on the pedestal 
of the image from Anyor is seated in dhyanamudra deserves our 
attention, because this is very unusual in the school of Mathura, 
for we have observed during our investigations that the Buddhas 
at Mathura are nearly always represented tn abhayamudra, while 
the dhyanamudra is customary in the Jina images. This new'mudm 
is dso probably an influence from North-West India, where the 
various mudras as: varamudra, dhyanamudra and bhumisparsa- 
mudra, were often applied. From the fact that a Buddha in 
dhyanamudra is represented on the pedestal of the image from 
Anyor (which, as we wdll see, was made about the year 130 A.D. 
or perhaps somewhat earlier), we might draw the conclusion that 
this new mudra appeared in the art of Mathura about the same 
time, together witjj other influences from Gandhara. 

Another very important innovation in the Buddha from Anyor 
and that at Boston is that the hair is no longer represented 
smoothly, as on the Buddhas of the kapardin type and the oldest 
ex^ples from the group of images influenced by Gandhara; the 
hair is now indicated by semi-circular scratches, covering the 
head in rows’«‘) (figs. 58 and 69), Obviously the sculptors in¬ 
tended to imitate the curly hair of the Buddha from Gandhara. 
Wavy hair was something never hitherto reproduced in the art 
of Mathura and the way in which it is now done is indeed 
extremely clumsy and not very satisfactory. The sculptors of Ma¬ 
thura did know curly frizzy hair; they represented this by round 

I5l) For the devebpijwnt which the indicition of (he hair undcreties see 
figs. 63-72. 
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spirals over the whole of the head in the form of snail-shells ***). 
This hair-dressing was often worn by dwarfs and Yaksas, But we 
will return to this later on, and it is enough to state here that the 
endeavour to copy the slightly wavy 'hair of the Buddhas from 
Gandhara was not very successful. 

As a final point of difference between the images in figs. 39 
and 40, compared with those in figs, 33 and 36, we can mention 

O 
Twtfig, 15. 

a: Nimbus in ail k: Nimbus of fig. 40 

the following: in the Buddha image depicted in fig. 40 (and slightly 
in fig. 39 as well) we see that the nimbus begins to undergo 
a change. It is still the nimbus with scallops along the edge, as was 
customary in the images from the national school of Mathura, but 
now in a rather more developed stage, for the surface of the halo 
is no longer smooth and a deeper part begins more towards the 
middle of the disk, so that an invertedly scalloped ridge stands out 
on the nimbus (see textfig, 15), 

Now the Buddha from Anyor is dated in the year 51, which 
undoubtedly refers to the era of Kaniska, judging from the form 
of the characters and the stylistic development of the image. This 
gives us a fixed point, and so we can roughly assume that those 
images showing a stylistic development which is in a less advanced 

152) Eitamples of tbi$ h$t m<ethod of representmg h^r cm be loiiod in 
L BaCHHOFEU, Dif frabindischr p3. 22; J. Ph, Vogeu, Im de 
Alahvfl pi XVI, c, XVIU, XLIV, t, XUXp b, UX. b; A. K. Coomaraswawv, 
La fcttipfure Bodhgayd^ Asrafka, vol XVllI^ Piuis I935i pi XXXIX^ 
XL, wid LVIII; L BacHHOFEr^ Eifte Ffttlfr-Ftgitr ms B&dh Caya, def 
Asiatischen Kunjt, vol 2, Leipig 1925, pp, 75-76, And ux i relief In the British 
Miurum, reproduced in Ep. Ind.^ vol. 9, I907**0a^ by H. LIjoer^^ JArer ^arty 
Brahmt Inscriptkni, pi. opposite p. 239» 
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Stage than the Buddha from Anyor have to be dated before the 
year 139 A.D.^ and those showing a later phase of development 
afterw'ards. The Buddha at Boston must be of about the same time, 
for on the whole both images are very like each other, e.g, the 
pleating on and around the knees (see textfig. 18 on p. 200), the 
shape of the small lions with the short legs, the outlines of the 
adorants, the way in which the folds of the garment form two little 
triangles on both sides of the neck (see textfig. 15, p. 189), all this 
strongly points to a—chronologically speaking—close relation 
between the two Buddhas. 

There are two points in which fig. 40 differs. Firstly there is in 
the centre of the base, judging jjy the contours, a figure that is 
reminiscent of a Buddha of the lupardin type, but which might 
also^ be a Bodhisattva. His right hand is lifted in abhayamudra, 
seemingly as high as the shoulder, which is noi the case with the 
Buddhas influenced by Gandhara at the stage of development, 
shown by the Buddha on this pedestal and that from Anyor, but 
which on the contrary is a very characteristic attitude of the 
Buddhas from the older school of Mathura. Furthermore his left 
hand is leaning on his left knee which is also a pose typical of the 
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas of the kapardin type. We are unfor¬ 
tunately unable to decide whether the figure is a Buddha or a 
Bodhisattva. 

The second point of difference we should like to notice is that 
the sculptor of the image in fig. 4o had difficulties with the 
arrangement of the folds on the front. It did not fit very well, so 
he filled up the remaining space with some lines forming a 
triangle. The sculptor obviously had not yet mastered the newer 
way of indicating folds, in ^diich the pleats were grooved more 
closely toother so that the ribbed effect was caused which we have 
already discussed. The sculptor of the Buddha of Anyor, however, 
solved this difficulty without resorting to such an unpleasing and 
ugly way out. The cause of this slight difference between both 
images should not necessarily be a chronological difference, but 
can also be due to a more or less technical ability. 

On comparing die images reproduced In figs. 33 and 36 with 
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the two just discussed, the former dearJy occupy ao earlier place 
because of the peculiarities enumerated on pp. 187-188, origin¬ 
ating from the kapardin type. 

Tlie qualities by which the Buddhas represented in fig^. 39 and 
40 differ from the preceding tw'o, point to a very strong influence 
from Gandhara, and it does not seem exaggeration to call them 

copies. 
With regard to the Buddha reproduced in fig. 37 '*'*), it is our 

opinion that it is about contemporary in its development with the 
Buddha of Anyor. Unfortunately head and nimbus have been lost, 
and apparently the seat was made separately, so we cannot draw 
any conclusions about it. The folds around (lie neck still have the 
V'Shape forming the little triangle on cither side, but the model¬ 
ling of the folds in general is beginning to diange. The pleats 
are lying one over the other, giving the Impression of shutters, a 
process of stiffening, following after the 'Tib-effect" of the Images 
reproduced In figs. 39 and 40, Closely scrutinizing this, however, 
we notice that the pleats from the shoulders down to the elbow 
are arranged in such a way that the lower pleat always covers 
the upper one. Under the elbow this apparently changes, for on 
the fore-arm we see that the upper pleat always covers the lower 
one. So somewhere near the elbow the direction of the folding 
changes. On the reproduction of this image we cannot see how this 
comes about, but in a later image it can be seen how it is done, and 
probably the same method was used in the image under discussion. 
We have in mind the Buddha image found at Sanchi At die 
elbow it shows a box-pleat, and we take it that thb was also the 
case in the garment of the Buddha reproduced in fig, 37, The 
explanation of this strange pleating is probably that the chisel is 
much more easily driven into the stone from above downwards 
than the other way round, and thus the pleats above the elbow 

153) Indian Museum, HaMaVRasAO Chamim, The Mathura Schoei of Scutp^ 
ture, ASJA.R,, l?22'‘23, pi. XXXIX. e; Atm. Prog. Re^. Superirtlendunt Anh. 
Sutv. HuiJu avd Buddhiit Monumtutf, Sorthern Cirtle far the year I9i7, p, 9. 

154) Repradured in AS.I.A.R., 1912-13, part I, pi. VIII, d and M. M. Hauiu, 
Pandit R, C. Kak and RamaPRasaU Chanpa, CalMgse t>} the Muirum o/ 
Artbaeology a! Saticbi, Bbopni State, Calcutta I92Z, pi. II, N® 19. 
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fold over from below upwards. Where the arm bends in the elbow 
It becomes very difficult to cut the stone towards oneself and it 
is more simple to drive the chisel into the stone away from one¬ 
self in the <^er direction, so that the pleats on the fore-arm fold 
over downwards (see textfig. 16). 

Although the breasts are still prominent the figure itself seems 
a little more thick-set, and it has lost the slenderness, character¬ 

istic of the Buddhas of the kapardin 
type. The cause of diis thick-set appear¬ 
ance is chiefly that the shoulder-line 
drops very strongly along the upper 
ann^ and also that the knees protrude 
a good distance sideways beyond the 
shoulders or even the elbows; or 
more simply said, compactness ensues 
from the fact that 
the figure is much 
broader below than 
above. Because of 
these facts the space 
into which the image 
can, as it were, be 
comprised takes the ^ Tottfg. 17. 
^ * i- , ^ t Cpniposition-space of 
form of a tnaogie 
(seetextfig. 17). 

Another point in which a progressive development is apparent 
is the hands, the right one probably lifted in abhaymudra, and 
the left one raising the lappet of the garment, both having become 
quite detached from the ^est, for although they are destroyed, no 
trace of the connection is to be seen anywhere on the chrat or upper 
arm. Also the lappet of the material falls down more conventional¬ 
ized in stiff pleats. 

Other elements, however, do not point to progress, but remind 
us of the Buddha in fig, 53, e,g. the curve of die pleats on the 
front: a pleat-groove runs down alternately from each shoulder, 
exactly as on the Buddhas in figs. 33 and 36; further the pleat- 

Texttig. 16 
Box-plcju dll the elbow 
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35. In the Buddhas reproduced in figs. 39 and 40 these grooves on 
top of the knee consist of lines running obliquely upwards to the 
middle-line of the image, and below the knees of lines running 
obliquely downwards to the middle-line of the imagie (see textfig. 
18). The Buddha reproduced in fig. 37 still shows the same treat¬ 
ment of the folds as that in fig. 33- Here the lines run immediately 
from under the knees obliquely upwards to the middle-line of the 
image (see textfig. L9). 

Textfig. 19^, Pleating on the Icneef of 
fig!. 33 and 37 

Textfig. la. Pleating on the knees of 
figs. 39 and 40 

On the front of the plinth is an inscription published by Rama- 
PRASAD Chanda, who said about it; 

"The votive inscription on the pedestal of the other seated 
Buddha of the Kushan period, an ill-executed and lifeless copy of 
the Gandhara type, is very badly mutilated {haj rajasa Deva 
.is clear in the beginning, and the date portion of which the 
letters are defaced 1 venture to restore as, sava 30 gri Huvishka 
began to reign from the year 29 if not from the end of the year 28, 
die last known date of Vaslshka, so that this image also belongs 
to the reign of Huvishka." ”*) 

So according to Ramaprasad Chanda the piece would date 
from the year 30 of the Kaniska era. In our opinion this is quite 

155) Ramaprasad Oianda, Tht Maihura School of Scoi^ti/re, ASJ.A.R., 
1922-'25. pp. 164-lTO. e$p. p. 168. 
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impossible, as the style of art distinctly shows that the piece must 
be about contemporary' with the year 51 of the Kaniska era. Bach- 
HOFER also protested against this version of Chanda. He says 
about it; 

"Die Lesung sthelnt rnir aber, soweit die Abbildung erkennen 
lasst, durchaus nicht elnwandfrei. Nur „di" ist unzweifelhaft zu 
erkennen, die Lesung „gri” fiir das betreffende Zeichen aber ist 
nicht iiberzeugend und damit verschiebt sich auch die Lesung 
der anderen Zeichen," 

Unfortunately what was inscribed where the date ought to be, 
is no longer clearly discernahle. In our opinion the first line of the 
inscription might have read: ‘’(Ma)harajasa Deva(putrasa). 
sa sa.he 2 di 10 9 Such a large space remains for 
the date that the number was probably expressed in words and 
in fact we think we can distinguish three aksaras in the rubbing of 
Daya Ram Sakni. The first character strongly resembles a fta with 
an anusvara above it, the second one might be a while the third 
one is probably a so that the date would be f/amcasfe) i.e. in 
the fiftieth year. However, this is no more than a supposition. 

Only the last ak^ra sa remains of the monarch's name, which is 
not sufficient evidence, this being the genitive ending necessary 
for the name of a monarch in this place (n the inscription. As die 
last three aksaras of die word Det afputrasa) are no longer legible 
either, the gap is so Large that it is not easy to make out whidi 
monarch’s name was inscribed there, but the space remaining for 
it seems to us rather narrow, so the name of Huvt^a would fit 
in better than that of Vasudeva, which is one ak^ra longer. This 
would also tally better widi the supposition that the year 30 is 
mentioned, as the last known year of Huvi^ is 60, w'hile the in* 
scriptions of V^udeva begin with the year 62 and condnue until 
the year 98 of the Kaniska era. On style-critical grounds we tnay in 
any case assume that the image in question dates from about the 

136) L BaCNHOFER, Die frffhindiifhe Plattiit vol, 1, p. lOd, note f. 
1S7) Rubbing In D.4Va Ram SaHNj. Seven Imerifftrom front Aijthare, Ep. 

tnd., vol. 19, 1927>'28, pp. 63-69, op. p. 66, HI. SaHKI leadj the fitV 
4'ords almost tbc same. 
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year 50 of the Kamska era^ that is, about the year 128 A.D. for 
which the insaiption offers further confirmation, even if not very 

strong. 
The following period is by no means rich in detached Buddhas, 

and it is a long time before the next image appears; a new ty|« of 
Buddlia images in the school of Mathura, at first sight chiefly 
distinguishable from the previous images hy the fact that the lower 
part of the legs is uncovered and that the folds of the monk's robe 
no longer fall down from both shoulders, but fall down partly 
from the left shoulder and partly drape to the right and then 
run up to the right arm and shoulder with the result that the 
robe shows a fan* like drapery. The oldest detaclied sculptures 
known of this later type are the Buddhas of Sah^-Mabeth, repro¬ 
duced in fig. 43 and that of Sitala Ghatl reproduced in fig. 
44. The first mentioned image was found by Sir John Marshall 

when excavating the grounds of the former Sravasti. In the same 
year as that in which the fragment of a Buddha imagp of the 
kapardin type was brought to light, on which an inscription men¬ 
tioned that this image was consecrated In the garden called Jeta- 
vana, which for Marshall was conclusive proof’“) that Cun¬ 

ningham had indeed re-discovered the old Sravasti at Saheth- 
Maheth In hb report on the excavations he says about the 

image: 
'‘There was a circular halo behind the head, of which a small 

fragment remains on each side ornamented with the design of a 
full-blown lotus, the same design being reproduced on a larger 
scale on the back of the halo. Tire robe of the Buddha is carried 
over both shoulders and down the back. Between the lions on the 
pedestal is a relief representing a seated Bodhisattva with two 
attendants bearing garlands on either side of him, and on the base 
below these figures, is a ^ort inscription in late Kushana 
characters. It reads Sthadevasya Pr^a^vaf(i)kasya S^ketakasy^ 

i jfi) Museum, N® A. 21. 
159) For further aigumenH. sec J. M^ahshall. htoin on ATihaoh^ht^ Bx- 

fhrxtion in India j.R.AS„ 1911. pp. 1053-1085. esp. p. 1065. 
160) A* CuMMfNGHAM, Afcb. Stin\ val Si tala IS71+ pp. SSO-H0- 
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deyadha(r)ma^ and may be rendered, "The pious gift of Siha- 
deva, a Privarika of Saketa (Ayodhya),” 

Although this does not provide us with a date we conclude, in 
comparison with other dated pieces, that the inscription must date 
from the later years of V^udeva, w'ho reigned from 62-98 of the 
Kaniska era, i.e. 140-176 A*D. Especially the form of the characters 
ya, sa, ha, ka, and the ligature sja can support this. What turns the 
scale, however, is the obvious occurrence of a pronounced sD<allcd 
"box-head’', the thickened upper end of the characters in the form 
of a thick nail-head, characteristic of the very last period of the 
Kusana dynasty. VOCEL also believes the form of the characters 
to be late: “Le canoignage paleogiaphicjue de la d^dicace nous y 
fait voir une oeuvre assez, tardive; peut-etre eUe appartient au 111'= 
si^cle." *“-) 

This conclusion wholly fits inivith the stage of stylistic develop¬ 
ment of the image, for the form of the shutter-like pleats has 
reached its culmination point of stiffening here. At the elbow we 
find again the box-pleat. The fold at the neck, however, abandons 
the V-shapc with the sharp point below, and tends to become 
rounder with the inclination to become more natural. The little 
triangle formed by the folds on both sides of the neck in the images 
reproduced in figs. 37, 39 and 40, has now disappeared. The 
lifted lappet is wholly conventionalized to a triangular piece of 
material (see fig. 44), in which as a new element the fluted hem 
runs down zigzag ’***). We see this still more distinctly in the 
Bodhisattva from Ganeshra, now in the Curzon Museum at Ha¬ 

iti) J. H. Mabshall. Excarations ifi A.S.i.A.R., IplO-'n, 
pp. 1-24, esp. p. 12. 

162) J. Ph, Vogel, La Uni^lttTt Jt Mathura, p. 3S- 
163) This peculiarity first met wirii m these iirtages tfom the end of the 

period ts still to be found tn die Gupta images, for tnslance in the Bu¬ 
ddhas reproduced in ). Ph. V(xjel, La icutflute Jr Mathuri, pi. XXXI. a; N° B. 
22 of the Lucknow Provincial Museum; R. D, BaNERJL Three Setilflitres in 
the /jffinotv Museum, ASJ.A.R,, I909-'l0. pi- LIV. a; an ima^e in the Indian 
Museum reproduced In RnatAPliASAD ChaMDA, The Maihura Sthtml af Stutflure, 
AS.t.A.R., 1922-2S, pi. 5P, d, and an image a phcMo^raf^i of which is in the 
coUoction of the Kern Insritule, portfolio Mathura, 14 (Math. Museum, 

437?). 
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thuri, numbered A. 45 which is not so much mutilated at 
this part as the two Buddhas discussed here. 

The hands of the Buddhas of Sah^-Mah^h and Sltaia 
GhaU are chiselled quite free from the body, as there are no marks 
visible on the chest. A new feature is that the finger-tips point 
nearly straight upwards, while the fingers of the Buddhas in figs. 
39 and 40 pointed a little to the left. The soles of the feet are quite 
fiat without the detailed modelling which the kapardin type 
showed, and the two soles lie on one level against each other. 

A further stylistic development is the attitude of the small lions, 
which are turned more inwards and the modelling of which is now 
strikingly better than in the Buddha images reproduced in figs. 39 
and 40. Extremely important is moreover that these animals have 
changed from bas-relief to haut-relief, and it is striking how 
bulging their arched chests have grown. The manes no longer hang 
down in a point but are round and very long; furthermore their 
heads rise a little above the top-slab anijf their tongues protrude. Up 
till now they always had a supporting function, and the top-slab 
rested on their heads. That function has apparently now been 
removed from the head to the back. Furthermore it is remarkable 
that kusa-grass has been represented on the Buddha’s seat. We 
have already indicated above that this is probably due to influence 
from Gandhara 

During this transition-process in which tlie copy of the Buddha 
Image from North-West India was at first accepted without criti¬ 
cism and afterwards absorbed and assimilated into the national art, 
several changes come about in the representation of the Master 
which have a nationalhting tendency. We have already alluded to 
that when dealing with the representation on the pedestal of the 
Buddhas reproduced in figs. 39 and 40. A distinct example of this 
inclination is found in the fact that the lower part of the legs are 
again given uncovered. Undoubtedly we must ascribe this cbarac- 

164) K^roduced in J. rt>. VoCEl, C^, Muttuni Matbutj, pi. X, Lt icul^turt 
Jf AfaihorS, pi. XXXIlf, a, uid L, Bachhofer, D/> ffubindiseht Plojiik, pi. 85, 

fig. 2, 
165) See pp, 191-192. 
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(eristic of the Buddhas of Sah^h-Maheth and SItala Ghatl to a 
new rise of the national tiaditions of art temporarily pushed back 
by the strong influence from Gandhiira, 

This same process we regard as being the cause of the following: 
When comparing the appearance of the Buddhas of Sah^h* 
Mahcth and STtala Ghati with that of the Buddhas of Anyor, 
Boston and the image reproduced in fig, 57 we see that the general 
stature of the images has changed. The tallness characteristic of the 
Buddhas of the kapardin type which we still find in the first 
figures influenced by Gandhara, had already disappeared in the 
Buddhas in figs. 37, 39 and 40 and given way to a thick-set 

Text figs. 20 and 21. CompOsition-space of figs. 39 and 40 

appearance, chiefly caused by the drooping shoulder-line; this in 
its turn has now made way for a certain cubical form. This is 
caused not only by the fact that the figure itself has acquired a 
much shorter torso, but mainly by the altered shoulder-line. Tliis 
shoulder-line no longer runs down from the neck, merging almost 
imperceptibly at the shoulder-curve into the upper arm so that 
actually no shoulder-curve exists; on the contrary, the shoulder- 
line now slants only very faintly and runs almost horizontally, 
then makes a relatively sliarp angle of almost 90*^ at the shoulder- 
curve, afterwards falling downwards almost perpendicularly (com¬ 
pare fig. 44 with 37). Now, in our opinion, this almost horizontal 
shoulder-tine is a distinct characteristic of the Buddhas of the ka¬ 
pardin type, and that is why we take this new peculiarity of the 
Buddhas of Sahedt-Mah^h and Sitala GhatT as one of the aspects 
of the nationalizing process which is taking place in the Buddha 
image influenced by GandhSra. 

So the drooping shoulders have disappeared, and the upper part 
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of the body has become more thick-set. Consequently the imaginary 
composition-space in which we can visualize the figure to be com¬ 
prised, no longer has a triangular form (see textfig. 17, p. 199), but 
rather that of an equilateral trapezium which strongly approaches 
the form of a rectangle on which the head is placed as a circle ^see 
textfig. 20). If we want to comprise the heao also within the com¬ 
position-space, as we have done with the Buddha in fig, J7, the 
composition-space takes the form of a parabola (see textfig. 21). 
But in any case it is clear that this is a point of decided difference 
bet'ft'cen the Buddhas of Saheth-hiahedi and SItala Ghatl on the 
one hand, and those reproduced in figs- J?, 39 and 40 on the other. 

The next point from which the nationalization of tire Buddha 
is apparent is the representation of the hair by means of curls like 
snail^helis. This way of indicating curly liair had existed in the 
art of India for a long time‘®“), but it is now applied to ^e 
Buddha image also Examples of this kind of hair-indication 
have already been given in note 152, and we only add here that 
the fart that this kind of hair was often worn by Yaksa-like figures 
w'as perhaps one of the reasons that induced the sculptors to repre¬ 
sent it also on the head of the Buddha. For in the mind of the 
masses the Buddha approached their conception of Yaksas, and 
as for the earliest Buddha representations they almost completely 
copied the already existing representations of Yaksas, who had the 
semblance of monarchs. It goes without saying that when the 
sculptors at Mathura, after having slavishly imitated ^e example 
from Gandhara for a short period, succeeded in dissociating them¬ 
selves from this copying and again began to represent the figure of 
the Master according to their own old traditions, they restored 

166) SaHNI says tbut it occurs for the fi«t lime in Gufrta. art, Daya ilAil 
Sahni, CtttdtogMt oj thf Mmettm Atfhitei>l9g) -n Saniiib, Cilcuttt 1914, 
p 55, note 8; but, u appea« frtxn the tnwgcs we w dicussing now, it ocQJR 
nuudi earl jet. On p, 73 of the eatiJogue. liowevet, Sahni ieecrn to have reahied 
that the change took place earlier, but now he te^erts the Kfjuencc 
Gandhira and Mithurt. saying that Mathnri copied the curia from Gjadban. 

167) L, BacHMOFER oa p. U5 of his Dit fTSbinJifiJie PtetiHb mcntioiM a 
Ju» iimge of the year 15 of the Kaniska ammo ttiij atample of snail-iheU 
curls; this, however, is not correct; the image dates from the year 195 A,D., 

see Ch. IV. pp. 241-244. 
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in several particular parts of tlie image a technique or tradiltion 
known to them of old. In the same way the sculptors, when for 
some reason or other they looked for another way of representing 
wavy hair (perhaps because of the fact that In the long run the 
technique of the rows of semi-circular lines was not satisfactory), 
restored a way of representing wavy hair, that was known to them. 

Coomaraswamy’s opinion with regard to this change in the 
representation of the hair comes to this: The aptisalaksana can be 
translated as “destined to wear a turbanThe change of the con- 
ception "turban” into the conception "protuberance of the skull” 
in the word uinlsacaa be explained, in Coomaraswamy's opinion, 
by assuming that in later times, via. in the middle of the 2nd 
century A.D. "... the old books would have been examined with a 
view to testing the propriety of the current representations (via. 
of the Buddha), and naturally the passages relating to the la- 
kkha^s would have been first consulted, for these would constitute 
the only "Silpaiastra" then available on the subject. It was assumed 
that the IjLkkhana^ having been recognised in infancy must have 
been present In infancy, and so unhTso-sTso had to be interpreted 
as a physical appearance, The result was the representation of the 
usnl^ or unhlsa as a protuberance; and at the same time, as we 
have seen, the tonsure was reinterpreted as resulting in a crop of 
short curls, rather than in a single coil," Consequently, accord¬ 
ing to Coomaraswamy, the change in the way of representing 
the hair occurs at about the same time as, and as a result of, the 
change in the significance of the word awha from "turban” into 
"protuberance”. 

CooMARASWAMY tries to explain this sudden change of one 
large curl of coil on top of the head into numerous smaller curls 
spread over the w'hole head by the fact tliat on most reliefs we see 
that the Buddha having grasped his hair into a tuft cuts it off 
with his sword. In this way the hair cannot become of equal length 
all over, according to Coomaraswamy. The NManahttha states, 
however, that "the hair was reduced to two inches tn length 

168) A. K. CoomaAasWaMY, Ths Buddha'i C»da, Hair, Uf^ha, attd Crflfcw, 
IttAS.. 1928. p, 815 641, »p. pp. 853-834. 
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and cufling from the right lay close to the head, remaining at 
(±»at length as long as he lived** *"). From this Cooma^swamy 
draws the conclusion that “it must have come to be believed that 
the hair, instead of being cut off at a single stroke, liad been shorn 
by a succession of strokes, leaving the hair of etjual length all 
over the head, as would seem to have been inevitable if mrban and 
hair were removed together, in accordance with the literary tra- 
dition. In other words, the representation of many curls would 
seem to bring the formula into closer correspondence with the 
literary tradition; but, further than this, we camiot say jiwt why 
the change was made in the plastic representations, especially as 
the actual tonsure continued to be, and is always represented as, 
the cutting of a single tress. But, whatever the reasons for the 
change may liave been, and wherever it was first made, it is clear 
that die literary and plastic traditions together provide a ration^ 
and sufficient explanation for the represtmtation of the Buddha's 

hair either in one curl or in many curb.*' 
That b CoOMARASWAMYs explanation of the origin of the 

snail-shell curls all over the head of the Buddha, though he admits 
he does not know exactly why the change in the plastic reprc' 
sentation was introduced. The argument of Konow that the 
protuberance of the skull should be traced to the belief of being 
born “with a caul’*, is not convincing either Both argumen¬ 
tations are not very satisfactory. But let us first summarise toe 
opinion of Foucher before we try to formulate our own point 

of view about this ticklish subject. 
CooMARASWAMY tn his article mentioned before summanzed 

this opinion as follows t 
"Gandharan sculptors made the first Buddha images, and repre¬ 

sented the hair in flowing tresses gathered together into a topknot 
in Indian fashion, avoiding the reffresentation of a protuheratite 
foraeithetic nmom. Indiatt imitaton, dissatbfied with so obvious 

169) cd, PAUSBeLL. vol. I, f>. 64. „ „ . 
170) A, K. CoOMAMSWAMY. Tbt Byddhdi 04^, Httir, Ufift}*, ^d Criwn, 

/.R.HX. 1928, p. 828. t v 
171) S. Konow. Noie oit tht Suddbds Aita Ot.. voL X, 19J2, 

pp. 298-301, csp. p. 299, 
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a. dep&rture from the facts as they must have been, for all are agreed 
that the Bodhisattva cut off his hair, inUfprettd the GandhmA 
chignon m covering a cranial hump and supposed that this bump 
ufos what had been referred to in the phrase unhiso-stso of the 
Mahapadana (sic) Sutta], they replaced the long hair with short 
curls (more or less in accordance with the tradition preserved in the 
Nidanakatha), leavbg the cranial bump conspicuously in evidence. 
In this case, evidently the Gandhiran sculptors accepted the cor* 
rection made by their Indian brethren, for the type with the pro¬ 
tuberance and the short curls very soon predominates in both 
areas/* ”*) 

Let us read what Foucher says In voi. II of his i/art greco- 
bouddbique on page 297: 

"Bt en effet, la routine des imitateurs gandharlens vient de cr^r 
de toutes pi&:es la bosse de I'u^Isa, dans I’acception bouddhique et 
post^rieure du mot. Quant aux cr&iteurs du type, ils ne sont, encore 
une fois, pour nen dans cette grotesque deformation. Ce seralt ieur 
faire tort que de les en accuser; et ils ne compcendraient pas da* 
vantage qu'on leur fit compliment d'avoir su dtssimuler la differ* 
mite de Tusnl^ sous un erdbyie a la grecque. La question ne se 
posait pas pour eux." *”) 

The incorrect interpretation by Coomaraswamy of Foucher's 

theory is, that the Indian imitators (viz. the school of MathurS) 
of the North-West Indian Buddha image covered the head w'ith 
short curls, in order to meet the objections of pious laymen based 
on the texts Foucher obviously means with ''imitateurs 
gandharlens" the epigones in Gandlma itself as appears from the 
context and the fact that he demonstrates the slow change in the 
representation of the hair on the basis of examples from Gandhi 
only 1^®). 

Moreover, Coomaraswamy did not understand that in Fou* 

172) A. K, COOK4XASVAMY, Thf &tiddhii% mi Ctowtti 
1928, p. 8^2; italicized by ws. 

173) A. Foucher, A..G.^., voI, II, p. 297. 
l7d) Ibideni, p. 295. 
175) tbkl«n, p. 701. 

Van LDiii;iaN.sa Luw, Hie '^SqnliiUi'* Period 14 
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cher's opinioa the word ttSfiisa did oot yet mean “cranial bump” 
when the first images of the Master were created in Gandhara, 
and that a change in the significance of the word took place only 
later on, when the faithful urged the sculptor to d^ict the Master 
more in accordance with tradition, Waldschmidt thinks this is 
impossible on account of the antirjuity of the laksana Jist’^“J. 
However, we do not see why it should be impossible for one of the 
iaksanas, even admitting that it was incorporated into the lak^a 
list long before that, to undergo a gradual change in significance. 
But in addition to this it is ciuite clear that the usntsalaksana was 
only added later on to the list by Buddhists, as it does not occur 
in other lists of lak^nas of a Mahapuru^ ”■), 

We quite agree with Foucher that “a priori” the hairdressing 
of the Buddhas from Gandhara w'as not meant as a protuberance of 
the skull. CODRINGTON Oft the contrary says that the naturalistically 
waved hair suggests an attempt to disguise the usnl^ ‘’®). The fact 
that the artists of North* West India represent oiily a hair-coil and 
nothing else is emphasiaed by tile fact that numerous Buddha heads 
show a fillet around the knot (sometimes with a socket for a 
precious stone in front), meant to keep the liair together (see 
figs. 7 and 41). This shows clearly that in the beginning ttmlsa 
did not yet have the significance of “protuberance of the skull". 
We have tried to show the same thing for Mathura and refer our 
readers to pp, 162-168. It is not very probable that the pious laymen 
were shocked at the representation of the Buddha witfi a hair-coil 
on the head. Did not the lists of Iaksanas aJso mention an 
"usni^" (in the signification of "hair-coil") on the Buddie's 
head? Wlien, finally, the texts state that the hair curls to tiie right, 
this need not necessarily pertain to many curls on the head, as 
CooMARASWAMY thinks, for this specification may refer to the 

176) E. WAUiscHiiiDT, Die Efttufitkistfigsgettkithlt def Btiddhaitddes in 
Indien, O.Z., Ncue Foigt, Band VI. Heft 6. 1930, pp. 263-277. esp. pp. 271 
and 275. 

177) E, Sen ART, Esta ittt U tigende d» Buddha, sen carailere et set nrigitses, 
2nd ed., Paris 1SS2, pp. 125-126. 

17S) K- DE B. CODRlNCTOK, Aneietti India, p. 55. 
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kaparda as well In general, the descripbons of the dwacter* 
isbcs of the body of a Mahapuni^ are open to more than one 
expl^bon or transbtion, and that is why so many different 
opinions could arise with regard to this point. We do agree with 
roucHER that the genesis of the protuberance of the skull must 

conneaM with the change in the representation of the hair. 
Howewr, ^e place where this process was enacted, m our opinion 
IS not Gandhara but Mathura. 

We believe Coomaraswamys mistake lies in the fact that 
lie r^erses the sequence of the clianges taking place, so that ac¬ 
cording to him the tradition of the and other texts 
s^uld have determined the appearance of the Buddha image in 
advance, ^sides^ Coomajiaswamy as well as Foucher did not 
pay attention to the fact that between the two ways of rep re¬ 
senting hair already mentioned, the metliod by which the wavy 
hair is indicated by small semi-circular lines has to be inserted 

The process, in our opinion, has probably taken the following 
coimse; As long as the hair was rendered smoothly with the inter¬ 
twined coil on top of the head it was clear at Mathura that the 
usnT^ was a duster of hair and not a protuberance. After thar 
conies a phase in which curved lines were engraved on the smooth 
surface of the hair. Undoubtedly this technique of indicating the 

179) For Jnstflficeiii the Ni^naiathi 

who, /or the rest, that the 
of InJjSi^ had deletniiiied the apftirmce of die ufaisa os 9 

pro^rwce of the doiJI before the creation of the first Buddha in^ have 
^ the other hand nghlfy remarked that 2$ well is the two methods of represcntitiE 
imt Cloned by FoucMM and CooMAK^VAitv a third manner odsted 
Arardiog to WAtOscHMJDT aa endeavour was made 'die BiJder ia FinVi^nj, 
mt den kaaoaischen Araordeningeti der Lafe»i?as zu bringen", E. WALDSCHisroT; 
Dfe EntwieiltingjgeicbKhft *j &uJJhahitdei in Indktj, O.Z.. Neue Poke 
v(^ VI. 1930, p. 274. BacUhofw says; '“Urn zu vcfstehm. wie Matbuo S 
Slp j S<^«kenlockdi«i j?dtomtficn sei, miissle an den offenfemdiMti 
Widerwillen semer Bildhauer, und damit woU audi seiner Glaubieen «L, 
dcfl Lockcnkopf cin«s Gaadkaw Buddhi tm6 der damt vctbundcnea Venin^ 
klatuag des usJmisha’ (viz. in Gutdhica) ■'erinnett wtden ... auf den Sdiidel 
au^bt, ah Zficbto ernes abcrmcnidilichen Wesois, konnte und woUte man 
nicht veouchten", Dit frSbmdhfkt Ptaitik, p. nj. 
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hair mxist be considered as an aitempt of the sculptors of Matliura 
to imitate the wavy hair of the Buddha images from Gandhara, 
and in the <famp way an attempt was made to represent the hair* 
coil on top of the head. At that time it was doubtless still realized 
that the raised part of the head represented; a knot of wavy hair 
and not a protuberance of the skull After a short time this 
technique of small semi-circular lines was, for some reason or other, 
no longer satisfactory, and it was substituted by that of snail-shell 
curls, perhaps because this way of representing curly ham was 
better known and appealed more to the people at MathurS than 
the other method, while, moreover, the fact that the Yak^ element, 
as we have seen, is rather prominent in the early Buddha images, 
may have played its part as well 

As long as those small semi-circular lines representing long hair 
covered the bead, it was still realized that the raised part on the 
head was a knot of hair. This Is proved by a Buddha hesd repro¬ 
duced by Banerjea which is already covered with semi<itcular 
lines, whereas the usnisa is still indicated as the twisted top-knot of 
the kapatdin type This appears further from a head from G^- 
dhara in the Museum for Ethnology at Munich (see fig. 41). which 
also show's small semi-cifcuUr lines, probably ir^ its tum in imitation 
of Mathura,, foi in GandhSra this representation of hair is very 
exceptional, while at Mathura it is very common during a certain 
period. Now this head shows a fillet around the knot of hair 
holding it together having a socket for the (now disappeared) pre¬ 
cious stone in front, When, howevet, at Mathura the snail-shell 
curls, which indeed can create the impression of short frizzy hair, 
began to be reproduced on the same shape of head, the impr^ion 
of a knot of hair was eventually lost, and so it came to be believed 
that a protuberance and not a knot was meant. As a consequence 

181) BacHHOKES of another qpioioo; he thinks "... daM in Mathura Jer 
Begriff ushniiha stcts im Sinne von Schadelauswuchs verstAnden worden ifl”, 
Dit jrSbmJiicbt Fiattib, p. 111. 

182) Sec far this dcvdopcoent in the indication ol the hair figs. <^72. 
183) J. N. BaNEKJEA, Vmj^-ShatkdA frf ™ Ibt eittfy 

Buddha imagti of tndk, ludimt Hhforktii Quarterly, voi, Vlf, I93t, pp- 499-5i4, 
esp. pi. II, opposite p. SOT; henceforth abbreriated as IM.Q, 
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of this, the significance of the word vsn/sa changed for the second 
time, now from ‘'hdr-coil** into “protuberance of the skuU" 
so that, m our opinion, the change in die meaning is secondary to 
me plastic alteration, and not primary as Coomaraswamy thinks. 
Neither can we share Foucher’s conception that the plasticchange 
would W takOT place first in GandhSra, nor that it took place 
because ... les fidelesont fini par ^tre choqu^ de la contradiction 
par trop flagr^te de ce luxuriant chignon avec k condition reli- 
gieuse du Maitre et les recits des textes sur la tonsure*' Al¬ 
though we admit that the usnisa (to he understood as hair-coil) 
was, from the outset, enumerated amongst the lalcsanas of the 
^ddha, yet we do not agree with the opinion that the usnia (to 
be understood as a protuberance) has always passed for one of the 
lak^nas, but rather think that this conception only orginated in 
a much later time (certainly at the earliest at the end of the 1st 
century of the ICantska era), owing to indirect influence of the 
sculpture from North-West India. 

Our opinion that the purport of the usnTsalaksana was not at 
first canomh^y fixed and that therefore n^it all iafcsanas were 
determined b advance, is confirmed by another example of a 
Jakpna that was not fixed until later, viz. the jalalaksa^, the web 
which should connect the Buddha's fbgers. According to 
Foucher '«) and Banerjea this laksa^ originally referred 
to the lines on the palms of the hands and on the soles of the feet, 
Foucher thinks that eventually it acquired the meaning of "web 
between the fingers”. Banerjea contests thb. He thmks that the 
connection between the fmgers is only present when the fingers 
ni^ed a support m order to prevent breakage. This does not tally 
with the facts, for images in which the fingers are not detached 
and consequently do not require any support whatever, do show this 

1B4J This meaning is clear in the Tibtian version af (he Ldhaviitara. See 
1:. Burnoof, Le L&iui de la b&ttue Paris lflS2» p. 55S, 

18)) A. Foucher, A.G.B., voL II. p. 295. 
ISd) Ibidem, pp, J0^3t2, 
187> J. N. BaNERj&A, T6* “WtiheJ Fingtrt** of vol VI 

1930, pp. 717.727. - i. 
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web betw^een the fingers »“). This web therefore has in fact be¬ 

come a physical diaracteristic of the Budtlha, . * • • 
Another proof of diis are the wall-paintings In Central Asia in 

whicTi surely the fingers do not ne^ a support, yrt show the 
trellised web Banerjea could impossibly explain this as a 
technical necessity. Following the evolution we see how the fingers 
were always rendered closely together in the school of Mathuri. 
In the Buddhas reproduced in fi^. 39 and 40 the thumb begins to 
dissociate itself from the other fingers, but a connection remains, 
which we find again and again in later images. In this way we 
think the idea of a web between the fingers of the Buddha could 
have found acceptance, while originally it was only a precautionary 

measure of the sculptors, 
Stutterheim believes »*“) that the jalalaksana refew to the 

pink shine between the fingers, when the closed hand is held 
against the light. Coomaraswamy for the greater part agrees 
with this point of view»“) and finally Konow thinks that the 
belief of webs between the fingers goes back to a popular 
belief In the long run the jalalaksana undoubtedly did not 
retain the meaning Stutterheim attached to it. In our opinion 
this is clear enough from the representation of the web bertv'een 
the fingers of painted Buddha images from Central Asia and even 
from Buddhas of the later period of Gandhita^”)* As early as 
the 2nd century A.D, it must already have been considered a 
characteristic of the body of a Buddha, witness the obvious Uttice- 
work of the connection between the fingers of the Buddha of 

18B) For idstJince the Buddha itfJtoducedi in E. WalDSCHMIDT, Die &W- 
Wffklungsgeicbkbtt dei B«dibabHdet in Indieit, 0-Z., Neue Folge, voL VI, 

^^69^ A VOH Le Coq, Ntnt BUdwerke, Die Suddhhthcbe SpStnniikt ht Mit- 
tetofiert, II!, Berlin 19J5. pi- _ 

190) F- STUTTEEHElb^ I imdgf att C/ 

Tk, -Ik’.tM ,1 hMb., im- v»l. 

192) S, Note an ibe Buddha'i jatoiobfo^a, Atia Or,, vot, X, 193 Zi 

^^tS^For mmple the image reproduced by WALOSCH«nir, 0>Z.t Neue Folge, 

ml VI, pi. 33. c. 
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Saheth-Mahe^ for which doubtless there must have been some 
reason (see fig. 45)* On the one hand this latttce>w'ork closely 
resembles the trellised web between the fingers of the Buddhas 
in the wall-paintings of Central Asia, and on the other hand we 
are reminded of the use of the word jdla for a latticed window* 

Given the choice whether the original meaning of the 
laksam was “lines on the palm of the hand" or "tbe pink shine 
through the fingers closed together*', the first seems to us the 
more probable, because of the meaning of the word jaia = net 
or treliis-wotk It seems acceptable thk because of misunder¬ 
standing and rote, a sculptors-t^hnique was eventually understood 
to be the already existing laksana of a Buddha. 

In the same way, we presume, that the usnTsalaksa^ at Mathura 
was created: Originaliy it was understood as a hair-knot as it was 
impossible for the Buddha to wear the royal turban; then by 
influences from North-West India, and next by rote and bad 
representation in sculpture as a protuberance, and as a last stage 
in its development an endeavour was made to explain this abnormal 
phenomenon by slightly changing the significance of an already 
existing laksana. 

But let us return to our argument and discuss the last point of 
difference between the Buddhas of Sah^h-Mah^h and Sitall Ghatl 
with regard to the images reproduced in figs. 57, 59 and 40, viz. 
tlie decoration of the nimbus. The latter has reached a completely 
new phase. Except for the scalloped edge, the inner surface now 
seems wholly filled with ornamental bands and petals in the 
centre. As the nimbus has foe the greater part been broken away, 
this unfortunately cannot be properly ascertained, but in the 
Bodhisattva represented on the front of the pedestal, we can dis¬ 
tinguish the bands more clearly, while the Buddha of Saheth-Ma- 
he^ still shows the petab in the centre of his nimbus. Several Jina 
heads from this period, or somewhat later, show a better preserved 
nimbus, e.g. the Tirthainkara head in the Britbh Museum, pre¬ 
sented by the Secretary for India in Council tn IpOl and incorr^lly 
dated in the 6th century (see fig. 57) ’®’‘). 

194) SecCb. IV, p, 240. 
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In the vecy early art of India we often find a head appearing 
from a flower. The oldest decoration of the railings consisted 
namely of rosettes’"'^), flowers in full-blDOiti, hewn into the 
■Y^^mhhat When some more omaments came into use, mythical 
animals were added, c.g. a winged bull, a makara, etc., and these 
were placed in the rosettes What is probably a later stage of 
development shows human heads in similar rosettes, and in this 
way we find these representations of heads rather regularly in 
the art of Bharhut Some of the Jainistic aylgapatas at Ma¬ 
thura discussed in the beginning show a fuU-blown lotus behind 
the Jina heads It is rjuite possible that this idea is a result of 
the custom to represent heads in the centre of the rosettes in the 
foregoing period. 

In the older sculptures of the Buddha at Mathura we mostly find 
the nimbus as a simple smooth dbk with the well-known scalloped 
edge*"). Probably we must explain this scalloped edge as the 
most natural way of representing rays of light around the head. 
In any case it is striking that in other countries, and at otiier times, 
the nimbus acquires a similar form, e.g. in later East Javanese 
art as well as in Balinese art in which the beams of light 

195) B, B/uiua, BarbM, vol. HI, Aipfctt Ufe Ari, pi. IX ; J. Pn. 
Vogel, L* jenipnire dt M/tlburi, pL XIII md XVI. t 

196) A. K- CooiiAllASWAMY, Ld seiifptitfe de BadhgafS, An Aii^ka, vol. 
XVIII. pL vn. IX-XIII. XV, XVI. XXXVII, LI, 6^5. 3 and 4. LII. Further, 
J. Ph. Voqel, L* ititlpfure dt Malhifri, pl, XIV, h. 

197) B, Barlta, BarhM, to!. Ill, pl. XXXI; HJJut., iig. ■49. 
IW) See p. 155, 
199) Vny old nllels show a halo which Is quite stnOOth without ^ scalloped 

edge, e-g. the «hef depicted ta J. Ph, Vogel, L» sculpiktr de LlII, b. 
The reproductiOQ is not eeiy clt^, but dating the India and Pakistin ERbibition 
in Burlington House la^t ]P»r, we had the opportunity to vctily persondly our 
impiession that the disk was JcA: quite smooth. 

200) For instance N. J. KfiOM, L’arl dam Uf Mmits dt H^llaidt 
fi da Java, Atf Asudha, wol. VID, Paris 1926, pi- XXXVIll and Xt, and 
K. With, BnthjBunijchtf Buddtiitbcha and tigtnUhTgi Arthiffttur and 
Ptoftik taf Jai’it, Gtisl, Ktmt and lahtn Asitm, toI. I, Hagen i. W. 1920, 
pl. 130, 151. 

201) Th. P. Galestin, Benig* Educht tlhtitndies bij htt Ondjavaaaiche 
Gfdicbt Smofadahaaa, Cultured i/tdii, vol. V, Leiden 1943, pp- 76*87 esp. p. 85, 
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radiating from heavenly beings (the so-called aureole of Maja- 
pahit) show a similar scalloped edge. 

In the lapse of time the snilptors at Mathura embellish the nim* 
bus more and more and at last they begin to represent bands of 
flower-garlands on the smooth disk, completely filling in the space 
between those bands with decorative ornaments. In the centre a 
flower in full-bloom is placed from which, as it were, the head of 
the saint appears as in the Buddha of Sah^-Mahfth. The rosette of 
radiating petals excellently imitates the beams of light of a nimbus. 
This representation strongly reminds us of the railing of Bharhut 
on which some centuries earlier the heads were surrounded by 
floral rosettes. It may be that this rosette round the head of a wor¬ 
shipped person has remained in use since Bharhut The lotus behind 
the Jina figure on an early ayigapa^ might support this sup¬ 
position. On the smooth nimbus of the older images from the 
school of Mathura the rosette might have been painted, as many 
detaib in Indian art were left to the finishing touch given to 
the images by plasterers or painters. In later times the sculptors 
must have returned to the custom of chiselling out "en relief* this 
decoratton of the nimbus. 

In the preceding pages we have discussed tsi'o Buddhas which 
resemble each other to such a degree that we can speak of a type. 
To this type belong several other Buddha images which show 
exactly the same characteristics, for instance, the Buddha in the 
Ethnograpiilcai Museum at Berlin -™). This image has an inscrip¬ 
tion on the base the characters of which are decidedly late Kusana. 
Unfortunately the decimal in the date has been broken away. We 
do not know' whether the inscription has been published, so we 
therefore give it here as we read it from the reproduction of the 
image in Waldschmidt’s article; 5 asya purvviya bhagavato 
sak(y)amuflisya pratima pratLst(h)apita Dcvila.,.'’ 

figs. Ip 2 and 3; and by tbt same author Tiifjtri UltfiifdiJrs w 
Cvtiur^rt Indie, toI. 1939, pp- 129436, esp. 7, 

202) J. PhV VOGEl^ Lt lemlptiire de pi, UV^ b. 

203) Repcoduced iii E. WAiDSCKMSDT, Die EtamcAimgsgeieikbte des 
Btiddbjthddej in InJ/gn, OX., Nctie Folgc, toL VI,, 1930, pL 56, C 
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Probably another Buddha of this type b the image N® A. 22 
in the Museum at Mathura. VoCELb description, however, is very 
brief but as he refers to the Buddha of Sitala Ghatt, it seems 
that there exists a similarity. 

A somewhat later stage of development b sJiown by a Buddha 
at Sanchi‘°‘), whose snaibshcll curb have become smaller. This 
is the oldest detached image we know in dhyanamudra (not 
counting Gandhara). 

In the preceding pages we have advanced numerous argumenb 
justifying us in dating the discussed type of Buddhas Later than 
the Buddhas in figs. 3^9 and 40 from about the year 51 of the 
fCaniska era and In fact they seem to date (judging from the form 
of dte characters of the inscription on the Buddha of Sahedi-* 
Mahedi) from about the years 150 to 185 A.D, preferably at tiie 
end of that period in view of the enormous differences we ob¬ 
served when comparing these two images with the Buddha of 
Anyor and those reproduced in figs. J7 and 40. A number of 
those differences indicate, moreover, that in the second half of the 
2nd century A.D. a process was going on at Mathura In which 
some elements, due to influences from Gandhara, were expelled 
and substituted by old native ones; others again were remodelled 
so that they could be assimilated into the art of Matliura. 

Is it possible to bridge the gap between the Buddhas reproduced 
in figs. 57, 39 and 40 on the one hand and the Buddhas of Saheth' 
Mahcth and Sitala GhatT on the other by interjacent pieces, so 
thid the dates can be fixed more preebely? Unfortunately we have 
no reproduction of the only Buddha image known to us from 
that period between the two categories mentioned, viz. the image 
of the year 74 from Kaman 

But there is another way of roughly Investigating the interjacent 
space of time, that is by means of the Jainbric images from that 

204) Cdf. Mmtum Masbum, p. 54. 
205) M, M. Hamu>, Pandit R. C. Kak and Ramaprasad Chanda, Caido^ve 

of Sht Mtitettm of Arrbiuohgy at Sanebt, Bbopat Sjfdtf, CakutU 1922, pt. II. fig. 
19, and ASJA.R,, L912'’13, put I, pt. VUI, <L 

206) LOders’ Utt N'’ 12, 
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period. We have at oui disposal seven photographs of Tirtharn- 
kara images with inscriptions, six of which are legible- One of 
these mentions the year 80 (see fig. 45) as the date of the 
consecration of the image, two others mention the year 83 *'**) (see 
fig. 46), and again two others the year 84 (see figs. 47 and 
48). Finally vve received a photograph of a Jina image dated in 
the year 98 through kind assistance of Mr. Nagai, Curator of the 
Lucknow' Provincial Museum ®^“) (see fig, 49). Owing to the 
deplorable circumstance that the head and nimbus of ail six images 
are missing and, moreover, the pedestals of two pieces are very 
much worn away, it is unfortunately Impossible to draw conclu¬ 
sions from these details. Added to this, there is only a slight line 
of development that can be followed in these images, as they date 
from about the same time. In spite of this they together form a 
link (bridging the gap in the line of development of the Buddha 
images) from which some conclusions may be drawn. A dis¬ 
advantage is of course that no conclusions can be drawn about 
the drapery of the garment, as Tirthamkara images are com¬ 
pletely naked. 

Nowr comparing these six Jainistic images in question, their great 
conformity immediately strikes us, resulting of course from their 
having been made almost simultaneously. It is striking that the 
hands are always lying in dhyanamudri, "noba bene" with the 
tips of the thumbs touching each other. So we can assume that 
this mudra was the usual one for Jina images. All Buddha images 

207} Li)DGR.t' Liti N” 66. DiKovrred jU KdAlcsU JTIi, at prcsoic in the 
Lucknow Provincial Museum. Rubbing in Ef, vol. I, p. i92, 24; 
R. D. BaNGhJ], New Brihmi Imeriftticni t>j /Ae StytftMH PerhJ, Ep. lad-, 
vot X, pp. 106>t21, «p. p. 116, pi. Vn. 

208) Mathufi Museum, N" B. 5, and B. 2; J, Ph. Vocfc, Cat. Msieam 
Maihara, p. 66. LOtM-nS* Lift Nos 69 and 68, discovered lesp. at lait Mound end 
Kaokiti 'pli. 

209) Matbuci Museum, N® Add, 490, Ann. Prog. Rap. Arth. Sttn\ Piowthtm 
CirtU, Hindu and Euddhiit Monnmentt i916-'I7, p. 10, N* 4. Matluui Museum, 
N® B. 4; J. Ph. Vogel, Cat. Mnitnm Mathufa. p, 67, pj. 3C1; LDoers' Ust 
N®69a; L. BaCHHOFER, Dit jrShindiirbe Piastik, pL 101, discovered at Balabha- 
dn Ku^d. 

210) LBhers’ Utt N** 77. 
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from Mathura discussed up till now raised their hands in abliaya- 
mudra, except for those relief-figures, which were distinctly slavish 
copies of examples from Gandhara, probably stereotyped repre¬ 
sentations of well-known scenes from the Buddlia's life. 

From one of the six images, viz. the image reproduced in fig. 
48 dated in the year 84 a small piece of the nimbus behind his 
left upper arm and shoulder has been preserved. On it we can 
still discover the well-known scalloped edge, and just inside the 
edge of a band, so we can assume that the stage of more elaborate 
decoration of the nimbus bad already begun in the year 84 of the 
ICaniska era = l62 A.D. The pedestals offer another point of 
comparison. On all of them the heads of the small lions project 
over the top-slab, The Jinas reproduced in figs. 45 and 48 show 
two lions with heads turned inwards. The image depicted in fig. 
47 lias lions the heads of which are turned almost straight to 
the front. The pedestals of the Jinas. reproduced in fig. 46 are 
unfortunately worn away to such a degree that it is impossible to 
state anything about the attitude of the lions' heads. Finally the 
lions in fig. 49 are decidedly high relief in contrast to all the 
foregoing lions, which are bas-relief. Moreover their chests are 
strikingly bulging and the body is turned slightly inwards. All 
these pc^iarities betray a further phase of development and links 
this Jina figure with the Buddhas reproduced in figs, 43 and 44. 

On all the lions visible the manes no longer have the triangular 
form with the point hanging down in front, as seen in the lions 
of the Buddha of Anyor, but the manes now already show the 
rounded outline below, and also reach much lovfcr down, in fact 
halfway down the chest, except on the earliest Image reproduced 
in fig. 45 of the year 80, in which the manes do not reach the 
middle of the chest. The hair on the heads of the lions (turned 
straight to the front), depicted in fig. 47, still has the triangular 
form we observed in the image in fig. 40. Furthermore, all vbible 
lions already have protruding tongues. Their bodies are slightly 
turned inwards, which eventually finds a decided expression in 
the Jina of fig. 49 and the Buddhas of Sahe^-Mahe^ and Sitali 
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Ghatl. In all lioas the strongly bulging eyes are very noticeable. 
We find these again in the lions in figs. 45 and 44. 

Tlie fact that always in the centre of the space between the two 
Hons a scene is represented, show'ing a number of adorants on 
either side of a sm^l column carrying the cakra-symbol, and not, 
as in the Buddhist images after the year 51 of the Kaniska era, 
a figure adored by worshippers, makes us believe that this is a 
special characteristic of Jainistic images. In this they have kept to 
die worship of a symbol instead of to that of an image, a peculiarity 
from the past. Generally jainism is more tenacious to tradition, 
resulting perhaps from the fact that it has not been exposed to 
so many foreign and strange influences as Buddhism, which at 
an early peri^ received the influence of ideas and traditions 
from the North-West, owing to a powerful community and finally 
a centre of Buddhism being formed there. By its very pliancy, ana 
the fact that it easily absorbed and assimilated religious ideas 
preached in its environment, and also by its missionary impulse, 
Buddhism was able to develop into a world-wide religtoiv—an 
ever continuing circle between expansion-impulse and assimilation- 
power. In contrast to this. Jainism which had not been exposed 
to so many strange influences remained more conservative and 
therefore did not acquire the numerous followers among foreign 
nations tliat could have made it a world-religion—a vicious circle 
in reverse. In that way Jainism remained a typical Indian religion, 
and it maintained some archaic characteristics which Buddhism 
lacks. 

Returning to the six Jina images with inscriptions we can finally 
conclude that they all show soles which are quite flat and on the 
same level. As only the first five pedestals have a very low relief, 
we can, therefore, just as well call it bas-relief. Moreover the 
image in fig. 45 is apparently a little earlier in development judging 
by the various points of comparison which is confirmed by its date, 
viz. the year 80. In the first place the manes do not reach so far 
down over the chests. The form of the chest on the short legs 
especially takes us back to the form of the lions we have met with 
in the Buddha of Anyor, thick-set little monsters, as yet lacking 
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all structure. On the other hand, the lions have turned their heads 
inwards with the result that the body also turns a little inwards, 
a characteristic by which this image is also clearly connected with 
the series of the years 82 and 84, In these last mentioned images 
the lions' legs are already longer, whido make the lions look 
taller, and this anticipates the direction of the development in 
the lions of the Jina of fig. 49 and the Buddhas of Sahfth-Maheth 
and Sitala GhatT, 

The stature of the six images themselves clearly continues the 
tradition of the old national school of Mathura to which the 
kapardin Buddha also belonged. Because of this, these images 
also resemble the Buddhas of Sah&h-Mahfth and Sitala Ghatl, 
as these bst have reassumed the stature usual in the old school of 
Mathura; the waist is narrow and the shoulders do not droop 
but tend to become almost square, which is very obvious when 
we compare these images, for example, with the Buddha repro¬ 
duced in fig, 37. Finally, the crmipositioc-space very strongly 
approaches a quadrangle in contrast to that of the Buddlia just 
mentioned, where it is triangular. 

To sum up—^the decoration of the nimbus, the fact that the 
lions' heads project above the top-slab, the shape of the manes 
and that of the hair on their heads, the protruding tongues, the 
bodies turned inwards, the slight depth of the relief as a whole, 
the square shoulders of the Jina, and as a result the quadrangukr 
form of the composition-space—all these characteristics point to the 
fact that these Jina images belong to a period between the images 
of about the year 51 of the Kanisl^ era and those of Saheth-Maheth 
and Sitala Ghat!. Leaving fig. 49 out of discussion, the difference 
between the Jina images—and especially the four later ones—and 
the first mentioned group is greater than the difference between 
the Jinas and the last mentioned group, because there are only 
two out of the eight points of comparison which show more 
resembiance to the first group than to the second one^he shape 
of the hair of the lions' heads and the slight depth of the relief; 
while on the other hand the six other points of comparison show 
a greater resemblance to the Buddlias of Sahe^-Mah^h and 
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Sitala Ghatt, Our conclusion is that chronologically speaking the 
Jina images are nearer to the latter group of Buddhas than to the 
former one. Now there is a gap of 30 to 35 years between the 
date of the older group of Buddhas reproduced m figs. 39 and ^0 
and the Jainistic images. Supposing that the period of time between 
the Jina images and the later group of Buddhas is about 20 years, 
then we arrive at a date of about the year 100 to 105 of the 
Kaniska era or about 180 or, more roughly speaking, the 
fourth quarter of the 2nd century A.D. for die images of Sitaia 
GhatT and Saheth*Mahetii, In this way we have been able by 
means of the Jainistic images to more or less fill in the gap in 
the series of Buddha images covering the years 130-180 A.D. and 
to follow die vague course of development via the Jina images 
to die Jina of the year 98 (fig. 49) and the Buddhas of Sah^- 
Maheth and Sitaia Ghad of about the beginning of the 2nd 
century of the Kaniska era. 

Another way of filling in this gap is offered by the reliefs from 
this period which we have at our disposal. It should be premised 
here that during a certain transition-period the sculptors of 
Mathurd liked to copy certain scenes from North-West India 
which by their endless repetition had become a kind of fixed 
stereotype there. These stereotyped copies in the art of Mathura 
are easily recognized (see textfig. I on p. 81), To date them, 
however, is often difficult, as the sculptor at Mathura obviously 
also copied as faithfully as possible the mediod of representing the 
seated Buddha of Gandhira with covered feet. The possibility 
therefore exists that at Mathura such stereotype scenes in which the 
Buddha has for example both shoulders and feet covered, the robe 
being draped in symmetrical folds, might originate from a time 
when the art of Mathura itself had already rejected this phase of 
modelling the garment, 

A relief at present in the Curzon Museum at Mathura also un¬ 
doubtedly belongs to this group of copies just described®**). It 
formerly was part of a sculpture representing the most important 

ZU) Reproduced in J, Pk. Voghl^ La dt Mdihutaj pi, LIII^ c; 
J, Ph. Vooet, Th0 ASJ.A.R.f 1906-'07| pp. 137- 
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events from the Buddha's life. To the right on this fragment we 
see the Parinirvana and to the left the turning of the Wheel of 
Law, or the first preaching in the deer-park at SamSth. However, 
the fact that the decoration of the nimbus is more elaborate than 
that of, say the Buddha in fig. 56, and further that, in our opinion, 
the liair does not yet show snail-shell curls, but small semi-circular 
lines, suggests a date to us after the year 130 A.D. and before the 
year 180 A.D. 

Another example of this kind of copies is offered by a fragment 
at present in the Lucknow Provincial Museum Because of 
the severe mutilation it can unfortunately not be decided what 
kind of sculpture it formerly was part of. It is obvious, however, 
that the piece was a fragment of a larger whole, as appears from 
the thick twisted rope or garland running upwards to the left 
and right. Perhaps it formed part of the head-gear of a Bodhi- 
sattva image. A fragment resembling our piece is in the Curzon 
Museum at Mathura The Buddha Is seated on a loti^, acolytes 
on either side (Indra and Biahmd?) each also on a lotus. It is 
true that the Buddhas of the national school of Mathura also 
very often had an acolyte to the left and the right, hut neither 
the Buddlia nor his attendants sat or stood on lotus-flowers. The 
whole design and treatment of this piece with the three figures 
on lotus-flowers gives a strong North-West Indian impression. 
Moreover, the fact that the figure of the Buddha is seated in 
dhy^amudra confirms the impression that a piece from Gandhira 
has been copied. For it is striking that the Buddha images of the 
kapardin type CMily show the abhayamudra and never one of the 
other attitudes of the hand so popular in North-West India. 

Because of mutilation It is unfortunately not clear what the hair¬ 
dressing of the Buddha originally was. The symmetrical pleating 
points to the group of images dating from about tlie year 130 A.D. 

160, csp, p. 153, pi- LIV, a; J, Ph. Vocel, Cal. Muifitm AUlhitfS, p* 128; 
Msthuri Museum, H. 7. Plice of dtscovcfy unknown. 

212) Reproduced in A. Fouchek, A.G,8., voI. II, fig. 552; L. BachHOEEX, 
Dsf jrShmdifcite Ptait'tk, pt. 86, fig. 2 r Ludcnow Museuin B, 23. 

213) Matliuii Museum, N* 2367, reproduced m V, S. Agrawala, Dbyam 
Buddhas astd Badhhatttvts, f.U.P.H.S., vol. XI. put It, 193B, pp. 1-13, Hr. 1- 
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showing influence from Gandhara. The nimbus also still shows 
the old simpler decoration of only the scalloped edge;, so we might 
feel inclined to date the piece about the year BO A>D., but we 
refer once more to our remark about the dating of sculptures which 
give the impression of being copies of North-West Indian worb 
of art. 

Less difficult is the dating of those reliefs showing Buddha 
figures in the various stages of their development in the school 
of Mathura in which the sculptor renders the contemporary style. 
Such a relief Is reproduced in fig. 50-^^). It probably represents 
a row of Buddhas, of which we have several from Gandhira and 
Mathura. Generally Gautama is represented with his six prede- 
Cessors and Maitreya. On the fragment reproduced in fig. 30 three 
Buddhas and Maitreya to the right still remain. It is striking to 
find a Buddha of the kapardin type on the extreme left of this 
relief. The conclusion which can be drawn from this is, that the 
kapardin type continued to exist for some time side by side with 
the new type which is an imitation of the Buddhas of North-West 
India and which we find in the art of Mathura after about the 
year 130 A.D. Let us study this Buddha figure somewhat more 
closely: his left shoulder is covered by the garment, bis left upper 
arm shows the characteristic pleats, his left hand has been placed 
on his left knee with clenched fist, while his right hand is raised 
in the usual attitude of the kapardin type, viz, the abhayamudrS 
"nota bene” as high as the shoulder. In this relief where we meet 
both types of Buddha image side by side we have a fine oppor¬ 
tunity to observe the difference in height to which the hands axe 
raised by each kind of Buddha. We also believe that the hand of 
the Buddha on the left has been turned somewhat more inwards, 
while the palms of the hands of the other figures are held straight 
to the front. All the enumerated peculiarities still tally completely 

214) Lydcnav Mtiseurn^ N° B, 1S2; plice ol diMVCiy uiLknawn- J+ Ph. 
VOCEL, La sculptuff Je pi. XXXVI* c* p. 44, mdThf jMaihura 
of SiTMipturt, ASJ.A.R., 1909 *10^ p. 6a, fi^, 3; L BacHhoF£r, Dir frahindir^h^ 
FfoJtik, pi. 87* L SCHERMANt Dh aflrsirn Buddkadarifriitfttgm Jrf M£rich€r$^ 

ftfif Mitnchtner fahrbmi dtr BiidertJra Kansi^ 1929i 

Band VI, Heft 2, pp. 147-164 fig- 

Van Lohitizbn-be Leeuw* The ’"Scrtbitn'^ Peiiod 13 
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with the representations of the Buddha of the kapardin tjfpe we 
are accustomed to. Judging hy the treatment of the hair, however, 
the sculptors of Mathura were not altogether uninfluenced by 
Gandhara, for instead of the smoothly rendered hair with the 
smooth usnisa we now find the whole head covered with the well- 
known semi-circular lines in three or more horizontal rows, so our 
conclusion must be that a change is now taking place in the ortho¬ 
dox type of Buddha image. The general aspect of the other 
Buddhas in this relief (those of the type with influence from 
Gandhlra) points to a date after the Buddha of Anyor, and before 
the Buddha of Sahe^-Maheth. Although feet and legs are still 
wholly covered by the garment, the drapery is no longer symmet¬ 
rical, but runs straight down from their left shoulders and spreads 
out to the right like a fan. The treatment of the hair is done 
in the semi-circular lines. Furthermore, the nimbus shows a 
decoration more developed than that of the Buddhas reproduced 
in figs. J9 and 40. The hands are turned straight to the front; as 
high as the breast the fingers point perpendicularly upwards. 
Finally the pleat at the neck does not show a sharp V-shape, These 
seven characteristics, briefly summed up, prove that these Buddhas, 
as to their stylistic development date from the period betv'een the 
years 150 and 180 A.D., as they have qualities in common with 
the Buddhas from the first mentioned year as well as with those 
from the second. Tire relief therefore must date from the tran¬ 
sition-period between the time when both feet were still covered 
and the pleats of the garment flow'ed down symmetrically from 
both shoulders (as on the Buddhas reproduced in figs. 37, 39 and 
40), and the time when the fan-like drapery was in vogue (even 
although both shoulders remained covered), while the feet and 
the lower part of the legs were naked (as in the Buddha of Sah^- 
Mahedi), 

Two more reliefs are to be considered. The first one, reproduced 
in fig. 51, probably again shows us part of a representation of 
Buddhas with Maitreya ®*'’), Here also, like the relief reproduced 

215) M»thun MuSAun, N* ], 7; ], pH. VOGEL, Cat, fliuteum Mathura, p, 135; 
pJ^c of discovErry iioknowti. 
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in fig. 50j Maitreya sits at the extreme right of the fragment and 
four Buddhas to the left of him. Again we find the two types 
of Buddha images side by side, with this difference that the type 
imitating the Buddha images from Gandhara (second and fourth 
from the left) now has naked legs and his robe is draped 
fandike. The hair, however, is still indicated by the horizontal 
rows of small semi-circular lines. So our conclusion must be that this 
relief also dates from the transition-period between the years 130- 
180 A.D,, while like the previous relief it has characteristics in 
common with the Buddhas which date from about the first year 
as well as with those from about the second. However, as these 
Buddhas influenced by North-West India also show naked legs 
this relief is somewhat later in development than the piece pre¬ 
viously discussed. 

The second relief to be considered is reproduced in fig. 53 
This piece, like the preceding one, Is a lintel. It is divided into 
two tiers. The upper one shows three scenes from the Buddha’s life. 
As these belong to the stereotype representations, so often copied 
mechanically frcrni Nortli-West Indian art by the sculptors of Ma¬ 
thura, the fact that two out of three Buddhas on this part of the 
relief have covered feet and legs is not necessarily an indication 
that it dates from about the year 130 A.D,, and this is proved by 
the lower part of the relief. The well-known tow of Buddhas is 
probably again represented here (only two are visible and a third 
one partly so), in addition two Bodhisattvas at the right of the 
fragment, of which the one on the extreme right is probably 
Maitneya. On the extreme left, part of a figure is still visible, 
probably a Buddha of the kapardln type, judging by the clenched 
fist on the left knee. Of the two Buddhas visible the left one has 
both shoulders covered with a fan-itke draped robe, naked feet and 
legs, and the hair represented by small semi-circular lines. In short, 
diis is the type we also found on the previous relief from the 
transition-period between the years 130180 A.D. (and probably 

216) Lutknow Musnim, N® B. 208; J. PH, VocEi, The MatharA of 
ScHipiare, A.S.TA R., 1909-'10. pi. XXV, b. 
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from the later part of it according to the naked legs, but we will 
discuss this in more detail presently). 

The Buddha to the right also naked legs and feet, and the 
hair is represented by semisrircular lines in horizontal rows, but his 
right shoulder is naked, judging by the height to which his hand 
is raised (in abhayamudra) and the visible nipple of the breast. 
So this is the kapardin t^e, although his left hand lifts a 
lappet, just as we have up till now been accustomed to find in the 
Buddhas influenced by Gandhara. As well as the indicaticui of 
the liair by small semi-circular lines as In the Buddha of the relief 
previously discussed, the lifted lappet is a second element in tbb 
relief, an element also obviously copied by the kapardin type from 
the type influenced by Gandhara, Thus we see the kapardin type 
refastuoned more and more by the addition of elements originally 
hailing from North-West India, which is the more reason to date 
this relief in the later part of the transition-period betw'een the 
years 130-180 A.D, On the other hand, the type with influence 
from Gandhi, w'hich went through some slight dianges imme¬ 
diately upon its introduction at Mathura (because the sculptors of 
Mathura were uruble to copy ail details correctly), eventually 
copied all sorts of characteristics of the kapardin type: the lower 
part of the legs and the feet began to appear, and the hair was 
indicated in a national way. We see, therefore, how the two types 
merge into each other during this transition-period. The only point 
in which thej- finally still differ is the naked right shoulder, but 
apart from that, they are almost idendcaLiy represented. These two 
types with covered or uncovered right shoulder crnitlnue to exist 
side by side until the end of Buddhist art in India. 

When judging the reliefs discussed in the preceding pages we 
have always taken for granted that the indication of the hair by 
means of small semi-circular lines must be older than that indicated 
by snail-shell curls. That this is true is proved by the fact that 
images (which must be older on style-critical and epigraphical 
grounds) like the Buddhas reproduced in figs, 39 and iO also 
show the hair-dressing in the tei^ique of semi-circular lines, while 
stylistically later images like the Buddhas reproduced in figs. 43 
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and 44 show snail-shell curls. In the images showing influence 
fr^ GandhSra we find these semi-circular lines in the images 
^th covered legs and feet and symmetrical pleating, as well as 
in those with fan-like drapery and covered feet and in those with 
naked legs and fan-like pleats. Up till now, we know of no 
specimen with snail-shell curls showing feet and legs coveted, and 
the garment draped symmetrically or fan-like, covering both 
shoidders. However, the existence of such Buddha images is 
possible as the published number of Mathura sculptures available 
is still rather limited. 

^ we may presume that the change in the representation of the 
—'from the techni<^ue of semi-circular lines to diat of 

snail-shell curls-—takes place after the change from the symmet¬ 
rically pleated garment to the fan-like draped one. We can also 
say that this last change takes place before the novelty of the 
naked legs is introduced into the type influenced by Gandhara, for 
as yet we do not know’ of Buddha images with uncovered legs and 
symmetrically pleated garments, but only of images with covered 
legs and fan-like pleats. 

In chronological order, we therefore meet with the followbg 
three changes in the Buddha image in the transition-period from 
the years ^ I30*± ISO A.D,: 

1— From a symmetrically pleated garment to fan-like draperies. 
2— From covered legs and feet to uncovered ones. 
3— From the indication of the hair by the technique of semi¬ 

circular lines to that of snaU-sheU curls. 
The method of indicating the hair by means of horizontal rows 

of semi-circular lines ^mains in vogue during the whole transition- 
period. It seems to us, however, that even in this way of indicating 
the hair some evolution can detected. We find for instance 
heads on which the line of the forehead runs horizontally, just as 
was the case with the images of the kapardin type, albeit that these 
indicated the hair smoothly. An example of diis is the Jina head 
in the British Museum (see fig. 58) which, in our opinion, is in¬ 
correctly dated in the <5th oentuiy A.D. instead of in the period 
from ± 130- ±180 A.D. The line of the forehead of this sculp- 
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tuTc runs from the top of the one ear to that of the other^ and at 
the side of the head hardly any serai'Circukr lines are added (sec 
fig. 69). This is quite different from» for instance, the Buddha 
head represented in fig. 70 and some o^ers Here the dividing 
line between forehead and hair runs strongly curved over the forC' 
head and comes down in front of the ears, so that, as it were, small 
whiskers are fonued. That is why we find four or more extra hori* 
zontal rows of semi-circular lines beside the ears. This form of 
the line of the forehead is also shown by the Buddhas and Jinas 
after the sculptors took to representing long hair by means of snail- 
shell curls (see fig. 71), for then we see, under the lowest row of 
curls cunning over the forehead almost horizontally, two or three 
short horizontal rows of curls to the left and right, just in front 
of the ears, which thus give a curved shape to the line of the fore* 
head. See for instance the Buddha of Sahe^-Mahedi (see 
43) and the Jina bust in the British Museum (see fig. 57). On 
account of this characteristic in common with the Buddhas and 
Jinas of a later date, we think that the heads with a strongly curved 
line of the forehead represent a later stylistic development than 
those with an almost horizontal line. 

ft caruiot be said exactly how much time was occupied by each 
of the three changes discussed above during those fifty years of 
the transition-period. There will always be sculptors who are be¬ 
hind or ahead of the general stage of development. It goes without 
saying that the stages of development indicated below slowly 
merge into each other. It is possible that even in later times, when 
the school of Mathura had already changed the copy of the example 
from Gandhara into a type with uncovered legs, nevertheless some 
copies of images from North-West India were made. Roughly com 
sidered, the following scheme of development might then be 
drawn up for the transition'period of the years * 150 - 180 A.D,: 

217) For Quinple, ditf facid cepfoduced in V, A. Smith, Tht fain J/ffpd aitJ 
othir Antiqukhi of Maihura^ pi. O* 4* fur^er 220 in die Lwefenow 
ProviEtezd Museum, a photogiApli of whidi is m the coIJoctioa of the Kem losti- 
hjte, poitfoiio Mathmi, section JmiSr N* 30. 
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SHLuition in lit tniuition^ 2f5j^ fniajilkut^ SituiLEaii 
tht jxMT ± 130 ptriod pehi^d ihc year d: IflO 

symxxnicAWY f#o-likc draped fandJlce draped 
draped pleaiid|^ pleating pleating 

coveted tegs ctivered legs —^ uocoveted legs 

hair in rows of hair in rows of tmif in rows of 
semi-circuUr lines semi-circular lines MDf-circnlar lines 

fan-IJkc draped 
pleating 

uncovered legs 

liair in snail* 
'shell curb- 

Finally^ we should like to place the discussed reliefs in the 
above scheme. The sculpture reproduced in fig, 50 belongs to the 
first transition-stage, judging by tibe fan-ltke pleated garment, the 
covered legs, and die indication of die hair by means of small 
semi-circular lines in horizontal rows. The following relief r^ro- 
duced in fig. 51 belongs to the second transition-period, in view of 
the fan-like pleated garment, the naked legs and feet and the 
indication of the hair by means of the semt-drcular lines. Finally, 
the last relief reproduced in fig. 53 belongs to the same stage as 
the preceding one, as the Buddha figmes have the same character¬ 
istics. If, however, we date thb relief somewhat later in the scheme 
of developrnent than the previous one, we do so because of the 
representation of the Budt^ of the kapardin type which not only 
shows uncovered legs and the indication of hair in semi-circular 
lines all over the head—which the Buddha of the kapardin type 
on the relief in ftg, 51 also does—but moreover lifts the lappet 
of the garment. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

THE POST-KUSAN A PERIOD AT MATHURA 

For Lack of Buddha images we discussed the Jim images from 
the transition-period as well as the Buddhistic reliefs from that 
time, in order to enable us to realize slightly the line of develop¬ 
ment of art follow^ed during that period. We now return to our 
starting-point; the Buddhas of Sahe^-Maheth and that of Sitala 
GhaQ, l»th dating from about the year 178 A.D. or even some¬ 
what later. In favour of this date pleads—except for the arguments 
already mentioned—the fact that, as we will see further on, the 
majority of the images made during the reign of one of the 
Kusai^ mentioned up tilt now, indicate the name of the ruling 
monarch in their inscription. In the insaiption on the image of 
Saheth-Mah^h neither a date nor the name of a monarch is men¬ 
tioned, and consec}uently this should leave room for the possibility 
that the sculpture was made some time after the death of Vasudeva, 
i.e. some time after the year 98 of the Raniska era, as we possess 
the last inscription of Vasudeva of that year and he therefore 
probably died in the same y^r or somewhat later. 

Looking over the available material, in order to follow the 
development of the school of Mathura, we meet with the diffi¬ 
culty that we do not know a single Buddha image bearing an 
inscription with a date after Vasudeva. The Jina images also 
suddenly fail us here and so we can only try to reconstruct the 
later development of art by comparison of style. 

The image then to be considered tn the first place for com¬ 
parison with the images of Sahe^-Mah^ andSit^ Ghltl, is the 
Buddha, reproduced in fig. 54 ‘), because of its extreme resem¬ 
blance to them. 

1) J. Marshall, Ana/ul Report of fbe Dhector^mud af Arshaology m 
htdia, ASJ.A.R.t l9l9-'70. pi. 17, ft, meatioacil oo p. 41- 
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It is true that several elements in this image are in a further 
stage of development, but the w-hole design points to the fact that, 
chronologically speaking, the images cannot be further apart than 
10-20 years. This time the hand, lifting the lappet of the robe, 
has been preserved, and we see the well-known pleats with 
zig-zag hem. His right hand, probably lifted in abhayamudra, as 
in the image of Saheth-Mah^, has, however, been broken off 
here. A slight development is noticeable in the pleating of the 
robe. On the front lie pleats fall downwards in a somewhat 
undulating line, while the corresponding pleats in the Buddlia 
of Saheth-Mahc^ still fall stiffly. The peculiarity of the shutter- 
like pleats, lying in folds over each other downwards from shoulder 
to elbow, and suddenly folding upwards below the elbow, has 
remained unchanged as in the Buddha of Saheth-Mahe^. 

The socle also very strongly resembles those of the Buddhas, 
represented in figs. 43 and 44. The Master is again seated on 
kuSa-grass. Between the two lions there is a space, as in the Buddha 
images of Sahe^th-Mahe^ and Sitala Ghatt, occupied by a Bodhi- 
sattva in the middle, and the donors of the Buddha Image as 
adorants on either side. The lions now have been turned slightly 
inwards, like those of the two Buddhas just mentioned, and are 
decidedly b haut-relief. The tongue protrude. The little paws are 
firmly placed wide apart. The only differences that can be observed 
between these two members of the leonbe species and their two 
congeners on the socle of the Buddha of Saheth-Mah^h are, that 
the chests have become a little more globular, and that the heads 
only reach over the droopbg ku^-grass and not over that which 
is lybg flat, but for the rest they resemble the lions reproduced in 
figs. 43 and 44 as much as two peas. Except for the more undulatmg 
Ibe in the pleating of the robe and the more rounded chests of 
the little lions, the image reproduced b fig. 34 so strongly 
resembles the Buddhas of Saheth-Maheth and Sitala Ghltl, that 
nothbg prevents us from constderbg the image b question as a 
somewhat further development of those two Buddhas, perhaps 
about 20 years later and b that case from about the middle of the 
first half of the 2nd century of the Kaniska era. 
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Yet, there is indeed one obstacle, viz. the inscription on the 
pedestal, which we read as follows: 

"siddhaip sa(rp) 20 2 gra 2 di 30 asy^ pOrwayaip priva- 
rikavihlre buddhapratima pratist(h)apita.‘* 
Which means translated: 

"Success! In the yeax 22, m the 2nd (month of) summer, on the 
30th day, on this occasion as specified, (this) Buddha image was 
installed in the Piavarika monastery." 

The piece Is therefore dated in the year 22. Dava Ram SahNI, 
who published this inscription at the time, says in his introduction: 
"N° I, which is dated In the year 22, must have been installed in 
the reign of Kanishka." 

We cannot agree with this. The image which is clearly, in all 
respects, only slightly more developed than the Buddha of the type 
of Sahe^-Mahethcannot be suddenly 80 years older than tiiat 
type. So on style critical grounds it seems impossible to us that 
the Buddha in question dates fr«n Kaniska's time. Besides this the 
form of the characters shows a mudi later stage of development 
than that of the characters known from other inscriptions of Ka- 

niska’s time, for instance the ka in pfavarika, and the ya q&j in 

purvvayam have a form which is decidedly very much later than 
Kaniska’s time. Also the anus vara is dearly a dash in pSrvmyam 
instead of a dot as in Kaniska’s time. And perhaps even a later 

1) This Jigatiire be read ^ dthough one woiiJd expett the abbcc- 
visitioa gri for gri^fma. In other places, howc^^er^ it is DhvTCu$ thit the stroke 
to the under the duracter cniist be read as the subscribed consonant There 
are, moreover, several inscripticiiis v^ere on top of the ligature gta there is stiJI 
the ii so that the abbreviation gri for gr^md Is correct in those places. Probably 
the Jigatute gra h in its turn an abbreviated form of grh 

3) Dava Ram Sahni, imcnpfhm fwm Ep. vol. 19. 
I ^27-'28, pp. 6S 6^4 eip- p. 651 pi I. 

4) Vogel also thinks that the Buddha dated in the year 22 is Jatet than the 
Buddha of SltaM Ghat!, So he as we did, the developmeot which had taken 
place, but as he has not tried to obtain a date for the Buddha of Sitall Ghati on 
styic'critical grounds, and as he tbmks, as Sahni did, that the other Buddha 
dates from ihe year 22 of the Kaniska era, the Buddha of SItali Ghafi dateSp 
according to him* from about the beginning of Kan^ka*s reign; J. Pk. Vogel, 
Ld jcuIpiMr^ dr MathtirSt p. 38- 
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form of is to be found in jfratima, but unfortunately this 

character is rather vague Besides, the so-called box-head on 
top of the various characters b decisive for our opinion that the 
inscription and therefore the image itself as well have to be 
dated much later than Kaniska. 

Now what shall we do? On one side we see on style-critical 
and palaeographic grounds that the image corresponds with the 
Buddhas of Saheth-Mahe^ and Si tala GhItI, on the other hand 
the inscription is dated in the year 22. Do we meet wife a new 
era here? In principle it would not be impossible that after Vasu- 
deva’s death a new era began. However, we do not think thb 
probable ^). 

As a solution for this epigraphical enigma we should like to give 
the following: once having reached the year 100 in the Kaniska 
era, people counted steadily on, even after Vasudeva's death, but 
the figure for 100 was omitted 'W'hen dating, as we ourselves often 
do at the present time, when with ’40 we really mean: 1940. That 
such a method of dating was not unknown in India appears from 
the fact, that in the Laukika era the thousands and hundreds in 
a date were always omitted in a similar way®). Likewbe the 
hundreds are omitted in some inscriptions dated in the Vikrama 
era’). Konow has always denied the possibility of an era with 
omitted hundreds, mainly on account of the fact that Fleet 

opposed it. But to us such a notation seems to be the only solution 
for the epigraphic, palaeographic and stylistic difficulties which 
would otherwise arise. De La Vall^e-Poussin discussing the 
controversy between Konow and Foucher (who advocated a 

Mauryan era with omitted huodreds) says; "La possibility de la 

J) Pruid|]dly on of tbft fact that the dynasty stiU went on after 
Vasudeva, see Ch. VI, pp. 506 set], 

6) For inscriptions using this era see J. PH. VOCEL, Im(ription$ &f C/tamhi 
Slate, A^.rA.R., 190Z-‘0J. pp. 2i9-2n, esp. p. 245. This era is also used tn 
several MSS. We Have to tha^ Fmfessor GoNDa for kindly drawing our attention 
to G. BOhler, DetaiieJ Report of a Tear in Searrh of Sajuktit MSS. made in 
Kaimir, Rajpntana, and Central India, Bombay 1S77, pp, 59 seq. 

7) See J. F. Fleet, The Date of Kaniihta, J.R.AS., 1915, p. 985. note 2. 
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suppression des centaines est hois de doute, car rempIoJ de ce 
genre de "datation" est atteste au moyen-age.” ”) 

Finally oor greatest Brahmi epigraphist Heinrich Luders seems 
not to have been opposed to this idea either. When ^*e were in 
Oslo in winter 1947 to discuss several points in the Chapters H’Vl 
of this study of ours with Professor KoNow and Professor 
Morgenstjerne, the last was so kind as to look up his notes 
taken down in 1915 by tiim when following the lectures of Lii- 
DER5 at Berlin. It appears that Luders in connection with inscrip¬ 
tion N* 70 of his List (with which we will deal further on, and 
which has been from the outset one of our strongest arguments 
in favour of our hypoth^is)^ suggested the possibility that die 
cipher for 100 had l^en omitted in this inscription. If a scholar 
of LOoers* reputation did not think it impossible \3xai the hundreds 
were omitted in one inscription, we think the most serious objec¬ 
tion to our hypothesis, via. that an era with omitted hundreds 
does not exist, is taken away. 

Now, looking at Luders' List of Braknii imtfiptions indeed 
it is striking that after the year 99 of the Kaniska era no dates 
are mentioned with higher numbers^®), while exactly from the 
decennia just before the new century a large stream of dated 
incriptlons reaches us, which could cause the presumption, that 
also from the years after the year 99 a considerable number of 
ioscriptioos might be expected. 

If w'c now assume on style-critical and palaeographic grounds 
that in the date on the Buddha in question the figure for 100 has 
been omitted, then we get the year 122 of the K^Iska era as the 
date for the image, which falls exactly within the limits we had 
already fixed for the image on style-critical grounds. 

8) L DE La Vai.[-6E'Poussin, L’i»dt mi teiafj dts MMirjas tt des Bariiarei, 
CfeOt Styihet, Perthes ft Ytn-tehi, Hhlohe du Monde, tome VT, Piiris 1930, 
t>. 359. 

9) H. LOdees, a lift of Briim histrijnions from the eariiest Timn to aiont 
A.D^ 400 teilh the esita^fton of those of Aloka, Appendix to Epigraphk Indira 
and Retard of the Archaaahgical Snrt'ej of India, voL lO, Calcutta 1912, 

10) Except ao iiucdption. of the jfnr 299, which, however, refen to the old 
eca. See furtfaer Ch. I, pp. 31-61, 
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The fact that indeed a date has been mentioned, but not the 
name of a ruling monarch, as is often done when an inscription 
was made during the reign of Kaniska or one of his successors, 
could be an additional indication for assigning the inscription in 
question to the time after Vasudevas death, but if one noes not 
want to see a confirmation in this (in the course of this Chapter 
and the following one we will see, however, that this is nearly 
always the case), then any way it will not alter our opinion that 
here the figure for 100 has been omitted in the date. 

Should the supposition be correct that after VIsudeva’s death 
a new era began, which we think very improbable because of 
reasons discussed in Chapter VI, then the date of the image in 
question would only shift a few years, as Vasudeva’s latet in¬ 
scription dates from die year 9S. 

In support of our opinion that It was often cuslomaiy when 
dating in the Kaniska era, to omit the figure for 100, once havbg 
passed that number we will now- advance a series of arguments 
in sequence. 

Firstly, there is a Jina image with an inscription on the pedestal, 
published by Rakhal Das Banerji (see fig. 56) In all details 
this image corresponds at least as closely with the Buddha of 
Saheth-Maheth as the Buddha just discussed dated In the year 22. 
Undoubtedly it belongs to the same style-period of the years 
100-125 of the Kaniska eta. The inscription on the pedestal in 
our opinion reads as follows: 

1. ■'sa(ip) 10 2 va 4 di 10 (1) etasya puiwiya.(m) koliyato'®) 
(ga)nato ba(m)bha(d)Is(t)yIto kullto uc(ena)- 

2. garito (sakh)ito gani(s)ya aryya pusi(la5ya) £i£ini d(e)v(t) 
pa^tihaii nan(d)isya bhaginiye ni(rva?)- 

3. rtana savikinam va(r)ddhakminam jinadasi rudradevadatta 

11) E. D. BaMEKJI, Ntit> BfMhmi tmcripthni 0/ tbt SfythtM PtfieJ, Ep. Ind., 
val. 10, 1909-'t0, pp. lOd-121. pp. UO-Ul, pi. 1, N* IV. This inagc is 

2Sa in LUOEltS' Litl. 
12) It was H. LDdbrs wbo recognized that the itecond diaxicter Imd to be 

read as a (a: Tb^ iinga^ ta iff Narthm Brnhmi Sir/pi^ fMjiS-M pp- 
10SL-1OS9. 
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gopa rudrade(vA)s^ini rudrad .....tra gahaniitT(a) 
4, kumiraiin vamadisi ha5ti(s)ena grahaSiri md(r)adati }aya- 

dasi inLt(r)aiin.. 
The contents, stating the donation of the image in question by a 
number of women, practically run as follows; 

"In the year 12, the 4th (month of) the rainy season, on the 
n th day, on this occasion as specified (this image was set up) 
by the (female) layhearers (^o belong to the caste) of the 
carpenters: Jinadasi, Rudradevadatta, Gopa, Rudrade(va)s^ini, 
Rudrad.... .tra, Gahaimtr(a).Kumiraiiri, Vamadasi, Hasti* 
(se)na, Grahasiri, Rud(r)adat^ Jayadasi, Mit(r)asirl-at the 
request of the pajtutidhaxi Devi(?) the sister of Nan(d)ii the 
female pupil of the venerable gani Pusi(la) of the Koliya (ga)^ 
the Ba((p)bha(d)3s(i)ya kula and the Uc(ena.)^ri (s5kh)a.** 

Of special interest to us with regard to this inscription is the 
date, which, according to the first line, is the year 12 without 
further specification. So here too a date without the name of the 
ruling monarch. The tjfpe of the characters again deciderily opposes 
a date in the year 12 during the reign of King Kaniska, We only 

mention e.g. Ae form of the characters da'i^, u'L, aod yya ■ 

The character ku in line 1: kulato deserves special mention The 

subscribed // is no longer a horizontal line at the bottom of the ka, 
but a curve turning downwards, a form already resembling tiie 
Gupta form. Also the stage of development of ^e small lions on 
the pedestal pleads in favour of a date in the year 112 instead of 12. 

As a conclusive proof we should like to put forward the figure 
of the Jina himself. The hair has been arranged all over the bead 
in beautiful equal curb, resembling snaibsheUs. Considering that 
in all Jina images discussed op till now the heads unfortunately 
were missing, the opinion could be advanced that possibly the 

13) The sigpIficiDcie of paffaiidhari Is stLU onimown; w H. On som£ 
Injcriftwns m thr Ltti^knour Pr&pJndat f^RrAS^^ 1912i pp^ 1^5- 

179^ espp p, 17Q, flote K 
T4) For the religious subdivisions of ihu JfaJius see & BUhlek, On ibe 

IndiiBt of thw JtiindSf Eog. ed. by J> BuiL<iE3S, London 1903, pp^ 53 seq. 
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image concerned originated from the jrear 12 of the Kaniska era, 
as no Jimt images are known from that time with any hair-dressing 
whatever. So there would be no hindrance on the ground of the 
hair*dressmg to date the image in the beginning of the Kanbka era. 

In our opinion, however, there most positively is a liindrance. In 
the first place we know that originally in the Jina imagies, like in 
the Buddha images, the hair was smo^ly rendered, and we have 
several specimens of them whidi cannot be confused with Buddhas 
(which they sometimes strongly resemble), as they mostly bear a 
special characteristic **), and the early Buddha heads are moreover 
distinguished by the usnm So it cannot be assumed that the 
sculptors of Mathura, even if they did know the snail-shell tech¬ 
nique of representing curly hair, applied this technique to the 
Jina heads from the moment they started to make Jina images. 
Furthermore we have to ronark that before Buddhism received die 
influences from North-West India, the representation of the 
Buddha Image and that of the Jina image went almost side by side, 
as a result of the uniformity of the source used by both religions 
for their art'''), But also after strong influences from Gandh^a 
are apparent in Buddhism, the representations of both teachers 
continue to resemble each other very strongly, which, apart from 
the monk's robe on the Buddhas, appears from almost ail d^Is; 
pedestal with small lions, nimbus etc. Also the alteration in the 
representation of the hair which the Buddha image undergoes in 
the course of time, is closely followed by the Jina image, witness 
the Jina heads with hair over the whole head, indicated by rows of 
semi-circular lines, one above the other, as e.g. a head in the British 
Museum (see fig. 58) ’*). 

15) The an rhe breast., for is j. duu-Adcristk of the 
Jifws. a that \$ no longer distinguishable either, then ^anxstknes other pecu¬ 
liarities help. Plr^'in^hsu for exampICp always wears a snake-hood behind his 
head, see for instance A. K, CoOMARASWAMy, fig, 36^ and a photo^ 
graph in tbe collcaion of the Kern Tnstitiite, portfaEio M^ura, section Jints, 

16) See Ch. Ill, pp, 162-168. 17) SeeCk Ill, pp, 150^1^2, 
tS) Furthernwre: J, 220 in the Lucknow Musciun, phocograph ici the Kem 

Institute, portfolio Mathurip section Jines, N® 50 t£ the left, and V. A. 
Thf /ain jnJ oih^r of Ahtthura, pi. Cl^ fig^ 4. 
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With regard to the fact that Indlaji art in this bme Is certainly 
not sectarian, and that the representation of the Jina and the 
Buddha go almost side by side ^fore Buddhist art was influenced 
by North-West Indian art, while also after that the Jina image very 
closely corresponds with the Buddha image, it does not seem 
premature to assume that after die technique of the covering of 
die head with semi-circular lines had been applied to the Jina 
heads, the representation in snail-sliell curls was also closely copied 
from the Buddhas, or even introduced at the same time. That 
implies then that about the year tOO of the Kamska era also the 
Jina images for the first time show heads covered with snail-shell 
curls. 

Now comparing the image under discussion once more as a 
whole with the Jina bust in the British Museum (see fig. 57), the 
strong resemblance and speaking likeness will immediately attract 
our attention, if for a moment we eliminate the nimbus of the 
image in the British Museum. This Jina bust has been dated by the 
authorities of the British Museum in about the 6th century A.D., 
which b undoubtedly much too late considering the great resem¬ 
blance of it to sculptures as the one under discussion. But the 
reason for this mistake will probably have been the fact that, also 
because of the decoration of the nimbus, the Jina does indeed 
remind us of the Gupta style, only then in 'statu nascendi". Several 
elements of Gupta art are already present in embryo, the most 
important of which is the striking regularity in all details which 
b accentuated in Gupta art to an extraordinary degree; further 
the decoration of the nimbus and the arrangement of the curls. As, 
therefore, some diaracterisljcs of Gupta art are already to be found 
in essence in this image, we should like to label it as Post-Kusai^ 

art. 
It seems to us that the resemblance shown by the Jina image in 

the British Museum to the Jina of the year 12, as well as the way 
of representing the hair, must be deebive for our opinion riiat the 
latter image rather dates from the time between the Kusa^ dynasty 
and that of the Guptas, than, os Bakhal Das Banerji supposes 
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(judging from the numbers of the 
date mentioned in the inscription), 
from the beginning of the Ku^a 
time, i.e. from the year 12 of the 
reign of King Kaniska. On style- 
comparative and palaeographical 
data we are therefore of opinion 
that the jina image of the year 12 
has to be dated correctly in the year 
112 of the Kaius^ ^ again 
with this image the figure foe 100 
has been omitted. 

The third piece of sculpture we 
want to bring forward is a Jalnlstic 
image in the Lucknow Museum, 
originating from Mathura (see text' 
fig. 22) The sculpture shows on 
each of the four sides a standing 
naked Jina figure in a stiff frontal 
attitude with the arms stretched 
along the body. In the inscriptions 
such images are called "pratima 
sarwatobhadrika". Although the 
lineblock is not very clear in Smith, 

on the other hand it is fortunately 
clearly to be seen that two out of 
three Jina figures visible in thf* 
picture have heads wholly co 
with locks in snail-shell technique. 
In itself this is an indication for 
later date as we saw above. But 
there is more. The image bears the following inscription^): 

Textfig. Z2, Jida imgt dedicued 
by Kumajojiiiti and dited in the 
jicif 15 (The fain SiMpa and of her 

AntifUiiiej of Mathura) 

19) V* A. SMITHp The Jam Stdf^ and other Antiqnitrej of Maihurd, jj, KC 
fig. 1- The image ts mcaticncd In LDjdesls' list as 24. 

20) Riibb[Dg m Ep. Ind., xol 1, 1892, N° 2. 

Van LOHUIZEN-Hi llPUW, Tbe "Scythimn” ¥et\od 16 
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A. 1. 10 3 gTR 5 di 1 asyl pufwIya(or c?) 
B. 1. (me)hikato kulato Riyya jayabhuti' 
C. 1. sya siSTninam aiyya sangamtkaye sifTm 
D. 1. aryya vasulaya^or e?) nifvarttanam. 
A. 2, lasya dhl(lii) „i. (va)dhu veni- 
B. 2. (sya) sfe^(h)b(ya) dhamvapat(n)iye bha^iseimya 
C 2. matu kiimarainitayo(or ax?) daimip bhagavato (prati)- 
D. 2, nia(or a?) sa(r)watobhadrika.'* 

The tfaxislaHon of this, as far as the gaps do not make it incom¬ 
prehensible, comes to this: 

‘'In the year 15, in the 3rd (month of) summer, on the 1st day, 
on this occasion as specified, (this) fourfold image of die Lord 
(was set up as) the gift of Kumaramita, daughter of.la, 
daughter-in-law of .i.. first wife of guild-master Veni, mother 
of Bhattisena, at the request of the venerable Vasula, the female 
pupil of the venerable S^gamika, one of the female pupils of the 
venerable Jayabhuti of the (Me)hika kuia," 

Another Jina image also in the Lucknow Museum and origina¬ 
ting from Mathura*^), bears an inscription which we read as 
follows: 

1. “sam SO 6 he 1 di 10 2 dasasya dhitu pr(i)yasya k(u)^bi- 
niye...... 

2. ......... to kulato aya sa(nga)tni(ka)ya sisiniya aya vasula- 
(ye) nivatana.” 
WWch means; “In the year 8^, in the 1st (month of) winter, on 
the I2th day (was dedicated this gift) of., daughter of Dasa, 
wife of Priya, at the request of the venerable Vasula, pupil of the 
venerable ^(ng)amika, of the .kula.” 

On comparing these inscriptions, it is striking that the same 
person is mentioned in both, viz. Aryya Vasula, the female pupil 
of Aryya Sangamika. She is an important person and occupies a 
distinguished position, namely that of a religious preacher, if we 
may rely on, the inscriptions where she urges laymen to erect images 
representing the Jina. Such female preachers repeatedly occur in the 
inscriptions on Jainistic images and they just give us a glimpse of 

21) TTie linage is 70 in LiiD£iis' Hit. Rubbing in Efi. Ind., vs>L J, N* 12. 
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the TOsition tvoinen ocatpied in those days in India. Looking at 
the dat« in both inscriptions, it appears that this Aryya Vasuii 
exercised her function in the year 15 already, but 71 years aftcr- 
wards m the year 86, she stiU occupies her position. This is most 
improbable, for in that case she would have had a distinguished 
position when still extremely young, and moreover she must have 
reached a very old age, at least between 90 and 100 years and not 
only that, but she should supposedly have occupied her position 
until the end of her days 

This improbable situation suddenly becomes as dear as daylight, 
when we assume that the figure for 100 has been omitted in the 
fi^ mscription, so that the image really dates from the year 115 
of the Kaniska era. Should a name of a Kusana monarch, reigning 
at that time, have be^ mentioned in the inscription, that would 
contradict this supposition. This not being so, nothing prevents us 
from assuming (hat the image dates frc«ii the year i 15. In that case 
we need not be surprised if we meet Aryya Vasula in an inscription 
of the year 86 of the Kaniska era. who is still alive and occupying 
her position 29 years afterwards in the year 115, as appears from 
another inscription. After all, 29 years in contradistinction to 71 
yea«, is a period during which a person can easily occupy the same 
position. 

From a palaeographlcaJ point of view there are further indica¬ 
tions, that an early date, in casu, in the beginningof Kaniska’s reign 
would have been impossible. We only mention the characters ku 

^ and Ifha in line fl. 1; kulato and jayahhuti or the rendering of 

the anusvara as a dash above the character in line C. 1: smtiinanj 

and so we can state that, besides chronological and epigraphical 
reasons, there are now style-critical and palaeographic ones as well 

22} When we fmt the c^estion befaie Professor Konov in t947 he sui^ested a. 
sej»«tc e» for the jnsciiptMWi nf the year 86. beginning hjJ/way ia the 1st 

^^ dunged his mind and said; 
The di^epincj between the two dates 15 and 86 J can only explain by assumine 

dtffernt eras, ^e Vihraim era /or 15 and dut of the Rjdka plate for 86" 
6a the Eras in ladhts laieripthni, India Anii^ita, Leiden 1947, p 197,' 

This explanation of the use of two eiaa at almost the same time and place seems 
to US very irop/obablc, ^ 
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against dating the Jina imagP, reproduced in teKtfig. 22, in the 
year 15 of the KanLska era* while on the other hand everything 
pleads in favour of dating the iiriage onljr after the year 100, 
namely in the year 115 of the Kamska era, le. 193 A.D. 

The fourth piece of evidence for our hypothesb about cutting 
the figure 100, when dating after the year 100 of the Kanjfka era, 
is a Jainistic Image from Kahkaii TTla, at present In the Mathura 

Museum, B. 71 =>). , 
As far as the bad drawing by Cunningham -*) permits, we read 

the inscription on the piece as follows: 
1. "sain 5 he 4 di 20 asya purwaye ko(Uya) 
2. (gana)to iKena(ga)ritosakhItobramhada(s)i(kato) (kulato 

3. i^)lila tasya sisyo aryyo (k^)rako ta(sya nirvartana?) 

Whidi means when translated: 
"In the year 5, the 4th (month of) winter, the 20th day, on this 

occasion as specified . (this image was dedicated at the 
request?) of the venerable (Kse)raka, pupil of ..* (the_ vend¬ 
able?) M(i)hila, of the Koliya gana, the Ucenagari sakha. the 

Bramhadisika kula." ^ - 
Unfortunately we have no photograph of the image at our 

disposal, and although Cunningham gives the impression tot 
the sculpture is a "‘pratiraa sarwatobhadrika’*, yet we are unaWe 
to say anything regarding the style and possible conclusions to be 

drawn from it, . , - - ^ i 
However, there is an inscription on another Jainistic sculp¬ 

ture *“) which we read as follows : 
A. 1. Mddha ko(li)yato ganato ucena- 

2. garito sakhato bamhadasiato 
3, kulato sirigrihato sambhokato 

25) L&DESS' Lisi 20. 
241 A. QinNiNCHAM. Arch. Surv. vol, III. pL XUI, « 
25) See aiio: A, M. Bover, L'f^ne 4t Kasiihx. }.A., 9e sffie, t«ne X , 

1900, pp. 573 seq. 
26) LCubrs' List, N“ 122. 
27) Rubbing in Ep. voi. 2, 1894. N“ 37. 
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4. a(r)yya jestahastisya sisyo a(ryya) mihi^lo) 
6.1. ttasya sisy(o) aiyya k^ra- 

2. ko vacako tasya ni(r)vata- 
3. na vara(na)hasthi5(ya) 

C 1. (ca) deviya ca dhita ja(ya)- 
2. devasya vadhu mosiniye 
3, vadhu kuthasya ku(or tu?)suthasya- 

D. 1. dha/nrapa(ti)ha sthiraye 
2. dana savadobhadiika 
3- sarvrasatvanam hitasukhaye," 

The translation of which is: 
"Success! The preacher, the venerable K^raka (who is) the 

pupil of the venerable Mihila, (who was) the pupil of the 
venerable Je^ahasti, of the Koliya gana, the (Jcenagarl sakha, the 
Bamhadasia kula, the Sirigtiha saipbhogR, at his (i.e. K^raka's) 
request (this) fourfold (image was dedicated as) the gift of 
Sthira, daughter both of Vara(na)hasthi and of Devi, daughter-in- 
law of Ja(ya)deva (and) daughter-in-law of Mosinl (and) first 
wife of Ku^a ICQ(or tu?)sutha for the welfare and happiness of 
all creatures." 

The palaeography of the inscription is in Itself already an in¬ 
dication that we are concerned with an image dating from the 
beginning of the Post-Kusana period. For instance the character 

ku in line A. 3: kulato ^ and in line C. 3r kathasya is identical 

with the ku in Inscriptions of which we will see that they date from 
the year 125 and 135 (or 139) of the Kani^ era (see list C). The 
sa, e.g. in line A. 1: siddka has a distinct loop at the lower 
left corner. The na has taken a round form, in line A. 1: gamto 

X* t a development of the older form X- Tke u in line A. I: ucettu- 
k also has a fonn whldi does not yet occur in the Ku;^a rime 
and which belongs to the first half of the Post-Ku^a period. But 
apart from the palaeography there are other important arguments. 

A lineblock of this image can be found in Smith’s The fain 
Stupa and other Antiquities of Mathura (see textfig. 23) ’'“). It 

28) V. A. Smith, Tht fain Siapa aitii ether ABti^nhies of Mathav, pJ. XC, 

hg, 2. 
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appears that the piece, which is again a '^ratirm sarwatobhadrika”, 
shows a really striking resemblance to the piece of the year ll^i 

reproduced in textfig. 22. Furriier- 
more, two out of the four Jinas show 
snail'Shell curb on the heads, which, 
in view of our argumentation on diis 
subject on pp. 238'240, give the cer* 
tainty that the sculpture dales ' 
the time round about th,. ^ 
of the fCaniska era. 

Finally the name of Aryya 
raka, the pupil of Aryya Mihila of 
the Koliya ga^ the Ucenagari 
sikha^ the Bamhadasia kuLa which 
we found in the previous inscription 
dated In the year 5, also occurs in 
the inscription under dbcussion. It 
is clear that one and the same person 
b meant. Now it b impossible that 
the venerable Kseraka mentioned in 
the above discussed inscription of 
image N* B> 71 in the Mathura Mu- 
seum as living in the year 3 of the 
Kamska era, could be still alive » ■ 
about the year lOO. So we have to 
assume that here again the figure 
for lOO has been omitted when 
dating the image, and that the piece 
correctly dates from the year t05 of 
the Kaniska era, i.e. 185 A.D, 

A fifth piece of evidence in favour 
of our hypothesis b a Jina figure originating from Kankal! 
'HU, and at present in the Lucknow Museum. As far as we can 
read it the inscription on the base of this image runs : 

Tcxtfig. 23- Jina by 
Sthiii ind from jibout same 
time as textfig. 22 Ja^n 
Stxpa md ff/Afr ArtSi^uhres of 

Miithura/ 

29) LOders' Ush N* 29. 
JO) Rtibfatog in Ep. W., vol. 1+ 1^92^ N® 4. 
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A, 1. "sid(iha(qi) sa(m) 50{?) (gri 3) di (10) 7 etasyapucwl' 
y(a) koliy^a)!^ ganlto brahmadasiyato kiilato uccenl- 
(garj)to sal^to (Iri)grhlto saipbhogato brham(ta) 
vacaka ca ganina ca d(e)vami(t)ra5ya (sisyasya?) 

A. 2. aiyya (jasu)kasya ^isya (g)a«isya aryya fdlasya sra- 
ddhacaro v(a)cakasya aiyya dattasya sisyo v(a)cako 
aryya ilho (ta)sya mrwartta^ (dva)^aniittasya mini- 
karasya dhitu ]ayabha(tto)„.dhitu .sya 

B. i. lohavaniyasya vadhu ru(ddaye?) vadhu haggu(de)vaaya 
dharmmapatniye mittraye da(nam)_(sa)rwasat(va- 
nam) hitasukh5y(e) kalta(he)_(ku).. 

2, vaja(ta?)la,,.,...raja.......,." 
The translation of this Inscription is: 

"Success! In the year 50 (?), tn the 3rd (month of) summer, on 
the I7th (?) day, on this occasion as specified, the preacher the 
venerable Siha, the pupil of the preacher, the venerable Datta, 
(who was) the sraddhacara of the ganin, the venerable Pila (who 
was) the pupil of the venerable (Jasu)ka (who was the pupil) 
of the great (?) preacher and gantn D(e)vami(t)ra of the Koliya 
gana, the BrahmadasSya kula, the Ucce(nagart) Sakha, the (Sil)- 
grha satpbhoga—at his (i.e. Siha's) ret^uest, (this image was 
dedicated) for the welfare and happiness of all beings . (as 
the gift) of Mittri, the first wife of Haggudeva, the daughter-in- 
law of the ironmonger..,,., and daughter-in-law of Rudda(?), 
the daughter of Jayabha^ and the daughter of the manikara 
(Dva)ttaniitta.** 

Although Buhler doubted whether we really ought to read 

aryya dattasya sisyo in this Inscription, in our opinion, this name 
is rather distinct. The date of this inscription, however, is not 
absolutely certain and it might mention the year 20 as well as the 
year 50, but palaeographically speaking 50 is mote probable as the 

form of the character | in line A. 1: kuldto, and perhaps in 

line 6. 1 at the end strongly resembles the form of ku in the Gupta 
period. Not only does this form not occur in the Kusana period, 
but not even at the beginning of the Post-Ku^a perii^. So the 
date of the piece probably is the year 50. 
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The form of the U in line A. 1; grhJifo, and B. 1: lohava- 
msya and the character u tn line A, 1: uccenafgari}fo also 

point, in addition to the character ka, to a date b the Post*Ku^a 
period. The horizontal line of the character a drop below the line, 
a peculiarity of the Post-Ku^a time. In an inscription of the year 
48 of the kaniska era the a still is a right angle of 90*. The sharp 
angle of the da deserves also attention as this is another late 
characteristic; ^ in line A. 1: dl and B. 1: dSfna»t). 

The name of the preacher Siha, pupil of the venerable Datta, 
mentioned b the inscription on 
this sculpture is exactly the same 
as the name mentioned in an b- 
scription on a Jainistic image in 
the Mathura Museum, N“ B. l4, 
origmatbg from Kafikall Ti- 

The inscription on the 
base has the follow bg con¬ 
tents 

“siddha(m) vacakasya datta- 
iisyasya sihasya ni(vartana?).'‘ 
V^ich means translated: 

"Success! At the re<)uest of the preacher Siha, the pupil of Datta." 
From the weak little sketch of this pedestal given by GroWSe in 
an article and book (see textfig. 24), we get only a vague im¬ 
pression of what this pedestal looked like. The small lions again 
very closely resemble diose of the Buddha image discussed, repro¬ 
duced b fig. 54, dating from the year 122, and those of the Jba 
reproduced b fig. 56 of the year 112 of the Kaniska era. Unfortu¬ 
nately the inscription of the image in cjuestion has not been dated, 
hut the style points to a date In the first half of the 2nd century 
of the Kaniska era. The form of the characters also points to that 

2^, jiiu image foiled 
K^kilT T^ll 

at 

51) List, 125. 
32) Rubbmj^ Id F. S. Ghowse, inufipthns^ ind. vol. 6, 1872+ 

pp. 216-219, pi^ n, fig. 8, Add F. S. GltOWSE, Matittrdt A Dh£Tkt 2nd 
Ed,i North-Wcstem FfoviiKCs add Oudh Government Press, 1880, opposite 
p, 108. 
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period. When discussing this piece in his catalogue of the Mathura 
Museum Vogel remarked about the date: "On palaeographical 
grounds the sculpture is to be assigned to the later Kushana 
period.” 

So we see that for style-critical as well as for palaeographical 
reasons the image has to be dated about the year 122 of the Ka^ 
niska era. 

When, as is extremely probable, the inscriptions of both the 
images under discussion mention one and the same person, then 
they must be contemporary. It is, however, impossible that that 
person had the same position in the year 50 as well as somewhere 
about 122, so when we know that the one inscription shows a 
strong stylistic similarity to a piece from the year 122 of the Ka- 
niska era, and that the other, which on palaeographic grounds 
probably belongs more to the Post-Ku^a age, and is dated pre¬ 
sumably in the year 50, then we think it is clear that in the case 
of this second image we are dealing with a piece in the date of 
which the hundreds have been omitted, and w'hich tlierefore 
belongs to the Post-Kusa^ period, somewhere about the year 122 
of the Kaniska era, and not to the reign of King Kaniska. If the 
number has to be read as 50, then in our opinion the date will be 
the year 150 of the Kaniska chronology. 

In the Lucknow' Museum there is a Jina image which, at first 
sight, gives the impression that it dates from the Gupta period 
or still later, especially if one pays attention to the features of 
the face (see fig, 60). On second thought, however, this is not 
correct. Comparing the socle of the image with that of the Buddha 
of Sahe^'Mah^, with the one of Sitala Ghat! of the year 22 
(see fig. 54), and with that of the Jina of the year 12 (see fig. 56) 
we must immediately acknowledge that all three, especially the two 
last, show such a strong resemblance to the piece in the Lucknow 
Museum that it undou^edly must date from tlie same period, and 
not from the Gupta age. We see again in the middle of the space 
flanked by the two small Hons the familiar pillar crowned with the 

33) ). Ph. Vogel, Cat. Aiaseurt Matkufaf p. 69. 
34) LiiDEHs’ Uit, N“ 39; Lutkoow Museuni, N“ J. 16 (?), 
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cakra. On either side of the pillar axe four adorants and one or two 
children, and, as is usual, the men at the left and the women at 
the ri^t* The lions on each side of the socle raise their heads above 
the upper ridge of the relief of the socle. This ridge has differ^t 
sunken and projecting mouldings, the topmost edge quite 
free by the lions' heads, except that the ears on the inside are laid 
against it. For the rest the heads are exactly the same as those of 

the lions on the other socles. 
We no'tice, however, a slight change in the jnanes which here 

hang rounder over the chests, while the lower ends are no longer 
visible as they are in the case of the other lions on which below the 
chests the peting of the hair can be clearly discerned. This 
distinction in the lions of the Jina discussed here, moreover, accen¬ 
tuates the globular roundness of the chests. 

A second difference between these lions and the others is that 
these animals stand higher on their legs, and thus give a somewhat 
taller impression. Both the differences observed point out that 
these lions have attained to a furifier stage of development in rela¬ 
tion to the other fore-mentioned examples selected for comparison 
and, therefore, our conclusion must be that the image Is later than 
the group dating from about the years 110-120 of the Kaniska era 

with which it has been compared. 
Now the Jina image in question bears an inscription in characters 

which in form remotely resemble those of the Gupta period 
We read it as follows; 

A. 1. ^‘(siddham) sa(m) 30 (5) va 3 di 10 asy(am) purwayam 
koliyito ganato sth(Mi))^to k(u). 

B. 1. va-i-rato slkh(a)to sirikkto sa(m)bhokato aiyya baladi- 
nasya sistni kumarami(tra?). 

B. 2. tasya putro kum(a)rabhati gamdhiko tas(ya) (di)narp 
pratima vardhaminasya sasita makhita (bo)dhita 

Cl. a(ryya) C 2. kumara- C. 3. mitra- C.4. ye (ni)- 
D. 1. fwa- D, 2. (ta)iia.” 
"Success! In the year 3(5), in the 3rd (month of) the rainy 

season, on the 10th day, on this occasion as specified (thb) image 

J5) Hubbifig Lft E^. iffdrt vol, 1* 7. 
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of VardhAmina (was dedicated) as the gift of Kumarabha^, the 
dealer in perfumes, the son of Kumaramitra, the female pupil 
of the venerable Baladicu of the Kohya gana« the Sth(am}ya kula^ 
the Vaira sakha, the Sirika sa(in)bhoia, at the request of the 
acute, polished and awakened venerable Kumaramitra." 

The most striking feature pointing in the direction of the Gupta 
script IS shown by the character ku, line B. 1: kamarantiftra); line 
B. 2'. ki/mfd)rabkat} and in line C. 2: kutnara. The subscribed if 
is no longer a straight line to the right *1^, but a atrve turning 

downwards \, a form that already strongly resembles the form 

in the Gupta period, when the curve becomes a semi-circle The 

ka itself has also undergone a change. The box-head at the top 
of the letter has grown into a rather long stretebed-out horiaontal 
line. This is also found in several other letters, as the pa, tffi fa, 
and na. The cross-bar of the ka is also no longer horizontal but 
somewhat bent, which does not occur in the early Kusa^ in¬ 

scriptions. 
Other letters which show a late form are the ya in line A, 1: in 

kolrydio and sfhfdnijydfo; line B. !: aryya and C. 4: ye, of which 
the middle vertical line is oblique, and the left vertical line forms 
a loop cUr which also appears in the later inscriptions. The ya as 
second letter in the ligatures lya or yya displays moreover a very 
characteristic peculiarity of the later period, namely, the high up- 
drawn tail whidi pretty nearly reaches up to the upper line of 

the s or y, "inter alia", in line A. 1: asy(dfp;; B. 1; afyya\B. 2: tasya, 
vafdhatfidfMSya,. Further, we mention the character /td, in line A, I: 

gajtato, which has taken the round form X. Finally, the anusvara, 
in line B. 2: (dd}nam, is a dash instead of a dot. 

Considering the fact that the character-type displays a stage 
of development that in all respects lies between the character-type 
of the Kusa^ age and the Gupta period, and considering also that 
the socle slylistically obviously connects with pieces which we 
have shown to be dated in the years 112 and 122 of the chrono¬ 
logical system of Kaniska, we must also assume for this piece of 
the year i5 that the number 100 has been omitted, and that the tm- 
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agCf diereforc, tn reality dates from the yeax 135 of the Katiiska era. 
It strikes us that the head of the image is a little too large in 

proportion to the body, but not only that; the style of it does not 
suit the rest of the image and corresponds more with the heads of 
the golden age of Gupta art. After an accurate study the following 
peculiarities are noticeable which we abo meet with in Gupta 
images, such as the Buddha of Yasadinna **), etc. First of all 
the small mouth, further the long almond-shap^ form of the eyes, 
(see textfig. 25), which, moreover, are half-closed; it is here note¬ 

worthy that the upper eyelid is drawn In a straight horizontal line 
over the eye-ball, while the lower lid is bent in a gentle curve, and 
is not drawn over the eye-ball. The eyebrows are very thin and 
straight and high-arched above the eye-sockets. The ears are 
greatly elongated, and the three lucky folds in the neck (which is 
uncommonly long) are strongly accentuated and distinct. Further 
the locks of hair are apparently turned to the left. These peculiarities 
we have also found in other Jina images of die Gupta period^’). 
Along the temples the curls ace arranged in one row, which crosses 
the forehead to the other side of the head (see fig. 72), Finally, 

}6) Reproduced in J. Ph. Vocel, La jr/riftvre dt MalbitTi, p|. 32. Further 
three Buddha hcids to tfai; MuoJdi "Mus^ueti fGr V5lktfkii£idc"\ reproduced in 
L. ScHEKMAN^ Dt0 des M&mbfmr fur 
ydiifrkunde, Mttntbtntr iabrbuch dtr BiUei^dtn Kumi, Bd, VI, 1929, Heft 
2p pp. 274-290p 29^i2 b, whtre also the Buddha of V»£adiDTLa is r-epfo- 
duced as fr^. 35. 

37) For exaMple J. Ph, Voc^ La dt pL 37^ si, and a 
photograph in the collation of the Kem [nstitute, portloUo Mathuri, section 
jkui, L 
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the hea<i has a slight bump, which reminds one of the Buddhistic 
usnT^. This is also a peculiarity which as far as we know never 
occurs in early Jina images. 

Wlicn we search foe an image that style*critically has strong 
confonnities with the image discussed, then we find two, apart 
from the Jina of the year 112, in the Jinas reproduced in figs. 6i 
and 62. These images show the same breadth of the torso at the 
shoulders, the narrow waist, the widely projecting elbows, the verj^ 
fat upper arms, the thin legs, the socle with different upper ridges 
of which only the uppermost is not covered with the heads of die 
lions. These little animals arc, alas, damaged in fig, 6l, yet one 
can still see that they faced inwards and the right-hand one showed, 
moreover, a bulging chest. In short, the images are as like as '‘three" 
peas. Fortunately the head, a part of the background and the 
nimbus have been preserved in the images of figs, 61 and 62. These 
two last parts are special arguments that these images belong to 
the Post-Kusana period. The decoration of the nimbus, as well as 
the fact that two acolytes are standing at each side of the Jina on 
a slightly higher level, make an origin from the Ku^a age 
impossible. 

Now, if we compare the heads of these images with that of 
the image of the year 135, then the following differences are 
immediately obvious. First of all the mouth is wider and at the 
comers is drawn sharply inwards, so that the face has a smiling 
expression, a characteristic of the school of Mathura, which we 
might name an ardiaic smile. The eyes (see textfig. 26) are rather 
round, not elongated, and show at the corners the familiar hori¬ 
zontal line to the outside. Both eyelids are high and globular over 
the eye-balls, while tlie eyes are obviously open and not half- 
closed. The eyebrows are thickly executed and run rather closely 
along the bulging upper eyelids. The ears are somewhat elongated, 
but because the head is set on a very short neck, which gives the 
whole image a dumpy appearance, the cars cannot hang so far 
down and therefore are less elongated than on the head of the Jina 
image of the year 135. Further there is no usnisa-like bump^*). 

58) Ch. UI, pp. 167*1<S«. 
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and the lucky folds in the neck are very indbtiQCt, finallV) the locks 
of hair are disposed round the head in such a way that die curls 
on the temples are arranged in two or three rows (see fig. 71). 

So here we have a dozen distinct differences between the 
heads which point out that the head of the image of the year 135 
does not belong to the Post*Ku^a age, while on the contrary 
everything shows that here we are concerned with a piece from the 
Gupta period (either Buddhistic or Jainistic, but probably the 
latter on account of die curls turned to the left), which in the 
nineteenth century was mistakenly fastened on to the much earlier 
headless image. In the illustration the crack in the neck where the 
two fragments were joined together is still clearly to be seen. 

As a last evidence for our hypothesis about the dating of the 
sculptures of the Post-Kusana age, we will now finally discuss a 
Jina image in the Mathura Museum, numbered B. 15, reproduced 
in fig. 55 ®®). The head and upper part of the nimbus are broken 
off, as is the right part of the background. The left part fortunately 
has been preserved together with a small fragment of the nimbus. 
Here we see an acolyte standingattherightsideofthe jina. He has 
his hands raised in anjali, and t^ayshhNaga nature by the snake's 
hood bdiind his headj the serpent-heads are. however, broken 
off. At the left side of the Jina an acolyte has been standing, as 
appears from the still visible legs. The rest is broken off. Both aco¬ 
lytes stand on a higher level than the one on which the Jina is 
seated. This raised part has at the top a rather broad, slightly pro¬ 
jecting ridge. The nimbus displays the scalloped outer edge which 
is so characteristic of the whole art of MathurA, but the inner 
surface is not covered with ornamental borders and flower-petals, 
but displays a many-pointed star which actually accentuates the 
function of a disk imitating rays of light. The socle has in the 
centre the pillar with the cakra on top, familiar in Jina sculp¬ 
tures, on both sides flanked by three adults and a child. On both 
sides of this panel there have been in former times two lions facing 
the front, but they have been broken off; yet the contours are still 

39) IClDriis' Lilt, N® 55. 
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very distinct, and we can see for example that the chests were as 

round as a band. 
The image bears a fragmentary inscription which we read as • 
1. "samvatsare saptapamtcase 50 7 hemanAu{?) (tri)tT(ye?).... 
2. ,..(se) divase trayodalaisya(or 5m?) purwSylm." 

Which translated means; 
"In the fifty-seventh year, 57, in the third (inonth of) winter, 

on the thirteenth day, on this occasion as specified..." 
What is of most importance to us, namely the dating, has for¬ 

tunately been preserved. Counting on this then, the image would 
therefore date from the year 57 of the Kaniska era. 

The Buddha image of the year 51 of the Kaniska era (fig- i9> 
and the Buddha in fig. 40 of about the same time, have sn^l 
lions whose heads axe not raised as far as the top of the covering- 
slab. The first image in which these lions do project above the 
stone slab is the Jina image of the year 80 (fig- 45). The socle gives, 
therefore, a slight indication that the image in fig. 55 presumably 
does not originate from the year 37 of the Kaniska era. i^ppily 
there are some other details which confinn our assumption that 
the number for 100 has been omitted in the date, and these arc, 
in fact, the background that has been preserved with the acolytes 
on the pedestal, and the fragment of the disk. These parts strikingly 
resemble those in the Jina figures reproduced in figs. 61 and 62 
Here also the two acolytes are standing in an]ali-attitude, one of 
which, the left figure, just as m ihe Image dated in the year 57, 
appears to be a Naga. The figurines stand, in all images, 
on an elevation above the level on which the Jina is sitting, and 
the elevation has die same broad, somewhat projecting upper 
ridge. The disks also shou' strong confonnities, only in the Jina 
figures reproduced in figs. 6l and 62 there is a pearl-border inside 
the scalloped edge which is lacking in the image of the year 57. 
As this pearl-border is something which we have always foimd 
in the Gupta images, we are, therefore, able to stote that the Jina 
of the year 57 is presumably, stylistically speaking, earlier tlian 

those pictured in figs, 6l and 62. 

40) Kitbbing la vol. 7* 
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Besides the facts, that the disks consecutively^ connect with each 
other in development, and that there is also a striking conformity 
between the acolytes, which in all cases stand on a slight elevation, 
the socles also greatly resemble each other. The Jinas reproduced 
in figs. 61 and 62 still show very dearly the two lions fadng the 
front, which flank the image, their heads projecting over the 
stone upper ridge. In between there is a wom-down relief, that 
apparently in both cases again represents a pillar with the cakra 
on top, while at the right and left donors are standing. 

Considering ail these conformities we must indeed state that 
these images cannot be far distant from ead^ other in space of 
time, be it that the Jina of the year 57 is perhaps a little earlier 
on account of the decoration of the disk, ff w'e now only knew' 
the date of the Jioas pictured in figs. 6l and 62, we could be able 
from that to determine, in a way, the exact date of the Jina of 
the year 57. Although the second Jina has an inscription this 
does not give us any further support, for in Smith's lineblock 
the inscription is illegible, and the author only mendoos that it 
begins with ’*namo'*, which b not enough information to find it 
in Luders Liu, The only thing we can make out from the lineblock 
is that the script b slanting, and, therefore, dates from a late 
period. Further, from the style of the image the date can be 
approximately given, 

The background of this image shows foliage above and beside 
the dbk, and in the upper comer at the right a hovering celestial. 
At the other comet to the left there has undoubtedly been another 
such figure, now broken off, We meet with a similar decoration 
on tlie backgrounds of the Images in the Gupta period *»). Now 
we will b no case assert that on these grounds the Jina image 
must be dated in the golden age of Gupta art. For thb the decora¬ 
tion of the disk b not yet elaborate enough, but we ran assume 
—on grounds of the fact that the dbk represents very clearly an 
earlier stage of the Gupta disks, while the decoration on the back¬ 
ground with foliage and hovering celestials shows a great nesem- 

4l) Fot example V. A. $mit)1. Tht anti ethtf Amiqaities iVLi- 
tbura, pi, XCIII; or J. Ph. Vogei., La uul^iart d* Mathofa, pj. 37, b. 
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blance to the same in the Gupta images—that the image dates 
from the century before the beginning of the Gupta period. 

This being stated our following conclusion must ^erefore be, 
that the Jina image of the year 57, because of its omfonnities 
with the Jina images mentioned, could never be dated in the year 
57 of the Kaniska era, during the reign of Huviska and so, there¬ 
fore, must also be reckoned as belonging to that group of Images, 
in the dating of which the number for 100 has been omitted, so 
that the exact date must be the year 157 of the Kaniska era. 

We could also have pointed out the striking confoimltles 
between the image under discussion and the one of the Kaniska 
year 135 or 213 A.D., but with this we will leave the style-critical 
arguments. 

Now for the palaeographic arguments for our opinion: The 
most remarkable is indeed the letter mag in line i: kemanthu 

which shows the form ^ as we know it from later inscriptions 
of about the Gupta period, and which only came into use in Ma¬ 
thura in about 200 A.D. The sa in line 1: sapta\ line 2: divase 
and dasaisya(^oi shows at the left lower side the tendency to 
become a loop a form which in the century before the Gupta 
period came into vogue The ya in line 2: trayodaSa and 
pun/vayam, has a loop at the left, and the middle vertic^ line turns 
slanting to the left^AJ, two qualities of thb character which only 
seldom appear in the early Ku^a time, but all the more often 
in the Post-KusI^ peri^. Further the letter ha in line 1: 
hemanthif can be mentioned as an example of a later character- 
type, the right side of the diaracter is, namely, veiy much leng¬ 
thened and drawn downwards which is not so distinctly 
accentuated in the earlier character-form of the letter LT Finally, 
there is ^ill the form of the superscribed r in a curl above the 
character in line 1: {tri)(i{ye) . We can add that suitable diaracters 
have a strongly developed box-head which here and there even 
grows into a horizontal line, as in NagarT script. 

42) SceCh. V[, pp. Sn-3I7, 

Van L^kuizf-N-db Leeuv^ Th£ Period V7 
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One thing and another show that in the fonn of the script 
we find closer confirmation of our opinion that this image also 
belongs to that group in which the number for 100 has been 
omitted in the date. Vogel says in his Catalogue of the Archae¬ 
ological Museum at Mathura, when describing the image concerned 
i propos of the date of the piece: ’‘Professor Luders refers this 
date to the Kushana era; but on account of the character 1 feel 
inclined to refer it to the Gupta era, in which case it would 
correspond to A.D. Georg Buhler who published 
this insaiption along with some others, is also of this opinion; 
"The next three inscriptions, N<» XXXVIII-XL, belong, in ray 
opinion, to the Gupta period .... If my conjecture is accepted, its 
date" (viz. of the image under discussion) "the year 57, is the 
earliest Gupta date yet found." Because Luders included this 
inscription in his list of inscriptions amongst several odiers that, 
in his opinion, date from the Ku^a period this scholar is 
seemingly more inclined to connect ihe year 57 with the Kaniska 
era, and in a certain sense he is right, if we at the same time imply 
that the number for 100 has been omitted. 

That two different opinions existed with regard to the era to 
which the date has to be ascribed, is of course explained by the 
fact that the characters have peculiarities which suit both periods, 
and it depends upon which peculiarity is more emphasized. To 
us die controversy about the era is one more proof that we are 
concerned with an inscription lying betw'cen the Kusa^ and the 
Gupta ages. That the image cannot date from the Gupta period 
appears plain enough according to our opinion, judging by the 
strong conformities this image sltows with those that date from 
the end of tlie Kusana age, such as those from Sitala Ghat! and 
Safaeth‘Mah^h and the Jina of the year 112, and specially the 
one of the year 135- In any case Vogel thought that the ^ipt 
showed a later form than one might expect to find in the year 57 

43) J, Pu. Vocisi., Ctl, AtkJeitfti MatAitra, p. 70. 
44) G. BUjhles., Ftirthef faina Interifitions jmm Mathuia, Ep. htd,, voL 

% 1894, pp. 193-212, sp. p. 198. 
45) LDders' Ust, p. It, N“ 55, 
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of the K^Iska eta, and^ as a solution for the difficulty be proposed 
to assign the year to the Gupta eta. We think, however, that our 
solution is more satisfactory considering the foregoing discussions 
on style. And, seeing that no obstacle arises from the mentioning 
of the name of one of the reigning Kusam royalties, and that at 
the same time paJaeographic and style-critical evidence gives con¬ 
firmation to this opinion, we would like to assign also this image, 
as we have said, to the group in which the number for 100 has been 
omitted in the date. 

Summing up we have thus brought forward the following 
points as documentary evidence for our hypothesis that after the 
year 100 of the Kaniska era the number for 100 w'is frequently 
omitted in the dates: 

1— The Buddha image dated in the y«ir 22. 
2— The Jina image dated in the year 12. 
3— The Jina image dated in the year 15. 
4— The Jina image dated in the year 5, 
5— The Jina image probably dated in the year 50, 
6— The Jina image whidi probably has been enriched, in error, 

with a head from the Gupta period, dated in the year 35. 
7— The Jina image dated b the year 57, 
To these proofs of a style-critical, palaeographical, epigraphical 

and chronological nature, we can rfill add some considerations 
which may serve as arguments for our hypothesis as well. 

First, the fact that there are inscriptions known from the year 1 
untlt, and including the year 99, and that extraordinarily many 
inscriptions are known dated in the eighty and ninety years of 
the l6mi^ era, while after the year 99 there is not one. This 
sudden break in tiie stream of inscriptions can only be explained 
when the solution proposed by us is accepted, and not by saying 
that after the deadi of Vasudeva ail art and written evidence 
suddenly ended. As we, moreover, shall see further on, the dynasty 
of Kaniska continued Further, several authors noticed that 

46) S« Ch, Vl, pp. 306 tcq. 
47) For jnstuice: A, M. Boyer, Je Kanifia, f.A., pe sftie, tome XV, 

1900. pp. 576-579, pp. 571 seq. 
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in the inscriptions of the age different character-types 
appeared simultaneously, some of which showed a very old- 
fashioned form, others, on the contrary', decidedly showed a very 
late form. Buhler says for example; "Aile diese Eigcntumlichkei- 
ten ... erscheinen in den nordlichen Alpliabeten der nachstfolgen- 
den Periode, dem der Gupta-lnschriften und des Bowser MS. ent- 
weder constant wieder oder sind Vorstufen fur die doit auftreten- 
den Foimen. Vielleicht waren die in Mathura gebrauchlichen litte- 
rarisdien Alphabete schon tm t.'2. Jahrh. p. Qir. dem spateren 
beimiic oder ganz gleich und sind die Beimischungen ^terer For- 
men nur der Nachahmung der alteren Votivinsdiriften zuzu- 
schreiben."And again Banerji'*'*) says; "tn fact, it is very 
difficult to distinguish betneen Jatna inscriptions of the Kusana 
period and those of the Gupta period, but not between Buddhist 
inscriptions of the Kusana period. The only cause of this is that the 
Jaina inscriptions of Mathura are in a script which was very much 
in advance even of the current script of the period .... If we exclude 
the Jaina inscriptions we find that the characters of the other in¬ 
scriptions of this period do not show any marked affinity to those 
of the inscriptions of the Gupta period. The Jaina records of the 
Kusana period form a unique series of Indian epigraphs showing 
very advanced forms of characters, the parallel of whit^ has not yet 
been found in India." This anomaly in the script is explained 
by our hypothesis that, as has already appeared and further on 
shall still appear, it is always those iina^s in which the character- 
type is of a late fonn, which belong to the group in which the 
number for itlO has been omitted in the dates. As an explanation 
for this we might point to the development which the script passed 
through in the Ku^^ and Post-Kuso^ periods. As an example we 
took tu'o characters in which the change is clearly observed: the ku 
and u. Wc refer for this to lists C and D (see pp. 1-592). InC one 

46) G. indhcht Strassburg 16^5^^ § t9Bp p. 4t. 
49) R. D. BAiMERJJ, Tb^t Scytbfatt P^kni IrtJfaa Jtnf.t 57, 

190s, p. 
50) Set also G. S. 0(ATT£ilJi, Ifficfiptiaiti from K&SiSm, Ct>iwijv#/w- 

i^rafiori Poom 1957, pp, 101414, csp. pp. 107406. 
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sees first of all, from top to bottom the form of the character ku, 
as it appears in the inscriptions of which we are absolutely sure 
that they date from the years 7,58,59,60,7? (2 x ) and 8<j, b^use 
in the beginning of the inscription the name of the reigning 
monarch is mentioned. Proceeding downwards we see the form of 
the character as it appears in inscriptions, of which we think, for 
different reasons given in another place, that they date from the 
Post-Kusaiw period. If we now follow the development of the 
character from top to bottom, we see that a very distinct chan^ 
can be observed. Under Kaniska the cross-bar of the ka is stilt 
rather horizontal and the dash for the suh-joined u at the right 
below points slightly upwards. Very speedily this becomes hori- 
Eontal and about the year 77 it gets a tendency at the right extremity 
to bend a little downw'ards, while, moreover, the cross-bar of the 
ka by this time is distinctly round, TTie box-head is now also dearly 
to be seen as a straight line and no longer only as a thickened dot. 

After the transition of the century we notice then that the box- 
head has gtown into a nail-head, or even to a broad straight line, and 
the tf-stroke is not only round at the right extremity, but becomes 
a quite rounded arch; in addition to this the right extremity drops 
still more under the line, and becomes at last even a complete round 
hook, which in a still later stage finally grows into a cedilla, and 
in 152 even into an elegant cedilla ,5. If we observe this course of 
development from bop to bottom then it will be clear to everyone 
that a steady movement is shown, manifesting it^f throughout 
the whole sequence of examples, and that it is entirely impossible 
that LCtiers’ 22a of the year 9 (read 109) could be about con¬ 
temporary with Ludebs’ N° 21 of the year 7 of Kaniska; or to 
take a more striking example, that LOders 54 of the year 54 
(read 154) could be contemporary with Luders' N® 34 and 56 of 
the years 59'") and 60 of Huviska, or Ludebs' N*" 71 of the year 
89 (read IS9) could be contemporaty with LiioERS' 70 of Vasu- 
de\'Vs reign. So it is impossible to evade the conclusion that from 

51) BOhleh rta<l5 ibc due u 29l in our opinion ihe decimal number loots 
mofe like 50. but this might be cofitesied, for the injcriptioii at this pUce is by 
no means duUnct, see lulling in Ep. 'oL 1, IB92, N® 6 and p. 385. 
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N"” S down to the bottom of this Ibt the number for 100 has been 
omitted in the dates. 

In the same manner as for the character we have made up 
list D for the character //, although unfortunately there are fewer 
examples of ft's to be found. We sec here a line of development in 
the // which begins with a right angle of 90®; afterwards this takes 
on a weak box'head in 48 under Huviska, In 98 the right extremity 
appears to bend a little downwards. The development proceeds in 
a thickening of the box-head* and the lower left corner becomes 
sharper, while the horizontal line at the right curves increasingly 
downwards. In the last stage, which we see in LudeRS* N® 29 and 
LOders* 71 the tendency of the sliarp left corner has won from 
the tendency of the curved horizontal line, for the remarkable fact 
about the two i/s of the years 50 and 89 (read 150 and 189) is 
the sharp corner at the left side. On contemplating this develop¬ 
ment it will be clear to everyone that it is impossible to suppose 
that the form of the a appearing in LOders' 46 of the year 48 
under Huviska, and that in Luders' N® 29 of the year 50 (read 
150) could be somewhat contemporary and even less could the 
fotni of the u in LOders* N"* 71 of the year 89 (read 189) originate 
from the same time as that in Luders' N® 77 of the year 98 under 
Vasudeva, 

All this as w'cll forms again a confinnation of our theory about 
the omission of the number for 100 in the dates; tn the case of the 
fl in list D from N° 5 down to the bottom. 

Altogedier it appears to us that the sequence of arguments 
summed up in pages 259*262 must do away with all doubts, and 
that we can Indeed now consider our hypothesis as acceptable. 

Finally caie remark: The wrong idea that later and earlier forms 
of characters occurred simultaneously in the inscriptions of Kani^ 
and his immediate successor, had a very serious result, viz. that 
these later characters resembling those of the Gupta period were 
used as an argument to date Kaniska more towards the Gupta 
period, i.e. in 125, 140 A.D. or even later “=). 

52) V, Smith, Tte Kui^n, or Indo-Srylhian, Ptriod Indian History, B.C. 
163 to A.D. 320^ f JiAS., 1903, pp. 1-64, Hp. pp. 35-36. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

THE BRAHMI INSCRIPTIONS OF THE 
POST-KUSANA PERIOD 

* * 

The knowledge, that until the year 157 of the Kaniska era, and 
possibly even after that, dates were given in which the number for 
lOQ was omitted, so that all dates between the years L and 57 can 
just as well pertain to the first half of the 1st century as to the 
first half of the 2nd century of the Kaniska era, obliges us to be 
exceedingly careful with all dates in that period. Before we draw* 
conclusions from a date, we ought therefore to decide first whether 
the date pertains to the 1st or 2nd century of the Kaniska era, unless 
it is emphatically stated in the inscription that the consecration of 
the image took place under this or that monarch of the Kaniska 
dyiuisty, but even then we must still be very careful, as will appear 

in Chapter Six. 
In most cases when we have doubts about the date, an illustration 

of the image can in our opinion settle them when we compare it 
widi sculptures with fixed dates, so that we are able to find out 
whether the Image is dated in, or after, the Kusana age, id est if 
the number for 100 has been omitted or not. Unfortunately there 
are very few suitable illustrations of images within reach, 

LGders' List, in which the different inscriptions are catalogued, 
gives no description or illustrations of the images bearing those 
inscriptions, but does give references to the literature in which the 
inscriptions were discussed. In the articles in the EpigraphU Indica 
and the Indian Antiquarj, io which most of the inscriptions have 
been published, there are practically hardly ever any illustrations 
to be found of the images on which these inscriptions arc engraved, 
mostly there is only a ruWsing of the inscription itself and the 
information that it is to be found on an image of a Buddha or a 
Jina, which is of course totally insufficient, and so, for images at 
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Mathura we must newly always depend upon the rather concise 
description which Vogel has given in his Catalogue of the 
Archaeological Mitseum at Mathura in which those minute details 
whidi are of such great importance for a style^critical comparison 

are never discussed, Tvhile there is no description to be had of the 
images at Lucknow, where most of the pieces with uiscriptions are 

to be found. 
Apart from this extreme scarcity of the material which we have 

at our disposal w'hen we wish to come to a decision concemingstyle> 
we have at our service rather extensive and well-illustrated 
epigraphic material. Now the fact is, that each time we have to 
decide whether a piece is a hundred years older or not, we receive 
far more support from the development which the style in these 
hundred years passed through, than from the changes in the 
form of the characters during the same period, because characters 
are mote conservative than art, which is more liable to be affected 
by fashion and taste. 

In spite of these difficulties in the sources at our disposal we 
shall now endeavour with the aid of the very scanty material, to 
make a number of temporary modifications in LOders' List by 

indicating some images which we think ought to he dated 100 years 
later. This we do only with the reservation that, if in the future 
better and more illustrations arc available, some statements might 
have to be changed on the ground of style-critical considerations. 
If we wish to conduct this search thoroughly and systematically, 
then we must examine for this purpose all inscriptions which do 
not emphatically state that the images were made during the reign 
of a Kusa^ monarch. 

In the order in wliich the inscriptions tn Luders’ Ust are 
mentioned N'’ 16 is the first to be examined. This image was found 
at Kankali Tlla, is now in the Lucknow Provincial Museum ^d 
represents a seated Jina figure. The inscription *) does not mention 
the name of any king, so that, “a priori", there is no urgent reason 
to date the piece b the Ku^a age. 

I) Rubbing in vql, 5* iSWp No. X L 
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The contents read; , i ■ 
1, "siddhaip sa 4 gri 1 di 20 varanato ganato aiyahalakiyato 

kulato vairana(or ka?)garita vaca(ko?) 
2, puSyamitrasya ^isini sathisihaye liSint sihamttrasya sacha* 

cari (read s^^dcari?). 
3, dati saha giahacctena grahadasena." 

Translated: * ^ 
‘■SuccessI in the year 4, the 1st (month of) su^ec, the 20th 

dav of the female convert of Sihamitra, tlie female pupil ot 
SattiisiM, the fomle pupil of (the pteadi«?) Pusyamtf^ of the 
Vituna eapa, the Aryahilikiya kula, the Vajtaiu^iti sakha. 
the gift_together with Grahaceta (^d) Grahada^- 

The palaeographicai indications make it not impossible, that the 
inscription dates from the Post-Kus^ period, so that it would not 
date from the year 4 as the inscription says, but from^the year 
It looks as if the ja ow in line 1; arya has a later form, and the 
box-heads on the different characters have become horizontal lines. 
The character H which is often decisive, appears ^ m this in¬ 
scription. but it is not clear whether the » is a horizontal line or 

already curves slightlv downwards As tong as 
photograph of this image, we cannot give a defimte verdict on 
grounds of style and consequendy we must content ourselves by 
placing an interrogation-mark behind the year 4 
^ The following image (a "pratima sarwatobhadrika ), alwut 

which we are doubtful Is N" 19 of Luders* Uii, 
nkali Tila and now in the Mathura Museum, n^^red B. 70. Ac¬ 

cording to the description by Vogel ^ 
a nimbus, and the fourth has a seven-headed snake s hood behind 
his head, so that we can conclude that this last figure apparently 
represents Parsvanatha. According to the same desaiphon all four 
fi^s have a symbol in the middle of the chest whiA 
to^ the 5rI.Jsa.symbol. usual for Jma images. On the four 
comets of the pedestal", we ite quoting VoffiL, ai^e 
devotees faring both ways. There is a round mortice m the top 

2) y PH. VoCEL, C4i. 
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of the stone. The base is broken,*' It ts not clear, whether we have 
here four adorants each with two heads, or eight ado rants, for every 
side of the piece two, therefore two for every Jina, one at the left 
and one at the right. In connection with the fact that we have 
already dealt with several sculptures displaying an acolyte on 
eadi side of each of the four Jina figures, it seems to us to be the 
moat probable that we are concerned here with an image that 
stnmgiy resembles those reproduced in textfigs. 22 and 23, in 
which also one of the figure was recognizable as Parsvanatha, and 
every Jina had its own two acolytes. Unfortunately Vogel does not 
mention how the hair was arranged on the different figures, so 
that for the moment this Indication for a date of the im^ige in the 
Post'iCus^a period is not available, as long as we have no photo* 
graph of the image. 

The inscription which the sculpture bears runs: 
A, 1. siddham {sam 50') 3 he 1 di 10 2 asya purwa^ye Koli* 
A. 2. p(read: ya?)to Brahmadasikato Ucwiakarito 
B. 1. Sr(i)grji^o. 
B. 2.sani(da). 
D. 1. ......bodhi'labhae v^udevaprati' 
D, 2. sarva-sat(tvJ?) nam hita*suldiay(e)," 

Which translated means r 

Success! (In the year 3)5, the 1st (month of) winter, on the 
I2th day, on this occasion as specified, (at the request of).of 
the Koliya (gana), the Bcahmadisika (kula), the Ucenakart 
fsakha), the Srigriha (sambhoga)...(this) image of the Vasu- 
devas’') has been put up in order to attain enlightenment...... for 
the welfare and happiness of all creatures.*' 

5) A. Ojmnjncham. Arth. Sun’. Rtp., voL HI. pj. XIII. 2. 
4) The Vijudcvas, nine in niunb«r. wc a cks$ of beings worshipped by ihe 

/mas. Set A. GoSrjN'ot, rtligion djdina, Paris 1926. pp. 113, 175; 
W. SCHUBBtrfC, Dir Ltbrr d*r litmaf ttath dm allm Qseilm dargrutili Grand- 
rbs d^ Iftdo-Atiifheit Phitalogit and Attmaimkandr, III, Band. 7. Heft, Berlin- 
Lei^g 1955. pp. IS leq. Judging by Cunwingkak's slcetdiy drawing Vogel's 
reading: Vifinyutitva does not stem to be possible to us, apart from the icono- 
graphical diflkuJries which would then arise (J, Pn. Vogel. Cm. MmeHtt; Ma¬ 
thura. p. 79). 
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According to Luders and Cunningham the number of the date 
could alio be read as 5 Instead of 35. Be that as it may, the possi¬ 
bility that the number for 100 has been omitted is not excluded, 
as no reigning royalty is mentioned in the inscription. Unfor¬ 
tunately the drawing of the inscription by Cunningham is so bad, 
that nothing can be said about the pdaeography of it At the 
present we know of no fourfold Jina images of which we can 
with certainty say that they date from the reign of Kaniska or his 
immediate successors. As long as such a specimen b not indioited 
to us and we do not possess any representation of LiioEftS' List 
NT 19 which on style-critical grounds indicates that we are con¬ 
cerned with an image from the beginning of the KusSna period 
we will take the liberty of putting an interrogation-mark behind 

Lt J -I -- 
Of N’’ 20 of LiiuERS' List, also a “pratima sarwatobhadrika , we 

have already made it acceptable that it rightly dates from the 

year 105 '•). 
N® 24, again a "pratima sarwatobhadrika", does not date from 

the year 15, but from the year 115, as we have seen above ®), 
N** 25 of LGders" List is again just such a four-sided piece of 

sculpture, discovered at KahkalT Tila and now in the Mathura 
Muium, The inscription ■) on tlie base runs as follows: 

A. "sa 10 8 gr 4 di asya pu..(ye)....ySto gana(to). 
B. sambhogato vacchaliyato kulato gani...... 
D. K'.....vas(u?)jayasya ma(tu) va(or ma?)sigiye(?) danam 

sarwat(o)bhad(r)i. 
D, 2, ,.,(sa)rvasavinaxn sukhay(e) bhavatu.” 

The translation runs: 
■In the year 18, the 4th {month of) summer, on the 3rd day, on 

this occasion as specified {this) fourfold {image), the gift of 
Vasigi(?), mother of Vasujaya- (at the request) of .. a 
gani of the (Koli)ya gana.of the.sambhoga. of the Vaedm- 
liya kuia. May it be for the welfare of all beingsl" 

5) See Oi, IV, pp. 244-2^6. 
6) See Ou IV, pp. 241-244. 
7} Rubbing in Ep. vol 2, 1894, 15. 
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Again there is no mention of a reigning Ku^a monarch, which 
therefore leaves the possibility open to fix the date a century later. 
When, in addition, positive indications are given by the later form 

of the characters in the loscriptson, such as, e.g. the ku ^ in line 

B: kulato, which shows a form that only appears in this manner 
after the year 98 of the Kanisha era; moreover, the character gr, 

vdiich also shows a later form ^ in line A, and the ya with a 

loop at the left, for instance in line B: va^chaiiyato, and finally 
also the uw which shows a very late form, if at least we read 
the word mit(tu) in line D. L correctly; and when, besides, we 
also add the pronounced and well-developed box-head, we have, 
in our opinion, sufficient evidence to assume that the date of 
N“ 25 is actually the year 118 of the Kaaiska era, and not 18. 

N** 26 of Ludebs* Lilt seemed to belong to the doubtful cases, 
but it was difficult to make a decision. Thanks, however, to the 
kind intermediation of Mr. Bajpai, Curator of the Cuizon Mu¬ 
seum at Mathura, w'C recently received a photograph of tins image 
(see fig. 63) whidi confirms our surmise, that indeed the number 
for 100 must have been omitted in die date of this sculpture. 

It is a standing image of the Jina Aristanemi, discovered at 
KankaJi Till, and now in the Lucknow Provincial Museum. On 
both sides of the socle tliere are small pilasters such as we often 
meet with in the socles from Gandhara. 

The inscription") on the base runs as follows; 
1. "... sa 10 8 va 2 di iO 1 

2, dhitu mita(§i)riye bhagavat(o) aristanimisya (vi)varta(na?) 
(perhaps: nivartana 

Translated; 
"In the year 18, the 2nd (month of) the rainy season, on the Uth 

day.(the gift) of Mita(si)ri, the daughter of.(an image) 
of the Lord Aris^imL“ 

The inscription does not give the name of any reigning Kusana 
royalty. Moreover the palaeographical indications are convincing 

a) Rubbing ui Ep, IsJ.. vo). 2, N* 14. 
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that the inscriptioA must be dated in a Late period. Remarkable 
indeed is the form of the 3 5. This is alivays a ha in the Kos^a 
period; we see now that the si^ takes a tjuarter turn, just as it 
does in some late inscriptions •). The pilasters on either side of 
the base betray strong influences from North-West India, whidi 
poinb to a date after the middle of the 1st century of the Kaniska 
era. Further the decoration of the nimbus, which shows a strong 
resemblance to that of the Jtna in the British Museum (see fig. 57), 
proves that even the second half of the 1st century of the Kaniska 
era is impossible as a date for this image and that it was made in 
the 2nd century of that era. The fact that the hair is still indicated 
by small semi-circular lines, might point to a date at the very be¬ 
ginning of the 2ad century ">), and that is exactly the result arrived 
at when we assume that in the date of this tmage also the number 
for 100 has been omitted, and that the image was made in 118 of 

the Kaniska era. , 
N° 27 of LuOERS’ZJfl certainly belongs to the group in which 

the number for 100 has been omitted in the date. It is again a 
four^ided Jina sculpture, found at KahkaST Tila and now in the 
Lucknow Provincial Museum. 

The inscription '*) on the base runs as foUow's; 
A. 1. "siddham [ sain 10 9 va 4 di 10 asyam pu- 
A. 2. rwSyam vacakasya auryya bala- 
A. 3- dinasya iisyo rac^o aryya raa- 
A. 4. tr(or tta?)dina \ tasya nirwartta(n)a 
B. L k(o)li(yato ganato tha)niyat(o) 
B, 2. k(u)l(ato srigci)ha(to 5am)bh(o)g(a)to 
B. 3. aryyaveri sakhato suci- 
C l(i)5ya dharromapatniye le. 
D. danam bhag^vato 5a(nti),...(pra)tima... 

9) SwOl VI. pp. 315-516. . , , ■ j- ^ u- 
10) It is, however, dW imposible (hal this tnrtiiod of ludteating hiJt wjs 

retained in bf the Jiinaa for some of tiicir TTcthaffilcaras in the time it 
had been replitcd in all Buddha images by the techniqiw of *emi*«roikf linn. 
The different Tirtbamkanu show differcol wjys of htir dtessing. 

11) Rubbing ill £^. Inif., vol, 1,189Z, N° 3. 
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A. 5, Rl(kor; ga),„e.*...tanam 
B. 4, *..(r)a (na)nio arattatanara sarwalokutta{[nanafp).’' 

Translated: 
"Success! In the year 19, in the 4th (month of) the rainy season, 

on the 10th day, on this occasion as specified, the pupil of the 
preacher, the venerable Baladina, the preacher the venerable Matr^ 
(or tra?)dina; at his re<^uest (was dedicated this) image of the 
Lord Sa(nti-), the gift of Le.,., the first wife of Sucili, of 
the Kojiya gaM, the Thanlya kula, the Srigriha sambhoga, the 
Aryya-Veri Mkha ’*) . Adoration to the Arhats, the highest 
ones in the whole world." 

A negative indication is again the fact that no reigning monarch 
of the Ku^a dynasty is mentioned. Moreover the palaeography 
furnishes some very positive information by the later form of 
different characters. 

To begin with, the character ku^ very indistinct in line B. 2, but 
clear in line B, 4; is written in an obviously late 

form The dash for the // is no longer horizontal. Then the sub¬ 

joined ya (in line A, Itasyam; in line A. 2: p^eakaiya and aryy/tt in 
A, 3; balminasya, ^hyo and aryya% in line A. 4: (asya, B. 5: aryya^ 
and C: sacHisyaj is always drawn very far upwards, and ends only 
at the height of the top line of the other characters just as in 
the Gupta period, a characteristic, which did not appear during Ka- 
niska's reigo, while under this monarch this ligature very often 
appears even in the archaic form in which the sub-joined ya 
still has three uprights. In all characters suited for the box-head it 
appears very strongly accentuated. Altogether there is reason enough 
to date the piece in the year 119 instead of 19 of the Kaniska era. 

N* 28 of Luders' List, on the evidence of the contents of the 
inscription, represents a standing figure of Vardhamana. The 
image was found at Kankal? 1113. Possibly we may draw the con- 

12) It is sinking tint in this case Uic further tadication; "of the Ko|iya gaos. 
the *ntSnJya kuJa, the Srigriba saznbhrOga, the Aryyn-Veri £ikhS" seems to belong 
to the pious donor of the image; see for the geaeral snjucnce in these in¬ 
scriptions p. 293. 
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elusion from the rubbing tn the article by Buhler that at the 
right the chief figure an acolyte is standing on a separ¬ 
ate elevation, while the chief figure sits on a projecting dais. 

The inscription, which is cut out on the base runs: 
A. 1. "siddha sa (20?) gr(i)ma 2 di 10 5 koliyato ganato (tha)^ 

iniyato kulato verito sakhato sirikato 
B. 1. (sa),,.gato v^cakasya aryya sanghasihasya mrttYa(or 

rwa)rttana datilasya.mati- 
B. 2. lasya kuiAubiniye jayavalasya devadisasya nagadinasya ca 

nagadinaya ca matu 
C, 1. sravtkaye di- 
C. 2. (na)ye danam 
C. 3. varddhamanapra- 
C 4. tima— 

We give the translation as: 
"Success! In the year 20 (?), the 2nd (month of) summer, on ^e 

15th day, at the request of the preacher the venerable Sahghasiha 
of the Koliya ga^ the Thaniya kula, the Veri sakha and the Sirika 
sainbhoga, (this) image of Varddhamana, the gift of the female 
lay-hearer Dina, the.of Datila-the housewife of Matila, 
the mother of Jayavala, Devadasa, and Nagadina and Nagadina.” 

At first sight the inscription makes a late impression, on account 
of the scribbled characters, which, even here and there, tend to 
become slanting. On closer scrutiny this impression is confirmed 

by the shape of different diaracters as, c.g, the character hu J » 

which obviously in line A. 1: kuliUOf and indistinctly in line B. 2: 
kuthuhiniyej shows a form of the years after 100 of the Kaniska era. 
It does not seem rash to assume for N° 28 of Luders Ust, tliat 
the piece in any case dates after the year 100 of the Kaniska era, 
and if the year is correctly read as 20, then even in the year 120 
of that era. The possibility exists, however, that die number is 
higher (for instance 50), as the reading is not absolutely certain. 

The socle belonging to N'’ 29 of Luders' list has already been 

13) Rybbid^ in tnd., vol. I, 1892. N® 28. 
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discussed and we think we have made it acceptabie that the 
piece undoubtedly belongs to that group in which the number 
for 100 has been omitted in the date. 

N° 30 of LOoers' Ust is a seated Jina figure, discovered at 
Kank^i Lucknow Provincial Museum. In the 
inscription on the base, one must first read the lower line, and then 
the upper one, as can be deducted from the little disk which the 
rubbing of BiJHLER still shows ; for this disk must undoubtedly 
be the cakra which we have come across so often, placed upon a 
small pillar in the midst of a number of adorants. 

The contents run as follows: 
1. '*siddha (m) j sava 20 2 gri L di »(a)sya purvvayam vacakasya 

aryya matridinasya m(vartana?) 
2. sarttavahioiye dharmmasomaye danam ; namo arahamtta* 

na(m)” 
The translation is: 

"Success! In the year 22, the tst (month of) summer, the 
day, on this occasion as specified, at tfe rec^u^ of the preacher the 
venerable Matrjdina, the gift of Dharmmasoma, the wife of 
Sarttavahini (or: a earavan-leader>V Adoration to the Arhats.” 

The form of the rubbing reproduced in the article by BOhler 

shows that this piece probably had two lions on either side of the 
pedestal. Unfortunately we have no photograph of the imag^ 
which would enable us to verify this. The top line of the inscription 
(according to the contents the second line) leaves at the right and 
left a small blank space, where as it seems there was no room 
enough for further characters. This was probably caused by the fact 
that here two lions* heads proiected over the upper ridge of the 
base. This would, style*critically speaking, point to a date after 
the year 80, which contradicts the date mentioned in the inscription. 
But the pailaeography also points to a late date of the piece. Not 
only are the box-heads, wherever possible, strongly accentuated, 
but also the form of the characters themselves is late. For example, 
the sub-joined ya is continually drawn up as high as the top line of 

14} Sm Oi. IV. pp. 246^249. 
IS) Jtubbmj m E/>. IhJ., voL 1, LWZ, 29. 
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the other diaracters and the ya shows a loop at the left side. 
Moreover, the contents of the inscription inform us, that the ima^ 
was established at the request of the preacher, the venerable Matri- 
dina< This same person is also mentioned in the inscription N“ 27 
of Ludehs’ List, which we have already discussed*®). We saw 
then that there were arguments enough to assume that that in¬ 
scription belongs to the Post-KusS^ period and that it dated 
from the year 119 of the Kaniska era. Now the fact, that in the 
inscriptions of N®* 27 and 30 one and the same person is men¬ 
tioned, points out that they originate from about the same time, 
which brings us to the conclusion that N“ 30 also belongs to 
the group that must be 100 years later than was assumed up till 
now, and that it dates from the year 122 instead of 22. 

N“ 31 of Luders* List is a very doubtful case. It is a Jina ima^, 
discovered at Kahkali Tila and now tn the Lucknow Provincial 
Museum. On the base the following inscription is engraved*'), 

"siddhaip sam 20(?) 2 gri 2 di 7 vardhamMasya pratima vara- 
natoganato pet(i)vamika ..*' 
the second line of the inscription is missing. Translated the first 

line runs as follows: 
"Success! In the year 22 (?) the 2nd (month of) summer, on the 

7th day, (this) statue of Vardhamana (was dedicated) .of 
the Vara^ Ibc Petivamika (kula).... 

The decimal sign for the year looks like this Q, which differs 
from the usual number for 20, which mostly is less circular and 
more elongated. However, in the Gupta i^iptions round forms 
resembling that in the inscription under discussion do occur Q - 

As the inscription does not mention a reigning Kusana monaiA. 
this gives no deciding factor. The only other point that does give 
support after studying the forms of the characters b that of the 
cliracter na, which apparently has a later form, as it shows below 
at the left a loop, the result of writing the character quickly, which 
shape was taken over, in the long nm, by the characters cut in 

16) See pP, 269-270. 
17) Rubbing Ici Ep. t»J., vol. I, im. N® 20. 

Van 1JOHLI28N-DE Leeuv, The "Scythiaa" Period 
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Stone 3^, This is the font) which bridges the gap between the 
of the late Ku^a age, and the one wfUch the na in 

Gupta and late Post-Ku^^ inscriptions displays 
In the meantxtnc this is the only indication that could allow of 

a date after the year LOO of the Kani^ era and in the Post*Ku^na 
age. Consecjuently it would be advisable to study a repfoduction 
of the image from a style-criticat point of view,, in order to arrive 
at a definite conclusion in one or the other direction; but at the 
moment we have no photograph at oui disposal. 

N“ 52 of Luders' List is an inscription on a Jainistic image 
discovered at Kankali 'Hla and now in the Lucknow Provincial 
Museum. The contents run as follows: 

A. 1. "savatsare pa(ip)cavise heniaintama(se) tritiye divase 
vts(e) asya k^e 

B. t. koliyato ga^to bra{hma)dIsikato knlato ucenagarito 
sakhato arya balatratasya sadhi- 

B. 2. sya gTaha.........ivatana (nam)di5ya (dh)ifca jasu- 
(ka)5ya vadhu jaya(bha)t:^ya kumtbbiniya(or e?) raya- 
giniye (dhu or vu)suya(.^).” 

Translated: 
‘‘In the twenty-fifth year, the third (month of) winter, on the 

twentieth day, at this moment, (this dhu- or vusuya?), was 
dedicated by RSyagini, the daughter of (Nam)dt, the daughter-in- 
law of Jasu(ka), and wife of Jaya(bha)tta, at the recjuest of Graha 
.the female pupil of Sadhi, pupil of the venerable Balatrata of 
theKoliyaga^, theBra(hnia)dasiKa kula, the Ucenagari iakha.“ 

The word harte makes one think of ksatte, but on closer scrutiny 
of the rubbing the ligature decidedly shows the sign for the sul^ 
joined u. This is not the only inscription which displays this 
peculiarity. In LOders' List we find it in the following numbers: 
12, 32, 54t 56, 55, 71,77, 86, 87, This word is also frequently met 
with in the IGiaros^i inscriptions, so that influence from the 
North-West is not eacduded, Professor Konow informed us that 
the d in Saka is pronounced u. In the meantime thb peculiar word 

IS) Rubbing ia Ep. % 
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is DO support for tbe determination of the date as we find die 
word as well in an inscription of the year 59 <a piece, that, 
according to LtJDEBS, dates from the year 29, but ttiat in our 
opinion could just as well be thirty years later) and also in an 
inscription which originates from the year 189 of the Karuska 
era (and in our opinion is not dated in the year 87 but 89)^ 
as the number for 100 in the date of this piece has also been 

omitted “). ^ ^ 
But although the word hunt is no reason to class inscription N® 

52 with those cases in which one must rightly add 100 to die dates, 
there still remain the indications which the form of the script 
provides us with. "Prima facie' this appears to be a very late 
form; in the first place it has a great tendency to become slanting 
and, moreover, wherever possible the bojf-head is strongly aocentu- 
aled, and here and there has even become a horizontal Une, 

Tlie cross-bar of the ku is not horizontal, but bent. Further the 
character l^u is also remarkable. The sign for the sub-joined u, 
namely in line B. 1: kuiaio and line B. 2: kunttubiniyaf is com¬ 
posed of two strokes, one of which is nearly horizontal, and the 

other slants downwards in a curve It is possible that we are 

concerned here not with an u but with an u< Then the su in 
Une A. \ \ suv^sartt divust and difyd; Une B. 1; bru(hfrta)dhikato, 
balatratasya and sadhhya and line B. 2: ]asu{ka)syat lias a loop 
at the left lower corner The sub-joined ya in line A. 1; osyu\ 
B. 1: baiatraiosyai, B. 2: sadhisya, jasu(ka)sya and jaya{bba)ttasyUf 
draws the right tail very high up nearly to the top line of the 
other letters. Finally the «» has a very distinct round form in line 
A. I: hone and B, I: ganalo X and the right end of the ha goes 
very fat down, in line A. 1' hernuftttit IJJ, while the two lower 
corners on the line are rather sharp. The yu of which the middle 
upright is slanting, has a late form, e.g, line B. 2: kutJitublniyd 
and rdyaginiye. 

19) L(]DEtls“ list, N® H; 9« p. 2S>, note 51. 
30) LO&EAS’ Liu, N® 71. 
21) Sec pp. 25^500, 
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In addition to this one gets the impression from the rubbing 
that the insaiption in line B. 2 after: jay<i(i>ha)ifaiyii goes on to 
the side of the pedestal. Tiiere is a dividing line in the rubbing 
made by the corner of the pedestal. It seems as if we can vaguely 
discern in the rubbing the claws of the lion at our right side on 
the base. The space between the paws would be exactly lialf of 
the length that the inscription on the lower ridge of the base is 
longer than the line on the up^r ridge. The conclusion would 
be that the line on the upper ridge is so much shorter than the 
lower linej because the lions' heads project over the top of ^e 
upper ridge. This would also be an indication that the inscription 
dates from the Post'Kusana period. Buhler, however, states that 
the inscription is incised on the side and back of the pedestal which 
seems rather queer. If Buhj.er is not mistaken, then of course our 
argument of the Hons* heads does not count. 

Finally the persons mentioned in this inscription seem to occur 
also in inscription LeoERS’ Ust N* 29 of v»/hlch we have proved 
in pp. 246-249 that it belongs to the Post*Kusana period. Both 
pertain to the Koliya gana, the Brahmadasika kula, the Uccenagari 
iakha and mention Jasuka and Jayabhatta, 

All these enumerated peculiarities point to a late date, so t^t 
in our opinion, 52 of LOders' Usi belongs to the group which 
up till now has been dated a century too early, and therefore it 
rightly originates frtsn 125 of the Kantska era. 

Tlie following image in LuDERS' Ust which deserves further 
consideration is N“ 36, a Jina Image found at Kankall 
now in the Lucknow Provincial Museum. The inscription' ) 
which this image has on its base, runs as follows: 

A. "sa 30 I va 1 di 10 asma ksunc 
B. 1, ..yato ga(na)to aiyyaverato sakhato (tha)iiiyato kulato 

maha(to) j ku^biniye graha . j - 
B* 2h fiivarttana buddhisya dhitu devi- 

lasya | siriy(e) dar^." o .. t 
In line B, i after maha(to} we must go on to line B. 2; then 

22) fusing m Ef. lfui.t vol 2, 1&?M, N® 15. 
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continue until devHasya, after that read to the end of B. 1 and 
after that again to the end of B, 2. Possibly the right part of the 
rubbing in reality is the side in this case too. 

The translation in this sequence would be; 
“In the year it, the 1st (month of) the rainy season, on the lOth 

day, at this moment (this) gift (was made) by Grahafiri, daughter 
of Buddhi, wife of Devila at the request of the great the 
venerable ......dasa, of the (Koli)ya gana, the Aryya-Vera sakha, 

the (Tba)mya kula/' 
Although we do not know any more peculiarities about this 

image the inscription alone is sufficioit to convinte us that in this 
case we are dealing with a date which has omitted the number for 
100- Indeed the following charactec-fomis are deebive; First ^e 
character ku in line B. I has in the words kulato and kutumbiniye 
a remarkable late form, the sub-joined « has here even become a 

cedilla: Then, moreover, the form of the sa with a loop in 

the left lower comer, in line B. 2; ddsmya, buddbhya, deptlasyaf 
apparently especially when it is combined with the sub-joined ya, 
for in line A: sa and tisma and line B. 2: ddsasya, the sa not 
show this small loop. Next, the round form of the fia in line A; 
ksune, in line B, 1: {ihit)niyaio, axidikutumhmye, and line B. 2; 
danam. Then the ya shows a loop at the left side, and sometimes 
the middle upright has a tendency to drop to the left in line B, i; 
j^o, atyya, (iha)Tjiydfo, and katumbmiye, in line K 2i jmy{e}. 
Finally the ri^t end of the ha gjoes rather far down in line B. 1; 

graha Xji* 
The script has a general inclination to become slanting, and the 

box-head is strongly accentuated, sometimes it has even become a 
horizontal line. One thing and another in our opinion presumably 
point to an origin in the year 131 of the Kaniska era. 

The foLlowing image N“ 37 is again a quadrilateral Jainbtic 
Image, found at Kahkali TTla, and now in the Lucknow Provincial 

Museum. 
The inscription®®) on the base runs as follows; 

25) Rubbing in Ep* tnd~f 2^ lB94i 
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A. 1, "sidilham sa(rn)vatsafe Kl 2 hermntamase 4 divase 2 
vara^to gaMto.,.. yato ku- 

A. 2. 

B. 1. (ga?)rii arya nandikasya ninrvarttaAl jitamitraya nt(dfa?)* 
naodlsya dhitu buddhisya kuhunbinjye pra(bha?)- 

B.2. rtkasya..nl...i^$)ya matu gandhikasya arahantapratima 
sarwatobhadrika." 

Tranalated: 

"Success! In the year 32. the 4th month of winter, on the 2nd 
day, a fourfold image of the Arhats (was dedicated) by Jitanutra, 
daughter of Ru(dra?)nandi, wife of Buddhi, mother of Pra(bhl?)- 
rtka and of the perfumer...nl.. at the rerjuest of the (gani?) the 
venerable Nandika, .of the VIrana gana, the ya kula." 

Although it is not proved that suchlike quadrilateral images did 
not already exist in the early Kusana period, yet in all probability 
they belong to the Post-Kusdna age, as there is not one single 
quadrilateral image found which can with certainty be stated as 
orcginatiag from the early Kus^ period, while on the other hand 
wc have been able to point out several examples of which we can 
make acceptable that they date from the Post'Ku^^ age. 

In addition to this we can state that in the inscription belonging 
to the quadrilateral figure N'’ 57 of Luders* List, no mention 
is made of a reigning Ku^a king. The script gives a complete 
confirmation of our surmise tliat the piece originates from the 
Post-Kusa^ age. First, the general trend of the script as sloping. 
The box-head, besides, has grown here and there into a hoiizmital 
line. The character ka, which so often has been a decisive factory 
here shows a late form, eg. in line A. t: in the last character ku, 
and in line B, l: kutuMbiniye, The sub-joined u is In this case 

combined with the character J ^ in such a way that the vertical 

line underneath becomes a curl. Further, the na has a decidedly 
round focxn in line A, 1: vara^ato and ga^ato', in line B. 1; the 
first character rti. The aa appears to us in one pbce to show already 
3 form which begins to resemble the later Gupta rw ^ , namely in 
line B. 2: rikasya.,nf, where we think that a small loop at the left 
of the character is visible Jl. The strange form of sya in line B. I: 
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ru(4ra?)nandhya deserves notice. Here the sub-joined ya b not 
connected to the right vertical upright of the ja, but to the left 

upright Finally there is yet the angular form of the da and the 

ha in line A. 1; divase 4, ^d btfnmta LC. 
Ail these enumerated characteristics of a late script ace, we think, 

convincing enough to come to the ultimate conclusion that the 
image could not possibly have been made in the year 32 of the 
Kaniska era under King Huviska. NT*" 37 of Luders' Ust therefore 
dates, in our opinion^ from the year 132 of the Kaniska era. 

We have already made it clear that N** 59 of Luders' Usl was 
not made in the year 35, but rather in the year 135"*). 

After some numbers which do mention the name of a reigning 
Kusa^ monarch in the heading of the inscription, in N® 44 of 
LilDERS' List thb part b lacking. It b a Jina image, found at Kan- 
kall Ilia, and now in the Lucknow Provincial Museum, The in¬ 
scription"®) on the base runs as follows: 

“siddham sam 40 5 va (2 or 3) di 10 (7) etasya purvv^a)ya.. 
......yaye buadhbya vadhuye dharrnmavrddhbya...." 

Translated: 
“Success! In the year 45, the (2nd or 3rd month of) the rainy 

season, on the 17th (?) day, on ^is occasion as specified.by 
the daughter-in-law of Buddhi, the.of Dharnunavrddht." 

The shape of the characters in general does not give a rather late 
impression although on the other hand, they are neither exception¬ 
ally archaic. They are rather small and carefully carved, and do not 
have that carelessness and slantingness that marks the characters of 
the Post-Ku^na period. Tlic ya, however, shows in some cases the 
loop at the left, which becomes normal in the later inscriptions. 
Only a photograph of the image could be decisive here, but up 
till now the form of the characters gives the impression that we are 
concerned with an inscription from the Kusam period. Now, as we 
saw there has been a dispute about the ch^acters for 40 and 

24) See Ch. IV, pp. 249*234. 
23) Rulibin^ ia Ind., vgl. 1, 1R92, 10, 
26} See Appendix 10 Quptet I. 
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70 regarding the date of the Amohtni relief, about which Rapsok 
and LOders in turn voiced their opinions. To us it seems that 
LOoebs’ opinion has the greatest chance of being correct. We have 
tried by way of arguments to substantiate this, and therefore the 
inscription under discussion seems to be dated in the year 45 of 
Kanisfca’s era. 

After this follows Luders’ Usf N® 45, a Jina image also 
discovered at Kanklll Tila and now in the Lucknow Provincial 
Museum. The inscription on the base runs as follows: 

1. “sa 40 7 gra 2 di 20 etasya purvayain varane gane petivamika 
kuie vicakasya dchanadisya iisasya senasya nivatana savakasya 

2. pusasya vadhuye giha....k(u?)tibi(n)i .(pusa)dina(sya) 
(rnatu);* 

Translated this means: 
“In the year 47, the 2nd (month of) summer, on the 20th day, 

on this occasion as specified, at the request of Sena, the pupil of 
Dehanadi, a preacher in the Vara^gana, the Petivamika kula, (the 
gift) of, the daughter-in-law of the lay-hearer Pu^, the house- 
wife(?) of Giha...., the mother of (Pusa)dina." 

Considering that which we have just remarked about the signs 
for 40 and 70, it is probable that the date of this piece is 47. 

In the inscription it is said that the erection of this image took 
place at the request of Sena, the pupil of Dehanadi. Now thb self¬ 
same Sem, pupil of Dehana(n)di, is mentioned in an inscription on 
a Jina image found at Kahk^I llli and now in the Lucknow Mu¬ 
seum***). Although the inscription is very fragmentary-®), the 
words mahardjajya rajatirajasya can still be distinguished at the 
beginning of the inscription. 

1. “siddham raaharajasya rajatirijasya. 
2. dehanandisya sisyena sen.” 

Translated: 
"Success! (In the year....) of the great King, the supreme King 

of Kings.by Sena, the pupil of Dehanandi....” 

27} Ihibbiqg in Ep. titd., vo!. 1, lS?a, N* 30. 
2B.) LCdem' Ust, N“ Sl. 

Rubbing in Ep. Ind,^ vol. 2, 1894, 27. 
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It is well-known that these titles are specific for the kings of the 
Ku^a dynasty, and so we can accept the fact that this piece must 
be dated before or about the year 100 of the Kaniska era. 

Suppose now the fact, that in the inscription of LuDERS' List 

N” 45 the number for 100 is indeed omitted, and that therefore 
the image is correctly dated in the year l47, then we should have 
to conclude that the preacher Sena, mentioned in l47, was already 
in function during the Kus^a dynasty. This is of course not im¬ 
possible, but the likelihood is not great, that the image N" 81 of 
Luders' Zijr was made just about the year 100, and the earlier the 
image was made, then the longer the term of office which we must 
suppose for Sena. To this, moreover, must be added the general 
impression made by the script at first sight. The characters are small 
and carefully carved in the stone. They lack that carelessness and 
slantingness of the inscriptions of the Post-Kusana period. A 
number of characters which in the Post-Ku^a age always show 
an accentuated box-head, ate here given almost without this 
characteristic. 

All things considered we do not think that there is a great chance 
that the image in question, N“ 45, belongs to the group which 
possibly omitted the number for 100 in the date. 

LOoers’ Uit N” 47, an image of the Arhat Nandlavarta, found 
at KahkllT Till and at present in the Lucknow Provincial Mu¬ 
seum surely dates from the year 49 of the Kaniska eta (see fig. 
66). BChler reads the date as 79®‘) and so do Rapson®“) and 
Vogel The decisive proof for our opinion, even if no name of 
a reigning Ku^a monarch is mentioned in the remaining frag¬ 
ment, is the fart that the base is flanked by small lions, turned out- 

30) Rubbing in E^. Ind.f vol. 7, 1894, 20. 
31) G. BOmler. Fufibtt faina taitriftiom AhUbura, Ejf. lnJ,, sdl, 2, 

1894, pp. 195-212, «p. XX, p. 204, and <?/ Idim Sf/zlpi/irts jrstn 
Mathura, £/>. l»d., vol. 2, 1894, pp. 5U-323, «p‘ p. 321 

32) E. /. Rafson, The date ef the Amohirtt Vothe TMet o} Malbura, hidrafi 
Studies in Hawr of Charies RoehteeU Laiimart, p, 5t, U)d The Nutneral 40 in 
Inseriptiom at Mathuta dtiring the Saia and KufOfsa period, Acta Or., vol. XI, 
1933. p. 263. 

33) Jf. Ph. Vocee, La stulpiutt de Mat kata, p. 127, 
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wards, which was customary in the first half of the 1st oetitury of 
the Kaniska era, 

LiiOERs’ List N* 48 is again a “pratima sarwatobhadrika", and, 

judging by the rubbing, acolytes are standing at the right and left 
of the figures on the four sides. 

The sculpture was discovered at Kankall Ilia, and is now in the 
Lucknow Provincial Museum. The insatption “'*) round about the 
base runs as follows: 

A. 1, (6?)..he..di 10 

B. L ebasya purwiya vara^to ga(na)- 

C 1. to iryyahaiak^)yato kulato 

D. 1. vajanagarit(o) i(a)kb(a)t(o) si(ri)yat(o) 
A. 2.{ga)to dat(i)sya sisiniye 
fi. 2. mahanandisya sadhacariye 
C 2. balava(r)niaye nandaye ca sisiniye 
D. 2. aka(or a)maye niiwarttana .. 

A. 3> dh(Tjitu gramiko jayadevasya vadhuye 

B. 3. (gTa)miko fayanlgasya dhaxm(in)apatniye slhadata(5ya?) 
C. 3. (matu ??)...pa(orla?)ye danam." 

The translation runs: 

("Success! In the year) (6?), die (month of) winter, on the 
lOdi day, on this occasion as specified (was dedicated) this gift 

of ,..pa(or la) (mother of?) Sibadaia, first wife of the village 
headman Jayanlga, the daughter-in-law of the village headman 
Jayadeva, daughter of... at the request of Aka(or d)ma, the female 

pupil of Nanda and of Balavarma, the sadhacarl of Mahonandl, 

female pupil of Dati, of the Varam gana, the Aryya-HIlak(I)ya 

kula, the Vajanagari sakhi and the Si(ri)ya sambhoga." 

'fhe Inscription does not mention the name of a reigning 
monarch, so that the possibility exists that this sculpture dates from 
the Post-Kusana period. The number in the date has a peculiar 

shape ^ and according to Buhler must be read as 40, but in our 

opinion it does not look very much like the ordinary sign for 40 “), 

34) Rubbing in Ef. vol. I, Id92, N‘» ll, 
55) S« *1» LtiDtas' opinion in Thtef Brgkmi Itfitriptienif Et/y W., 

vol. 9, l907-'08, pp, 239-248, «p, p, 244. 
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although it is possible that the number was damaged and there¬ 
fore is mis-shapen. As it now stands it resecnbies the much later 6 
3 , but we do not dare to take a decision. Further, the script makes 
a very slovenly impression, written rather slantingly, so that on 
account of details, such as the form of the ya with a loop at the left, 
we may surmise that the script dates from the very latest tune of 
the Ku^as, or even from the Post-Kusam period. In the character 

jfea in line C. 1: kuie^o the sub-joined u slopes somewhat down¬ 
wards, whidi appears in this character between the years 70 and 
120 of the Kaniska era. The script of this inscription deserves 
notice also on account of the remarkable ligature nda, in which 
the sub-joined dA in lines B, 2: nandhya and C. 2: mndaye strongly 

resembles the sub*|oined ya ^. 

Adding one thing and another to the fact that this object is a 
"pratima sarwatobhadrika”, it ts very probable that 48 belongs 
to the beginning of the Post-Kusana piectod. Meanwhile as long 
as no reproduction of the image is available we could suggest iO<S 
as a possible date for N* 48 placing an interrogation-mark behind 

it 
Proceeding we now come to N° 50 of LuDERS Ust» This 

figure of Vardhamana, found at Kankali Tila, is now in the 
Lucknow Provincial Museum. The inscription on the base runs 

as foUow's: 
1. "....(7?) he 2 di 1 asya purwaya varanato gamto ayya nyi- 

stakulato (sa)....... 
2. ..khato sirigrihato sabhogato bahavo vacak(o) ca gantno ca 

samadi.. 
3. ..vasya dinarasya sismi ayya jinadasi panatidhari taya lilim 

a(yya?) 
4. gbakaTabapanatibarama(or a?)sopavasini bubusya dhita ra- 

jyavasusya dhama.... 
5- d(e)vilasya matu visnubhavasya pidamahika vijayasiriye dana 

vadha.... 

36) Rubbing ia Bf>. tad., wl 2. 1894, N* 36. 
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The translation is as follows; 
“..,...(7?), the 2nd (month of) winter, on the 1st day, on thU 

occasion as specified, (was erectM this image of) Vadha(£i3ana), 
the gift of Vijayasiri, daughter of Bubu, first wife of Rajyavasu, 
mother of Devila, paternal grandmother of Visnubhava, who 
fasted for a month, the panatihara of A(yya).„.ghakaraba (who 
is) the female pupil of the venerable panatidhari Jinadasi, the 
female pupil of Dinara, the great(?) preacher, gani and samadi (?) 
of the Vara^ the Ayyanyista(?) kuia, the sa(nikasiya) 
sakha, and the Singrtha sambhoga." 

The date of the year is undeclphetable It could also be the 

number for 50. In the case of 7 the possibility exists that a decimal 
stood before it so that nothing certain as to the date can be said. 

The general impression of the script is that it is not exceptionally 
slovenly and slantingly written, but several characters show a later 
form which points to a date in the last decennia of the Kusana 
period, or in the first decennia of the following century; besides 
this, the box'head is present, but has not yet developed into a 
horiaontai line which occurs in the later Post^Kusana period. 

In the character ku, line 1: hflato the horizontal cross-bar 
of the ka is no longer purely horizontal but rather bent, and 
the w below Is again composed of two lines, the upper one being 
horizontal, and the lower one descending in a curve. This same 
peculiarity we found already in the inscription 32 of LOoers' 
Lilt of the year 23 (read 125) of the Kaniska era. Tlie sub-joined 

u in line 5: matu ^ and viptubhnvasya displays the bent 

line, although no second horizontal line is visible above it. The 
sub-joined jw in line 1: aiya\ line 4; buhmya, rajyavasusya^ line 3: 
pasya^ dinaraiya, ayya\ line 5: dfejv/lasya and vhnubhavasya, 
draws the right upright very high up, even to the top line of the 

other characters , We have met with this peculiarity in in¬ 

scriptions from the end of the Kusa^ period and onwards. The 
ha takes the right stroke nearly down to the base tine of the 
character Wl in line l: he-, line 2: imgfihato\ line 4; ^anatiharaj 
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line 5: pidatftahika\ moreover the lower corners ace very sharp* 
The na has a rather round shape in line 1: varanato and 
line 2: gavifio', line Ji j^a^iUidhitri\ line 4: pana{ihaTa\ line 5t 

visnuhhat^mya. Then in nearly all cases the ya has a loop at the 
left but the central vertical line does not always lean to the left, 
for instance in line Ir purvv^yd and ayj^\ line 5: ^^yy^^ and fnwn- 

fidharh line 5; vijayaimyt. Finally, let us mention the shape of the 
dit which displays a sharp comer at the left, and slants downwards 
to the right < as for example in line 3: dinarasya, jinadasr; line 5: 
d^e'^vdasya, ^idittnahika and daiut. The na in very many cases 
strongly resembles the ta as for example in line y,dana, a peculiar* 
ity even more pronounced in later script 

All the peculiarities we have summed up prove that the script, 
although not so very late, still in any case does not date from the 
beginning of the Kusana time, and rather belongs to the last 
decennia of that period, more likely even to die beginning of 
the Post-Ku^M period. 

There h still one fact that might point to a date in the Post- 
Kusana time. In the inscription the donor of the Vaedham^a 
image is more explicitly indicated as the mother of D^e)vila, 
and the grandmother on the paternal side of Visnubhava. Now, 
we liavc been informed in the inscription N 36 of LiinERS Ust 

dated in the year 31 (read 131) of the Kaniska eta®"), that the 
image which bears that inscription was dedicated by a certain 
Grahasiri, the wife of Devila. Unfortunately we are not certain 
whether this son of Vijayasiri and the husband of Grahasiri were 
one and the same person, for Grahasiri does not say of herself that 
she was the mother of Visnubhava, as well as the wife of Devila. 
In that case there would be no doubt whatever. Now it would not 
be impossible, that, if both Devilas were one and the same person, 
Grahasiri had not yet had a son when she dedicated the image 
N“ 36 of Luders' Ust, but that, when her mother b-law donated 
the image N® 50 of Luders’ Ust she (Grahasiri) had in the mean¬ 
time given birth to a son Visnubhava. According to this argument 

57) See pp, 276-277. 
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image N* 50 wouJd then be of later (fate than Image N® 36, and 
therefore would have to be dated later than the year 131 of the 
Kaniska era. It ia also possible that GrahasLri was already the 
mother of Devila in 131, but that for want of space this could not 
be cut into the stone. In favour of this pleads the fact that, as we 
saw, part of the inscription of N® 56 was engraved on die side of 
the image. 

Now follow N®s 53 and 54 of LuDERs' Ust. We will first deal 
with N* 54, because we have a reproduction of this figure at our 
dbposal (see fig. 59). This image was found at Kahkili *011 and 
Is now in the Lucknow Provincial Museum. It represents the 
goddess Sarasvafi sitting in a squatting position. In her left hand 
she holds a book, and with her right hand she clasps a rosary, of 
which on Investigation four beads can srill be seen. The rest of the 
hand as well as the head is broken off. The goddess sits in front 
of a stone background upon a dais, which is placed on a socle. On 
either side of this dais stands an adorant. The figure at her left 
raises his hands in aujali, the other figure carries an urn, or jar, 
presumably for holy water, on a cloth in his hands, an attitude 
which adorants often show. Now the arrangement of the sculpture; 
the worshipped figure seated or standing on a dais, superimposed 
on a base on which the dedication is Insaibed, while on both sides 
adorants are standing on the base itself, b one of the specific 
characteristics of Post-Kusana ait, see for example the Jina figures 
Luders* List N« 24 (see textfig. 22 on p. 24l), 25^"), 27®*), 
48“), and 122 (see textfig. 23 on p. 246), which, judging from 
Ihe reproductions and rubbings show a similar armagement. 

The Inscription '*') on the dais and on the socle runs as follows: 
1. “(sid)dham sava 50 4 hemamtamise catu(r)tth(e) 4 div3s(e) 

10 a- 
2. sya purwayam koleyato ganato sthaniyito kulato 
3. valiato saldiato srIgrh(a)to sarnbhogato vicakasyaryya 

JS) Rubbing in Rp, Ind., vd, 2; 1894, N“ 13. 
Rubbkig bk vqL 3> 

40) Rubbifig ift InJ., vtiL It, 
41) Rubbing in Ep, inJ., vnL 1892^ N° tl. 
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4. (g^)sta(or u?)hastisya s%o ganisya aiyy-a maghahastisya 
Sraddhacaro vacakasya a* 

5. lyya devasya nifwarttana govasya sihaputrasya lohikakaraka- 

sya danafp 
6. sarwasatv{ajn(li)in hitasukha ckasarasvati pratirtbavita 

stavatate(na) danavato 
7. dha(r)ni(e?)." 

The translation is as follows: 
"Success! In the year 54, m the fourth month of winter, 4» on the 

10th day, on this occasion as specified, a Sarasvatl, the gift of the 
smith Gova, son of Siha, (was) erected at the request of the 
preacher the venerable Deva, the Sraddhacaro of the ganin the 
venerable MIghahasti, the pupil of the preacher the venerable 
(Gha)sta(or u?)hasti, of tiie Koleya gana, the Sthaniya kula, the 
Vaira sakha, the SrTgrha safnbhoga, for the welfare of all beings." 

In the script various characteristics can be observed. In g^ral 
the box'head is strongly marked. The character ku show's in line 2: 
kul^o a form, which is precisely the same in the Gupta inscriptions, 

for the subjoined u has become a comma under the diaiacter 

Further the f, in line 3* also has the same shape 
as in the inscriptions of the Gupta period, namely a cedilla turning 

to the right . In the inscriptions from the Kus^a tune, and the 

early Post^Kusana peri€>d, the r seldom appears, and Is mostly sub¬ 
stituted by fi. The superscribed o has the form of an accolade, such 
as the later North-lndian alphabets mostly show, and the ancient 

v-form is completely lost: in place of ; see for example the 
four in line 2, and the four o‘s in line 3. Most Si^% still show the 
older form, but the ia in line 1: dhas(e) seems to show the later 
form with a loop added to the lower left comer, just as was mostly 
customary in the Gupta period U. Further, ha and ta show very 
sharp lower comers, as for example in line 1: hemamtai line 3: 
Srigrh(d)toi line 4; (gha}sta(ot u?)haiUsya, maghakasdsya; line 
5: hhaputrasya', line 6: htfa: H*; and line 2: keIdto\ line 5: tohi- 

kakarakasyai line 6: stavataIef^Ja^:^ . 
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We must specially mention that in the original pliotogtaph the 
character in line 1 is more distinct than in the rubbing (see fig. 
59). We discern a distinct little arch at the foot of the which 
is also a more recent feature, as we have already mentioned in con* 
nection with the character ia. In the older inscriptions tu is con¬ 
tinually repeated with a horuontal line The ya shows a loop 
at the left side and the middle upright txu:Iines almost always to 
the left, line 2: parvvayam, koliy^fo, sihamyato", line 3; iiryya] line 
4; aryya; line 5 i aryya. It is possible that finally the character ra in 
line 4i irttddhacaro and line 5: lohikakarakasya shows a later form 

owing to the upward curve of the vertical stroke J and also per¬ 
haps the anusvara, on account of the fact that it seems to be a 
dash in line 5: danam. 

All these peculiarities in style and character-forms indicate that 
the inscription must be later than the year 54 of Kaidska's chron¬ 
ological system. As no reigning monardi is mentioned in the con¬ 
tents there is no objection to express our opinion that the image of 
Sarasvatt, Luders' Ust N® 54, must be dated 100 years later, and 
Indeed in the year 154 of the Kaniska era, that is to say in 232 A.D, 

Now, according to the inscription this Sarasvatl image was made 
at the insistwicc of the preacher Aryya Deva, the companion of the 
gamn Aryya Maghahasti, pupil of die preacher Aryya Hastihasti of 
the Koliya gar^ the Sthaniya kola, the Vairi sikha, the SrTgrha 
sambhoga. This same person is mentioned in the inscription on the 
image N® 53 of LtiDERS* Ust, a Jainistic image found at Kankali 
TTla, at present in the Lucknow Provincial Museum. The in¬ 
scription on the base runs as follows: 

1. "siddha samvatsar(e) dvapana 30 2 kemantu(ma)sa pratha- 
(ma) divasa pa(m)avisa 20 5 asma ksun(e) k(o)Iiy(a)to 
ga^to 

2. vecato kkhato stanikiy(a)tjo kulat(o) srtgrhato sarnbhogato 
vacakasyaryya gliastuhasdsya 

3. sisyo ganisyaryya nia(m)guhastisya sadhacaro vicako aryya 
dev(o) tasya nirwartana §urasya srama- 

^2) Rubbing in Ey. Ind., yol Z, IS. 
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4. nakaputiasya go|ikasya. lohtkaklrakasya danam sarwa* 
satvanam hitasulchiyastu — 

Translation; 
"Success! in the year fifty-two, 52, the first month of winter, on 

the twenty-fifth day, 25, at that moment (was dedicated this) gift 
of the smith Golika, the Sura, the son of Sramanaka, at the request 
of the preicher, the venerable Deva, the sraddhacara of the gani* 
the venerable Ma(m)guhasti, the pupil of the preacher, the 
venerable Ghastuhasti of the Koliya gam, the Vera ^ha, the 
S^ikiya kula, the Srtgrha sambhoga. May it be for the welfare 
and happiness of all creatures!" 

N® 53 of LOders' Uxt was therefore also made at the insistence 
of the preacher, the venerable Deva, the kaddhacara of the gani, 
the venerable Ma(m)guhasd, etc., etc, and it seems to us that there 
can be no doubt about the identity of those two persons. Conse¬ 
quently there is a great chance that N° 53 of LOders' List has up 
till now likewise bwn dated much too early, and probably rightly 
belongs to the year 152 of the Karuska era. 

Concerning the palaeographic details, we find in the first plac^ 

an exceptionally late form of the character ku in line 2: kul^to ^. 

The cedilla is very large here and drawn far to the left, a form 
closely resembling that of the Gupta period. The superscribed o 

has again the same form as in Luders' List N* 54 in line 2: 
per^o, iakhato and sambbogato. The characters bu and la have 
sharp lower comers, for example In line 2: higrbato, ghastubastisya; 
line 5: ma(m )guhastisya\ line 4: hhikakarakasya, hita'.lL^^d line 

2: kiiiatfa)i line 4i lobikdkarakasya ll. The na often has a 
decidedly round form '5C, for example in line 1: ksun(e); line 3: 
ganisya] line 4; hamanaka. The anusvaia tends to-becomeadash for 
example in Line 2: sambbogafo and line 4; damm and saipdnam. 

Finally the r is again renmkablc in line 2: gthato ^. As a whole 

the script makes a slanting impression, and the box-bead is very 
strongly developed in the characters suitable for it. All the points 
enumerated therefore, wholly confirm our opinion that in the date 
VAfJ LfiVUVi Tlw SCyUuXfl*'' F^HiOd I? 
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of N° 53 the number for 100 has been omitted, and that it therefore 

really originates from the year 152. 
The following imagp, N® 55 of Ludeeis’ Ust, has already been 

discussed and it was proved that die image ought not to be 

dated in the year 57, but in 157. 
57 of LOdees* Ust (see fig. 52) is cut into the socle of a 

standing Jina image, found at KahkalT TilE, and now in the 
Lucknow Provincial Museum. The image itself is broken up, and 
only the feet remain to be seen. They are standing on a dais the 
base of which is decorated with some arched lines. In 1887 
BuHLER read the inscription as follows''^): 

1. "namo araliamtanarp, naitio siddhana sani 60, 2 
2. gca 3 di 5 etiye purvaye rarakasya arya kakasaghastasya 
3- Sisya Itapiko gahabaryasya nirvaitana caturvarnasya sarngha* 

sya 
4. ya..dinni patibha{bbo?)ga I (?) [ (?) vaihikSye datti." 
In 1904 LudERS amended rara^sya to vacakiisyd, and gababa- 

ryasya to grahabdo tasya. Finally, in 1909 «) Rakhal Das Ba- 
ndyopadhyaya changed the reading once more, and be is, as far 
as we know, the last author who has written about the inscription 
on dlls base. According to him it runs as follows: 

1, “namo arhamtanam name siddhana(ni) sain 60 2 
2, gr 3, di 5, etaye purvaye rarakasya arya kaka maghastisya 
3. sisyi atapiko gahabayisya nivartana catuvanisya samgliasya 
4. yatha dinnam patibhigam, aihikaye detti/' 

He gives the translation as: 
'‘Adoration to the Arhats, adoration to the Siddhas, the year 62, 

the sumnier(momh) 3, the day 5, on the above date (this has been 

.i» See Oi. IV, pp. 254.259. , t , t t . tr- 7 If A! 
44) C. BOhluh, Oh tbt autbtntitity itf Jatna Jraasttom, " 

vol. I, 1887, pp. 185-180, cSp. p. 172. 
45) H. LOWERS. £.pigr<tphkal N“ /9, /d/M image fmtfipttsn 

of JifjrfJ 62, Ant,, vol. 33, IfXW. p. 105. 
46) Rakhal Das BANDvoi^AnHYAYA (= Rakhal Das Baneh^. 

Injrriplhns itt the IndiM tWuieiim. } AS,B., New Sciies. vol. V, 1909, pp. 237- 

244. esp. p. 239. 
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accomplished) at the request of the Atapika Gahabaya, the female 

pupil of Arya Kakamaghasti, a native of Kara. (For the acceptance 
of) the community which includes the four clasps. What has been 
given per share is being given for the purposes of this world*" 

BanerjTs reading is: ma^hastisya instead of sagbastasya; detU 
instead of daitif just as he supplements In line 4 to yat^, while 
he often reads an a, where BOhler read We fully agree with all 
this> but personally would prefer to read rarakasya instead of r^a- 
koiya. The photograph and nibbing ''^) clearly show that the two 
ak^as for ra are e>cactly the same. It is, however, possible that the 
engraver made a mistake here, and should really have written vaca- 
kasya, as Luders will have it, for that is the word which we would 
expect to find at this place before arya. However, the character 
is dearly no va. BanerjTs changing of Usya to sisya must be based 
upon a misunderstanding, for in fact the first j 1$ a and not a sa, 
Buhler read iisya, but he did not draw the inference that a female 
pupil was meant, witness his translation; "at the request of the 
atapiko Grahabala, the pupil of the preacher, the venerable Kaka- 
saghasta." Rakhai Das Banerji, however, adopted this a and 
it was in connection with the, in his opinion, gafjohayasya, 
that he translated this passage as; "Gahabaya, the female pupU 
of the preacher, the venerable Kakasagh^ta." However, the 
rubbing shows Sisyo rather than sitya. This form also corresportds, 
grammatically speaking, better with atapiko following it, both 
nominatives masailine gender. If the sculptor liad indeed wished 
to state that atapika Gahabaya was a female pupil of the venerable 
Kaka Maghasti, then he would most certainly have used the word 
iiiini. In twelve inscriptions which we examined, in which 
female pupils were mentioned, the word I'tlini was used ten times, 
or written in a slightly different way*®). Twice amttvasi- 
kirn was used. The frequent use of the word f/i/w when a 

47) Rakhal Das Banuyopaduvava, pJ, X, III. 
48) the nucoben of LOders* Uit: 16, 18, 24, i2, 48, 50, 70, 75, 

86, ind U7. 
49} LUders' List Not 38 and 67. 
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feoule pupil was indicat’etl, makes it even more probable that 
really iisyo and not sisya has to be read. 

We do not dare to say anything very positive about tl^e con¬ 
troversy between BOhler, LDders and Rakhal Das Banerji 
about the fourth character of the word which follows iiiyOf id 
est gahaha.,, etc. 

In 1891 BDhler changed his mind and was more inclined to 
read la Further on in the inscription there are no other /a's 
witli whidi we could compare the character in (question. There 
are several y^'s, for example one at the beginning of line 4, which 
have a much rounder shapes than the character in question, while 
others for example in line 2 cxi are rather more square, but not 
decidedly as sharp as the aksara in question while the space 
between the three uprights of this character seems to be very un¬ 
equally divided, in contrast to all the other ys's which occur in 
this piece, so that there are objections to read the character as ya, 
while on the other hand tliere is no urgent necessity to read it 
as ia, unless it is pointed out that another inscription mentions 
a certain itapika Graliabala, which name Indeed greatly resembles 
that in ihc inscription in question®'). BilfHLER and LCders have 
pointed out this conformity and we surmise that this was one 
of the reasons why they read the disputed character in the in¬ 
scription in question as la. As said Rakhal Das Banerjj more¬ 
over read an ^ in the name. 

According to us there can, however, be no question of an i 
in gahaha.Msya because that vowel Is always indicated by a 
horizontal dash, and preferably at the right-hand comer, while 
in this case a line clearly runs perpendicularly upwards, which 
might be a crack in the stone, but cert<nnly is not an a, and at most 
could be a superscribed r and attached / or only a mutilated /. We 
are, however, of the opinion that of all possibilities, the whole 
character concerned might at best be a k. The horizontal stroke 

SD) G. BDHren, Ntw £xcat'<ahm m AUahura. ml V, iB91, 
pp. «sp. p. 6J. He dmog^ gah^myata into prdAjWdJtcf. 

31) Ndoidy tDuEXs' Litt, N" 58. 
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on the left upright of the character wJiidi can still be seen on the 
photograph, is a characteristic of the U, The too long lower line 
at the ri^t-hand corner might be accounted for by a slip of the 
hand of the sculptor. 

ft is evident that especially the last part of the inscription 
strongly deviates from what one generally finds tn these votive 
inscriptions. If we compare the text of this one with other in* 
scriptions of almost the same year, namely, of the years 60, 74 
and 80 of the Kaniska era, the difference is striking. The in¬ 
vocation to the Arhats we will leave out of constder^ion, for we 
meet with that in other inscriptions also. The remarkable thing 
about this inscription, however, is that in the transcriptions of 
LCders, BOhler and Banerji the name of the donor Is apparently 
not mentioned. The customary sequence in a votive inscription is 
as follows; in the specimina of the BCan4ka dynasty, first the name 
of the reigning king is mentioned in the genitive, then the year 
of the Kaniska era, the month, and the day; after that, mostly 
etaye purvvaye (or a somewhat similar form), sometimes also 
etasmin ksane (or a similar form). Then the person is named at 
whose instigation the dedication of the image was brought about, 
whereby his or her teacher (male or female) is explicitly stated. 
Sometimes also the guru of that religious instructor is again men¬ 
tioned, once in a while also the one of that teacher, so that a whole 
hierarchy of religious teachers is communicated to us and at the 
same time we learn to which gana, kula, sambhoga and sakha 
they belong. After this explanation comes the name of the donor 
in genitive, then follows the description of the gift followed by 
danam or dei^ id est "this is the gift of -*' A difficulty 
in translating these inscriptions is formed by the fact that attri¬ 
butes are not put in the same case as the w'ord to which they belong. 

In view of the just mentioned sequence we would like to read 
and translate with all reserve the inscription as follows: 

1. "namo arahamtanam namo stddhana(ffl) sam 60 2 
2. gra 3 di 5 etaye purvaye rarakasya arya kakanm(m)ghastisya 
3. Sisyo atapiko gahabalasya ai(r)vartana catuvan%a samghasya 
4. yathadinna paribhaga—vaihi(k)§.ye detti— 
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Translated: 
"‘Adoration to the Arhats, adoration to the Siddhas. In the 

year 62, the 3rd (month of) summer, on die 5th day, on this 
occasion as specified, a gift of honour has been given to the 
fourfold communit)' by Vaihi(k)l at the request of the itapika 
Gahabala, the pupif (of the preacher?), the venerable Kaka 
Ma(in)gha5ti in the same way as it has been given ”) at (a) 
former occasion (s)/' 

It is palaeographically remarkable that the characters in general 
have a much later form than those in the already mentioned in¬ 
scriptions of the years 60, 74 and 80. The anusvara, for instance, 
in line 1, appv^ars twice as a horizontal dash instead of a dot. The 
socle, therefore, apparently does not date from 62, but from t62. 
In ouf opinion, the character ma is decisive. The photograph in 
our possession, as well as the rubbing in the article by Rak.hal 
Das Bandyopadhyaya show this character clearly in three places, 
twice in line I; namo, and once in line 2: m}ghasUiya. LtlOERS, 
however, reads saghaUa here, but the disputed character seems to 
os to be more like a ma than a sa. In the first two cases the ak^ra 

looks like so that the single ma is iJ. The third time ma 
takes the form \J, fust as in several Gupta inscriptions in which 
the bend has disappeared from the left upright. 

According to Buhler®*) these two forms which greatly 
resemble each other do not appear in inscriptions dating from 
the years 70 A.D. to 250 A.D. This is speaking rather broadly, 
for as we shall see later on, the ww appears already earlier in this 
later form “•) namely from about 190 A.D., so that we conclude 
that the piece dates from the time betw'ccn the Kusa^ and the 

52) — ^r^ibhsga. in S&nskii^ oomp. in hh coimaentMy 
□n Manti 307 — philikumnaiakatF^dppiya^^ pr^tdinagiih|Titi5 (so Ihc 

daily gifts of honour of fruits etc. to ihc king)- We owe this bo Piofcssor Gowda, 
53) Codnparc on p. 295- 
54) For instance b * vow; yaihad^ld in Sanakn!: (for eximpfe 

in the camp: ydShoAhySia = as bold m olden tltne^i ydihagofs = 
at people iKd to go in fomicr dmes. 

55) G. BflHLEF,, IndtJcAe Pda^gTapbi*, Tahk ill- 
56) S« Ql Vt pp. 315-317. 
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Guptas, and judging by the fotm of the tna from after 190 A.O. 
or, if we put the year of the date in the tcttns of the KanUka. era, 
then from the year 162 = 240 A*D, 

This time we have been able to come to a dedsion based solely 
on palaeographic grounds, and without having seen the Image. 
We can imagine for ourselves, in a way, what this Image looked 
like originally. It probably was a nak^ standing Jina, just like 
those of the years 105 and 115 which we have already discussed, 
only in a somewhat further developed form. That diis image on 
the other hand did not originate from the time of the Gupta 
period is proved by the remarkable shape of the raised pedes^ 
with the strange arched lines which we have not yet met with 
in like form in Gupta art. 

There is, however, a similar socle in KusSna art, dated in the 
year 9 published by Rakhal DaS Banerji **) (see fig. 64). 
This also represents a naked standing Jina. At the right of the 
principal figure two small male adorants are standing, back to 
back, and at the left stands a female adorant. On either side of 
the sculpture is a slender column with a capital. The bade of the 
piece represents a tall tree with leaves, branches and clusters of 
flowers. At the right of the tree stands the figure of a sm^ won^ 
with a garland of flowers in her right hand, while a little child 

stands before her. 
The inscription on the pedestal is as follows: 
1. "siddham sain 9 he 3 di 10 | graham(i)trasya dhitu su* 

khasirisya **) vadhu ekadalasya 
2. koliyato ganato | (a)tya tafaka(s)ya | kutu(m)biniye 
3- thaniyato kulato vair(a)to (sakba)to | (ni)va(r)tana | gra* 

hapalaye dad." 
There is a very short inscription of two lines betw een the feet of 

the figure running: 1. "Arya pragha* 2. masya Sisini , id est, tbe 
female pupil of the venerable Praghama , which according to 

57) LDnsits' Lisf, N° 22*. n ■ j 
58) Rakhal Das BANiaji, Htw Brahini iHsrrtjitiefm oj lire Stytban Ptnwt, 

Ep, l»d,, Tol. 10, 1909-'SO. pp. 106-121. «p- pp 109-110. N® HI. 
59) The first two ik^ris ought abo be (tad u 
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Banerji (who moreover reads Agi^masya), concerns the donor of 
the sculpture. We cannot agree with this. In these inscriptions 
"pupil of so and so" is a very frequent addition to the name of the 
male or female preacher, at whose instigation the image was made, 
so that probably this is the case in this instance as welL 

After contemplation of this imcription, we noticed the strange 
sequence of the words. On the reproduction of this Image in Eji. 
lad,, vol. 10, opposite page 109, we see that the inscription is cut 
on the front and on the left side. In our opinion we obtain a 
significant and logical sequence of the words when we first take 
that part of the inscription written on the side of the image, then 
proceed to the front, taking first the ts\'o lines between the feet, 
then the Left "lotus-petal", after which the right-hand part of 
the top line and finally the right-hand “lotus-petal". For the sake 
of clarity we have put a vertical line between the diverse parts of 
the transcription on p, 295. The inscription, read in the above- 
mentioned sequence Ihen, is as follows: 

"siddham sam 9 he 3 di 10 koUySto ganato thaniyato kulato 
vair(a)to (5ai£ha)to arya praghimasya sisini (a) 17a taiaka- 
(s)ya (m)va(r)tana graham(i)trasya dhitu sukhis^irlsya 
vadhu ekadalasya ka^(rn)biniye grahapaJlye dati." 

The translation of the inscription in this sequence is; 
"Success! In the year 9» the 3rd (month) of winter, on the 10th 

day; the gift of Grahapal^ wife of Ekadala, daughter-in-law of 
Sukhasiri and daughter of Graham(i)tra, at the request of the 
venerable Taxaka, the fecnale pupil of the venerable Praghama of 
the Koliya gana, the Thaniya kula, the Vaira sakha." 

According to the inscription the piece is dated in the year 9, 
and as Rakhal Das Banehji even says; in the year 9 of the 
Kushana era and must probably be referred to the reign of the 
emperor Kanishka." “'*) We regret that we cannot agree with this- 
The inscription at first sight makes the impression of being of a 
later date. The characters have been very carelessly cut out, which 

60) RuoiAi. Das Banerji, Ntuf BrShmi Insfri^iions tf/ (hr Styfbiaa Ptriad, 
Ep. ind., vol- 10, 1909 TO. pp. 109-U0, 
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cannot be due to the wearing away of the stone. The ligature sya 
is too ktc for the year 9 of Kaniska: in line 1: sakb^irasya and 
ekit^aiajya one can clearly see that the right-hand stroke of the ya 
continues rather far upwards. The ya has in all cases a small loop, 
e.g. in line 2\, koUyato and katufmjbtmye; line J; thaniyato and 
ytrahaffttlaye . The s in the ligature sya in line 1: grabamfijtra- 
sya and ekadaiasya seems to show' a small loop in the left lower 
corner The character ktt in line 3: kuiato shows the typical 

late form which we are accustomed to find during the Post-Kusana 

period ^. Finally it may be mentioned that the box-head in the 

characters suitable to it is greatly accentuated, and every now and 
then takes the shape of a large nail-head, A conclusive proof for 
the impression that the inscription b late is the form of the letter 
ma in line 2 between the feet %J. This form of ma in our opinion 
positively does not occur in the year 9 of the Kaniska era, but is 
more likely to be, just as in the inscriptions which have been 
discussed, the prototype of the letter ma in the Gupta time. We 
therefore consider ourselves justified in dating the image in the 
year 109 of the Kaniska era. 

As the two images with pedestals on which arched lines or 
curves have been cut, are not so dbtant in time from each 
other, namelv 109 and 162, such a decoration of the pedestals 
was apparently not uncommon in the Post-Kusana period, so that 
it would be rash to ascribe LfjDERS' Zijf N® 57 to the Gupta period. 
There are too many iconographic, palaeographic, epigiaphic and 
stylbtic conformities with the images and inscriptions of the Post- 
Kus^a period. 

One might why we have dwelt at sudi length on the in¬ 
scription N“ 57 of LiiDERS’ lin. The reason for this is tiie fore- 
mentioned fact that LCders believed that in thb inscription and 
also in N* 58 the same person is mentioned, namely the atapika 
Grahabala, pupil of the preacher Arya Kakania(m)ghasti, which 
last could be the same as the preacher Arya Kakuhastha(or i?), 
who is mentioned in the inscription N** 58 of LDders’ Jjst, 
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The iftiscription “^) 58 of LOders* List, inscribed on the 
pedestal of a seated Jina figure, discovered at ECahklll T.'ila, now 
in the Lucknow ProvmciaJ Museum, runs; 

L ''5tdclha(cp) sa 60 2 va 2 di 5 eta^a puvaya vacakasya 
ayakakuhastim(or i?)5(y)a 

2. varamgantyasa sis(y)o grahabalo atapiko tasa nivartani, 
Translated: 

"Success! In the year 62 the 2nd (month of) the rainy season, 
on the 5th day, on this occasion as specified at the request of the 
^pika Grahabaia the pupil of die preacher the venerable Kaku* 
hastha(i!*) of the Vara^ gana...„" 

If it is correct that, as LOders believes, in the inscriptions N® 57 
and N® 58, one and the same person is mentioned, ^en the com 
elusion is justified that both pieces date from about the same 
time, and seeing that we could make it acceptable on various 
grounds that N® 57 dates from the year 162, then N“ 58 must 
belong to the same year. On reading the names in this last in* 
scrip tion that of atapika Grahabala is very distinct. The name of 
his teacher, which Ludebs reads as Karkuhastha, can according to 
us be read just as well as Kakuhastha(or i?), as the characters are 
very near to the upper edge of the Inscription. Consequently the r, 
written above the letter ka is very indistinct and perhaps never 
was there at all, as mig;ht also be the case with the i above the liga¬ 
ture stita. Although the names in both mentioned inscriptions, even 
when we read in N® 58, kakuhmthya, are not quite the same, they 
still show a very strong conformity. In both cases a person is spoken 
of whose name begins with Grahaba... or Gahaha... (which is 
the same in Sanskrit and Prakrit). Both persons bear the epitheton 
atapika, which in other inscriptions of this kind, as far as wt have 
been able to trace, is never used. Both are pupils of a person 
whose name begins with Kaka or Kaku, and ends in hast! or hastht, 
which deviations appear regularly in these inscriptions. 

Further, the dates of botli inscriptions are not so far distant 
from each other, so that it b quite possible that one and the same 
person is mentioned in both inscriptions. Noting, moreover, that 

£|) RubbEag to Ep. InJ.. vol. 2. 1894, 19. 
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in the inscription we meet with the kt* in kakuhasthafoi 
in a form which was useti only after the year 1of the Karuska 

era '1;^ with the na in a distinctly round form in varanaganiyasa 

and finally with the accentuated box*head, it appears very likely 
to us that the piece dates from the year 162 of the ICaniska era. 
The fact that the persons mentioned in N® 57 and 58 are moreover 
one and the same, is not used as a decisive factor as die above 
mentioned palaeographic arguments are sufficient proof in them¬ 

selves. 
After this ample discussion of N™ 57 and 58 of LinJERS List 

follows N“ 71 as a very interesting piece from a palaeographical 
point of view. It is a Jina image found at KahkalT Till and now 
in the Lucknow Provincial Museum. The date was formerly read 
as 87 by Buhler*^”) but he was not (|ulte certain about this. We 
regret we have no reproduction of this image at our disposal, 
though we presume that the piece might give the impression as 
belonging to Gupta art. But why? 

The inscription runs: 
“(Sam 80)9 gr ^ (20?) a(smi) ksune uccenagarasyaryya 
kumaraoandisi^asya mittrasya.../* 

Translated: 
"In the year (89?) in the 1st (month of) summer, on the 20th(?) 

day, at this moment, (at the request?) of Mittra, the pupil of the 
venerable Kumaranandi, of the Uccenagara (Sdkha?). 

Concerning the writing; all the characters have a very 
definite box-head, which has taken on the form of a naU-head, 
which is even now and again three-cornered. Various characters 
display peculiarities which we also meet with in Gupta script. 

Firstly, the character ku ^ in the word kumuranandL The sub* 

joined jy is a very large curl under the character, and the ka has a 

strongly bent cross-bar. Further the character gr Q, in which 

the sub-joined r is a cedilla, as in Gupta writing, and in the Nigan 
script of to-day. Then the na in ksune has a decidedly round form. 

62) Rubbing in ittd.p voL 1892, N® 13. 
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It is possible that the ma in kumaranandi ^ already shows the 

later form but that is indistinct, and it could also be the older 

form X. Finally, the ^ in uccendgara is very late, and this 
character alone would already be decisive. All in all we therefore 
have perhaps ar^iiiments to surmise that the inscription N° 71 
of LOders* List might date from the 2nd century of the Kaniska 
era instead of from the 1st, as Buhler thought 

In completion we shall now mention in short several numbers 
from LtjDERS' List, which, although not dated, can be ascribed to 
the Post-Kusa^ period on account either of the form of the 
characters or of the contents. 

First of all comes N“ 84 which on account of the very late 
form of the character na X must be put in this category. 

Then follows N“ 113®*). Here the form of the character kii 

points to a time after the year 120 of the Kaniska era ^, 

N° 118®®) also belongs to a later period, witness again the 
slanting form of the character ku, which displays a sdll more 

sloping phase of development 

N“ 119 mentions Aryya Sandhi ®®), pupil of Aryya Balattrata, 
who is also mentioned in LGbers* Ust N" 32- We are convinced 
that this last piece *^) dates from the year 125 of the Kaniska era, 
and therefore N® 119 must also belong to that time. Perhaps we can 
define the date even more accurately, for m N“ 32 a pupil of Aryya 
Sandhi is mentioned and we are therefore probably in a somewhat 
later time than that to which N® 119 belongs, so that N® 119 of 
LfjDERS' List perhaps was made before the year 125. Apart from 
the conformity to N° 32 the palaeography of 119 also points 
to a date after the year 100 of the Kaniska era. to mention only 

65) lUibbin^ in InJ.t vd, I, 1892, 1$^ 
64) Rubbing in Ep. Ind.t vot. 1| 1892, 13^ 
65) Rubbing in Ep^ /W., voL 2, 1894, N* 33^ 
66) Rubbing in voL 2^ 1894, N® 34. 
67) Sw pp. 274-276. 
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the form in line 3 of the jjh \ and that of tu ^ and w t, in 

line 1. 
N® 121 “*) and the next N® 122 which ii again a “pratima 

sarwatobhadrika", also belong to the Post'Ku^a time. Both 
make mention of Aryya Mihila, a pupil of Aryya Je^iasti, who 
is also spoken of in Luders' Ust N® 20 We have, we think, 
convincingly proved that this last mentioned inscription dates from 
the year 105, so that we can accept the statement that N**® 121 
and 122 both date from about that time. The palaeography of both 
inscriptions points to this, even judging only by the form of the 

characters , ku ^ Jpand w in several ligatures ^ In N® 122, 

The inscription N“ 123 of LOders* List runs’''): “Siddha(m) 
vacakasya dattaiisyasya sihasya ni^vartana?)" Le. "Success 1 at the 
re<^uest of the preacher SI ha, the pupil of Datta", This inscription 
mentions the same person as LuDERS' Ust N“ 29, namely SIha, 
pupil of Datta ’*). We have made it acceptable that this last in¬ 
scription dates from the Post-Ku^a period, and so we corKlude 
that N“ 123 of LOders' Usi belongs to the same time, and pre¬ 
sumably about the year 150 of the Kaniska era. The sloping script 
fits in very well with this date. Finally the form of the lions (see 
textfig, 24 on p. 248) closely resembles that which we meet with 
in the Post-Kusa^ period. 

68) Rubbing in ind., vot. 1, 1892, 14. 
69) Rubbing in Efi. Ird., vol. 2,1894, N° J7. 
70) See Ch. FV, pp. 244-246. 
71) Rubbing in F. S. Growse, Mathura vnA. (S, la77* 

pp. 21^219^ csp- p, 219^ pi. Ill fig- B, Of A Dhtrifi 2nd ed, 
North-Western Provinces ^nd Oudh Govemmenc Pres*, iSBOp pL opposite p. I OS. 

72) See Ch, [V, pp. 246-2-19, 



CHAPTER SIX 

THE HISTORY OF THE POST-KUSANA 
PERIOD 

We have so far enumerated inscriptions from Luders’ List of 
which we were able to make plausible that they date from the 
Post-Kuaa^ period, although we do not deny, ibat there may be 
specimens which have escaped our attention. Now we will discuss 
one more inscription which we will attempt to prove as belonging 
to the Post-Kusa^ period. 

In 1927 a fragment of an image with inscription on the base 
w'as discovered at Mathura (see fig. 67). The inscription was 
published by Daya Ram Sahni According to this scholar, the 
script is that of the Kusam period. He probably bases this state¬ 
ment more on the contents of the inscription than on the form of 
the script itself, for on the base we read the following inscription; 

1, m^acajadevaputrasya kamskasya samvatsare 10 4 pau^- 
masa-divase 10 asmim divase pra(or a)vaiika'hasth(b)ya 

2, bha(or a)ryya samghlla bhagavato pitamahasya sammya- 
sarabuddhasya svamatasya devasya pujartthain prati- 
ma(or a)m pratistha* 
payati sarwa-duklrha-praha^rttharn. 

Translated: 
"On the lOth day of the month Patm in the year 14 of the 

Maharaja-Devaputra Kanislta, on this day, Sarpghili, the wife of 
Pfa(or a?)varika Hasth(iP) installs (this) Image for the veneration 
of her favourite deity, the Bhagavat, the Pitamaha “) (i.e. Gauta¬ 
ma Buddha), for the cessation of all misery/' 

1) Dava Rau Sahni, Maihitni Pidestid Itucaflictt of the Kmhatia year I4, 

Ep. lad., vol. 19, 1927-'2S. pp. 9^-97. 

2) In hi» cdiUDOS of two inscripdoas in which ^is word occurs N. G. Ma- 
jumdaS. Icatcs thU word untruislatcd, NiiiPidi laieripthn of Vipttlatrimita. 
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So for Daya Ram SahNI it was a fact that the piece dated 
from the reign of Emperor KanJska; with his own words: ‘*The 
present inscription is clearly- dated in the year l4 of that King." 
Kowever, as we will see further on, the writii^ does not at all 
show the form of the Kusana period, Surely also Daya Ram 
Sahni found it striking that the characters fna, ha and m showed 
a deviating form, but he did not draw the necessary conclusion 
from this, checked as he was by his firm belief in the date 
mentioned in the inscription. After what has been discussed in the 
preceding Chapters, it is now obvious to ascribe the inscription in 
(Question to the Post-Kusana period instead of to the Kus^ period, 
so that the piece rightly dates from the year 114 of the Kaniska 
era, i,e. I92 A,D, 

The fact that the date is explicitly indicated as: "Maharaja- 
devaputrasya Kaniskasya" forms a difficulty. The form of the 
characters, however, makes it altogether impossible to asaibe the 
piece to the reign of Kaniska. Two explanations could be suggested 
for the said pe^iarity: 

Firstly, it is not unthinkable that, in the meantime, it was so 
long ago since Kaniska lived that it was considered necessary to 
mention his name explicitly as the founder of the era. In that case 
we should have to translate the text as follows: "In the l4th year 
of the Maharaja Devaputra Kaniska", i.e. the l4th year of the 
era of (i.e. instituted by) Maharaja Devaputra Kaniska. However, 
we do not know of any other inscription which ought to be under- 
stood in this way*). It is true that in later times a clause is often 

Ep, Ind,^ vol, 21^ 19^1-pp. 97-lOL and Kesdm imtupfion iht ^ign of 
Maharaja yaisravMa of th^ Ytar W7^ Ep. Indr, voL, 24^ 1937^ pp. 146-i4S. 
In note 4 on p. 14lt of tfib utide MaJUmDar says ihat the diaracters in the 
insertpeion of the y^ear 14 jhow Gupta forms. 

3) Dava Hah Sahni^ Ma^hftfd Fedeffat Kusiana y^at I4j 
Ep. Irtii., vol. {% 1927^ 28, p. 97* 

4} Unless we assume that the Ad inscription is not issued by a Kani|kA 11, 
but only indicates that k was i^ed in the 4lU year of the era of Kaniska 1. 
But in that cose it is not clear bow we must explain the word 
Ghjrshman thinks on ground of the names mentioned in the that 
Kaniska I s father was called Vasiska and bis grandfather Buvjfka. This father 

of Kanifka 1 would, according to him, have been mendooed in the Ad iosalpdon. 
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added to tbe date in ofder to distm3;uijh the era from otlier eras 
which were customary in India at the same time, e.g.: "^kanrpakaia- 
titasamvacchara'* ®) or ‘■Sakanrpatira|yabhi«kasamwatsaresvati- 
krante^” ^)« The early Tai iascripdoos also add a disdnction of 
this kind, viz. “in the era of Mahasakaray” *). 

A later belief has it that the &dca era marked the end of the 
Saka mastery; we meet with thb idea from Brahmagupta (628 
A.D.) onwards, and Boyer explains it by assuming that the tra¬ 
dition never died out among the people about the destruction of 
the Sakas by Salavaliana, which resulted in its being coupled in 
the long run with the institution of the Saka era ^). In our opinion, 
however, the mistake can better be explained as an erroneous 
ascribing of the origin of the institution of the Vikrama era to 
that of the Saka era. We know, namely, that the origin of the 
Vikrama era was due to the fact that the years were counted on^ 
wards from the defeat of the Sakas ®). Jayaswal thinks that the 
tradition is correct and that the year 78 A.D. was at the same time 
the beginning of the Saka era and also the year of the second defeat 
of the Sakas in Western India at the hands of Salavahana who 
was in fact a descendant of the first victor of the Sakas: Gautaml- 
putra Satakarni 

But firsdjr, chew is not one scrap of evidence that two Visifkis and two Hw 
vfstcait Exisled, and secondly there is no reawa to suppose that the Rfij^ktra^gM 
would juenikm two otherwise ipiite mdcnown petty vassals of the Kadphises 
kings md omit the great Kufana aipnaichi Vii41^ and Huviika, Kanaka's 

successors. Ghjmhman's solution for the Aii inscriptinn, thetefote, though 
quite ingenious, cannot he accepted until more convindag evidence tan be 
brought foreward; R, GHUtSHMAN, Bigrafn, RucheTthts oftbiol&giffut tt hiito- 
ri^uti iHT til Kouchani, p. Hi. 

5) N* 1078 seq. in A Ust vf th« Nof/hum India by O, R. 
BhaNUarkar, Ep, lnd,t vols. 19-20, l927-*26, 1929-'30, Appoidix p. HS, 

6) 3 in the tut o) tnitripliom c\ Southern India, by F. KielUOIU). 
Ep. lnd„ voL 7, t902-’03i Appendix p. 2. 

7) See 1 letter of R. Le Mav in Tie Magatme, vol. 86, May 1945, 
pp. 128-129, 

8) A. M- Bov&r, l<tahapStta et Ten ^uia, f.A., 9* sdrie, tome X, 1897, 
pp. 120-151, esp, pp. 146-131. 

9) Sec Ch. VII, pp. 385 seq, 
10) K. P. jAVASWAt., Problemt of Saiii-Sat4fab<ma Hiilotj, vol. 

XVI, 1950, pp. 227-316, esp. pp. 295-300, 
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But to retuiQ to our subject, it is not very probable that a century 
after the reign of ECanis^, the meinoty of this monarch would 
have faded away already^ so that it was considered necessary to 
mention bis name explicitly in addition. For we know that far 
later sources still know his name and in addition tell us that he 
has done so much for Buddhism The Chinese pilgrims in their 
itineraries and al^Biruni ’*) also speak of the grcatne^ of 
Kaniska and his religious zeal, and it is clear that they heard 
various detaib in Gandhara itself, so that we must take it that in 
some circles Kaniska was still known to the population of North- 
West India until the early Middle-ages. 

The second explanation for mentioning Kaniska's name in the 
above mentioned inscription is, that, apart from the well-known 
monarch Kaniska the founder of the another king of 
that name existed. That this is not at all impossible, applies from 

the Ara inscription of the year 41, in which also a King Kani^ 
is mentioned, who cannot possibly be the same as the great Kaniska, 
because he is dearly distinguished from the last-named by the 
addition “Vajheska-putrasa'' i.e. son of V^ka so that this 

11) KalmanRajatarMgint^ book verses 168-170' M. A- Stein^ 
Rafotafa^gi^, a Chf&nkU of ihe Kirtgj of Kalmlfp Westminster 1900^ pp. 30-31; 
FLanjjt Sitaram Pandit^ ^jafarangint (sic!)^ TAff Saga of iif JC/wf/ of Kafmhf 
AlUhobad p. 23- 

12) H. A, Giles, Tbt Tratffb of Pa-hjhn (399 414 A.D-J^ or fUcord of tit 
Buddiitik Kingdomi, RetrAOsUled, Cambridge 1923. p. 13; S. Beal, St ju-tif 
BuddJbkt Rtfordi oj tit Wodd, Londm 1906, voh I. pLSslfiL 

13) E. C SaCHau; Alientm^ India, English editipn. Londan 1910. vol 11* 
pp, 1M3. 

14) K LOperjS, Eftigrapiijtht Btkragw^ li: Die Instbrifi ton Ata^ S.B A.W-f 
1912, Band 11* pp. 824-851, And the same tsanskted In Jnd. AnL^ vol. 42, 
1913* 13M37. 

15) The version in the Ati inscrlptiofi of this word, which FlHET doubted 
id Tit Qntjfhn of Kankhia, f.R.AS.^ 1913, pp^ 95-107* csp. pp, 98 Seq.r 
15 wdl as the incoirectncss of Fleet's lupposltipo thsi Vajhc^lu should not be 
Visi^a. seems to us to be 3*tislaaorily proved by KoNOW, Corpm^ pp. I^XX- 

LXXXI and and DtJignaiioni of iit Rnbr mtrtkontd m ^ht /fw 
impfion,, New Series, vol. 1^ Bombay 1925* pp. 1-12 and Tir Ara 
Insmpfion of Kanishka il; the Vear 4h ^P* voL 14* 1917-18, pp* 130-143- 

16) A simikT addiiiofi of the mme of the fadier nw« occurs with the names 

Vak Lohuizew-oi Leeitv. The "Scythwo" Pwiod 20 
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* * 

Kaniska II presumably was a grandson of Kanisica I The possi¬ 

bility that this Kaniska 11 of the Ara inscription was the same 
person as the Kaniska spoken of in the Inscription in question from 
the Post'Kusam period is quite unacceptable because of the men¬ 
tioning of his father Vasiska, who reigned from 24-28 of the 
Kani^ era, i.e* 102-106 A,D, ’*). So if w'C would suggest the 
possibility of a monarch Kaniska, unknown up till now, we would 
have to take it that in the Post-KusiM period a Kanuka 111 existed. 
By ibelf this b not a sensational fact, as it is a frequently occurring 
phenomenon that later generations like to beat die name of the 
famous progenitor of their dynasty. 

Given the choice between these two possibilities, the latter leems 
to us by far the most acceptable, as also the available numismatic 
material points to the exbtence of a Kaniska III. in an 
article of 1936 Bachhofer has made a very dear distinction 
between coins of a Kaniska III and a Visudeva 1 and 11 Prior 
to him Rakhal Das Banerji ’*) had already distingubh^ coins 
of the same monarchs, plus a Vasu or Vasudeva HI This seems 

of other Ku^a inon;irchs, »nd it is clearly jiven here in order to distinguish 
Kaniika 11 from another ruler of the same name, i.e. Kaiii^ 1. 

17) We leave out of consideneiim here what the family.relatiotisbip was 
between this Kaniska 11 and Huvi^ka. 

IR) Unless wc should assmue, which is very impitibablc, that at the beginning 
of the 2nd Kanina omtury another Vlsi^ka has rclgjied, whose son w'as then 

Kaniska 11; we sliould have to assume then, that the Ai± ioscripfiao dated froTn 
the year Ml of the Saka era, and that conseijuCntly also in the Kharo^lil in* 
senptions the Kanii^a eta was imintained alter the year 99, which, as we have 
seen, is very Uopitifcablc as io North-West India the old eta came again into use. 
Moteovci, tliere are as yet no indications as TO the existence of a Vijiska II, 
neither in the 2nd century of the Kaniska era nor as a father of Kanina I, as 
GhirshmaN suggests, Bigmm, tl huteri^i/es mr ItJ 
KoMchant, p. 14I. 

19) L. ^CHHOFER, UtTTSthet und Minzefl der sfidtn KmimafiSt }.A.OS., 
vdl. 56, 1936, pp. 429-ii9. 

20) R, D, Banerji, Nom ofl I»do-Sfylhiaft Co/uage, J-ASS., New Series, 
vol, IV, 1908, pp. 81-9). 

21) BaNERjt still called Kaniska ill Kaniska tl, because of the fart thm he 

todt the Kanifka of the Ari inscription to be the saiqe as Kaniska 1, see The 
Styfhim PtrMd of Iridian History, hid. Ant^ voL 37, 1908, pp. 25-75, esp. 

58-59. 
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to have escaped Bachhofer's attention (whose merit it is to have 
indicated a clear development in the coins), at least he does not 
mention Banerji's article. Vincent Smith Whitehead 

and Cunningham however, are also of the opinion that more 
monarchs w ith the name of Kaniska and Vasudeva existed 
The belief In the existence of a Kaniska III and a Vasudeva 11 is, 
therefore, certainly nothing new and this idea has also been alive 
in numismatic circles. The said inscription now once more under^ 
lines this idea. 

This fact, viz. tliat the Kusam dynasty of Kaniska went on after 
vasudeva 1 is an extra argument in favour of our hypothesis, that 
the dynasty continued to use the Kaniska erabe it with the 
amission of the number for lOO. 

Scrutinizing the fragment of tlie image more carefully, there are 
two classes of peculiarities to which we must draw attention, the 
epigraphical and the style-critical. 

To begin with the style-critical peculiarities^ the imageof which 
now only feet and ankles are left, must have been a standing 
Buddha figure, judging by what is left of the image and the con¬ 
tents of die inscripdon. Moreover, we can take it as almost certain 
that it was a Buddha image wearing a robe over both shoulders, 
for we have seen that this image presumably dates from the year 
114 of the Kaniska era and we know that long before then the 
Buddha image with both shoulders covered had gained predomi¬ 
nance over the Buddha image with only one shoulder covered. 

I'he very few early standing Buddha figures we know of, which 
have both shoulders covered, all belong to the full Kus^ period, 

22) ViNcESrr Smith, Cittd&gHe of the Cehn in the Indidtt Mnfenm, Cdcuita, 
vol. 1, Oxford 190d, pp. a7-RR. 

25) R. B. WhitekeaU, GadogHt o/ the Coifij in ffjt Pdajdbi Ainseitm, Lahore, 
tdI. I, tndo-Gteek Coins, Oxford 1914, pp. 211-212. 

24) A. OUHNINGHAU, Later IndthStphiani, tiam, Chrott., 5rd series, vol. XIU, 
1895, pp. 95-128, 166-202, iind 1894, p[k 242-295, esp. p. 176. 

25) Viaudeva Knu to have been x very popukr onoe lor Tochtrien kin^, 
for even in the 7tb century A.D. a. iDOouth of thif Qiiiic is ruedtiooed in 
Eastern Turkestan, see S. Konow, JEf« aener Saio’Disteci, 1955, PhiL- 
hist. Klasse, pp. 772-825* esp. p. 805. 

26) See also p. 517 for a <]uottuioR of Thomas, who is of the same opuiioa. 
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e.g. the image reproduced in fig. 36, a relief in the collection Nieti- 
wenkamp and some other reliefs Besides, up till now we 
do not know a single standing Buddha among the reproductions of 
Buddha images of the Post-Kusana period. It is possible that this 
is merely accidental, but it could just as well have been caused 
by a possible greater preference for the seated image. Lastly we 
know of many Buddha images in standing attitude belonging to 
the Gupta period. All this makes it very difficult to draw a com¬ 
parison betw'cen the style of the Post-Kusana period and the frag¬ 
ment under discussion, which—also because of its mutilation— 
does not give sufficient evidence. 

To the right and left of the Buddha of the year 14, figures are 
standing, which, had they remained undamaged, would have 
reached no farther than half-way to the knee of the figure in the 
centre. The costume might raise the question, whether they are 
small Buddha images or not, but laymen also wear the robe 
gathered up in this way by the left hand on the left hip^). 
Moreover, the rime when small Buddhas or Bodhisattvas are placed 
beside tiie main image is still very far off ^“). It tlierefore seems 
more probable to us that two adorants have been meant here, 
possibly the pious donor of the image together with her husband. 
Decisive for this opinion is finally the fact that we think we can 
distingubh the lower end of a wreath of flowers carried by the 
figure on the right, seemingly the right leg of the figure. The 

27) Reproduced in J. Ph. Vogsl, L2 jic pL LJli c 
thioks the felicf represents the scene in which the Buddhn 

cxdianges his princely guitKmt widi a hunter. Een 
rfit NifuWf. vol. VI11923*24^ pp. 359'36U 2. In Voxel's 

and our opuiion this is impossible as the Buddha already wears a monk's robe 
Wt should like to su^Eist another interpretalioii of the relief, namely the scoie 
in which the Buddha meets the grasa-ciitter^ who offers him a bunch of grass 
for his seat under the BodhI-tree. The resemblance of the relief under discussion 
to a relief from the stupa of Sikri representing t\it same event is striking. A. Fou- 
CHEii^ Ijj BdS-R^ihfi Ja SiMp4 SsJtri fGatidhdra), f.A.^ 10* s^^rie, tome El^ 
pp. esp. pL VIT (see our fig. 4). 

ZS) For irurance J. Ph. Vogel* La jctdpmrt df Mathtird, p|, XX, a. 
29) See OUT r^nark* Ch_ III on p. I53p note 32. 
3t>) Namely In Pila and Sena aft. 
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pleating of the robe suddenly ends there, and then a tubular object 
with oblique scratches is clearly to be seen, which, after having 
been bound together at the lower end, shows a tassel. This tubular 
object at first sight gives the impression of a splndle-leg showing 
through the garment. On comparison with other reliefs this object 
—both with regard to the scratches and the tassel—entirely 
corresponds with the wreaths of flowers, represented more than 
once, which adorants hold in their hands when standing near a 
venerable person or an object to be worshipped. Often gracefully 
represented in early Kusam art {see fig. 66), these wreaths of 
flowers mostly become stiff rolls in the Post-Kusana period 
(see figs. 60 and 63). 

Having noticed this, we think it is very probable that the secon¬ 
dary figure to the right is an adorant and not a Buddha or Bodhi- 
sattva. On closer examination the secondary figure to the left also 
seems to have a wreath of flowers pressed against his right side 
and so we can conclude that there was an adorant on either side 
of the Buddha. 

In the Kus^a period the donors or adorants of seated images 
are abtiost always represented on the front of the pedestal. As 
just mentioned, we have few examples of standing images of the 
new type: the base of the Buddha reproduced in fig. 36 has been 
lost; a pedestal-fragment from the year 51 of the Kaniska era 
docs not necessarily belong to the new type of Buddha image, so 
that it is not a reliable object for comparison. At our left a male 
adorant is kneeling with an offering of flowers in his hands, at 
our right stood another figure, judging by a pair of feet. Of the 
kapardin type we have more specimens of standing images **) for 

31) E.g. the linage-frAgfncnt, rtpmduccd in J* Pfh TJbe Aiaikura 
Sciwoi of AS.IrA.R.y 190S?-"10* pi. XXIV, c. 

32) E.g. the rdid of SitaE Ghatl, fotmd by Radha ICmsHNA and now m 
the possession of Messrs, Yam an aka tt New York, rq^rodoced in HJJ.A.t 
fig. in which, howevcfi the row of adorants is nijt visible, Cocnplcte photo¬ 
graph in the collection of the Kem Institute, portfoliD Mathuri, N'* 12. 

53) LfhJERS' LJii N° 52, dUenssed in Ep. voL 10, p, 113, photograph 
In the collection Kem Institute, portfolio Mathuri, N® 39^ 

54) Reproductions in J. Ph. Vogel, La s^aifriurf dr Moibtfra, pi. XXVIll, a 
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compArison of Itie pedestals. Almost none of them show venerating 
lay-men on the base, only the Buddha in the Ctif^on Museum at 
Muttra dearly shoivs small kneeling adorants on both sides. 
Upright Jainistic images of the Post-Kusana period often have a 
little adorant on eltlier side of the large image, mostly standing on 
a lower level. Thb arrangement of lay-men on either side of the 
large Buddha figure therefore seems to have occurred now and 
again in the Kusana period; in the Post-Ku^a period it is found 
more fre<juently and of the Gupta period we liave a rather large 
number of images showing small figures of adorants, often 
kneeling tn worship at the left and right of the much larger figure 
in the centre 

Returning to the piece in discussion, our attention is drawn to 
the fact that the anldes of the Buddha in the centre are strikingly 
thick, and that the right leg just above the ankle sw'ells very 
quickly, On comparing these not very elegant ankles and legs with 
those of the standing figures of the kapardin type, we see that these 
figures do not show finely shaped ai&les cither, but that the legs 
only very slowly swell above the ankles. We would like to find an 
explanation for this difference in the fact, that the hem of the 
robe probably hangs lower on the image under discussion than 

b; V. S. AchawaLAj new nf K^^ydffa Bfiddha from Mjt- 
thMrj^ voL X. 1937, pp. 35-3S, pi. I; V. S, Nru Sestlp- 

tmi voL Xi. pit Zl, I938j pp. 66*76, pL I: 
T. Bloch ^ Tir<i In^cripsimjt cn Bf^dnikht Images, Sei-AU&et Image Inimpitorr 
of sJhe Time of KanhhAa or MutrMka, Bp. htJ.^ vo!. S, 1905'fM5p pp. 179-IB2, 
cap. pi. 1. XiiNjA Gobin^Da Goswami, Kojam InseripHoff of fthr reign of) 
Katfishka: the Year 7, Ep. ind., voL 24. pp* 210-212, and plater. An lniagc in 
the AUaKibad Museum, fcpjodiiced iji Amkd BibUography of lodian At- 
cbaeclogy for the 1934, voL IX, Leyden 1936, pL IL c. Fuithcf 
in the pluMgraph cgllccdon of the Kern Institute, pc:^o-Kn Mathuri^ 54, 
MathurS Museum, Off. Dir, Gen. Arch. 1909-^0, N® |66i p, 332, N® 630 j 
and portfalio Mathuii N“ 55, SrivastZ, Indian Museum, S.I.B. The other 
stinding images of type which we know hate Imt their pedestals^ 

33) See V. A^ Shith, A Hiirory of fine Arf in tnJia ortJ Ceylon, 191U 
fig. 94^ 2iid ed., pi. 20, c. We had an opportimity for examining this image 
closely at the Exhibition of Art from India and Pakistin in Burlington House, 
1945. The fig. in Smith does not show the adorants so dearly. 

56) E.g. the Buddhas found at Jamiipur Mound, reproduced in J. Pm. Vogel, 

Lt scnlptm de Mathnfa, pL XXTX. XXXI, b and XXXIL 
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it docs QD the other group of images, so that consequently it would 
have seemed that the image had spindle-legs, had not the sculptor 
exaggerated the swelling of the visible part of the legs before they 
disappeared under the robe. When the hem of the robe was 
lowered, the thickest part of the calf was also moved down¬ 
wards, which gave the not very elegant effect, now shosim by the 
image of the year 14 of "'Mahira|a Devaputra Ka^ka". 

We find a parallel for the observed peculiarities—for lack of 
material for comparison of the Post*Kusana period—in two images 
from the early Gupta period, namely the colossal Buddha image 
at Lucknow and an image originating from Katrl, at present 
In the Lucknow Museum Both of them show the thick ankles 
with the immediately strong swelling legs beneath the hem which 
hangs vet)’ low down. 

Another point we must notice is the object between the feet of 
the central figure. Although unfortunately this part of the frag¬ 
ment has been very much damaged, it seems to us that it is a 
bunch of lotus-buds, as is found on the bases of various Buddha 
images. Almost all images of the kapardin type show something 
between the feet; sometimes a small lion, often a cluster of lotus- 
flowers. In some images this lotus-vegetation takes a peculiar 
form (see textfig. 27) and it is possible that a rolled-up garland 

Tofitfig, 27. Flowcr.garljind between the feet of BudJlia iatage$ 

has been meant, as seen in two reliefs from the Kusana period ®®). 
Tiiese wreaths mostly end in a cluster at the top. Be that as it may^ 
the object between the feet of the central figure in the fragment in 

57) J. Ph. Vocel, La sfiilpture dr Matht/ra, pL XXIX, 
58) Ibidem, pi. XXXI. a, 
59) Ibidem, pi. XVI, c; J. E van LohuizEN-Ge Ieeuw, Two No/w on 

fMofhuta Sfuipturg, r* Tb^ jquiitsmg 0 Matburd, tndm AnibjMOi Lcfden 
l947*pp.251‘255.pL XVIl, d 
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question, in ouf opinion, seems to resemble such a rolleti-up 
offering of flowers, from whidi the lower part (see textfig. 28) 
has been broken away. Up to the present we do not know of any 
standing Buddha image of the Post-Kusana period, so that from 
that period we have no available material for comparison. From 
the golden age of the Guptas, we have many Buddha images, 
but lotus'flowers are hardly ever found between the feet of the 
Master. There is only one Buddha image that, dating according 
to some scholars from the Gupta period, shows this quality. 

Tcictfig. 2a Lower put of tfae flower-gubod bn^cn awijr in fig. 67 

namely the huge image at Lucknow, having a very small Maitreya 
image between the feet of the Master, placed against a background 
of lotus-flowers'*”). On several grounds it can be accepted for 
certain that this Buddha image can be dated in the very first period 
of Gupta art, or possibly some time before that, according to 
Vogel even in the 5rd century A.D.**). So we must conclude 
that most probably the element of lotus-flowers between the feet 
was in vogue since the oldest Buddha images of the Pte-Kusina 
times until the early Gupta period. 

After considering these various details, we have to conclude 
that several style-critical points of the fragment of the image in 
question indicate a relationship with Ku^a art; on the other 
hand other points indicate the direction of early Gupta art. 

Before discussing the palacographical peculiarities of this frag¬ 
ment, we would first like to dmw attention to a fragment in the 
Sanchi Museum, N° A. 83, to which it shows several striking 
similarities Here too the image was broken at the ankles. An 

40) ). Ph. Vocel, La ifuipturt MatbkrS^ pL XXIX. The object between 
the feet of the uiiiiige reproduced In ]. PH. Vogel, La d* Maihata, 
pi. XXXI, 0 is not discenuble. 

41) Ibidem, pi. XXIX and pp. VJ and 108. 
42) Reproduced in the Caitaogae of tht Mtfieum of jirthatology a$ SanibL 

Bhopal St^e, bf M. M. HAhim, Pandit R. C Kak and Ramaphasad Chanda, 
Cakutti 1922, pi. XII, pp. 30-31, 
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adorant is partly preserved on the right side and shows exactly 
the same attitude of his Left hand on the left hip, while, morwver, 
the end of the flower-j^rland which he probably carries in his 
right hand is still visible. Once having glanced at this fragment we 
can now be certain that our surmise about an adorant with a 
garland in his hand concerning die fragment of the year l4 was 
right* In the case of the Sanchi fragment the lotus vegetation 
between the feet is also broken, but this time not the upper half 
but the lower part is preserved. So here too our surmise was right. 
The Sanchi fragment shows an inscription on the lower rim of the 
base which in contrast with the other fragment is embellished with 
a relief of a Bodhisattva with male and female adorants at his right 
and left side. This inscription mentions the date of the erection 
of the Buddha image in question in the following words; "...rHjno 
vasku^asya sa 20 2 va 2 di 10..." 

Who is this king mentioned as reigning in the year 22? The 
authors of the Catalogue of the Sanchi Museum say thatVasflu?!^ 
probably was a foreigner. As we have changed the name into 
Va&^uslna, we would like to see a Ku.saM in this monarch, but it 
seem^ Impossible to identify him with one of the known KusSi^, 
more in particular Kaniska who reigned at least till the first month 
of the summer season of the year 23 "). Perhap there was anotirer 
Kusami reigning at the same time? This seems impossible whim we 
see the enormous territory over which Kaoiska so autocratically 
reigned. We should like to propose the following solution for this 
difficulty: The style-critical congruity with the unage of the year 

43) THc Catalogtit sf th* Muttum of Arfhatoiogy at Santhi gives (he raiUng 
on p. 30, The second alqara, however, is fiv ift our opinion, 

(r U p^iblc tilt this hu lifeady been corrected, but we Ijav* not found my 

iiftide ebout H. > i, . • < ■ 
Another detaiJ which we would like to correct in the reading Of the mscriptioo 

is the end. According to the duthers of the Catalogue it (utu! “... sarwasattani 
ca su" As fai as we can see in the reproduction in pi. Xll it runs: saiwisa- 
tv3iia(tn) ca bita (here follow some illegible aksaw pmbably snihSyt), 
This reading also changes the translation, namely into "for the welfare (and 
happiness) of the donor's parents and of all aeatutes'', 

44) Dava Ram Sahnt. Tbrte Mathura Irfstripliom thth htating an tbr 
Kusbana Dynasty, /.R.AX, 19H pp. 399*m ap. p. 404. 
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14 whicK wehnve disaisficd above points to the Post*Kus^a period. 
We ought to add to this that there is no tenon under the b^c of the 
image which we have noticed to be customary with the standing 
images of the Kusana period up till the middle of tlie 1st century 
of the Kaniska era. Moreover, the earlier standing Buddha images 
never showed a relief on their bases, whereas in the case of the 
image under discussion a Bodhisattva figure is worshipped on the 
front of the pedestal by a number of adorants, which is also a 
characteristic of Mathura art after the year 5J of the Kaniska 
era. Further the pilasters on both sides, as well as the dentil above 
the relief, point to a phase of development belonging to the end 
of the 1st or the beginning of the 2nd century of the Kaniska era 
(compare the relief of tHc Dhruv Tili stupa in textfig, 1 on p. 81). 

Finally also the palaeography gives us some indications; the sa 
is strongly looped, the tta quite round and the na also has a 
definitely late form X. 

All these points show that the fragment has to he dated close 
to the imagp of the year 14, i.e, in the beginning of the Post-Ku^a 
period and so we probably have to understand the date 22 as 122, 
This solution is also satisfactory in that way, that we can nov,' 
consider Vaskusana as one of V^udeva I's successors and perhaps 
the successor of Kaniska III (Va5u[deva II] Ku^a??), unless 
the realm fell into several parts, each piece ruled by a separate king. 

Let us now turn to the inscription on the base of the image of 
the year 14. It will be remembered that the inscription mentions 
the month Pau^ in the date. Daya Ram Sahni remarked in his 
publication that the inscription was most important, for two 
reasons: ‘‘The main interest of the inscription lies in the fact that 
it 1$ the first BrShml inscription of the Kushana period which 
quotes the month of its date by its Hindu sobr name instead of 
by the season name, which is invariably the case in other Brahml 
inscriptions of this period. This remark, of course, does not apply 
to the Kharoshth! inscriptions, as several of them contam the solar 
names of months. The inscription is also important for another 
reason. Hitherto we possessed no insaiption dated between the 
years 11 and 22 of the Kushana^era which was definitely assignable 
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to the reign of Kanislika. The present inscription is dearly dated 

in. the year l4 of that King." 
Wt have finished with the second point. The first point, how¬ 

ever, should retain our attention now for a while. The use of fte 
Hindu name of the month is not customary in Post-Kusana in¬ 
scriptions at Mathura. It is true it regularly occurs in Kudina in¬ 
scriptions from North-West India, which are tn Kharosdii script, 
Presumahly this peculiarity in the inscription under dis^ion is 
due to influence from that part of India, or an antidpatlon of the 
custom during the reign of the Gupta Emperors, when the Hindu 

name of the month is general. 
The language of the inscription very strongly resembles 

found also in several Post-KusS^ inscriptions. The deviations 
from classic Sanskrit are only very few in number* and indeed rfiey 
mainly consist of a slightly different manner of writing, or a wrong 
application of the sandhi tides. In fact a decided deviation is only: 
samntyasambuddhdsya instead of sa/fiyaksamhttddbasya\ for the 
rest the insaiption has been written in pure Sanskrit, Slighter 
deviations in the spelling as: bka(oTd)ryya instead of bharyd\ 
hhagavato instead of bhagavaiah; sarvva instead of sarva and 
du&ha instead of duhkha, are of no importance. They are a usual 
phenomenon in manuscripts and inscriptions'**), 

At the beginning of our discussion of this fra^ent we found 
that the writing deviated too much from the writing of the early 
Kusana period and therefore could not belong to the year l4 of 
the Kaniska era. On closer investigation various characters show 
peculiarities which it is worth while considering, as they strongly 
point in the direction of Gupta script. The character /rf, in tine 

2: samghild has the form A. Furthermore the ma in line 1: maha¬ 
raja is i| or in line l: mdsa. asmim and line 2: pitdmahasya and 

sammyasambuddhasya: 11 or in line 2: immatasya and 
mafot d)jn: A third character which has altered is ha: it has 

43) Dava Ram Sahni, Malhurd Prdtjtal Iitseripthn of tit Kitihdru ytitf 14, 

Efr. Itul.. TOl, 19, l9a7-'28. p. 97. 
46) L Renou, Crainmiur* foaicrite, Paris 1930, tome I, § 7. 
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now iRkcn r turn Rnd sKows the foim of our figure 3i 
^ ^ in line I: maharaja and j>raf or ajvarikahastkfisJya', in line 2; 
pttamahdsya and line 3; praha^uham. The sa often has a loop 
at the left upright: Finally, the anusvara is indicated several 
titnes by a horizontal dash instead of a dot. These five examples 
must suffice. Almost all these peculiarities mentioned are also 
found in several inscriptions of the Gupta period and a group from 
Kosam, dated in an unknown era. 

After we had finished this study an article by F. W. Thomas 
appea^ on the inscription of the year l4^'). He too draws 
attention to the deviating characters, especially die ma, sa and ha. 
The deviating form of ha occurs in the domain Mathura-Sanchi- 
Kosam in inscriptions of 250-450 AD. In the inscriptions of the 
Western ^atrapas it occurs earlier already, viz. for the first time, 
still combined with the older form of ha, in die inscription of Saka 
127 or 126 of Kudrasena, i,e. since 205 AD, and on the coins of 
these monarchs already since Rudradaman, i.e. since about 150 
A.D. The later form of ma does not appear on these coins until 
Damajada-iri and Rudtasena, so about 200 AD. "In general, no 
doubt, the inscriptions lagged behind the coins in the adopdon 
of alphabetic modifications Probably the special forms of 
A and w were first developed in Western India and the epigraph- 
ical use of them commenced in the lime of Rudtasena, say c. A D. 
200. The usage mav have spread to Mathura tn the first half of 
the nird century AD,"**) 

Somewhat later than 200 A.D, we may therefore, according to 
Thomas, expect these later forms at Mathura, and indeed we 
found the later ma when dealing with the inscriptions N“ 55 and 
57 of LCders’ List, respecdvely from the years 235 and 240 
A.D, «), The inscription of the year 109 of the Kaniska era 
as well as the one we are discussing now, dating in our opinion 
from the year 114 of Kaniska s era or 192 A.D., are, however, 

47) F, W, Thomas, Konjfka Year 14, tadia Amiaua, Lqrdcfl 1947, pp. 29<S-i05. 
48) Ibidem, pp, Z99-500. 
49) Sat O). IV, pp, 254-259 and Ch. V, pp. 290*297. 
30) S« Cb. V. pp. 293*297, 
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considerably older. The possibility therefore arises that Mathura 
lias the hooour of displaying the earliest eaainple of the new form 
of rfia. 

Consecjuently we see the same trend in die inscription (wording, 
language and palaeography), as in the style of the fragjnerit, viz. 
that various elements are rather strongly reminiscent of the Gupta 
period. 

Thomas, being of opinion that “it seems impossible that an 
inscription dated in the years of a Maharaja Devaputra Kaniska, 
especially as inscribed at Mathura, the head-quarters from an early 
date of Kusana rule in India, should refer to any other than the 
Kusana era”, gives the following solution for the difficulty that 
here an inscription of the year 14 clearly shows later forms of 
characters viz. from the 3rd or 4th century: "Examination of the 
photograph reveals at once that the decimal figure in the ‘’14”, 
though it has been injured on the stone, is quite different from 
tlie perfectly normal ”10" of the day figure. la regard to quite 
minor divergences in such cases we are not entitled to be scru¬ 
pulous: instances may be seen in Such differences are not to 
be compared with that between the two forms—in the year no, 
in the day of “Kanina 14”.” According to Thomas, the 
first marie therefore should be something else than 10, most prob¬ 
ably 100 or 200 Out of a great numfcr of figure-signs for 100 

51) F. W, Thomas, Kanifia Yf^r 14, India Antiqua, p, 300. 

52) Aj an argunMAt THOMAS advances an inscription published by Daya 
Ram Sakni in Seven Imcrifthni front Mai/nura, tnd., vol. 19, 1927-*28, 
pp. 6y6% N* 7. Instead of; ■‘(va)rsaj?i 90 1 kirunika“ be suggests "(Ta)t?a 
100 (Of 200) 90 1 kanjntka" on account of the fact that the character before 
90 cannot be a ^ as it differs fttKti the' ng in UrM/iika. This is cortect. How¬ 
ever, the character for (w in iSruntid looks like this We find this same 
character as na in line 2 in the word iSAgbiione. it b the common character for 

only the box-head is a bit more accentuated- Although the sandht requires a 
ag after the r, this is a frequently occurring deviation in inscriptions. In the 
year 91 the had moreover long since diuiged its earlier shape X into 

Tlib is certainly dw cose if the inscription would be still kter than 91, 
e,g. 191 as Thomas suggests. Therefore the word Hrttriiia has to be changed 
into idtjuniia and the character in front of 90 has to be read as aJ. Fintily 
the first character (vd) b only a hypothesb, as the stone has broken off before 
r/d and there may have been another character as well. Moreover, the number 9t 
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and 200, Thomas finally diooses the figure for 100 in the in- 

^nption of Gadha ^, as bearing the greatest resemblance to the 
figure m the inscription of the year 14. He finally concludes that 
the figure in question denotes 100 or 200 and so the date is 104 
or 204: "Even a Kani^ of year 204, if not later than about the 
end of the Illrd century A.D,, would not be impossible.'* 

We regret not to be able to agree with Thomas, as the reader 
will understand. The material in Chapters IV and V is in 
contradiction with his idea. Moreover, as far as we can see, the 
decimal figure in tlie inscription is absolutely undamaged’and 
shows quite another form, via. than that which Thomas thinks 
he sees viz. on. Without previous commentary we have asked 
various unprejudiced persons to draw what they thought they saw 
on the photograph; the little circles were always closed at the 
bottom. In our opinion the number only differs in so far from that 
of the day in the same inscription, that the last one clearly has an 
open loop at the right side. However, this variation in writing 
occurs very often. Therefore we think it entirely justifiable to read 
a 10 for the decimal figure, and thus for the date l4. 

As to the history of the Post-Kusana period we have seen that 
Bachhofer has convincingly proved that BCaniska III succeeded 
Vasudeva I. It is very tempting to identify the I^iska of our in¬ 
scription with this monarch of the same name, who is known from 
the coins of the last quarter of the 2nd century A.D. His successor 
Visudeva II might be identified then, without objection, with tbe 
Po-t'iao, i.e. Vasudeva, who sent a legation to the Chinese court 
m 230 A.D. and he is the same as the one about whom 

(kws not DCcssarilf refer to a dale, for it immcdialdy alttacts the aftwrt^itpp ftflt 
in that case the month and the day would have been omitted. Perhaps an mnonnt 
ot money or of goods has been meniioned.’ We do not see the considerable 
snmlanty which Thomas sees between r36- of the inscription itial discussed 

Oi) {m reality of the inscription Kanijka year N. Resuming we think 
^e pasuge in question runs as follows; go i karunika". As a result the 
iDscnprim^ies not seem an argument in favour of Thomas' hypothesis. 

53) F, W, Thomas, Kamsia Fw 14^ India Anfiakat p, 305 

^ P' 3) E. H. 
PA^ER, CAwtf 4^ London 1905, p. 75 and Ed. Chavawes, Rtpieu 
Of u. FKanke. Bnlragf cSmejiich^n Quril^n znr Krnmms dfr 
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OF Khorene tells us something, Ghirskman draws attention to 
thb fact with the following words: I'historien arm^nien Moise 
de Khorene raconte qu'apres la victoire d’Ardeshir sui Aitaban, le 
roi Khosroes I*' d'Armenie forma one coalition pour combattre 
Ardeshir ct restaurer les Parthes. 11 s'adressa au roi des Kouchans 
qui entra dam la lutte. Le nom de ce dernier est conserve sous la 
forme de Vehsadjan ou Vehsadjen dans la quelle on reconnait, 
dans le premier terme, le Vahu ou Vasu, et dans le second le Tchitn- 
t’an ou Tchen-tan, dans lequel Sylvain Levi a d'abord vu le nom 
Cinastana, mais y renonga a la suite des remarques de M. Pelliot, 
et admit qu'il s'agissait d'un titre qui remplace celui de ''roi". 
Vehsadjan entra dans la lutte contre Ardeshir en 227, mais deux 
ans apr^s {en 229) rabandonna.’* 

This Vasudeva is presumably the same person of whom TabarT 

tells us that he came into contact with Ardashir 1 after 224: "The 
KushaO'Shah and the Kings of Turin and Makuran sent envoys to 
declare their allegiance." Perhaps this Ku^a king is the same 
as die one who according to TabarT was deprived of Bactria by 
Ardashir 1 between 241 and 251 

We regret, however, that we can neither agree with Ghjrsh- 

man's conclusion that this Vasudeva of 240 A.D. is the same as the 
one who reigned in the years 62-9S of the Kanlska era, nor with 
his second conclusion, based on the first, that consequently Kaniska 
came to the throne between the years 143 and 152 A.D. *’*). For 
although the latest Kusa^ coins found by Ghirshman in Begram, 

and Skylhen Ahh. KBn. Prtms. Akad. rf, Bcflin 
1904* PhiL-hist, Oassc, in T&ang Pdo, serie U, tOnie V* 1904, pp. 467^90^ 

5^) R, Ghirshman* de Bigram fAfghanhianJt f^Ar^ tome 2341 

m3-4% pp, 59-7L, esp. Ph 64, 
56} E. Hehzfeld* Manwnieni jnd injCfiplhn of IJfr# early Hijtory of 

the SaJanUn Errtpire, PorjrhuKgert lur hlaniiuhen Kurtstf vol. HI, Berlin 1924, 
pp^ 36-37; see ^so Th. NSldeke, der Pmer und Araker iw ZeH 
Jer Sii^anidenf Leydtn lfl79i pp- 17'18, 

37) TabarT, H. ZotENberO, tome II, Piris 1869^ p. 73. 
58) R. Ghirshman, F&uilh^ de Begram {Afghamitan), t<i«ie 254^ 

]943-'^45, pp- 59-71* pp. 63-65^ G. BAtAiLLH conclud^ to a date iboiiE 
120 A.D., Notei tar ia ttunthmatique dei Kottsham et dei Koeshan-Shahs Siusa- 
nidei, Arethttse, voL Parii 1928i p. 19-35s csp. pp. 25-27^ 
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were those of V^iideva I, there is not the slightest proof that the 
destroyer of the dty was Ardashir I. Another feat of arms which is 
attributed to this king by GhirshmaN, via. the conquest of Pesha¬ 
war is doubted by Kramers who docs not believe in the equaJ- 
tzation Pikbvr = Peshawar 

In view of the fore-going the greatest probability is that the 
fragment under discussion dates from the year 192 A,D. Never¬ 
theless there were some peculiarities in the fragment pointing to 
the Gupta period. The conclusion to be drawn from this, which 
has continually been proved already by ail preceding Chapters, is, 
tliat after Vasudeva 1 all cultural life does not suddenly break off 
and begin again quite as suddenly with the arrival of the Guptas. 
This dark interm^iate period of about one and a half century 
between both great dynasties, is usually passed over as much as 
possible, because of the simple fact that so little of it is known. 
This blank in history is then explained by the crumbling of the 
large Kusana kingdom after V^udeva I into a number of smaller 
independent states, mostly reigned over by dynasties originally of 
foreign descent: 'Les ev^ements du 111= si^te ^happent ^ Thisto- 
rien; nous sommes tr^s mal renseign6s sur I'empire kouchane. 
L'histoiie ne reprend qu*en 318-319, quand se fonde, dans le vieux 
pays de Magadha, une nouvelle dynastie vraiment indig^c, qui 
revient aux traditions des Mauiyas."^^) 

One of the arguments brought forward by some scholars, “inter 
alia" by Gmirshman •**) in favour of a break-down of the Ku^a 
realm immediately after Vasudeva 1, is the ioscrlpdon Luders' 

Ust N* 78, dating according to these scholars from the year 299 

59) R. ChjxshMaN, Bigram, lUfAfrehtj artbiohgiquti *t hhtotfqttat sur Ut 
KoMcbanr, pp, 99-l(H) and l<5l. Riolessor KxaMers was so kind as to let lu read 
his atticic al^t this topic which will be published in the next issue of the 
Annuai Bibthgraph} o\ Indiaa Anhae^logy for tht Ytari 1940-1947, 

60) V. A. Sumi, The Eaiij Hhtoty of India. Lst ed., p. Z4l; Znd ed*. 
p. 256; 3rd cdL, p. 275; 4th ed., p. 291. 

61) P. MASSOtt-OUfes£L, L'lnde ataique *t ia chiiiiatmt indienrte, Livointhn 
dt fhamaniti, dir. H. Bewi, Paris 1933, p. 58, 

62) R. Ghjbshman, digram. Retherches arehiologtqrtfi tt bfitotiqtrer mr l»f 
Kokchtmi, p, 163. 
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of the old era. It would prove that the year after that, from which 
we have the Last inscription of Vasudeva I. the old era was brought 
back Into use again, w'hich includes that the Kusam dynasty had 
died out in that year We have seen, however, that the in¬ 
scription LuDERS’ Ust N'" 78 could paJaeographically speaking 
impossibly have been written after Vasudeva I, and that it rightly 
dates from the year 199, and herewith the argument for a break 
in the Ku^a dynasty tn the year 98 of the Kaniska era is refuted. 
In contrast to this we have pleaded for a continuity not only in 
politics but also in cultural life, and we think that especially the 
last continuity is an argument in favour of that in the first case. 

Part of this uninterrupted cultural life consists of the unbroken 
sequence in art, A nice example of this last continuity can be 
found in the bases of the seated images. We can follow their 
development from the early Kusa^ period in which the lions at 
the corners are facing outwards (see figs. 30, 32 and esp, fig. 66), 
via the later Kusana period in which the lions have turned to the 
front (as a result of North-West Indian influences, see figs. 39, 
40, 43, 44, 45, 47, 48, 49), and the Post-Kusana period (see 
figs. 54, 55, 56, 60, 61, 62), to the Gupta period (see fig. 65) **). 
The only difference we can find between diese examples from this 
uninterrupted series of bases of the later Kusatu and those of the 
Post-Kusam period is that the chests of the lions gradually grow 
more globular. Finally the only difference between the bases of the 
Post-Kusam period and those of Gupta art is that the manes are 
shorter in the Gupta period and the lions’ heads no longer project 

6S) GKiiisKMAN OA p. 163 tlut the successors of Visudeva 1 presem them- 
selves M if duey were ''caotinmteurs de h li^de de ICmislci’', they 
were not. In out opiDioa there j$ no reason to doubt thd± they were telatives 
of Kanaka. 

64) For Jinother Gupta example see the Buddha of Manukiiwir, D.G,A.'s Cat. 
p. 302, N° 661, reproduced in H.IJ.A., fig. 162. That our ftg. 63 it a Gupta 
base is proved by the inscription on the upper rim which we read as follows: 
'*(safn)wi 90 (7?) vatfama 1 koleya vaira fakha .. pnu4thipita‘'. 
The round form of the characters, for Instance /a, and and the typical 
Gupta form of ma and *ia clearly show that the base is dated in the year 9(7) of 
the Gupta era. Another indicatkni for the date is the Gupta style of hair-dre^og 
of the adorants. 

Vam Lqhuizzn-db Lebuw. Tbe "Sqrthiaa"' PnJod 21 
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above tlie top slab of tbe base. Otherwise whole arrangement 
is quite the same: lions at the corners facing the observer, the legs 
wide apart, in the centre a holy symbol (mostly a cakra on an 
altar or stambha) and on both sides adoiants. 

From what Im been discussed in the preceding Chapters and 
these last pages it is clear that a sudden end of cultural expressions, 
as e.g, art, is out of the question. At most, the period of 150 years 
forming the transition between Vasudeva 1 and the GupHa dynasty 
is rather vague in the domain of politics. In our opinion we have 
demonstrate clearly enough the continuity on art-historical, 
palaeographtcal and epigraphical grounds, and therewith found in 
th«€ various domains the missing link between these tw'o great 
flourishing periods. 

In order to denominate this age of transition, we iiave called it 
the Post-Ku^^ period. We might also have called it the Pre- 
Gupta period. However, the first denomination seemed better to 
us, because the whole period, as far as we can judge from various 
cultural aspects: language, script, sculpture, and religion, is strongly 
built on the Kusana period and forms a logical continuation of 
it, while there is not a single indication as to a hiatus between 
both periods. The only difference that might exist between those 
two periods is, that in the Post-Kusana period we no longer hear 
regularly of the Kusana dynasty. In our opinion the term "Post- 
Kusa^ period" better emphasizes the uninterrupted continuation 
from one age into another, whereas the term "Pre-Gupta period", 
used for a time following the reign of VSsudeva I, immediately 
reminds one of something entirely new, suggesting an apparent 
gap, which does not really exist. 

The Post-Ku^a period consequently forms the missing link 
between the flourishing periods of Kusanas and Guptas, on one 
side forming the continuation of the Hist one in all its aspects, 
on the other side bearing the germs of the great blossoming under 
the Imperial Guptas, being a transition-period in which the artists 
struggle to express their ideaU. From sculptures which have 
reached us frtMn this period, we see how they develop their tech¬ 
nique, how dieir minds reach higher and higher. It is only 
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regrettable that exactly froffi the second half of the Post-Kusana 
period so few Buddhist sculptures have been preserved. This must 
undoubtedly result from the fact that political disturbances gave 
art no opportunity to express itself, and the economic situadon 
was 50 bad. that few commissions were given, but the few pieces 
of sculpture diat are left from the second half of the Post-Kusa^ 
period give promise of something beautiful. As soon as favourable 
circumstances were created by the appearance of the Gupta dynasty, 
the promise of the second half of the Post'Kusana period is 
redeemed; then the buds of that age completely unfold and the 
flower of art blossoms in the cherishing sunli^t of prosperity 
and peace. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

THE HISTORY OF NORTH INDIA FROM 
THE 1ST CENTURY B.C. TO THE 3RD 

CENTURY A.D. 

In Chapter 1 we have tried to show that information from 
China and the West tally completely as far as the conquest of 
Bactria, owing to the great trek, is concerned. KoNOW supposes, 
following Rapson’s opinion, that the cause of the invasion into 
India must be sought for in the action taken by the Sakas in Seist^, 
when, after the reign of Mithradates II, they made themselves 
indejjendent of the much weaker Parthia. "Shortly after the death 
of Mithradates II in 88 B.C. the Sakas of Seistin made themselves 
independent of Parthia and started on a career of conquest, which 
took them to the Indus country. One of these events w^as com¬ 
memorated through the establishment of a Saka era beginning, as 
1 shall try to show below, about 84 B»C.” The last sentence of 
the quotation hinting at the (mistaken) theory regarding the word 
ayasa, was rendered valueless in 1932. It b, moreover, clear that 
it was only the astronomical calculations of van WljK *) which 
induced Konow afterwards to regard the beginning of that era 
as the commemoration of tiie invasion in India, and he did not 
think out first w'hich event would be suitable as a starting-point 
of the era, and then decide the date of that event. We will shortly 
refer to the possibility of an Invasion from Seistan, 

We saw already ®) that Artabanus I was killed in a fight against 
the Scythians, Yueh-chih (Tochari) and Sakas, and that Mithra¬ 
dates U ascended the throne after him and reigned from 124-88 
B.C. In our opinion the passage by Strabo concerned him: 

1) Cotfus, p. XXXVI. 
2) W. E. VAN WlJK, Thf fras i)/ th* Indian Kharostbi insertftionr, Ada Or., 

vol. Ill, Leiden \92i. pp. «p. p. 76, 
J) See Ch. I, pp. 33-57. 
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itpeHovto 6i xal BttKTQiovffC piaoid|j«v<»i t(»dc ZKiiEkit Kal 
CTt sccdreQov xoic txcqI EOttf^nrlAav From JUSTlNL’S wc know 
furthet alwut this monarch: '‘Huic Mithridates filius succedit, cui 
res gestae Magni cognomen dedere; (^mppe ciaritatem parentum 
aemulatione virtutis accensus anjxni magni tudine supergreditur. 
Mutta igitur Bella cum finitimis magna virtute gessit multosque 
populos Parthico regno addidit Sed et “) cum Scythis prospere ali* 
quotiens dimicavit ultorque iniuriae parentum fait. Ad postremum 
Artoadisti, Armeniorum regi, belium intulit” •*) 

An explanation about the war against Armenia follows, and 
further on in the narrative the persons of Mithradates II and III 
arc evidently confused. 

The impression we receive from this description is that of a 
powerful and bellicose king, and it is clear that we must connect 
him with the passage by Strabo, for Justinhs expressly mentions 
diat Mithradates II fought the Scythians in the East with success, 
while in that part in which he deals with Mithradates I, there is 
nothing said about wars in the East with the Scythians. 

Our conclusion is, therefore, that it was not the weakness of 
the Parthian kingdom, but just these wars by Mithradates U against 
the Scythians that led a part of them to seek a new^ fatherland once 
more. Finally there must indeed have been an urgent necessity 
forcing them to leave the then extremely fruitful fiactria, and we 
believe that just as the Hsiung-nu were the cause that a part of 
the Yiieh’chih left Tun-huang for the upper Hi, and just as the 
Wu-sun were the cause that part of them went further to the West, 
so now the Parthians were the cause of the Scythians breaking up 

moving to India. Exactly when, during the long reign of 
Mithradates H (124-83 B.C.), this exodus took place cannot be 

4) ^ABO. n.9.2or C 515. 
5) Thii is not properly truuLtted by Pessonneaux and we think thit it 

imist again as on p. 49 mean “aussi"; the senbence would therefore rtin as follows: 
“And he Jso fought sucmfully several times against the Scythians.” Ofiftvfj 

df# f/tjfy/i, 4* rHiimife dt Trogue Pcmfdt, traduction 
frani^aise par JuJ-ES Pier rot ct E. Boitard. Edition soigneusemcot revue par 

E. PessoNNEAUX, Paris, no date, p. 372. 
6) Justin US, 3CLlI.2.3-<5. 
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said. Tie first date of the foreign invaders that we find in India 
is the inscription on the well at Maira in the Punjab, south of 
Taxila, of the year 58 of the old era, id est 71 B.C., and from 
that year the stream of more than 20 dated inscriptions flows on 
until the year 200 of the old era, that ts to say 71 A,D. 

As we have said, Konow agrees with RapSON ") In thinking 
hfiaf the invasion by foreign tribes into India took place from 
Seistan, and not so long ago Codrington joined in with their 
opinion *). Tarn, who assumes that the establishment of a Saka 
kingdom in Seistan about 155 B,C. forms the starting-point of the 
era used in the early inscriptions of North-West India, also 
concurs with this opinion . 

Judging from the Peri plus there was afterwards a Scythian king¬ 
dom on both sides of the Indus, which later on came under Parthian 
rule. Tarn thinks that this kingdom flourished between 110 and 
80 B.C, and that about 80 B.C, the Sakas under Moga went in a 
northerly direction under pressure of the Parthians and conquered 
the Punjab, for the inscription on the copper plate discovered at 
Taxila of the year 78 must originate, according to liim, from 
155—78 5=^ 77 B.C. and therefore Moga with his Sakas must have 
gone to the North before that year 

The copper plate from Taxila is in our opinion not only dated 
in die year 129—^78 = 51 B.C, but moreover Tarn has not 
thought of the Inscription of Maira, the date of which was read 
by Cunningham as 58, which Konow accepted. According to 
die reasoning of Tarn, Sakas ought to have been already in 
the Northern Punjab in 97 B.C., which does not tally with 
theory about the trek northwards under the leadership of Ml^a. 
This applies equally to the inscriptions of Shahdaur, Man^hra 
and Fatehjang. Tarn's presentation of affairs is due his 

7) Corfaj, |^ XXXI. 
8) E. J. RapsoN, CJ1J-, vd- I, p. 570. , , 
9) K. DE B. CoDWNOTOij, A C*J|FdpAifrf/ Inttsdudhn to tbt Hatoty o} 

Ceuttid Ajid, Ttia Geographiedt Jourtutt, vol. OV, Ixmdon 1944, pp. 27-40 and 

pp. 73*91. op. p. 36. 
10) Tarn, p. 320. • 
U) Taan. p. 321. 
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opinion about the date of the beginning of the old era in 155 B.C 
and the origin of the users of this era from SeLstan; this probably 
rests on the fact that die name Seistan indeed means Sakastan. 
Although it is probable that Sakas from Seistan invaded India at 
an early time the possibility exists that the makers of the early 
Kharosthi inscriptions in North-West India did not invade India 
from the West, but from the North '*), and that they were not 
only Sakas, but a mixed throng of Tochari, Sakas and others. 

Except for the inscription of Maira the following objections to 
Tarn's point of view can be added here. From Ptolemy it dearly 
appears that we must not think that Scythia as we know it from 
the Peri plus was wholly confLoed to the South* id est to the delta 
of the Indus, as for example CoORiNcroN does, for when 
Ptolemy sums up the towns of Indo-Scythia with their geograph¬ 
ical situations, towns are also included which lie far to the North, 
namely in the Punjib The Periplui, moreover, says itself: 
...ixMxeroi <t4> !iaoa0aW<KiiB jUct tUclKVBiQC woq' 

... »*). The settling of the Sakas in Setstin by Kmg Mithra- 
dates II which is accepted by Tarn and many others is re/uted^^ 
Thomas with very sound arguments of w’hich the most im¬ 
portant is that already Darius in his rock-insaiptions mentions the 

12) Debevoise ind BANEnjhSASTiu also :hinlc both rsutes wear used, 
C DebevOBE, a History oj Pitrlhra, Chicago 1958. pp^ 58-59, A. BA- 
NBRJI-SastW, SdJkos and Kusanas in tht I and U trnturm, ^ W.p., yoL Xill, 
1957. PP- 199-217. esp- P- ^ **** HerbmaNN s.v. m PaULV- 
WiSSOW^ Rtai-Encjchpidia dtt Oassisthan A\l«ttuMtw'm««soha\t, 2e Reihe. I. 

cot. 1770-1806, esp. col. 1802. . .t jj - 
K. DE B. CODRINCTON, A Ctoitaphud tnlrodnelron to the Hutor) of 

Central Axia, Tie Geographical vol. CIV, PP-,2^? *"1 
PP 75-91, esp, p. 57, where be saira: “So it is that the author of the Jfeiplus 0 
ih^Eiythraean Sea calls the country about the famous port of Barbankoo at tbc 
mouaTof the Itidiii, Seythii....'* _ , 

J4) Ptolehv, r««o>vewTvtl) iirnyiiow, i. § ” r,® 
Giographit dt PtoUmee. L’Snde fVH, 1^). Totte ftabh pat Louts Renou. 

t5> -tfic ’EjnSufit EoLdemre. § 58, ed. HjalKaB Frisk, Goia- 
horgs Hoptotas Artskrift, vol. XXXlll. Gotrhorg 1927, P- 12. 

F W, Thomas^ dwwlt ibt bj Sj^ritu 
^erodotiti?, ],RAS., 1906. pp. 181-200; iddibotu in f,R.AS., 1906, pp, 460*464. 
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Sak2s in SetsUn = Sikastina. Although the probability remains 
that during the mass-migration new groups of Sakas went to 
Seistan and from there to India, it is more reasonable to assume 
that part of the Sakas who lived between Oaus and Jaxartes were 
carried away in the stream of the great emigration over Hindu- 
Kush to the Punjab, yes, perhaps they were the fore-rurmers of 
that emigration. The Chinese information from the C^ien ban ska 
tallies with this, in which the following is very distinctly written 
about the migration of the Sakas; "The great Yiieh-chth went 
towards the West and made themselves masters of Ta-hsia, but the 
Sai-wang went southwards and made themselves masters of Chi- 
pin." ”) According to Chavannes Chi-pin would be Kasmir, 
and the route they followed to reach this place would be the Hsien- 
tu, the hanging pass, id cst the Bolor-pass, Rapson, Herzfeld and 
Tarn say that it was impossible to go along this pass with a 
tribe of nomads. Tarn rightly casts a doubt on the identification 
of Chi-pin as Kasrair, and believes, on grounds of different argu¬ 
ments that Kibul is meant, which is indeed much more probable. 
In later times the name Chi-pin would be more generally used for 
districts south of Hindu-Kush in the possession of the Scythians. 
We therefore get the impression that the Sai-wang, before the 
Yueh-chih dispersed from Bactria, had already marched to North- 
West India in earlier years, probably to escape the pressure which 
the last-mentioned imposed upon them while pushing forward into 
Bactria. As a result of the later arrival In Kibul and the Punjab 
of the Tochari who had strongly amalgamated themselves with the 
Sakas, it is very difficult to make a distinction between the differ¬ 
ent component parts in India, or, as Codrington puts it in his 
recent brilliant expose on the geographical history of Central Asia; 
"... it is seldom possible to sift out the fundamental racial 
__ 1 

17) Cb-kn hm ihtt, Qiaptier 96 A, A. Wyue, fAJ.GrMr&Lt vol. X, londdd 
]831, p. 34. 

le) E, Chavaknes, Les d'Orndent d*^pris h W€i iiij, s^ric tniat VI, 

529> line 4. 
19) E J, Rapsoz^. I, pp. 563-564; E. Herzf^i_d. SaJtaitSn, ArcJb. 

Miff, frjWj Bind IV^ &rliD 1933p p. 20; TAkU^ pp, 277-278- Fof £m]<|e 
opiOions abcHit this question p, 372. 
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units/' -“) The Indians called the conglomeration mostly "Sakas*', 
because that was the oldest known name of the frontier-rac^ in 
North-West India, yet in literature the name Tusaras" or 
“Tukharas" also occurs, as we have seen 

Besides the already mentioned chain of arguments there w 
some indications to be taken from the inscriptions themselves which 
point to the fact that the makers of these inscriptions belcmged to , 
the great invasion of nomad-tribes from the North-West. KoNow/*^ 
draws attention to the fact that the satrap Liaka fCusuIul^, men¬ 
tioned in the Taxila copper plate inscription, beats in his name 
the element "Kusuluka" Thomas and Rapson “*) took 
this to be a title. It is, in our opinion, clear that it was customary 
with the Scjrthians to add a second name that was also used by 
the father or by another blood-relation. Examples indicating this 
are: Kujula Kadphisei — Wima Kadphher, Kusaiua Patika — 
Liaka Kusuluka (the same as Kufda used by the first Kadphises 
king): Ayasia Kamala — Kharaosta Kamma. There are two 
possible explanations: 1st—The repeated element was a family 
name, 2nd—It was a patronymic as e.g. John son, In both cases 
there is, in our opinion, a family-relation, and so it seems to ^ 
that it is t|uite improbable that "Kusuluka could be a title, for tn 
that case the "Kujula" of Kujula Kadphises should have been 
used also by his son, but he on the contrary only repeats the 
name Kadphises =') . KONOW, who takes "Kusuluka” to be a family 

20) K, OE B. CODIUNGTON, A Ctepaphitd latrodktlien w tb* Huiorj iff 
Ctniral Alia, The Ctografihkd jettmdy voL CIV, p, 35. 

21) See Cb. I. p, 44. 
22) Ccfpis, p. XXXIII, . - ^ , .r 
23) F. W. Thomas, Tht litsctiptivns otr tht Mathura Uou-Cufttmt Ep, Ittd., 

voL 9. 1907-'0a, pp. 135-147, esp. p. 140. 
24) E, J. Rapson, C/f.7^ P- 
25) A secood remark wc ^mld Eke to make is that the same elemeiU occurs 

several tip» in different names, for instance! 
ia : Wdgina* //dyuir?* Hini. 

mAs(s}d : HagiMJdt Khalaw^sud. 
khar{t)^ \ Khaims Kh^rm^ Kujul* Km Kidphbea, 
iu(o}lti : KufMla, Ra/irtd, ManijAi/rf, Mmhold, Mihira^ir/d. 
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name, draws the conclusion from the fact that the Kadphiscs 
kings invaded India from the North-West proves: that 
Lialu was descended from the ancient Saka rulers of Ki-pin, 
and that his family had not come to India freun Seistan/' 
As well as for Liaka Konow further makes an exception for 
Kharaosta as regards his origin. He pr^ents the w'ell found equi* 
valent KamuJa = fCambojaka, which is Unguistically acceptable 
so that Kharaosta just as Liaka would originate from the North- 
West, in contrast to the rest of his countrymen. These exceptions 
in the case of certain persons sound strange, and w'c should like 
to make the most obvious deduction that the facts mentioned 
simply point out that the makers of these inscriptions came from 
the North-West Instead of from Seistan. 

Presumably from the year 58 of the old era, id est 71 B.C,, 
and in any c^ise from the year 60, id est 69 B.C., dated inscriptions 
were found in North-West India, a proof therefore of the presence 
at tills time of Scythian people In India. Thereupon according 
to the Peri plus a Septan kingdom stretches out along the Indus. 

An Indian source, the Kalakaetiryakuibanuka in Sanskrit and 
in Prakrit confirms, on the other hand, the invasion from Seistin 
by the story of Kalaka, a Jaina teacher, wdiose sister, a nun, was 
abducted by the Gardabhilk king of Ujjain, after which Kalaka 
seeks aid from the Sakas: the Sagakula. Their vassals were tailed 
■'sahi** and their overlord "Sahanu Sahi" — king of kings. After 
having remained with them for some time Kllaka went with 9d 
sahis, who had fallen into disfavour with the king of kings, over 
the Indus to Kathiawar, and then to Ujjain, both of which countries 
the Sakas conquered, and there established a dynasty. (Probably it 
was these Sakas to whom Bhumaka and Nahapaoa belonged. This 
is confirmed by the passages in several sorts of Jaina literature 

26) CerfiMt, p. XXXIII u)d p. 
27) H. jACOBt, DiJ KSiakl^awya’Kjiiblttndtattt, Z.DjH,C7., vol, Lcipzij[ ISSO, 

pp, 247*518, esp, pp. 262-267; BkaU DaJI, The inroadj of the Scythians inlo 
Irtdia, and the Story of K^akiehirya, f.B.B.R.AS., vol* IX, 1867-1870, Bombay 
1872. pp. 139-146. 
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which Jayaswal brought forward. ^*)) After some time Vii^a- 
mlditya drove out this Saka dynasty, and as a commemoration 
established his own era. 

In contradiction to the unbelief, continually attached to this 
passage, we are in perfect agreement with KoNOW, vdio ^ys that 
not one reason exists why we should not believe this tradition. The 
internal evidence is so convincing; the mention of a Scythian king¬ 
dom on the Indus coraiiiunicated by the Ptriplui and by Ptole¬ 

my “), the mention of the title of the supreme ruler as "Sahanu 
Sahi" (a truly specific title of later ScythUn raonarchs), that, in our 
opinion, there need be no doubt about the fact that a historical 
basb underlies this n^crative^ 

Konow brings forward a source froto Jaina literature 
known already for a long time in whi^ a period of four years 
is given for the sojourn of the Sakas in Ujjain and believes that the 
Sakas ruled there from 61 to 57 B.C. Jayaswal has treated this 
passage together with some others in a masterly way and the events 
and dates these sources give us tally in a remarkable way with each 
other as well as with the historical facts we know of from coins 
and inscriptions and with the evidence such as the Puranas, the 
KiUhasaritsagara, etc., etc. All these agree in a magnificent way. 
The dates given in the Puranas, the P^tavaii and by 
JlNASENA correspond in such a way, that not only the right course 
of events becomes clear from them, but we also can link up the 
history of this period on the one side with the Mauryas and Sungas 
and. on the other side, with the Guptas, with the result that a 

voL K. P. JavaSWAL, PjTflWtffwi oj f^.O RS^ 
XVI, mo, cip. pp. ziyi42. 

29) Pffipftth I iS: Ptolemy, Vll. 1. g 55. 
50) C^rpt^i p. XXVIII4 
31) G. BOni-eai or PHshydmttrd?, /n^i. AtH., 2, lap^ pp- 

362-36^' H Jacobl Tb^ KaiporMtra of BhadrahabM, rdiiid t^^nh aft Imredtf^iiony 
Notts W oPrSirit.Saf(,sMrit Ghitffj, Ldpiig 1879, Abb^t«»gtfi 
dts Morttnkndii. vol. 7, Leipzig ISSI. R- ^ die ifllmdurtioii; H. JaCOBI. Dos 
KHokocLa-Kothinokom, Z.DM-G.. vol. M. 1880. p. 2S5; J- ChabpbntiEr. 
Tht Dott 6{ Mabaeiro, M. Ant., vol. 4j. 1914, pp. ifld Id7-178, «p. 
p. 120; S. Konow* Somf pTobtemj by Kboraiala murtpimti, Afta 

vk I, 1923, pp. 12-42, esp. p. J5. 
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continuous history of this period could be written. The Sakas 
dominated a part of Western India under Nahapana in the first 
part of the 1st century B.C. Further JaVaSWAL proved that the 
mythtcaJ Vikramldit^ was not legendary at ail, but was the well- 
known Gautamtputra Satakarni who afterwards received the biruda 
Vikramaditya, analogous to the later Satakarni king Kuntala 
who abo defeated the Sakas and is mentioned in the Kiah^aritsd- 
gara and other works The fact that the Indians, probably 
in a coalition under leadership of Gautaimputia Satakarni, 
defeated Nahapana is not only communicated by Gautamiputra's 
inscription at NSsik, but also by the coins of the Malavas dating 
from the 1st century B.C. and commemorating thb victory. The 
establishment of this earlier date for Nahapana took away all 
difficulties**) which existed up till then regarding the date of 
Nahaplna in between the Western Ksatrapas of the 2nd century 
A-D. Moreover the palaeography is quite in agreement with this 
earlier date, so we think that the tradition, which has come down 
to us in several ways, is right saying that the Scythians were 
defeated by Indians in 37 fi,C> and that this memorable fact formed 
the beginning of the so-called Vjkrama era. Before that time the 
Scythian satraps had, however, conquered Mathura, judging from 

the inscription of Amohini of the year 72 = 57 B.C, for Sodasa Is 
styled mahaksatrapa in this inscription, and in the insaiption on 
the Mathura Lion Capital his father Rajub still has that rank 
while he himself is only k^trapa. Therefore some time must have 
elapsed between these two inscriptions, and so it is improbable 
that the conquest of Mathura coincides with the expulsion from 
Ujjain. 

We must now concentrate our thoughts for a moment on the 
just mentioned Lion Capital which in our opinion belongs to the 
earliest Kharosthl inscriptions in India, Although much has been 
written already about this **), there still remains a great deal of 

it, P, Jayaswal, Ptebttmi v/ SakdrSatAi'ohatta Wstorj, l.B,O.RS., vol. 
XVI. 1930. «p, pp. 23J-25S. 

33) Ibidem, pp. 295-500. 
34) R. D. BaNEhJI, 4Jtd iht Sdka rra, f.R.AS-, 1917, pp. 273-2&9. 
33) For litenture see Corfrmt p, 31. 
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obscurity in die inscription. The most fascinating question is the 
relationships mentioned in the inscription. According to ICONOW^ 
Ayasia Kamula, daughter of Khaiaosta and granddaughter of 
Alta*®), is the one who erected die Uon Capital. If we calmly 
read through the inscription, the first impression we receive is that 
not Ayasia Kamula, but Nada Diaka is the foundress. KoNOw's 

objection that Nada Diaka is placed too far from agrafffaheshfr^i 
in the inscription is no proof, as in the inscriptions from Mathuri 
the foundresses very often put their own narnes at the end, after 
liaving enumerated first their other family relations, father, mother, 
parents-in*law, husband and children. It is then tempting to take 
Nada Diaka for the foundress of the Lion Capital, and not Ayasia 
Kamuia. Consequently she is not the daughter of Kharaosta 
Kamula but of Ayasia Kamula and the mother of Kharaosta and 

SodiUa. 
According to KoNOW the relationship of Kharaosta m respect 

to H.M. King Muki—whom he identifies with King Moga of the 
copper plate of 7S*’) and for whom the foundress of the Lion 
Capital had the solemn ceremonies performed—would be that of 
nephew and uncle, Muki, then, ought to have died without sons, 
otherwise the title yuvaraja of Kharaosta would be incomprehen* 

sible. 
The supposition, however, is obvious that the foundress of the 

Lion Capita! did not liave the solemn rites performed for her great- 
unde Muki, as Konow thinks, but that Miiki was a near blood- 
relation of hers. It is remarkable that the foundress of the Lion 
Capital does mention her grandmother, but not her grandfather, 

>6) See geatalogial Uec, Corpus, p. 47. Thomas, however, in his review of Hie 
Corpus saggested, to view of the eaeislencc of coins with the legend "-mosta 
putiasa'*, that Arta was the son of Khaiaosti and oot vice vena, as KowoW 

In itself this legend, in <aii opinion, is insuffioent evidence; m we do oot 
know whether these coins were struck by Art# or hy mother SOfl of KJiarat^. 
Still taken aU in all, the proposition of Tkomas has more dunce of bang right 
than Konow’s. See F. W. Thomas, Rfriew of tho Corpus fnsfripthtium tniir- 
tarum. vol. IL Goltittgischf Ctiebrtt Amtigtn, jtg. 19} 1, pp^ M5, esp. pp- 

>7) Corpus, p, }6. 
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and it seems to us that the greatest probability is that she had the 
cetemoaies performed for her seemingly not mentioned grandfather. 
The title yuvaraja of Kharaosta is then easily explained 1^ the fact 
that his father was mahaksatrapa. Now the Lion Capital is cer* 
tainiy older than the Mathuri inscription of 72, in which Sodasa is 
mentioned as mahak^trapa, while on the Lion Capital he U styled 
merely k^trapa. Further, the use of the Kharosthi script at Mathura 
indicates the older date of the Lion Capital. It is a logical course 
of events that the new rulers in Mathura first used their own 
script, the Kharos^T, and afterwards, as in the inscription of the 
year 72, passed on to the use of the Brahm! script which was in 
fashion in their new territories. A reverse order, which would make 
the Lion Capital later than the inscription of 72 is unacceptable. 
The external appearance of the Lion Capital also indicates this 
chronological sequence. This monument was indeed a royal 
erection, and therefore very important, so that without doubt the 
best sculptor was selected. Yet the capital b clumsy, while the art 
under Sodasa, judging by the ayigapato on which the inscription 
of the year 72 is carved, b much better, and so undoubtedly later. 

The Lion Capital was therefore erected before the year 72 
and consequently belongs to the very earliest inscriptions of the 
Scythians in India, and probably dates from about the years 80-<50 
B.C. In accordance with thb b e.g. the fact th^ Rajuvula's coins 
were copied from those of Strato I and 11, so that these first pre¬ 
sumably were minted before the middle of the 1st century B.C, 
Should Muki indeed have been the grandfather of the foundress 
of the Lion Capital, then it is not at all impossible that he is the 

38) Whether die Liod Capital is aho older than the Taaila copper plate io* 
scription seems dif/kult to decide unless one supposes a separate era for tt as 
Konow and Ghirshkak do, S. Konow. Note c/t tht Erat m tndia/t Imcripti&ntt 
India Antiqua. Leyden 1947. pp. 193-197. esp. p. !96; R. Ghihshman. Bigwant, 
Rachtrehet ofcbiot’O^qkts et bister*q*tti skr let Ksnrhans, pp. lOS-lOd. 

39) Sec also Tahn, p. 325, who, altbou£h on odier grounds, also accepts this 
<ktc for Ra(3)j(uT)iila, just as J. Alcan does in Catidogf* of tht Indian Coins in 
tkt British Mststnmi Cohss of Ancient India, London 1936, pp. CXl-CXVl, 
183-184. 
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Mu-kua whom the Chinese mention as king of Ta-yuan in 101 

B.C 
Thomas, who assumes that there are two separate dedications 

carved on the Lion Capital, thinks that the dedication of Ayasia 
Kamuta (in our opinion Nada DLoka) is the later one'*‘). This 
does not seem very probable to us. This inscription is chlselJed in 
the two places which lent themselves best for it, namely the smooth 
srjuare back and the top. The other inscription is carried out all 
over the bodies of tbe lions m more than 40 lines in the mcKt 
chaotic manner. The argument that the inscription of the foundress 
of the Lion Capital must be later because it is carved on a part that 
is out of sight, applies ecjually to the second inscription, as far as 
the lines N 1-4 inclusive are concerned, and moreover we wonder 
whetlier it was possible at the time when the capital was erected to 
read the inscription in the proper order, when we see hew many 
controversial opinions now exist as to which line must be read first, 
not even counting the (question whether it could be read from the 
ground or not. In our opinion the inscription must not be regarded 
so much as a commimication to the reader, but as a magical fixation 
of a certain gift, without the additional intention of a visible 
dedication for later generations, as is the case with our commem¬ 
orative monuments. The old Persian rock-inscriptions were mostly 
not readable either from the ground. 

A very interesting place in the inscription is taken by two 
persons! Mahlksatrapa Kusuluka Patika and K^rapa Mevaki 
Miyika. In their honour the foundation was instituted, as we leam 
from one of the two inscriptions. The best assumption is that they 
owe their high positions to their relationship to the then reigning 
monarch or his predecessor. 

In Mathura there must have been for some time a settled 
ksatrapa government. The names of the ksatrapas Haglma^ and 
Hag^ are known to us from coins, and they probably reigned 

40) F. Hm™, Tkt Story of Chtmg-K'irn, Pionetr m V'tittm Alia, 
tji.OS., vol. n. 1917, pp. 89-152, p. 112. 

41) F, W. Thomas, Review of the CofpO! in CStna^iuho Cohbrte Amefgto, 
jfg. 193, !93L pp 1*15. 
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before Rajuvula. Further, coins have been found of Arta and of 
a son of Kharaosta (perhaps one and the same person?), and also of 
Rajuvuk, the father of S^asa, His position therefore was rather 
independent. The last evidence of the Scythians at Mathura is the 
inscription of the year 72 — 57 B.C. under Sodasa in which no 
overlord is mentioned. From the fact that Sodasa is now mahSk^- 
trapa one may suppose that Raj uvula is dead. Another inscription 
from the neighbourhood of Mathura mentions a son of themah^a* 
trapa Rljuvula, by whom presumably Sodasa is meant'**). Several 
sorts of coins were struck by Sodasa **), 

What became of this k^trapa family after Sodasa is not known 
to us. The total lack of dated inscriptions in Mathura after Sod^a 
gives rise to the assumption that at a certain moment the Saka 
mastery in Mathura came to an end. After the year 72 of the old 
era — 57 B.C. we again only have a dated inscription from 
Mathura of the year 199 ~ 70 A.D. Coins of Hindu monarchs 
called Gomitra and Visnumttra belonging to the period after 
Sodasa show that a Hindu renaissance took place at Mathura. 
Further there is an inscription of a certain minister of King Go¬ 
mitra and one of a woman who calls her husband Gotiputia, 
"black snake for the Sakas"^). Finally it is remarkable that 
the year of the last inscription which we have of Sodasa is exactly 
the same year In which the Sakas were defeated. There are two 
powers who presumably have brought about the break-up of 
the Scythians; on die one side the Indians from the East, 
and on the other side the Parthians from the West. They were 
driven out of Ujjain and Mathura, and, in the long run, also 
from Sind, but it cannot be confirmed whether all these calamities 
befell the Scythians simultaneously. According to the many in¬ 
scriptions found in the Puii|ab, that region remained their fixed 
abode. Here in 51 B.C. we find the name of Idle above mentioned 
Moga, under whose leadership Tarn believes that the conquest of 

42) LCdebs' Lilt, N" 14. 
43) J, Bapson^ 0ft Ind'idft Cchti Swtds, part V,, 190^^ 

pp. 285-312. «p, PPh 283-289- 
44) Rubbing in Bp. Ind., vol, 1, N® 33. 
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Mathura, and the trek to the North of the Punjab took place ■‘®). 
'Wt have already seen that this is dironologicaliy impossible on 
account of the inscriptions before the year 78. 

In the 1st century B.C. a monarch Maues or Moa must have 
reigned, judging from his coins, and as they strongly resemble 
those of Telephus, Tarn thinks he must have lived about 60 B.C. 
or even earlier *"). We fully agree with this, and would add as an 
additional argument that Maues' coins do not show the square 
omikron, This form of omikrcn is first seen in Parthia on the 
coins of Orodes II who ruled from 57-37 B.C, It is unnecessary to 
refute the opinion of Rafson '*’) that Maues' coins must be dated 
as early as 120 B.C. for although Smith *®) first agreed with 
this, the former later on brought proofs forward showing that 
Maues could not have reigned before 88 B.C. On bis early coins 
Maues still bears the title BAZlAEilX MAYOY—maharajasa 

MO ASA. His later coins display the title BAZlAEnz BA zt A ESIN 
Her A AO Y MAYOY—RAJATIRAJASA MAHATASA MOASA, evidently 
the translation of the Parthian title Sah^u Sahi. Eapson showed 

, that this title was taken over by this “Scythian" king from Mithra- 
dates II, the first who bore this imperial title in Parthia, so that 
Maues could not have reigned before 88 B.C. ■‘®). It is generally 
accepted that this King Maues was the same person as Moga of 
the inscription of the year 78 *“). Another assumption often made 

45) Se^ pr 526r 46) TaJlN^ pp. 497 
47) E J. Eapson, indmi Coim^ § 2% p, 7* 
4S) Smith, Dytjaifhy frmi I20 BX, /<? /(IG 

Z.DM.G., vqI 60, 1906p pp. 53-57. 
49) E. J. Eapson, GHJ., vol, I, pp, 567 JUNGE tkkiks Mmcs ^dg^ed 

otready^ in 160 B.C ; J. der rm 
AntiJkrf Klio^ 41^ Beiheft^ Neue Folge 28« Bdheft, Leipzig 1939* p^ 99* 

50) A, Cunningham^ Remurij Bticfw-Pali inscription from Taxiloj 
/./f.J.B.p i?al 32p 1863t PP’ 139-151* p. HI; fains inscriptiuns from Alf' 

Thf Academf^ April 25, l®9l, pp. 397^398; E. J. RaI^N, Indian Coins. 
Stn^urg IS9S* § 29, p. 7; CJiJ^r vd. p. 570; D* R. BkaNOarkak^ 
A KMshdUd itom-hisctJption and /Af ^nesiion a^ostt the origin of the SaJLx rrjp 

vol. XX, Boinfoaf 1902* pp- 269-302* p. 283; V, Smith, The 
Kitshan, Of Indo-Scphian, Period of Indian History^ B.C. 163 to A.D. 12D* 
J.R^AS.f 1903, p. 46; The Early History of tndia, from 600 B.C. to the Mm- 
harnntadurf Con^aest indetding the invasion of Alexandet the Greats Oxford 1904, 

Van LqhitizbN de Leeuw, Tbc ^"Scythian " E^eriod 22 
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is that he was a Sc3rthknWe wonder why, and on whai 
grounds? Experience has taught us that in the historical matter 

of this epoch far too many statements are accepted as definite 
without sufficient arguments, and often for no other reason than 

that a predecessor had suggested this or that. It seems to us there^ 

fore permissible to return here to the root of the matter, and to 
ask ourselves: "Why is Maues—^Moga considered to be a Scyth* 
ian?" The fact that an inscription during the resgn of Moga in 
the year 78 is dated In an era used by Scythians, docs not seem 

to us to be a sufficient reason, for this era was used in the same 

way under the Parthian monarch Gondophernes. 
The only material that can enlighten us about Maues—^Moga 

are coins on which the monarch Maues or Moa is mentioned. 
Tliese coins show in different respects a strong resemblance to 
those of Azes^), and in a lesser degree to those of the other 
Parthian rulers, such as Vonones, Spaiahora and Gondophernes, 

Not only did Maues and Azes mostly coin the same type of coins, 

as for example “standing Poseidon”, "king on horseback*', and 
"Victory”, but also the coin-legends, of which there are a great 

variety, in this case are exactly the same as far as the early coins 
of Azes are concerned, viz. BADAFflZ BAZIAEUN METAAOY* 
Whitehead also appears to have noticed the numismaticai resem¬ 

blance, at least he sa}«: *'*.. their (he. Maues and Azes) connection 
with the Saka dynasty of Vonones is undoubted"®'*). Except 

p, Z02, 2od ed., p. 215, Srd ed. p. 223, 4tfa cd. p. Z42; The truia-Parthtan 
Oy/wiiet jiotft about 120 fl.C. te 100 A.D., vol. 60. 1906, p. 69, 
H. G- RatUNSON, Baetrra. the History 0f a \tfrgetteH Empire, London 1912, 
p. 106; Tarn, p. 321; N. C DSBEVOISE. A Pe>//Wfd/ Uistofj fff Parthh, Chici^ 

1938, p. 60. ^ , , 
51) A. Cunningham, Cshti of the tHdo-Sephians, Num, Chton,, 5rd sanei, 

vol. Vtll, 1888, pp, I99’a48, «p. pp, 240 se(i.; R Gardner, The Coins of 
the Greek and Sephk Kittgi of Baclria and India /» the British Musmm, London 
tfi&S, p, XXXIII; L Jj. RapSON, Mian Coint, g 29, p. 7; Cor^t, p. XXIX; 
Tarn. p. 521; N, C DebevoisE, A Poiitkaf Hhtorj of Parthia, p, 60; K. DE 
B. CoDaiNCTON, A Geographifoi introduttion to the Wsiory of Ctnird Asia, The 
G^ogfAphkai val OV^ p. 02. 

52) We shall prove later on thstl Azes was a PartkiatL 
53) R. B. Whitehead* ejf thw Coins m tht F^njab 

hof€f voL I, Indo-Gmk Ctfinjf, p. 92. 
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Whitehead thete is, as fax as we know, almost no one who doubts 
that the Vonones dynasty is Parthian but what matters to us 
here is the striking similarity between the coins of Maues and those 
of the Parthian monarchs and espedally those of Aaes, The coins 
of these two monarchs have yet another point in common for it is 
remarkable that the coins of both are cliiefly found in the Punjab, 
and seldom in Afghanistan “), This is moreover a pe^iarity 
which we would not expect from a Scythian monarch who invaded 
India from the North-West, but rather from a monarch who, 
originating from Parthia pushed into India from the West. 

But it is not only to the coins of Azes that the coins of Maues 
show such a great similarity, but also to the Arsacidian coins in 
general, as von SalLET already remarked *“), and in our opinion, 
particularly to those of the Parthian dynaky of Vonones as is 
also Whitehead's view. So perhaps we might be able to say that 
the type “king on horseback" (in which the horse is not prancing), 
w-hich is a characteristic of the Parthian dynasty, was inaugurated 
by Maues*’). The same holds good for the type "standing 
Victory” *“), which in like marmer was imitated by all successive 
Parthians. This is confirmed by Smith when he says that "...the 
coinage of Maues stands at the head of the lndo*Parthian series” 

If we further compare Maues' coinage with coins of which 

54) The only Khotar we know of who hul (tie same opinion ts, WHlrEHEAU 
wis D. R. Bhandark;^R in A Kmi/ana itonr-irtsfriptiott a»d iht ^urition ibout 
ihe origin of thw Saka erw, j.B.B.R.AS., vol. XX, 1^2, p. 292. 

55) R. B. WHiTEHtAD, Caliddgit* of tbt Coinj in the Fnnf^ Alnifttm, La¬ 
hore, ¥ol, I, p. 91. 

56) A. VON SaLLET, Dft Nachfidger Alexanders des Croiseit in BaAtrien 
unJ Indifn, Berlin 1S79, p. NO, (Thij also appealed in ZeUithrift \Sr Nnmn- 
maitk. wl 6, Birflin 1879. pp 165-251 and 271'41l, Nafhtrage in vol, 7, 
Berlin 1880, pp. 296-307 and vol. 8. Berlin 1881, pp. 109-11?.) 

57) Sec p. GARONeR. The Ctnai of the Gtrei and Sfjthie Hritgs of Battria 
and India in the British ^{Msenm, pL XVI-XXII. 

58) See the lists in E. J. Rapson, C.HJ-, voL I, p. 592. 
59) V. Smith, The tndo-Partbian Dynasiies. Z.D.M.G,, vol. 60. 1906, p. 53- 

See abo his four edhions of The Early Hsttevy of India, resp. pp. 202, 215, 228 
• and 2d2. Not so long 9^ Whitekrao pointed out that several elements in the 
coirts of Arsnces Theos go back to coins of Maues, R, B. WkiteheaX), Nottt on 
the fndo-Cretii, ISTmw. Chron., 5th senes, vol. XX, 1940, pp. 89'122. 
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we know for ceitaiin that they have been cast by Scythians, as e.g. 
those of Rajuvula “"Ji, then we will directly notice a great differ¬ 
ence. Not only are Maues' coins more beautiful, but the type of coin 
is entirely different. 

Finally all scholars agree that Maues imitated the Parthian title 
maharaia ra|atica)a, which has always appeared to be somewhat 
strange for a Scythian monarch, but stands in another light when 
we assume that Maues himself was a Partisan, Seemingly several 
of those peculiarities of Maues* coins we have remarked upon 
have been also observed by Vincent Smith judging by his 
expressions "...there is no proof or real reason to supper that 
Maues was a Saka..,'**‘) We must conclude therefore that there 
are many Indications in Maues' coinage showing that he was a 
Parthian. 

Consei^uently two possibilities exist: either Maues, identical with 
Moga, was a Parthian, or Maues is not the same person as Moga, 
so diat the possibility that this last was a Scythian still remains 
The only one as far as we know who already earlier had doubts 
about the identification of Maues as Moga was Fleet®*) as a 
result of the fact that he dated the coins of Maues about 120 B,C. 
and thought that the inscription of Moga of the year 78 was dated 
in the Vikrama era. Moreover he pointed out that the linguistic 
identification Moga = Moa = Maues cannot be proved, as 
the idea that "single consonants between two voweb are liable to 
disappear" is no fixed rule. Fleet contends further that the reason¬ 
ing: "If Moga is not the same as Maues, then we possess no coins 

60) P, Gamjner, Tbt Cems cf tht Cttek artJ Scjthk Kittgi of Bacnta and 
inJia in tb« Bfitith pi. 3CV, 11 md 12. 

61) V. Smith. The Iitd^Patthi<ai Djnoitiet, Z.D.M.G.^ toL 60, 1SK)6, p. SJ. 
62) We do not think GovlND Pat's hypotliesb that Moga dtd not cast it all 

u piobible. He reads titagaia ia stead of megaia in the TaxiU itucriptiod, and 
explains it as an intcrutated month Ma^ha; the result to which he arrives is that 
the old Saka era sutled in 155-154 B.C; M, G. PaI. Cbro/telcgf cf Snkai, Pabia- 
fiio d/iit Kvibanaif fIJi-, vol. XVI, 1935, Madras 1936, pp. 509-342. 

6}) J. F. Flebt, Matut, md Vitnanei, f.R.AS., 1907, pp, 1013*1040, 
csp. p. 1024; Review of E. J. RaPSONs Ancient India frem tbt Enriirtt Timet 
M the first Centttrj A.D., fMAS., 1914. pp. 795-799. op. p. 797 and The TmcHj 
tnstjipiion of the Year 136, f.R.AS., 19H, pp. 992-999, esp. p. 994- 
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of Moga, and no inscriptions of Maues'*, is not of necessity a 
proof that Moga is Maues. We wholly agree with Fleet on tbb 
point, but even then it is not yet proved that Moga is Jtoi the 
same as Manes. This will only be possible when we can definitely 
state that Moga was a Scythian, considering that we have shown 
that Maues in any case was a Parthian. For the present the first 
15 not possible, as the fact that Moga was mentioned in an in¬ 
scription issued by Scythians is no proof that he himself w'as also 
a Scythian. Gondophemes, of whom we are certain that he was 
a Parthian, is also mentioned in an bscription of the Scythians 
and moreover it is historically fixed by the Pttipius that great 
parts of territories earlier ruled over by Scythians in later times 
were conrjuered by Parthians "■*). Consequently we do not dare to 
decide the question whether Moga is the same as Maues or not. 

In connection with Maues we should like to touch upon a ques¬ 
tion discussed by Tarn, According to him there must have been 
five reigning monarchs between Antiaicidas and Maues = 
Moga*'^). The first mentioned began to reign, according to 
Tarn, at the latest in 130 B.C, and was the same person who sent 
Hetiodorus, son of Dion, as ambassador to the court of a certain 
King Bhagabhadra, at Vaisali, the present Besnagar. Now Tarn 

denies that this Bhlgabhadra could be the Bhaga, mentioned in 
the Puranas and reigning about 90 B.C., according to Rapson "*), 

because then there would not have been sufficient ttine for the 
five mentioned kings to reign between Antiaicidas and Maues = 
Moga who, according to Tarn, lived in 77 B.C. Firstly, in our 
opinion, it was not at all necessary that the aforesaid five monarchs 
ruled one after the other. On account of the riotous times and the 
many usurpations they could very well have reigned simultaneously 
over different parts of the country. Moreover the dynastic list of 
the Suhga kings ends in 72 B.C according to Rapson Bhaga 
therefore ought to have reigned from 114-82 B.C., so we may 

64) Ptripfi/j, § 38. 
65) Tarn, pp. )13 itq. 
66) E. J. Rapsom, fT.HT., voL I, p. 321. 
67) Ibidem, p. 518. 
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conjecture that it b not impossible that the said five monardis 
reigned beh\'een say 100 B.C. and 51 B.C &jnsec|uently we 
do not like to put aside “a priori*' the identification of Bha- 
gabhadra mentioned on the B^agar pillar as Bhaga mentioned 
in the Piirlnas, unless more serious objections can be brought 
forward. 

From the it appears that no friendly relationship 
existed between the Parthians and the Scythians, and we entirely 
agree with Konow that the relation betsv'een both w'as not of such 
nature that one could almost take them to be identical or at least 
hardly distinguishable as FranKE RapSON Debevoise 

and CODRINGTON think. When the Parthian urge for expansion 
began cannot be said with certainty. In this corniection, however, 
the fact deserves to be mentioned that Cunningham thought 
he was able to distinguish the name Moa in an inscription at Maira 
of presumably 71 B.C. As the inscription is now quite illegible, 
we unfortunately cannot use this fact as a basis for an argument. 
In Parthia itself, a powerful monarch, Orodes II, ruled from 57 
until 37 B.C.; he even inflicted a defeat upon the Romans when 
he crushed Crassus in 53 B.C. near Carrhae The long reign 
of this monarch must have been a favourable time for Parthian 
expansion which progressed under the reign of Orodes' successor 
Phraates IV (57*2 B.C.). This last ruler had a troubled reign. 
According to JUSTTNUS he wav banished by the Parthians on 
account of his cruelty’®). Tiiidates, who was made king in his 

6S) O. Fhanke, Bfi/rSie aitt tMitfiittittfi Quelltit vtr Kmnknit itr TsTksfUkef 
uni Sk^thtn Ztntraiaiietit, Abh, Kkft- PftKSi. Akiti. it* Wh$fm(hy, 1904, Phil.* 
hist. Ahhandi. I, ji. 75. 

69) E, J. Rapsoh, C.HA., vol. I. pP. 568. 57J*574, 
70) N. C Debevoise, a PoHtkJ Histery o\ Parthtu, p. 61. 
71) K. DE B, CoDRiMaTOK, A Gwogra^hUJi Intredketton to tht Hhlotj of 

Cntroi Asia, Thf CeogT4phir^ fottmai, vol. CIV, pp, 36, 79*®!. tUsoiMei "the 
joint Salu'Pvthiin tav^^p*'. 

72) A. VON Gutschmid, Gaitbithtt /whj and striter pfathbotlander von 
Aiaxoftdtr dm Grotftn bh stmt Untergottg Jet Anoriden, TiibingHi 1888. pp. 
85 «c|- 

73) JUSTINUS, XUI, 5, 
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Stead, however, was forced to retire about 30 B.C, or according 
to JusTJNUS in 25 B.C., so that the reign of Phraates IV tnust have 
been a series of riots, perhaps as a result of the fact that he con¬ 
centrated his thoughts too much on the Romans. He was at last 
murdered by his son Phraataces (2 B.C, • 4 A.D.), who was 
banished by the nobles who raised Orodes III (4-6 A.D.) to the 
throne, but he also was soon murdered. After a time of civil war 
and turbulence Vonones I, the eldest son of Phraates IV ascended 
the throne in 8 A.D., but he was shortly chased away by a rebel, 
Artabanus III. 

When we review the just described period of Parthian history 
from the reign of Phraates IV, then it is clear that the turbulent 
times near the end of the Ist century B.C must liavc been an 
excellent time for the Kusanas to take advantage of the weakness 
of the Parthians' power, and sve must then surdy place the action 
of Kujula Kadphises in the last quarter of the 1st century B.C. 
This tallies with the results we arrived at in Chapter One, to which 
we will try to give some additional proofs in this Chapter further 
on. Moreover, the Chinese sources also tell us that Kujula Kad¬ 
phises defeated An-hsi and consequently conquered Kabul ’■®)* In 
Chinese writings Parthia is always indicated as An-hsi, but as the 
Arsacidian kingdom did not extend so far East at this time, An-hsi 
must undoubtedly mean the Parthian kings who ruled over India. 
The turbulent situation in Parthia itself made it Impossible for its 
kings to rush to the aid of their kinsmen. Further on we will return 
to the date when Kujula Kadphises beg^ to rdgn, ^d we only 
state here that with his accession the decline of Pardilan power m 
India starts. 

From a large number of coins and one or two inscriptions we 
learn several names of kings who ruled during the time of the 
Parthian domination, the zenith of which was reached about the 

74) Dio Cassius, U. IB. J; wL E. Cwnr, Dh'f Roman Hhtory, vol VI, Loef> 

Uhrary, London 1917^ 
75) Hm haft ibM, CL IIS, E. ChavannBS, Us Paji d'OfcrdMirt rt 

H40U Mofi T^cttfig Pm, II* tw™ VI!1t 1907, pp- L49"2Mt pp- 
IS7-192. 
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middle and the second half of the 1st century B.C. sudi as the 
much discussed names: Vormncs,. Gondophemes, Azes and Azili* 
ses, to which the name of Maues must now be added, as we have 
just seen. 

On the reverse side of hb coins Vonones mentions Spaiahora 
and his son Spalagadama: ‘maharajaiihrata dhramiicasa Ipala- 
horasa" or *'5palahoraputrasa dhramiasa spalagadamasa". 
Hbrzfeld thought^®) that Spaiahora Indicated himself on hb 
coins as brother of Aies, not of Vonones, because Thomas ’’’) and 
Cunningham had described a coin of Vonon« on the reverse 
side of which Azes was mentioned. Smith, however, has shown 
already long ago that tbb is not correct and that the coin b really 
one of Maues But Herzfeld, relying on Cunningham, gave 
the following family-relationship: 

Azes-Spaiahora 

Spalagadama 

Now there is still a group of coins of a certain Spaiirises, who calls 
himself on some coins “maharajabhrata dhramiasa spaliri- 
sASa”, and on the obverse side BADAEWC AAEAOOY OTAAIPICOY. 
Other coins of thb Spaiirises indicate him as BADABJC MErAAOY 
OTTAAIPICOY with on the reverse side "maharajasa mahatakasa 
ayasa" or as bapaeun BACiAsyc mepaady otaaipicdy and 
"maharajasa mahataka&a spauriSasa*'. Herzfeld thinks that 
ail the persons mentioned are Scythians, and that thb Spalirbes b a 
brother of Moga, alias Maues. Further, that the title "king's 
brother" appertains to the father of Ihe crown prince ®®) and that 

76) E. Heuzfeu), SMkajtdfir Affh, Miti. Band IV, Berlin l!?32, p, 95- 
77) E. Tkomm, Ciidogtft oj th^ C&m in iht cf the tase Ctfl Staty^ 

with the estimated prites aita/heJt voL 27, 185S, pp. 251-260, op. 
p. 252. 

78) A. Cains a} the Cfast Bs Coim of the SoLts ar 
Saeae^Sqfthiontf Nnm- Chron., 3rd senes, woL X, 1890* p, 107, note 4, 

79) Smith^ The InJo-Parthian DymstieSf Z.D.M.G.^ voL 60j 1906, pp- 
49-72* csp. p. 61, note 2* 

90) Eh HerzFELB* Sakastin, Arrk Mitt, oms Bind IV^ pp. 94 seq. 
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therefore Spalirises* son Azes by matriarchy is the future king 
during Maues' reign. In that case the genealogical tree would be 

as follows: 
Maues-Moga —- Spalirises 

Azes Spalahora 

Spalagadama 

A last argument against Herzfeld’s representation of affairs is 
the fact that, as we will see further on, Spall rises restrikes coins 
of Spalahora, SpaUcises' son according to Herxfeld, This seems 
quite unacceptable on psychological grounds and moreover the 
king who remints coins always reigns after the monarch whose 
coins he restrikes. As well as on the mistake of Thomas and 
Cunningham, Herzfeld bases his conclusion also on what 
Rapson (who thinks that Spalahora, Spalirises and Vonones are 
brothers) says, namely, that Spalahora, Spalirises, and their sons 
Spalagadama and Azes have Scythian names, Vonones, their 
brother and uncle, on the contrary, a Parthian ^e Herzfeld 

solves unprobabiLiby by clinging to the ethnical differencCt but 
rejecting the family'telatlonship by separating Vonones from the 

others. 
The coins of Vonones, Spalahora and Spalirises all originate 

from Kandahar (Arachosia), Ghazni and Seistan (Drangiana) «). 
Those of Azes, on the contrary, are found in large quantities in 
the PunjSb, but not west of Jalalitbad, 

There are still more objections to Hebzpeld’s point of view that 
Maues and Azes were Scythians than those which we have brought 
forward to prove that Maues was a Parthian, among others, that 
Azes also seems to be a Parthian, for this last person mentions 

81) E. J. Rapson, CMJ., toI. 1. pp. >75*574; s« ilw O, G. von Wesen- 
DONK, Cf/ionittn and Kih, Band 26, Leipzig I935i pp- 

55fi-346- 
82) A. Cunningham, Corns of tht 3<Aas, Ctnss B.- Coins of tht Sokns et 

SatM-SeylhtMi. N#iw. Ciroa., 3rd jeria, vo'- X, 1890. p- 106. 
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Aspavarma on his coins just as Gondophcrnes does. Now it Is 
impossible to accqit the fact, as is generally done, that Gondo- 
phemes, who undoubtedly was a Parthian, should have taken into 
his service as his strategist the Indian Aspavarma from A^es, a 
5aka This supposition ts^ in our opinion, <juite unacceptable in 
the case of these two hostile races. Only when we accept the fact 
that Azes and Gondophernes were both Parthians, and that Gondo- 
phernes immediately succeeded Azes, we are able to understand 
that they employed the same general. Moreover, we wish to remark 
that this Aspavarma was probably not an Indian, as is generally 
accepted '**), His name is clearly Iranian; if he were an Indian his 
name would have been Aivavarma. 

Altogether there seems to us to be too many objections to keep 
tenaciously to Herefeld's scheme of a S^hian family, the 
members of which would be: Maues, Spalahoia, Spalircs^, Spala- 
gadama and Azes, and on the other hand the Parthians: Vonones, 
Orthagnes and Gondophernes. Just as unlikely it seems to us to 
believe that Spalirtses is Spalahora’s father, and that Spalidiora is 
the brother of Azes. Rakon **“) thinks with Whitehead »®) that 
Spalabora and Spatirlses were Vonones' brothers, while Spalaga* 
dama and Azes were bis nephews. Konow, if we understand him 
rightly, distinguishes yet another person, Spalyrts "^). About the 
three persons, Spalahora, Spalirises and SpaJyris, two of which are 
taken to be brothers of Vonones, or the father and the brother of 
Azes, we should like to make the following remarks: Firstly, it 
is clear that Spalahora and Spalyris, mentioned on a number of 
coins as independent rulers, are one and the same person. This is 
apparent from the legends on three coins: 

85) R- B. WmrEHEAl}, Catdttgve ej the Csim in tkt Panjitib AiHitum, Lishore, 
vol. I, p. 94 

84) Jbitien and V, Smith, The Indo-PitttttMn Dpiajiiejf Z.D.Af-C-, vol. 60, 
1906, pp. 67-69: A. VoM GuiSCHMtD, Gesehkhtt iTum und seiner tiaehbetri^ider 
vm Aiesauider dent Gr^ssen bis sum Vnterggng der Arsariden, 1888. 
p. 107. 

85) E. J. Rapsom, CJiJ., voL I, pp. >75 374. 
86) R. B. UThttehead, ^dogue of $he Coins in the Pmijob Museumt Lobert, 

voL [, p. 92. 
87) Corpus^ p. XUn. 
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1st obverse: BASIAEAZ BASIAEXLK METAAOY OMaNOY 
reverse: maharajabhrata dhramikasaspalahorasa. 

2nd obverse; BAZIAEAZ BAZIAEJIN METAAOY OHaNOV 
reverse; spalahoraputrasa dhramiasa Spaeagadamasa. 

ird obverse: CTAAVPIQC AfKAlDY AAEAfPOY TOY 0AEIAEWE 

reverse: spalahorapIiTRASa dhramiasa spalagadamasa. 
On the third coin the legends are a combination of those on the 

reverse of the two first*mentioned coins. The nominative of the 

name is therefore or Spalahora. 
Besides Spalahora, alias Spalyris, we find the name of a mlcr 

who independently minted his own coins: Spatiiises. He restruck 
coins of Spalahora] alias Spalyris, which originally bore the follow¬ 

ing legends: 
obverse: BAZlAEaZ BAZlAEaN METAAOY ONaNOY 
reverse: mahaeajabhiiata dhramikasa Spalahorasa. 
Spalicises therefore comes after Spalaliora, and that probably 

very quickly. Now the equivalent in the Prakrit of the genitive 
Z^rciXifiujou reads "Spaliriiasa" on the coin; the nomi^tive therefore 
is “Spalicisa", corresponding to SRttAiQunie- Now this "Spaliri^a' or 
“Spalirisa" is, in our opinion, simply the indianised form of 
Writing v as / can, we think, be no objection**). Consequently 
lRBJLweic.ZR<iAici<niG. Spalahora and Spalirisa are different ways of 
writing one and the same name. It now also becomes clear, why 
"Spalirises” restrikes coins of "Spalahora"; From the position of 
“king's brother" he becomes indej^dent ruler and he changes 
his coins issued during Vonones' reign to others of his own. 

We probably should suppose the situation then to be approxima¬ 
tely this; While Maues is king in the Punjab, Vonones reigns in 
Kandahar as supreme king- Under him his brother Spalahora (alias 
ZRuAveit SjraXufumc or Spalirisa) governs as viceroy with his son 
Spalagadama. First Spalahora mints coins with Vonones on the 
obverse and calls himself his brother on the reverse. Then he 
strikes coins as Spalyris and Spalirisa. still calling himself Vonones' 

Bfi) Sec for instance E, ScHWVIEii, Grmhiitht Cramm^'tk, toL I, Munchen 

im p. 183- 
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brother. His soft SpRiagAdaina mentiofted on the reverse disappears 
In the course of this period, and in his place Spalahora, now 
fully independent, aientiom Azes or himself again on the reverse. 
The confoimlty in the legends on the coins of both persons also 
pleads for the identity of Spalahora with Spalirises: "mahara- 

JABHRATA DHRAMIKASA SPALAHORASA" and MAHARAJABHRATA 

DHRAMIASA iPAURtSASA". This is tbc mofc Convincing when we 
see how great the variation is in the coin-legends of these times. 

Vonones issues coins together with Spalahora, and he again 
together with Azes. Later Azes mints independently, and these 
coins are, in contrast with the first-mentioned, chiefly found in thj? 
Punjab, Archaeological discoveries show that Azes succeeded 
Maues there; It cannot be said whether a family-relationship 
existed between them or not. Presumably Azes was kin to Spala- 
hora. Smith supposes that he was Spalirlses' son**'). Apparently 
Azes became independent, and had very many coins struck, so many 
and of sitdi different quality, that several scholars, including 
Marshall and Rapson “’) (although the first is not alto¬ 
gether convinced), thought that they ought to accept the possibility 
of an Azes 1 and 11, and in-between, an Azilises, especially because 
otherw'ise the too great gap between Maues and Gondophernes 
—who according to most scholars started his reign only in 19 
A.D.—could not be explained. We must, however, conclude with 
Konow and Herzfeld that there can be no distinction between 
Azes I, Azes II, and Azilises. It seems to us that the diminutive 
Azilises from the name Azes can be compared with forms as 
Phraataces from Phraates, and Spalirises from Spalyrb. Such-like 
diminutives often occur in Parthia*^). In case Azes and Azilises 
would be two different persons, then it is incomprehensible why 
they, when issuing coins together, simultaneously bore equally 

89) V. SMim, Tbt fi»io-PgTthid» Dymutifi, Z.D.M.G,, vol, 60, 1906, p. 6L 
90) J, Marshall, TSf Djft of KMithka, f.R.AS., 19H pp, 97i-98&, ap. 

p. 979. 
91) E. J, RaVSoM, CJfJ., vol. I, p. 572. 
92) F. JtlSTt, Iranii(btJ Himtfthvck, Maiburg 189J, p, IX, 
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high titles. Thus we have coins with the foUowktg legends 
obverse: BASIAEOZ BAZIAEJIN MErAAOY AZIAIZOY 
reverse; maharajasa rajarajasa mahatasa ayasa. 

obverse: BASAEOZ BAZlAEflN MEPAAOV AZOV 
reverse: maharajasa rajarajasa mahatasa AYtu^A. 

Besides as Goodofthemes^ as we shall see^ did not reign from 
19 A D.-45 A.D,, as Rapson thought, there is no need for us to 
fill in the gap between Axes—who, according to Rapson, ascended 
the throne already in 58 B,C. —and Gondophemes with an 
Aziltses and Axes II. Further WHITEHF.AO, one of the greatest 
authorities in this field of numismatics, although he makes a 
distmction between the coins of Azilises and Axes, says with regard 
to Rapson's opinion that an Axes I and an Axes U existed: *'The 
difference in type and style between the abundant issues of Axes 
can be adequately explained by reasons of locality atone, operating 
through a long reign." 

Recapitulating, we propose the following sequence of kings: 
Vononcs-Spalahora Maues 

(= Spalyris — Spalirises — Spahrisa) 

\. ./ 

Spaiagadama 

— ^ ^ no certain 
fainily-rcEationjlii p. 

Axes 

i 

Gondophemes 

The date of Axes can in a measure be approximated by the fact 
that the square omikron, which as we saw above is met with for 
the first time in the period of 57*37 B.C., is not found on the coins 

93) R, B. WhitEHEaO, Citl4il<fgKt of tht Cohts h PunfuA Mteiftim, Laboje, 
val< I, p, ! 

94) E. J. Rapson, CJii., vol. I, pp. 572 and 577, 
95) R. B. WhctHHEAD, Ctidogue of iht Ceritt m th* PtHtjaB Mnuum, Lahore, 

vol. 1, p, 93. 
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of Maues, so that this last king must therefore have lived before 
or about 57 B.C- Azes. therefore, must have reigned in the third 
{quarter of the 1st century B.C, This tallies with the infomiatton 
gained from the strata of Tajcila from which Sir John Marshall 

not only deduced that Azes’ coins immediately follow those of 
Maues, but also that they date from the third quarter of the 1st 
century B.C **). Therefore Azcs must have reigned almost con- 
temporary with or a little later than Orodes, e.g. about the years 
50-30 B.C. Now it so happens, that just on some of Azes* coins the 
square omikron appears, which would tally excellently with the 
date suggested. Another argument is the fact that the coins of 
Spalirises (so, the latest coins of Spalahora), on wliich the square 
omikron also appears, show a great similarit)- to the coins of 
Hermaeus, one of the very last Greek kings in Kabul. This 
Hermaeus, according to Tarn, reigned about 50-50 B.C: "... it is 
also certain that Hermaeus did not live till A D. 25 or anywhere 
near it../‘ ®') and “...he cannot wed have come to tlie throne later 
than c. 50 B.C. or died before 30 B.C." 

Our conclusion, therefore, must be that Azes must liave reigned 
about that time, for instance 50-30 B.C. In connection with this it 
is interesting just to point out that Konov? thought he was able to 
distinguish in the inscription of Shahdaur (in the first line of 
which “Ayasa” can be read), the date 102, or 80 and stiil something 
illegible or 90, and again an undecipherable unit, so that the in¬ 
scription dates from the period SO to 102 of the old era. This 
calculation would give us: 49 to 27 B.C., and therefore coin¬ 
cides with the period suggested above for other reasons. 

Let us now consider whether this date for Azes tallies with odier 
information. We noticed already that the coins of Spalahora, who, 
judging by the coins is partly coritcmporary with Azes, are indeed a 
type copied from Hermaeus of about 50-30 B.C. According to the 
genealogy Vonones must have reigned somewhat earlier. This also 
tallies wholly with the infonmtion gained from his coinage, for 
diey display exclusively the round omikron, so that we can fix the 

yej J. Masshall, TAf x>aw cf Kafthhk«, 19l4. pp. 973^936, ejp. 
p. 5»T7. 

97} Tarn, p. 338. 9S) Tarn, p. 497. 
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date of Vonones somewhere between the years 60*50 B,C. When 
Rapson made known his pleasing discovery about the epoch in 
which the sc|uare omikion appeared, he made an exception for this 
rule with regard to the coins of Vonones: "...it appears that this 
epigraphical test cannot be applied in this particular instance, since 
the square form seems not to occur in connection with these types 
imtii much later/’ “®) A propos of this Konow tliought that the 
rule about the square omikron was worthless Tlie two types 
of coins struck by Vonones are the type of Demetrius’ ’’Heracles 
standing”, and the type of Heliocles’ “Zeus standing”. In the first 
type we notice the appearance of the square omikron only on the 
coins of Hermaeus issued together with KujDla Kadphiscs. In the 
second type tlie square omikron appears on the various coins of 
Gondophemes with the "standing Zeus" but not on this type of 
coins issued by his predecessors. 

Rapson made the exception to the rule about the square 
omikron, because he thought that Gondophemes reigned only from 
19-45 A.D.and that Kujula Kadphises who succeeded him 
reigned about the middle of the 1st century A.D, As we have 
seen, and further on shall still see, th^ Idngs reigned already in 
the last quarter of the 1st century &.C, so that there is not one 
single reason to say that the rule about the appearance of the square 
omikron does not apply to the types of coins used by Vonones, 
and we might consequently accept ^ 50 B.C. as “terminus 
ante quern" for Vonones. So one thing and anotlier tallies with the 
dates proposed by us for the kings Aaes, Spalahoia and Vonones. 
Moreover, by this the rule about the square omikron appears to be 
confirmed on every point. 

After Aaes Gondophemes ascends the throne. He immediately 
follows Aaes, because he has the same general Aspavarma, son 
of Indravarma in his service, as appears from his coins, Ar* 

99) E. J. Rapson, C.H./., vol. [, p. 575, 
loo) C^rput, p. XLll. 
lot) E. J. Rapson, ?ol. I, pp, 376*577, 
102) IbidciH, p. 562. 
103) For more details about this familjr see R. B. WKtTflNPAD, Tht Djniuty of 

the Geuetai Aipavamat hiHtn. ChtoH,, 6lh series, vol. IV, Loadoti 1944, pp. 
99-104. 
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chaeological strata also point to an immediate sequence. Perhaps 
they are relatives, and we might suppose ± 30 - ± 15 B.C. as 
an approximate date for Gondophemes. The only available in* 
scription mentioning him, is that of Talfht-i’Bihl of the year 
103 = 26 B.C, which corresponds exactly with our just expressed 
supposition regarding hts time. 

The year 26 mentioned in this inscription might refer to the 
years of Gondophemes' dynasty, and in that case Maues or Vono* 
nes could have begun to reign in 77 = 52 B.C. That the principal 
date In this piece is lti3i in our opinion, can be taken from the 
fact that month and day are wTitten after it and not after 26. 
Furthermore “y^” is here Indicated as lambatsara, which was 
always the custom in the old Kharosdii inscriptions of this time, 
while after the date 26 vase is written, by which It was evidently 
distinguished from another kind of year. 

Finally, concerning Gondophemes' government, we ate able to 
make out from his coins that he ruled over the territory of Azes 
as well as over that of Vonones, Id est the Punjab and Aiacho* 
sia We do not know whether he brought this great kingdom 
under his sway only by conquest It is clear, however, that alto¬ 
gether Gondophemes was the mightiest king of this Parthian 
dynasty. In concurrence with this is the fact that exactly his name 
appears to be known in the far West in the first centuries A.D. 

Now we still owe an explanation for our conviction that Gon¬ 
dophemes reigned so much earlier than is generally accepted. 
Nearly all historians follow Rapson's opinion, that this king 
reign^ from 19 until about 45 A.D, They build this opinion 
entirely on one piece of information, namely the apocryphal Acts 
of St Thomas, the value of which we shall consider more closely 
further on. Herzfeld thinks that Gondophemes was supreme 
king from 20-65 A.D. “Er hat mindestens 40 Jahre geherrscht"J"^) 
He believes his name t$ mentioned in a western source, viz. Ae 

104) pp. ^7-62. 
105) V, Smith, Thf Djnmfm, mL 60, 1906^ p. 65. 
106) S« pp. 352-555. 
107) E. Art if. Mitt, hdfi, Band iV, Berlin 

p, IQ4:, see also p. 10|. 
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Romance of Philostratus about the life of Apolionios of 
Tyana “*), m which is tekted that in the time of Apollonius, that 
is, in the middle of the 1st century A.D., a Phraotcs ruled in Taxik, 
who paid tribute to the barbarians of the North. Herzfelo states 
that the name "Phraotes" could be the same as the word a^atihat^, 

which appears on the coins of Gondophcrnes, and conset^uently 
the Phraotes in Philostratus* Romance is the same person as 
Gondophernes, This seems to us c|uite impossible, in spite of 
Tarn’s adhesion to it Tliere is nothing which linguistically 
justifies the identification of “Pliraotes” with "apratihata", and it 
is more probable that the name ** Phraotes” is the same as one of 

the two very often occurring Parthian names Phraates (id est Fra* 
hata) or Phraortes (id est Frawarti) The only conclusion 
which we might perhaps be able to draw from the communication 
of Philostratus could be that * 45 A.D. semi-independent kings 

still resided at Taxila, 
Another western source, the Excerpta Ljttiait Barbati, appears, 

however, to have preserved the name of Gondophcrnes, viz. as 
Gathaspar or Gathaspaid est Caspar, Caspar the Indian, 
one of the three kings of the Christmas tale We do not dare, 
however, to use this argument to fix the date of Gondophcrnes 

about the time of the birth of Christ, Tlie only thing that can be 

lOfi) 2, 26; 78. PhuosthaTUS. The Lift of A^Uonkt of Tya»4, with ill 
English tnnslition by F. C. Conybears, voI. I, London 1927, pp- 18S seq. 

109) E. Hehzfeld, Sako^^4», Aftb, /rail. Band IV, 1952, p. 101, 

note t; Tarn, p. 34U t r 
110) See W. Pape, WsHtrbuih der ^rmhhehm Sjgenajmtrt, voi. III nt 

the HttftJu/or/rrbtifh drr gfftibijeinn Sfiratha, Braumchweig 1850, 2n<i ed., p. 411 
ind F. Jusn, Iranhtke! Nameftbiich, Mvbutg 1895, pp. 101-105 105. 

Ul) In Appendix VI lo Ei/stbii C^ww/m, cd. A. Schoenb, Berlin 1875, vol- 
1, p. 228; }, J, SCAUCER, TbfsjMruj Ttmporitm, Excfrpia tx Apk-t/ti Bent^bihio 
et £irM/i priort parte Canonum Ofronkofum omnimoddt bjiiarim, homtrte 
barhato cbHaetOre et 'mttrprtte bteplhsimo, aiUmima a/ZeiyrrH;, et bonat ffups 
tefartistima, ftanc ptimitoi tdtta, tit ed., Leyden 160^, p. 671 2iid ed., Anuterdam 

1658, p. 81. , i i , 
112) See A. VON Gutschmid, Die Kbniisoaman irt den apoxrjfpbe/t Apoifet- 

gftebiebtea, Rbeiniifbej Mnse/tm fir PA//<»7., Neuc E^lgg, yoL XIX, Frankfurt 
*,M. 1864, pp. 161-I8i and 380-401; ilK\in Kteine Sfbriften, vol. II, leipxig 
1890, pp. 332-394 (ed. FraNz RDhl) ; F. JOSTi, MiteefUn sne iraitiitben biamen- 
bunde, Z.D.M.G., vol. 49. 1895. pp. 681-691. «p. p. 688. 

Van LoHUiZEN-nE Litniv, Tlic "SertliMin" PwiDd 73 
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said on this ground is that the name Gondophemes had apparently 
penetrated to the Near East of the early Christians (Syria and 
Aimenia), and that it gave the early Fathers of the Church an 
association with distant India. 

In our opinion, just as much or as little historical value can be 
attached to that other early Christian source, the legend of St. 
Thomas, the Syrian original of which dates from the 3rd century 
A.D.; Reinaud“»), and not Cunningham "<) as is aJwajre 
maintained was the first to recognize already in 1849, in the 
namerc™viaqj6eoc^’®) of the Indian king into whose service St 
Thomas entered, the name “Gondophemes” of the coins. We have 
no doubt whatever about the exactness of this identification; yet 
it does not seem to be justifiable to us, on the grounds of such a 
legendary communication only put into writing centuries later, to 
draw the historical conclusion that consec^uently Gondophemes 
must have lived in the fourth decade of the 1st century A,D. 

113) /. T. Reinauu, ^it/gra^hiqsf, histouqat sur 
I’lndf, anihiefiremmt an mifi»a Ja XI* fiid* dt i’ht rhtiiienttt, Mimohe Je 
ra(Mii?rt/f natronate dtj htferipihnj «t MUi-lfUrti, lome XVIII, 2' p«tic, Paris 
1849. p. 95, 

114) A- CuMNiNGiiAM* O/iii inJititi 54/rj^j, wM Gmk in- 
jmpii&ttj. f^AS.B., vol. 23, 1854. pp. 679-7X4. 

115) S. Livr, Nu/w jnt leu IIL G^fidopbdr^s 
Atasdea, f,A.^ 1897^ 9^ s€ric, lomc DC, pp, 27^2, esp. p. 27; H. Du 
Hfiligen Dr ft Kdmge m UferMnr und Kafift, Ldpdg l908^"G9t vol. p. 69- 

116) SMpplrmfnttim C^kb Ap^crypkft voL kcf^ Ttamaej ed. M. Bonnet, 
Lcfp^g 1SS3> pp. 2t 3i 14 md 19+ 

117) Garhe iiis the w>t point of view; "Die genjuirUen ^iiuiluduchcfi Ge- 
Jdirtcn hiben ckbei nichl bemeikt, diSs sic Opftfr cirvw Tnjgschliisses gewoeden 
siod. Sic hibcD diiuus, d^s dcr KiSitig dcr Thonia^-Legendc Ju^tansch ohne 
wd teres deti Scfaluss ge20get4 diss Auch cks Apostolal: des Tboizuj in detn Kctdie 
dieses K5nigs histOTlscfa sd, imd iibeiisehea. wie JusseroErdendich Mofig es vor- 
kormntf dass in Legei^tkn^ hioter denen niean^d eineti geschicfitlJchcn 
vcnmilcn wind, diic lus der Gesdiichte bekamitt Feis5aJJchkd[ — imbsoodere eio 
lC6aig —' £uiirilt'\ R. GarE^p tftdien uftd das CbrhUntum, Tubingefi 1914+ p. 
135; ''Vor dsn drilttn Jihrhuodst bal « kdnenfdJs QirJstEn in dcti mdiscbcn 
Grenzgebisen gegeben", tbidem, p. 143. See shout this subject pp. 128-139 
L. DE La VALLifi-PousstN says, when discussing this qucstimit ^^One critique 
rigoureusc nc rerieidra que J'jdratifjcstion de Gudaian Avtc Ze ml ladlen des 
Actes; indice tcop faibic pour ^tayei une tourde ihbe. La Ifgende fut 4Laboc4e dans 
an milieu ou on sivdl qju^que chose dc rinde''p L'inde diux Umps Matfryaj 
#/ dfi Barbar^s^ GrtfSt, Sfpbift Yut-Ubb Pari» 1930, p, 280. See also 
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The only thing that can be said again, is that the name of Gondo- 
phemes was already known in the West in the 5rcl century A.D., 
and that the Indian association with his name was the cause that 
he was connected with the legend of St. Thomas. Probably the 
phenomenon that legendary persons of different times become 
contemporaries again crops up here. 

The (mistaken) conclusion, drawn from the St Thomas Acts, 
that Gondophemes must have lived ^ 40 A,D. was the cause that 
a great gap was created between him and Azes, wliich scholars 
tried to fill up by accepting an Azes 1, AaiUses and Azes 11, which 
now appears to be unnecessary. 

Further it is clear that earlier archaeologists then tried to bring 
the date 103 of the inscription of Takht-i*Bahi, in which Gondo¬ 
phemes is mentioned, into agreement wdth the (incorrect) date of 
the reign of Gondophemes, which was accepted on grounds of the 
St, Thomas Acts. The era, used in the Takht-i-Bahi imeription must 
then have had its beginning about 57 B.C. and so the conclusion 
was obvious to identify this era with the Vikxama era which just 
began in that year. Thb reasoning has always been the most im- 
portant argument in favour of the identification of tlie old era as 
the Vikrama era "^). The year 26 mentioned in the inscription 
would indicate that Gondophemes was already governing for 26 
years, so that this covers a period from ly A.D. to 45 A.D. 

We see from this course of affairs, how, on the grounds of the 
mistaken conclusion drawn from the apocryphal Acts of St. Tho¬ 
mas, the use of the Vikrama era by the Partliian kings came to be 
supposed. After all we have said about the use of this era by the 
Serbian rulers it is not necessary to make any addition to it con- 

P. PEETEtis' review of DahlmaNN, Dju Thvmitf-LfgrBdt, Amilttta BcUandusa, 
vol. XXXII, Bmidles 1913, pp. 7S-77. The two Jesuits J. DaMlmaNN and 
A. VaTH have tried to show that the St, Thomas Acts are historically <piite 
reliable. J. Dahlmann, Die Tbotmt-Lggendt and die ^teiten hiuorhehen Be- 
stehifitgtn des Christentttmi zatn ftrtttn Odea, Freiburg im Brtitgau 1912’, A. 
Vatu, Der hi. Thamtu dee Apostel InJiear, eiae Unienatbung Shet dea him- 
tiithea Cehidt der Thamat-Legeade, Aachen 1925. 

118) J, F, Fleet, $L Tbomtu and G^tidcfheraei, J.R.A.S., 1905, pp. 223>’236i 
by the same author The Diae hi the Tekht-t-Bahi Inttription, }.R‘AS., 1906, 
pp. 706-7111 E. J, Rapson, ladian Cninj, | 62, p. 15. 

119) See for instance E. J. RAt^N, CJid., vol. I, pp. 576*577. 
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ceming the Parthian kings. The era of the Takht-i-Bahi inscription 
is, we think, no exception to the rule and therefore the era used 
in it is the old era, so that the inscription, in our opinion, dates 
from the year 26 B.C. 

As well as the already before mentioned arguments for this 
earlier date for Gondophernes, there are still others: In the coin- 
legends of Gondophernes we find namely, next to the round 
omikron a sc|uare omikron^^). This is a distinct proof that we 
must date this king not tong after the year *10 B.C. for although 
the scjuare omikron appears for the first time on the Parthian coins 
of Orodes II, 57-37 B.C,, we are of the opinion that, on the other 
hand, this fashion did not last very long. The coins of KujQia Kad- 
phises still display both forms of tiie omikroR, but on those of 
Wima, as far as we have been able to tracer the square omikron 
was no longer used but exclusively the round form, so that in the 
time of Kujula Kadphises, ^ 25 B.C. to — 35 A.D., the square 
omikron must liave fallen into disuse. The square omikron there* 
fore was employed for a very limited space of time, and, indeed 
only from 40 B.C until about the beginning of our era. The 
appearance of the square omikron on Gondophernes’ latest coins 
we would like to use as another argument against dating him about 
40 A.D., or even as HerzfELD will have it, 60 A.D. Moreover, it 
b not dear how the Parthian kings who reigned after Gondo- 
phemes can still be fitted into the scheme of time after ^ 40, or 
even 60 A.D., and be contemporary with or even before Kujula 
Kadphises, when we assume with Konow that Wima started the 
Saka era of 78 A.D. 

Further the fact that one of Gondophernes' titles on his coins is 
AYTOKpaTn.P might point to a fairly early date of this king, as 
Wroth says that thb title is only found on coins of moaarchs 
rdgning in the centuries BC 

Finally yet one last argument in favour of our opinion of Gondo- 
phernes' date and at the same time a proof of the unreliability of 

120) E, J. Raiwn, Nff/ti ov f/tJMtt Coift/ atid Seali, put V, f.R.AS,, 1903. 

pp. 283-512, esp. p. 285. 
121) W. WhotW, a Cai^togue of Croei Cohn hi tbt Britith MKintm, 

CiUdogtn of tbt Comi of PoTthia, London 1905, p. XXX. 
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the Acta of St. Thonias: After Gondophernes Abdagases reigned 
who, on the coins issued by Gondopbemes together with him, is 
clearly indicated as his nephew CtJNNiNGHAM thou^t 
already in 1890 of bringing this Abdagases in connection with 
the person having an almost similar name, Abdagaeses, mentioned 
by Tacitus in Atindes VI, 36, where the events in the year 35 A.D, 
are related in which Abdagaeses and his son Sinnaces played a part. 
Cunningham combines these data with those conveyed by the 
Indian coins in such a way, that he takes Sinnaces, the son of Abda¬ 
gaeses in Tacitus, to be the father of the Abdagases of the coins, 
and thus at the same time a brother of Gondopbemes. Herzfeu) 
agrees with this last, but wants Abdagases to be the son of Gudana, 
whom he believes to be mentioned on the coins of Gondopbemes, 
and whom he takes to be a brotherdn-law of Gondopbemes **■'), 
Vath thinks Gad or Gudana is Gondopbemes’ brother ^“*).Ko now 
has, in consc<)uence of a suggestion by FLEET, convincmgly shown 
that this "Gudana” is an adjective derived from "Guda", jiut as 
"Ku^a” from 'Kusa”, so that we must consider "Gu^a" as a 
pedigree-indication of Gondophemes in the style of "Kusana" 
Moreover, the fact that on die reverse of some of Orthagnes* coins 
Gudana in stead of Gondopbemes is mentioned, gives another 
proof in our opinion for this view as we will see further on when 
discussing the Orthagnes coins Cornet^uentiy this last point 
of Herzfeed’s theory, vii. that Gondopbemes had a brother-in- 
law Gudam, b not proved. It is, moreover, not clear what gives 
Cunningham and Herzfeld the right to make Sinnaces the 
brother of Gondophemes, and to suppose two persons named 
Abdagases in the place of one. The explanation for thb strange 

laa) P. Garoner. Thf Ccini of fht Greti jud Scyltie Kittgi of Bartria dttd 
it7di4 h ihf British p. 107. 

123) A. CuNNiNCHAMp Ow 5diAfr Oasj B: Coim a/ the Sai^is a#* 
Nicaf. Chrott., scries^ vol. X, 1890^ p, 119~ 

124) E. Hek^feTU), Sakastdfi, Arch, Mitt, auj Iran, Bind IV* pp. 79-aO. 
125) A, Vatk, Der bl. Thomaj der Apotiti tndiens, tin* UmfTtttchuHg nbtf 

dtn biiiofiicbwn Gtbtdi der Tbotttas-Legrndtf pp. 29 and 77. 
126) Corpni. f. XLVt. 
127) R. B. WHtTEKEAO, Oadogut of ibe Coin! in tbt Pan jab Museum, Lahore, 

vol. I, p. 153. 
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conception of Tacitus' text is as follows: The date of Gondo- 
phemes founded on the legend of St, Thomas does not tally with 
the Roman source^ and so another Abdagases was added. It seems 
to us, however, to be more advisable, if we must choose between the 
trustworthiness of the St. Thomas Acts and that of Tacjtus, to 
give preference to the latter, as this author had at his disposal very 
authentic sources and the relative trustw-orthiness of Tacitus’ 

writings is universally recognized. The data we have at our 
service and on which we can build up the history of this time, are 
as foUow's: 

According to TaCitus, there lives in 35 A.D. an Abdagaeses, 
who has a grown-up son Sinnaces. In India we have coins of Gondo- 
phernes who partly issues coins together with his nephew' Abda¬ 
gases, who also independently strikes coins with the legends "gudu- 

PHARABHRATAPUTRASA MAHARAJASA TRATARASA AVhSDAGA^ASa" 

and "MAHARAJASA RAJATIRAJASA GADAPHARABHRATAPUTRASA 

avadagasasa", The most obvious conclusion to be drawn from these 
data is, we think, that Abdagaeses of Tacitus and of the coins 
must be one and the same person. If Abdagaeses was an old man 
in 35 A.D., then the time when he took part in the government as 
viceroy, as a rather young man, at the end of Gondophemes' reign, 
must be about 10 B.C. Consequently the reign of Gondophemes 
must have been about 30-10 B.C,, which we already have suggested 
on other grounds. With these arguments for a reign of Gondo- 
phernes earlier than is generally supposed, w'e will now leave this 
subject. 

There is, however, still one point which we should like to touch 
upon in connection with this king. A number of coins of the type 
"standing Nike", such as was used by Gondophemes has b^n 
found, but with the following legend: 

obverse: SAOAerC SACIA€WN MCTAC OPeACNHC 

reverse: maharajasa rajatibajasa mahatasA guduphabasa 

CUDANA. 

According to Herzfeld this Orthagnes (which name is equi¬ 
valent to Verethragna) must be the anonymous person mentioned 

128) E. Herzfeld, SakaitSa, Arch. Mitt, anf han, Butd IV, pp. 102-104, 
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by Tacitus in AnnaUs XHI, 7: In 55*58 A.D. a son of Vardanes 
rises up against Vologases L This "fUius Vardanis" without a name 

would then be the same as Orthagne under whom Gondo- 
phemes, according to Herzfeld, struck coins as viceroy. We do not 
see any foundation for this hypothesis. Firstly, the test is here 

perhaps unreliable. NipperDEV-Andresen suspects that it must be 
"filius Vardanes", so that the person in question, did, in fact, possess 

a name As Herzpeld himself remarks:"... sind dieOrthagnes- 
Miinaen denen von Gundopharis Nachfolger Pakores so ahnlich, 
dass die Ruckseiten ohne Lesen der Inschrift nicht zn unterscheh 

den sind. Die Orthagnes-Miinzeri stammen also fraglos aus den 
spaten Jahren Gundopharrs,*’ Should Herzfeld’s theory be 
correct, then the great King Gondophernes would have been at 
the end of h!s reign a viceroy to another Parthian king, Orthagnes. 

RaPSoN believes Gondophernes succeeded Orthagnes while 
Jusn Otto and Schur believe they were brothers. 

To us these hypotheses do not seem very probable. If a humiliation 
as Herzfeld proposes could have befallen Gondophernes, then it 

was more likely to come from the KusSms than from the Parthian 

side. Moreover, it is definitely strange that Orthagnes and Gondo* 
phemes bear equally high titles on both sides of the coins. This was 
also the case with Azes and Aailises, and convinces us that presu¬ 
mably we have here again two different names for one and the same 

person. This time the two names are not so similar as was the 

129) Heazfeu), il>tdcin, p. 10). 
130) hatte Tacitus cinen solchea (via, filjiu* Vardanis) geaannt, so wiirde 

er dessen etgenen Naitien atigegcbtfn haben'‘, Nipperdey-Anokesen, 2nd ed., 
Berlin IS55, p. 75. W. Schur bclievK the text to be correct, Die Orientfoiitik 
des Ktdsert Nwo, Ktht Beitrige zbr edtttt Cesfhichte, Etcibeft XV (Neue Folge, 
Heft 11), Leipzig 15>23, p. 73- 

151) E. Herzfeld, Sakastan, Atth, Mitt, ms Iran, Band IV, p, 105, 
152) E J, Rapson, £r,M./., vol, I. p. 578, 
153) P. JusTi, GetfAititle Irmt, von den dUestea Zeilen bh sum Ansgang der 

Sdsdfifden, Grundrist der Irmiuhen Piilelogie, herausgegebeti von W. Oeicer und 
E, Kuhn, Band II, Strassburg 1896-1904, pp. 395*550, esp. p. 507, 

134) W. Otto, s.v. Hyndopberres, PaULV-Wissowa, Rsai-Entydopadie der 
Ciasihrheri AltertHmswissenschaft, vol. IX, Stuttgart I91fi. col. 183-191, esp. 
p. 191. 

135) W. Schur, Die Orientpciitik des Kmers f^ero, Kiio, Beitrige zur rdten 
Ceschithlet Beihcft XV (Neue Folge, Heft II), Leipzig 1923, p. 77, 
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case with Azes and Azilises* We might be able to explain this by 
supposing that ’Orthagnes" was a surname or title of Gondopher- 
nes’^*), it seems to us that we can make this more acceptable^ 
"Gondophernes” corresponds to the Persian "Vindapharna”, which 
signifies “the winner of majestic glory” ‘‘Orthagnes” is the 
graecized form of the Persian "Verethragna”, meaning “the vic¬ 
torious”, so that both names, in our opinion, point in the same 
direction and the Nike figure on Gondophernes' coins is per¬ 
haps a symbolic emphasis of this surname. Such parallels of pec- 
son’s names occur in the whole field of Greater-Indian culture 

Qjnfirming this idea, and at the same time in connection with 
the foregoing, we should like, moreover, to suggest concerning 
the apratfhiita (which Herzfeld identified with the name “Phrao- 
tes” of the king whom Apollonius of Tyana found in Taxtla about 
the middle of the 1st century B.C.) that it is the Sanskrit equivalent 
of Gondophemes' title "Orthagnes”: “Apratihata" means "the irre¬ 
sistible”, “the undefeated”, “the triumphant". Earlier already this 
epitheton ornans had been used on coins, "inter alia" by Lysias 
(who writes ANtKHTOZ as an equivalent on the reverse) and still 
later by Raj uvula in the compound apratihatacakra^^^)i which 
obviously proves that HerEFELd's opinion about this word is in¬ 
correct, The epitheton Verethragna continues to exist at the Sas- 

ISS) After tfais had been wiittcn down we found [hat Konow also thought that 
the two nanus concerned one and the same persckn. 

1)7) Noteworthy, because it is cudmis, is Cunningham's explanation of the 
name '‘Gondophemei" as "Canda'phor", i.e. ’'sagarcane-cnishet". CONS'fNGHAH 
arrived at Uiis peculiar opininn on grounds of the fact that the channels for the 
i:ane-)iiice of a sugar-auU are chiselled in the same term as the Gondophemes- 

monograph ^ . See A. Cunnincham, Comi ej indiatt Baddhijt Stilfsps, with 

Greek Insmft'tom, voL 2), 18>d, pp. 679-714, eip, p. 712. 
1)8) The different names of King CandragupU 11 give a nice instance of this: 

Vikracnadilya, Ajilivfktama, Vikratnahka, SuphavLtcrama, Sirnhacandn, Devagupta, 
DevafiT, Dev^;a, see L, de La VALLtE-PousSTN, Dynastiei et Hiiteire dei’l»de 
de^ri Kanitbka, Paris 1935. p- 47, Our artcotion was drawn to this list by 
Prof. GoNda. Another instance is the consecration-naEncs of King Kjtaiiiigafa of 
^ngasari: Jhi&afivabajra, Jplnabaireivara and Jninefyarabajra, see N. J. KrOM, 
Hmdoe-faiMnttbe GetchitdeniSf 2nd ed.. Den Haag 1931> P- 341. 

139) P. GarONER, The C&int of the Greek md Scy/A/c Kings of SiiftrM end 
Indin in the British Mnsenm, pp. 29 and 67. 
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sanian court for some time as the coronation-name of different 
kings. The coins mentioned on which Gondopbernes calls hin^ 
self Ofthagnes must, in our opinion, have been struck at the end 
of his reign. Not only because they, as HerzfelD already remark^, 
strikingly resemble those of Gondopbernes' successor. Pafcura, but 
also because the round form of sigma C which appear on them 
represents the last stage of the development which this character 

undergoes (see textfig. 29 on p. 378). 
Resuming, we see therefore, that we need not suppose the con¬ 

fused situation of Gondophemes as viceroy of an unknown Or- 
thagnes. This again supports our belief that Gudana is a pedigree- 
indication, for we see that coins with Orthagnes on the obverse 

mention Gudana on the reverse. . , j- j 
If Abdagases succeeded Gondophemes in his Indian domai^, 

then this was not for long, for his coins are scarce. Another Parthi^ 
king, Pakura, nattoenfi, issues coins, just as Gondophemes did, with 
the General Sasa., a relative of Alpavarma and he therefore 
probably immediately succeeds Gondophemes as independent 
king. Abdagases was perhaps driven out by Pakura to the West, 

where he is mentioned by TacTTUS. 
Possibly we find already under Gondophemes the Kusanas in 

the Punjab, for Kujula Kadphises seems, according to Konow, to 
be mentioned inISe inscription of Takht-i-Bahi in 103 — ^ B C. 
as Kapa erjhuna, so, as a young prince. In 122 = 7 B.C. there is 
no longer any doubt about this and we find him as lord and master 
in Panjtar, and apparently the Ku^as have taken over the terri¬ 
tory west of the Indus from the Parthians, be it perhaps only for 
a short time. In 156 or 7 A.D. we find Kujula Kadphises alw m 
Taxi la, on the other bank of the Indus, as appears from the silver 
scroll of that year discovered there. Afterwards we only hear agi^ 
of the Kusanas in the inscription of Khalatse of 187 — 58 A.D. 
in which Wima Kadphises is mentioned. It is quite probable that 
in the intermediate period the Kusanas had only nominal power 
over these North Indian tenitories, especially on the east side of 

140) R- B. WunrEHEADi Tbe Dymity oj /Ac Genfral AjfMvrma, Num. Cbron., 

6th Kfies, vol. IV, l^, pp, 99-104. 
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the Indus. The Hou han shu remarks very emphatically that Wima 
Kadphises in hJs turn con<^uered T'ien-chu; which Indian territory 
is meant does not matter here. It seems therefore that a previous 
decline of Kusam power had taken place, and this is in accordance 
with the information in the Romance of Philostratus that Apol¬ 
lonius of Tyana still met a Parthian king Phraotes in Taxiia al^ut 
the middle of the 1st century A.D., who was obliged to pay tribute 
to the barbarians of the North- Marshall also presumes a tempo¬ 
rary decline of the power of the Kusa^ 

Probably the person to whom this Parthian king was obliged to 
pay tribute was Wima Kadphises. The Parthian kings Sapedana 
and Satavastra, whose coins were found in Taxila^ reigned, judging 
by these coins, in that city during the reign of Pakura and before 
the afore-mentioned Phraotes. It is to this period of decay of 
Parthian power after the mighty King Gondophernes (in whldi 
through their coins we hear about different, for the rest unknown 
Parthian kings), that the report of the Peri plus refers: - ,. Koid 
vtbxQv i\ ^irTQ<Siroki^ ZKuBtii^ MLwayde* paaiSLe^iai 
6A ijjrA nd^cPVi GWCX<S^ 

We have seen that for different reasons Kujula Kadphises seems 
to have begun his career in die last quartef'of the 1st century B.C. 
T^ere are still several other arguments to be advanced for this. 
First of all the fact that Kujula Kadphises struck coins with Her* 
jiiaeus.| When discussing this argument we can, at the same time, 
make it clear how careful one must be in drawing conclusions. 
Konow, proceeding from the fact that Fan ye seems to mention 
only incidents later than 25 A.D., and thinking in connection with 
his theory regarding the cc«nmencement of Kaniska's reign, that 
Kujula Kadphises therefore at the earliest could have begun his 
career only after 25 A.D., and stating that Kujula Kadphises issued 

toother with HermaeuSj concludes that Hermaeus therefore 

141) J. Mabshall, Excarathni aiTaxi/j, AS.t.A.tl,, 1925l*’30, pp. 55*97, esp, 
p.3V. 

142) BaldffmiE, tfd. Frisk, 
M^gsk€^i^ls Arjjihft, voJ, XXXIll, 1927^ | 33^ p. IS, 
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rfipned unliL about 30 RaFSON, however, thought 
that Hermaeus reigned about 40 B.C '■*'*). Tarn also, on the 
grounds of his data about the Greek king?, concludes a date for 
Hermaeus of before 48 until 30 B.C **“). Starting frotn this 
point Tarn, attacbing belief to KONOw'sltoilLthat .Knpila 
KFdjhijjffa only began to leign in 25 A,D., concluded.-that the 
joint issue'" of Henoaeus and Kujiila Kadphiscs is impossibl-ei ajid 

that Kujaia l^dphises only imitated the coins, because he ww a 
relative of Hennaeiis, at the same time hoped to get die 
Greeks who lived in his country to side with him ag^nst ti^ Par- 
thians. The one reason seems to us to be even more fant^tic than 
the other the more so, as usurpation or a joint rule is always 
accepted in the case of a “joint issue". An exception would have 
to be made to this, and so it would have to be assumed then, that 
Ki^la I^dphises imitated, iot such a far-fetched reason, the coins 
of a G^k king who reigned at least 55 yews before him. Tarn 
himself apparently feels the weakness of his argument, judging 
by his last words: “The old belief that these coins were a Joint issue 
of Hermaeus and Kadphises I has in consequence been universally 
abandoned, for it is recognised tliat a considerable interval of 
time separated the two kings; but nothing ehe has taken its 
place." i*') Indeed there is nothing that can bridge oyer the gap 
of 55 or more years, and it appears to us that it is unwise to attack 
violently the now once for all clearly evident joint issue . We 
must therefore choose between the calculations of Tarn about the 
date of Hermaeus based on his other data about the Greek kings 
in Bactria and India, and the theory of KoNOW about the com- 

143) Corpnh p. XLir. 
144) E. Rapson, voL 1, p. 562. 
145) Tarn, pp. 326 and 497. „ „ - , 
146) Tarn. pp. 339, 343 and Appcndiit 17. Evm for E. BAXiN-FouCHfia who 

^enlly h« praise for Tarn s theoric^-w.m« h« 
irictit grate iti <Jop de divtoatka qti il a teoi do cid rt ^ui ejt la «>rrt de g^ 
d« hitloriefls", this reprewitarion of affair* is too much. In her of The 
Greets in Bacttm and India in J.A., tom* 230, 1938. pp. 501-526, says on 
page 5lfl: "... ces hypotheses ... n'etnportcnl plus la conviction du lecteur. 

147) Tarn, pp. 338-339. Italicized by us. 
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mencement of Kujula Kadphises* career which connects with his 
whole hypothesis about the beginning of Kaniska’s reign. It seems 
to us then, that our choice, without hesitation, must fall upon the 
first. Against Konow's hypothesis sufficient arguments have been 
advanc^ in the preceding pages, and the calculations of Tarn 

in so far as they concern the Greek kings tally nearly always 
excellently with our outline of the history of the Scythians, unless 
he again seeks support from Konow as in this case. 

Consequently Kujula Kadphises' reign, in our opinion, connects 
directly with that of Hermaeus which, we believe, ended about 
25 B.C. Accordingly Kujula Kadphises began his career at the be¬ 
ginning of the last quarter of the 1st century B.C. (and this would 
confirm Konow's opinion that he is mentioned in the inscription 
of Takht-i-Baht of the year 103 “ 26 B.C. as a young prince). 
Moreover the evidence of the discoveries at Taxi la affirms that 
Kujula Kadphises was partly contemporary with and partly later 
than Gondophemes and succeeded him at that place As 
Kujula Kadphises probably did not conquer Taxi la at the bc' 
ginning of his career we are justified in saying that this monarcli 
started on his career somewhere about 25 B.C. 

In connection with the shortly before discussed joint issue of 
Kujula Kadphises and Hermaeus we must now bring forward the 
following. Marshall remarks in one of his reports "*) that a 
remarkable fact came to light during his excavations, viz. that m 
Taxila he found many coin-specimens of Hermaeus and Kujula 
Kadphises as well as the joint issue type, in strata dating after 
Gondophemes, and also in strata of "the early half of the first 
century B.C,” (This last must undoubtedly be a misprint: ’'B.C." 
instead of "A.D.", for elsewhere in the article coins of Hermaeus 
and Kujula Kadphises are mentioned as of "the early half of the 
first century A.D.'*.) The for Marshall seemingly inexpltca- 
bleness and absurdity of coins of Hermaeus and Kujula Kadphises 
of the first half of the 1st century A.D. and at the same time after 

He) E. j. Rapson, €,H,L, voL 1, p. 
149) J. MAfiSHAU., Excat'ntiwns al TaxiLt, AS-l-A-R.. 1929-'30, pp, 55-97, 

np. p. 36. 
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Gondophernes, is for us who date Gondophemes at the end of 
tlie 1st century B.C. nothing more than a plea for our conception. 

But numismatics provide still more arguments. It is a ^nerally 
known fact that many gold Roman coins have been'Found tn India. 
They were the legal tender of merchants from the West, who, 
talcing advantage of the monsoons, came to buy spices and other 
valuable articles in India. These Roman coins date for the greater 
part from the time of the julian-Claudian dynasty. The series of 
coins after this breaks off suddenly, and therefore the coins date 
chiefly from the reign of Augustus, until and including Nero, id 
cst 27 B.C. until 68 A.D. This phenomenon made SCHUR remark 
^at the Julian coins seem to have had a.high value in India 
Thiel ingeniously explained this sudden break in the stream of 
Roman coins by the depreciation of the money under Nero^'^^). 
The silver money was alloyed and the gold lessened in weight. 

Now we have many gold coins of Wima Kadphis^ and the 
kings after him. The gold standard was imitated from the Roman 
aureuT which was instituted by Augustus. Kennedy formerly 
doubted whether the standard of the Indian coins was indeed that 
of Augustus His argumentation was, however, not at all con¬ 
vincing and very weak, so that it has been refuted by many. It U 
obvious that the motive to mint gold coins under Wima Kadphises 
must be sought for in the enormous influx of Roman coins between 
the years 27 B.C. until 68 A.D. A copper.coin of_Kujula Kad- 
phises with the representation of the king’s head proves that 

150) W, SCHUK, Dit Oriratpolittk det KMiers Nrrtf, Klie, Beiheft XV {Neue 
Folge. Heft II), 1923, p. 5>. 

I3l) J. H. Thiel, EuJoxui nart Cyzitat (Ees hoo\ditmk vit df G*srhuJfrtii 
rafi Vadrt Indie en de <3Jw de Zttrd in de Ofidheid/f Medfdeeiingen 
der Koniftilifie Nederlandsche Akddemie i^an Wetenschdp^gen, Mi. Letterkundc, 

Nipuwe Reefcs, d«l 2, 8, Amsterciiiin p. 266. 
152) J. The Secret of Koniih^dj, 1912^ pp, 665-688 and 

98J-1019* «p. pp. 9^-IWl; md by the same author Kanijhki’f Greeh, J.R.AS., 
1913^ pp. 121-124; Sidelights &n Kdnhhhi, f.R.AS.y 1913, pp. 369'378^ Fresh 
Ughi on Kafiishkd, f.R.AS,, 1913, pp. 664-6^; The DdSe of Konishka, f.R,AS.f 
1913p pp. 920-939* Fleet agrees with KenNEDV in The Date of Konisiha, 

j.R.A.S., 1915, pp. 913^920, esp. p. 916- 
133) See R. B. Whitehead, Casalogke of the Coins in the Pan jab Alusesim, 

Ldthore^ vol. pi- XVl!^ 24, 
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already under this king the stream of Roman gold began to flow 
m. According to Whitehead’s description this coin is an un¬ 
mistakable imitation of one of the early Roman Emperors 
in our opinion, probably Augustus. Under Kujiila Kadphises the 
kingdom of the Kusanas had not yet extended so far South, so 
that there was yet no need of gold currency, Wima Kadphises, who 
greatly extended the kingdom in both a southern and a south¬ 
eastern direction, thus directly or indirectly came into conuct with 
Roman gold by way of the rich harbours on the coast trading with 
the Roman Empire. Trade-considerations therefore probably in¬ 
duced him to have coins struck in the Roman standard: If Wima 
Kadphises came to reign only, as Konow thinks, in 78 A.D, or, 
as Ghirshman thinks, ^ 95 A.D,* then it would be less easy to 
bring the above-mentioned facts into a logical agreement with each 
other for it would be unexplainable why Wima Kadphis^ 
imitated the standard of the Roman aureus of Augustus and his 
immediate successors which In the meantime had been depreciated 
by Nero, The standard of Wima Kadphises in that case would not 
tally anymore with that of the western tradesman, which would 

be quite impracticable. 
Haloun, who has an extremely deep insight into the intricate 

Scythian matters, suggested to read Cusani in stead of 

154) R. B. WhiteheaO. ibidem, p. 173. 
155) R. Ghjsshman; Bigranif Retitff^es archiologif/iti et bistsriquti lur Iti 

Koiithaas, p. 151. GhirSHMAN's obMnarions on the influeort of the mon*^- 
trade oft the Kufa^ Empire aw very interntin^, and deserve special attention. 
However, be seems to base hia ideas on ftounds which are not ftlwiys tyiite correct 
It is for instance not tine that the monsoon-trade with India was discoyered during 
Au^^ustus' «i^ (p, 123). Thiel has conviadogly proved that this impottani 
discovery was nude a century earlier (J. H. Thiel, t-aw Cyvcui 
hooUstvk uh de Geschiedeais t‘4» dr Vaatt op Indie ea dt V^rt om de Zuid 
in de Oudbeid}, MedednUngen dtr Koninkl^ke PiidetliOtdstbt Akadetnie vm 
Wetensrhsppettf Afd, Lettericunde, Nleuwe Re^. Deel 2, N“ 8, «p. AppendiK 
II: Ontu/ikkeiing der moetsonvmtrt op tndii in de Oudbeid, pp. 65-82 (249-268), 
see also Taxn, p. 369). Further the occupation of Aden did not ta^ place under 
Nero (p. 125) but much earlier, probably under Augustus {Thiel, ibidem, p. 72; 
M. P. CharleswORTH, S'onTe Notes on the Periplns Marir Erytbfoei, The Cliusscai 
Quarterly, vol. XXII, 1928, pp. 92-100, esp, pp, 98-99; t H. WaAMINCTON, 
TheCommerre between the Rontati Empire and India, Cambridge 1928, pp. l5-lo)- 
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"Asiani" in the prologue to book XLIl of Trogus Pompeius. 

If this suggestion would be right—and Haloun's high authority 
on these matters gives great probability to his suggestion—then 
we would have another valuable argument for an early date of 
Kujula Kadphises, for In the passage under discussion we read the 
following: "Additae his res Scythicae. Reges Tocharorum Asiani 
Interitusque Saraucarum." If we substitute "Asiani” by "Cusani” 
we would find a confirmation in Trogus of a fact which nobody 
will doubt, viz, that the Kusanas were the ruling dynasty of the 
Tochari. Now it is in a measure possible to date the time these 
Cusani became the kings of the Tochari of which the result, as it 
seems, was that the Sa(ca)raucae were annihilated. For the chapters 
in Trogus* history follow each other in chronological sequence and 
the facts which he treated in chapter XLIl can be dated, viz. the 
victory of Phraates IV over Tiridates in 27-26 B.C. and the handing 
back of the Insignia and prisoners of war to Augustus by Phraates 
IV in 20 B,C. Consequently the seizure of the royal pwer by the 
Kus^as must have taken place about the middle of the 2nd 
half of the 1st century B.C. 

Ghirshman proposes to reg^d Heraus as the father of KujuJa 
Kadphises. Although this Is a pleasing hypothesis which we would 
not deny "a priori”, there is no convincing argument in favour of 
it In connection with the just mentioned passage in TroGUS he 
proposes to ascribe to Heraus the assumption of royal power as 
well as the annihilation of the Sa(ca)raucae communicated by this 
writer. In our opinion, however, it is obvious that the first state¬ 
ment of Trogus is only a western description of what the Hoid han 
shu told us, viz. that "more than a hundred years af terwards the hsi- 
hou of Kuei-shuang, Ch'iu-chiu-ch'io, attacked and vanquished the 
other four hsi-hou and made himself king.” There are still two 
other objections to Ghirshwan's idea. Firstly it does not seem 
possible that Heraus would be able to annihilate the Sa(ca)rau- 

t56) G. HalouNt V€-t4i voL 9i, 2^3, note 4, 
1^7) E, Ghirshman, Eigtanh ^chiohgiqati tt luf Us 

K&uchimjf p. 116. 
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cae as he was still in the dangerous position that the other 
four hsi-hou did not recognize him as their overlord, as Ghirsh- 
MAN supposes, probably in order bo explain the discrepancy wich 
according to him existed between the statements of Troghs and 
the rh?nf<ip annab. Secondly it is not logical to assume that two 
almost similar communications would pertain to tw'o different 
persons and as the Chinese annals definitely state that the name of 
the king in question was Kujula Kadphiscs the matter app^rs 
decided. All together it seems inevitable to avoid the conclusion 
that this event happened, according to TroGUS, in the middle of 
the second half of the 1st century B,C, As to passage ■interitusque 
Saraucarum" we can assume two explications il- that one of the 
first things Kujula Kadphises did after he was supreme king was 
to wipe out the Sa(ca)raucae. If Junge is right in supposing 
that a passage in Orosius (I, 2, 43) points out that the Sacarauc^ 
were living in North India near Hindu-Kush, then pasMge in 
Trogus would even be a description of the first raids which tlie 
Yueh'Chih made into India under Kujula Kadphises; 2 that the 
Sacaraucae were one of the five tribes governed by the five hsi-hou^ 
but all this is of no importance in relation to the question about the 

date of Kujula Kadphises. ^ ■ u* 
Again another argument for Kujula Kadphises’ date is this; 

Should the Kadphises kings indeed have lived later than we now' 
accept, then it is quite inexplicable why they allowed the Western 
Ksatrapas. who in that case must have been their vassals in Uj jain, 
to use a different era than the one th^ used themselvesThis 
would be in conflict with the submissiveness that even a high-born 
vassal ought to show' with respect to his feudal lord. 

158) In fmvour of this fact GhirsHMaN brings forward a coin ^trock with 
•'sakanxi". This need not nMcssarily be explained as i victory over die Sacaraucae 
by Hcraus. it «wlti just as well be otplaitied as a recoinage by the Sacaraucae, 
whads after a victory of the Sacaraiicae over Heraus. The tecoinieg ** 
always later than the person whose coins be testrik«. Perhaps the later a^^iialJTO 
of the ts the revenge by Kujula Kadphises for his leiative (fatner .) 

15P) J. JuNCE, Saia-StitdieTi, dtr l«Tise NofdoiUn im WtUbtid der Antibe, 
Klio, Beiheft 41, Nme Folge, Beiheft 28, Leipag 1939, p. 102, 

KSO) This is namely the conclusion to which KONOW and GhirSHMAN roust 
arrive, sec Ch. I, p. 64 and notes 223 and 224. 
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Here then are about half a dozen arguments in objection to the 
fact that Kujula Kadphlses began his reign in the beginning of 
the 1st century A.D., and which point to a date for this event at 
the end of the 1st century B.C. KoNOw’s argument to date this 
about half a century later, rests on his opinion that Kaniska began 
to reign between 120'140 (on account of Kaniska s almost imme' 
diate succession after Wima Kadphises, he was forced to date Ku' 
jula Kadphises much later than w’e do), and also on the fact that 
Fan Veh says, that he only mentions those facts which in the 
period from A.D. and afterwards, were different from the 
fore-going period. Apparently die rise of the Kusana kings brought 
a definitely striking change in the distribution of power, and. Fan 
Yeh gives considerable attention to the matter. Now the different 
data indicate that it was especially Wima Kadphises who so greatly 
extended the kingdom, which therefore became worthy of mention 
for the Chinese. K^ula Kadphises probably possessed the North- 
West of India, but his rule was only temporary, or later on only 
nominal. The great expansion took place under Wima, witness 
die Chinese data, the discovery of his coins as far as Mathuri, and 
the fact that he i^ the first to strike gold coins. It seems to us quite 
comprehensible that Fan Y eh, when he tells about this great ch^ge 
of power in the West, refers to the antecedent history beginning 
with Kujula Kadphises. And even if It were not so that it was 
Wima who carried out the policy of the great expansion, which in 
our opinion is difficult to refute, even then it would only be self- 
evident that Fan Yeh relating about the period of 25 until 55 A.D, 
should remind us of Kujula Kadphises’ career, as he reigned also 
partly in that period; to which must be added, that we need not 
apply the remark of Fan Yeh, that he mentions only facts that 
were different from those before the year 25 A.D., boo ct^rously. 
For Fan Yeh contradicts himself immediately when he relates 
facts which took place long before or after that period, viz. the 
defeat of the Yiieh-chih by the Hsiung-nu, the trek to Ta-hsia, the 
conquest of it, etc., etc. On the other hand he relates facts from 

Yw Lomui^n-m Li i LTV, The "SqrthiKi" Ptriod 
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159 and l6l A.D. as Thomas pointed out so It is dear that 
he does not keep to his own statement, and it therefore seems quite 
natural that Fan Yeh tdb us about the migration of the Yueh- 
chih and the rise of Kujula Kadphises, 

Another point which deserves our attention b the passage in the 
Wei annals quoted, by Uvi **-) and FraNKE which mentions 
a king of the Ta-yiich-chih in 2 B.C. This clearly proves that the 
unification of the five hsi-hou by Kujula Kadphises had taken 
place already by that time. 

Again an important indication b the story told in the Ch'ien 
ban ihn '®’*) about Chi*pin. The king of thb country Yin-roo-fu 
killed 70 persons of the suite of a Chinese envoy, but the Chinese 
Emperor refused to punish the culprit which seems very unusual. 
Later on about 25 B.C. Chi-pin sent envoys to beg for pardon, 
probably being urged by danger from another side, but China 
refrained from help, livi drew' the obvious condusion that it w'as 
the Yiieh-chih who threatened Chi-pin, and that their power 
induced China to refuse help We would like to add that it 
possibly was the Indo-Patthians which made the Chinese refrain 
from punishing the king of Chi-pin. Perhaps this was the period 
in which Hecmaeus for some time was a vassal, as Ghirshman 
suggests, of the Indo-Parthians ‘®®), w'hereas later on Hetmaeus 
being hardly pressed by Kujula Kadphises sought for a counter¬ 
balance with Ae Chinese about 25 B.C. 

Next to these points there are two curious facts to which Hari 

l$l) F, W. Thomas, S^nioftes, HAhipAna, Caifatia and KamthA; Tititg-ii, 
P'an-(b'i and CbhtM Ttirkulan, Ntie Indian Antiquary, vol VII, N“ 5-6, Botn 

hay 1944. ... , j 
162) S. Livi. Ndi/rJ i»r Its Inda-Sffihti, U: Lai ttxtei biilortq/iei, /. 

9* siric, tome IX, 1897, p. 14. 
165) O, Frank E, Baittage ant fhinesiichen Quailtn 2itr Ken/itnts d^ Tnra- 

poiket and Sijtien Zentralaiiem, AhhattdL Kon. Akad- d. Whstnstb., 
Berlin 1904, PhiL-hist. Abhandl. I. pp. 91-92. 

164) CA'wff han ska. Chapter 96 A, traiul. by A. WVHE. lAi,Gr3T.&U toI- 

X, 1861. p. 36. ,. , 
165) S. Ltvi, LLbtas sttr Its Indo-Stylhn, 111 Les itxits htstonques, 

9^ serin, ttune IX, 1897, p- 22. , . , 
166) R. Gmibshman. Bigram, Rtehtrebes arebidogiqaes tl histofiqatt snr Ut 

Keartans, pp. 120-121. 
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Charan Ghosh dr^ws attention viz. that although Pan Kh 
gives a long account of Chi*pin, describing it as “a great kingdom'‘t 
Fan Yeh does not say a word about this country. The only con¬ 
clusion which can be drawn from this is that in 25 A.D. Chi-pin 
had been incorporated already into the Yueh-chih kingdom. The 
other interesting question Is the fact that Pan Ku as well as Fan 
Yeh mention one capital of the Ta-yiieh-chih realm. Consequently 
Kuj^a Kadphises had no doubt subjugated the other four hsi- 
hou already before 25 A.D, 

Perhaps we can define yet more closely, which occasion induced 
Kujula Kadphises to seize the power over the other four hst-hou. 
JusTiNUS relates the following about the events in Parthia in the 
year 27 B.C.: *’Qua victoria insolentlor Phrahates redditus, cum 
multa crudeliter consuleret, in exsilium a populo suo pellitur. 
Itaque cum magno tempore fimtimas dvitates, ad postremum 
Scythas precibus fatigass^, Scytharum maxlme auxilio in regnum 
restituitur." 

It is not wholly impossible that Kujula Kadphises took advantage 
of the absence of this Scythian army and its leaders to procure 
power for himself. In the words of the Hou hatt shn; "More than 
a hundred years afterwards the hsi-hou of Kuei-shuang, Ch'iu-chiu- 
ch'io, attacked and vanquished the other four hsi-hou and made 
himself king. His kingdom was called Kuci'shuang. He invaded 
An-hsi and seized the territory of Kao-fu; further he triumphed 
over P'u-ta and Chi-pin and entirely possessed those kingdoms. 
Ch’iu-chiu'ch'io died more tlian eighty years old." The invasion 
in An-hsi, id est Parthia, is in this case probably the Parthian king¬ 
dom of Gondophernes and his successors, and not the Parthia of 
the Arsacids. Further, we hear of the conquest of Kao-fu, id est 
Kabul. The coins again confirm the accuracy of the Chinese data 
for the reverse of the coins of Hermaeus, the last Hellenistic king 

i67) Haw Chaxan Ghosh, The Doit af Kasishtt, /.H.g,, voL V, 1929. 
pp. 49-00, Mp. p. 64, 

l6S) XLII, 5, 4-5> 
169) Hoti han shtt, Ch. US, E. CMavaNNESv Ui Toys ^'Ocfidenf tfaprts le 

Heou Han rhoa, Totmg Pan, shit 11, tome VIIS, 1907, pp. 187 seq. 
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of Kabul, shows the head of Kujula Kadphises which proves a 
taking-over of power by this last-mentioned king. There exists a 
controversy as to where Pu'ta is situated, Marqoart, Franke 

and KONOW think, it is Arachosiii Chavannes does not agree 
with them. The identification of Chi-pin has also been the obj^ 
of considerable discussions. According to Uvi it was Kapisa » ). 
Chavannes thought that in these times Chi-pin was used by the 
Chinese to indicate Kasmir‘”). Smith proposed Gimdhara 
combined with Ka^ir ”"). Pelliot refuted the identihcatirm 
of Chi-pin as Kapisa . Lastly Tarn proposed to regard Cbi-pin 
as the old name Kophen for Kabul This last supposition 
seems to be the most acceptable in connection with the use of Ctu-pin 
in the description in the Chlen han shu of the peregrimtions 
of the Sakas in the end of the 2nd century B.C., but m the just 
cited passage from the Hou han shu it would be pleon^c if it 
were said that Kujula Kadphises took Kao-fu = Kabul annexed 
Chi-pin, Probably Chi-pin has in this text already acquired 
the more general significance of a name for the distnete south o 
Hindu-Kush in possession of the Scythians. Perhaps it was this 
attack on Chi-pin which induced its king to send for help to 
China between 32-7 B.C If we accept Tarn s identifi^tion 
of the name of this King Yin-mo-fu as Hermaeus, the Chmese 

J701 O. FtuUJKE, Btitr^e flu/ ^hineuseben Qiulten skt Kennimi Twr*- 
folifT und Skythen Ztntfdfiiitni, AbhanJl. Kon. Preuif. Akad, d. Wisseme 

Berlin 1904. Phil.-hisl. Abhandl. I, p. 99. frh^„stht 
I7l> S. KoNOW and W, E. van Wijk. Tht efM o/ ibt Ittdtm Kharoslbi 

■msfriPtiom, Acti Or., vol. Ill, 192S. pp. 52-91, , 
172) S. L&Vi. Hot* ttAijicaivt mt it Ki-fm, /.i4„ 9^ s^nt. tome VII, 189 , 

pp. 161-162. 
ITS) See p. 328, note 18 (p. 538, note 4). , „„ 
174) V SMrTH, The in Ncrthem India, Z.D-At.G., vol. 61, 190 , pp. 

175) P. Pelliot, Tokharien et Koutchhn, f,A; tome 224, 1934, pp, 25-106. 

esp. p* note 

^ A. WVUB, 

^'l^) *€h'^n ban fbn. Chapter 96 A, tnnsl. by A. Wyhe, ™l 

X, laai, p. 56- 
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report would even be an argument for our date of Kujula Kad- 
phises. We do not^ however, accept the ideas Tarn launches on 
the base of the report During or after the annesiation of 
Chi-pin by Kujula Kadphises the conquest of Taxila most likely 
took place, as appears from the inscription on the Tax LI a silver 

scroll of the year 13d. _ 
After a long life of more than eighty years Kujula Kadphises j 

dies. His son Wima Kadphj^, mentioned in the Hon han shu 
as Yen-kao-chen, succeeds him: "His son Yen-kaorchen became; 
king in his stead. In his turn he conquered T'ien-chu and appointed 
a general there for the administration. From this moment the 
Yiieh-chih became extremely powerful. All the countries designate 
them calling (their king) the Kuehshuang King, but the 
call them Ta-yueh‘chih, preserving their old appellation.” ‘ ) 
The communication of the conquest of T ien'Chu shows that the 
authority of the Kusi^ up till then was only nominal, just as 
probably was the case in Taxila. T ien-chu, judging from the 
Chinese description of the country and the customs, was not North- 
West India, but a warmer part of India, namely, Sindhu, id est 
Indus-country. That the Chinese information regarding the expan¬ 
sion of tenitory under Wima is absolutely reliable, is shown by 
an inscription of this monarch dated in 187, id est 58 A.D,, found 

at Khalatse in Lesser-Tibet. 
Thomas has lately demonstrated that the Han records mention 

the conquest also of Central India Mathura, which probably 
after Sodasa was lost by the Scythians was most likely included. 
In our opinion Thomas’ view is confirmed both by the large 
number of coins of Wima discovered at Mathura, and by the 
inscription found there of the year 199 in which a maharaja 
rajatiraja is mentioned with whom perhaps Wima Kadphises or 

a successor is indicated. 

179) Tarn, pp. 339-350. 

iflO) See note 1^19. ^ j - i -r r 
181) F. W, Thomas, Sufidanei, C^fana and Kantfea: Tttng-ttf 

P'aa-th’i and Chine}e Tat^etUtn. Mmt AnliqHUTy, vol Vll. N 1944^ 
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It seems exceedingly unlikely to us that as Rapson thinks, a 

third Kusa^ king Kujuk Kara Kadphises existed We readily 
join in with the arguments which Konow advances against 
this Nor does Kadphises I seem to be another person than 
Kadaphes, as Gardner thinks 

We know very little about the reigns of either of the Kadphises 
kings. Konow supposes that Sirkap was destroyed by Kujula 
Kadphises in 65 A.D., the year to which he ascribes the inscription 
of Pan]tar’“). However, on account of the numerous coins of 
Kujula Kadphises found at Sirkap it is in our opinion impossible 
to evade the conclusion that the city was still inhabited during 
his reign. Sir John Marshall’s opinion, that Taxila was sacked 
by the Kusanas, is based on the duck-vase of Jihonika, the date 
of which, in his opinion, is the middle of the 1st century A.D. 
According to him, coins have been found in Sirkap “up to*' Wima 
Kadphises, while no coins of Soter Megas, Kaniska, Huviska or 
Vasudeva have been discovered This statement clearly shows 
that Sirkap was still inhabited during Kujula Kadphises' reign, 
and that it was not sacked by Kujula Kadphises, as Konow 

thinks, but, at earliest, only after Kuiula Kadphises. 
Marshall appears to have been uncertain for a long time 

whether coins of Wima Kadphises were found at Sirkap or not. 
Still in 1915 he believed that coins of Wima were met with at 
Sirkap^®"). Afterwards Konow doubted this and suggested that 
the coins of Wima found at Sirkap with the legend maHARAJASA 

182) E, J. Rapsqk, vol. (, p. Sd2. 
18J) Corfifu, pp. LXIV'LXV. 
184) P. Gardner, Tht C&i»j ef ibe CretA md Stythic Kittgi sf Baffria and 

ttidia in tbt BrHhb ?Ajiiakm, p. XLIX. 
185) S. Konow, Kdawan Copper^^lata tmefipthn of Ihe Year t}4, 

m2, p, 957. 
18d) ]. Marshall, A Guide to Taxiia, 3fd ed,, p. 97. 
187) |. Marshall, Exeatations at Taxtla, ASJji.R., 1912-'15, pp, 424J, e*p. 

p, 44, 
188) J. Marshall, The Date of Kanhhia, f.R.AS» 1915, pp. 191-196, op. 

p, 196, hence GhirshmaN deducts thRt Sirkap wjs Inhabited tjli l^iskas 
affes^ion. R. Ghirshman, Recfrerchet areheohgtques tt htitotiqttes me 
let KoMchatti, p. 140 note 2 and p, 176. 
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RAjATiRAjASA KHUSANASA YAVUGASA, should be ascribed to his 
father, on account of the title “yavuga"Rapson, on the 
contrary, is convinced that the coins do indeed belong to Wima 
Kadphises «»), 

Bachhofer, at the tunc, undeniably demonstrated that the coins 
mentioning a certain Soter Megas were struck during (be reign 
of Wima Kadphises His conclusion that Wima and Soter 
Megas are identical does not seem convincing to us. There is not 
one sound argument that can be brought forward against Konow's 

view that Soter Megas was the viceroy of Wima Kadphises 
in India, mentioned in the Hou han sku On the other hand 
there are neither decisive proofs in favour of it, so the best thing 
is to leave this question undecided. As the coins of Soter Megas 
have decidedly not been found at Sirkap, the possibility is great 
that Sirkap was deserted after Kujula Kadphises and before Wima 
Kadphises, and it is inevitable to assume that it was Wima who 
destroyed the city during his conquest of territories, parts of which 
had perhaps previously been in the possession of his father. The 
city of Sirsukh was probably built during Wima's reign, for 
although many coins of Kujula Kadphises have also been discovered 
at Sirsukh, that is no proof that he founded the town, as, in general, 
coins of earlier kings remain in circulation long afterwards. The 
presence of a coin never proves that the plate of, discovery is as 
old or as late as the coin itself. The stratum can just as well be 
later, and can only be older if the later coin was laid in the stra¬ 
tum either as a votive offering, or as a hidden treasure. The ab* 
sence of a certain sort of coin at a spot where a sequence of coins 
is found points to a desertion of the place at the time when that 
particular species of coin came into use. 

The fact that it was Wima Kadphises who destroyed Sirkap b 

189) CQTpHi, pp. LXIV scq. 

190) E. J. Rapsow, CH./,, vol. I, p, 581. 
191) L Bachhofer, Dig Ata K^niihkast O.Z., Neue FoJge, voL IV, l^n-'iB, 

pp. 21-^3, esp. pp. 32*33. 
192) S. KONOW and W, E. van WijIC, gm in the Indian Khar&fthl in- 

sctifthnt. Act A Or,, fol. HI, 1925, pp. 52-91, csp. p. 65; Cor^s, p. LXIX. 

193) ^ note i®. 
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proYcdf wc thinkf by the diseovc^ by Sir John Marshall of 3. 
hoard of coins at Sirkap, consisting of coins of Gondopberncs, 
Pakura, and Kujula Kadpbises. In view of Wima's attack people 
hid their money consisting of coins of the three last great kings 
of that time. RapsoN believes that the coins of Kujula Kad- 
phises out of the just-mentioned hoard belonged to Wima, as 
Marshall himself at first thought, but a hoard consisting of coins 
of three successive rulers is more likely than a group of coins of 
Gondophemes, Pakura, and Wima Kadphises, as in that case it 
would be difficult to explain why those of Kujula Kadphises are 
altogether missing. This hoard therefore might at the same time 
be an argument for Konow’s view about those coins of Kujula 

or Wirna discussed above. 
Judging from the coins, Sirkap was again inhabited in later 

times, but the Importance of the city was transferred to Sirs^h. 
Undoubtedly this city has also suffered from turbulent times 
resulting from its geographical situation near the gatev^'ay to India. 
Shortly afterwards Kaniska’s great march of conquest swept over 
Siisukh, but we do hot feow whether this city was destroy^ then 
or not. Probably this expedition was the reason why the Jihonika 
vase was buried. An objection could be that the vase was found 
at Sirkap, and that Sirkap had already been destroyed by Wima 
Kadphises. Against this we should like to point out, firstly, that 
it is not at all certain that Sirkap was quite deserted, secondly, 
that the genitive in the inscription on the Jihonika vase unquestion¬ 
ably indicates that the vase was a votive gift of Jihonika to some 
sanctuary. Dozens of inscriptions which strongly resemble that 
of Jihonika have been discovered on stones, rims of wells, reli¬ 
quaries, and on ritual objects, such as sieves, spoons, dishes, jugs, 
lamps, etc,, etc. These inscriptions frequently mention the word 

or dmamukha, by which it is clear that they ace votive in¬ 
scriptions, but these words are often omitted From the in- 

]p4) E. J. Rai^n, Ci/./.j vot. ], sso-sai. 
195) For mstance, in the inscriptions rxi fwo silver cups from Sirkap, Corpus, 

pp, 97-98; on a silver plait with three legs, Corpm, p. 98; on t jar. Corpus, 
p. 12Z \ on a bas-relief. Corpus, p. 134; on a silver disk from Mai^iala, Corpus, 

p. ISl- 
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saiption it appeacs, therefore, that the vase was dedicated by 
Jihonika and, moreover, that judging from the terminology the 
rulir^g monarch is not Jihonika, as Gh[rSHMAN thinly but 
a mahari)arajatira]a. Concluding, we should like to point out that 
the genitive in the inscription docs not indicate that Jihonika ruled 
in the year I9I, as Konow thinks, but that he was the donor of 

the vase. 
Now it is very probable that the sanctuary or temple to which 

Jihonika gifted the silver vase was not transferred to Slrsukh after 
the desertion of Sirkap, but remained on the original precincts at 
Sirkap, or, if destroyed, was e\'en rebuilt there. It is a well-known 
fact that shrines are very firmly bound to their geographical 
situations, and are seldom removed unless the dispersal of the 
people takes on the character of a mass-emigration; even examples 
of a succeeding nation taking over the cultic centres of its pre¬ 
decessors are legio; W'e remind the reader, for example, of Delphi, 
the Adam's Peak, and the many mosques built upon the ruins of 
Hindu temples. But there are still many more examples that codd 
be mentioned, all of which are a confinnation of the lasting 
character of sacred precincts. It seems to us possible therefore, 
that the Jihonika vase was buried at the approach of Kaniska's 
troops together with the other votive gifts, which have also been 

rediscovered. 
Although still presuming in 1929 that Jihonika was a con¬ 

temporary of Wima, Konow changed his mind in 1932 and said 
concerning the silver vase: "The silver vase with inscription of 
the (Sa)ka i®’) year 191, during the reign of Jihonika, was found 

196) R. GhirshmaN, Begrantt Rtcbereifi tt hiitori^nn sttt 

Iti Koucham, p. 140. . t« 
197) Konow dumped his mind with fcgatd to this (jd)<4 several luncs. in 

1929 be said: "Ka is evidently the first akshaia of the cecord , Corpftj, p. 82, 
In 19 J2 he Uioufiht he rould cad {50*4, see on Ind^Scjthhit C^onoiogy, 
iJM; vol. xlt, 1933, p, 3, and Copptr^pl<ae Imcnpston oj the ietv 
154t 1932, p- 954. In 1949 he a^ain returns to ha without any dmracter tn 
front of it, Chirsaddtt Kharottb) inssriptha of the Year JOJ, Acta Oe., vol. XX. 

1948, p. 115. 
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in Sirkap, and consequently belongs to the pre-Kusa^ period/* 
Konow therefore placed JihonUua as k^trapa in the time of the 
k^trapas of Mathura, such as So^a, who, according to him, lived 
in l4 A.D. Whitehead considered Jihonika as belonging to the 
dynasty of Gondophernes and therefore a Parthian As we 
saw, Sirkap was not destroyed by Kujula Kadphises, and so Jiho- 

Maucs 

Spolahori 

Am 

Gondophernes 

AIxUgasea 

Kujula Kidphisfis 

WLim Kidphises 

Jihonika 

Kini^k^ 

Huvifk;i 

Visudevi I 

^ Jihonika 

*) WHlTElfeAl^p Nwm. CJkom.r J£ib 5cric$p vfA. XX* p. 118- 
**) We hive floc been tc tnia ihU 

Textfig. 29. Dev^bpitient of And onukron cxi the Scfthiu coins 

nika does not necessarily belong to the Pre-Ku^a period. More¬ 
over, a k^trapa in the Kusa^ period Is not unusual. We find, 
for example, the k^trapas KharapalUna and Vanaspara in an 
inscription from Samath of the year 3 under Kaniska. Finally a 

19R) S. Konot, Kalawaa Ci^pptr-piatt Inuripliott cf the Year 134, f.R.AS., 
1932, i>. 957. 

199) R- B, WnTTEHEAD, Cal^Qgut d/ the Coini in the Pan fab Mtnenm, Lahore, 
'wjL 1, p, 95. 
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decisive argument: We have traced the changing of the sigma 
and omikron on the coins of eleven kings who succeed each other. 
The results can be found in textfig. 29. We have indicated where 
according to Konow and Whitehead Jfihonika ought to be 
inserted in the sequence. However, as the coins of Jihonika display 
only the round form of sigtna and omikron, it seems impossible 
to insert Jihonika before Wima Kadphises, and we are forced 
to date him later. In our opinion, there is no objection to regard 
Jihonika as a ksatrapa of the Kusana period. We think that it is 
clear from all tliat has gone before, that the inscription of the 
year 191 does not use its own era, but belongs to the whole 
remaining group, and therefore must be reckoned as belonging 
to the old era, so that I9t U equal to 62 A.D.; Jihonika, son of 
Manlgula, the brother of the maharaja rajatiraja, is probably the 
nephew and heir*prcsumptive of Wima Kadphises. The title 
'‘maharaja rajatiraja” of his uncle reminds one strongly of the 
customary Kusana title in the inscriptions of 122 and 13d of the 
old era and of the passage about the Kusana kings in Ferjshta s 

introduction to his history, in which Jihonika is probably mentioned 
as the nephew who succeeded his uncle K/ng Maharaj {Wima 
Kadphises) Further the name of Manigula probably points to 
a Scythian name judging from the second half, which we find 
back again in e.g. Abu^o/rt, Ra/tf/rf, Ku/fl/rf, and Mihirag^f/^in 
A last argument that pleads for a date for Jihonika directly or 
nearly directly after Wima Kadphises is the fact that these two, 
as well as Kujula Kadphises, struck coins with the same mint- 

stamp*®^). 
Besides the coins and inscriptions there is yet one concrete relic 

of Wima Kadphises that has reached us, his statue in stone, dis¬ 
covered in the devakula at Mat. The inscription on the image 
mentions his name as '‘maharaja rajatiiaja devaputra kusanaputia 
sahi vema taksama", Vogel, who read ‘'VamataJesama” »"*), 

200) S« Ch. I, p. 26. 
201) Corpsts, p. 77, , 
202) J, Ph. VOGEt, Bxplorati&rtJ at MatbvfS, AS,t,A.R., 1911* 12, pp. 120'133, 

«p. pp. 124-12S. 
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thought that from this he was able to deduce the existence 
of a Kusana king Vamataksama, and up till now this is 
accepted by several scholars The arguments brought forward 
by JaVASWAL in favour of the identification of the image as 
Vema = Vima = Wima seem to us to be convincing **‘‘). His 
statement that the inscription mentions the year 6 of tlie era of 
Kaniska, however, does not seem proved to us. Perhaps there 
was a short gap between the reign of Wima and the accession 
to the throne by Kaniska, during which Jihonika might have 
reigned, for he minted coins independently already as ‘mahara- 
jabhrataputra”, although still only a mahak^trapa. Another pos* 
sibility is that Jihonika was the governor of India mentioned by 
the Ch'hH ban shu. The fact that an image of Kaniska wi^ also 
found in the devakula at Mat indicates that some connection or 
other must have acisted between these two kings. Several pos^ 
Sibil it ies exist, one of which might be that the Indian part of 
Wima's realm crumbled away, and that this Scythian kingdom 
was restored by Kaniska. Another possibility is that Kaniska 
attacked the successor of Wima, claiming that he had more rights 
to the throne. Be this as it may, once more a Scythian invasion 
swept over North India, marking the beginning of a new dynasty 
which lasted for at least one hundred years. 

KoNOW, in order to determine the starting-point of the Kaniska 
era, used two astronomical data which are found in inscriptions of 
his dynasty. The 2^eda inscription of the year 11 connects die 
naksatra UttaraphalgunT with the 20th of A^dha, and the Und 
record of die year 6l connects the naksatra Purvasadha with the 
8th of Caitra. Van WljK calculated for Konow which years of 
the Kaliyuga according to the Suryasiddhanta would best answer 
these conditions. Several possibilities arose, namely the years 79, 
117, and 13d A.D. Calculating according to the Aryassddhanta 

205) Inier zJia KONOW, Kaiawart Copp^r^ftlat* Inicripthn of thf Year 134, 
f.R AS,, 1S>52, p. 965, and R. GhihSHMAN, Mgram, Ketherthei M^hvdogfqute 
$t Jtrr ies p. 140. 

204) 1C P- JayasWAIt Th^ KaJpkises anJ Kfijhtn CAra^nmogyf 
vol VI, 1920, pp. 12-22. 
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he found that the year U7 A.D, appeared to be the only suitable 
cjjig iio&\ KoNOW chos^ from all these possibilities the one that 
seemed to him most convenient, namely 134 A.D, as he ^ 
convinced that Kaniska could not have begun to reign before the 

year 125 A.D, . r 
This last assumption is not at all decisive as we have seen, tor 

although Fan Yeh remarks that he has drawn mainly from Pan 

Yung’s records when composing the history of the 
dynasty as far as the western frontier is concerned, (^d this 
implies that only facts up till 125 would have been relat^ by 
Fan Yeh, as Pan Yung only gives news till about 125 A.D.), 
yet as we saw, he does mention facts which occurred after th^ 
tirn'e®®^), so the “terminus post t^uem” 125 A.D, for 
does not exist. On the contrary, as Kanifka probably s^ucceed^ 
Wima (perhaps after only a short interval in which Jihontka might 
have reigned) he cannot have ascended the throne much later thari 
about 100 years after Kujiila Kadphises started on his career, and 
therefore probably about the end of the 1st century A.D. More¬ 
over when tabulating the dates of the inscriptions we noticed that 
there was a gap of about 100 years in the group of 
dated in the old era, beginning after the year 200, id &t 71 A.D. 
which could be excellently filled up by the group of i^riptions 
of Kaniska’s dynasty which cover a century; all this would indicate 
that Kaniska’s reign began shortly after 71 A.D. 

We should Like to draw attention to the remarkable comcid^ce 
that VAN Wi JK found the year 79 to be one of the three possibilities 
for the epoch of the Kaniska era if the data given in the inscriptions 
of Zeda and Und are used as a starting-point. If the years were 
counted as having elapsed as is done in many chronological systems 
especially in the North Indian ones, this means that the year 

205'! W E, VAN WijK, The trai m the Indian Kharofihi inifripti&ni^ Ca!- 

cuiation of the Kbaroithi dtHei, Attn Or., vol. Ill, 19^. Vi tmthi in 
206) 5? KonOW and W. E. van Wijk, The trai t» the Indian Kharoflhi m- 

icnptWftJi, Aitu Of if ni, L92S, p- 78- 
207 J Sec pp. 3^9-370, 
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calculated by van Wijk.^®*) as the starting-point of the Kantska 
era, is exactly the year 1 of the Saka era 

Hari Charan Ghosh has pointed out that a date as late as 
123 A.D. or later, for Kanaka’s ascendancy is also impossible on 
account of the fact that Vasiska is mentioned in an inscription of 
the year 28 of the Kaniska era at Sanchi, while Rudradaman is 
known to have ruled over that part of the country about 150 A.D., 
which would clash with the idea that Vasi^ ruled there at the 
same time; consctjuently Kaniska came to the throne before 125 
A.D. 

We have already pointed out that it is c^uite inacceptable that 
die Western K^trapas.who used the Saka era and who were the 
vassals of Kanina and his successors, used another era than their 
feudal lords. As we saw', Konow tried to explain this by saying 
that they w-ere the vassals of Wima Kadphises, but this cannot ]x 
maintained and has recently again been refuted by Thomas 
Moreover Wima himself appears not even to have used this Saka 
era (which KoNow thought he instituted) but the old era. 

One of the arguments w'hich has been continually brought 
forward in favour of the idea that Kaniska was not the founder 
of the Saka era, is that the anonymous king mentioned as sending 
an expedition from India to the North against the Chinese in the 
year ^ A.D. under a general Sie, who was forced to retreat®^-), 
could not possibly have been die famous Kaniska®’®). But 

208) SofCkc years later van ’Wjjic leconsiikred his opioioia expressed Ln 
Acta Or., vd. Ill, 1925, pp. 79-91; see On dattt m the Kanhka Era, Acta Ot., 
vo3. V, 1927, pp. I6a-im 

209) In 1928 Ham Chaiian Ghosh investigated in an opposite direcdon 
whether the iaformatloo derived from the Zeda irucription, if assigned to the 
Saka era. also tallied, which was indeed the case. The Date of Kaniska, fJf.Q., 
vol. IV, 1928, pp. 760-764. 

210) Ibidem, vol. V, 1929, pp, 49-80. esp. p. 8Q, 
211) F. W. Thomas, SanJanest Naha^na, Coitana and Kaoifka: Ttmg-ii, 

Fan~ch'i and Chtufse Tittktstan, Ntw Indian Anticjuaty, vol. VII, N* 5-6, 
1944. 

212) h A. M, DE Moymac he Mahxa, Hutoire gfnfrde de /« Chine, an 
annalei de cel empire, tradaHet du Tong-kien-kani-inov, Paris 1777, vol. Ill, 
pp. 39i-J94. 

213) S. Ltvi, Notes snr tes Indo-Scythei, II t Las textes bhtoritiaes, fA., 9e 
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Franke^ who for the rest bcorrectly dated Kaniska before tiie 
Kadpfaises kings rightJy pointed out that, if this anonymous 
king had been either ICujuIa fCadphises or Wima Kadphises, it is 
incomprehensible why the general Pan Ck*ao, who recorded 
this event, omitted to mention the name of the king, although he 
knew the names of Kujula Kadphises and Wima Kadphises quite 
well, as appears from other parts of his narrative *“). Moreover, 
the anonymous Indian Ytieh-chih king who sent his viceroy to 
fight the Chinese could not be Wima Kadphises as the latter did 
not reside in India, and on the contrary had appointed a general 
as viceroy in India. Further we do not see why it is impossible that 
Kaniska, even tf he were glorified on account of his zeal for 
Buddhism, could not have undergone a political reverse. The 
Chinese victory, moreover, cannot have been very effective, for in 
107 the Chinese court calls back its officers from the HsI-yil till 

Another argument brought forward against the opinion that 
Kaniska was the founder of the ^aka era is that this era was not 
a northern one This is not true. The Saka era was only tempo¬ 
rarily superseded by the Gupta era and pretty soon after the fall 
of that dynasty the Saka era was used again. The supposition that 
this was the first time that the Saka era came into favour in North 
India is wrong. 

Other arguments can be given. L^vr related from a Chinese 
source, the Fa fa tfang yin yuan ch’tion, a narrative in which an 
expedition to the North is referred to, during which King Kaniska 

rfrie, tome IX. 1897, pp, 5-26, esp. p. 26l A. M. Boyer, llipoqtte de K^ifka. 
]A., 9® rfric, «wne XV, 1900. pp. 526-579, esp. p. 549, 

214) O. Franke, aas tbineiischen Queiitn -zttt Kcnatnii det TSrk- 
volkfr und Skjthtn Zeatralmfm, Ahb, K5n. PrtHtt. Akad. d. WiiMmeh.^ 1904, 
Phil.-hist. Abhapdl. J, p. 94. 

215) Ibidein, p. 72. 
216) J. A. At HE Moyrmc de MaIlIA, Uistoite g,intrgte de U Cbiat, on 

Mtudei de cei empire, tTedsitei dn Tong-kitn-kang-inoii, vol. ]]I, p. 405. 
217) A- M- BoyEh, Hehapdna el fire fjf., 9* s6ne, tonne X, 1897, pp. 

120-151, esp. pp. 144-145. 
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is murdeced A similar tale is related by the well-known 
Chinese globe-trotter HsOan Tsang"*^®). This campaign b most 
probably the same as that related by Pan Ch’ao, and shows in 
our opinion that even in Buddhist tradition which glorifies Kaniska 
to such an extent, hb defeat was not thought impossible. Moreover, 
if it were not Kaniska who was defeated, then we would have to 
assume with KoNOW that first Wima Kadphises (or with Ghirsh- 
MAN Kujula Kadphises) was defeated and after that again Ka¬ 
niska, which would not be in accordance with the growing expan- 

* r 

sion of the Yiieh-diih power. 
We would not like to add as an argument the point brought 

forward by livi that Kaniska b mentioned as Sandanes in the 
Periplus for the date of the Periplm b not yet fixed and some 
scholars think it has to be dated earlier than 80 A,D. However, 
this does not include that we deny Lfivi’s idea that "chan-t'an” m 
the Chinese texb is a title of Kaniska, an equivalent for “Cand^”. 
On the other hand we would not dare to fix a date for the Peri plus 
on the ground of the information it gives about India, as Ghirsh- 

MAN does-^‘). 
Hari Charan Ghosh draws attention to some passages from 

twelve Chinese texts translated by Maspero in which we are 
told how Emperor Ming saw the Buddha in a dream, after which 
he sent an embassy to India, in order to gain information about 
Buddhism. There seems to be little doubt when comparing the 
different texts that they pertain to the Yiieh-diih realm in India. 
The Chinese mission must have taken place between the years 6l 

21S) S. Livt, Netii fttr let {nde-Stflhfi, 1: L*i (BaUf, j.A. 9* seric, toroe 
VIII. 1896, pp, 444-494, esp. pp. 482'48>. 

219) S. BfiAL, Si-fV-Ai, BuJdkht Rrtotds of the Weittra World, Londoa 1906. 
vol. I. pp. 56 seq,; Th. WATTEiiS, Oo Yvaa Chufang’i Trai tls in indra 629^ 
A.D,’od, T. W. RhVS Davids, Orieatat Teanilashn FmuJ, New Series, voJ- XIV, 

London 1904, p, 124. , ■ ji n, 
220) S. L6vi, Konifia SoioviharM, J.A., 19)6. pp. 61-121. See also A- Ba 

KEStJI-SASTRf.^ f.M.O.RSn V"®!- ^5* 1937# pp- ^ ^3" - 

221) R. GmsSHMAM, Btgram, Rfchtffiei atcht'ologi^off et hiitofr^i/ej tor In 

Kottthaat, p. Hi. , , , oirrBrt 
222) H- Maspero, Li soitge it i'tmbAsmde de I Empirror Mmg, 

tome X, Hinoi 1910, pp. 95-1)0. 
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and 75 A.D. A propos of this Ghosh says: “The Ta Yueh-chi king 
dining that epoch was certainty not Kaniska. The edifying Bud¬ 
dhist texts w'ould never have missed the chance of associating fte 
honoured name of the great emperor with the formal introduction 

of Buddhism in China." 
From the same texts it is, moreover, clear, we think, that between 

61 and 75 T’ien-chu, id est India, had already been occupied by the 
Yiieh-chih, which as we have seen before was the work of Wima 
Kadphises. Consequently this monarch must have reigned about or 

before that dme. 
A further argument which the Chinese texts as well as the—in 

our opinion reliable—tradition give us, is, that Buddhism was 
strongly promoted by Kaniska’s zeal. In case the theories which 
date Kaniska somewhere in the middle of the 2nd century A.p. 
would be right, then his conversion to the Buddhist faith and his 
protection of it would fall in the second quarter of the 2nd century 
A.D. or even later. This seems unlikely as we know from the 
Chinese texts that Buddhism had already spread widely over 
Central Asia in the end of the 1st century A.p, 

This long of arguments added to those in Chapter I, must, 
we think, be sufficient to accept the fact that Kaniska was the king 
who instituted the Saka era. The K^akacaryakathanaka is there¬ 

fore quite trustworthy when it says: 

“to suri'pajjuvasaya- 
Sahim tayahiriyam aha kaum 

bhumjarpti rajja-sukkham 
samamta-pait^iya sesa. 

^gakullo jenam 
samagaya, tena te Sag§ )aya; 

evam Saga-raiparp 
eso vamso samuppanno, 

kal -amtarena kenai 
uppadlrta Sagana tam vamsarn 

223 J Ham ChaRAK Gosh, Th« e/ hH-Q,, vol, V, 1929, p. 71. 

Van LoHUttew-P* UiiJw, The “Scythien" P«i«l 
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MakvR'dlyi 
paTn^nafT^ Vikkanulicco, 

tassa vi vamsam uppa- 
diuna jao puno vi Sa^iaraya 

Uj j em^'piira'varle 
paya-paipkaya-panaya-samanito. 

panatfse vlsa^sae 
Vikkama-samvaccharassa voline ■ ♦ 

parivattiuna ^avio 
jenam samvaccbaro niyao. 

Saga-kaia-janan ‘'attham 
eyarp pasamgiyam saniakkhayam 

mula-kaha-sajpbaddhani, 
pagayam dya bhannae inhim.'* 

In the translation of Jacobi; 
"Nachden) sie den dem Weisen ergebencn Sh^ zum Obef- 

kdnige geniacht, gemessen die Uebrigen die Freuden der Herr- 
schaft, selbst zu Ldansfursten erhoben. Weil sie von (^lakaiula 
kamen, deshalb heissen sie ^ka. So entstand diese Dynasbe der 
Qikakonige.,.. Nach einiger Zcit erhob sich der Konig voa 
Malava mit Namen Vikramlditya, nadidetn er die Dymstie der 
Qdka gesturzt hatte.Dessen Dynastic sturzend ward wieder 
cin ^aka (viz. Kaniska or his vassal m Ujjaylnl) In der herrlichen 
Stadt Ujjayini Kdnjg, vor dessen Fusslotus aile LehnsfUrsten sich 
neigten. 

Als 135 Jahre der Vikranm-AcEa verflossen, fuhrte er seinetseits 
seine eigene Aera ein. 

Zur Kenntniss der ^aka-Aera ist diese Episode erz^lt, Der 
Gegenstand, w'elcher zur Haupterzahlung gehort, wird jetzt fort* 
gesetzt" 

Kaniska, therefoce, reigned from 78 until at least 101 A.D.; in 
102 Ms son Vasiska appears to have succeeded him until, in any 

224) Vetses 62, 6}, 69^, 7I>, sad 71. 
Z2S) H. jACOBt, Dot kstMcarya-K4ithSnai4im, Z^DJd.G., vol. laSO, pp. 

247-yi8, np. pp. 266-267 and 286. 
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case, L06 A.O. Then we have inscriptions of Huvislca from the 
years 33 until 60 of the Saka era, id est 111-138 A.D. and of Vasu- 
deva from the years 74 until 98, id est 152-176 A.D. 

In Qiapter Six we have seen that even after Vasudeva Kusanas 
still ruled in Madhyadesa, and clung to the era installed by their 
ancestor Kaniska, while also afterwards, when we hear no more 
about Ku^a rulers in that part of India, the Saka era remained in 
use until It was temporarily replaced by that of the Guptas, to 
come into use again after the downfall of timt dynasty. The Saka 
era further established itself via the Western Ksatrapos in South 
India; and tlience triumphantly spread over the whole of South- 
East Asia, where it remained in use for many centuries, under the 
narpe of “Saka era" or ‘the era installed by the Saka maharaja". 
By that time Kaniska’s name had been forgotten for a long time 
already; even in India itself it w^as only brought back to light after 
many centuries by the inscriptions and coins, but for us, who 
have endeavoured to piece together history from all kinds of 
evidence, the so-called era of the Saka maharaja is that of the Saka 
monarch "par excellence", he who founded the great, flourishing 
Scythian kingdom in North India; who, in contrast to Kujula Kad- 
phises and Wima Kadphises, was the first to set into motion the 
process of assimilation and absorption by taking up residence in 
India for good and all; he, who by his patronage forwarded culture 
in all its branches: religion, art, literature, etc., etc,; he, who, in 
spite of his failure in the expedition against the Chinese, still must 
have been a great personality—King of Kings Kaniska. 
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in the discussion. 

Abdagaescs, 337, 33a 
Ab<Ug»s<3, 337, 358. 361, 
abhayvnudij, 84, 98. 109,112, 123, J29, 

134. 135, 154, 156i 158, I6l. 167, 
186, 187, 189, 192, 195. 197. 199, 
220, 224, 225, 228. 233. 

Abhidhinuijcacin, 13. 
Abahola, 329, 379. 
Acb»nwnid time. 39- 
Adam's Peak, 377, 
Aden, 566. 
Afghifiisdm, 58. 95, 98. 120, 140, 142, 

143, 339. 
A^ilaos, 86. 
Ahin Push, 88. 
Atiinta. 113. 
Aja^ 137. 
Ajitavtkrama, 360. 
ai-Bicuni, 305. 
Alexander, 45. 
Alaandtia, S3. 
AJIahibad. 46. 
AnuHlvatl. 73. 79. 118, 151, 167. 
Ambattba Svtta, 138. 
AnwHinl, 2, 9, 11. 12, 47, 48, 51, 63. 

65. 66, 68, 70,72, l47, 148,153, 280, 
.^U'Daryi, 32. 
An, 24. 
Andrew's cross, St., 67, 71. 
A*ga, 44. 
An-hsi, 24. 343, 371; see also Partbia. 
aHjalunudn, 98, 134, 160. 175, 254, 255, 

286, 
AotiilcidAS, 88, 341. 

Antioch, 2. 
Anyor, 178, 188, 190. 194-198. 205, 

218, 220. 221, 226. 
Apollo, 96,97. 
ApollO^rus, 39> 
ApollonJus of Tyima, 353, 360, 362. 
apsaras, 156. 
Ati inscription, 303-306, 
Arachosi, 34. 
At8d«»ia, 345, 352, 372. 
AtdasbJr, 13, 319, 320. 
Aieoi, 34. 
Ariiats, 6, 7, 270. 278, 281, 290. 293. 

294. 
Afiftanetni, 268. 
AniMHiia, 39. 319, 325, 554. 
Arrianm, 45, 146. 
Arsaces I, 36 
Arsaces 'Hieos, 359, 
Anaetds, 40. 83. 371; art, 83; coins. 

83, 339; kingdom, 343. 
irft, 43, 44. 
Aria (not Afta as on p. 333), 333, 336- 
Aitabmus t, 35, 37, 49, 324. 
Artabanns HI. 343. 
Artabomu V, 319. 
Aryans, 145. 
Atyasiddkinta, 360. 
Aryavatt, 147, 148. 
As. 44. 
Ajadba. 6-9, H, 13, 380. 
Asians, 38, 43, 44, 50, 367, 
Asii, 36, 43. 44, 64. 
Astoi, 38, 39. 
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Aioko. 148, 163. no. 
Aipavtrnu, 346. 351, 36V. 
Assyrian souiccs, 39- 
Aivjjho^, 149, 
AivuvAiim, 346. 
Adurvsveda, Pa/iji^fas, 44. 
Au£;i5tu5, 365-367. 
auieoJc. 98, iOO, 110113, 115, m, 

iia, 132, 134, 161, 16S, 186. 187, 
196, 202. 215-217, 220. 222 . 224, 
225, 240, 253-256, 269. 

AviJokiteivua, I36. 
iya|;a{»V^ 2, 47, 48. 65, 66, 68, 72, 

147-158. 167, 175, 216, 217. 334. 
Apma, 6S, TO, 71. 
Ayand. 26. 
Ayasia Kamiuo, 329, 333. 335. 
AyDdhya. 202. 203. 
Aio. 7, 11, 13. 84, 89. 102. 338, 344- 

346. 348-352, 355. 359, 360: cobs, 
84. 87. 95, 101. 338. 359. 350: eta. 
7, 8. 11, 13. 16. 17, 

Aacs II. 102. 348^ 349. 355; ooitn. lOl. 
Aiilises, 344. 348, 349. 355. 359, 360. 

Baaria, 28. 29. 3M1. 46. 48, 50, 97. 
319. 324, 325, 328. 363. 

caves, 136. 
Bala, 150. 168, 160, 185, 
Balabhadra Kun^ 219. 
BaUsuni, 25. 
Balasvimia, 25. 
Balat(i)tata. 274, 300. 
Balinese art, 216. 
Bamiyifl, 128. 
Batbatikon, 327, 
Buoda, l46. 
Begram. 111-114. 519. 
Benares, 103, 108. 
Beclin, 58, 112. 115-118, L25, 162. 217, 

236. 
Besnagar, 341, 342. 
bhadragafa, 155- 
BMga, 341.342. 
Bhfigabbadra. 341, 342. 
Bhjji, 151. 
Bhikti, 97. 170. 

Bharhut, 80. 81. 151. 154, 155, 160, 
216, 217. 

Bhilsi, 145. 
Bhum^a. 330- 
bhumtspaidaniudrd, 109. 125, 195. 
BhiUesar, 158. 
Bihar, Buddha of, 176. 
Bimatin, 21, 73, 78. 83-87, 89, 93-96. 

10H03, 153. 169. 177. 
BituoT, ai-, 305. 
Bodh-Gaya, 108-110, 179. 
Bodhi, 178, 179- 
Bodhi-temple, 156. 
Bodhi-ttec, 103, 108, 155, 156, 176. 308. 
Bodhisattva, 98, 114, 115. 118, 119. 124, 

133. 135-137, 139, 173, 174. 178, 179. 
182, 193. 202, 209, 215, 227. 253, 
308, 309, 313. 3l4; image, 86, 91. 
118, 120, 121, 123. 136. 166. 175. 
183. 185. 193. 197, 203. 224. 

Bntor.pass, 328- 
Bombudur, 137, 
Boston, 137. 173, 188-190, 195. 197. 

205- 
Bower MS., 260. 
box head 55. 56. 203. 235. 251, 257, 

261. 262. 265, 268. 270, 272, 275. 
277, 278, 2BI, 284, 287. 289. 297. 
299. 317. 

Brahmi, 82, 84, 98, 100, 115, 131-139, 
1^, 174-177, 194, 224. 

Brahiru^pta, 304. 
Brahmajala-Sutta, 168. 
Brahniaiucal temple, 95. 
Brahmanism, 139- 
Brahmi epigraphlst, 236; ttucr^Uons, 

ty, 17, 51, 57, 58. 61. 263-301. 514; 
scrijM, II, 22, 148, 334- 

Brahmin ascetic, 84. 
Buddha, SO. 82, 84, 85. 94. 97. 99. tOO. 

103, 106-109, 113. 114. U6, 124. 
125, 129, 131-134. 136-139, Ml. 147, 
148, 153. 155. 156- 159-161, 166. 
167, 169. 171. 173. 174, 177-181- 
193. 194. 204, 207, 208, 213*216, 
220, 223. 224, 226, 228, 240, 263, 
308. 309. 384: itnage, 21, 84, 87. 88. 
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91, 93. 94, 96, 98-101, 105. 107, IlO- 
133. 137, 140, 142, 143, 145-237. 
239. 240, 248. 249, 252, 255, 259. 
269, 307-314, 321. 

Budilhiihofa, 137, 139, l6a, 179- 
Budilhimitra, 150. 
Buddhism. 147, 149, HO, 152, 153, 155, 

176v 221, 239, 305, 385-385. 
Buddhists, IH 136-138, 149. 151. 152, 

160. 172, 183, 210: art, 142, 148. 
151, 153. 15M 60, 228, 232. 240; 
images, 221. 254, 323; ioscriptims. 
148, 149. 360; tdics, 149; sects, 152; 
stupas. 151; tests. 385; tradition. 384. 

CaesarcAD en, 2. 
Caitra, 9. 380. 
caitya, i« stupa. 
caira. 110, 125. 131, 192, 193. 221, 224, 

250, 254, 256, 272, 322; see also 
dharmacaVra. 

calcravartin, l65. 
Calcutta, 125, 131, 132, 148. 
Cambridge, 59. 
Candana, 384. 
Candragupta Maurya, 52. 
Candnigupta 11, 360. 
Cappadodan Pontus, 39- 
Carrhae, 342. 
Caspar the Indiao, 353. 
Casfana, 5, 46, 
Central Asia, 41, 80, 106, 142, 190. 214, 

215, 328. 385; art. 142, 143. 
Central India, (26, 373; art, see early 

Indian art 
Ch‘ang Ch'ten. 31. 32. 37, 39. 
Chang-shih, 24, 
dua-t'an, 319, 384. 
Oursadda, 15. 22. 57, 62, 88, 127. 
Ch’icn ban sbu, 24, 25. 28*31. 42, 45, 

47, 328. 370, 372. 380. 
Chien-wu. 24. 
Ch’i-Uen-shan, 29. 
China, 31, 128, 324, 370, 372, 385. 
Chinese, 28, 30, 31, 35, 42, 335, 369, 

370. 372, 382-384, 387; court, 31S; 

pilEfims, 305; sources, 27, 29, 33, 34, 
45-47, 50. 343. 368. 371. 373. 383- 
385. 

Chi-pin, 24, 31, 328, 330, 370*373* 
Ch'iu-chfu^Ji'io, 24, 367. 371 ; see also 

Kujula Kadphiscs. 
Qwtacho, 143. 
Oai, 30. 
Ci*!fcn, 31- 
Gnastana, 319- 
Crassus, 342. 
Cosani, 44, 366, 367; see further 

Dimajada-lrt, 316. 
Darius, 41, 327. 
Datta, 247. 248, 301. 
Dehanadi, 280. 
Delhi, IS. 
Delphi. 377, 
Demetrius, 97, 351. 
Dera. 287, 280- 
Devagupta, 360. 
devafcula, 379. 380, 
Devatafa, 560, 
Devafri, 360- 
Devila, 276, 277, 283-286. 
Dewai, 61. 
dhamucakra, 103, 151, 155, 172. 
dhannacakramudfi. 124-128, 130*132, 

140. 
Dharmatijjbi, 6, 7,102. 
dhoU. HS0+ 
DhruTTHi. 81, 156, 314. 
dhyaftamudri, 109, 125, 127, 132, 135, 

155, 158. 167, 192, 195. 218, 219, 
224. 

Dhyans Buddha, 131, 136. 
DIgha Nikiya, 137, 168, 179. 
Dion, 341. 
disk, see auieoie. 
Doab, 145. 
Drangae, 34, 37. 
Drangiaiia, 345. 
DuichjtKB. 45. 

eaiiy Indian art, 1, 80, 82, 103, 106*110, 
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126, H2, tH. 18$, 216, 
East Javanese an, 216. 
Erythraean Sea, 327. 
Emrnitides, 35-38. 325, 
Euphrates, 34, 56, 
Exmpti Latina Barhaii, 355< 

F»-tuieii, 505. 
Fan Ycb. 24, 362, 36?-371, 381. 
Fatiehjan^, 12. 326- 
Fedihta, 26. 379, 
Frahita, 533, 
Frawaiti, 333. 
Fu hi ts'an^ ytn yuan di'uao, 583, 

Gad, 357, 
Ga^hi, 318. 
Gaod^vyiiha, L37. 
GMcUukufi, 156. 
CandhSra, 2. 9, tO, 21. 34. 44, 45, 47. 

37, 58. 62, 145, 149. 163. 164. 166. 
167, 169. t71, 173. 176, 181, 183- 
198, 200. 204-206, 208-214. 218. 220, 
223-230. 239, 268, 269. 274. 305. 
306, 515, 321, 326-330, 369, 372, 
373; art, 1, 20, 21. 75-144, 151. 169, 
m, 188, 192, 225, 227. 240. 

Ganesfari, :^3. 
Ganges, 145, 149- 
Garilabhilit king, 330. 
Gaspar. 353- 
Gathaipa, 353. 
Gathaspar, 553. 
Gautama, 97, 178. 225, 302. 
Gautamiputra Satakatoi, IS, 304, 332. 
Gaya, 18, 
Ghasta(cK- u?)hasti, 287-289. 
Ghaaiii, 345. 
GirnSr, 66, 
Gobi, 29. 
Gomitra. 336, 
Goodophemes, 12, 25. 538, 541, 344. 

546. 348. 349, 551-362, 364. 565. 
571. 576, 378. 

Gotipntn, 536. 
Graeco-Buddhist art, 97, l Bl - see further 

Gandhara art. 

GraJuhak 290-294, 297. 298. 
Grahadasika, 182, 183- 
Grahapala, 295, 296. 
GeahaJiri, 276, 277. 283. 286. 
Creeks, 35. 39. 40, 42. 48v 95, 96. 97. 

363; art, 73, 90, 106; diatactcrs, 105; 
ideal of beauty, 89; Joniicncc, 80; ut- 
scfiptioM, 85; kings. 34, 550. 565. 
564; language, 83; town-goddess, |46. 

Guda. 557- 
Gudina, 357, 558. 561. 
Gudaphara, Guduphara, see Gondn- 

phemes. 
Gudaphara rnscription. see Takht-i-BlhT 

inscription. 
Gundo{^tT, sec Gondophemes. 
Guptas, 1, 64, 240, 295. 312, 515. 320. 

322, 323. 351. 587; art, 132. 133.140, 
176. 179, 206. 240. 252. 256^ 295, 
299, 312. 321; era, 179, 258, 259, 
321. 383: image, 129. 203. 252, 255, 
257; ioscrtpdon, 260, 275, 274, 287, 
294; period. I, 68. 126, 127, 151, 
247, 249-252, 254. 256-260, 262, 
270. 287, 289. 295, 297, 30S. 51O- 
512. 516, 317, 320. 321; script, 179, 
238. 251, 278. 299, 303, 515. 521. 

Hadda art. 93. t06. 122, 128. 140-145; 
imcfiption^ LIZ 

HadriBLniis, SS. 
Hagimasa, 529, 335. 
HagSni, 529, 535. 
haio, see aureoie. 
Han. 24, 30, 573, 581. 
Hina, 329- 
HittU figure. 120, 124. 
Harivan^ 44. 
Harpocrates, 107. 
Hashtnagar, 2, 4. 12, 15. 22. 53. 37, 914. 

101, 102, 104, 105. 114-117, 121. 
Hastihistj, 288, 
Bayuara, 329- 
Hciioclet, 57, 38. 351. 
Heliodorui, 341. 
Hellas, see Greeks. 
Hdlmiifti, 34, 56, 57, 74, 75. 80. 82, 
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S3, 90-92, 99, lOO. 105. 107. lOS. 
lie, ns. 140, 143, 144. 371. 

HcpIUillites, 122, 
Heracles, 551; see al» Hcrciilci, 
Heruis, 567. 568- 
Hercules. 138. 173. 
Hemueus, 34, 350. 351. 362-564, 370- 

372. 
Herodotus, 41, 
Hiodu-Kush, 34-36, 528, 368, 372. 
Hinduism, W, 133, 134, 13®, 175, 176; 

god, 156; uopfession. 151; morurchs, 
336; njune of the month, 314. 315; 
icnaissAoce, 336; temples. 577. 

Hiu sOo, 42. 
Hollanders, 45. 
Hott MirtUn, 109, 112, 132. 134, 
Hou hin shu, 24, 25, 27, 28, 33, 50, 

562, 367. 571-375, 375, 381. 
Hsieo-tvi, see Bolor-posj. 
hsi-hou, 24. 27, 28, 567. 368. 370. 571. 
Hsiu-mi, 24. 
Hsiuog-nu, 24, 29. 30, 325, 5691 

<{» Huns, 
Hsio-bm, 24. 
Hsi-yu. 383. 
Hsuan Tsas^. 148, 505. 584, 
Huns, 29, 31; see also Hsiung-ou. 
Huvaka, 66-69. 71, 74. 123. »B0. 200. 

201. 257. 261, 262, 279. 303. 504. 
306, 374. 387, 

Hydaspes, 36. 
Hyndophemes, see Goodophemes, 

Hi. 30. 32, 525, 
Trntavhtia, 6, 7. 
lodt, 137; see further Indro. 
lodii, 54, 40, 44-46, 48. 52, 53, 66, 82, 

83, 87. 88, 90. 93. 97, 107, 120. 126- 
128, 137, 145-147, 165, 166, 170. 
181. 191. 206, 228, 235. 243, 260, 
304, 310, 317. 324-328. 330. 332, 
334, 339, 343, 354. 358, 362, 563. 
365, 366, 368, 373, 375, 376. 380, 
382-385. 387; art, see Bharhut, e«ty 
Indian art. Gandhira ait, Gupta art. 

Mathuri art, Pik art, Sanchi, and Sena 
art; coins, 357, 365. 

mdiojiisatiiMi, 77, 91, 92. 96, 97. 
Indians, 34, 37, 45 . 48. 332. 356, 346. 
Jndo-Afghan school, I4l. 
Indo-Bactrian kings, 83; times, lOO. 
Indo-Pirthtans, 370; see also Parthims; 

coins, 539. 
Indo-Romao school, 74. 
Indo-Sassanian kings, 89> 
tddo-Scythia, 327; period, S3, 74. 
Ifldo-Scythians, 53. 95- 
Indra. 82, 84. 98-100, 108. 109. U5. 

115. 131-139. 156, 168, (73 177^ 
194. 224. 

Indravamu, 351. 
Indus, 36, 324. 326. 327. 330, 531, 361, 

362. 373 
Iranian name, 346; people, 50. 
Ireland, 173. 
ivories. 9S. 

Jagayyapeia, 167. 
Jail Mound. 219- 
Jainas, 149, 159, 176. 238, 269; see also 

JlUDS, 
Jainism. l47, 150. 153, 153, 221; art, 

147, 152. 158-160. 254; iyagapatas. 
149> 216; image, 2)8, 219. 221. 223. 
241, 242, 244. 248, 274, 277. 288, 
310; Inscriptions. 260; JJteralun, 350. 
551; sanctuaries, 148, 149; stupa. 148. 
159; teachcT, 330. 

Jains, 137, ! 38, 152, 153; See also Jainas. 
JailUbad, 86, 345. 
jilalakfatu, 213'215. 
Jamilgafhi, 2, 12, 15, 22, 55, 57. 
Jamalpur Mound, 310. 
Japan, 177. 
Jasuka. 247. 274, 276. 
Jaulian, 102, 119-125, 140. 141. 
Java, 143, 
Jaxartes, 318. 
Jayabhatta, 247, 274. 276. 
Jestahasti, 245, 301. 
JetavMM, 202, 
Jiho^t, 12. 25-27, 65, 376*381; in- 
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Knpdon, 57, 57d; vase, 12, 47, 
574, m, 377. 

Jina, 137, 155, 15?, 167, 23a'240, 242. 
263, 268; image, 1§3, i4S232, 237- 
242, 244, 246, 248-250, 252-259. 264- 
267, 269, 272, 273, 276, 279. 286, 
290, 295, 298, 299- 

jinasena, 531. 
JflinabajrcjvaTa, 560. 
Jfunaiivabajti, 560, 
jRins'vaTabajn, 560. 
JuJia Sabina, SS. 
Julian coins. 365* 
Julian-Qaudian dynasty, 365. 
junuu, 145. 
Junnir, 68. 
Juittnui, 54-38. 48-50, 325, 342, 343, 

371. 

Kabul, 85, 93, 328, 343, 350. 371. 372; 
see also Kao-bi. 

Kadlapbes, 374. 

Kadphises kings, 26, 27, 63, 144. 304. 
350, 368. 374, 383. 

KaJand, 26. 
Kaid Rij, 26. 
Kakania(rn)gbastT. 2SK). 291. 293. 294, 

297, 
KakubastKa, 297, 298. 
KaJaka, 330, 
KiUkaciryaJtathanaka, 330, 585. 
KaJawin, 4, 11, 12, 15, 65- 
Kftliyuga, 380. 
KaJpanSmanditilca, 149, 131. 
Kaiiun, 218, 
Kimbojaka, 330. 
KamuTa, 330; see futther Ayajja Kaoiula 

and Kharaosu KamuTa. 
Kandaim, 345, 347. 
Kanaka. 1-6^ 9. 10, 14, 16, ZO-22. 27, 

46, 50-52, 56-58, 61-65, 73-79, 86. 94, 
98. 99, 105. 106, 112, J44, 149-151, 
156, 175, 180, 234, 235, 237, 238. 
241, 243, 249. 261. 262, 267. 270, 
296, 297, 302-307, 3U, 313, 313. 317- 
319. 321. 362, 364. 369. 374. 376-378. 
380-387; dynasty, 2, 14. 19-21, 51, 

>7, 58. 64. 259, 263, 293, 381; era, 
2-5, 9-U, 14-16, 19. 22, 50. 51, 55, 
S6. 62, 63. 65, 67, 68, 70, 74, 77, 98, 
111, 150, 179, 181-183. 196. 200-203, 
206, 213, 218. 220-223, 232-241, 
243-246, 248.252. 255. 257-259. 263, 
268-271, 273-277, 279-286. 288. 289, 
293, 295, 297. 299-301, 303, 305-307. 
309, 314-317, 319. 321, 380-582: in- 
stripdOM, 5, 9, 19, 61, 262; rciiipiaty, 
20. 73, 77, 80. 86 94, 98-106. 109, 
169- 

Kaniska II, 303, 305. 306. 
Kaniska HI, 306. 307. 314, 3IS, 
kanjur, 124, 
Kabkill Tila, l47. 149. 158-160. 219* 

244, 246, 248, 264. 265, 267-270, 272- 
274, 27^ 277, 279-28 3. 286, 288, 290, 
298. 299. 

Ka£l-s^ 29, 52. 
Kao-fu, 24, 371; see also Kabul 
Kapa. 25, 
kapacda, 166, 211. 
kapardin type. 156, L6t, I63. 180, 181, 

183. tS4, 186-190. 193-195, 197-199, 
202. 204, 205. 212, 222, 224-239. 231, 
309-311. 

Kapiit, 372- 
KaJmlr, 328, 372. 
Ktdiisaritsagara, 331, 332, 
Kathiawar, 330- 
Katri, 150. 154-157, 162, 164. 171. 173. 

177, 180, 184, 311. 
Kaudambl, 150, 180. 
Khaiamasa, 329- 
Khalatse, 9, 10. 14, I6w 27, 61. 62, 361, 

375. 
Kbaraosta KamuTa, 329. 330, 333. 334, 

336l 
Khaiapallana, 329, 378. 
Kbarc^l inscriptioiu, 4-6, 8, 9. 11, 13, 

14, 17. 19, 22. 23, 27. 47, 51, 55, 35. 
61, 62, 94, 121. 12a, 274, 306, 314, 
327, 332, 352; script, 315, 354. 

King Mihitij, 26. 379. 
Kishao, 26. 
Kistni, 151. 
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Kiiil. 140. 
KongO'Yashii< 177. 
Kaphen, 372- 
Koi4ni.3l^, 
Kp^ja, 145. 
K|tui»gara. 360* 
K^atca, 244-246. 
Kuci-ahujuig, 24, 25, 30p 367, 371, 373 ^ 

see a]» Kufirus. 
KujEla KadptUses, 14, l6, 21, 25-2S, 33, 

45, 47, 63. 85 S7, 99. 105, 169, 329, 
343, 351, 356, 361-376, 378. 379. 
381, 383, 384, 387. 

Kujul* Kara Kadphises, 529, 374. 
Kumirajiva, 43, 149. 
Kuniiralata, 149. 
Kunuiamiti, 242. 
kumbha, 155. 
K’ud mo, 30, 31. 
Kuntala. 332. 
Kun-tu, 42. 
Kum, 357. 
ku&-gra55, 191. 254. 233. 
Kudinas, 6, 7, 10, 12, l4, 25. 26, 44. 

46, 55, 58, 61, 148, 190, 203. 232, 
240, 243, 259, 264, 268, 270, 273, 
278, 279, 281, 283, 294 , 304, 306. 
307, 313, 519. 321, 322. 343, 357, 
359. 561, 562. 366^ 567. 369, 373. 
374. 379, 380, 387; art, 1. 127, 145- 
231. 252, 295. 309, 312; toins, 319; 
en, 258, 296, 314 , 317; s« »l» Ki' 
ni^ era; inscription*, >2. 251, 315; 
petiod. 1, 52, 53, 5S, 68. 70, 74, 
85. 149. 167, 175. 178, 200. 205, 
241, 245, 247, 249, 251, 253. 257, 
258, 260, 263, 264, 267, 269, 274, 
278. 279. 284. 285, 287, 302, 303, 
307, 309-311. 314, 313, 321, 322,378, 
379; power. 317, 32D, 362, 366; 
script, 11, 202, 217; litJcs. 46. 379. 

Kusulua Patika, 329. 335. 

Lahore. 109, 125, U9. 
laksa^a, 165-167, 207, MO, 211, 21!. 

215. 
Likhak, 88. 

lalitisana, 175- 
LalJtavistara, 213> 
Lan-shih, 24. 
Lao-shang, 29, 31, 32- 
Lauldka era. 2, 52, 235. 
Leyden, 123, 
Uaka Kiisuitilca, 329, 330* 
lino Capital, se# under Mithuri, 
Little Yfleh-cbih, 30, 43- 
lokapilas, 158* 
Loriyin Tangai, 2, 4, 12, 15, 22, 55-57, 

94. 101, 104. 105, U4-U6, 
lotus, 98, 100. 131, 132. 134-137, I >5, 

171, 216. 217. 224, 296, 311-313- 
Lo-yang, 24. 
Luc^oiw, 132, 162. l64, 171, 174, 181, 

184, 203 , 219, 224, 225, 227, 2iO. 
239, 241, 242, 246, 249, 264, 268, 
269, 272-274. 276, 277. 279-283, 286. 
288, 290, 298, 299. Ml. 312. 

Lysias, 360. 

Madhyade^ 387, 
Megadha, 320. 
Magha, 340. 
Maghahasti, Mamguhasti, 267-289. 
Mahaban, 176. 
Mihlbhirata, 44. 
Mahibh^ya, 145. 
MahapadiUia $utta, 209. 
MahapnruH. 165, 210, 211, 
MahaTui, 61, 160, 177. 
Mahiyiiu Buddhism, 136, 178, 179- 
Malta. 12. 23. 173. 326, 327. 342. 
Maitreys, 136. 225-227, 317. 
Majapihjt, aureole of, 217, 
Majjhuna Nikiya, 137, 
tnakari, 216, 
Makuran, 319. 
Milava, 10, 14, 64. 332, 386, 
Mllwi, 151. 
Mamiae Dherl. Ill, 113, H4, M7, 119* 
Mantgula, 329. 379. 
Manik^ 376. 
Minkuwfr (misprinted Matlukuwar), 321 
ManorathipOranl, 179. 
Mansehii, 12, 326. 
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Mao-tun, 29, 51. 
Mir*, tog. 
Mardan, HoEl Maidin. 
Mirloflde^a Purina, 45. 
MasugetnCj 49. 
Mij, 579, 580. 
Maihuri, 47, 48. 58; 62. 81, 157, 158. 

265, 267, 268. 502, 332,335-337, 369, 
373. 378; ift, 1, 85, 94. 96-90, tlO- 
115, 126-129. 152, 133, 145-262, 264. 
314; inseriptioas, 13, 17, 22. 33. 53. 
37. 59, 6l, 62, 64, 66^SS. 70-72, 315- 
317, 333, 354; litm Capital, 12, 13. 
17. 64. 73. 94. 148. 532‘335. 

Mitridini, 269, 270. 272. 273, 
Ma Tuan-Lifl, 31. 
Maues, 34. 47, 337-341, 344-350. 352; 

coins, 94, 96-98. 169, 350; era. 4, 17. 
Maurya era, 3, 20, 52-56, 235. 
Mau^, 320, 331. 
Meditertaaean, 90, 91, 107, 145. 
Megasthenes, H5,146. 
Mekala, 44. 
Menander, 86, 97, 
Mevaki Miyil^ 529, 535. 
Mihila, 244-246, 301, 
Mihiragula, 329, 379, 
Ming, 384, 
Micmagar, 362, 
Mira, 25* 
Mkhradates I, 34-40. 47, 325. 
Mithradatw II, 33-38, 40, 49. 324. 323. 

327, 337. 
Mhhtadates III, 325. 
Mithras cuk, 109* 
Mna, 337, 338. 340, 342; see al» Maues. 
Mog*, 3. 47, 526. 329. 333. 336:338. 

340, 341, 344,345. 
Moggallina, 157, 
Mohfi Moridu, 91, 102. 119-124, 128, 

139, 140. 
Moisc of Khorene, 518, 319, 
Muchai, 12. 
Mujiaal-ut Tawirikh, 26. 
Muki. 529. 333. 3M. 
Mu-lttu, 529. 335. 
Muokh, 212, 252. 

Muirra, 145, 310; s« ai» Madiuii. 

Naela Oiaka, 333, 335. 
I%a, 154. 254. 255. 
Nagaci script, 257, 299. 
Na^p^ 5, 71, 530, 332. 
Nairaojoju. 116. 
Jiak^alia, p. to, 380. 
Naksh-i-Rustatn* 41, 
Nilandi, t31. 
Mandiavaita, 281. 
nandipada-synibol, 157. 
Nari)!^, tSi 
Naryn, 30, 
Nisik. 68, 53a. 
Nepalese manuscript, 59. 
Nero, 365, 366, 
Netherlands, 45. 
New York, 309. 
Niceii, 34, 
Nidinricatha, 207, 209, 211. 
Niki. 356, 339, 358, 360, 
nimbus, see wuwle. 
NiaeTch. 59, 
Ni.6. 177. 
Nirvam. 7, 108. 156. 
Noaca, 6, 7. 
North India, 1. 74, 180, 287, 324-387. 
Nortli-West India, sec Oandhar*. 
North-West Indian art* sec Gandhira 

art. 

oblong, 84. 85, 114. 
Orodes II, 537, 342, 350, 356. 
Oiodes ill, 343. 
Orosius, 36, 368. 
Orthagnes, 546, 357-360. 
Oslo, 58, 236. 
Ossetes, 44. 
Onus. 57, 328; see also Wei -river, 

Padmapg^i, 136, 
{ndmlsana, I59, 172. 
Pahlava. 12, 44. 
Pija. 94. 
Priustan, 216, 310. 
Piikurs, 359, 361, 362, 376, 
Pala art, 133, 176, 308, 
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Pin Oi'ao, J83, 
Pm Ku. 30, 31, 371- 
Pm Yung, 24, J8l. 
Pukiki, 145, 
panoiikha, lOfl. 113. 156- 
paiictviras, 173. 
Flanjtir, 12, 57, 381. 374. 
Piirinini-aiia, 224; ?«c fllw NinraM, 
Pans, 98, 
pitkhom, 148, I8l. 
Pirjvaditlia, 239, 285, 286, 
Pwthia, 35-37, 40, 4l, 48, 48-50, S3, 

324. 337. 359. 342, 343. 348. 371. 
Parthims. 19, 23, 24, 33-3S, 40. 41, 

82, 83, 86. 91, 107. 144, 319, 325. 
326, 336v 338-543. 345 , 346, 348. 
352, 353, 355, 358, 359. 361-383. 
378; coins, 358; era, 2, 15-20, 22, 50. 
>8, 84; kingdom. 15, 19. 34, 35. 37, 
38, 325, 371: period, 84, 100, 343; 
power. 82, 528. 542, 343, 382; title, 
337. 340. 

Puianoi, 38. 
Patika (Mevaki?), 12. 15, 18, 17, 63. 

84, 243. 
Patru, 181. 
Paftivali Cithia, 351, 
Paiaa, 302, 314. 
Pawiya, l6t, 
Periplos, 328, 327. 330, 331, 541, 342, 

382, 584. 
Persia, 13, 46. 
Pasim ruune, 380; rtck-inscriptioos, 

335. 
Peshiwu, 90, 98, 320. 
philheltenism, 90. 
PhitostratuS, 353, 362. 
Phraotes, 348. 
Phraates. 355. 
Phfutes II, 34-36w 37, 49- 
Phraates IV, 342, 543, 367, 371. 
Phraataces, 343, 348. 
Phmdrtes, 353. 
Phraotes, 353, 560, 362, 
pilasters, 84-86, 104, 109, 114, 268, 

269, 314. 
Pliny, 41, 42. 

Poseidon, 358, 
Post-Kufi^-a period. I, 85, 127, 149, 

232-323. 
Po-t'iao, 318. 
Prakrit, 298. 347. 
pntimi sarrvilobhadrik*, 241, 242, 244, 

246, 265, 287, 269, 277. 278, 282, 
283. 301. 

PiatyekibudcUu, 8, 7, 179. 
Pt4virtka monastery, 234, 
Pre-Gupta period, 322, 
Pre-Ku^ana period, 12, 512, 378; l^atra- 

pas, t8> 
Pikbvr, 320, 
rtoleioy, 148, 327, 331. 
Pun^ra, 44. 
pun jib, 326-328, 336n 337. 359. 345, 

347. 348, 352, 361. 
Putinas. 26. 45. 331, 341, 342. 
Puranic te*t, 44. 
POfrf^i^, 9, 380. 
P"u-ta, 24, 371, 372. 

railing, see vediki, 
Rajatarangial. 304. 
Raj 0 la, 12, 529, 352, 379. 
RajuvuU, 354, 536, 340. 360. 
Rindiyana, 294. 
RuaJ, 28. 
Richthofen range, 30. 
Roman art, 73, 74, 78*80. 90; coins. 38S. 

388; empire. 79. 191. 368. 
Romans, 342, 345. 
Rsabhadaua, 88, 70, 71. 
RudnwUmiii. 66, 88, 70, 71. 316, 582. 
Rudrasena, 316, 
Runn of Cutch, 18. 
Russia, 44. 

Sacaraucae, 30, 38, 39, 43, 50, 387, 368. 
Safavids. l66. 
Sagakula, 330, 
Sahe^b-Mahe^, 202, 204-206, 215, 217, 

2ia, 220, 222. 223, 226. 230, 232- 
235, 237, 249. 258. 

Sahr-i-Bahlol. 91. 119, 179. 125. 
30,42. 
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w, M, ^6, m. 
Slid Hiimuvifgil^ 
Soki lidgua^c; 25* 42, 45* 445, 
SaJd MtmiJLdiij^ 46. 
Saki-Paithian invision, 342. 
Sika Tigni]uudi, 41. 
Slid ty^y tiri dri|n, 4t. 
SilLUauJof, see Siicaraucic. 
Salfii. 10. 18, 19. 23. 29, 30, 35. 3B. 

39. 41, 42, 44^30. 64. 6S. 86, 304, 
324, 326-532, 356, 372, 3«5. 386; dy- 
o*3ty, 331, 338; er», 5, 6, 9-H, 14-16, 
IS, 19. 46, 64-66. 113. 304. 306, 316. 
356, 382, 385. 385-387; era, old, 
8-15, 17, 19, 20. 23, 24, 47. 63, 64, 
506, 324, 340, 377, 379, 382; wt». 
sioo, 50; masletj, 19, 304, 326, 336; 
ful«s. 54, 330, 340. 346, 387, 

Salcasrina, 47, 327, 328; see abo Seistin, 
Sokm, see Ayodhyl 
SalcH (Sakla), 84, 137, 138; sac further 

Siicya fiuh, 152; furtlitf Buddhism. 
Sikyasji^ha, 171; Me hirtlicr Buddha, 
^lavahma* 504. 
SajAanta Deva* 
sam^i^hiraiTU, 148. 
SamudragupCa* 45. 
SaMhi. SO, 109, tl5i 151-155, IdO* I6a* 

191, 198, 218* 512, 315. Sl6, 582. 
584. 

Sandhi, 500, 
Sahgumica* 242. 
Sanskrit, 8, 2\ 44* 175, 294, 29Bp 

31V 560. 
Saptdana* 562. 
Saptaqi cfi, 2; see also Laukika era. 
Saiasvftti, 286-288. 
bataucajc, see Sacaraucac, 
Simitli, 132, 150. 153, J6i. 17t, ISO, 

185. 224, 378- 
Sarwdvidins, 148. 
Sua. 361. 
Saseaniui court, 360. 
Sitakatm kto^ 332. 
Satavatl^ 362. 
Sau vitas, 44. 

Scythia, 327. 
Scythians, 23, 24, 29, 30, 33-41, 46. 48, 

49. 54, 82, 141. 324. 525, 328-330, 
332, 334. 336, 338, 340-342. 344-346, 
362, 564, 366. 371-373, 379; coins, 
37e{ ffistume, 98; era, old, 105; see 
also old Saka era j inituence, 86^ 87; m- 
vasion. 50, 380; kingdom, 326, 330. 
331, 380, 387; period, 91; rulers, 87. 
105. 331. 352. 537, 339, 540. 555. 

Seistli}. 47, 324, 326-528, 350. 345, 
Selcuddian era, 2, 19, 20, 53, 53. 56. 

74. 77. 101, 105, 169. 
Seteufcos, Nilcatot, 52. 
Sena, 280, 261. 
Sena art, 508. 
Shlhbu-Gafhi, 91. 
Shahdaur, 47, 326, 350, 
Miih-jf-kJ Dhefl, 20, 21, 76. 78, 98, 

133, 177. 
Shahpur 1, 13, 
Shan-yu, 29, 31, 32. 
ShevaU, 85. 
Shih-chi, 29. 
Shuan^-mi, 24. 
Shu-Ie, 42. 
Siddhintas, 8. 
Siddhas, 290, 295. 294. 
Sie, 562. 
Spm, 247, 248, 301. 
Sihadeva, 202. 
Sikhs, 166. 
Sikri, 91, lOO, 101, (04, tG6v 108-110. 

192. 308. 
Silpajirtra, 207. 
Simhacandra, 560. 
siqihisana, 172. 
Siqditviknuna, 560, 
Siod, 536. 
Sindhu, 373, 
Sifidhus, 44, 
Stngasari, 360. 
Sionaces, 357, 338, 
Sirkap, 12. 21, 85, 87, 99, 105, 169, 

374-578. 
Sirsukh, 21, 87, 375-377. 
SHala Ghifi, 202, 204-206, 215. 2lS. 
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220,pz. 225, 252-2J1 249. 258. 309- 
Si-fu^ii 148. 
Skirah phcri, 2, 4, 12, O, 22, 55, 57, 

60, 94. 101. 104, 105. 120. 121, 124- 
So4lsa. 12, 15, 18, 48, 54-36, 62. 64. 

65, 72, 148. 352-534, 556, 573, 578. 
Sajt(li*(iu), 36, 50. 
Sogdiiiiu. 34, 37, 58. 
Sotct MefiM. 374. 575. 
South-East Asia, 80, 387. 
South India, 587. 
Spilagadanu, 344-549. 
Splahora, 338. 344-351. 
Spalirisa, 547, 349- 
SpalirUa, 547. 
SpaliHscs. 344'550, 
Spalyris, 346-349- 
Sriva^a, 11, 13, 
Sfivastl image, l&O, 202 ; miraclr, 131- 

134,156, 137, 177, 
jftvatsa-syinbol, 152, 158, 159, 259, 265. 
Ssu-ma Ch'icn, 29. 
stsunbha, 152, 156-158, 162. 164, 174, 

176, 216, 522. 
Strabo. 25, 24, 35-42. 46, 49. 50, 324, 

325, 
Strato I. 354- 
Strato 11 334. 
stupa, 57, 85. 86, 88, lOO, 102, 104. 106. 

lOB, 109, 111, 125, 124, l4l, 147- 
149, 151. 155, 156. 159, 182. 185. 
192, 308, 314- 

SuddhocUna, 160. 
SuhRU, 44. 
Sunwngalavilisiol, 157, 168, 179- 
Sunga art, 146. 
SuAgas, 331, 541. 
Surawnas, 145. 
Suryasiddhanta, 580. 
SEttilainlcira, l49. 
Swit valley, 124. 
Syria, 34, 37, 554, 
Syrian tod, 354. 

Tabail, 519, 
Tadtus, 357-359, 361. 
Ta-hiia, 24, 28. 31, 59, 328. 369. 

Tai inscriptions, 504. 
Takht-i-Bahi image, 91, 115-117; in¬ 

scription, 2, 4, 11, 12, 18, 25, 27, 94, 
552. 555 , 356, 361, 564. 

Taksaiili, 6, 7, 12. 
Tapa Kalan, 141. 
Tarim Basto, 142, 145. 
TaiiU 21, 61, S3, 85. 102-104, 106, 

U1-113, ns. 124, 140, 141, 144, 
326, 350. 353. 560-362, 364, 573. 
374; copper pUte, 2-4, 8, 13, l6, 17, 
326, 329, 333, 3H 337. 338> 540; 
silver scroll, 4, 6, 10, 12. l4. 16, 57, 
94, 361, 373. 

TA-yikn, Jl| 
Ti-fueh-<iiih, 24» 28, 50->2, 42* 528* 

370, 371, 373, 585; we also Yiiih- 
cbih. 

Tdcphus.^ ^ j7. 
Thcra^hi, 179- 
Thomas, 354. 555. 358; Acts of St., 352, 

355. 557. 558. 
thundeibott, see vajta. 
Tibet. 50, 375. 
Ticn-clra, 24, 25. 562, 573, 585. 
Tien Lung Shan. 128. 
Tien-sbin, 30, 51. 
Tmdates; 542, 567. 
Tbthagikata image, 215, 219, 269; «c 

also jina itnage. 
Tochari. 31. 35, 3S, 39, 43-46, 49, 50, 

64, 507, 324, 327, 338, 367. 
torana, 148, 151, 158. l60. 
Trayastfiioia Heaven. 80, 81, 153, 154. 

177. 
triratna, 105, 151, 172, 193. 
Tfogui Pompefus. 54, 37, 41, 42, 44, 

46, 50, 367, 368. 
Tokhira. 26, 43. 44. 329; «c aUo 

Tochari. 
Tu-mi, 24. 
Tun-huaog, 29, 31, 525, 
Turan. 519. 
Turkestan, 67, 68, 307, 
Tuprt, 44,45. 64, 539; s« also Tochari. 
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Uijaio, 64^. 71. 72. 330-332, 336. 36B. 
Ujjx^l 151. 386; sec ilso 
Un^ 9. 380, 381. 
Undophcn«, see Goii<lopb«Tiei. 
ui^Ms^ 207; see al» i^nl$a. 
u^lsuiso, 165. 166. 207. 209. 
Unsaka, 6^ 7. 
UTOi, I06, 187. 
uw'?*, 84, 148, 149.156. 15S, 159, 161, 

163468, 171. ISO, 187, 207, 209-213, 
226, 239, 255. 

u^^l^alqa^a, 165, 166. 207, 210. 213. 
215. 

UdwJa. 44, 
Uttanphilgunl. 9, 580, 
Uvinukavtiusa. 27; see further Wima 

KadphUes. 

Vairocana, 131. 
Vaifali, Ml. 
Vajheska, 305; see also V£si^ka. 
vajra. 1324 35, 137, 139, 173-176. 184. 
Vajra-Yakjas, 177. 
Vajraponi, Bodhisattva, 136, 174; sur¬ 

name of lodra. 137-139. 174, 177. 
Valabhj kings. 59. 
Vaiuispaim, 378. 
Va6ga, 44. 
viramudra, 109, 195. 
Vardanes, 359, 
Vfljdharoana. 158. 159, 250, 251, 270. 

271. 273. 283-285; sec also Jina. 
Vanina, 137, 
Vasi^ ISO, 200, 303-306, 382, 386, 
Visifka 11, 306. 
Vaskusina, 313. 314. 
Vasu, Vasu. 306, 314, 319. 
Vasudeva, 16, 22, 52, 55, 63, 67, 6g, 

70, 71, 74, 123, 149, 201, 203, 232. 
235,237, 259, 261, 262, 306, 307, 314. 
318-322, 374. 387. 

Vasudeva II. 506, 307, 318. 
Vasudeva III, 306. 
Vasudevas, 266. 
VasuJa. 16, 17, 242, 243. 
Vedic times, 138- 

vediki, 81, 148, 151. 154, 216^ 217, 
Vchsadjian, Vehsadjen, 319. 
Venu takjaim, 379, 380; see fuitbcr 

WiniJi Kadphises. 
Verethragna, 358, 360. 
Victory, see Niki. 
Vidiia, 145, 151. 
Vijayajid, 283-285. 
Viknuna eo, 2, 4, 7, 10-16, 18^ 46, 52. 

54, 61, 63, 65. 73, 77. 235. 243, 304, 
332. 340, 355, 386. 

Vikramaditya, sumanie of Gautamlputra 
Satakart^t, 54, 331, 332. 386; sur¬ 
name of Candragupta It, 360. 

Vikramaiika, 360. 
Vi^da Vihara, KBanda Vihira, tS2, 183. 
Vindapbama. 360. 
Vifauj^avo, 283-28$. 
Vis^ism, 145. 
Visnufflitra, 336. 
Vtyakamitn. 86. 
Vodva stQpa, 148. 
Votogases I. 359. 
Vonones, 3, 3, 338, 339, 344-352. 
VoPODCs I, 343. 
Vpspis, 173. 

Wet annals, 370. 
Wei'river, 31; see also Oxus. 
W£n hsien t‘ung k‘ao, 3i. 
Western India, 316, 332, 
Wcstein K^rapm, ] l, 14, 18, 46, 64, 

65. 316, 332. 368, 382, 387; dofns, 
58, 59, 64, 66. 68, 71, 72. 

Wheel of Law, see cakra. 
White Huns. 77, 121, 142. 
Wima KadphJses, 6. 9, 10, 14. 16, 25* 

27. 45. 47, 61, 63-65. 73. 87 89. 99, 
190,.329, 356, 361, 362, 365, 366, 
369, 373-373, 377, 379-365. 387. 

Wu-sun, 30-32, 42, 43, 47, 325. 

Yaksa, Yakkha, 137-139, 146, 147, 153, 
154, 161, 165, 164, 166, 167. 172; 
174, 180, 185, 196, 206, 212. 

Yakfi^l, 151. 
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YaSadmm, 252. 
Ytvans, 44. 
Yen-ka<vch«i, 24. 25, 375: s« furfljw 

Winu Kadphises. 
Ytd-mchfu, 570, 372. 
Yiieh-cbih. 23. 24, 28-33, 36-50,64, 324. 

325. 328. 36S-370, 373. 385; kings. 

26, 383; power, 371, 384; see also 
Little Yueh-ehih and Ta-yueh-<hih. 

Zc^ 9, 3SO-382. 
Zciom^cs, 25 s 

Zoilus^ 34^ 
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32. Seated BtidJha of the Itapardin type; MuMum oT Fine Arts, Boston 
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4L Buddha licid frotn Giindhini; 
Ethnologk^l Museum, MimJcb 
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4\ Seated Jtna dated in the year 80 
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47. Fragrrcnt ot a Jin* image dated in the ywT ft4 

48. Seated Jlna dated in the year 84 
ilO. Scatevi Jina dated in the year 98 
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^0, Fragment of a door-lintel ftom M^ithura 

51 Ffij^mcni of xt door-linEel from MaEliyrl 
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Ftmiiicnt of » Jin.1 imaj!e dJteJ in th? vcar A2 

5^. I-»f!rtienf oi A tloor-lintel from Mathurj 
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Se^ttd JIna ditcd m the j-rar 57 5<i, Seated Buddha dated in the year 27 
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56. Seated Jina dated in the year 12 
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57* Ffi^ment of a Jina, JrJ century A.D, 
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62, Seatcii Jin*. 5i:d ct^nEury A.D, 
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6i, Jmajic of Aristaneml JatcJ in tilt year IB StsnJinp Jina daletl in tlic ytat V 
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